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Be It Known, That whereas Alpheus Hyatt, William Sanford Stevens,
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wick Minot, Samuel Wells, William G. Farlow, Anna D. Phillips and B.

H. Van Vleck have associated themselves with the intention of forming
a Corporation under the name of the Marine Biological Laboratory, for

the purpose of establishing and maintaining a laboratory or station for scien-

tific study and investigation, and a school for instruction in biology and
natural history, and have complied with the provisions of the statutes of this

Commonwealth in such case made and provided, as appears from the cer-

tificate of the President, Treasurer, and Trustees of said Corporation, duly

approved by the Commissioner of Corporations, and recorded in this office;

Now, therefore, I, HENRY B. PIERCE, Secretary of the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, do hereby certify that said A. Hyatt, W. S. Stevens,
W. T. Sedgwick, E. G. Gardiner, S. Minns, C. S. Minot, S. Wells, W.
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III. BY-LAWS OF THE CORPORATION OF THE MARINE
BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

I. The annual meeting of the members shall be held on the second

Tuesday in August, at the Laboratory, in Woods Hole, Mass., at 11.30 A.M.,

daylight saving time, in each year, and at such meeting the members shall

choose by ballot a Treasurer and a Clerk to serve one year, and eight Trustees

to serve four years. There shall be thirty-two Trustees thus chosen divided

into four classes, each to serve four years, and in addition there shall be two

groups of Trustees as follows: (a) Trustees ex officio, who shall be the
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President of the Corporation, the Director of the Laboratory, the Associate

Director, the Treasurer and the Clerk; (b) Trustees Emeritus, who shall be

elected from the Trustees by the Corporation. Any regular Trustee who
has attained the age of seventy years shall continue to serve as Trustee

until the next annual meeting of the Corporation, whereupon his office as

regular Trustee shall become vacant and be filled by election by the Cor-

poration and he shall become eligible for election as Trustee Emeritus for

life. The Trustees ex officio and Emeritus shall have all rights of the

Trustees except that Trustees Emeritus shall not have the right to vote.

The Trustees and officers shall hold their respective offices until their

successors are chosen and have qualified in their stead.

II. Special meetings of the members may be called by the Trustees to

be held in Boston or in Woods Hole at such time and place as may be

designated.
III. The Clerk shall give notice of meetings of the members by pub-

lication in some daily newspaper published in Boston at least fifteen days
before such meeting, and in case of a special meeting the notice shall state

the purpose for which it is called.

IV. Twenty-five members shall constitute .a quorum at any meeting.
V. The Trustees shall have the control and management of the affairs

of the Corporation; they shall present a report of its condition at every
annual meeting; they shall elect one of their number President of the Cor-

poration who shall also be Chairman of the Board of Trustees; they shall

appoint a Director of the Laboratory; and they may choose such other officers

and agents as they may think best; they may fix the compensation and
define the duties of all the officers and agents; and may remove them, or

any of them, except those chosen by the members, at any time
; they may

fill vacancies occurring in any manner in their own number or in any of

the offices. They shall from time to time elect members to the Corporation

upon such terms and conditions as they may think best.

VI. Meetings of the Trustees shall be called by the President, or by

any two Trustees, and the Secretary shall give notice thereof by written

or printed notice sent to each Trustee by mail, postpaid. Seven Trustees

shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. The Board of

Trustees shall have power to choose an Executive Committee from their

own number, and to delegate to such Committee such of their own powers
as they may deem expedient.

VII. The accounts of the Treasurer shall be audited annually by a

certified public accountant.

VIII. The consent of every Trustee shall be necessary to dissolution

of the Marine Biological Laboratory. In case of dissolution, the property
shall be disposed of in such manner and upon such terms as shall be de-

termined by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the Board of Trustees.

IX. These By-laws may be altered at any meeting of the Trustees, pro-

vided that the notice of such meeting shall state that an alteration of the

By-laws will be acted upon.
X. Any member in good standing may vote at any meeting, either in

person or by proxy duly executed.
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IV. THE REPORT OF THE TREASURER

To THE TRUSTEES OF THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY:

Gentlemen: Herewith is submitted my report as Treasurer of the

Marine Biological Laboratory for the year 1933.

The accounts have been audited by Messrs. Seamans, Stetson, and

Tuttle, certified public accountants, and a copy of their report is on file

at the Laboratory and is open to inspection by members of the Corpora-
tion.

At the end of the year 1933 the book value of the Endowment Funds

in the hands of the Central Hanover Bank and Trust Company was as

follows :

General Fund, securities $ 912,230.91

in cash 53.08

Library Fund, securities 196,374.00

in cash , 70.00

Total book value $1,108,727.99

The income collected from these Funds was as follows :

General Endowment $40,528.28

Library $ 8,538.89

Income in arrears, some of which mav never be collected, was onj

December 31 :

General Fund $4,696.66

Library Fund $1,253.50

The Reserve Fund was partially liquidated at a profit of over $800
and $11,000 applied to the reduction of the Devil's Lane mortgage, leav-

ing a balance of securities and cash in the Fund at the end of the year of

the book value of $11,921.17.

The Retirement Fund consisted of securities of the book value

of $20,060.00

Cash . 3,103.66

Total $23,163.66

Income in arrears on December 31 was $121.61.

The land, buildings, equipment and library, exclusive of the Gansett

and Devil's Lane tracts, represented an investment of ... $1.701,816.19

less reserve for depreciation 369.943.83

*>/ -\c
^j LIBRARY
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Expenses, including $42,488.15 depreciation, exceeded income by

$24,673.53. There was expended from current funds $18,798.63 in ad-

ditions to Plant, mostly for books.

At the end of the year the Laboratory owed $14,000 on Bond and

Mortgage, and $8,048.74 on open account and had $5,411.85 in cash

and bank accounts.

Following is the balance sheet as of December 31, 1933, the con-

densed statement of income and outgo, also the surplus account, as set

out by the accountants :

EXHIBIT A

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY BALANCE SHEET,
DECEMBER 31, 1933

Assets

Endowment Assets and Equities :

Securities and Cash in Hands of Central Hanover
Bank and Trust Company (New York),
Trustee Schedules I-a and I-b $1,108,727.99

Securities and Cash Minor Funds Schedule II 10,648.53 $1,119,376.52

Plant Assets:

Land Schedule IV $ 98,103.05

Buildings Schedule IV 1,225,286.12

Equipment Schedule IV 170,329.50

Library Schedule IV 208,097.52 $1,701,816.19

Less Reserve for Depreciation 369,943.83

$1,331,872.36
'

Securities and Cash in Reserve Fund 11,921.17

Cash in Dormitory Building Fund 713.96 $1,344.507.49

Current Assets :

Cash $ 5,41 1.85

Accounts Receivable 10,536.58

Inventories :

Supply Department $ 38,513.31

Biological Bulletin 9,755.26 48.268.57

Investments :

Devil's Lane Property $ 42,345.83

Gansett Property 5,250.49

Stock in General Biological

Supply House, Inc 12,700.00

Retirement Fund Assets . 23,163.66 83,459.98

Prepaid Insurance 3,400.46

Items in Suspense (Net) 109.56 151,187.00
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Liabilities

Endowment Funds :

Endowment Funds Schedule III $1,108,727.99

Minor Funds Schedule 111 10,648.53 $1,119,376.52

Plant Funds :

Donations and Gifts Schedule III $1,029,372.61

Other Investments in Plant from Gifts and Cur-

rent Funds 314,134.88

$1,343,507.49

Note Payable, Danchakoff Estate 1,000.00 $1,344,507.49

Current Liabilities and Surplus :

Mortgage, Devil's Lane Property $ 14,000.00

Accounts Payable :

Current $ 3,376.24

Hixon Electric Co., Deferred .... 3,672.50 7,048.74

21,048.74

Current Surplus Exhibit C 130,138.26 $ 151,187.00

EXHIBIT B

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY INCOME AND EXPENSE,

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1933

Total Net

Expense Income Expense Income

Income :

General Endowment Fund . . $ 40,528.28 $ 40,528.28

Library Fund 8,538.89 8,538.89

Gifts 400.00 400.00

Instruction 8,055.21 8.910.00 854.79

Research 4,017.04 12,535.50 8,518.46

Evening Lectures 99.41 99.41

Biological Bulletin and Mem-
ship Dues 8,556.28 8.83f.44 280.16

Supply Department-
Schedule V 38,018.86 36,853.60 1,165.26

Mess Schedule VI 21,095.99 22,837.04 1,741.05

Dormitories Schedule VII .... 31,093.23 12,531.56 18.561.67

(Interest and Depreciation

charged to above Three

Departments. See Sched-

ules V, VI, and VII ) ... 36.227.30 36,227.30

Dividends, General Biological

Supply House, Inc 1,120.00 1.120.00

Rents :

Danchakoff Cottages 294.31 637.50 343.19

Microscopes 284.20 284.20

Garage, Railway, etc 142.00 142.00

Newman Cottage 124.04 250.00 125.96

Janitor's House 92.03 360.00 267.97
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Interest on Bank Balances 29.96 29.96

Sales of Duplicate Library Sets 232.71 232.71

Sundries 26.16 26.16

Maintenance of Plant :

New Laboratory Expenses .. 14,890.30 14,890.30

Chemical and Special Appa-
ratus 11,965.38 11,965.38

Maintenance, Buildings and
Grounds 6,764.24 6,764.24

Library Department Expenses 7,505.98 7,505.98

Carpenter Department Ex-

penses 621.17 621.17

Truck Expenses 914.11 914.11

Sundry Expenses 83.63 83.63

Workmen's Compensation In-

surance 547.85 547.85

Pumping Station Expenses . . . 338.05 338.05

General Expenses :

Administration Expenses 14,454.27 14,454.27

Endowment Fund Trustee ... 968.50 968.50

Interest on Loans 75.80 75.80

Bad Debts 620.67 620.67

Reserve for Depreciation 42,488.15 42,488.15

Museum Expenses 2,270.17 2.270.17

$179,727.37 $155,053.84 $124334.61 $99,661.08

Excess of Expenses over In-

come carried to Current Sur-

plusExhibit C 24,673.53 24,673.53

$179,727.37 $124,334.61

EXHIBIT C

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY, CURRENT SURPLUS ACCOUNT

YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1933

Balance, January 1, 1933 $122,306.03

Add:

Reserve for Depreciation charged to Plant Funds 42,488.15

Cash Transferred from Reserve Fund and used to reduce Mortgage
on Devil's Lane Land . 11,000.00

$175,794.18

Deduct :

Payments from Current Funds during Year for Plant

Assets as shown in Schedule IV:

Buildings $ 562.70

Equipment 3,100.47

Library Books, etc 15,030.46

$18,693.63
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Payments on Danchakoff Mortgage from Current Cash 1,000.00

Excess of Expenses over Income for Year as shown in

Exhibit B 24,673.53

Pensions and Allowances Paid $2,210.02

Less Income of Retirement Fund 921.26 1.288.76 45,655.92

Balance, December 31, 1933 Exhibit A $130.138.26

Respectfully submitted,

LAWRASON RIGGS, JR.,

Treasurer.

V. REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN

The Library budget until February 6, 1933, was in accordance with

that of 1932, namely: total, $24.000; apportioned: current books, $300;

serials, $6,000; current serial binding. $1,500; express, $300; supplies.

$500; back sets, $6,850; salaries, $8,550. It became necessary in Feb-

ruary, 1933, for the Laboratory to revise its budget with a view to

greater economy, and $5,000 was thus deducted from the Library budget

(February 6). This reduction sum was of necessity taken from the

"back sets" apportionment, leaving the amount for the year $1,850.

Orders already outstanding at this time were laid out on the budget as

follows: current books, $218.14; serials, $5,440.71 (about); current

binding, $1,404.02; express, $90.29; supplies, $215.70; back sets,

$2.113.75 (about) ; salaries, $7,150; total, $16.632.61; credit from sale

of duplicates, $232.71. or a total of $16.399.90. The budget, reduced in

1933 by one salary ($1,400, as explained in the Report for 1932) and

again in February, 1933 ($5,000), to $17,600, gave at the time a balance

of $1,200.10. Then in April, when very few of the bills had been re-

ceived and paid, especially the German bills (the German publishers'

time of billing has always been delayed until after the actual issue of

their publications), the deflation of the American dollar began. How
greatly the fall in the comparative value of American currency affected

the Library budget is clearly shown by a comparison of the next figures,

the money paid out. with the above figures as estimated : current books,

$218.14; serials, $6,922.41 ;
current binding, $1,404.02; express, $90.29;

supplies, $215.70; back sets, $3,353.65 ; salaries, $7,150; total, $19,354.21.

Adding to the total budget allowed, $17.600, the credit due to sales, this

shows a total deficit of $1,521.50. The addition of the balance that we

would have had, had the American dollar remained as it was at the be-

ginning of the year, to the actual deficit as it occurred, gives the total

loss to the Laboratory of $2.721.60 due to deflation.
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Fortunately for us, the German scientific publications have been re-

duced in price twenty to thirty per cent over last year's price, and the

amount per year is fixed. We hope also that the mark will not increase

to a value greater than $.40 during the year. For these reasons, we ex-

pect to contine all our current subscriptions in 1934 as we did in 1933.

The "
back sets

"
budget must again be sacrificed in so far as is neces-

sary to keep the current serials going. Also, the binding of many vol-

umes of current serials (about 300) selected from the less used must be

omitted for the present year.

The Library now contains 37,420 volumes (5,866 books and 31.554

serial volumes), and 81,208 reprints (2,532 bound). Eighty-six new

books were purchased and 15 new serials were undertaken in January,

1933, so that the Library now subscribes to 346 current journals (15
"
carry-on

'"

book orders were completed and 1 serial dropped) ; re-

ceives by exchange 580 (13 new) ; and by gift, 211. Four back sets

were completed and 8 back sets were partially completed.

For the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, there were pur-

chased 18 new books and 3 back sets ; 5 exchanges were undertaken.

A complete rendering of the expenditure of the $1,000 allowed by the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution for the year can also be made,

although their fiscal year is not closed until February 28. The $1,000

was spent approximately as follows: books, $54.81; serials, $554.21;

binding, $43.21; supplies, $3.00; back sets, $344.77. No separate ac-

count is to be reported of the total volumes so far purchased for the

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, as the gain in number is re-

corded in the total accessions of the Library.

Several notable gifts were made during the year. By Professor

Bradley M. Patten, many books and reprints from his father's library

were presented. Professor H. McE. Knower gave about 25 books and

several hundred reprints ; Dr. Robert W. Hegner, several hundred re-

prints ;
Dr. E. W. Gudger, several hundred reprints ;

and Dr. Louis

Murbach willed to us his books and pamphlets. From authors, there

were received 22 new books, and from publishers as follows : P.

Blakiston's Son & Co., 1
; Harper & Bros., 4; Lea & Febiger, 3; Mc-

Graw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 2
;
Macmillan Co., 2.
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VI. THE REPORT OF THE DIRECTORv

To THE TRUSTEES OF THE MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY :

Gentlemen: I beg to submit herewith a report of the forty-sixth ses-

sion of the Marine Biological Laboratory for the year 1933.

1. Attendance. The number of investigators in attendance in 1933

was slightly greater than that in 1932, the figures for the two years

being 319 and 314, respectively. At the same time, the registration

in the courses of instruction fell from 132 to 118, giving after a correc-

tion for duplications a net decrease of 7 in the total attendance. The
number of institutions represented by students in the courses was 58 in

1933 as compared with 76 in 1932, but that represented by investigators

remained almost unchanged, being 2 less than that of the preceding year
and only 10 less than the maximum of 102 reached in 1931. The sea-

sonal distribution of the attendance in 1933, and for comparison, that for

the preceding six years, is shown in tabular form.

1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933

8 11

54 46

127 129

172 184

225 235

245 253

248 255

257 261

236 244

190 205

129 117

58 45

13 12

2. The Report of the Treasurer. As in the case of nearly all edu-

cational and scientific institutions, the year 1933 was a particularly un-

favorable one for the Laboratory from a financial, though fortunately
not from a scientific point of view. The total gross income, which in

1932 had shown a decrease of approximately $29,000.00 from the previ-

ous year, declined still further by about $22,000.00 to $155.053.84, which

is the lowest figure reached since the establishment of the present en-

dowment in 1925. The loss in gross income was accounted for roughly
as follows : income from investments. $6,600.00 ; subscriptions from

institutions, $900.00; sales by the Supply Department. $7,100.00; re-

ceipts from the Mess and the dormitories, $4,400.00; miscellaneous,

$3,000.00. As to the first of these items, it should be noted that a de-

crease in income from investments of only approximately 12 per cent

May
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under the conditions prevailing in 1933 indicates an exceptional sound-

ness of the securities in the endowment fund. Few endowed institutions

have fared so well. It should be noted further that at least a part of

the usual income from the endowment fund which was not received in

1933 will eventually be paid, though to balance this favorable circum-

stance is the unfavorable one that funds now invested in securities about

to mature cannot with equal safety be reinvested so as to yield their pres-
ent rates of interest. The attention of all the members of the Corpora-
tion is invited to the possible opportunities they may have, through the

institutions with which they are connected, to prevent further losses in

income from the second and third of the sources mentioned above.

In order to carry on its activities within its considerably reduced

budget, the Laboratory in 1933 adopted certain economies which, though

unwelcome, did not seriously handicap its scientific work. The most

important of these was the discontinuance of the use of the steamer
"
Cayadetta," which to many persons had seemed to be an indispensable

part of the equipment of the institution. The experience of the past

year, however, has shown that at least the most important scientific needs

of the investigators and of the students in the courses can be cared for

much less expensively than previously by means of smaller boats, includ-

ing both those already belonging to the Laboratory and others rented

from time to time for special occasions. By means of this major and

many minor economies, the expenditures in 1933 were reduced to the

point where, except for depreciation charges, the budget was balanced.

As has been mentioned in previous reports, the depreciation charges on

the expensive buildings and equipment owned by the Laboratory cannot,

under present conditions, be met from current income, and an annual

deficit in a strict business sense is therefore unavoidable. This deficit

for 1933 amounted to $24.673.53.

One of the most favorable points mentioned in the Treasurer's Re-

port is the payment by the Laboratory during 1933 of a considerable

part of its indebtedness on the Devil's Lane Tract. Further payments
made after the period covered by the report on this and on one other out-

standing mortgage have reduced the total amount owed by the Labora-

tory on mortgages from $27,000.00 in the summer of 1933 to only

$2,000.00 in May, 1934. The future savings resulting from the almost

complete elimination of interest payments at rates higher than those at

present obtainable from first-class securities will be most advantageous
to the Laboratory.

3. The Report of the Librarian. The Library, handicapped by a re-

duction of $5,000.00 in its appropriation for the purchase of back sets

of journals and by the low purchasing power of the dollar in foreign
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countries, has nevertheless maintained, though at a somewhat slower

rate, the steady progress it has shown for a number of years past. Its

growth since 1925 can most concisely be shown by means of the follow-

ing table :

1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1932 1933

Serials

received

currently 500 628 764 874 985 1,060 1,080 1.126 1.137

Total num-
ber of

bound
volumes 15,000 18.200 22,800 26,500 28,300 31,500 33,800 36,000 37.400

Reprints .. 25,000 38,000 43,000 51,000 59,000 64,000 70,000 76,000 81,000

Appreciative acknowledgment may be made at this point of the

generosity of those mentioned in the Librarian's Report who, during

the past year, have presented valuable books and reprints to the Library.

4. Lectures and Scientific Meetings. During the summer of 1933,

10 regular evening lectures and also several special lectures were given,

and 12 evening scientific sessions were held at which 48 shorter papers

on recently completed work were presented by investigators associated

with the Marine Biological Laboratory and the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution. As for several years past, an important feature of

the scientific program of the summer was an all-day session held on

August 31 at which 31 additional papers, based on work done at the

Laboratory during the current season, were presented. Abstracts of

most of the shorter scientific contributions will be found in the Biologi-

cal Bulletin for October, 1933.

5. Retirement of Employees. During the past year three persons

who have been associated with the Laboratory almost from its beginning

retired from active service. Few institutions have been so fortunate in

the length and the loyalty of the services of their employees as has the

Marine Biological Laboratory in the cases of John J. Veeder, George
M. Gray, and Ellis M. Lewis. In recognition of this fact, suitably en-

grossed letters of appreciation were presented by the Board of Trustees

to those retiring, and these letters are here placed on permanent record :

On the Occasion of the Retirement of

CAPTAIN JOHN VEEDER

from active service of the

MARINE BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY

the Trustees offer him their thanks for the faithful perform-
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ance of his responsible duties as Captain of the Laboratory
Boats for the past

Forty-five Years.

They congratulate him upon his PERFECT RECORD of

never having had a serious accident either to life or property,

although during these many years he has carried thousands of

students and investigators on Collecting Trips and Excursions.

The many friends of
"
Captain John

"
unite in wishing for

him Health, Happiness and the satisfaction that conies from
Work Well Done.

The Trustees of the

Marine Biological Laboratory

hereby express to

GEORGE MILTON GRAY

their satisfaction and pride in his faithful and efficient services,

extending over a period of

Forty-two Years

first as Collector, then as Manager of the Supply Department,
and finally as Curator of the Museum.

Under his management the Supply Department became an

important part of the work of the Laboratory and by his kind-

ness and courtesy Mr. Gray has endeared himself to a host of

students and investigators.

On the occasion of his retirement from active service, the

Trustees extend to him and to Mrs. Gray their best wishes for

continued health and happiness.
" Well done, Good and Faithful Servant."

The Trustees of the

Marine Biological Laboratory

hereby record their appreciation

of the faithful services of

ELLIS M. LEWIS

who for a period of

Thirty-six Years

served the Laboratory as

CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE LABORATORY BOATS.

On the Occasion of his Retirement from Active Duties they
extend to him their best wishes for continued usefulness and

happiness.
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6. The Board of Trustees. At the Annual Meeting of the Corpora-

tion held on Tuesday, August 8, Dr. William RuthraufT Amberson of

the University of Tennessee and Dr. Carl Caskey Speidel of the Univer-

sity of Virginia were elected Trustees to fill vacancies in the Class of

1937.

There are appended as parts of this Report :

1. The Staff, 1933.

2. Investigators and Students, 1933.

3. A Tabular View of Attendance, 1929-1933.

4. Subscribing and Cooperating Institutions, 1933.

5. Evening Lectures, 1933.

6. Shorter Scientific Papers, 1933.

7. Members of the Corporation. August, 1933.

Respectfully submitted.

M. H. JACOBS,

Director

LU I L '

1. THE STAFF, 1933

MERKEL H. JACOBS, Director, Professor of General Physiology, University
of Pennsylvania.

Associate Director:

ZOOLOGY

I. INVESTIGATION

GARY N. CALKINS, Professor of Protozoology, Columbia University.
E. G. CONKLIN, Professor of Zoology, Princeton University.
CASWELL GRAVE, Professor of Zoology, Washington University.
H. S. JENNINGS, Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.
FRANK R. LILLIE, Professor of Embryology. The University of Chicago.
C. E. McCLUNG, Professor of Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.
S. O. MAST, Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.
T. H. MORGAN, Director of the Biological Laboratory, California Institute

of Technology.
G. H. PARKER, Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.
E. B. WILSON, Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.
LORANDE L. WOODRUFF, Professor of Protozoology, Yale University.

II. INSTRUCTION

T. H. BISSONNETTE, Professor of Biology, Trinity College.

E. C. COLE, Professor of Biology. Williams College.

B. R. COONFIELD, Instructor in Biology, Brooklyn College.

C. E. HADLEY, Associate Professor of Biology, New Jersey State Teachers

College at Montclair.
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O. E. NELSEN, Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.
S. A. MATTHEWS, Associate in Anatomy, School of Medicine, University of

Pennsylvania.
L. P. SAYLES, Instructor in Biology, College of the City of New York.

JUNIOR INSTRUCTORS

F. R. HAYES, Associate Professor of Zoology, Dalhousie University.
F. H. WOODS, Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Missouri.

PROTOZOOLOGY

I. INVESTIGATION

(See Zoology)

II. INSTRUCTION

GARY N. CALKINS, Professor of Protozoology, Columbia University.
RACHEL BOWLING, Instructor in Zoology, Columbia University.
ROBERT W. STABLER, Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

EMBRYOLOGY
I. INVESTIGATION

(See Zoology)

II. INSTRUCTION

L. G. BARTH, Instructor of Experimental Zoology, Columbia University.
HUBERT B. GOODRICH, Professor of Biology, Wesleyan University.

BENJAMIN H. GRAVE, Professor of Biology, De Pauw University.
LEIGH HOADLEY, Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.
CHARLES PACKARD, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Institute of Cancer

Research, Columbia University.

PHYSIOLOGY

I. INVESTIGATION

HAROLD C. BRADLEY, Professor of Physiological Chemistry, University of

Wisconsin.

WALTER E. GARREY, Professor of Physiology, Vanderbilt University Med-
ical School.

RALPH S. LILLIE, Professor of General Physiology, The University of Chi-

cago.
ALBERT P. MATHEWS, Professor of Biochemistry, University of Cincinnati.

II. INSTRUCTION

Teaching Staff

WILLIAM R. AMBERSON, Professor of Physiology, University of Tennessee.

ROBERT CHAMBERS, Professor of Biology, New York University.

RALPH W. GERARD, Associate Professor of Physiology, The University of

Chicago.
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LAURENCE IRVING, Associate Professor of Physiology, University of Toronto.

BALDUIN LUCKE, Associate Professor of Pathology, University of Pennsyl-
vania.

LEONOR MICHAELIS, Member of the Rockefeller Institute, New York City.

MARGARET SUMWALT, Assistant Instructor, University of Pennsylvania Medi-

cal School.

BOTANY

I. INVESTIGATION

C. E. ALLEN, Professor of Botany, University of Wisconsin.

S. C. BROOKS, Professor of Zoology, University of California.

B. M. DUGGAR. Professor of Physiological and Economic Botany, University
of Wisconsin.

IVEY F. LEWIS, Professor of Biology, University of Virginia.

WM. J. ROBBINS, Professor of Botany, University of Missouri.

II. INSTRUCTION

WILLIAM RANDOLPH TAYLOR, Professor of Botany, University of Michigan.

HUGH P. BELL, Professor of Botany, Dalhousie University.

G. W. PRESCOTT, Assistant Professor of Biology, Albion College.

GENERAL OFFICE

F. M. MACNAUGHT, Business Manager.
POLLY L. CROWELL, Assistant.

RESEARCH SERVICE AND GENERAL MAINTENANCE

SAMUEL E. POND, Technical Man- WILLIAM HEMENWAY, Carpenter.

ager. LESTER F. Boss, Research Tech-

OSCAR W. RICHARDS, Chemical nician.

Service. J. D. GRAHAM, Glassblower.

G. FAILLA. X-Ray Physicist. P. H. LILJESTRAND, Assistant.

THOMAS E. LARKIN, Superintendent.

LIBRARY

PRISCILLA B. MONTGOMERY (Mrs. Thomas H. Montgomery, Jr.), Librarian.

DEBORAH LAWRENCE, Secretary.

DORIS ENDREJAT, MARY A. ROHAN, Assistants.

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT

JAMES MC!NNIS, Manager. A. W. LEATHERS, Shipping Depart-

JOHN J. VEEDER, Captain. ment.

ELLIS M. LEWIS, Engineer. MILTON B. GRAY, Collector.

A. M. HILTON, Collector. GEOFFREY LEHY, Collector.

WALTER KAHLER, Collector.

MUSEUM
GEORGE M. GRAY, Curator.

2
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2. INVESTIGATORS AND STUDENTS, 1933

Independent Investigators

ADAMS, EDGAR M., Graduate Assistant, University of Cincinnati.

ADAMS, THEODORE G., Instructor in Biology, John Adams High School.

ADDISON, WILLIAM H. F.. Professor of Normal Histology and Embryology, Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

AMBERSON, WILLIAM R., Professor of Physiology, University of Tennessee.

ANDERSON, RUBERT S., Research Associate, Princeton University.

ARMSTRONG, PHILIP B., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Cornell University Medi-
cal College.

BACQ, Z. M., Assistant in Laboratory of Physiology, University of Liege, Liege,

Belgium.

BAILEY, RALPH J., Instructor in Zoology. George Washington University.

BAITSELL, GEORGE A., Professor of Biology, Yale University.

BALL, ERIC G., Instructor in Chemistry, Johns Hopkins Medical School.

BARRON, E. S. GUZMAN, Assistant Professor of Biochemistry, The University of

Chicago.

EARTH, L. G., Instructor, Columbia University.

BEAMS, H. W., Assistant Professor of Zoology, State University of Iowa.

BELL, HUGH P., Professor of Botany, Dalhousie University.

BISSONNETTE, T. HUME, Professor of Biology, Trinity College.

BLINKS, LAWRENCE R., Associate, General Physiology, Rockefeller Institute.

BODANSKY, AARON, Biochemist, Research Laboratory, Hospital for Joint Diseases,

New York City, N. Y.

BODINE, J. H., Professor and Head of Zoology, State University of Iowa.

BOWEN, RUFUS E., Assistant Professor of Biology, Long Island University.

BOWLING, RACHEL, Instructor in Zoology, Columbia University.

BRADLEY, H. C, Professor of Physiological Chemistry, University of Wisconsin.

BRINLEY, F. J., Assistant Professor of Zoology and Physiology, North Dakota
State College.

BROOKS, M. M., Research Associate in Biology, University of California.

BROOKS, S. C., Professor of Zoology, University of California.

BROWN, DUGOLD E. S., Assistant Professor of Physiology, New York University
and Bellevue Medical College.

BUDINGTON, R. A., Professor of Zoology, Oberlin College.

BULMER, GLADYS, Teacher of Biology, University of Pennsylvania.
BUTLER, ELMER G., Associate Professor of Biology, Princeton University.

CALKINS, GARY N., Professor of Protozoology, Columbia University.

CANNAN, ROBERT K., Professor of Chemistry, University and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College.

CARPENTER, RUSSELL L., Associate in Anatomy, College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, Columbia University.

CATTELL, WARE, Garrison-on-Hudson, New York.

CHAMBERS, ROBERT, Research Professor of Biology, Washington Square College,

New York University.

CHENEY, RALPH H., Chairman, Biology Department, Long Island University.

CHESLEY, LEON C., Assistant Biophysicist, Memorial Hospital.

CHIDESTER, F. E., Professor of Zoology, West Virginia University.

CLARK, ELEANOR L., University of Pennsylvania.

CLARK, ELIOT R., Professor of Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania.

CLOWES, GEORGE H. A., Director of Research, Lilly Research Laboratories.

COE, W. R., Professor of Biology, Yale University.

COGHILL, GEORGE E., Member, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology.

COLE, ELBERT C., Professor of Biology, Williams College.
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COLLIP, J. B., Professor of Biochemistry, McGill University.

CONKLIN, E. G., Professor of Biology, Princeton University.

COONFIELD, BENJAMIN R., Instructor in Biology, Brooklyn College.

COPELAND, MANTON, Professor of Biology, Bowdoin College.

COWLES, RHEINART P., Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

CROASDALE, HANNAH T., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

DAWSON, ALDEN B., Associate Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.

DAY, DOROTHY, Assistant Professor of Botany, Smith College.

DILLER, WILLIAM F., Instructor in Zoology, Dartmouth College.

DONALDSON, HENRY H., Member, Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology.
DONALDSON, JOHN C, Professor of Anatomy, University of Pittsburgh, Medical

School.

EDWARDS, DAYTON J., Associate Professor of Physiology, Cornell University Medi-
cal College.

EDWARDS, THOMAS I., Instructor in Biology, School of Hygiene, Johns Hopkins
University.

ENDERS, ROBERT K., Assistant Professor of Zoology, Swarthmore College.

FINLEY, HAROLD E., Associate Professor of Biology, West Virginia State College.

FLEISHER, MOYER S., Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene, St. Louis University.

FOWLER, VIRGINIA M., Assistant in Botany, Barnard College.

FRY, HENRY J., Professor of Biology, Washington Square College, New York Uni-

versity.

FURTH, JACOB, Assistant Professor in Pathology, Cornell University Medical Col-

lege.

FURTOS, NORMA C., Fellow in Biology, Western Reserve University.

GARREY, W. E., Professor of Physiology, Vanderbilt University, School of Medi-
cine.

GATES, GORDON E., Head of Department of Biology, Judson College.

GEIMAN, QUENTIN M., Research Assistant, University of Pennsylvania.

GERARD, R. W., Associate Professor of Physiology. The University of Chicago.

GILMORE, KATHRYN A., Instructor in Botany, Pennsylvania College for Women.
GOLDFORB, A. J., Professor of Biology, College of the City of New York.

GOODRICH, H. B., Professor of Biology, Wesleyan University.

GRAUBARD, MARC A., Department of Zoology, Columbia University.

GRAVE, B. H., Professor of Zoology, DePauw University.
GRAVE, CASWELL, Professor of Zoology, Washington University.

HADLEY, CHARLES E., Associate Professor of Biology, State Teachers College at

Montclair.

HALL, EDMUND K., Instructor, University of Louisville, School of Medicine.

HAMBURGER, VICTOR, Assistant, University of Frieburg, Frieburg, Germany.
HARNLY, MORRIS H., Assistant Professor, Washington Square College, New York

University.

HARTLINE, H. K., Lecturer in Medical Physics, University of Pennsylvania.
HARVEY, ETHEL BROWNE, Research Worker, Princeton University.
HARVEY, E. NEWTON, Professor of Physiology, Princeton University.
HAYES, FREDERICK R., Associate Professor of Zoology, Dalhousie University.
HAYWOOD, CHARLOTTE. Associate Professor of Physiology, Mount Holyoke Col-

lege.

HEILBRUNN, L. V., Associate Professor of Zoology. University of Pennsylvania.
HENSHAW, P. S., Biophysicist, Memorial Hospital, New York City.

HETHERINGTON, W. ALFORD, Bruce Fellow, Johns Hopkins University.
HIBBARD, HOPE, Associate Professor, Oberlin College.

HILL, SAMUEL E., Assistant in General Physiology, Rockefeller Institute.

HOADLEY, LEIGH, Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.

HOLLAENDER, ALEXANDER, National Research Fellow in Biological Science. Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.
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HOPPE, ELLA N., Bacteriologist. New York State Department of Health.

HOWARD. EVELYN, Instructor in Physiology, Johns Hopkins Medical School.

HOWE, H. E., Editor, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry.

HUSSEY, KATHLEEN L.. Assistant in Zoology, Connecticut College.

HUTNER, SEYMOUR H., Graduate Student, Cornell University.

HYDE, IDA H., Emeritus Prpfessor of Physiology, State University of Kansas.

IRVING, LAURENCE, Associate Professor of Physiology, University of Toronto.

JACOBS, M. H., Professor of General Physiology, University of Pennsylvania.

JASPER, HERBERT H., Research Fellow, National Research Council and Brown Uni-

versity.

JENKINS, GEORGE B., Professor and Director Department of Anatomy, George
\Yashington University.

JENNINGS, H. S., Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

JOHLIN, J. M., Associate Professor of Biochemistry, Vanderbilt Medical School.

KEIL, ELSA MARIE, Instructor in Zoology, New Jersey College for Women.
KELLEY, TRUMAN L., Professor in Graduate School of Education, Harvard Uni-

versity.

KEYES, DONALD B., Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Illinois.

KIDDER, GEORGE W., Tutor, College of the City of New York.

KIRKPATRICK, T. BRUCE, Associate Professor of Physical Education, Columbia

University.

KNOWLTON, FRANK P., Professor of Physiology, Syracuse University, College of

Medicine.

KORR, IRVIN M., Assistant Instructor, Princeton University.

KROGH, MARIE, University of Copenhagen, Denmark.

LANCEFIELD, D. E., Associate Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

LANCEFIELD, REBECCA C., Associate in Bacteriology, Rockefeller Institute for Medi-

cal Research.

LAUG, EDWIN P., Instructor in Physiology, University of Pennsylvania.

LILLIE, FRANK R., Chairman of the Department of Zoology, The University of

Chicago.

LILLIE, MARGARET CRANE, Boston City Hospital.

LILLIE, RALPH S., Professor of General Physiology, The University of Chicago.

LUCRE, BALDUIN, Professor of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania.

LYNCH, RUTH STOCKING. Instructor, Johns Hopkins University.

MACDOUGALL, MARY STUART, Professor of Zoology, Agnes Scott College.

MCGREGOR, J. H., Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

MACHLIS, SAMUEL, Graduate Assistant in Biology, Washington Square College,

New York University.

MAGRUDER, SAMUEL R., Graduate Assistant in Zoology, University of Cincinnati.

MARTIN, EARL A., Assistant Professor, Chairman of Biology Department, Brook-

lyn College.

MAST, S. O., Professor of Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

MATHEVVS, A. P., Carnegie Professor of Biochemistry, University of Cincinnati.

MATTHEWS, SAMUEL A., Associate in Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania.

MENKIN, VALY, Instructor in Pathology, Harvard University Medical School.

MICHAELIS, DR. LEONOR, Member, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research.

MILLER, FORREST W., Graduate Assistant, University of Pittsburgh.

MOMENT, GAIRDNER B., Instructor in Biology, Goucher College.

MORELAND, FERRIN B., Assistant in Biochemistry, Vanderbilt Medical School.

MORGAN, LILIAN V., California Institute of Technology.

MORGAN, T. H., Professor of Biology. California Institute of Technology.

MORGULIS, SERGIUS, Professor of Biochemistry. University of Nebraska, College

of Medicine.

MORRILL, E. V., Associate Professor of Anatomy, Cornell University Medical

College.
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NF.LSEN, OLIN E., Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

NONIDEZ, JOSE F., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, Cornell University Medical

College.

NORTHROP, JOHN H., Member, Rockefeller Institute.

OLTMANN, CLARA E., Tutor, Brooklyn College.

ORR, PAUL R.. Instructor, Brooklyn College.

PACKARD, CHARLES, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

PALMER, A. H., Teaching Fellow, New York University and Bellevue Medical

College.

PALMER, ELIZABETH T., Instructor, Vassar College.

PAPENFUSS, GEORGE F., Instructor in Botany, Johns Hopkins University.

PARKER, G. H., Professor of Zoology, Harvard University.

PARPART, ARTHUR K., Assistant Professor of Physiology, Princeton University.

PELLUET, DIXIE, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Dalhousie University.

PLOUGH, HAROLD H., Professor of Biology, Amherst College.

POLLISTER, ARTHUR W., Instructor in Zoology, Columbia University.

POLLISTER, PRISCILLA FREW, Instructor in Biology, Brooklyn College.

POND, SAMUEL E., Technical Manager, Marine Biological Laboratory.

PRESCOTT, G. W., Assistant Professor of Biology, Albion College.

DE RENYI, GEORGE S., Associate Professor of Anatomy, University of Pennsyl-

vania.

REX, RICHARD O., Instructor in Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania.

REZNIKOFF, PAUL, Assistant Professor of Medicine, Cornell University Medical

College.

RICHARDS, OSCAR W., Instructor in Biology, Yale University.

ROOT, WALTER S., Associate Professor of Physiology, College of Medicine, Syra-
cuse University.

RUGH, ROBERTS, Instructor in Zoology, Hunter College.

SAYLES, LEONARD P., Instructor in Biology, College of the City of New York.

SCHECHTER, VICTOR, Columbia University.

SCHMIDT, IDA T. GENTHER, Instructor in Histology, Children's Hospital, Cincinnati.

SCHMIDT, L. H., Fellow, Christ Hospital, Cincinnati.

SCHMIEDER, RUDOLF G., Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

SCHOTTE, OSCAR E., Sterling Research Fellow, Yale University.

SCHRADER, FRANZ, Professor of Zoology, Columbia University.

SCHRADER, SALLY HUGHES, Professor of Zoology, Sarah Lawrence College.

SCOTT, ALLAN C, Assistant in Zoology, Columbia University.

SCOTT, SISTER FLORENCE MARIE, Graduate Student, Columbia University.

SHOUP, CHARLES S., Assistant Professor of Biology, Vanderbilt University.

SHUMWAY, WALDO, Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois.

SICHEL, FERDINAND J. M., Assistant Instructor, Washington Square College, New
York University.

SLIFER, ELEANOR H., Research Associate in Zoology, State University of Iowa.

SMITH, DIETRICH C., Harvard University.

SMITH, PHILIP E., Professor of Anatomy, Columbia University.

SNELL, GEORGE D., National Research Fellow, University of Texas.

SONNEBORN, TRACY M., Research Associate, Johns Hopkins University.

SPEICHER, B. R., Graduate Assistant, University of Pittsburgh.

SPEIDEL, CARL C., Professor of Anatomy, University of Virginia Medical School.

SPEK, JOSEF, Professor of Zoology, University of Heidelberg, Germany.

STABLER, ROBERT M., Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

STEINBACH, H. BURR, National Research Fellow, The University of Chicago.

STEWART, DOROTHY R., Assistant Professor of Biology, Skidmore College.

STOCKARD, CHARLES R., Professor of Anatomy, Cornell University Medical Col-

lege.

STOREY, ALMA G., Professor of Botany, Mount Holyoke College.
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STUXKARD, HORACE W., Professor of Biology, New York University.

STURTEVANT, A. H., Professor of Genetics, California Institute of Technology.
SUMWALT, MARGARET, Assistant Instructor, University of Pennsylvania Medical

School.

SWEADXER, WALTER R., Graduate Assistant, University of Pittsburgh.

TASHIRO, DR. SHIRO, Professor of Biochemistry, University of Cincinnati, College
of Medicine.

TAYLOR, G. WELLFORD, National Research Fellow, Princeton University.

TAYLOR, WILLIAM R., Professor of Botany, University of Michigan.

TEXXENT, DAVID H., Professor of Biology, Bryn Mawr College.

TULLOCH, GEORGE S., Instructor, Brooklyn College.

VAX CLEAVE, HARLEY J., Professor of Zoology, University of Illinois.

VICARI, EMILIA M., Associate in Anatomy, Cornell University Medical College.

WATERMAN, ALLYX J., Instructor in Biology, Brooklyn College.

WEICHERT, CHARLES K., Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Cincinnati.

WEISMAN, MAXWELL N., Tutor, College of the City of New York.

WHEDON, ARTHUR D., Professor and Head of Zoology and Physiology, North
Dakota Agricultural College.

WHITIXG, AXXA R., Professor and Head of Department of Biology, Pennsylvania

College for Women.
WHITIXG, P. W., Professor of Zoology, University of Pittsburgh.

\VIEMAX, H. L., Professor of Zoology, University of Cincinnati.

WILLEY, CHARLES H., Assistant Professor of Biology, University College, New
York University.

WILSOX, E. B., Da Costa Professor Emeritus in Residence, Columbia University.

WIXSOR, CHARLES P., Student, Harvard University.

WOLF, E. ALFRED, Associate Professor of Zoology, University of Pittsburgh.

WOODS, FARKIS H., Assistant Professor of Zoology, University of Missouri.

WOODWARD, ALVALYX E., Assistant Professor, University of Michigan.

YOUXG, ROGER ARLIXER, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Howard University.

YOUXG, WILLIAM C., Assistant Professor of Biology, Brown University.

ZIRKLE, COXWAY, Associate Professor, University of Pennsylvania.

ZIRKLE, RAYMOXD E., National Research Council Fellow, Johnson Foundation,

University of Pennsylvania.

Beginning Investigators

ABRAMOWITZ, ALEXAXDER A., Harvard University.

AGATE, FREDERIC J., Graduate Student, Columbia University.

ALBAUM, HARRY G., Fellow, Brooklyn College.

ATLAS, MEYER, Assistant in Zoology, Columbia University.

BADEN, VICTOR, Graduate Student and University Scholar, University of Pennsyl-
vania.

BECK, LYLE V., Graduate Assistant in Zoology, University of Pittsburgh.

BOSTIAX, CAREY H., Assistant Professor of Zoology, North Carolina State College.

BRIDGES, JOHX C., Instructor in Zoology, Morehouse College.

CARLSOX, J. GORDOX, Instructor in Biology, Bryn Mawr College.

CARLETOX, BLOXDEL H., Fellow in Physiology, University of Rochester Medical

School.

CHAO, IPIXG, Graduate Student, The University of Chicago.

CHEX, TZE-TUAX, Instructor, University of Pennsylvania.

CLARK, JEAX M., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

COHEX, ROSE S., Graduate Assistant in Zoology, University of Cincinnati.

COLE, MARGARET GRIERSOX, Mount Holyoke College.

COSTELLO, DOXALD P., Instructor in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

CRAMPTOX, C. B., Instructor in Biology, Wesleyan University.

DAX, KATSUMA, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.
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DERRICKSON, MARY B., Frederica, Delaware.

DRUMTRA, ELIZABETH, Assistant in Zoology, Barnard College, Columbia Univer-

sity.

DUNCAN, PAUL M., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

EASTLICK, HERBERT L., Graduate Assistant in Zoology, Washington University.

FARROW, JOHN G.. High School Instructor and Student, University of Pennsyl-
vania.

HAVEY, CLINTON B., Acadia University.

HEGNAUER, ALBERT H., Assistant in Physiology, University of Rochester.

HICKS, FREDERICK JAMES, Graduate Student in Zoology, University of Pittsburgh.

HIRSCHFELD, NATHAN B., Graduate Student, Columbia University.

HUNTER, LAURA, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

JOHNSON, ARLENE C., Graduate Assistant, Oberlin College.

KAGAN, BENJAMIN M., Washington and Jefferson College.

KALISS, NATHAN, Student, Columbia University.

KEKWICK, RALPH A., Visiting Fellow, Princeton University.

KELTCH, ANNA K., Research Assistant, Lilly Research Laboratories.

KYLE, JOHN ARTHUR, Explorers Club, New York.

LANDOWNE, MILTON, Student, Harvard Medical School.

LAWLOR, SISTER ANNA CATHERINE, Instructor in Biology, College of Saint Eliza-

beth.

LIEDKE, KATHE B., Student, Columbia University.

MARSHAK, ALFRED, Student, Harvard University.

AlARSLAND, DOUGLAS A., Assistant Professor of Biology, Washington Square Col-

lege, New York University.

MAXWELL, JANE, Instructor in Biology, Carnegie Institute of Technology.
MAZIA, DANIEL, Graduate in Zoology, University of Pennsylvania.

MELAMPY, ROBERT M., Assistant in Animal Nutrition, Cornell University.
MEN KIN, MIRIAM F., Research Fellow in Pathology, Harvard Medical School.

METZNER, JEROME, Graduate Student, Columbia University.

MILLER, JAMES A., Graduate Assistant in Zoology, The University of Chicago.
MORRIS, SAMUEL, Instructor, Temple University.

MOSER, FLOYD, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.
NICHOL, MARGARET A., University of Pittsburgh.

NOVIKOFF, ALEX BENJAMIN, Fellow, Brooklyn College.

RANKIN, JOHN S., Assistant, Wesleyan University.

RUBENSTEIN, BORIS B., Assistant in Physiology, The University of Chicago.
RUBIDGE, KARYL W., Student, Vassar College.

RUSSELL, W. LAWSON, Fellow, The University of Chicago.
SAUER, FRED C.. Assistant Professor, University of Kansas.

SCHWEITZER, MORTON D., Assistant in Zoology, Columbia University.
SHAPIRO, HERBERT, Graduate Student, Princeton University.
SPECHT, HEINZ, Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University.

STONE, FAITH, Scholar, The University of Chicago.
STRICKER, GEORGE J., Student, Yale University.
STUART, MARTHA S., University of Pittsburgh.
SUMMERS, FRANCIS M., Student, Columbia University.
TOWNSEND, GRACE, Assistant, The University of Chicago.
WALKER, PAUL A., Graduate Assistant, Harvard University.
\VEBSTER, M. DOROTHY, Dalhousie University.
WICHTERMAN. RALPH, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.
WILSON, HILDEGARD, Assistant, New York University.

Research Assistants

ANTHONY, GENEVIEVE, University of Pennsylvania.
ARMSTRONG, LOUISE S., Research Assistant, Cornell University Medical College.
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AUERBUCK, SYLVIA, Student, College of the City of New York.

BAROX, HARRY, Assistant Instructor, New York University.

BLACK, PETER, Student, McGill University.

BROWN, WILLIAM R., Graduate Student, University of Cincinnati.

BUCK, LOUISE H., 113 South Grove Street, East Orange, New Jersey.

BUTT, CHARLES, Research Assistant, Princeton University.

COGHILL, MURIEL, Fallsington, Pennsylvania.

CORSON, SAMUEL A., Research Assistant, University of Pennsylvania.

DENNY, MARTHA, Radcliffe College.

DOYLE, WILLIAM L., Brooks Fund Fellow, Johns Hopkins University.

ENGEL, FRANK L., Student, Dartmouth College.

ENGEL, GEORGE L., Undergraduate, Dartmouth College.

FISHER, KENNETH C, Fellow in Department of Physiology, University of Toronto.

FRANCIS, DOROTHY S., Research Assistant, Memorial Hospital, New York City.

GAMMON, GEORGE D., Johnson Foundation, University of Pennsylvania.

GRAND, C. G., Research Assistant, New York University.

HAMBURGER, MARTHA, Chicago,, Illinois.

HARNLY, MARIE L., Assistant in Biology, New York University.

HILL, EDGAR S., Research Assistant, Rockefeller Institute.

HOIJER, DOROTHY J., Assistant, The University of Chicago.

JAO, CHIN-CHIH, Assistant, University of Michigan.
KATZ, JACOB D., Research Assistant, St. Andrews University, Scotland.

LANCEFIELD, STUART, Student, Columbia University.

LARRABEE, MARTIN G., 4402 Pine Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

LUNDSTROM, HELEN M., 511 Kenwood Road, Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania.
McCROAN, J. E., Graduate Assistant, State University of Iowa.

McLANE, KATHRYN, Teacher of Biology, Annapolis High School.

MANERY, JEANNE F., Fellow in Physiology, University of Toronto.

PORTER, HELEN, Laboratory Assistant, Harvard University.

RICHARDSON, MARGARET S., Cornell University Medical College.

ROBERTSON, LOLA ELLIS, Research Assistant, New York University.

RUSCH, ELIZABETH, Research Assistant, Memorial Hospital.

SELL, JAMES P., Graduate Assistant, Yale University.

SHAW, ISIDOR, Research Assistant, Long Island University.

SMITH, CHARLES E., Ill, Medical Student, University of Pennsylvania.

STARKEY, WILLIAM F., Graduate Assistant, University of Pittsburgh.

STEIN, MARTIN H., Student, Cornell University Medical College.

STUART, RICHARD R., Graduate Assistant, State University of Iowa.

WADE, LUCILLE, Research Assistant, Lilly Research Laboratories.

WALLACE, EDITH M., Scientific Artist, Carnegie Institution of Washington.
ZUJKO, ALPHONSE J., Research Assistant, Trinity College.

Students

BOTANY

AMIDON, ELAINE WILSON, Syracuse University.

BOSWORTH, MILLARD W., Assistant in Biology, Wesleyan University.

CAMPBELL, MILDRED F., 29 N. Hawthorne La., Indianapolis, Indiana.

CUNNIFF, HILDA S., 1140 E. Market Street, Indianapolis, Indiana.

PORIS, ETHEL, Hunter College.

RAMEY, SALLY, Student, Elmira College.

EMBRYOLOGY

ALBAUM, HARRY G., Fellow, Brooklyn College.

ARMACK, CLIFFORD M., Curator of Biology, Museum of Northern Arizona.

BATES, M. NOBLE, Graduate Assistant in Zoology, Obcrlin College.
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BELL, RUTH, Wellcsley College.

BENGEL, WALTER Z., Assistant in Anatomy and Embryology, DePauw University.

CHEN, I., Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

CHURNEY, LEON, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

DE\VOLF, ROBERT A., Instructor in Zoology, Rhode Island State College.

FOSTER, EDITH F., Undergraduate Student, Vassar College.

GODWIN, MELVIN C., Assistant in Histology and Embryology, Cornel! University.

CRECO, FILOMENA M., Hunter College.

HAMILTON, MARY ALICE, Elmira College.

HOOPER, KATHRYN T., Wheaton College.

KAGAN, BENJAMIN M., Washington and Jefferson College.

KRIETE, FREDERIC M., Student, DePauw University.

LIPPMAN, RICHARD W., Yale University.

McAuLEY, AULEY A., Student, DePauw University.

McGEHEE, ELISE, Newcomb College, New Orleans.

MOSER, FLOYD, Graduate Student, University of Pennsylvania.

ROOT, CHARLOTTE M., Ohio Wesleyan University.

ROSE, SYLVAN M., Graduate Assistant, Amherst College.

RUBIDGE, KARYL W., Student. Vassar College.

SPANGLER, ELIZABETH A., Wheaton College.

TAYLOR, HOYT C., Graduate Assistant. Wesleyan University.

TUKEY, GERTRUDE R., Undergraduate, Smith College.

TURNER, ROBERT S., Instructor, Dartmouth College.

WARDWELL, JUDITH S., Laboratory Assistant, Wellesley College.

ZINN, DONALD J., Student, Harvard University.

PHYSIOLOGY

ALT, HOWARD L., Associate in Medicine, Northwestern University Medical School.

BOTSFORD, E. FRANCES, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Connecticut College.

DERRICKSON, MARY B., Frederica, Delaware.

GLASSMEYER, ELMER J., Graduate Student, University of Cincinnati.

HAVEY, CLINTON B., Acadia University.

HIBBARD, JEANNE, Oberlin College.

HOWELL, CHARLES D., Johns Hopkins University.

HULL, FRANK M., Head of Department of Physiology, University of Mississippi.

JOHNSON, EDNA L., Associate Professor of Biology, University of Colorado.

MC!NTOSH, FRANKLIN C., Demonstrator in Pharmacology, Dalhousie University.

MATHEWS, ROBERT S., 49 West S2d Street, New York City, New York.

MELAMPY, ROBERT M., Assistant in Animal Nutrition, Cornell University.

MORELAND, FERRIN B., Graduate Assistant, Vanderbilt Medical School.

Ross, EDWARD, Student, University of California.

SOLANDT, DONALD Y., Research Fellow, University of Toronto.

SOLANDT, OMOND McK., Research Assistant, University of Toronto.

STRICKER, GEORGE J., Undergraduate, Yale University.

VEXLER, DARWIN E., Student, Rutgers University.

WEBSTER, MARGARET D., Dalhousie University.

PROTOZOOLOGY

BECHTEL, WILMER R., Columbia University.

BOYER, DADE C., Douglas School.

DENNIS, NOVA N., 1595 Woodward Avenue, Lakewood, Ohio.

HIRSCHFELD, NATHAN B., Columbia University.

MOORE, RAYMOND P., West Virginia State College.

ORBISON, AGNES M., Professor of Biology, Elmira College.

PERKINS, IRENE T., Teacher of Biology, Columbia University.
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STUBBS, TRAWICK H., Instructor in Biology, Emory Junior College.

URBAN, JOHX, Columbia University.

WARD, MARY, Wellesley College.

YOUNG, MARTIN D., Instructor in Biology, Junior College of Augusta.

INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY

ABRAMOWITZ, ALEXANDER A., Graduate Student, Harvard University.

BARTHOLOMEW, OLIVE F., Radcliffe College.

BLADES, HELEN N., Teacher, University of Michigan.

BLAGG, AMY ELIZABETH, Assistant Professor of Zoology, Grinnell College.

BOSWORTH, MILLARD W., Assistant in Biology, Wesleyan University.

BOWMAN, SARAH B., Assistant, Agnes Scott College.

BROOKS, VIRGINIA C, Student, Wilson College.

BUCK, JOHN B., Assistant in Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

BUELL, KATHERINE M., Oberlin College.

CARMACK, TED, Student Assistant, Wabash College.

CLARK, FRANCES J., Student, University of Rochester.

COLLINGS, WILLIAM D., Undergraduate Laboratory Assistant, DePauw University.

COWLES, JANET M., Johns Hopkins University.

DENNY, MARTHA, Student, Radcliffe College.

DiPAOLA, ROSE M., Hunter College.

FIELD, MARY F., Laboratory Assistant, Brearley School.

GAW, HARRY, Student, Yale University.

GIDDINGS, W. PHILIP, Student, Amherst College.

HENDERSON, ALLEN R., Student, Yale University.

HORTON, RICHARD G., Student, Williams College.

HUNTER, FRANCIS R., California Institute of Technology.

JONES, LEO M., Undergraduate Laboratory Assistant, DePauw University.

JONES, ROY W., Associate Professor of Biology, Oklahoma University.

KELLY, FLORENCE C., Instructor, Simmons College.

LAGLER, KARL F., University of Rochester.

LIVINGSTON, MARY C., Student Assistant, American University.

MAST, LOUISE R., Graduate Student, Johns Hopkins University.

METCALF^ ISAAC S. H., Undergraduate, Oberlin College.

MILLER, THOMAS R., Undergraduate, Hamilton College.

NICHOLS, RAY J., Graduate Student, University of Illinois.

ODELL, FLOYD A., Assistant in Zoology, Yale University.

PAINTER, BEN T., Instructor in Zoology, College of William and Mary.

PARKER, RACHEL W., Goucher College.

PODOLSKY, SOPHIA, Goucher College.

ROGERS, PHILIP V., Instructor, Hamilton College.

ROHM, PAULINE B., Oberlin College.

SHAW, RUTH K., Student, Mount Holyoke College.

SHEPARD, MARGARET J., Graduate Assistant, Mt. Holyoke College.

SMITH, STUART D., Student, Wabash College.

SPIEGEL, JOHN P., Dartmouth College.

STARRETT, WILLIAM C., University of Illinois.

STEWART, JOHN T., JR., 300 Court Street, Portsmouth, Virginia.

STONE, FAITH, Student, The University of Chicago.

STUART, MARTHA S., Pennsylvania College for Women.

TAYLOR, HOYT C., Graduate Assistant in Biology, Wesleyan University.

TODD, ROBERT E., JR., Harvard University.

TREZISE, WILLARD J., Assistant in Zoology, Johns Hopkins University.

VAN DEVENTER, WILLIAM C., Graduate Assistant, University of Illinois.

WHARTON, MARGUERITE, Student Assistant, New Jersey State Teachers College-

WING, Lucius T., Undergraduate, Harvard University.
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WHITTINGHILL, MAURICE, Instructor, Dartmouth College.

WILLIAMS, INEZ W., Massachusetts State College.

WILLIAMS, MARGARITA, University of Iowa.

WOODSIDE, GILBERT, Assistant in Zoology, Harvard University.

3. TABULAR VIEW OF ATTENDANCE
1929 1930 1931 1932 1933

INVESTIGATORS Total 329 337 362 314 319

Independent 234 217 236 212 210

Under Instruction 71 87 83 73 66

Research Assistants 24 33 43 29 43

STUDENTS Total 125 136 125 132 118

Zoology 53 56 55 55 54

Protozoology 15 14 17 16 11

Embryology 28 27 29 29 28

Physiology 17 23 17 18 19

Botany 12 16 7 14 6

TOTAL ATTENDANCE 454 473 487 446 437

Less Persons registered as both students and in-

vestigators 10 14 20 14 12

444 459 467 432 425

INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED Total 123 126 137 141 120

By Investigators 96 95 102 94 92

By Students 64 71 68 76 58

SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES REPRESENTED

By Investigators 1

By Students 1 4 4 1 2

FOREIGN INSTITUTIONS REPRESENTED

By Investigators 30 7 8 8 5

By Students 3 2 1 1

4. SUBSCRIBING AND COOPERATING INSTITUTIONS,

1933

American University
Amherst College
Atlanta University
Bowdoin College

Bryn Mawr College
Chinese Educational Mission

College of St. Elizabeth

Columbia University
Commonwealth Fund
Cornell University
Cornell University Medical College
C. R. B. Foundation

De Pauw University
Duke University
General Education Board
Goucher College
Hamilton College
Harvard University
Harvard University Medical School

Hunter College
Industrial & Engineering Chemistry,

of the American Chemical So-

ciety

Johns Hopkins University
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Johns Hopkins University Medical

School

Eli Lilly & Co.

Long Island University

Memorial Hospital of N. Y. City

Morehouse College
Mount Holyoke College
Museum of Northern Arizona

New York State Department of

Health

New York University
New York University Medical

School

Oberlin College

Pennsylvania College for Women
Princeton University
Radcliffe College
Rockefeller Foundation

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Re-

search

Rutgers University
Smith College

Sophie Newcomb College
Swarthmore College

Svracuse University

Tufts College

University of Chicago

University of Cincinnati

University of Iowa

University of Pennsylvania

University of Pennsylvania Medical

School

University of Pittsburgh

University of Rochester

University of Rochester Medical

School

University of Wisconsin

Vanderbilt University Medical
School

Vassar College
Wabash College

Wellesley College

Wesleyan University
West Virginia State College
Wheaton College
Williams College
Wilson College
Wistar Institute of Anatomy and

Biology
Yale University

5. EVENING LECTURES, 1933

Friday, July 7

DR. G. H. PARKER
"
Transmission of Neurohumoral Sub-

stances."

Tuesday, July 11

DR. THE SVEDBERG
"
Ultracentrifugal and Cataphoretic
Studies on Respiratory Proteins."

Friday, July 21

DR. BALDUIX LUCKE
" The Zoological Distribution of Tu-

mors."

Friday, July 28

DR. LAURENCE IRVING "On the Ability of Mammals to Sur-

vive Without Breathing."

Wednesday, August 2

DR. OSCAR E. SCHOTTE
"
Organizers and Inherent Potencies

in the Embryonic Development of

Amphibians."

Friday, August 4

DR. AUGUST KROGH "
Conditions of Life in the Depths of

the Ocean."

Friday, August 1 1

DR." F. SPEK
" Die Protoplasmadifferenzierung der

Eizellen wahrend der ersten Ent-

wicklung."
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Friday, August 18

DR. JOHN H. NORTHROP "Evidence of the Protein Nature of

Pepsin and Trypsin."

Friday, August 25

DR. EDWIN GRANT COXKLIN "Science and Progress."

Friday, September 1

DR. ROBERT KEITH CANNAN "
Studies in the Amphoteric Prop-
erties of Proteins."

SPECIAL LECTURES AND MOTION PICTURES

Saturday, July 1

DR. A. V. HILL "Nerve."

Monday, July 17

DR. ROBERT CHAMBERS Motion pictures of studies on the in-

semination and segmentation of

marine ova.

Thursday, August 24

DR. ROBERT CHAMBERS AND
MR. C. G. GRAND "

Tissue Culture Technique and Vari-

ous Aspects of the Growth of

Normal and Cancerous Tissues."

6. SHORTER SCIENTIFIC PAPERS, 1933

Friday, June 30

DR. ETHEL B. HARVEY "
Effects of Centrifugal Force on the

Ectoplasmic Layer, Nuclei, and

Protoplasm of Fertilized Sea
Urchin Eggs."

DR. E. NEWTON HARVEY Motion pictures taken through the

centri fuge-microscope illustrating

differences in behavior of unfer-

tilized and fertilized sea urchin

eggs.
DR. WILLIAM C. YOUNG " Some Data from a Correlated Ana-

tomical, Physiological, and Be-

havioristic Study of the Repro-
ductive Cycle in the Female
Guinea Pig."

DR. WILLIAM R. AMBERSON "Haemoglobin-Ringer, a New Mam-
malian Per fusion Fluid."

Wednesday, July 5

DR. G. W. PRESCOTT " Some Effects of Blue-green Algae
on Lake Fish."

DR. HUGH P. BELL "
Distribution and Ecology of the

Marine Algae of the Maritime

Provinces of Canada."
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DR. W. R. TAYLOR " D i s t r i b u t i o n of Newfoundland

Algae."

Monday. July 10

DR. A. C. REDFIELD " The Concentration of Organic De-
rivatives in Sea Water, in Rela-

tion to the Chemical Composition
of Plankton."

DR. GEORGE L. CLARKE "
Diurnal Migration of Plankton in

the Gulf of Maine and Its Cor-
relation with Changes in Sub-
marine Irradiation."

DR. SELMAN A. WAKSMAN AND
Miss CORNELIA L. CAREY " The Role of Bacteria -in the Forma-

tion of Nitrate in the Sea."

Friday, July 14

DR. M. M. BROOKS " The Effect of Respiratory Poisons

and Methylene Blue on Cleavage
of Certain Eggs."

DR. LAURENCE IRVING AND
Miss JEANNE F. MANERY "Ionic Changes During the Develop-

ment of Fish Eggs."
DR. E. NEWTON HARVEY " The Tension at the Surface of Egg

Cells."

MR. DONALD P. COSTELLO "
Fertilization Membranes of Cen-

trifuged Asterias Eggs."
DR. ROBERT CHAMBERS " The Kidney Tubules with Phenol

Red and Neutral Red."

Tuesday, July 18

DR. G. W. KIDDER " Chromatin Extrusion in Certain

Ciliate Commensals of Mussels."

MR. F. M. SUMMERS " The Reorganization Bands in the

Macronucleus of Aspidisca."
MR. HAROLD E. FINLEY "

Comparative Studies on the Ostnio-

philic and Neutral-Red-Stainable

Inclusions of the Genus Vorti-

cella."

MR. WILLIAM L. DOYLE "
Experimental Cytology of Amoeba

proteus."

Tuesday, July 25

DR. H. B. GOODRICH AND
MR. C. B. CRAMPT'ON " One Step in the Development of

Hereditary Pigmentation in the

Fish Orvzias latipes."
DR. GEORGE D. SNELL "

Translocations in the Mouse and

Their Effect on Development."
DR. D. E. LANCEFIELD "A Series of Probable Mutations in

Drosophila pseudo-obscura as Com-

pared with D. melanogaster."
DR. P. W. WHITING "

Sex-determination in Hymenop-
tera."
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Tuesday, August 1

DR. CONWAY ZIRKLE
" The Effects of Fat Solvents Upon

the Fixation of Mitochondria."

DR. ARTHUR W. POLLISTER "The Cytology of Amphibian Tis-

sues."

DR. B. M. DUGGAR AND
DR. ALEXANDER HOLLAENDER "The Irradiation of Biological Su^-

pensions by Monochromatic Light.

(The effect of ultra-violet light on

a plant virus and bacteria.)"

DR. C. C. SPEIDEL Motion pictures showing some varie-

ties of nerve irritation, as seen in

living frog tadpoles.

Tuesday. August 8

DR. EDMUND K. HALI
"
Regional Differences in the Organ-
ization Center of the Amphibian
Embryo."

DR. GEORGE A. BAITSELL
"
Observations on Migrating Cells in

Cultures of Amphibian Tissues,

Particularly with Reference to the

Problem of Fiber Formation."

DR. V. HAMBURGER "The Effect of Wing Bud Extirpa-
tions in Chick Embryos on the

Development of the Nervous Sys-
tem."

DR. G. H. PARKER "Color Changes in the Dogfish."

Thursday, August 10

DR. A. B. DAWSON " The Absorption of Colloidal Carbon

by the Mesonephric Epithelium of

Necturus."

MR. VICTOR SCHECHTER "
Morphological and Electrophoretic
Effects of the Galvanic Current on

Griffithsia Cells."

MR. K. DAN " The Electric Charge on the Surface

of Sea Urchin Eggs."
DR. R. W. GERARD "

Electrical Activity of the Brain."

Tuesday, August 15

DR. A. H. PALMER " The Isolation of a Crystalline Glob-

ulin from the Albumin Fraction

of Cow's Milk."

DR. PAUL REZNIKOFF "Studies in Iron Metabolism in Hu-
mans."

DR. MARIE KROGH "The Hormonal Connection between

the Pituitary and the Thyroid."
DR. F. E. CHIDESTER "Anterior Pituitary Like Hormone

Effects."

Tuesday, August 22

MR. R. RUGH " Heterochromatic Radiation and

Early Amphibian Development."
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DR. R. E. ZIRKLE "A X on-linear Relation Between Bio-

logical Effect and Ionizing Power
of Alpha Rays."

DR. LEON C. CIIESLEY
"
Effects of X-rays Upon Cell Oxida-
tions."

DR. P. S. HENSIIAW AND
DR. D. S. FRANCIS "A Response of Arbacia Eggs to X-

rays."

Tuesday, August 29

DR. CHARLES B. WILSON "The Copepod Plankton of the Last

Cruise of the Non-magnetic Ship
'

Carnegie.'
'

DR. DUGALD E. S. BROWN " The Pressure Coefficient of Vis-

cosity in the Eggs of Arbacia."

DR. EDWIN P. LAUG "
Observations on Lactic Acid, Total

CO.,, and pH of Venous Blood

During Recovery from Severe Ex-
ercise."

DR. ANNA R. WHITING "A Study of Eye Color in the Para-

sitic Wasp. Habrobracon."

DR. MARC A. GRAUBARD " The Melanin Reaction in Races of

DrosophiLa melanogaster."

Thursday, August 31

DR. PAUL A. REZNIKOFF AND
MRS. DOROTHY G. REZNIKOFF ...."Blood Cell Studies in Dogfish."
DR. W. H. F. ADDISON "

Intracranial Pigmentation in Tele-

osts."

DR. E. R. CLARK AND
MRS. ELEANOR LINTON CLARK ..."The Blood Capillary in Relation to

Contractility."

MR. HERBERT L. EASTLICK "Striated Muscles of the Lamelli-

branch Mollusc, Pecten gibbus."

DR. ARTHUR W. POLLISTER
" The Centrioles of Amphibian Tis-

sues."

MR. THEODORE G. ADAMS "The Chromidium in Arcella vul-

garis."
DR. HAROLD H. PLOUGH "Selective Fertilization in Styela."

MR. MEYER ATLAS "
Relation of Temperature and Cleav-

age in Frogs' Eggs."
DR. E. G. CONKLIN "

Disorientations of Development in

Crepidula, Caused by Cold."

DR. ETHEL BROWNE HARVEY "
Changes in the Arbacia Egg Im-

mediately Following Fertilization,

as Determined by Centrifugal

Force."

DR. P. S. HENSHAW AND
DR. D. S. FRANCIS "

Recovery from X-ray Effects Be-

fore Fertilization in Arbacia Eggs
and Its Effect on Development."
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Miss ANNA K. KELTCII,
Miss LUCILLE WADE AND
DR. G. H. A. CLOWES "Further Observations on the Con-

trasting Sensitivity of Eggs and

Sperm to Various Chemical
Agents."

DR. G. H. A. CLOWES,
Miss ANNA K. KELTCII AND
Miss LUCILLE WADE "

Variations in the Sensitivity of Eggs
Following Fertilization."

DR. E. NEWTON HARVEY "Flattening of Marine Eggs Under
the Influence of Gravity."

DR. L. V. HEILBRUNN "The Action of Anaesthetics on the

Surface Precipitation Reaction."

DR. DOROTHY R. STEWART AND
DR. M. H. JACOBS

" The Effect of Certain Salt Solutions

on the Permeability of the Arbacia

Egg."
DR. B. R. SPEICHER " The Effective Period in Develop-

ment of the Mutant Factor
'

Eye-
less

'

in Habrobracon."

DR. ANNA R. WHITING "
Variegated Eye Color in Habro-
bracon."

DR. P. W. WHITING "
Egg-trinuclearity in Habrobracon."

MR. HEINZ SPECHT "
Relation Between Oxygen Tension

and Respiration in Spirostomum
ambiguum, with Corrections for

Ammonia."
DR. C. S. SHOUP "

Respiration and Luminescence of

Bacteria in Carbon Monoxide."

DR. G. WELLFORD TAYLOR " The Relation Between Luminescence

and Respiration in Bacteria with

Especial Reference to the Effects

of Narcotics."

DR. LYLE V. BECK " Nature of the Aerobic Apparent Re-

duction Potential."

DR. ERIC G. BALL " The Relative Abundance of Hydro-
gen Isotopes in Sea Water."

DR. OSCAR W. RICHARDS "
Toxicity of Some Metals and Berke-

feld Filtered Sea Water to Mytilus
Edulis."

DR. HERBERT H. JASPER "Some New Aspects of "the Physi-

ology of the Nerve-Muscle System
in Crustacea Brought Out by Elec-

trical Excitation and Response."
DR. MARGARET SUMVVALT AND
Miss KATHRYN McLANE "The Blood Pressure of Limulus."

MR. JOHN C. BRIDGES AND
DR. MARGARET SUMWALT " The Effect of pH Upon Potassium

Penetration into Fundulus Eggs."

3
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DR. ARTHUR K. PARPART "A Method for Following Volume

Changes of Cells."

DR. WILLIAM R. AMBERSON,
MR. FRANK ENGEL,
Miss DOROTHY WEBSTER AND
DR. EDWIN P. LAUG " The Influence of pH upon the Pas-

sage of Haemoglobin Through the

Glomerulus of the Perfused Frog's

Kidney."
DR. M. H. JACOBS AND
DR. ARTHUR K. PARPART "The Influence of the Escape of

Salts on the Osmotic Behavior of

the Ervthrocvte."

7. MEMBERS OF THE CORPORATION

1. LIFE MEMBERS

ALLIS, MR. E. P., JR., Palais Carnoles, Menton, France.

ANDREWS, MRS. GWENDOLEN FOULKE, Baltimore, Md.

BILLINGS, MR. R. C., 66 Franklin St., Boston, Mass.

CONKLIN, PROF. EDWIN G., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

COOLIDGE, MR. C. A., Ames Building, Boston, Mass.

CRANE, MR. C. R., New York City.

EVANS, MRS. GLENDOWER, 12 Otis Place, Boston, Mass.

FAY, Miss S. B., 88 Mt. Vernon St., Boston, Mass.

FOOT, Miss KATHERINE, Care of Morgan Harjes Cie, Paris, France.

GARDINER, MRS. E. G., Woods Hole, Mass.

JACKSON, Miss M. C., 88 Marlboro St., Boston, Mass.

JACKSON, MR. CHAS. C., 24 Congress St., Boston, Mass.

KIDDER, MR. NATHANIEL T., Milton, Mass.

KING, MR. CHAS. A.

LEE, MRS. FREDERIC S., 279 Madison Ave., New York City, N. Y.

LOWELL, MR. A. LAWRENCE, 17 Quincy St., Cambridge, Mass.

McMuRRiCH, PROF. J. P., University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

MEANS, DR. JAMES HOWARD, 15 Chestnut St., Boston, Mass.

MERRIMAN, MRS. DANIEL, 73 Bay State Road, Boston, Mass.

MINNS, Miss SUSAN, 14 Louisburg Square, Boston, Mass.

MORGAN, MR. J. PIERPONT, JR., Wall and Broad Sts., New York City,

N. Y.

MORGAN, PROF. T. H., Director of Biological Laboratory, California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.

MORGAN, MRS. T. H., Pasadena, Calif.

NOYES, Miss EVA J.
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OSBORN, PROF. HENRY F., American Museum of Natural History, New
York, N. Y.

PHILLIPS, MRS. JOHN C., Windy Knob, Wenham, Mass.

PORTER, DR. H. C., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

SEARS, DR. HENRY F., 86 Beacon St., Boston, Mass.

SHEDD, MR. E. A.

THORNDIKE, DR. EDWARD L., Teachers College, Columbia University,

New York City, N. Y.

TRELEASE, PROF. WILLIAM, University of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

WARE, Miss MARY L., 41 Brimmer St., Boston, Mass.

WILSON, DR. E. B., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

2. REGULAR MEMBERS, 1933

ADAMS, DR. A. ELIZABETH, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,

Mass.

ADDISON, DR. W. H. F., University of Pennsylvania Medical School,

Philadelphia, Pa.

ADOLPH, DR. EDWARD F., University of Rochester, School of Medicine

and Dentistry, Rochester, N. Y.

ALLEE, DR. W. C., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

ALLYN, DR. HARRIET M., Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass.

AMBERSON, DR. WILLIAM R., University of Tennessee,' Memphis, Tenn.

ANDERSON, DR. E. G., California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,

Calif.

ARMSTRONG, DR. PHILIP B., Cornell University Medical College, 1300

York Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

AUSTIN, DR. MARY L., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.

BAITSELL, DR. GEORGE A., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

BALDWIN, DR. F. M., University of Southern California, Los Angeles,

Calif.

BALL, DR. ERIC G., Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Md.

BARD, PROF. PHILIP, Johns Hopkins Medical School, Baltimore, Md.

BARRON, DR. E. S. GUZMAN, Department of Medicine, The University

of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

EARTH, DR. L. G., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

BECKWITH, DR. CORA J., Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

BEHRE, DR. ELINOR H., Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, La.

BENNITT, DR. RUDOLF, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

BIGELOW, DR. H. B., Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge,
Mass.

BIGELOW, PROF. R. P., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam-

bridge, Mass.
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BINFORD, PROF. RAYMOND, Guilford College, Guilford College, N. C.

BISSONNETTE, DR. T. H., Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.

BLANCHARD, PROF. KENNETH C., New York University, Washington

Square College, New York City, N. Y.

BODINE, DR. J. H., University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

BORING, DR. ALICE M., Yenching University, Peking, China.

BOWLING, Miss RACHEL, Columhia University, New York City, N. Y.

Box, Miss CORA M., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.

BRADLEY, PROF. HAROLD C., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

BRAILEY, Miss MIRIAM E., 710 North Broadway, Baltimore, Md.

BRIDGES, DR. CALVIN B., California Institute of Technology, Pasadena,

Calif.

BRONK, DR. D. W., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

BROOKS, DR. S. C., University of California, Berkeley, Calif.

BUCKINGHAM, Miss EDITH N., Sudbury, Mass.

BUDINGTON, PROF. R. A., Oberlin College, Oberlin, O.

BULLINGTON, DR. W. E., Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Va.

BUMPUS, PROF. H. C., 76 Carlton Road, Waban, Mass.

BYRNES, DR. ESTHER F., 1803 North Camac Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

CALKINS, PROF. GARY N., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

CALVERT, PROF. PHILIP P., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa.

CANNAN, PROF. R. K., University and Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege, New York City, N . Y.

CARLSON, PROF. A. J., University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

CAROTHERS, DR. E. ELEANOR, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,

Pa.

CARPENTER, DR. RUSSELL L., College of Physicians and Surgeons, Co-

lumbia University, 630 West 168th Street, New York City, N. Y.

CARROLL, PROF. MITCHEL, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster,

Pa.

CARVER, PROF. GAIL L., Mercer University, Macon, Ga.

CATTELL, DR. McKEEN, Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

CATTELL, PROF. J. McKEEN, Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y.

CATTELL, MR. WARE, Garrison-on-Hudson, N. Y.

CHAMBERS, DR. ROBERT, Washington Square College, New York Uni-

versity, Washington Square, New York City, N. Y.

CHARLTON, DR. HARRY H., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

CHENEY, DR. RALPH H., Biology Department, Long Island University,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CHIDESTER, PROF. F. E., West Virginia University, Morgantown,
W. Va.
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CHILD, PROF. C. M., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

CLAPP, PROF. CORNELIA M., Montague, Mass.

CLARK, PROF. E. R., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

CLELAND, PROF. RALPH E., Goucher College, Baltimore, Md.

CLOWES, PROF. G. H. A., Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

COE, PROF. W. R., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

COHN, DR. EDWIN J., 183 Brattle Street, Cambridge, Mass.

COLE, DR. ELBERT C., Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.

COLE, DR. KENNETH S., College of Physicians and Surgeons, 630 West
168th Street, New York City, N. Y.

COLE, DR. LEON J., College of Agriculture, Madison, Wis.

COLLETT, DR. MARY E., Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O.

COLTON, PROF. H. S., Box 127, Flagstaff, Ariz.

CONNOLLY, DR. C. J., Catholic University, Washington, D. C.

COONFIELD, DR. B. R., Brooklyn College, 80 Willoughby Street, Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

COPELAND, PROF. MANTON, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me.

COWDRY, DR. E. V., Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

CRAMPTON, PROF. H. E., Barnard College, Columbia University, New
York City, N. Y.

CRANE, MRS. C. R., Woods Hole, Mass.

CURTIS, DR. MAYNIE R., Crocker Laboratory, Columbia University,

New York City, N. Y.

CURTIS, PROF. W. C., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

DAVIS, DR. ALICE R., Castle Point, Hoboken, N. J.

DAVIS, DR. DONALD W., College of William and Mary, Williamsburg,
Va.

DAWSON, DR. A. B., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

DAWSON, DR. J. A., The College of the City of New York, New York-

City, N. Y.

DEDERER, DR. PAULINE H., Connecticut College, New London, Conn.

DODDS, PROF. G. S., Medical School, University of West Virginia, Mor-

gantown, W. Va.

DOLLEY, PROF. WILLIAM L., University of Buffalo, Buffalo, N. Y.

DONALDSON, PROF. H. H., Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DONALDSON, DR. JOHN C., University of Pittsburgh, School of Medi-

cine, Pittsburgh, Pa.

DREW, PROF. GILMAN A., Eagle Lake, Fla.

DuBois, DR. EUGENE F., Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

DUGGAR, DR. BENJAMIN M., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
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DUNGAY, DR. NEIL S., Carleton College, Northfield, Minn.

DUNN, DR. L. C, Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

EDWARDS, DR. D. J., Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

ELLIS, DR. F. W., Monson, Mass.

FARNUM, DR. LOUISE W., Hsiang-Ya Hospital, Changsha, Hunan,
China.

FAURE-FREMIET, PROF. EMMANUEL, College de France, Paris, France.

FENN, DR. W. O., Rochester University, School of Medicine, Rochester,
N. Y.

FLEISHER, DR. MOVER S., St. Louis University, School of Medicine, St.

Louis, Mo.

FORBES, DR. ALEXANDER, Harvard University Medical School, Boston,
Mass.

FRY, DR. HENRY J., Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

GAGE, PROF. S. H., Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

GARREY, PROF. W. E., Vanderbilt University Medical School, Nashville,

Tenn.

GATES, PROF. R. RUGGLES, University of London, London, England.

GEISER, DR. S. W., Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Tex.

GERARD, PROF. R. W., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

GLASER, PROF. O. C., Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

GOLDFORB, PROF. A. J., College of the City of New York, New York

City, N. Y.

GOODRICH, PROF. H. B., Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.

GRAHAM, DR. J. Y., University of Alabama, University, Ala.

GRAVE, PROF. B. H., DePauw University, Greencastle, Ind.

GRAVE, PROF. CASWELL, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

GRAY, PROF. IRVING E., Duke University, Durham, N. C.

GREENMAN, PROF. M. J., Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology,

Philadelphia, Pa.

GREGORY, DR. LOUISE H., Barnard College, Columbia University, New
York City, N. Y.

GUTHRIE, DR. MARY J., University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

GUYER, PROF. M. F., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

HADLEY, CHARLES E., Teachers
1

College, Montclair, N. J.

HAGUE, DR. FLORENCE, Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, Va.

HALL, PROF. FRANK G., Duke University, Durham, N. C.

HANCE, DR. ROBERT T., University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HARGITT, PROF. GEORGE T., Duke University, Durham, N. C.

HARMAN, DR. MARY T., Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan,

Kans.
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HARNLV, DR. MORRIS H., New York University, Washington Square

College, New York City, N. Y.

HARPER, PROF. R. A., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

HARRISON, PROF. Ross G., Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

HARVEY, MRS. E. N., Princeton, N. J.

HARVEY, PROF. E. N., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

HAYDEN, DR. MARGARET A., Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass.

HAYWOOD, DR. CHARLOTTE, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley,
Mass.

HAZEN, DR. T. E., Barnard College, Columbia University, New York

City, N. Y.

HECHT, DR. SELIG, Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

HEILBRUNN, DR. L. V., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

HENSHAW, DR. PAUL S., Memorial Hospital, 2 West 106th Street, New
York City, N. Y.

HESS, PROF. WALTER N., Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

HINRICHS, DR. MARIE A., 1824 Blue Island Avenue, Chicago, 111.

HISAW, DR. F. L., University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.

HOADLEY, DR. LEIGH, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

HOGUE, DR. MARY J., 503 N. High Street, West Chester, Pa.

HOOKER, PROF. DAVENPORT, University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa.

HOPKINS, DR. HOYT S., New York University, College of Dentistry,

New York City, N. Y.

HOWE, DR. H. E., 2702 36th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

HOWLAND, DR. RUTH B., Washington Square College, New York Uni-

versity, Washington Square, East, New York City, N. Y.

HOYT, DR. \VILLIAM D., Washington and Lee University, Lexington,
Va.

HUMPHREY, MR. R. R., University of Buffalo, School of Medicine,

Buffalo, N. Y.

HYMAN, DR. LIBBIE H., 41 West 70th Street, New York City, N. Y.

IRVING, PROF. LAURENCE, University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada.

JACKSON, PROF. C. M., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

JACOBS, PROF. MERKEL H., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia,
Pa.

JENKINS, DR. GEORGE B., George Washington University, 1335 M
Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

JENNINGS, PROF. H. S., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

JEWETT, PROF. J. R., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

JOHLIN, DR. J. M., Vanderbilt University Medical School, Nashville,

Tenn.

JOHNSON, PROF. GEORGE E., State Agricultural College, Manhattan,
Kans.
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JORDAN, PROF. E. O., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

JUST, PROF. E. E., Howard University, Washington, D. C.

KAUFMANN, PROF. B. P., University of Alabama, University, Ala.

KEEFE, REV. ANSELM M., St. Norbert College, West Depere, Wis.

KINDRED, DR. J. E., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

KING, DR. HELEN D., Wistar Institute of Anatomy and Biology, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

KING, DR. ROBERT L., State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

KINGSBURY, PROF. B. F., Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

KNAPKE, REV. BEDE, St. Bernard's College, St. Bernard, Ala.

KNOWER, PROF. H. McE., Osborn Zoological Laboratory, Yale Univer-

sity, New Haven, Conn.

KNOWLTON, PROF. F. P., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

KOSTIR, DR. W. J., Ohio State University, Columbus, O.

KRIBS, DR. HERBERT, 202A Copley Road, Upper Darby, Pa.

LANCEFIELD, DR. D. E., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

LANGE, DR. MATHILDE M., Wheaton College, Norton, Mass.

LEE, PROF. F. S., College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York City,

N. Y.

LEWIS, PROF. I. F., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

LEWIS, PROF. W. H., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

LILLIE, PROF. FRANK R., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

LILLIE, PROF. RALPH S., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

LINTON, PROF. EDWIN, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

LOEB, PROF. LEO, Washington University Medical School, St. Louis,

Mo.

LOWTHER, MRS. FLORENCE DsL., Barnard College, Columbia Univer-

sity, New York City, N. Y.

LUCKE, PROF. BALDUIN, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

LUSCOMBE, MR. W. O., Woods Hole, Mass.

LYNCH, DR. CLARA J., Rockefeller Institute, New York City, N. Y.

LYNCH, DR. RUTH STOCKING, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore,

Md.

MACDOUGALL, DR. MARY S., Agnes Scott College, Decatur, Ga.

McCLUNG, PROF. C. E., University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

MCGREGOR, DR. J. H., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

MACKLIN, DR. CHARLES C., School of Medicine, University of Western

Ontario, London, Canada.

MALONE, PROF. E. F., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.

MANWELL, DR. REGINALD D., Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y.

MARTIN, PROF. E. A., Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York Citv, N. Y.
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MAST, PROF. S. O., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

MATHEWS, PROF. A. P., University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, O.

MATTHEWS, DR. SAMUEL A., Department of Anatomy, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

MAYOR, PROF. JAMES W., Union College, Schenectady, N. Y.

MEDES, DR. GRACE, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn.

MEIGS, DR. E. B., Dairy Division Experiment Station, Beltsville, Md.

MEIGS, MRS. E. B., 1736 M Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

METCALF, PROF. M. M., 94 Nehoiden Road, Wahan, Mass.

METZ, PROF. CHARLES W., Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

MICHAELIS, DR. LEONOR, Rockefeller Institute, New York City, N. Y.

MILLER, DR. HELEN M., Washington University, St. Louis, Mo.

MITCHELL, DR. PHILIP H., Brown University, Providence, R. I.

MOORE, DR. CARL R., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

MOORE, PROF. GEORGE T., Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis, Mo.

MOORE, PROF. J. PERCY, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

MORGULIS, DR. SERGIUS, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebr.

MORRILL, PROF. A. D., Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

MORRILL, PROF. C. V., Cornell University Medical College, New York

City, N. Y.

MULLER, DR. H. J., University of Texas, Austin, Tex.

NABOURS, DR. R. K., Kansas State Agricultural College, Manhattan,

Kans.

NEAL, PROF. H. V., Tufts College, Tufts College, Mass.

NEWMAN, PROF. H. H., The LT
niversity of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

NICHOLS, DR. M. LOUISE, Rosemont, Pa.

NOBLE, DR. GLADWYN K., American Museum of Natural History, New
York City, N. Y.

NONIDEZ, DR. JOSE F., Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

OKKELBERG, DR. PETER, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich.

OSBURN, PROF. R. C., Ohio State University, Columbus, O.

OSTERHOUT, MRS. W. J. V., Rockefeller Institute, New York City, N. Y.

OSTERHOUT, PROF. W. J. V., Rockefeller Institute, New York City,

N. Y.

PACKARD, DR. CHARLES, Columbia University, Institute of Cancer Re-

search, 1145 Amsterdam Ave., New York City, N. Y.

PAGE, DR. IRVINE H., Rockefeller Institute, New York City, N. Y.

PAPANICOLAOU, DR. GEORGE N., Cornell University Medical College,

1300 York Avenue, New York City. N. Y.

PAPPENHEIMER, DR. A. M., Columbia University, New York City,

N. Y.
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PARKER, PROF. G. H., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

PATON, PROF. STEWART, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J.

PATTEN, DR. BRADLEY M., Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O.

PAYNE, PROF. F., University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind.

PEARL, PROF. RAYMOND, Institute for Biological Research, 1901 East

Madison Street, Baltimore, Md.

PEEBLES, PROF. FLORENCE, California Christian College, Los Angeles,

Calif.

PHILLIPS, DR. E. F., Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y.

PINNEY, DR. MARY E., Milwaukee-Downer College, Milwaukee, Wis.

PLOUGH, PROF. HAROLD H., Amherst College, Amherst, Mass.

POLLISTER, DR. A. W., Columbia University, New York City, N. Y.

POND, DR. SAMUEL E., Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole,

Mass.

PRATT, DR. FREDERICK H., Boston University, School of Medicine, Bos-

ton, Mass.

RAFFEL, DR. DANIEL, Zoological Laboratory, Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore, Md.

RAND, DR. HERBERT W., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

REDFIELD, DR. ALFRED C., Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

REESE, PROF. ALBERT M., West Virginia University, Morgantown,
W. Va.

DE RENYI, DR. GEORGE S., Department of Anatomy, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa.

REZNIKOFF, DR. PAUL, Cornell University Medical College, 1300 York

Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

RHODES, PROF. ROBERT C., Emory University, Atlanta, Ga.

RICE, PROF. EDWARD L., Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, O.

RICHARDS, PROF. A., University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

RICHARDS, DR. O. W., Osborn Zoological Laboratory, Yale University,

New Haven, Conn.

RIGGS, MR. LAWRASON, JR., 25 Broad Street, New York City, N. Y.

ROGERS, PROF. CHARLES G., Oberlin College, Oberlin, O.

ROMER, DR. ALFRED S., The University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

ROOT, DR. W. S., Syracuse Medical School, Syracuse, N. Y.

SAYLES, DR. LEONARD P., Department of Biology, College of the City
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE ERYTHROPHORES OF
SCORP^ENA USTULATA

DIETRICH C. SMITH AND MARGARET T. SMITH

(From the Naples Zoological Station and the Department of Physiology,

I'ni'i'crsity of Tennessee, Memphis)

Among those fishes most commonly used in studies concerned with

color changes the dominant pigment-bearing cell has been the melano-

phore, and as a consequence the most obvious chromatic responses in these

animals have been conditioned largely by alterations in pigment distribu-

tion within these melanophores. Inevitably this has attracted more atten-

tion to this type of cell than to the xanthophores and erythrophores even

though these yellow and red-bearing pigment cells might also play a

part in the color changes of such fishes. There is, however, a fair

amount of literature dealing with the reactions of erythrophores and

xanthophores, enough to raise some interesting questions as to their

control and behavior. A goodly part of this work has been devoted

to a determination of the governing factors, particularly humoral,

responsible for the contribution of the erythrophores to the nuptial

coloration displayed by certain forms during their spawning season.

In the scorpian fish, Scorpccna ustulata, the dominant pigment-bear-

ing cell is the erythrophore. <Since this form could be obtained in

numbers suitable for our purpose, a particularly favorable opportunity
was given us to study erythrophore activity while at the Naples Zo-

ological Station, where this investigation was done in the autumn of

1931. We wish to take this opportunity to express our appreciation
for the privilege of using the Columbia-Woods Hole table at this insti-

tution, and also to express our gratitude and thanks to Professor R.

Dohrn, the Director of the Station, for the courtesies which he extended

to us during our stay in Naples.
As usually found in and about the waters of the Bay of Naples, the

animal has a deep red color over the entire dorsal and lateral surface

of the body, due to the presence of large numbers of erythrophores in

the scales and in the deeper layers of the skin. When a scale is removed

from the fish and examined microscopically, the plentitude of erythro-

phores is apparent, melanophores and xanthophores being scarce in

comparison. Realizing the importance of erythrophores in contributing
to the color of many tropical and sub-tropical fishes where the dominat-

ing tone is frequently red, it was thought desirable to investigate the
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behavior of these cells in Scorpccna ustulata, both in the intact animal

and in isolated scale preparations. Whenever convenient, observations

were also made on the xanthophores and melanophores.

EXPERIMENTAL

The animals used in these experiments were all adults 20 to 30 cm.

in length. When kept upon a black background they have a brilliant

red color, but when placed upon white, this color fades to a pale pink.

This fading requires anywhere from several hours to over a day to

come to completion, a relatively slow process when compared with the

rapidity of color changes in some other fishes. Similarly, when returned

to black, the resumption of the deep red takes an equally long time.

This raises the question as to whether or not these color changes are

humorally controlled in the sense described by Giersberg (1930) for

Phoxinus, where there is no evidence of a nervous control over the

erythrophores. In Scorpccna, however, such evidence is not lacking,

for if the sympathetic cord be severed at a point midway on the trunk in

an animal adapted to a dark background and the fish be placed upon
a white background, the portion of the body posterior to the cut retains

its characteristic deep red color even after the portion anterior to the

cut has paled. Such an experiment is of the type originally done by
Pouchet (1876) and v. Frisch (1911, 1912) in demonstrating nervous

control of the chromatophores. Furthermore, if the anterior end of

the Scorpccna medulla be electrically stimulated when the animal is deep

red, the whole body immediately pales, but in an animal where the

sympathetics in the posterior trunk have been sectioned, stimulation of

the medulla produces paling only in the skin anterior to the cut. The

paling in all cases occurs with great rapidity (10 to 15 seconds) in

marked contrast to its slow development when the fish is placed on a

white background. There is then ample reason to believe that in

Scorpccna the erythrophores not only possess nervous connections with a

pigmentary motor-center in the medulla, but they are also capable of

receiving and responding to impulses sent out from this center. The

slowness with which the response to background changes develops is

suggestive of some sort of neuro-humoral control of the type described

by Parker (1932).

The presence of functional nervous connections in the erythrophores

of Scorpccna places them in a group with those of Crenilabrus pavo and

Triyla cora.v. These two forms, according to v. Frisch (1912), possess

erythrophores and xanthophores with an innervation similar to that of

the melanophores, as judged by the effects of electrical stimulation of
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the pigment-motor center in the medulla. In Scorfraia, Crcnilabnis,

and Tr'ujla the impulses are distributed to the chromatophores by way
of the sympathetic system. Lode (1890), however, early reported the

failure of the erythrophores of the trout to contract when the spinal

cord or medulla were stimulated electrically, although such stimulation

produced melanophore contraction. It was only on prolonged local

stimulation that he observed any contraction of the erythrophores. Fur-

thermore, Giersberg (1930) could find no evidence for a nervous control

of the erythrophores and xanthophores of Pho.vinus, the usual tests for

nervous control such as stimulating the pigment-motor center in the

medulla or cutting the sympathetics failing to evoke any positive re-

sponse. Later Giersberg (1932) demonstrated that extirpation of the

hypophysis in Pho.viuns prevents all responses on the part of the erythro-

phores and xanthophores, thus giving added weight to his conclusion

that erythrophore and xanthophore activity in Pho.nnus was controlled

solely through the activity of this gland. Fries (1931), working on

Pundulns hctcroclitus, a form possessing no erythrophores, demon-

strated some measure of nervous control of the xanthophores, but he

also concluded, in view of the differences in response between the

xanthophores and melanophores, that a humoral mechanism of some

sort was involved, acting to enforce the nervous mechanism or even

at times possibly superceding it. Matthews (1933), however, observed

in Fundnlns the usual responses of the xanthophores to white and yellow

background after hypophysectomy. In his operated animals the xantho-

phores contracted over white and expanded over yellow, as did those

of normal unoperated fishes. The possibility of two different controlling

mechanisms being present in the fishes in respect to lipophore activity,

as suggested by Giersberg (1932), one nervous and the other humoral,

is certainly worthy of serious consideration. In all probability a third

type must also be considered, one where both mechanisms are present,

one or the other assuming greater or less prominence as the case may be.

An extremely interesting phenomenon which many pigment cells

exhibit under certain circumstances is the ability to show rhythmical

pulsations after the proper treatment. Such pulsations, consisting as

they do of a regular migration of the pigment granules in and out of

the processes, were first observed by Ballowitz (1913/>) in the erythro-

phores of excised skin from the trunk of J\lullus when immersed in

0.75 per cent NaCl. This phenomenon is undoubtedly of the same na-

ture as one described later by Spaeth (1916) in Fmnlidus melanophores.
In this case isolated scales were immersed in N/10 BaCL fur about five

minutes and then transferred to N/10 NaCl, where after a wait of
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fifteen minutes or so the scale melanophores showed pronounced rhyth-
mical pulsations. Methods other than treatment with Bad, have also

been described as producing pulsations in Funditlus melanophores

(Smith, 1930; Yamamato, 1933). Isolated scale erythrophores of

Scorpccna, when placed in N/10 NaCl, expand and remain so for about

two to three hours until they begin to contract, resembling in this respect
the melanophores of Fundiilns. Furthermore if, again like the melano-

phores of Fundiilns, the scales are first immersed in BaCl., and left

there until all of the erythrophores are either completely or almost

completely contracted (which usually occurs in about five minutes) and

then returned to N/10 NaCl, the erythrophores will shortly begin a

series of regular pulsations lasting for two or three hours. These

pulsations seem to be of the sort described by Spaeth in Fnndulns

melanophores and probably, as is also the case in Fnndulns melanophores,
differ only from those seen by Ballowitz in Mullus in that the movements
do not start spontaneously in NaCl.

EFFECTS OF DRUGS ON ISOLATED SCALE ERYTHROPHORES

Isolated scale material from Scorpccna was found extremely well

adapted for the study of the effects of drugs upon erythrophores. The
scales lend themselves particularly well to such a study as they are easily

removed from the body, are sufficiently transparent for microscopic

work, and are of a favorable size, ranging from 2 to 4 mm. in width.

Spaeth (1913) was the first to recognize the usefulness of such prepara-
tions in making direct microscopic observations upon the response of

the chromatophores to various stimuli.

In testing the effects of drugs upon the isolated scale erythrophores
of Scorpccna, the following procedure was adopted. First the scales

were immersed in a solution made up of six parts of N/10 NaCl and one

part N/10 KC1. Such a solution might or might not produce and main-

tain a condition of slight erythrophore expansion. If not, more NaCl
or KC1 was added to the solution, NaCl if the erythrophores were

contracted, KG if they were expanded, until a mixture was obtained

which did maintain the erythrophores in the stellate state within the

time limits of the experiment. Having attained a suitable combination

of NaCl and KG, the drug to be tested was added to the mixture to

make whatever concentration was desired, a certain portion of the origi-

nal having been set aside previously as a control. From time to time

the condition of the erythrophores in the experimental solution was

compared with that of the cells in the control. Such a procedure,

while not entirely satisfactory, was necessary as the combined effects
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of XaCl and KC1 were variable within certain prescribed limits. But

inasmuch as the drugs to be tested had powerful effects in either one

direction or the other, the method was found suitable in determining

whether a drug acted either to expand or contract the chromatophore.

In any discussion of the changes in pigment distribution within the

chromatophore it must be borne in mind that the pigment granules

migrate in and out of permanently formed cellular processes (Ballo-

witz, 1913a; Matthews, 1931).

Nicotine

Scales with stellate erythrophores immersed in nicotine (Merck)
solutions ranging from 1/100,000 to 1/10,000 showed first an immediate

and pronounced expansion of all erythrophores. Eventually this ex-

pansion was replaced by the contracted or stellate condition', usually in

about twenty minutes. This contraction persisted for at least three

hours, the longest period that any single case was kept under obser-

vation. Between concentrations of 1/10,000 to 1/2,000 there was first

a slight expansion (in one case at 1/2,000 no expansion whatever) which

was followed in about twenty minutes by complete and lasting con-

traction. With stronger solutions (1/1,000-1/100) the higher con-

centration produced an immediate expansion which persisted without

change, the lower concentration's (1/1,000) also leading to the same result

although not so rapidly.

The initial effect then, regardless of strength, was one of expansion,

followed in the case of weaker solutions by a contraction. This order,

peculiarly enough, is just the reverse of what is obtained when nicotine

is injected into the fish, such injections giving first a contraction, due

presumably to an initial stimulation of the sympathetic ganglia, fol-

lowed by an expansion, the result of an eventual peripheral sympathetic

paralysis. Why the order should be reversed on the immersion of iso-

lated scale erythrophores in nicotine solutions and whether the reversal

is of any significance is difficult to say.

Physostigmine

Physostigmine acts to produce an expansion of the erythrophore pig-

ment, an expansion which persists for at least one and one-half to two

hours, the longest time any one scale was kept under observation. This

expansion was observed in 0.0065 per cent and 0.013 per cent solutions.

No other concentrations were tried. The expansion was at its maximum

usually within ten or fifteen minutes after immersion. In these so-

called expanded cells the pigment distribution in most cases presented

4
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certain peculiarities, the pigment as a rule being mostly concentrated

at the ends of the processes and in the central body. Since those parts
of the processes between the tip and central body were filled only with

a few scattered granules, the cell had the appearance of a central pigment
mass surrounded by an outer pigment ring with an apparent empty
space between. Close inspection, however, revealed sufficient pigment
within the processes to outline them. But the appearance of the cells

differed markedly from that presented when they were immersed in

NaCl. In such a salt the pigment is evenly distributed throughout the

processes and central body.
'

Ringed
"

erythrophores. as seen in the

physostigmine solutions, when placed in a mixed NaCl and KC1 solution

again became stellate and when put in KG immediately contracted.

Such contracted erythrophores when transferred to NaCl expanded
in the usual manner, the previous exposure to physostigmine in no way
preventing a subsequent even distribution of the pigment. Not all of

the scales placed in physostigmine showed the
"
ringed

"
type of ex-

pansion just described. In some cases the expansion appeared to be

of the usual type with the pigment evenly distributed in the processes.

In others the amount of pigment in the processes was relatively scant and

the process consequently had a thin frayed-out look quite different from

the well-defined and well-filled-out appearance shown in NaCl. In

their responses to physostigmine, the melanophores were about the

same as the erythrophores, except that as a rule the melanophore ex-

pansion tended to be better defined, less thin and less frequently

ringed."

Pilocarpinc

Pilocarpine in concentrations ranging from 0.016 per cent to 0.04

per cent had essentially the same effects as physostigmine, producing
in the majority of cells a thin or

"
ringed

"
expansion of both the

erythrophores and the melanophores.

Atropine

Atropine in concentrations ranging from 0.025 per cent to 0.0065

per cent produced an immediate expansion of the erythrophores and

melanophores which was rapidly converted into the
"
ringed

"
expansion

of the type already described under physostigmine. The second effect

appeared within two to ten minutes after the exposure to the drug and

persisted for as long as the scales were left in the solution. When such

atropinized scales were transferred to N/10 KC1 within thirty to forty

minutes after their initial immersion in atropine. an interesting reversal
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of the usual response on the part of the chromatophores to KC1 was

seen. Ordinarily N/10 KC1 immediately contracts and maintains con-

tracted all of the chromatophores of isolated Scorpa-ini scales for at

least two hours. Atropinizcd scales immersed in N/10 KC1 showed

the usual immediate contraction of their erythrophores and melanophores,
but instead of staying contracted for an extended period as would be

normally expected in such cases, these chromatophores quickly reversed

their condition and rapidly assumed the state of maximal expansion,

remaining so for at least two hours. This expansion usually occurred

within two minutes after the transfer from atropine, although treatment

with the weakest effective solutions of this drug required longer times-

five minutes or so before the re-expansion was established. In all

scales the re-expanded erythrophores showed processes in which the

pigment was evenly distributed. Control scales treated in precisely the

same manner as the atropinized ones except for the treatment with

atropine -contracted in the usual manner in X/10 KC1, and stayed

contracted for the usual two hours or so. We have then a clear and

well-established case of the reversal of the effect of KC1 brought on

by previous treatment with atropine. To the best of our knowledge
such a reversal has never been reported before. As mentioned pre-

viously, the reactions of erythrophores and melanophores were alike.

The specificity of the effect as far as KG is concerned is shown by the

fact that when the scales are immersed in 1/100,000 adrenaline after

atropine, the resulting contraction of the chromatophores is permanent.
In other words, atropine does not reverse the effect of adrenaline,

although it does reverse the effect of KG. Atropinized chromato-

phores. expanded in KG, when placed in 1/100,000 adrenaline imme-

diately contracted and stayed contracted.

The atropine reversal of the effect of KC1 is particularly interesting

when considered in conjunction with the results of Spaeth and Barbour

(1917), who found that adrenaline after ergotoxin produced an ex-

pansion instead of a contraction of the melanophores, a contraction

which might or might not be lasting. The contracting effect of KC1, how-

ever, was unaffected, although its development was usually less rapid. In

Scorp(cna, however, the KC1 effect upon the erythrophores and also

upon the melanophores is reversed by atropine while the adrenaline ef-

fect is not changed. Spaeth and Barbour believed adrenaline to act

upon the sympathetic endings in the chromatophore, while KC1 acted

upon the cell directly. Adrenaline apparently does act as they thought,

but whether KC1 is directly protoplasmic in its effect is another matter.

In any event the results on Scorfcciia erythrophores and on Fmidulits

melanophores show clearly that the contracting action of adrenaline and
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KC1 are not due to their action upon the same receptive mechanism
within the cell.

The typical
"
ringed

"
expansion produced by atropine is also pro-

duced by pilocarpine and physostigmine and would indicate a direct

protoplasmic effect upon the erythrophore rather than any action upon
nerve endings present in the isolated scale preparations. In spite of

this similarity in action, atropine is nevertheless separable from the other

two drugs by virtue of its reversal of the effect of KC1, something which

pilocarpine and physostigmine do not produce. Obviously atropine has

some subtle action on the erythrophores different in nature from that

of pilocarpine and physostigmine which is not disclosed by the character

of the pigment distribution produced by these three drugs.

Acctyl-Choline

Solutions of acetyl-choline (0.1 per cent to 0.01 per cent) had no

observable effect upon either the erythrophores or the melanophores of

Scorptcna ustulata.

Cocaine

Cocaine in solutions of 0.1 per cent to 0.001 per cent produced con-

traction of the erythrophores and the melanophores in Scorp&na ustulata.

There was, however, a pronounced tendency on the part of the melano-

phores to contract much more slowly than the erythrophores, the former

contracting in about five minutes and the latter in about ten to twenty

minutes, depending on the strength of the solution. These contractions

lasted at least three hours. Scales with contracted chromatophores
when returned to the N/10 NaCl-KCl mixture showed a re-expansion

of their pigment cells to the stellate within twenty to thirty minutes.

It is possible though not proven, that cocaine contracts the isolated scale

erythrophores by virtue of its excitatory effect upon the peripheral

sympathetic fibers.

Ethyl Alcohol

Scales with chromatophores in the stellate condition when placed

in 10 per cent alcohol, usually show a pronounced expansion of all the

pigment cells, the expansion occurring within the first few minutes after

immersion. This in turn is replaced within the next five minutes by a

concentration of the pigment within the central body. Within fifteen

to thirty minutes, however, the pigment cells once more expand, this

time to the
"
ringed

"
condition, in which they remain for at least three

hours. In 5 per cent alcohol the same sequence of reactions is observed
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except perhaps that the final expansion is longer delayed, often not

occurring until almost one hour after the beginning of the experiment.

In 1 per cent alcohol, however, there is in the majority of the cases no

sign of any initial expansion ; instead the primary response of the

chromatophores is a contraction, oftentimes immediate or on occasion

delayed for fifteen or twenty minutes. Having once contracted in 1

per cent alcohol, the pigment cells remain in that condition for three

hours at least, the longest time any set of experimental scales was kept

under observation. In no case was any sign of expansion evident

within this period. One scale with stellate erythrophores did show a

slight expansion when the scale was first placed in 1 per cent alcohol,

but this expansion in no way approached the maximum and was replaced

within fifteen minutes by a complete contraction. In most cases in 1

per cent alcohol the erythrophores contracted before the melanophores,

and when the time for re-expansion had come the melanophores usually

expanded before the erythrophores.

The "
ringed

"
expansion in the stronger alcoholic solutions is sug-

gestive of protoplasmic injury as it is with pilocarpine, physostigmine,

and atropine ; but the primary expansion and subsequent contraction are

probably not direct effects. The possibility of explaining these re-

sponses, and also the responses to nicotine, by assuming an effect on the

endings of two different types of nerve fibers within the erythrophores

with varying thresholds of stimulation at once suggests itself. But it

would be premature to do more than call attention to this possibility,

even though there is evidence that the chromatophores of other forms,

particularly the melanophores, possess a double innervation.

EFFECTS ON PIGMENTARY RESPONSES OF INJECTING DRUGS INTO

THE ABDOMINAL CAVITY

To check the action of drugs upon the chromatophores in isolated

scale preparations, observations were also made upon the results of

injecting these same drugs into the abdominal cavity of the fish. On

the whole the results were unsatisfactory and inconclusive, as the drugs

used were only slightly effective if at all, except in lethal doses.

Nicotine

A strong solution of nicotine (1 drop in 1 cc.) produced violent con-

vulsions immediately followed by a pronounced paling. This, however,

lasted for onlv a few minutes, the animal reddening again with the
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approach of death, and by the time it was dead it was completely red.

Hewer (1927) reports nicotine as first producing paling and then dark-

ening when injected into the dab ; all the chromatophores, lipophores

as well as melanophores, reacting the same.

Physostigmine

One cc. of a 0.06 per cent to 0.013 per cent solution had no effect.

\Yith 2 cc. of 0.05 per cent to 0.065 per cent a reddening was observed.

In such cases the animal usually died, always in a very red condition.

Abolin ( 1926) found physostigmine to have no effect on the erythro-

phores of Plw.riiuis.

Pilocarpine

A 0.065 per cent to 0.15 per cent solution in 1 cc. doses produced
some reddening, but not until one to two hours after the injection,

Abolin (1926) observed no change in erythrophores of Pho.vinus after

pilocarpine injection.

Atropine

One cc. to 0.3 cc. of a 0.5 per cent to 0.05 per cent solution had no

observable effect upon the color of the animal either on white or black

backgrounds. However, with doses of 1 cc. of 1 per cent solutions

there was a pronounced reddening, which in one case persisted for at

least two hours. Osterhage (1932) observed in Gasterasteus acitlcafus

and Rhodcus ainarus that the injection of atropine produced a pro-

nounced reddening of the fins of the fish during the spawning season

(May and June), but at other times of the year it only served to darken

the animal. This was due presumably to the scarcity of erythrophores
in the skin at times other than during the spawning season. Abolin

(1926) reported atropine as being without effect on PJw.i-iuus erythro-

phores.

Acetyl-choline

One cc. of 0.15 per cent solutions had no effect. \Yunder (1931)
observed in Gastcrostcus aculcatus and Rhodcus oinarus a slight red-

dening of the fins and belly following injection of acetyl-choline during

the spawning season. Parker (1931) reports acetyl-choline as having
a slight expanding effect on the chromatophores of Funduhis.

Cocaine

One cc. to 0.5 cc. of a 0.1 per cent to 0.25 per cent solution had no

pronounced effects. In one case there was a slight paling, the meaning
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of which was doubtful. In another instance with 1 cc. of 0.25 per cent

the animal died, becoming slightly redder just before death.

Adrenaline

A solution of 1 2,000 produced (0.6 cc.) pronounced paling in about

twenty minutes. Abolin (1925) reports adrenaline as having no effect

on riio.riiuis xanthophores and Giersberg (1930) also failed to observe

any effect of adrenaline upon the erythrophores of this form, although

he did see a contraction of the erythrophores of Macropod us, an Asiatic

fresh-water form.

Hypophysis Extracts

Extracts of the posterior pituitary of fishes were made by removing

the gland and macerating it in distilled water. This extract was filtered

and the filtrate injected into Scorptcna. Extracts made from the hy-

pophyses of the tuna fish. Thvnnns Ilivnnus, and from Trie/la sp., on

injection into Scorpirna ustulata produced a paling which lasted for

several hours. The tuna extract was made by macerating one gland in

5 cc. of water and the Trigla extract consisted of one gland in 1 to 2

cc. of water. Attempts were made to prepare an extract from the

hypophyses of Scorpccna ustitlata which would produce a contraction

of the erythrophores in the same species, but none were successful. The

failure to get a potent extract probably followed a failure to use a suffi-

cient number of glands in preparing the solution. But lack of material

prevented the preparation of extracts stronger than the ones used (four

hypophyses in 2 cc. of water). This makes it doubtful whether any
hormone secreted by the Scorpccna hypophysis is responsible for any of

the observed pigmentary changes.

In Pho.rinus, Abolin (1925) and Giersberg (1930) report mfunclin

as producing melanophore and lipophore expansion. One of us (D.
C. S.) had occasion some time ago to try the effect of an extract of

trout pituitary (posterior lobe) on Pho.rinus, and found it to produce
a pronounced contraction of the melanophores and an equally pronounced

expansion of the erythrophores. Hewer (1925) had previously ob-

served extracts of cod pituitary to contract the melanophores of Phoxi-

niis and to expand the xanthophores and erythrophores, and Matthews

(1933) found extracts of Funciitlus pituitary to contract the melano-

phores and expand the xanthophores of isolated Fniulidiis scales. How-
ever, both Hewer and Matthews doubt whether any hypophysial hor-

mone is responsible for the color changes observed in the forms on

which they worked, and we have seen that this is also probably true in
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the case of Scorpccna. Giersberg (1932), however, observed extirpation

of the hypophysis in Phaxinus to abolish all color changes produced by
the lipophores. Wunder (1931) and Osterhage (1932) saw an ex-

pansion of the erythrophores in the stickleback and bitterling following

injection of commercial hypophysis extracts. Meyer (1931) observed

contraction of the melanophores and expansion of the erythrophore in

Gobius and Plcitroncctes after hypophysis injection. In Phoxiims,

Fundulus, Gastcrostcns, RJiodcus, Gobius, and Plcuroncctcs, hypophysis
extracts produce an expansion of the erythrophores or xanthophores,
but in Scorpccna, fresh fish hypophyses extracts produce a contraction

of the erythrophores. In those forms where expansion is the rule the

erythrophores or xanthophores are relatively less active in comparison
to the melanophores, and in the first four mentioned they are primarily

associated with the production of nuptial coloration, except perhaps in

Fundnlus, and even in this form the xanthophores are probably most

active during the spawning season. In Scorpccna, however, the erythro-

phores are the dominating pigment cells, the melanophores being sub-

ordinate in number and effect, and it is primarily the erythrophores which

are responsible for the color changes the animal displays. It would

seem as if in Scorpccna the erythrophores have assumed a different type

of pigmentary activity than in the other forms mentioned.

It is perhaps well to remark here that in Scorpccna no qualitative

difference between the responses of the erythrophores and the melano-

phores was ever seen. Within the same scale the erythrophores often

reacted more rapidly than the melanophores, but the direction of the

response was always the same. This again is in marked contrast to

the condition found in some other forms where the melanophores and

the erythrophores differ widely in the nature of their reactions. The

xanthophores, however, are sharply differentiated from the erythro-

phores, particularly in respect to a greater sluggishness of behavior and

a failure to pulsate in NaCl after BaCU.

SUMMARY

1. Evidence is presented to show that the erythrophores of Scor-

pccna will respond to nervous stimulation.

2. Isolated scale erythrophores of Scorpccna- will show rhythmical

pulsations in N/10 NaCl after treatment with N/10 BaCL.
3. Isolated scale erythrophores of Scorpccna will show the following

responses when immersed in the following drugs :

a. Nicotine in weak solutions (1/100,000-1/10,000) produces a

primary expansion followed by contraction. Moderately strong solu-
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tions (1/10,000-1 2,000) produce a slight expansion followed by con-

traction. Strong solutions (1,2,000-1/100) produce a permanent ex-

pansion.

b. Physostigmine (0.0065-0.013 per cent) produces a "ringed"

expansion.

c. Pilocarpine (0.016-0.04 per cent) produces a
"
ringed

"
expansion.

d. Atropine (0.025-0.0065 per cent) produces a
"
ringed

"
expan-

sion. After atropine, however, the usual lasting contraction produced

by N/10 KC1 persists only a minute or so and is replaced by a per-

manent expansion. There is no change in the contracting effect of

adrenaline after atropine.

c. Cocaine (0.1-0.01 per cent) produces a contraction.

/. Alcohol in strong solutions (10-5 per cent) produces first an

expansion then a contraction and finally a
"
ringed

"
expansion. \Yeak

solutions (1 per cent) produce a persistent contraction.

g. Acetyl-choline (0.1-0.01 per cent) had no effect.

4. No relation was found between the effect of drugs upon isolated

scale erythrophores and their effects upon the color of the fish after

injection into the abdominal cavity.

5. Hypophysis extracts of the tuna and Trigla produce a pronounced
and lasting paling (erythrophore contraction) when injected into the

abdominal cavity of Scorfccna ustulata.
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THE PENETRATION OF THE BLUE AND RED COMPO-
NENTS OF DAYLIGHT INTO ATLANTIC
COASTAL WATERS AND ITS RELA-

TION TO PHYTOPLANKTON
METABOLISM

G. L. CLARKE AND R. H. OSTER

(From the ll'oods Hole Oceanographic Institution? innl the Laboratory of
General Physiology, Hari'ard University)

The following- observations were undertaken as a continuation of

the investigation of the conditions of submarine irradiation in relation

to the biology of marine organisms. The measurements reported here

and previously (Clarke, 1933) on the penetration of daylight into At-

lantic waters serve as a basis for a comparison of this region with others

which are being investigated intensively (Atkins and Poole, 1933; Ut-

terback, 1933; Utterback and Boyle, 1933; Richardson, 1933; Erikson,

1933; Pettersson, 1934; and Pettersson and Landberg, 1934). The

present measurements were made at two stations in the Gulf of Maine,

one in the deep central part and one on Georges Bank, and at four

localities in the region of Woods Hole. At the stations in the Gulf

of Maine the vertical distribution of the phytoplankton was investigated

(Braarud, 1934), complete hydrographic observations were made, and

the diurnal migrations of copepods during the entire periods were

studied (Clarke, 1934). Detailed information on the irradiation present

at various depths is valuable not only in its immediate application to

these studies of the plankton but also as an essential part of an in-

tensive study of the oceanography of the Gulf of Maine (cf. Rake-

straw, Gran, and Waksman. 1933). The observations in the neigh-

borhood of Woods Hole were made in Woods Hole Harbor, Buzzards

Bay, Vineyard Sound, and off Gay Head localities chosen as repre-

senting four typical environments in this region. It is hoped that these

measurements of light penetration will be useful in relation to certain

of the biological problems being studied at Woods Hole, particularly

those dealing with ecological relationships (cf. Alice. 1934). Some

measurements of the photosynthesis of diatoms in this region are re-

ported at the end of this paper.

1 Contribution No. 45.
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APPARATUS AND METHODS

The photoelectric method previously descrihed (Gall and Atkins.

1931; Clarke, 1933) was used. For the measurement of the blue com-

ponent of daylight ( 3460A 5260A ) the same deck photometer was em-

ployed. For submarine measurements the gas-filled potassium (sensi-

tized) photoelectric cell was used in the water-tight case equipped with

the four-conductor cable and the internal shutter. This combination

is designated in the tables as Photometer la. The high sensitivity of

the gas-filled cell made it useful for measurements at the deeper levels,

but more trouble with changes of emission especially near the surface-

was experienced than with the vacuum cell. The cell was always glowed
before each reading and all the other precautions previously described

were taken in these observations.

For measurements in the red region of the spectrum two Type PJ-14
vacuum caesium on caesium oxide cathode photocells were used (kindly

furnished by the General Electric Co.) which have peaks of maximum

sensitivity in the near ultra-violet and red regions of the spectrum (Fig.

1). One of these cells was mounted in a newly constructed deck pho-

tometer and the other in sea photometer case No. 2 this latter combina-

tion being designated in the tables as Photometer No. 2b. To limit the

radiation reaching the cells, each was mounted under a Schott-Jena Type
RG-1 glass filter, 5 cm. square and 2 mm. thick, which cut out all radia-

tions shorter than 6000A, and a water-cell 2 cm. in depth and containing

a 1.5 per cent solution of CuCL which absorbed radiations of wave-

length longer than 7000A (Yf. Coblentz, 1911 ). The filters were placed

against the inside surface of the photometer window, the spaces be-

tween the filters and between the upper filter and the window being

filled with Canada balsam to minimize reflection loss at the glass faces.

When examined spectroscopically the duplex filters were found to have

a sharp cut-off at 6000A and a graded cut-off at 7000 to 7100A with

approximately 3 per cent transmission at 7000A.

The spectral sensitivities of the caesium photocells without the dif-

fusing disc and filters were determined by the General Electric Research

Laboratory under the direction of Dr. L. R. Roller ( Fig. 1 ) . The

photocells mounted in the photometer cases under the filters were stand-

ardized for the spectral range 6000A-7000A by the same method as

that employed for the blue-sensitive photometers (Clarke, 1933).

No changes in emission due to
'"

photoelectric fatigue
"

were ob-

served in moderate steady light in using the caesium cells, but after con-

tinued exposure to bright sunlight on the deck of the ship decreases in

the sensitivity of these cells were found amounting to 14 per cent. The
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presence of
"
dark currents

"
in the deck photometer required frequent

readings of the response with the photometer shutter closed during a

series of observations. All measurements below the surface have been

corrected for
"
external reflection

"
and

"
internal reflection

"
by multi-

plying by the factor 1.09 as before.

40
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FIG. 1. Comparison of spectral sensitivities of red-sensitive photocells.

(General Electric Research Laboratory.) Curve 1. No. 31,613. Caesium on
caesium oxide sea cell. Curve 2. No. 31,797. Caesium on caesium oxide deck
cell.

Each curve represents the relative response to an equal energy spectrum of

the photocell alone.

In practice the cells are considered to be sensitive to the range between the

vertical lines A and B as limited by the red RG-1 filter and the CuCl filter cell.

OBSERVATIONS

The observations made on the penetration of blue and red light are

summarized in Tables I and II. Curves showing the percentage of the
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surface light reaching the various depths for all the series appear in

Figs. 2 to 5. Considering first the penetration of blue light, we find that
the average transparency at Station 1722 in the Gulf of Maine is slightly
greater than that at Station 1053 (Clarke, 1933 -). This is to be ex-

pected since Station 1722 is nearer the open ocean. The average trans-

parency on Georges Bank (Station 1723), where the shallower water
may be stirred down to the bottom, is about the same as at Stations 1285,
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FIG. 2. Relation between depth and irradiation expressed as a percentage of
the light just over the surface (logarithmic scale). Series number indicated at
the end of each curve.

Station 1722: Gulf of Maine, deep basin.
Series 201 and 202 blue light.
Series 204 and 205 red light.

1286 and 1287 (previously reported) in deeper water but much nearer
shore. The transparency of the water for blue light is from 2 to 4%

2 The following corrections should be made in
"
Average altitude of sun

"
in

Tables II and III, Clarke, 1933 Biol. Bull, vol. 65, p. 317.

Series No 1 2
Av. altitude of sun , , 58 54'

Series No 13

Av. altitude of sun ,
, 54

TABLE II

345
58 61 62

(

6 7

64 65' 65
!

9

62'

10 11

61 24

12 13

67 54

TABLE III

112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120 121 122
62 1 28 37 41 68 6 22 58 57 50
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times lower in the Woods 1 lole region than in the Gulf of Maine. The

water of Buzzards Bay (Series 209) was found to have a slightly greater

average transmissive exponent than the water of Woods Hole Harbor

(Series 122). However, it is the turbidity of the water layer just over

the bottom in Buzzards Bay which reduces the average transparency for

the whole series, the upper strata being somewhat more transparent. In

Woods Hole Harbor this situation is just reversed, the surface water

being slightly less transparent than the deeper strata. The result is

0.001 0.005 0.01
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FIG. 3. Station 1723. Georges Bank.

Series 203 blue light,

i/. Regular measurement.

b. Measurement of deeper strata with opal glass removed from photometer.

c. Measurement of upper strata repeated following day.

Series 206 and 207 red light. Broken portion of curve 207 represents meas-

urement with opal glass removed.

that daylight penetrates to a depth of 10 meters in Buzzards Bay before

it is reduced to 1 per cent of its surface value whereas a corresponding

reduction has taken place in the Harbor at 8 meters. The water off

Gay Head (Series 203) is about half as clear as that characterizing the

Gulf of Maine, and the transparency in Vineyard Sound (Series 210)

is intermediate between that found off Gay Head and in Buzzards Bay.

The Gay Head and Vineyard Sound regions correspond rather closely

to the San Juan Archipelago in transparency to blue- light (Utterback

and Boyle, 1933).

5
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The average transparency for red light in the deeper part of the

Gulf of Maine (Station 1722) is slightly higher than that found by
Atkins and Poole (1933) off Rame Head, England, although there is a

closer agreement when only the range from 1 to 10 meters is used for

comparison. On Georges Bank (Station 1723) the transparency for

red light falls between that found off Rame Head and in Whitsand Bay,
for the range 1 to 5 meters, and is lower than at Station 1722. The

penetration of red light into the water off Gay Head (Series 212) is only

slightly lower than on Georges Bank and is higher than would be ex-

Percentage of Surface Light

0.
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lengths so that the energy reaching the photocell through the Schott

RG-1 filter would he at or near to 6000A, i.e. in the orange.

A comparison of the energy in the hlue and red regions of the sun's

spectrum is given in Fig. 6 as measured on the deck of the ship over the

period of daylight on July 16, 1933 at Station 1722. For the spectral

limits measured the agreement in the amount of energy is close. Since

the sky during the period covered was overcast with some fog, the red

radiation was probably transmitted more readily than the hlue due to

more scattering at the shorter wave-lengths. Scattering of hlue light

may also help to explain the close agreement at sunset when the red

component would normally have the higher value.
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Fig. 5. Series 208. Blue light. Off Gay Head.
Series 209. Blue light. Buzzards Bay.
Series 212. Red light. Off Gay Head.

Series 213. Red light. Buzzards Bav.

DISCUSSION

The curves for the penetration of both blue and red light show

marked differences in their degree of irregularity. Thus the curves for

the Gulf of Maine are quite jagged in comparison with those for the

\Yoods Hole region. This may be due in part to the much rougher

condition of the sea experienced in the Gulf of Maine. It seems prob-

able, however, that a more important factor is the thorough stirring

caused by the very strong tidal currents of the Woods Hole region.

Temperature measurements (such as those in Table III) show that the

water is very nearly homogeneous from top to bottom. The irradia-

tion measurements obtained in Vineyard Sound (e.g. Series 210), fa-

mous for its strong tide, fall on a remarkably straight line. Moreover,
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the blue and red components of daylight measured
on deck during July 16, 1933 at Station 1722. Solid line indicates blue light,

broken line indicates red light.

this regularity indicates that the method of measurement is highly re-

liable and that the irregularities in the values obtained at other localities

are not to be assigned to fluctuation of the photometers.

If changes in the slopes of the curves really are caused by water

layers of different transparency, it is difficult to understand why changes
in the blue curve are not represented by corresponding changes in the

red curve for the same locality, and vice versa, since the two sets of

measurements were ordinarily taken writhin two hours of each other.

Examples of such lack of conformity are seen, particularly, in the Gulf

of Maine Series. The presence in different water layers of material

having a highly selective effect on light would account for these irreg-

ularities, but the actual existence of such material has yet to be demon-

strated. The differences between the three segments (a, b, and r)
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of Series 203 certainly indicate a great lack of homogeneity in this case.

The relative clearness of the bodies of water considered is the same

whether arranged in order of average transparency to blue light or to

red light except for the Woods Hole Harbor and Buzzards Bay series.

The transmissive exponent for blue light is slightly higher in Buzzards

Bay than in Woods Hole Harbor, whereas the reverse is true for red

light. However, the transparency of the harbor water is very close to

that of the Bay water in both cases, and for blue light at least it is dis-

tinctly different from that of Vineyard Sound. This is in agreement
with the fact that when the tide is flowing into the harbor, the water

is derived chiefly from Buzzards Bay (cf. Fish, 1925).

Red light is absorbed faster than blue light in all of these bodies

of water, but it is significant to note that the ratio of the transmissive

exponents is not constant. The ratios of the exponents for red light*

to the exponents for blue light follow :

Station 1722 ." 2.9

Station 1723 2.5

Off Gay Head 1.4

Vineyard Sound 1.6

Woods Hole Harbor 1.3

Buzzards Bay 1.2

It is seen that, in general, as the water becomes more turbid the differ-

ence between the penetration of blue and red light becomes less. This

would seem explicable on the basis of the greater scattering effect of

increasing amounts of suspended particles on radiation of short wave-

length than on radiation of long wave-length. The ratio of the expo-

nents for red and blue light in the Gulf of Maine is about the same as

in Whitsand Bay (Atkins and Poole, 1933). The ratio in the Woods
Hole region is similar to that in the San Juan Archipelago (Utterback

and Boyle, 1933).

NOTE ON THE METABOLISM OF THE PHYTOPLANKTON

Of previous investigations on the photosynthesis of aquatic plants

in relation to the spectral distribution of the irradiation (cf. Klugh.

1930), few deal specifically with the marine phytoplankton. It is there-

fore difficult to correlate the present measurements of the penetration

of light with the vertical distribution and metabolism of diatoms, etc.

However, since photosynthesis is of primary significance in the economy
of the sea, it seems important to report such observations as are avail-

able. Laboratory experiments indicate that intensity is more important
than color for the photosynthesis of diatoms, but since chromatic adapta-
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ti( in occurs, it is necessary to know the spectral composition as well as

the total intensity of the irradiation present (Stanbury, 1931). Klugh
( 1930) concludes that certain pigments present in the cell may act as

photo-sensitizers for the chlorophyll in plants growing at depths lower

than the first few meters. Schreiber ( 1927) exposed various species

of diatoms and dino-flagellates to general radiations and showed that

the optimum radiant energy for growth differed widely in different

forms.

On August 16 and August 22, 1932, Dr. H. H. Gran carried out

measurements of the metabolism of diatoms in \Yoods Hole Harbor at

the same time that the observations on the penetration of blue light were

being made (Series 120. 121, and 122). Comparable values for red

light may be obtained from Series 211. For the experiments sea water

with the contained diatoms \vas taken from Vineyard Sound and placed

in glass-stoppered bottles of 200 cc. capacity. The bottles were placed

horizontally in shallow wire baskets and these were lashed at 3-meter

intervals to a weighted rope hung from the south side of the anchored

boat. Each basket contained two bottles fully exposed to light, and

four of the baskets contained in addition one bottle \vhich was completely

covered with black cloth, thus providing an opportunity to measure

respiration in the absence of photosynthesis. The oxygen present in two

control bottles was measured, using the Winkler method at the beginning

of the exposure period, and similar measurements were made on all

the other bottles at the end. The bottles were exposed at their respective

depths for about 4 hours during the middle of the day.

The experiments were not intended to yield more than approxima-
tions and the results are somewhat irregular. However, the location

of the depth at which the oxygen consumed in respiration is just bal-

anced by the oxygen evolved in photosynthesis ( i.e. the
"
compensation

point ") seems quite definite. The results of the experiment on August
22 are presented in Table III, where it is seen that the bottles at the

3-meter and 6-meter levels showed an increase in oxygen whereas those

at greater depths showed a decrease. Since on August 16 the shallowest

bottle was placed at 8 meters and all the bottles showed a decrease of

oxygen content at the end of the experiment, we may place the
"
com-

pensation point
"

for \Yonds Hole Harbor at about 7 meters. At this

depth the average irradiation present during the experiment was as

follows :

Blue 192 micro\vatts/cm.-

Red 108 microwatts/cm. -

On |une 1. 1934, Dr. A. C. Redfield carried out similar measure-

ments, using the same methods, while the
"
Atlantis

"
was anchored at
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Station 2212 in the ( lulf of Maine 40 miles east of Cape Cod. A diatom

haul made on Georges Bank was allowed to stand for 2 days and the

suspended material decanted off and diluted. Hot ties containing this

diatom suspension were placed at 10-meter intervals down to 50 meters

and left for 7 hours. When the tide was running strongly the bottles

TAKI.K 111

Metabolism of diatoms in Woods Hole Harbor. Exposure period: 1002-1427,

August 22, 1932. Range of irradiation on deck during exposure period: blue (3460A-
5260A): 12,400-11,600 microwatts/cm. 2

; red (6000.V 7000.V): 12,000 11,200 micro-

watts/cm.
2 *

Oxygen present before exposure: 6.74 cc./liter. Oxygen present in

covered bottles at end of period: 6.64 cc./liter.

Depth
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tion over the whole spectrum throughout the day and ours are concerned

with two limited regions of the spectrum for a few hours. It appears,

however, that the water of Loch Striven, like the water in the Gulf of

Maine, is somewhat more than three times as transparent as the water

in Woods Hole Harbor and the
"
compensation point

'"

for the whole

day lies correspondingly deeper.

TABLE IV

Metabolism of diatomsin the Gulf of Maine. Exposure period: 0444-1354, June 1,

1934. Sky: cloudy, becoming clear and later overcast. Sea: smooth, moderate swell.

Oxygen present before exposure: 7.80

7.83

7.83

av. 7.82 cc. per liter.

Depth
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and at near 14 UK-UTS at Station 1723. Uraarud (1934) states that the

production of Pontosphaera seems to have been confined to the layer

in which the temperature was higher than 10 C. At these depths where

the maximum of Pontosph&ra occurred the blue light was reduced to

9.9 per cent and 11.4 per cent respectively and the red light to 0.31 per

cent and 0.50 per cent respectively. Taking 13,000 and 11,000 micro-

watts/cm.
2 for approximate values of blue and red irradiation at the

surface at noon on a clear day, we obtain light intensities of 1290 and

1480 /iW/cm.
2 for the blue and of 34 and 55 /nW/cm.

2 for the red for

these depths. It will be noted that the blue irradiation is greater and

the red irradiation less than that found at the
"
compensation point

"
in

Woods Hole Harbor. However, no conclusions can be drawn from

these facts as yet since the effect of the different parts of the spectrum
on photosynthesis and the influence of other environmental factors are

so poorly understood.

It is of interest to inquire whether the phytoplankton population

has an appreciable effect on the reduction of light with depth (cf. At-

kins and Poole, 1933). No sharp changes in the slopes of the curves

occur at the levels of maximum abundance of Pontosphcera. The di-

atom, Guinardia flaccidi similarly has no noticeable influence upon the

transparency. This spt ,ies, being about fifty times larger than Ponto-

sphcera, is the dominant form in respect to bulk at Station 1723 and

occurs in maximum numbers at 30 meters.

It is evident that the whole question of the relationship between

submarine irradiation and the metabolism of the phytoplankton must

be much more thoroughly investigated both in the laboratory and at

sea. In particular, for an understanding of the biology of Atlantic

coastal waters we lack measurements of the penetration of the green and

yellow parts of the spectrum. We now have a general idea of the ver-

tical distribution of the plankton in these waters and of the conditions

of submarine irradiation in respect to blue and red light.

SUMMARY

1. Photoelectric measurements of blue and red submarine irradia-

tion were made at two stations in the Gulf of Maine and at four locali-

ties in the Woods Hole region. The same apparatus was used as before

(Clarke, 1933) with the addition of two caesium on caesium oxide photo-

cells mounted under Schott-Jena RG-1 filters and CuCL water-cells

which limited the radiation received to 6000A to 7000A.

2. The bodies of water considered may be arranged in order of de-

creasing transparency to both blue and red light as follows: (a) the

R V I _
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deep basin of the Gulf of Maine. ( b ) Georges Bank, (c) Off Gay
Head, (d) Vineyard Sound, (>) Buzzards Bay and Woods Hole Har-

bor. The ratios of the transmissive exponents for red light to those

for blue light in each locality vary from 2.9 to 1.2, the higher values

being characteristic of clearer water.

3. These measurements are discussed in relation to the local hydro-

graphic conditions, and are compared with observations made in the

Plymouth region and in the San Juan Archipelago.

4. Measurements made by Dr. H. H. Gran on the metabolism of

diatoms in bottles suspended at different depths in Woods Hole Harbor

indicated that the
"
compensation point

" was located at a depth of about

7 meters. Similar measurements carried out by Dr. A. C. Redfield

gave a depth of 2430 meters for the
"
compensation point

"
in the Gulf

of Maine.

5. Observations reported by Mr. T. Braarud (1934) on the vertical

distribution of the phytoplankton at the same stations in the Gulf of

Maine are discussed in relation to the penetration of light.

The authors desire to express their thanks to Mr. R. T. Montgomery
for his kind assistance in the measurements made at sea.
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A NOTE ON THE PHYTOPLANKTON OF THE GULF OF
MAINE IN THE SUMMER OF 1933

TRYGVE BRAARUD

(From the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, 1- U'oods Hole, Alass.)

The rather scanty quantitative data on the phytoplankton distribu-

tion in the Gulf of Maine in summer are mostly from the western part,

collected during 1931-32 for the International Passamaquoddy Fish-

eries Commission (Gran and Braarud, 1934). In addition, Gran

(1933) studied the phytoplankton distribution in the summer of 1932,

from material collected at several stations. The phytoplankton de-

scribed in this paper was obtained from water bottle samples taken by
Clarke at two stations in the Gulf of Maine during his work on the light

conditions in the water and on the vertical migration of the zooplankton.

These stations represent much the same part of the Gulf as do two of

the stations from which the 1932 material was collected. The 1932 ob-

servations were made on August 3-4, while those in 1933 occurred about

two weeks earlier in the season, on July sixteenth and eighteenth. The

present collections supplement our knowledge of the distribution of

phytoplankton in this region and also provide data for the study of the

relationships between the plant population and the penetration of day-

light into the water. Since the latter aspect of the work is discussed

by Clarke and Oster (1934) for these stations, I shall confine myself
to a short account of the distribution of the phytoplankton. The ques-

tion of the importance of diatoms in light absorption has been discussed

by Poole and Atkins (1929) and by Marshall and Orr (1930).

The surface layers at Station 1722 (in the eastern part of the Gulf

of Maine) consisted of presumably local water of low salinity (32.07

to 32.19/00 ), while at Station 1723 the uppermost layer was of At-

lantic origin, having a salinity between 33.12 and 33.54/ o- (See
Table III.) In spite of this conspicuous difference in the characteristics

of the water, the phytoplankton communities at the two stations had

much the same character. The form numerically dominant at both

localities was the coccolithophoride PontospJiccra Hu.vlcyi, which was

abundant at a depth of 1 to 25 or 30 meters. At both stations the

maximum number was found at an intermediate depth (15, 18 meters),

and the production of Pontosphara seems to have been confined to the

1 Contribution No. 46.
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layer in which the temperature was more than 10 C. This is cor-

roborated by the oxygen distribution, as the layer in which there was

supersaturation of oxygen is the same as that in which the numbers of

Pontosphara were high. The only exception is Station 1723, where at

25 meters 30,000 cells of Pontosphcera per liter were found and yet there

was no supersaturation in oxygen. Here the temperature was only

8.67 C. The general distribution of Pontosplncra Iln.rlcyi seems

clearly to indicate that it is a moderately thermophile form which re-

produces very slowly at temperatures lower than 7 C. (Gran, 1930,

p. 32). It seems probable, therefore, that this population at 25 meters

was the result mainly of the sinking of the abundant population of

PontospJiccra from the layers above (see Table III), and that the local

production of Pontosphcera at this depth was small on account of the

low temperature and the poor light conditions.

At Station 1723 (on Georges Bank) diatoms were fairly abundant,

but only two species were recorded in any great numbers. In the upper
warm layer Detonula confcrvacca occurred in small quantities in every

sample, with a maximum number of 1,300 cells per liter at 15 meters

the same depth at which the maximum number of Pontosphccra oc-

curred. Gninardia flaccida was distributed mainly below 20 meters,

with a maximum of 5,300 cells per liter at 30 meters. This species has

previously been recorded as a form which commonly, if not always, has

occurred in the waters over the Bank (Bigelow, 1926; Gran, 1933).

The Ccratia must have been very scarce at Station 1723, since in the

centrifuged samples only a few specimens of Ccratiuui lonyipcs and C.

tripos were recorded. A colorless flagellate (Bodo manna?} was com-

mon at all depths.

At Station 1722 very few diatoms were observed, and no forms ex-

cept Pontosphcera Hu.vleyi occurred in great numbers. The Ccratia

were as scarce as at Station 1723. The Gninardia population was ab-

sent here, or at least present in numbers too small to be recorded in the

volume of water which was centrifuged. Except for the Guinardia,

the communities were very much the same in the two localities, but

quantitatively poorer at Station 1722.

Although Gran's observations (1933) were not made in exactly the

same localities as the present ones, an approximate comparison may be

made between the summer vegetation at Georges Bank and in the

eastern part of the Gulf of Maine in the years 1932 and 1933. The

difference in time of season, viz., two w7eeks, is presumably of no great

importance, since the conditions do not seem to change quickly at this

time of the year. In the Gulf proper, a remarkable difference between

the two years is found in the quality of the phytoplankton. In 1932 di-
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atoms and Ccratia were the predominant forms and Pontosphcera was

recorded only in comparatively small numbers; while in 1
( )33 there was

a predominant Pontosphcrra vegetation. (The temperature of the sur-

face layers was as high in 1932 as in 1933 and the salinity even higher.)

Gran (1933) recorded a poorer vegetation in the eastern part of the

Gulf than further west. Since the observations were not taken in pre-

cisely the same locality, local differences in the plankton distribution

may account for a part of the differences which have been recorded in

the plankton of the two years; but we should hold it likely that yearly

TABLE III

Comparison of observations at stations 1722 and 1723

Station
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only 300 cells per liter. One might seek the explanation for the varia-

tion in the occurrence of this species in the fact that this station was

located a little further out than the stations of the previous year. How-

ever, the abundance of Guinardia flaccida at Station 1723 seems to be

a good indication that the station was located within the Bank area.

The previous year Guinardia was also found in the deeper samples from

all the stations over the Bank, while it was not observed in the samples
from the deeper part of the Gulf (Gran, 1933, p. 177).

These few observations suggest that there exist considerable fluctua-

tions in the composition of the phytoplankton of the waters of the Gulf

of Maine and adjacent areas in the summers of different years, perhaps
not so much in a purely qualitative respect as in the relative abundance

of the various species. The observations on net haul material have

given similar indications for the larger forms (Bigelow, 1926). These

variations certainly are tied up with changes in the hydrographical con-

ditions from one year to another. For example, the occurrence of

Guinardia flaccida solely on the Bank (and only in the deeper layers)

suggests dependence upon fairly turbulent waters. The question of the

relationship between the phytoplankton production and the hydrograph-
ical conditions is, however, so complex that we shall not consider it

further, since the data for only two stations would not suffice as a basis

for discussion. At least two years of intensive simultaneous investiga-

tion of the hydrography, the plankton, and the various environmental

factors would seem necessary in a study of the influence of the water

movements on the supply and conditions of growth of algae and an ex-

planation of yearly fluctuations. A consideration of the relationship

between phytoplankton production and hydrography, especially in re-

gard to the seasonal changes in the phytoplankton occurring in the

Gulf of Maine and the Bay of Fundy will appear shortly (Gran and

Braarud, 1934).
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GERM CELLS AND SEX DIFFERENTIATION IN
LEBISTES RETICULATUS

H. B. GOODRICH, J. E. DEE, C. M. FLYNN, 1 AND
ROWENA N. MERCER

WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

In this paper there is presented a condensed account of the results

of a series of studies begun in our laboratory three years ago which deals

chiefly with the history of the germ cells in Lcbistes reticulatus and the

correlation of that history with the secondary sex characters. In so far

as the results closely parallel those obtained on other fish, the account

will be found to be much abbreviated. A brief summary of literature

dealing with Lcbistes is also included.

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE OF LEBISTES RETICULATUS

Lebistes reticulatus, known to tropical fish fanciers as the
"
guppy,"

is proving to be valuable material for various types of biological investi-

gations. This species is a native of Venezuela, Trinidad, the Barbadoes,

and Leeward Islands. It has been introduced into various tropical and

subtropical countries as a means of mosquito control. It seems to have

been first classified as Pcccilia reticulatus by Peters (1859), and Fillippi

(1861) first included it in the genus Lebistes. Since then it has been

assigned to various genera (Girardinus, Acantlwpliacelus) and is now

known as Lcbistes reticulatus (Regan, 1913). Regan classified it in

family 294, the Pceciliidae, and Jordan (1923) placed it in family 290,

the Cyprinodontes. It seems to have made its first appearance as an

aquarium pet in Germany in about 1905 (Wichand, 1906).

The brilliant color variations of the male have made it suitable for

genetic investigations and the marked sex dimorphism has suggested its

use for problems concerned with the determination and physiology of

sex. The genetic studies were initiated by Schmidt (1919, 1920) and

continued in a series of papers by Winge (I922a, I922b, 1923, 1927,

1930, 1932) and by Blacher (1926a, 1926/7, 1927. 1928) and by Eloff

(1932).

These studies established the existence of a large number of genes

carried by the Y chromosome, a few limited to the X chromosome, some

which showed crossing over between X and Y, and one which is auto-

1 All work on postnatal stages and correlation with secondary sex characters

has been done by C. M. Flynn.
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somal. A brief review of the earlier papers is given by Goodrich

( 1929). On account of the unusual situation of the great prepon-
derance of sex-linked genes, Demerec (1928) suggested that the genes

might be carried in a chromosome complex rather than in a single Y
chromosome, but there has so far been found no cytological confirmation

of this suggestion. Independent studies on the sex ratios by Huxley

(1920) had led to the deduction that the female was homogametic and

the male heterogametic which was, as seen above, confirmed by genetic

analysis.

Winge (1927, 1932) considered that his genetic results pointed to

the conclusion that in Lcbistcs the male sex is determined by a single

dominant gene carried by the Y chromosome and absent in the X chro-

mosome. This theory, however, has been criticized (see Witschi, 1932,

p. 206).

The cytology of Lcbistcs has been investigated by Winge (1922a),

Vaupel (1929), and Iriki (1932), who find a haploid count of 23

chromosomes.

Breder and Coates (1932) have made an interesting investigation of

the sex ratios of Lcbistcs when confined in aquaria and include precise

data in regard to various details of the life cycle. Chambers and Har-

vey (1931) have used Lcbistcs as material for the study of ultrasonic

waves.

Ginsburg (1929) gives an account of the development of the color

pattern. We know of no other work on the development of Lcbistcs

except the abstract of a paper read by title only (Dildine, 1933). As

far as we can judge, our paper is concerned chiefly with stages earlier

and later than those studied by Dildine but otherwise confirms his results.

Lcbistcs rcticidatus is one of the easiest of tropical fishes to rear and

methods of handling it are now known to all fish fanciers. Excellent

accounts of methods have been given by Winge (1927) and Eloff

(1932).
METHODS

Since Lcbistcs is viviparous, the embryonic stages are obtained by
removal from the body of the female. Females were first selected at

random from a mass culture, but in obtaining early stages it was found

more practical to isolate individual fish and open each at known intervals

after they had given birth to young. Because a single mating may pro-

vide sperm for four or five litters (Breder and Coates, 1932), it is not

usually necessary to wait for a second pairing. Even under these con-

ditions there is considerable variation in the age of embryos. Bourn's

fluid was the principal fixative used except for very early stages when it
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was not practical to remove the embryo from the yolk. Under these

conditions variations of Slifer's modification of Petrunkevitch's method

(Slifer. 1933) were employed. Embryos were passed rapidly through

the alcohols and cedar oil was used as a clearing agent. Staining was

done chiefly with Heidenhain's iron hematoxylin and eosin. The very

early stages were first totally stained in Delafield's hematoxylin for

purposes of orientation and later destained. Altogether, sections suit-

able for study of about 100 eggs and embryos have been obtained.

Measurements of early stages are from fixed eggs and those of later

stages from living embryos. The measurements of later stages have

been made from tip of head to base of caudal fin.

TABLE I

Counts of Germ Cells

Embryo
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Counts of the number of germ cells present at various stages are

shown in Table I. The difficulty of certainly identifying parts of the

same cell when divided in sectioning has introduced an error into the

counts, especially of the later stages. The earliest counts from the

embryonic shield show about 40 germ cells, and there is very little

increase until the 3.5-mm. embryo is reached, when there is a period
of rapid multiplication followed by a gradual increase through later

stages. Sex differentiation of the gonads is recognizable at about 5.5

mm., shortly before hatching. The sex is not, however, indicated by
a relative increase in the number of germ cells of the female, as in

Platyposcilus (Wolf, 1931), but by the increased size of the oogonia.

GENERAL FEATURES OF EMBRYONIC DEVELOPMENT

The egg of Lebistcs averages about 1.7 mm. in diameter. It is a

typical telolecithal teleost egg having meroblastic cleavage. Our sec-

tions of the cleavage stages indicate that the early blastodisc has a

diameter of about .4 mm., covering about one-thirteenth of a circum-

ference of the egg. Gastrulation involving the formation of the embry-
onic shield takes place when the blastoderm is about 1.3 mm. in diameter,

covering one-fourth of a circumference of the egg. The medullary

plate is soon laid down and an embryo of from 8 to 10 somites and of

1 mm. in length is found when the blastoderm has covered only one-

half of the yolk. The circulation is established by the time the blasto-

pore closes, when the embryo has 20 somites and is 2 mm. in length.

The period of gestation is 28 days at 25 C. (Breder and Coates, 1932)

and the young are born when 6.5 mm. in length and with the yolk sac

already absorbed.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

FIG. 1. Posterior portion of a sagittal section of an early embryonic shield

showing eight germ cells in the mesentoderm. 614 X-
FIG. 2. A reconstruction of an embryonic shield showing the position of forty

germ cells. 61 X-
FIG. 3. Eight-somite stage showing the number and position of germ cells in

the lateral mesoderm. 20 X-
FIG. 4. Fourteen-somite stage showing the number and position of germ cells

in the mesoderm under the somites. 27 X-
FIG. 5. From a cross-section of a 2-mm. embryo at the time of blastopore

closure showing four germ cells ventral to the Wolffian ducts. 614 X-
FIG. 6. A cross-section of a testis from a 6-mm. embryo showing spermato-

gonia. 614 X-
FIG. 7. A cross-section of an ovary from a 6.4-mm. embryo showing oogonia.

614 X-
Abbreviations: GC, germ cell; Int, intestine; Oog, oogonia; spg, spermato-

gonia; St, stroma cells; IVD, Wolffian ducts.
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DESCRIPTION OF STAGES IN DEVELOPMENT

Embryonic Shield

The earliest stage in which it has been possible to distinguish germ
cells is that of an early blastoderm (1.3 mm. diameter), which has an

embryonic shield measuring .5 mm. along the sagittal axis and .72 mm.
in greatest breadth. Before this period the identification of germ cells

is uncertain as all cells are nearly of the same size. This stage is repre-

sented in Fig. 2, which is a reconstruction based on serial sections. In

this are shown the approximate locations of the 40 germ cells which

have, according to our criteria, been satisfactorily identified. It will

be noted that the germ cells are widely and also asymmetrically dis-

tributed. These cells are in the underlying (invaginated) or mesento-

dermal layer (Fig. 1). Some degree of inequality of distribution of

germ cells on either side of the embryonic axis has been observed up
to and including the 14-somite stage, after which time they move to a

median position.

In a somewhat later stage, in which the medullary plate is clearly

defined, but before somite formation, the germ cells were found to be

disposed in a U-shaped configuration with the base in the posterior

median region and with either arm extending laterally to the medullary

plate. It appears that as the medullary plate thickens and forms poste-

riorly it separates the cluster of germ cells into twro groups.

Embryo of 1.26 unn. Eight Somites (Fig. 3}

As the somites develop, the germ cells are found to be lying in nests

in the mesoderm lateral to the somites. In the embryo figured there

were about 44 germ cells which were somewhat asymmetrically disposed.

Twenty-four were counted on the right side and twenty on the left side

and the group on the right side extended further anteriorly than that on

the left side. We have no observations which indicate that germ cells

migrate through somites, as observed by Dodds (1910) on Lophius, but

rather they seem to be pushed laterally first by the medullary plate and

later by the formation of somites. The situation in this stage is closely

similar to that described by Wolf '(1931) for a 1.6-mm. embryo of

Platypcccilns.

Later Stages

The later stages so closely parallel those of Platyposcilus that we are

omitting detailed description of the individual embryos. Our observa-

tions are, however, based on the study of 16 embryos (listed in Table I)

of stages from 2.5 mm. to 7 mm. in length.
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During this period tin- germ cells first aggregate (2.7 mm. ) medially

ventral to the level of the \Voliiian ducts and dorsal to the gut. Figure

5 shows a cross-section of an intermediate stage in the migration of germ
cells (in an embryo of 2.0 mm.) and Fig. 4 an outline drawing of a

14-somite (1.5-mm.) emhryo. Shortly after (3.1 mm.), the median

strand of germ cells divides and they enter the newly-forming genital

riclges (cf. Wolf, 3.5-mm. stage).

The development of the swim bladder now separates this region from

that of the Wolffian ducts, which remain dorsal to the swim bladder

while the genital ridges are ventral. In a 3.6-min. embryo the genital

ridge has become largely separated from the body wall and may be

termed an indifferent gonad.

The period of gonadal differentiation occurs shortly before birth in

embryos of about 6 mm. in length. Our few counts of germ cells

( Table I ) do not indicate, as in Platypcecilus, that at this stage there are

more germ cells in the female than in the male. The chief criterion

is the larger size of the germ cells in the ovary as contrasted with those

in the testis. Also the nucleolus of the oogonia is usually eccentric and

the chromatin threads stain more heavily than those of the spermato-

gonia (Figs. 6 and 7).

Female Gonad

The development continues much as described for

The central region of the gonad becomes filled with stroma cells among
which the ovarian cavity appears a few days after birth (7-day. 7-mm.

fish). The two ovaries gradually approach' and fuse and external indi-

cations of the double origin disappear at about 35 days after birth. In

a 56-day specimen the ovarian cavity is lined with columnar epithelium

among which are found oval cells with dense circular nuclei. These are

similar to those which Wolf considers to be transitional stages between

the epithelial cells and germ cells. There occurs no condition of com-

plete disintegration of primordial germ cells prior to formation of the

definitive germ cells such as that described by Essenberg (1923) for

Xiphophorus.
The Mature Ovary

In the mature ovary the ovarian cavity is central, traversing its

entire length, and is continued posteriorly as the oviduct opening into

the urogenital sinus. The fully-developed ova extend from the surface

to the ovarian cavity and are surrounded by a sheath of follicle cells.

Male Gonad

The spermatogonia do not increase in size as do the oogonia and

in the nuclei the nucleolus is usuallv central and chromatin threads are
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fine and lightly staining. At first the germ cells are relatively uniformly
distributed in the gonad among the stroma cells but soon (6.9 mm. at

birth) the spermatogonia tend to migrate to the periphery. Later (8.2

mm., 21 days after birth) the sperm ducts appear as narrow slits sur-

rounded by the stroma cells. The gonads are also now connected by
a bridge of stroma cells. At about 36 days after hatching (9.5 mm.),
the primary spermatogonia have begun to divide to form nests of cells

which, when surrounded by connective tissue sheaths, form the earliest

stages of the typical cysts of the mature testis. At no time have we
discovered stages indicating that stroma cells or epithelial cells of the

sperm ducts transform into germ cells. In this respect our findings

accord with those of Wolf on Platypcecilus but contrast sharply with

the observations of Essenberg on Xiphophorus.
The 48-day stage (12.8 mm.) is of especial interest because this is

the period of the first appearance of external secondary sex character-

istics. Sections of the testis show a marked increase in the number of

cysts. Spermatogonia are in frequent division. Growth stages are

abundant and a few spermatocyte divisions have been observed. No
mature sperm are present. The sperm ducts are well-developed and

cuboidal cells forming their walls are clearly defined. Branches of

the ducts extend into the body of the testis.

In a 61-day specimen (14 mm.) spermatocytes and Sertoli cells are

present but no spermatozoa have formed.

A 72-day specimen (15 mm.) shows all stages of spermatogenesis

and a few of the cysts containing mature sperm have moved into the

anterior sperm ducts, there becoming spermatozeugma or sperm-

atophores.

The Mature Testis

The testis is a whitish bilobate body some 2 to 3 mm. in length, lo-

cated in the dorsal posterior part of the body cavity ventral to the swim

bladder and anterior to the cloaca. The two branched internal ducts

unite to form a short single duct which opens into the urogenital sinus.

These internal ducts are lined by a cuboidal epithelium. We find no

evidence that portions of the duct separate from it to form acini as

described by Essenberg (1923). Spermatophores are found at various

points in the lumen of the sperm ducts.

From the above observations the progress of spermatogenesis may
be summarized as follows : The primary spermatogonia at the periphery

of the testis by division give rise to nests of secondary spermatogonia
which become surrounded by connective tissue sheaths derived from

the stroma cells. Formation of new peripheral cysts forces the earlier
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ones inward. During this period the various phases of spermatogenesis

take place within a given cyst until it hecomes rilled with mature sperm-

atozoa and the Sertoli cells are located at the periphery. The cyst is

then forced into the sperm duct, becoming a spermatophore.

A special search for interstitial cells has been made at the various

stages. They are, however, relatively scarce and there does not appear

to be any clear correlation between the abundance of interstitial tissue

and the appearance of secondary sex characters. Previous work on fish

(see review by Rasmussen, 1928) shows that the interstitial tissues ap-

parently take no such important place in the secretion of hormones as

appears to be the case in mammals.

DISCUSSION OF THE GERM CELL CYCLE

The problem of the first differentiation of the primordial germ cells

in Lcbistcs is perplexing because of the fact that when first recognizable

they are widely scattered in the mesentoderm. This distributed condi-

tion does not readily fit into theories of embryonic segregation or in-

duction. It may be supposed that there exists an embryonic segregate

prior to gastrulation and that the cells then determined have become

widely scattered in the spreading of the blastoderm. Even so, however,

the determination is most likely to be of the labile or reversible type

because, if we accept the results on induction of twins in other fish (cf.

Stockard, 1921), it appears that any part of the germ ring can give rise

to a complete embryo. Under these conditions only those of the po-

tential germ cells which happen to enter the embryonic shield ultimately

become the irreversibly determined primordial germ cells.

The later history of the germ cells until the period of formation of

the
"
definitive

"
germ cells is quite in accord with accounts of the con-

ditions in other fish. In regard to the moot question of the relation of

the primordial germ cells to the definitive germ cells, we can only say

that our observational evidence indicates clearly that primordial germ
cells do give rise to definitive germ cells. The evidence of transforma-

tion of other cells (stroma cells) into definitive germ cells is inconclusive.

Cells which might be considered transitional have been discovered in the

ovary but not in the testis. We realize that this question can only be

solved by experimental methods such as those utilized by Heys (1931)

and Butcher (1932) which are not readily applicable to our material.

THE SECONDARY SEX CHARACTERS

In Lcbistcs the two sexes are externally indistinguishable at birth.

At maturity the female is distinctly larger than the male, averaging about
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30 mm. in length from tip of snout to the base of the caudal fin, while

the male averages 18 mm. in length. The female is of an olive brown

color with the edges of the scales somewhat darker, producing a net-like

effect hence the specific name rcticnlatns. Refraction of light from

the side of the body may give violet and silvery effects. Fins are color-

less except the caudal, which may be yellowish or light green at the

basal part.

The male is brilliantly colored, varying according to the genetic con-

stitution (see colored plates, Winge, 1927). In addition to the brilliant

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Age in days

FIG. 1. A. Time at which black spots appeared and gonopod became elongated

in c? 140. B. Time at which colors appeared and gonopod was well developed in

c?140.

spots or areas of red, blue, green, etc., there are a number of paired

black body spots in phenotypes of our stock (cf. Winge. 1927). These

latter are the markings of the male which appear first in development

preceding any other recognizable sex character. In the male the anal

fin is developed to form an intromittent organ or gonopod.
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The size relations and development of black spots were especially

followed in the attempt to establish a correlation between the develop-
ment of the gonads and the secondary sex characteristics.

Fish were anesthetized, examined, and measured at 10-day intervals

and from these lots individuals were taken for study of the gonads. All

were kept in similar aquaria and under identical temperature conditions.

It was usually necessary to keep fish isolated for identification. Isola-

tion, however, appears to retard the growth rate. They thrive better

when a number are reared together. If food is discovered by one in a

group, the active motions bring other fish to the source of supply ;
other-

wise it often remains undiscovered. Other factors may be involved (cf.

Alice, 1931). On this account our records may deal with a somewhat

retarded development.
A graph (text fig. 1) shows a typical record of three fish. It will

be noted that the divergence in size occurred in this case at about 35

days after birth and the black spots on the male and beginning of

elongation of the gonopod at 48 clays. Sometimes there are size differ-

ences at birth, the female being slightly longer, but the growth of all is

at nearly the same absolute rate until a point of divergence begins be-

tween 30 and 53 days of age. The black spots were first detected at

48 days but sometimes not until the sixtieth day. The elongation of

the gonopod was also first noticed at 48 days but does not become marked
until about 60 days. Other colors develop more slowly, first appearing
at from 60 to 70 days. Full functional maturity of males was attained

at from 80 to 100 days, while females bear their first litter between 90

and 120 days. If 28 days is allowed for gestation, this points to a sim-

ilar or slightly earlier period of maturity than in the male. Inadequate

feeding, as observed in the care of some thirty individuals, will markedly
retard both the growth and the appearance of the black spots in the male.

If the data in regard to size and other secondary sex characters are

compared with that in regard to the development of the gonads, it will

be found that in the male there occurs a period of rapid spermatogonial

multiplication beginning at about 36 days and continuing until after the

48-day period, when secondary sex characters appear.

At the corresponding period in the female there is no rapid multipli-

cation of oogonia. They are chiefly increasing in size. In neither case

is there any marked development of interstitial cells.

These results in regard to the relation between the testis and second-

ary sex characters are in accord with the general results on fish. Ras-

mussen (1928) and Moore (1931), who have summarized the evidence,

point out that the conditions in fish have not been found uniform. In

some fish (Courrier, 1921, 1922) there appears to be an increase of in-
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terstitial cells at the breeding season when nuptial colors appear, but

in other cases no such correlation has been found. There is some evi-

dence, however, that the presence of the testis as a whole does affect a

sex coloration. Kopec (1927) has concluded from his castration ex-

periments that the presence of the testis was necessary for the develop-

ment of nuptial colors, and Blacher (I926b] points out that in cases of

sex reversal from male to female in Lcbistcs there is testicular atrophy.

SUMMARY

1. The history of primordial germ cells in Lebistcs reticulatus has

been traced from the early gastrula (embryonic shield) until they be-

come definitive germ cells in the ovary and testis.

2. When first observed, the primordial germ cells are scattered ir-

regularly in the mesentoderm.

3. The formation of the medullary plate separates the germ cells into

two lateral groups which become again more widely separated by the

formation of somites and lie in the lateral mesoderm.

4. By the 2.7-mm. stage the germ cells are located in a median strand

dorsal to the gut. Slightly later (3.1 mm.) they move laterally to the

genital ridges.

5. Visible sex differentiation of gonads occurs shortly before birth

(6 mm.).
6. The evidence indicates that primordial germ cells give rise to

definitive germ cells. There is slight evidence that stroma cells may
also give rise in the female to definitive germ cells. No such evidence

has been found in the male.

7. Divergence in size between the sexes occurs about 35 days after

birth and the first appearance of markings on the male at 48 days. This

is coincident with a period of rapid multiplication of spermatogonia and

progress of growth stages of spermatogenesis. No correlation with

multiplication of interstitial cells has been observed.
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OBSERVATIONS ON REPRODUCTION, PREMATURATION,
AND FERTILIZATION IN SABELLARIA VULGARIS

A. J. WATERMAN

(I-'roin the Department of Riolot/y. Brooklyn C'u/le<ie.
} and the Marine Biological

Laboratory, Woods Hole)

INTRODUCTION

Sabellaria vuhjaris (cf. Verrill and Smith, 1874) is a polychaete

annelid living in sand tubes on dead Echinarachnius and other shells, in

Bryozoa nodules, and occasionally on stones. The animals occur ap-

parently in considerable numbers in the vicinity of Woods Hole, Mass.,

and eggs and sperm may be readily obtained throughout the summer
months. Shedding takes place immediately following the removal of

the animals from their tubes.

Two European species of Sabellaria (alvcolata and spinulosa} have

been studied by Faure-Fremiet (1924), Hatt (1931), and Dehorne

(1910fl, b, 1911, and 1913). In addition to describing the origin,

mechanics of shedding, prematuration, and fertilization of the gametes
of 5". (dveolata, Faure-Fremiet has analyzed the egg chemically and has

provoked artificial parthenogenesis by increasing the alkalinity and

elevating the temperature of the sea water. Hatt has studied the

organization of the egg of the same species by isolation of blastomeres

and cutting experiments, while Dehorne has been especially interested

in the behavior of the chromosomes during maturation in the egg of

S. spinulosa.

No reference has been found in the available literature to any study
of the American species, Sabellaria vulgaris. For this reason it has

seemed of interest to follow the early development of this species, from
the time of the separation of the ova from the ovaries to the early

cleavage stages, with special reference to longevity of the gametes,
fertilization reaction, and the relation of the first cleavage plane to the

sperm entrance point and to the position of the polar bodies. In many
respects the early development of S. vulgaris is strikingly similar to that

of S. alvcolata as described by Faure-Fremiet. This animal was called

to my attention by Professor Earl A. Martin.

1 Contribution No. 9.
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SHEDDING OF THE GAMETES

Figures 1 and 2, Plate I, are photomicrographs showing the position

of the gonads and the presence of gametes in the coelomic cavity.

In Fig. 2 the ovary may be seen as a dark cellular mass to which young
ova of various stages of development are attached by narrow stalks,

and the coelomic cavity contains a few irregularly shaped detached ova

with large germinal vesicles. As the young ova develop they become

separated from the ovary and are stored in the ccelomic cavity which

they greatly distend. Extrusion occurs through minute pores (one of

which is present in the photograph) in the lower lateral wall of the

segment (compare alvcolata).

The irregular shape of the ova (Fig. 4, Plate I) is said to be caused

by crowding in the coelomic cavity, and, with release of pressure fol-

lowing shedding, the spherical form is attained. In addition to this

change of shape, the difference in pH of the sea water from that of the

ccelomic cavity results in the elevation of the vitelline membrane and

the initiation of the prematuration changes. During this sequence of

changes the original point of attachment of the ovum to the ovary

disappears.

The normal shedding of Sabcllaria vulgaris is said by Verrill and

Smith (1874) to occur during May and June, but this has not as yet

been verified. At other times the release of the worm from its tube is

the stimulus for shedding to begin and this continues until most of the

eggs have been extruded. A quiescent animal which has ceased shed-

ding may be stimulated to renewed activity by a weak chlorotone solu-

tion, indicating that muscular contraction plays a part in the extrusion

of the gametes. Eggs and sperm were secured up to the latter part of

August, at which time the experiments had to be discontinued. Un-

doubtedly they could have been obtained later. Both eggs and sperm
are shed in considerable quantities depending upon age and size of the

animals and the number present in the ccelomic cavities. The shedding

time varies between five and ten minutes and may last as long as twenty
minutes.

The normal shedding time of May and June is followed by a second

but shorter period extending from around August first to fifteenth.

The number of fertilized eggs secured during the first part of July

steadily decreases, until about the second week very few cases of

development occur even though the animals shed together. A high

percentage of fertilization can be secured, however, by changing the

normal pH of the sea water (at Woods Hole around 8.3) to 8.6

according to the method of Lillie (1923). Around the first of August
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evidences of normal fertilization begin to increase and this reaches a

high percentage (90 per cent or more) during the second and third

week, after which the fertilizability of the ova in normal sea water

steadily decreases. The change in alkalinity does not appear to affect

the fertilized ova adversely provided they are removed to fresh sea

water.

In contrast to the above, the natural shedding time of Sab ellana

uk'colata is August 20, after which new oocytes may be produced to give

another shedding time around September 15. Sexual maturity may
occur as early as June and eggs may be secured by placing females in

sea water at 10 C. All shed at the same time and the ova mature at

the same rate. The same holds true for 5". zmlgaris and in this way a

considerable number of eggs may be obtained at one time. Labbe (cf.

Faure-Fremiet, 1924) has found females of S. ak'colata full of eggs

in April which were shed freely but could not be fertilized in the ordinary

way. while LoBianco describes the finding of females filled with eggs

in October and states that these, on shedding, could be fertilized.

THE OVUM PREVIOUS TO FERTILIZATION

Immediately after shedding, the ova are of odd, irregular shapes

due to pressure in the coelomic cavity of the female (compare Just,

1912. on Nereis), and a conspicuous vitelline membrane is closely

pressed to the surface of the egg (compare S. ak'colata}. No micro-

pyle is visible nor any evidence of the point of original attachment of the

growing gamete. The germinal vesicle is a large, vesicular, whitish area

more or less eccentrically located. As seen under the microscope, the

egg is colored a light green due to the presence of a large amount of

deutoplasmic substance distributed throughout the cytoplasm. There is

no conspicuous colored granulation and the egg is too opaque for

observation of internal processes except in the behavior of the germinal

vesicle.

Visible polarity appears at once in a series of prematuration changes

involving (1) the breakdown of the germinal vesicle and the flowing

of its contents towards one side of the egg to form a clear hyaline

cap-like area at the future animal pole, (2) a change in shape of the

egg so that it takes on a spherical form, and (3) the elevation of the

vitelline membrane (compare Ccrcbratulns) . The vitelline membrane

rises from the egg surface during and subsequent to the assumption

of the spherical form. While no accurate measurements have been

made, it appears that the accumulated fluid between membrane and egg

is not derived from the egg cortex (Nereis), as no conspicuous decrease

in diameter of the egg or cortical change is noted, but is the result of
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the change in the permeability of the membrane itself. The height of

elevation amounts to about one-fourth or even one-third the diameter

of the egg. As it rises the membrane is variously folded and these

folds may never disappear even in very old eggs or in those that have

been fertilized. The membrane may be removed by the intestinal fluids

of the blue crab or with strong NaCl solution (cf. Hatt, 1932). Pre-

maturation stops at the metaphase stage of the first polar spindle (cf.

Lillie, 1906).

During its elevation and thereafter fine protoplasmic processes ex-

tend from the inner edge of the membrane to the egg surface. These

taper towards the membrane and are thicker at the base. Their origin

possibly lies in the localized attachment of the membrane to the egg
surface and during elevation the cortical hyaline protoplasm is thus

drawn out into fine streamers. These strands persist for a long time

in unfertilized eggs but shorten and disappear after the spermatozoon
has entered.

The elevation of the vitelline membrane, together with the formation

of these fine protoplasmic processes previous to fertilization, constitute

two phenomena which are not common in other ova. Chambers (1933)
describes fine processes, extending between egg cortex and fertilization

membrane of the egg of Echinarachnius arid Astcrias, which quickly

disappear. If the egg of Ccrcbratulus enters the sea water, a vitelline

membrane elevates to a considerable distance above the egg cortex and

a micropyle (?) is present in the vicinity of the former stalk of at-

tachment. Penetration may occur anywhere and the sperm encounter

no difficulty in penetrating the membrane. The changes occurring in

the egg of Nereis are too well known to require reviewing here. It is

sufficient to note that in this case the protoplasmic strands are remnants

of cortical material remaining after the extrusion of the jelly and they

disappear after fertilization.

If unfertilized eggs are allowed to stand for several hours there

frequently occurs a stratification of cytoplasmic components to form

three zones, ( 1 ) a large dark zone, staining deeply with Nile blue sul-

phate, which includes oil droplets and yolk material; (2) a smaller

granular zone from which the yolk material is absent, and which stains

a pale blue; and (3) a clear hyaline zone. These three zones bear no

fixed relationship to each other nor to the polar cap of the animal pole,

but the hyaline cap formed at the breakdown of the germinal vesicle

may lie at one side or form a fourth layer. The cortical clear cytoplasm

is more distinct in these eggs. Another result is a lobular fragmentation

of egg material that closely resembles cleavage in the earlier stages but

soon becomes irregular. This is clearly a degenerative effect and will
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be described below in the section dealing with the effects of the change

in pH. This fragmentation, occasionally preceded by the appearance

of one or two polar bodies, would almost give the impression of artificial

parthenogenetic development except that subsequent fragmentation be-

comes irregular and no swimming embryos develop.

FERTILIZATION

No membrane elevation occurs at fertilization and the only evidence

that a spermatozoon has entered, previous to the formation of the polar

bodies, is the slow withdrawal and final disappearance of the proto-

plasmic strands. They persist for hours in unfertilized eggs. As to

their function, it is conceivable that they serve to transmit the stimulus

of sperm contact to the egg substance across the wide fluid-filled sub-

vitelline space and the one attached to the spermatozoon may draw it into

the egg unless it is previously engulfed by the fertilization cone. Their

presence may also account for the large size and marked irregularity

of the fertilization cone, since cone formation progresses along pathways

previously indicated by these strands. During penetration the strands

pull away from the inner edge of the vitellirie membrane, shorten and

thicken and frequently curl or form minute knobs at the free ends.

They disappear completely by the time the first polar body forms (Figs.
5 and 6, Plate I).

Penetration may take place at any point around the periphery of

the egg but this occurs more frequently in the animal hemisphere. Not

every spermatozoon which touches the membrane enters the egg. They
may adhere quietly to the membrane for a few seconds and then slip

away to become attached to a neighboring egg, while others will adhere

quietly for long intervals even after fertilization has occurred. The
tails may remain motionless or very slowly whip back and forth causing
the egg to vibrate slightly. Approximately thirty minutes after being
introduced into the vicinity of the ova, all activity of the spermatozoa
ceases and they either are attached to the egg membranes or lie motion-

less on the surface of the glass slide. Newly-shed eggs fail to produce

any renewed activity.

The response of the egg to the entering spermatozoon is the abrupt
formation of one or several hyaline exudations which fuse to form a

large protoplasmic cone. Several of these cones may be initiated in a

single egg but the one which reaches the membrane first is the successful

one. This contact overcomes the tendency for accessory cone formation

and the others are withdrawn. At first the fertilization cone contains

only hyaline-cortical material, but as it enlarges its center becomes
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filled with endoplasmic granules. The formation of the cone thus

appears as a rupturing effect caused by a lowering of surface viscosity

comparable in a sense to the formation of pseudopods. The flowing

of the granules into the cone may continue until the cone reaches the

membrane. As the cone is withdrawn the granules slowly disappear
into the egg, leaving eventually only hyaline material (text fig. 1).

During its existence the huge irregularly-shaped cone is constantly

changing in shape, and during withdrawal and after the disappearance
of the granules may break up into several bodies one of which may
remain in contact with the sperm head. Temporary exudations from

the cone itself form, become globular, and may be withdrawn as the

cone grows towards the membrane. Actual penetration often involves

a considerable interval, several minutes elapsing between the time the

cone reaches the membrane and its final disappearance. As the cone

is retracted the region of the membrane to which the spermatozoon
is attached is pulled inward to form a narrow cavity containing it.

Subsequently the sperm head is pulled through the membrane and in

this process the head is markedly elongated. When the spermatozoon
is about halfway through the membrane, the latter flips away and out-

ward, with the tail or at least a part of it still attached. The membrane
was thus under considerable tension. This shows that there had oc-

curred a definite adhesion between membrane and cone which was suffi-

ciently strong to enable the cone to draw the membrane inward against

pressure.

In very few cases has the cone been observed actually to engulf the

spermatozoon (text fig. 1). In general the latter is attached to the

surface of the cone and is thus pulled into the egg (text fig. 2). Fre-

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

1. Cross-section of a male, showing a large mass of spermatozoa in the

coelomic cavity. At the right is a small portion of the digestive tube. X 120.

2. Cross-section of a female. In the coelomic cavity may be seen the darker

ovarian mass together with detached ova. To the left is a portion of a nephridial
tube containing a compact mass of ova. The animal was fixed immediately after

shedding had ceased. X 120.

3. A living egg in sea water. The egg has become approximately spherical

and the vitelline membrane elevated. X 900.

4. A portion of Fig. 2 under higher magnification to show the irregular shape
and large germinal vesicle of the ovum previous to shedding. The vitelline mem-
brane is closely pressed to the egg surface. X 550.

5 and 6. Enlarged photomicrographs of living ova taken before and after

the entrance of the spermatozoon. In Fig. 6 the delicate protoplasmic strands,

extending between egg cortex and the elevated vitelline membrane, are visible.

In Fig. 5 the strands have disappeared, indicating that a spermatozoon has entered.
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PLATE I

(All figures are photomicrographs)
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quently just before its disappearance it may be engulfed or the cone

may disappear entirely, leaving a thickened thread between membrane
and egg surface, which draws the spermatozoon into the egg (text fig.

3). This reaction is comparable to that described by Chambers for the

eggs of Astcrias and Nereis. After the penetration of the sperma-
tozoon into the egg the larger area of clear hyaline protoplasm in this

area disappears and nothing remains to show where it has entered except
external markers such as accessory spermatozoa or folds in the mem-
brane.

1 11:30

FIG. 1. A series of diagrammatic drawings illustrating the entrance of a

spermatozoon into an egg of Sabcllaria vulgaris. The time interval is indicated.

After the large fertilization cone, containing endoplasmic granules, had come in

contact with the vitelline membrane at the point of sperm entrance and had pulled
the spermatozoon through the membrane, it broke up into several exudations, one

of which engulfed the spermatozoon. The flipping out of the membrane following

passage of the spermatozoon through it is shown. Following the disappearance of

the spermatozoon into the egg, several temporary exudations formed in this region
and by 11 : 30 two polar bodies had appeared.

In the case illustrated the thickened thread was the remnant of the

fertilization cone from which the more fluid material had been with-

drawn. As such it consisted of cortical material only arid its with-

drawal was but a final step in cone retraction. This phenomenon was

seen so many times as to appear significant as a possible explanation of

the origin of the fertilization thread described so frequently in the

literature.

There are at least three times in the early development as far as the
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two-cell stage, in which a conspicuous alteration in the state of the

cortical layer of the egg takes place, i.e., at fertilization (cone formation

and withdrawal of the protoplasmic strands) and at first and second

polar body formation. According to Whitaker (1931), there occurs

an alteration of the physical state of the cortical layer at the time of

cone formation and its disappearance is marked by an increased viscosity

of this layer. A similar change must occcur at the time of polar body
formation, in addition to the division phenomenon, since not only is the

1

FIG. 2. Another case of fertilization in which the spermatozoon was not

engulfed by the fertilization cone which was small and non-granular. The former

was drawn into contact with the egg surface by the retraction of the cone. During
the formation of the first polar body many hyaline exudations formed but were

only temporary.

surface of the egg slightly indented after the polar body is pinched off

but hyaline exudations accompany this process. The reaction is not

confined locally but extends unevenly outward through the egg surface

to a diminishing degree. The more peripheral exudations are generally

smaller than those nearer the fertilization cone or polar bodies
; they

seldom form around the entire egg surface
;
and moreover they are

scattered. The cortical change is not uniform.

In one case the spermatozoon was seen to enter the egg at one side

of the polar hyaline area in the vicinity of the maturation spindle.
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Considerable activity occurred in this region as evidenced by a bubbling

of the cortical area without entire disappearance of the parts of the

fertilization cone. All but one of the exudations soon disappeared and

this one turned out to be the first polar body (text fig. 1).

The time involved in the early developmental stages has been care-

fully followed in several cases. Eggs shed at 11:49 were fertilized at

1 1 : 49 by sperm shed at 9 : 00. The fertilization cone reached its

maximum size by 11 : 52, after which it was retracted, pulling membrane

and attached spermatozoon with it. By 11:56 it had disappeared,

leaving a fine filament extending from egg surface to membrane at the

11-51
1154

IZ'OO

12-05 12-06

IZI2 12:15

FIG. 3. In this case, the large fertilization cone disappeared, leaving a thick-

ened thread connecting spermatozoon and egg cortex. The spermatozoon was
drawn into the egg by the contraction of this thread, but before its disappearance
an exudation appeared at its side. This was the first polar body which later

divided into two parts. At the time of appearance of the second polar body, several

hyaline exudations temporarily appeared in the vicinity.

point of sperm attachment. At 11 : 59 the other protoplasmic processes

had almost disappeared. The filament continued to shorten, pulling

membrane and sperm nearer to egg surface, and at 12 : 05 a second

exudation which later turned out to be a polar body appeared at one

side of the filament (text fig. 3). The spermatozoon began to pene-

trate the vitelline membrane at 12:04 and was through at 12:06, the

membrane flipping outward as soon as the spermatozoon was through.

At 12 : 06 it was attached to the egg surface in direct contact with the

polar body. One minute later it had disappeared into the underlying
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protoplasmic cap. The second polar body appeared at 12: 12 and by
12: 15 the first polar body had divided. The polar lobe appeared at

12:30 and at 1 o'clock 2-4 cell stages were found. This case illus-

trates the relative instability of the pre-maturation figure since the first

polar body appeared before the spermatozoon had actually entered.

Several cases of this were observed in which sperm entrance occurred

in the region of the clear protoplasmic cap of pre-maturation. During
the extrusion of the second polar body several exudations formed in

the vicinity but the egg had resumed its spherical shape by 12 : 19.

In another case eggs shed at 9 : 00 were fertilized at 9 : 14 with fresh

dry sperm suspension. In all the studies the cover-slip was supported

by pieces of No. 1 cover-slip to prevent pressure on the eggs. In this

example the sperm entered before pre-maturation was completed. By
9 : 25 all the protoplasmic processes had disappeared. The point of

sperm entrance was marked by the presence of accessory sperm and a

fold in the vitelline membrane. Meanwhile the contents of the germinal
vesicle were seen to be moving towards the egg cortex along a path at

right angles to the plane of sperm entrance. By 9 : 37 several exuda-

tions, which lasted for one minute, appeared in the region of the clear

polar cap. One remained as the first polar body. For a short interval

after the polar bodies were fully formed the egg cortex was slightly

depressed or indented just beneath the polar body. The second polar

body formed just beneath the first and was complete by 9 : 48. Exuda-
tions from the adjacent cortex again appeared at this time. At 10 : 00

the polar lobe made its initial appearance opposite the region of polar

body formation. Polar lobe formation is preceded by a distinct flat-

tening of this region. At 10 : 05 the polar lobe had reached its maximum

proportion and the first cleavage furrow was indicated by a constriction

to one side of the polar bodies. In this example the sperm entrance

point bore no relation to the plane of first cleavage but there was slightly

less than a 45 deviation. The first cleavage was completed by 10: 13.

THE RELATION OF THE FIRST CLEAVAGE PLANE TO POINT OF SPERM
ENTRY AND POSITION OF POLAR BODIES

In the above case the cleavage plane cut the egg in such a fashion

that the polar bodies lay oii the smaller blastomere and the larger blasto-

mere contained the contents of the polar lobe. Two other developing

eggs were in the field at the same time and in both cases a similar rela-

tionship was observed. In each case the first polar body divided to form
two smaller ones. Later, however, at the two-cell stage, one or more
of the polar bodies may come to lie on the large blastomere. Subse-
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quent cleavage is more or less regular but it is not uncommon to find

three-cell stages. This particular culture gave 97 per cent swimming

embryos. The orientation of the first cleavage plane with reference to

the positions of the polar bodies has been observed many times.

The entrance point of the spermatozoon appears to bear no fixed

relation to the first cleavage plane (text fig. 4). Out of twenty cases

only six showed an exact coincidence. In one case in which a sperma-
tozoon entered the polar cap to one side of the median point, the polar

bodies were pinched off beside the entrance point and the first cleavage

1000
10:05

FIG. 4. A series of diagrammatic drawings made from a living ovum to

illustrate the early development as far as the two-cell stage. When the eggs are

shed they are irregular in shape and have large germinal vesicles. Subsequently

they become spherical, and the vitelline membrane elevates. Fine protoplasmic
strands which extend across the sub-vitelline space disappear after fertilization.

The contents of the germinal vesicle form a clear cap at the animal pole. The

plane of first cleavage bears no fixed relationship to the entrance point of the

spermatozoon (black body) and passes to one side of the pole as indicated by the

position of the polar bodies.

plane passed through this point. While these observations are perhaps

indicative, the number of cases followed are as yet too few for any
definite conclusion. Morgan and Tyler (1930) found that in Cuniingia

the coincidence occurred in 77 cases while, in 21 cases there were less

than 90 deviation. In Chcctoptcrus 48 cases of coincidence were ob-

served; 35 cases deviated less than 45 and 33 cases more than 45 but

less than 90. In Nereis 51 per cent agreement was seen. Wilson and
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Matthews observed in Toxopneustes that the threat majority of first

cleavages passed at least approximately through the entrance point,

fust (1912) found an even higher percentage of coincidence in AY;v;.v.

He states that the sperm entrance point determines the first cleavage

plane which passes through this point. The first cleavage plane in

Sabclhiria does not pass through the pole as determined by the position

of the attached polar bodies, but slightly to one side.

LENGTH OF FERTILIZING POWER OF EGGS AND SPERM

The majority.of the observations made upon the process of fertiliza-

tion in 5\ vnhjaris involved the use of slightly alkaline sea water (8.6),

as the normal breeding season, which is said by Verrill and Smith to

occur during May and June, had passed and a good percentage could

not otherwise be secured. What the condition is after the second but

shorter shedding time (early August) is not known, as observations

had to be discontinued. Alkalinity was produced by using n ''4,000

XaOH in sea water. Eggs shed in chlorotone during anesthesia of the

female and fertilized in alkaline sea water gave as high as 92 per cent

cleavage.

The most numerous cases of successful fertilization are secured

when the sperm and eggs are shed simultaneously in the same medium.

This applies either to the use of a more alkaline medium or to fresh

sea water. According to Faure-Fremiet, fertilization of eggs that have

stood for more than an hour is uncertain. In the present study the

interval appears somewhat longer but the length of egg life is not long.

In one case eggs shed at 9 : 00 A.M. were fertilized at 4: 45 P.M. with

fresh sperm. The next day no embryos had developed, 10 per cent

showed lobular fragmentation, some of the remainder showed strati-

fication, and a few were markedly swollen.

The activity of sperm does riot last very long. In one case eggs

shed in normal sea water at 12:00 noon (August 17) were fertilized

immediately by a heavy dry sperm suspension shed at 11:00 A.M.

Twenty-five minutes later no moving sperm were present in suspension
but either adhered to the vitelline membranes or were non-motile on

the surface of the slide. This culture gave almost 100 per cent swim-

ming embryos. In subsequent cultures the activity of the sperm ceased

20-30 minutes after addition to the egg suspension. Freshly shed eggs

added to the cultures caused no reactivity of these sperm. Eggs and

sperm shed together at 9 : 40 gave the same high percentage of swimming
embryos.

In another case (August 17) eggs shed at 8:50 A.M. were fer-
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tilized by sperm shed at 4: 55 P.M. (fresh sea water). Polar bodies

were slower in forming, but twenty-four hours later the culture showed

approximately 98 per cent swimming embryos. During the interval

previous to fertilization no cytolysis, stratification, or fragmentation

occurred and protoplasmic strands were still present.

A comparison between the length of fertilizing power of the gametes
in alkaline sea water and normal sea water shows some variation.

Moreover, in the former case fertilization is occurring between gametes
shed during a period when fertilization is not normal or occurs in a

low percentage of the cases which represent animals coming late to

sexual maturity. Furthermore, the results are not at all certain when

alkalinity of the medium is increased slightly.

This question must be studied further, but the data available at the

present time seem to show that in an alkaline medium the highest per-

centage of fertilization occurs when males and females shed together.

As high as 98 per cent of swimming embryos have been secured in this

way. Dry sperm shed an hour before addition to egg suspension fail

entirely to penetrate the eggs. Between these two extremes the per-

centage of successful penetration decreases. Eggs one to three hours

old will give around 96 per cent swimming embryos when fertilized with

fresh sperm.
In normal sea water, as observed during the second breeding interval

(August 15-22), the length of fertilizing capacity of the gametes is

markedly increased. It has been found in some cases that eggs eight

hours old gave 98 per cent swimming embryos when fertilized with fresh

sperm. Fresh eggs plus sperm one hour old gave only 45 per cent suc-

cess. The percentage markedly decreased with the age of eggs and

sperm. Successful insemination is seldom secured to any extent with

sperm more than one hour old. In general it may be said that the high-

est percentage of fertilization may be expected if the two sexes shed

together, whether in sea water or slightly alkaline sea water a conclu-

sion which agrees with that of Faure-Fremiet.

EFFECT OF CHANGE IN pH ON EGG

According to Faure-Fremiet, the pre-maturation phenomena of the

sabellarian egg is initiated by the change in alkalinity of the sea water

as contrasted with that of the ccelomic cavity, and it is possible to secure

artificial parthenogenesis by raising the pH to 12 or by elevating the

temperature to 28 C. In the present observations it has been found

that a slight elevation of pH from 8.3 of normal sea water to 8.6 will

enable fertilization to occur where normally it does not to any extent;
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/.(\, from early in July to around the first of August. This increase in

alkalinity will not alone induce development nor does it appear to harm

the eggs provided they are removed to fresh sea water after the sper-

matozoa have entered. In some instances, when the fertilized eggs

remained in the solution, the polar body formation and the first few

cleavages occurred in a typical fashion. Subsequently, however, the

cleavage became irregular, some eggs which had formed polar bodies

failed to develop further, and no embryos formed. However, other

experiments gave a high percentage of swimming embryos.
A few experiments were made involving the effect upon the unferti-

lized egg of changes in pH. Eggs of the same female were used

throughout the series. In some instances the female was allowed to

shed for a certain time in one solution and then removed, quickly dried

with blotting paper, and transferred to the next solution
;
this continuing

until all the solutions contained eggs. The pH of the various solutions

was tested by B. D. H. Universal Indicators and as such are only ap-

proximate.

Scries A. After one-half hour at a pH of 11, some eggs showed

shortened processes or total absence of these photoplasmic strands.

Pre-maturation and membrane elevation were typical. After one

and one-half hours the eggs were transferred to normal sea water.

One hour later out of 55 eggs, 14 showed polar body formation and 2

were at the two-cell stage. Four and one-half hours later 96 per cent

showed abnormal cleavage or balls of cells. Twenty-four hours later

no embryos had formed and disintegration was far advanced. At a

pH of 10.5 fewer showed polar body formation and abnormal cleavage..

At a pH of 10 much the same result was seen. With pH of 9.5, 9, 8.6,

8.3 fewer showed polar body formation and abnormal cleavage in the

given time. But twenty-four hours later all had fragmented. No em-

bryos developed in any case and disintegrative effects were conspicuous.

In the control culture 97 per cent cleaved normally and formed embryos.

The latter were eggs which had been fertilized in slightly alkaline sea

water (8.6) and then transferred immediately to normal sea water.

This experiment was repeated several times with variations in the

length of exposure. In every case the final result was the same (i.e.,

abnormal cleavage followed by death), although in the solutions with

the greater alkalinity the number of eggs showing preliminary polar

body formation was slightly higher. Frequently the polar bodies were

of varying sizes and occasionally fragmented.
As these preliminary results indicate, no cases of true activation were

secured which formed embryos. The initial stages such as retraction

and disappearance of the protoplasmic strands and the formation of
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the polar bodies compared closely with similar phenomena in fertilized

eggs although somewhat delayed. It would appear from this that a

change of pH is capable of initiating profound change in the egg imme-

diately after shedding but that at the same time the exposure leads to

death.

The instability of the pre-maturation spindle is further shown by
the effect of vigorous shaking in a test tube. Unfertilized eggs shaken

from one to five minutes behaved in a way comparable to the above
;

i.e., one or two polar bodies formed, the first few cleavages were fre-

quently more or less regular, but no swimming embryos developed.
The earlier cleavages soon became irregular, giving an effect of degen-
erative fragmentation, since on sectioning many of the cytoplasmic

fragments were without nuclear material. Unfertilized eggs from the

same original batch left in sea water underwent fragmentation and in

many cases the egg contents were stratified into three zones.

Eighty per cent hypotonic sea water failed to cause polar body for-

mation. Eggs were put into this solution forty-five minutes after shed-

ding and were removed to fresh sea water at one-minute intervals there-

after up to fifteen minutes. Other dilutions of sea water gave a similar

result.

The observations reported above are of a preliminary type intended

primarily to determine the availability of the egg for experimental work.

As such they would seem to show that the egg of Sabellaria vulgaris

offers possibilities for work upon a species that has not as yet been stud-

ied to the extent of others common to Woods Hole.

SUMMARY

1. Sabellaria vulgaris, a polychaete annelid inhabiting sand tubes on

dead Echinarachnius and other shells in Bryozoa nodules, and on stones,

occurs abundantly in the vicinity of Woods Hole, Mass., and gametes

may be secured throughout the summer months. Shedding takes place

immediately following the removal of the animals from their tubes.

2. The early development is described from shedding to early cleav-

age and a comparison made with Sabellaria alvcolata as described by
Faure-Fremiet. In most respects the early developmental phenomena
of these two species are strikingly similar.

3. After shedding the eggs become spherical, the vitelline membrane

elevates, leaving fine protoplasmic processes between membrane and

egg cortex, and the contents of the germinal vesicle form a clear area

at the animal pole. Visible polarity appears during pre-maturation

which ceases at the metaphase of the first maturation spindle.
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4. It is said that fertilization occurs normally during May and June
but a second and shorter time has been found during the early part of

August. During July a high percentage of fertilization may be secured

with slightly alkaline sea water (8.6).

5. The highest percentage of cleavage is obtained when the gametes

are shed together. Eggs may be fertilized after seven hours, but the

fertilizing capacity of the spermatozoa is considerably shorter (about

one hour).

6. The fertilization phenomenon is described. The protoplasmic

strands serve to transmit the stimulus of sperm contact. No fertiliza-

tion membrane appears and the first indication that a spermatozoon has

entered is the withdrawal of the processes.

7. The fertilization cone is enormous and changes shape. Sper-

matozoa may enter at any point on the periphery but more frequently

in the animal hemisphere. The polar bodies are large and the first one

frequently divides.

8. Various factors such as increase of pH, shaking, and standing

are sufficient to disturb the equilibrium of the pre-maturation spindle

with the resultant formation of one or two polar bodies. This is fol-

lowed by lobular fragmentation and no swimming embryos develop.

Old unfertilized eggs stratify into three zones.

9. Plane of first cleavage bears no fixed relationship to sperm en-

trance point and passes to one side of pole as determined by the position

of the polar bodies. The polar bodies lie on the smaller blastomere

while the larger one contains the polar lobe material.
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CATALASE AND OXIDATIVE PROCESSES IN ANIMAL
TISSUES AS POSSIBLE FACTORS IN ADAPTATION

HOYT S. HOPKINS

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY, NEW YORK UNIVERSITY, COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY

In a previous report (1930) upon the respiratory exchange and cata-

lase in tissues of lamellibranchs, the author pointed out a relationship

between the habitat distribution of several species and the relative abun-

dance of their muscle catalase. To these have been added new data for

the same and for other species on our southern Atlantic coast, making
twelve altogether and representing diverse conditions of environment.

The above experiments were performed at the U. S. Bureau of Fish-

eries, Beaufort, North Carolina, during several summer seasons. A
second series of determinations was carried out at the Bermuda Bio-

logical Station in the summer of 1931, using four other species.

The data from the Carolina and Bermuda experiments, summarized

in Tables I and III, are treated separately because the species are dis-

tinct and on account of climatic differences in the two regions. For,

although the temperature of the water is practically the same in the

summer, the annual variation is greater on the Carolina coast than in

Bermuda. The fauna in the latter region is sub-tropical in character.

The Bermuda species of bivalve mollusks used in this study differ

in certain respects from those on the mainland. They are attached

firmly to the substratum by means of a byssus (Mytilus, Area}, or

with one valve of the shell cemented to rock or piling (Chaina, Spondy-

hts) and all are non-burrowing. A majority of the Carolina species

burrow in sand or mud. Of the others, Modiolus and Area ponderosa
have a byssal attachment and live exposed in varying degrees ; Pectcn

is free-swimming; Ostrca is attached securely to solid objects, freely

exposed. In these species the figures for oxygen consumption are

higher and more diverse than in the Bermuda forms. Two varieties of

Area observed in Bermuda were entirely lacking in the red blood pig-

ment which characterizes members of the genus on our coast. 1 The

tropical conditions seem to be conducive to uniformity in the physio-

logical activities of the species.

In comparing results for muscle catalase and respiration in different

1 Svedberg (1933) finds that the respiratory protein of Area pexata has the

same properties (molecular weight, etc.) as that in other invertebrates. This he

calls erythrocruorin, as distinct from the hemoglobin of vertebrates.
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species, it is assumed that they are representative of whole animals,

since muscle makes up the hulk of the tissue in these mollusks. The
adductor muscles, moreover, are the organs most directly involved in

sustained closure of the shell, in which the greatest economy in oxygen
metabolism is required. This point will be discussed later.

METHODS

The oxygen consumption of muscles was measured with respirom-
eters of the Thunberg type. Many of the data for certain species, which

have been previously published (1930), are incorporated in this

paper. Hence the same procedure, of suspending blocks of tissue in

air, was followed in later work, in order to obtain results comparable
with the others. Single portions of adductor muscle (and of pedal re-

tractor in Pinna} were used, thus allowing individual comparisons to

be made, except in the case of Mytilns exustus, whose small size neces-

sitated the use of muscles from several specimens, bound together as

one. The average amount of tissue represented for each species was

nearly the same (between 271 and 304 mg.), although the diversity in

individual experiments was somewhat greater. The results given were

directly calculated as cubic millimeters of oxygen used per gram of tissue

per hour (at 27.5 C, not corrected for barometric pressure). Read-

ings were from one to two hours in duration, after allowing one hour

for equilibrium to become established. While these may not represent

maximal rates of oxygen consumption under conditions favoring perfect

diffusion of oxygen into tissues, they are quite adequate for showing
the outstanding differences between species. The oxygen taken up by
thin sections of muscle, placed in sea water, saturated with oxygen and

shaken continuously, was determined in certain species, and similar dif-

ferences in rate of respiration were found as by the above method.

Thus, the following figures were obtained: for Ostrca virginica (11 ex-

periments), 48.6 cu. mm.; Venus incrccnaria (6), 33.8 cu. mm.; V.

cainpcchiensis (4), 28.9 cu. mm.; Dosinia discus (16), 62.6 cu. mm.;

Cythcrea gigantca (7), 28.3 cu. mm. Inadequate diffusion of oxygen
into the tissue seems to be unimportant as a factor limiting the rate of

oxygen consumption, except in Dosinia, which has the highest rate of

all. Furthermore, the wet weight of the tissue, which forms the basis

of these measurements, has been found to be sufficiently reliable for the

comparison of results in different species or in types of muscle tissue.

All experiments were carried out at 27.5 (0.3), which was ap-

proximately the mean temperature of the water in which the animals

lived during the greater part of the summer.

Catalase determinations were made at the end of every respiration
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experiment, on the same tissues. The depletion of catalase in unsec-

tioned muscle, during the four-hour period which elapsed from the

time of excision, did not exceed about 10 per cent. It was often much

less in species with low muscle catalase content. Hence, the figures

in the tables representing catalase and the ratio of oxidation rate to

catalase show less extreme differences for species at opposite ends of

a series than actually exist, since no correction for depletion was made.

The estimation of catalase was according to the method described

in 1930. In all experiments in Bermuda, however, and in those done

at Beaufort subsequently, the amounts of extract and of peroxide were

kept constant. Thus 20 cc. of a 1 per cent tissue suspension and 2 cc.

of 3 per cent hydrogen-peroxide solution were used, giving a 0.27 per

cent concentration of H 2O 2 after mixing. The oxygen evolved in 5

minutes was determined at 27. Owing to the small amount of muscle

tissue available in a single specimen, it was found to be impracticable

to adjust the concentration of extract so as to decompose a definite per-

centage of H 2O 2
in a given time. In order to limit decomposition of the

reagent to about half, however, a muscle extract of 0.5 per cent con-

centration was used in all experiments with Mytilus, in 13 with Ostrca,

and in 6 with Pinna. Extracts (1.0 per cent) of Ostrea and Pinna ad-

ductors which gave about half decomposition of the peroxide, when di-

luted to one-half and to one-fourth strength, liberated almost propor-

tionate amounts of oxygen. There was some variation in the activity

of these extracts in different concentrations : and on standing, the cata-

lase sometimes increased, then decreased. The average error from these

sources is within the limits of 5 per cent. In 10 determinations in

Ostrea and 2 in Pinna, results were obtained by extrapolating from 2-

minute readings (using 1 per cent suspensions), and correcting for. ex-

cess of catalase in relation to H 2O 2 . This was unnecessary when the

5-minute readings obtained with the stronger extracts were sufficiently

low.

RESULTS

The Carolina species, as listed in Table I, are arranged in general

according to their ability to withstand unfavorable conditions, such as

exist in poorly aerated aquaria, or under partly anaerobic circumstances

in their natural environment. Whether this arrangement conforms to

their distribution according to habitat is not always clear, except for

the two or three species at each end of the series, because of over-

lapping. The diverse conditions of environment and of morphology
also complicate the situation. Ostrca and Modiolus are the only non-

burrowing species which are periodically exposed at low tides, at which
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times the shell remains closed and the animal is subjected to the heat

of the sun.- Modiolus is somewhat less affected by exposure, because

it lives on grassy tidal flats, where it may be shaded or partly covered

with mud. The other non-burrowing species, Area and Pccten, are

seldom found above low water level, and show less viability in the lab-

oratory, hence belong lower down in the series. The position of the

remaining species, however, must be decided mainly according to their

proximity to marshes or to open beaches
;
their relative size, and activity ;

the extent to which the animal can withdraw into its shell, and the depth

TABLE I

North Carolina Series

Soccics
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tendency for the shell to gape widely in specimens placed in open aquaria,
this species seems to bear mutilation better than Venus merccnaria, in

which removal of a shell segment without visibly injuring the mantle is

usually fatal. In this respect Tayelus resembles Ostrca and I' in int.

Six species remain to be considered: they are all closed-shell forms (with
retractile siphons), and burrow just beneath the surface of the sand,

or, in the case of Dosinia, to a depth of about one foot. The species

of Venus occur on sandy beaches, and on mud bottoms near the marshes

as well. Only an occasional specimen of Cythcrca, Dosinia, or Cardinal

was ever found by the author near the Fisheries Laboratory, and none

of Mactra. These last four could be collected, however, on a sandy
reef (Bird Island) halfway between the laboratory and the entrance to

the harbor. The outer part of this shoal, which was out of water only
at low tide, was exposed to the action of waves and currents from the

open ocean through the harbor inlet. Cythcrca was usually found well

up on the shoal but not beyond eight or ten inches elevation in coarse

sand or gravel; Dosinia just at low water line; Cardinm also at low

water line, but more often under water; Mactra only beneath the sur-

face at mean low tide. Shells of Dosinia and Cardinm and of Mactra

solidissiina Chemnitz were plentiful around the inlet and on the ocean

beach.

As may be seen from the figures (Table I), much diversity obtains

as regards the catalase content of the muscles, whereas the oxygen con-

sumption is more constant. Those species which are intertidal, or which

inhabit mud flats, usually have the largest amounts of muscle catalase;

those which live almost exclusively along sandy beaches and are not

exposed to the air at low tide have least. There are quantitative ex-

ceptions to this rule, however, which would suggest that other factors

influence distribution in these forms. Thus, in Dosinia, the figure for

catalase is almost twice as great as that for other species inhabiting a

similar environment (Cardinm, Mactra}. In Modlolus the amount of

catalase is less than one might expect for a species which lives partly

exposed between tide levels. May it not be that the magnitude of res-

piration also affects adjustment to environment?

That the two factors, oxygen consumption and catalase in the tis-

sues, are important in adaptive distribution is indicated when we take

into account the ratio of the two. Dividing the first figure by the sec-

ond, for each individual of a species, the mean numerical quotient (last

column of table) gives us a fair indication of the distribution of that

species. In the case of Dosinia, this quotient serves to place it with

the other species found in the same habitat (see above). Likewise, in
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Modiolus, the ratio (oxygen: catalase) assigns it to a position higher
in the series than the figure for catalase would do.

A comparison of the two species of Venus reveals a difference in

muscle catalase which is rather striking in view of their similarity and

somewhat parallel distribution. Some specimens, in fact, are difficult

to identify, and are possibly hybrids. In one individual of V . campechi-

ensis, the reading for catalase was found to be 41, although it was less

than 14 in each of the others
;
a fact which also suggests intercrossing,

with segregation of physiological characters. The figure for the oxy-

gen/catalase quotient, too, is somewhat higher than one would expect
in this species, in view of its wide local distribution. Venus mercenaria

occurs along sandy beaches, on mud flats, or even in marsh grass areas
;

it can tolerate semi-stagnant conditions (in terrapin pounds, etc.), and

can live on parts of the beach which are not ordinarily covered by water

more than one-third of the time. V . campechiensis, according to the

author's experience, is found in sand, with Dosinia and Cardinal; or

TABLE II

Age Differences in Venus mercenaria: Oxygen Consumption and Catalase

Age group
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particular regions or habitats, and give more uniform results in the

determinations (Dosinia, Cytlicrea, Modiolus). The relative variation

in experimental data is represented fairly well for each species hy the

standard deviation of the oxygen/catalase quotient in the last column

of Table I. In Pinna, and to a less extent in street, this variability

affects the catalase rather than the oxidation rate, but in the other

species it is about equally shared by the two. Special conditions may
have influenced the results in certain species, as, for example, the diffi-

culty of finding more than one specimen at a time, and of keeping it in

a healthy state until used (Cardium, Mactra) ;
the specialized morph-

ology of the adductor in Pecten ;
or the individual age differences within

a species.

The age factor plays a minor role in this comparative study of spe-

cies, because mature specimens were usually required for the experi-

ments. In Venus mercenaria 3 the data for young and old individuals

are about equally represented, so that the influence of age on oxygen

consumption and catalase can be seen by comparing the averages in

the two age groups (Table II) ; just as in different species, the lower

oxygen/catalase quotient is associated with the greater power of sur-

vival displayed by mature clams, as compared with young ones, when

kept out of water.

The degree of muscular activity exhibited in species of this series

is inversely related to the amount of catalase in their muscles; and, on

comparing the two diverse types of muscle making up the adductor in

Pecten, a similar correlation is seen. There is distinctly less catalase

in the rapidly contracting, cross-striated muscle of the scallop than in

the slow, non-striated part. The rate of oxygen consumption, as de-

termined in the striated muscle after excision, is perhaps higher than

the resting value because of a greater responsiveness to stimulation as

compared with the smooth muscle. On comparing different species, it

may also be said that in the actively burrowing forms there is least

muscle catalase (Cythcrea, Cardinal, Mactra) ;
in the more sluggish

species which have a foot adapted for digging, there is usually more

(Tagelus, Venus mercenaria, Dosinia'). Although Dosinia is found in

the same habitat with the first three (active) species, it seems incapable

of performing the sudden movements which characterize these, such

as leaping in an aquarium.

The four species of Bermuda bivalves (Table III), while morpho-

logically distinct, live in a rather uniform physical environment and

3 In a previous tabulation of results for Venus mercenaria (1930), there were

included data for the closely related V. cainpcchicnsis Table 2, under August
18 (2) and August 19 (2) before these species were clearly recognized as dis-

tinct. The two specimens were later identified by their shells, and the data are

included in this paper under V . campechiensis. This change does not materiallly

affect the conclusions previously drawn.
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hence can be compared directly from the standpoint of their vertical

distribution. The average oxygen consumption is nearly identical in

each, so that the differences in catalase (and in the oxygen/catalase

quotient) are not conditional upon this factor. M\tilus c.vustus is the

only intertidal species, occurring at levels up to a foot or more above

low tide mark. Its scarcity below this level may be partly due to the

depradations of its natural enemies. Area occidentalis and Chanm

macrophylla are frequently found exposed just above low tide, but are

much more abundant below this level. Spoiidvliis americanus lives in

comparatively deep water, and is seldom collected in water less than

one foot deep in the inner passages, or in less than half this depth on

the outer ocean shore. The author has never seen but one specimen

TABLE III

Bermuda Series
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rocks a short distance below this mangrove area, and a few of Area

at the water line. Cliaiua was absent here, but a few specimens were

collected farther down the inlet, below the boathouse, where the water

is deeper.

Cliaina inacropliylla occurs in Bermuda in abundance, and displays

much diversity in form and coloration. The border of the mantle may
be deeply pigmented with brown, or various shades of grayish-buff,

especially around the siphons. There are evidently different color

phases represented in this species, or at least intergrading color com-

binations ;
and two of these appear to be distinct. In one the mantle

is brown or buff, and the inner shell-surface near the border is of some

shade of lavender. In the other variety the siphons are bright red in

color, the inner margin of the shell some shade of chestnut.

\Yhile investigating the respiration rate and catalase in tissues of this

species, it was noticed that, whereas the first was of about equal magni-

tude in the two color varieties, the readings for catalase were different

although overlapping somewhat (Table III). Since the average result

in the red variety was found to be less than half that in the brown va-

riety, it was thought that catalase might be associated with a difference

in vertical or regional distribution. No obvious difference in the ver-

tical distribution of the red and brown varieties was observed, but on

comparing their relative abundance in distinct localities an interesting

result appeared. In a collection of this species made in Ferry Reach,

mainly from the Swing Bridge piers, in a total of 155 individuals, 18

(or 11.6 per cent) were of the red variety, 137 (or 88.4 per cent) of

the brown variety. A similar count of 43 specimens collected on the

outer (north) shore revealed 17 (or 39.5 per cent) of the red, and 26

(or 60.4 per cent) of the brown variety. Whether this proportional

difference in distribution represents a partial segregation of the two

varieties, based upon their known characteristics, is a matter for con-

jecture. It is unlikely that color variations would have adaptive sig-

nificance in relation to such similar habitats. But different degrees of

catalase activity of the tissues, perhaps by influencing their underlying

oxidative capacity, might determine the relative fitness of individuals

for one or the other kind of environment. Animals which live in the

open ocean as compared with the inside water passages, are less sub-

jected to daily fluctuations in temperature, and they are exposed to con-

tinuous wave action, which, however slight, is a factor of importance.

The red variety of Chaina uiacrophylla, having less catalase in its muscle

tissue than the brown one, is the form which one would expect to find

in relatively greater numbers on the outer shore, as was found to be

the case in comparing Beaufort species.
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Spondylus resembles the scallop (Pecten) most closely of all the

species studied, except that it is sessile. The two genera are very sim-

ilar in the physiology and differentiation of their adductor muscles, as

well as in gross morphology. In the quick-contracting muscle of

Spondylns gcederopus, as described by Marceau (1909), the striations

are apparently transverse or
"
en chevrons

"
; hence they correspond

with the cross striations of these fibers in the scallop rather than the

oblique striations in the homologous muscle of the oyster and other

forms. In Pcctcn the striated muscle was found to have less catalase

than the non-striated portion, in every specimen. This is also true for

seven individuals out of ten in the case of Spondylus, although the dif-

ferences are small.

DISCUSSION

In the main, the facts in regard to the amount of muscle catalase

in different species, in relation to habitat, seem clear
;
but the inter-

pretation of their significance rests upon our imperfect knowledge of

the mechanism of cell oxidations. A detailed comparison of species is

not always possible, owing to the diversity of forms studied, the com-

plexity of their environment, and the many sources of experimental
error. It may be said, however, that the same order of relationship

obtains for the species in the two regions. That is, there is a positive

correlation, in each series, between muscle catalase and the ability of

species to withstand anoxic conditions. Because of individual excep-

tions, the ratio between oxygen consumption rate and catalase (O/C
quotient, p. 117) seems to represent more accurately this relationship.

As suggested previously (1930), catalase possibly plays a protective

role by regulating physiological oxidation in the muscles of bivalve

mollusks, and thus determines the extent to which these are adapted
to anaerobic life. The presence of much catalase, in the muscles of

species which are forced to keep the shell closed for long periods of

time, might make for greater economy in the maintenance of tonus, in

which only a small increase in metabolism is required. In active spe-

cies its presence in excess would interfere with sudden demands upon
the metabolism of the muscles in rapid, repeated contractions. To the

objection that catalase is lacking, or present only in small amounts, in

anaerobic organisms, it may be said that mollusks are not typical anae-

robic forms such as derive energy primarily by fermentation.

The function of catalase is considered to be the decomposition of

hydrogen-peroxide formed in tissues, thus preventing its accumulation

in amounts toxic to the oxidizing enzymes. Since molecular (inactive)

oxygen appears in the reaction, it does not promote oxidation directly,

but is still available for oxidases to act upon. That catalase has such
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a protective function in relation to xanthine-oxidase was demonstrated

by Dixon (1925). Moreover, a large amount of catalase, by destroying

H.,Oo, retards oxidation with peroxidase, but does not entirely prevent

it, since peroxidase reacts with a much lower concentration of peroxide

than does catalase (Thurlow, 1925). One can thus explain the role of

catalase in animals under conditions of oxygen deficiency, by its con-

serving action on metabolism.

The extension of this investigation to other groups of organisms would

doubtless help to clear up many points in regard to their environmental

segregation. One such case is that of the occurrence of Tclllna tennis

between tide marks in the Clyde estuary (Elmhirst, 1932). The greater

relative abundance of large specimens at high tide level, and of small

ones near low water in an equal area of sand, is understandable on the

basis of the greater powers of survival of old individuals out of water,

as postulated for Venus mcrccnarla (Table II, and context).

SUMMARY

The catalase and oxygen consumption of the muscles are compared
in twelve species of lamellibranchs in North Carolina, and in four in

Bermuda. In each region, those species which are intertidal, or which

would be subject to partly anaerobic conditions, are characterized by

larger amounts of muscle catalase than those which live continuously

submerged. There is a proportionality between rate of respiration

and catalase in muscle for species in a given habitat. The significance

of these results is discussed in relation to current views regarding physi-

ological oxidation.
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A METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION OF AMMONIA
IN WATER AND AIR

AUGUST KROGH

(From the Laboratory of Zoophysiology, Copenhagen University, and
the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 1

)

In the course of a study of the organic material present in solution

in sea water, it became necessary to measure also the quantity of nitro-

gen present as ammonia, and, since the method worked out for this

purpose appears to be of wider applicability, especially in oceanography,
I propose to describe the method finally arrived at in some detail. It

can, with a little practice, be carried out fairly easily and very rapidly

even on board ship, a condition which appears to be absolutely essential,

since no treatment has been discovered so far which will keep the am-

monia of sea water samples at the original level.

The principle of the method is to make a sample of water containing
from 0.05 to 2 y (gamma= 0.001 mg.) ammonia nitrogen (generally

20 ml.) just alkaline, to distill off in a partial vacuum the ammonia to-

gether with about 5 ml. of the water into a small volume of weak acid

in which the ammonia can be titrated with naphthyl red according to

the method of Teorell (1932).

THE DISTILLATION

The following reagents are required :

1. Re-distilled ammonia-free water is prepared from tap water or

distilled water containing about 1.5 grams permanganate and 0.1 ml.

sulphuric acid per liter by distillation from a Pyrex flask of 2-3 liters

capacity. A very effective trap for catching drops is essential and the

permanganate is useful mainly because its presence in the trap shows

how far drops are carried. About 5 grams of pumice are added to

insure quiet boiling. The middle portion of the distillate is taken up
in 1 -liter glass-stoppered Pyrex bottles and, as a measure of safety, a

current of CO.,- and NH 3-free air is blown into the bottle during the

distillation. Water for the day's use is poured from the storage bottle

into a glass-stoppered bottle of suitable size. This water is used for

rinsing and for the preparation of certain further reagents and control

samples.

1 Contribution No. 28.
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2. About .25N sodium hydroxide, prepared by dissolving 1 gram of

NaOH in 100 ml. NJhL-free water, is used for bringing the water sam-

ples to a hydrogen-ion concentration between pH 9 and 11. A sample
of the water (20 ml. or a suitable fraction) is titrated in a white porce-
lain basin with the alkali from a 1- or 2-ml. burette, using cresolphthalein

as an indicator. The corresponding amount of alkali or a little more is

added to the water sample just before distillation. 1 have found thai

even an excess of 50 per cent alkali does not liberate any excess ammonia
from the waters so far tested.

3. The ammonia distilled off is taken up in 1 ml. hydrobromic acid

about N/100 prepared by adding 0.2 ml. 25 per cent HBr to 133 ml.

ammonia-free water. This solution must remain NH 3-free, and if the

air in the laboratory shows traces of ammonia it should be protected
from contact. Neither the concentration nor the quantity of hydro-
bromic acid measured off need be determined with any particular ac-

curacy.

The distillation apparatus is constructed upon the general lines laid

down by Parnas and Wagner (1921), but certain modifications have

been introduced, the most important of which is the use of air at a

reduced pressure instead of steam for driving off the ammonia. The
distillation flask (Fig. 1, 1) is of Pyrex glass and holds at least 50 ml.

in the bulb. It is provided with a standard ground joint of 14-11 mm.

Slightly alkaline glycerine is used to lubricate this joint. At least two

and preferably three of these flasks should be available for rapid serial

determinations.

The connecting piece (2) must also be Pyrex, but the rest of the

apparatus can be made from ordinary soda glass. The final 2-3 cm. of

the tube (3) should be capillary tubing of 0.5-0.6 mm. diameter con-

stricted at the tip to about 0.1 mm. The part below the condenser can

be conveniently constructed from a gas-washing bottle. The bottom is

replaced by a rubber stopper through which a glass rod can be pushed

up and down to place the collecting bottle (4) at just the right height.

For serial determinations a suitable number of these bottles should be

available. A metal ring (5) is sealed on to the inside of the bottle with

DeKhotinsky cement to prevent the stopper from being sucked in by
the vacuum. The stopper and glass rod are kept well lubricated with

alkaline glycerine. The 3-way tap (6) connects this part of the appa-
ratus with a vacuum or effective filter pump. Ammonia-free air is ad-

mitted to the apparatus through the sulphuric acid bottles (7) and (8).
The tube (9) is between 60 and 100 cm. in length and about 0.1 mm.
bore and is permanently open. It should provide just enough air for

driving over the ammonia when the vacuum is on. The tube (10) is

wider. The screw clip (11) is opened only when the distillation is
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finished and the pressure raised to that of the atmosphere. When do-

ing a series of distillations, I have always found it necessary to begin
with one or more blanks to get rid of traces of NH 3 which will collect

even in the closed apparatus. The collecting bottle is charged with

1 ml. N/100 HBr and put in position so that the tip of the tube (3) will

just dip into the fluid when the vacuum is put on. About 20 ml. am-
monia-free water is put into a distillation flask with a single drop of

N/4 NaOH. The evacuation is started as soon as the distillation flask-

is put on and the burners (11) and (12) ignited. The burner (11) is

regulated so as to produce a suitable rate of distillation, usually about

1 ml. per minute. The burner (12) prevents condensation in (2).
The bottle (4) is lowered gradually as distillation proceeds so as to

minimize splashing, and before it is finished the tube (3) should be

clear of the fluid. After distillation of about 5 ml., the gas is turned

off, the tap (6) turned so as to shut off the apparatus from the pump
without opening it to the atmosphere, and the screw clip (11) opened
so as to admit a fairly rapid current of air. It is important to have the

gas turned off between determinations as it usually contains appreciable
amounts of ammonia. Finally the bottle (4) is taken out and imme-

diately stoppered.

During the distillation of one sample there is time to prepare a fresh

collecting bottle and the next sample for distillation. The alkali is

added to the latter in the interval during which the pressure in the ap-

paratus is being brought back to the atmospheric level. Following this

procedure five determinations can be made in one hour.

THE AMMONIA TITRATION

This process has been worked out according to the excellent method

introduced by Teorell (1932). Only minor alterations have been made
to deal with quantities even smaller than his. The principle of the

method is to oxidize the ammonia with a surplus of sodium hypobromite
in alkaline solution. After acidification the excess hypobromite is ti-

trated with an acid solution of naphthyl red which becomes decolorized

so long as NaOBr is still present.

The necessary reagents are :

1. Sodium hypobromite about n/ 1,000, made up by dilution from

FIG. 1. Apparatus for the determination of pre-formed ammonia in water and

air.

(1) Distillation flask. (2) Connecting head. (3) Condenser. (4) Receiver.

(5) Receiver-holder. (6) Three-way tap connecting with vacuum. (7) and (8)

Sulphuric acid wash bottles. (9) Fine capillary for constant admission of air.

(10) Clamp for returning to atmospheric pressure. (12) -a-, -b-, micro-burners.

(13) Bottle with syringe-pipette for hypobromite solution. (14) Hydrobromite
acid. (15) Absorber for the determination of ammonia in air.
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FIG. 1
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n/10 stock solution (2.5 grams NaOH, 1.25 ml. fluid bromine in water

to 500 ml.). The reaction between NaOBr and NH 3 must take place

at a pH of 8.5-9 and the n/ 1,000 sodium hypobromite is therefore made

sufficiently alkaline with 2n Na.,CO 3 to give this pH when about 1 ml.

is added to 1 ml. of n/100 HBr. I have found 5 ml. of 2N Na2CO3 per
500 ml. suitable.

The stock solution will remain constant indefinitely when kept at a

low temperature. The dilution, which must be kept in a dark brown

bottle, is not quite constant, but can be used for weeks. I have found

it convenient to transfer the quantity for each clay's use into a smaller

brown bottle and to keep the stock in complete darkness.

2. Hydrobromic acid about 30 cc. 25 per cent diluted with ammonia-

free water to 200 cc.

3. Naphthyl red n/2,000 made up by mixing in the order indicated

30 cc. glacial acetic acid, 3.75 cc. 89 per cent H 3PO 4 ,
1.9 cc. 25 per cent

HBr, 10.5 cc. of a freshly prepared 0.1 per cent solution of naphthyl red

in water, water to 500 cc.

This solution keeps well, but a small amount of a brown precipitate

which interferes with the titration is often formed, and the best plan is

to filter off each day the quantity necessary for the day's use.

4. Ammonium sulphate. The stock solution contains '0.4716 gram

(NH 4 ) 2SO 4 in 1 liter. This is kept protected against evaporation.

One milliliter of this diluted to 100 ml. with NPL-free water will

contain 1 y nitrogen per milliliter.

It is convenient to measure off the hypobromite for each titration

with a syringe pipette mounted in the bottle as shown in Fig. 1 (13).

The volume of the pipette need not be just 1 ml., but is regulated so as

to correspond to something between 1.8 and 2.0 ml. naphthyl red. The

hydrobromic acid I keep in a small bottle (14) with a ground-in rubber-

capped pipette which will deliver approximately 0.2 ml.

The titration is made from a 2-ml. burette divided in 200 parts. It

is necessary to do each day 2 to 4 blanks and 2 to 4 titrations of a known

amount of ammonia. The results depend to some extent upon the tem-

perature, and when the room temperature undergoes considerable varia-

tion more constant results are obtained if the solutions to be titrated are

brought to an approximately constant temperature in a water basin.

To do a blank, measure off in the titrating bottle 1 ml. n/100 HBr,

add about 5 ml. NH,-free water, bring to the desired temperature, add

hypobromite and shake gently ;
fill up the burette with naphthyl red to

the zero point. This takes about the half minute required for the reac-

tion between hypobromite and ammonia to become complete. In order

to secure uniform results constant timing should be adhered to. To the

sample is now added 0.2 ml. 4 per cent hydrobromic acid; it is again
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shaken up and titrated from the burette to a just visible rose color. It

is advisable to use a comparison bottle with water and just enough naph-

thyl red to produce this color. The titration must not be made too rap-

idly, but should take at least 1 minute. For the determination of the

NH 3 equivalent of the naphthyl red, 1 or 2 ml. of the ammonium sul-

phate solution is added to the n/100 IIKr and enough NH 3-free water

to bring the volume to 5-6 ml. The mixture is treated as above and

titrated. To test the absorption of Nil., during distillation, ammonium

sulphate is added to 20 ml. water and distilled off.

Example:
ml. naphthyl red solution

Blanks titrated directly 1.96, 1.95

Blanks distilled 1.95, 1.95

Ammonium sulphate (2 7 N) directly 0.89

Ammonium sulphate (27 N ) distilled 0.89

27 N = 1.06 ml. naphthyl red solution

For the determination of ammonia in fluids where less than 1 y is

regularly to be expected, it may be worthwhile to reduce the volume of

hypobromite to .5 ml. The accuracy to be obtained in the single deter-

minations of a series is of the order 0.04 y N which corresponds by the

distillation of 20 ml. to 2 mg. ammonia nitrogen per cubic meter.

THE DETERMINATION OF AMMONIA IN AIR

An apparatus like the one shown (Fig. 1, 15) is suitable. The glass

tube is 6 mm. in internal diameter and about 50 cm. long up to the lower

of the three bulbs. The top is connected to a water bottle of suitable

capacity (4 to 10 liters) from which the water is allowed to run out at

a rate of 4 liters per hour or less. The bottle is charged with 1 ml.

N/100 HBr and 4-6 ml. NH 3-free water and the whole is placed in a

slanting position so that the absorbing fluid moves fairly regularly right

up to the bulbs, thus providing a constantly renewed absorbing surface

of about 100 cm. 2 Titration is performed as above in the absorbing

bottle. The air in a laboratory for ammonia determination should con-

tain less than 0.1 y N per liter.

SUMMARY

A method and apparatus for the determination of ammonia in water

are described. The ammonia is carried over by a simple vacuum distil-

lation into hydrobromic acid in which it is determined by the naphthyl

red titration of added hypobromite.
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METHODS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF DISSOLVED
ORGANIC CARBON AND NITROGEN

IN SEA WATER

AUGUST KROGH AND ANCEL KEYS

(From the Laboratory of Zoophysiology, Copenhagen University, and the Woods
Hole Occanographic Institution*)

INTRODUCTION

Certain problems in the nutrition of marine animals and in the gen-

eral economy of organic life in the sea involve the determination of or-

ganic matter present in solution in the water. The methods worked out

by the senior writer for the determination of dissolved organic matter in

fresh waters are of no avail. In these methods (Krogh, 1930) the or-

ganic material is concentrated by evaporation of a large sample of the

water and the organic material determined by combustion of the dry

residue, but the sea water salts, present in quantities several thousand

times as large as the organic material, make any attempt in this direction

futile. All we can hope to accomplish by means of the resources at

present available are determinations more or less approximate of the

nitrogen and carbon present in organic combination, and these simplified

analytical problems are what we have endeavored to solve.

Assuming according to the scanty and not especially convincing esti-

mates to be found in the literature (Atkins, 1922; Brandt, 1916-20;

Gran and Rund. 1926; Harvey, 1925; Natterer, 1892-1900; Vernon,

1898) that we should have to deal with quantities of at most a few

milligrams per liter of water, it has been our endeavor to work out

microchemical methods of handling water samples of small volume.

Large samples are in many cases not available, and, more important,

the necessary time and expense in preparing large samples for analysis

would be a serious drawback.

THE DETERMINATION OF ORGANIC NITROGEN

A large number of trials were made with micro Kjeldahl methods,

but they all failed. The quantity of sulphuric acid necessary for the

Kjeldahl treatment becomes relatively very large on account of the

salts, and it was not found possible to obtain or prepare sulphuric acid

of sufficient purity. All samples examined would, after the Kjeldahl
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heating in ammonia-free air, give oft" a variable amount of ammonia

when distilled after addition of excess sodium hydroxide. The sul-

phuric acid was treated in various ways to get rid of this
"
organic

"

nitrogen and in the final procedure evaporated in a current of oxygen.

The mixture of vapor and oxygen was taken through a quartz tube con-

taining platinum heated along a length of about 10 cm. to 800-900 C.

and along a further length to about 400 C. From the distillate sup-

posed to contain some NH 3 a portion was again distilled off in a high

FIG. 1. Apparatus for the determination of dissolved organic nitrogen in

sea water.

(1) Sulphuric acid wash bottle.

(2) Quartz reduction tube.

(3) Glass connecting head.

(4) Tube for introduction of sea water sample.

(5) Silver tube.

(6) Water jacket.

(7) Cooling water outlet.

(8) Silver condensing tube.

(9) Receiver.

vacuum and tested, but even with this acid reliable results could not be

obtained, because the acid itself would in heating yield variable amounts

of nitrogen of the order of 0.5 to 2 y (0.0005 to 0.002 ing.) N per milli-

liter.

The old \Yi11-\Yarrentrapp method was suggested to us by Pro-

fessor Biilmann and we finally succeeded in working out a modification

of it suitable to our needs.

In this method the organic material is heated to about 500 C. with

alkali in an atmosphere of hydrogen and, in the absence of oxygen, most

of the organic nitrogen is liberated as XH,, while a small part may be

driven off as amines. No type of glass and not even quartz will stand

this treatment more than a few times and we therefore do the combus-
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tion in a silver tube. The ammonia (-)- amine) is taken up in N/100
HBr, combined with sodium hyprobromite, and the excess hyprobromite

titrated according to the method of Teorell described in detail by Krogh
in the preceding paper in this journal.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Hydrogen from a cylinder is

bubbled through sulphuric acid (1) to remove any traces of NH 3 and

to indicate the rate of flow which should be of the order of 10 to 20 ml.

per minute.

The purification of the hydrogen before it enters the silver combus-

tion tube may be accomplished in several ways. The simplest arrange-

ment is to bubble it through sulphuric acid to remove any traces of XH 3

and then to pass it through a quartz tube (2) with metallic copper as

a contact substance heated to a dull red heat to remove traces of oxygen.

The frequent presence of arsenic and antimony traces in the copper,

however, require caution in its use. A safer procedure is to bubble the

gas through sulphuric acid, then through a long absorption train con-

taining pyrogallic acid, again through sulphuric acid, and finally to pass

it through the quartz tube over metallic platinum foil heated to a red

heat.
2

The connecting piece (3) is glass. The solution for combustion

is added from a pipette through (4). A small part of the silver com-

bustion tube (5) is water-jacketed and the clamp (6) grips the water

jacket (7), which is a short piece of brass tubing. The current of

water is regulated so that the water in the jacket will just boil when

the maximum heat is applied to the combustion tube.

An analysis is performed as follows. A pellet of sodium hydroxide

is placed in the combustion tube (5) which is then connected up to (3)

and the system is washed out with hydrogen. The water sample-

usually 5 ml. is run in through (4). A collecting bottle with 1 ml. of

N/100 HBr is placed in a basin with cold water so that the narrow tip

of the silver tube will just dip into the acid. The combustion tube is

heated gently at first to boil off the water and finally ignited to a very

dull red heat which can be observed only when the room is dark. When
sea water is analysed some ammonia will become occluded in the salts,

and it is therefore necessary, after cooling, to run in an additional 2 ml.

of
"
blank

"
water which should contain no nitrogen, or at all events

only a known small amount, and evaporate this also. Finally the whole

tube including (8) is heated (below the incineration point) by moving
the flame so as to bring every trace of water into the collecting bottle (9).

We have found that two determinations can be made in series without

- We are indebted to Dr. Homer P. Smith for having worked out this second

procedure.
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opening the combustion tube, but thereupon the salts must be washed

out. To do this (3) is disconnected, a little nitrogen-free water poured
in and heated to near boiling. The water jacket is emptied. The tube

is turned slightly up and down in the clamp and the water, poured out.

This is repeated once. A fresh pellet of sodium hydroxide is put in and

after connecting up, 2 ml. of N-free water is added. "When this has

been distilled off and the tube ignited it is ready for the next two de-

terminations.

The most serious difficulty in this technique is the preparation of

sufficiently pure water for the washing operations. In Copenhagen
water from the municipal supply could be distilled off first from an

alkaline solution of permanganate and again from sulphuric acid and

permanganate. In Woods Hole and in Cambridge, Massachusetts, ac-

ceptable water was prepared by distillation from strongly alkaline per-

manganate and then from very dilute phosphoric acid. Both distilla-

tions were carried out in a current of washed air in all-Pyrex stills.

The distillate is tested both for free ammonia and for
"
organic

"

nitrogen by the combustion method. One sample of water gave the

following results :

Test for free ammonia Titration of 1 ml. NaBrO with

2.5 ml. water directly, 1.89f
,~|

5.0 ml. water directly, 1.893 I Mean= 1.89 ml.

7.5 ml. water directly, 1.89
[

Napthyl red

2.5 ml. water + 2.25 7 N, 0.66 J
2 25

Hence 1 ml. napthyl red
1

' = 1.83 7 N.
1 .oV U.OO

Test for "organic" N Titration of 1 ml. NaBrO with
2.5 ml. water "burnt," 1.85, equivalent to 0.04 ml. napthyl red,

5.0 ml. water "burnt," 1.80, equivalent to 0.09 ml. napthyl red,

7.5 ml. water "burnt," 1.77, equivalent to 0.12 ml. napthyl red,

15 ml. water "burnt," 0.25 ml. napthyl red.

Hence 1 ml. of the "blank" water contains 0.030 y N (0.030 mg. per

liter). The single determinations show that within limits of error of

the titration the nitrogen obtained as ammonia is proportional to the

quantity of redistilled water used.

\Yhen 2 ml. of
"
blank

"
water are used in a combustion of sea water

they necessitate a correction of 0.06 nitrogen or 0.03 ml. napthyl red

to be subtracted from the value obtained. Distillation of deep sea water

gave a satisfactory result, i.e., a low and constant
"
blank

"
value.

A series of determinations on the same sea water taken in varied

quantities gave the following results :
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Blank value

2.257 N

Vol. of sea water, ml.

ml. napthyl red used

(corrected for NH 3 in

"blank" water)
7N in 10 cc.

1.90

0.65,

1.24,

5.25

0.73

5.1

0.72

1.88

0.67

1.21

3.0

0.47

ml. napthyl red

1 ml. napthyl red= 1.83 7 N
Sum

7.0 20.35

1.005 2.925

2.54 2.58 2.86 2.62 2.64, or

0.264 mg./l.

From this quantity the amount present as preformed NH, must be

subtracted to arrive at a figure for
"
organic

"
nitrogen.

Some control determinations on dilute solutions of glycine, creatine,

and urea averaged about 5 per cent too high, but the correction for the

organic matter in the distilled water used was somewhat uncertain.

Analyses on acetamide and cocaine hydrochloride solutions also proved

the efficiency of the method. Nitrates do not affect the results in the

least. Table I, below, summarizes the results from a number of control

experiments. In addition some results on various distilled waters are

given.

TABLE I

Control analyses for organic nitrogen.

(mg. per cubic meter).

Concentrations are in y of nitrogen per liter

Cocaine solutions
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chromic and sulphuric acids iu a current of carefully washed air which

carries the evolved CO.. and CO through an oxidizing combustion tube

and then into a baryta solution which ultimately is titrated with IIC1.

The necessary reagents are prepared as follows :

E
o
O

O
FIG. 2. Radiation evaporation chamber.

(1) Phosphoric acid dissolved in pure redistilled water and diluted

to about n/10.

(2) Methyl red used as indicator.

(3) Thallium sulphate (T1 2SO 4 ). The purest preparation available

is melted in a crucible and stirred well so as to remove by combustion
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any trace of organic material. \Ye use for stirring a glass tube con-

nected with an oxygen cylinder, but this may not be necessary. After

cooling, the salt is carefully powdered and preserved for use in a wide-

necked glass-stoppered bottle.
3

(4) Chromate-sulphuric acid for oxidation: 10 grams potassium

bichromate, 4 grams silver chromate, and 1 gram chromic acid are mixed
in a crucible and melted together. The resulting solid block is pul-

verized.

To 50 cc. redistilled water and 50 cc. of the purest sulphuric acid

we add 6 grams of this chromate mixture and 3 grams cerium sulphate.

The mixture is put into the storage bottle (Fig. 3), placed in a glycerine

FIG. 3. Arrangement for storing reagents.

(a) Ceric-chromic sulphuric acid.

(b) Baryta solution and syringe-pipette.

bath at 125-130, and heated under, aeration with C(X-free air for

about 24 hours. The mixture is kept protected against CO 2 ,
as shown

in Fig. 3 (a).

(5) Potassium bichromate c.p. kept as a fine powder in a glass-

stoppered bottle.

3 The thallium chloride precipitate from the analyses can be recovered as

thallous sulphate easily. The precipitate is gathered into a large round-bottomed

centrifuge tube in which it is washed
_
and centrifuged several times, minimal

amounts of cold distilled water being used for each washing. The washed pre-

cipitate is placed in a casserole with a 50 per cent excess of pure sulphuric acid

and the whole cooked at 400 C. for 24 hours in a hood. The casserole should

be covered with a cover propped in place so as to give a free clearance of about

an eighth of an inch all around. After this digestion the temperature is raised

to boil off all the sulphuric acid (450 C.) for about 6 hours. After cooling in a

desiccator, the solid mass of thallous sulphate is broken out and carefully pulverized

in a mortar. It is now ready for use.
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(6) Hydrochloric acid X/3 used for titration in a Rchberg micro-

burette. One cubic millimeter of this acid corresponds to 2y carbon.

The stock of acid should be kept in a bottle provided with a ground cap

over the stopper to insure against evaporation, which will often take

place to a quite appreciable extent from ordinary glass-stoppered bottles.

(7) Baryta solution about N/12 to N/15 prepared with 0.5 per cent

BaCL (and cresolphthalein
4

). The baryta solution is kept in a bottle

protected as shown in Fig. 3 (&) and with a 0.5 ml. syringe-pipette

mounted on top. The volume of baryta delivered by the pipette is reg-

ulated so as to correspond to between 90 and 100 mm. 3 of the n/3 acid.

The apparatus and procedure is as follows : The salinity of the water

is determined. (A hydrometer will give sufficient accuracy and all sam-

ples of ocean water can be taken as having a salinity of 35/oo-) From

10 to 25 cc. of the sea water are measured off in a white porcelain basin,

methyl red is added, and standard phosphoric acid is run in from a 2 cc.

burette or measuring pipette until a persistent red color is obtained.

The corresponding volume of H 3PO 4 N/10 is added to the samples to

be analyzed. These samples (we use 25 ml. each) are measured off in

centrifuge bottles as shown (Fig. 4, c) and thallium sulphate is added.

The quantity of T1 2SO 4 necessary depends upon the salinity. We allow

an excess of about 30 per cent, which means that for a 25 ml. sample of

ordinary sea water 2.5 grams of pure thallous sulphate is sufficient
;
a

greater excess is not harmful.

The vessels are shaken in a suitable shaking machine for 10 or more

hours. The shaking need not be violent. Good results have been ob-

tained by putting in two glass balls and placing the bottles on a slowly

rotating vertical wheel. After the shaking the bottles are centrifuged

for a few minutes and 20 ml. of the supernatant fluid can now- be pi-

petted off for the analysis.

These samples are evaporated down to dryness in porcelain basins.

Several methods have been tried. With evaporation in an oven at 105,

splashing is difficult to control and there is some danger of losing organic

matter. Evaporation in a vacuum oven is a slow process and some

splashing generally occurs. The simple radiating oven shown in Fig. 2

has been found very useful. It is made from tinplate, the surface of

which reflects much light and heat. A rapid current of air is main-

tained by the heat of the 60-watt lamp, and as the air is filtered through

the layer of cotton wool, contamination with dust is effectively guarded

against. The temperature may rise to 70 C., but not until the samples

are almost dry, which takes about 4 hours. Eight hours will ensure

4 Enough cresolphthalein is added to give a deep red color in the bottle and

to give a pale but very distinct red when placed in a tube of 6-mm. bore.
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thorough desiccation. If it is necessary to leave the samples for some

time after drying, they should be kept well protected against moisture

and dust preferably in a desiccator.

The white crust of salts should be fairly easy to scrape off. This is

transferred with great care to a combustion flask with side arm. We
put in a couple of glass balls and one spoonful (about 0.2 gram) of

potassium bichromate. The combustion flasks are cleaned with thio-

sulphate solution, then with bichromate cleaning fluid, and finally are

FIG. 4. Combustion apparatus for the determination of dissolved organic
carbon in sea water.

( 1 ) Soda lime tower.

(2) Three-way tap.

(3) Pinchcock air-flow regulator.

(4) Connecting head.

(5) Combustion flask.

(6) Glycerine bath.

(7) Side arm to hold oxidizing reagent.

(8) Pyrex combustion tube.

(9) Tube for thermometer in metal jacket.

(10) Long burner.

(11) Baryta tube.

(b) Arrangement for drying flasks rapidly.

(c) Stoppered centrifuge tube.

rinsed just before use with a little redistilled water which is poured
out as completely as possible and dried. This is done quickly by immer-

sion in hot water after connection with a filter pump (Fig. 4, b~).

When the combustion material and bichromate have been thoroughly

mixed, the suitable volume of chromate-acid is put into the side arm

(7, Fig. 4). For a sample of ocean water 3 ml. are necessary. The

standard ground joint is lubricated by just touching it with the tip of

the pipette delivering the chromate acid.
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The- flask is connected with the combustion apparatus shown in Fig.

4. and the beaker with glycerine (6) used as a bath is put in position.

Air at a low pressure (<.</. from a reversed filter pump acting as a

blower) passes through moist soda lime in (1) to remove CCX and

sweeps through the entire system.

The combustion tube (^ in Fig. 4) is arranged to remove completely

all last traces of halogens or halogen acids and to ensure that any CO
will be converted to CO... In traversing it the air passes, successively,

asbestos shreds, lead chromate dispersed in asbestos, cupric oxide, as-

bestos, platinum foil, asbestos impregnated with finely divided metallic

silver, and finally asbestos shreds. The combustion tube is made from

Pyrex or other hard glass. A length of 14 cm. is surrounded by a cop-

per tube (9) heated by the burner (10). A thermometer can be placed

in (9) and the burner regulated once for all so as to give a temperature

between 400 and 450 C., which is maintained throughout when analyses

are in progress.

At first a fairly rapid current is maintained to wash out the system

for about 10 minutes. The flow of air is regulated by the clip (3) and

may be observed in the absorption tube (11), which at this stage con-

tains a single drop of water. During this period the glycerine bath is

slowly warming.
When the temperature in the glycerine bath has reached about 80-90

C., the air current is reduced so far that baryta solution can be put into

the absorber (11) without danger of its being spilled out. The com-

bustion flask is now turned so as to transfer a little of the chromate-acid

in the side arm to the bulb. This procedure must be carried out with

some caution because it lowers the temperature and absorbs any water

vapor present and is therefore liable to suck back baryta from (11) into

(8), which of course will spoil the analysis. When all the chromate-

acid has been transferred it is often necessary to mix the contents in

the bulb by several times revolving the tube (
5 ) . When a temperature

of 120 is reached the combustion is continued for 30 minutes, which

will be sufficient to drive off all the CO.2 formed.

A clip is now placed on the rubber tube of the absorber, which is

transferred to a Rehberg micro-burette stand and connected with a slow

current of CO.,-free air. During the titration the tip of the micro-

burette dips about halfway down in the tube and the baryta is kept mov-

ing up by means of the air current. When the end point is almost

reached the absorber is removed from the burette, the solution is rinsed

about in the narrow portion of the absorber and afterwards in the bulb,

the absorber is replaced, and the titration is finished. The end point

can be judged with an accuracy of 0.1 mm. 3
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Blank determinations on the chromate-acid alone and with thallium

sulphate are necessary. The chromate-acid will always give off a cer-

tain amount of CO, corresponding to 2-10 y carbon, and since this

liberation depends to some extent on time and temperature, it is essen-

tial that the blanks should be treated in every way like the analysis

proper. The average of several blank titrations should be used for the

determinations.

Example : baryta titrated directly 93.0, 93.0 mm." N/3 HC1. Blanks

with 3 ml. CrA 88.1, 87.8, 89.5, 87.4, 89.3, 89.3 ==88.6 average. Sam-

ples of sea water, 25 meters, samples 1-2 untreated, 2-4 sterilized with

several drops of NaHSCX. The untreated samples require 0.50 ml. of

H 3PO4 N/10, the others are already acid. The same amount of TLSO 4

added to each.

Titrations, mm. 3 N/3 HC1 :

Untreated 67.0, 63.1
;
sterilized 64.4, 63.6.

Average 64.5 ; blank 88.6.

Carbon found 2 X 24.1 y in 20 ml.= 2.41 mg./liter.

The accuracy to be obtained does not exceed 0.1 mg./liter. When,
as in Copenhagen, there is much coal dust in the air, it is essential that

the combustion apparatus be kept closed except during the short intervals

of time when combustion flasks are changed.

A recent series of blanks with the new mixture, containing cerium

sulphate, but prepared from ordinary pure sulphuric acid, gave the fol-

lowing values for 0.5 ml. chromate-acid: 0.7, 1.2, 1.0, 0.7, corresponding

to 3.6y C per ml. These low blank values indicate that the preparation

of special sulphuric acid may not be necessary.

ORGANIC MATTER IN COLLOIDAL AND IN TRUE SOLUTION

The problem of the amount, if any, of organic material in sea water

present in the colloidal state is of considerable importance. It is to be

expected that the disintegration of organisms will yield a considerable

proportion of colloidal material, but whether this will remain in the col-

loidal state for any length of time is at present unknown. The nitrogen

determinations described above will comprise everything present, whether

suspended, colloidal, or dissolved, but the precipitation of chlorides,

which is a necessary initial step in the carbon determinations, will throw

down all suspended particles and may lie expected to remove also a

variable proportion of colloids.

Colloids can be removed from water samples by ultra-filtration, but

care must be exercised to guard against contamination from the filters

and the filtering apparatus. We have used ultrafilters from " Mem-
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branfilter Gesellschaft," Gottingen. Germany, designated as 70 minutes,

which means that at a pressure difference of 1 atm. 100 ml. of pure

water will be filtered through 100 s<|. cm. in 70 minutes.

Our filtering apparatus is a modification of the Thiessen Ultrafiltra-

tion apparatus and it will stand a pressure of about 5 atm. The filtering

surface of 4 cm. 2 will therefore allow the filtration of about 15 ml./hour.

We generally pass the water first through a 25-35 sec. filter which will

remove all suspended matter including bacteria.

If the water contains more than a trace of colloids the rate of filtra-

tion through a 70-minute filter at a constant pressure will gradually

become reduced, but in the few experiments so far made with ocean

water no decrease in rate was observed and no difference could be

found between carbon or nitrogen values before and after ultra-filtration.

The detailed results of the application of these methods to sea water

collected from various localities and depths will be presented in separate

papers.

SUMMARY

A method for the determination of organic nitrogen in solution in

sea water is described in detail. The principle of Will-Warrentrap. in-

volving digestion at 500 C. with caustic soda in an atmosphere of hy-

drogen, is used. The sensitivity of the method is roughly 0.0003 mg. N,

giving an accuracy in sea water of about 5 per cent in 5- or 10-ml.

samples.

A wet combustion method for the analytical determination of dis-

solved organic carbon in sea water is presented. Halides are removed

with thallous sulphate, the evaporated sea water residue is oxidized by

means of eerie-chromic sulphuric acid, and the evolved carbon dioxide

eventually determined by acid titration of baryta solution through which

the gases have passed. The accuracy approaches 0.1 mg. carbon per

liter.

Differentiation between organic matter in colloidal and in true solu-

tion is made by analyses before and after ultra-filtration, using
" Mem-

branfilter Gesellschaft
"
collodion filters and a modification of the Thies-

sen ultrafiltration apparatus.
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STUDIES IN THE LIFE HISTORIES OF EUGLENIDA '

IV. A COMPARISON OF THE STRUCTURE AND DIVISION OF DISTIG.MA

PROTEUS EHRENBERG AND ASTASIA DANGEARDI LEMM.
A STUDY IN PnYLOGENY 2

JAMES B. LACKEY 3

INTRODUCTION

The Euglenicla are perhaps the most widely investigated of the non-

pathogenic flagellates. This interest is due to their beauty, wide distri-

bution, size, amenity to culture, and their varied modes of life, ranging

from the holophytic through the saprophytic and parasitic to the holo-

zoic. Despite our long acquaintance with them, they occupy an anom-

alous position in taxonomic studies, both among zoologists and botanists,

and the classification within the group is unstable, as shown by Rhodes

(1926), Hall and Jahn (1929), Calkins (1933), the writer (1934), and

others. In 1931, while investigating the relations between environ-

mental factors and mitotic behavior in cells under a Grant-in-Aid from

the National Research Council, the writer found an easy method of

cultivating these and other Euglenida ; so the present paper is an in-

direct contribution to that study and is a further attempt to add to our

knowledge of the Euglenida.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The organisms studied were obtained in activated sludge from the

Tenafly, N. J., Sewage Disposal Plant, where they occur in small num-

bers. They were cultivated on various tap water dilutions of auto-

claved wheat in Petri dishes, under a film of paraffin oil. Cover glasses

with zoogleal films containing them were fixed in Schaudinn's, Gilson's,

and Flemming's fluids and stained with iron hsematoxylin, eosin being

occasionally used as a counterstain.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ANIMALS

Distigiua protcus (Ehrenberg) is briefly described by Ehrenberg

(1838), Walton (1915), and Pascher (1913), so no lengthy descrip-

1
Journal Series paper N. J. Agricultural Experiment Station, New Bruns-

wick, N. J., Dept. Water and Sewage Research.
- This is the first of a series of papers prepared through the assistance of a

Grant-in-Aid from the National Research Council.
3 Research Zoologist, Dept. Water and Sewage Research.
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tion need be given here
;
but in addition to the characteristics noted by

these writers there are certain features which might be called to attention

as additional diagnostic features. Figure 1 shows the normal type of

^: T^jmv ,, i
:

.. ^iy- --- ..
* 1 **{ TTV- ,-,

~ t

FIG. 1. Living Distigma, 1900 diameters; all figures are drawn at this mag-
nification

; Spencer Lens Co. apochromatic equipment having been used throughout.

Note: faint gullet, reservoir, and adjacent contractile vacuole. The small size of

the paramylum bodies is characteristic.

FIG. 2. Sucessive shapes assumed by a living animal as an enlargement of

the posterior end of the body moves forward.

FIG. 3. Optical section of an animal after fixation in Gilson, stained with iron

hsematoxylin. Note : flagella, blepharoplasts, the endosome and accessory smaller

granule in the nucleus, gullet, reservoir and contractile vacuole. Below the con-

tractile vacuole are two cytoplasmic granules whose function is unknown.

living animal, and Fig. 2 shows the characteristic contortions which are

more pronounced in this organism than in any other euglenoid with

which this writer is familiar.
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The paramylum granules are notably constant in size and shape.

Except for the one mentioned below, they seem to be the only cyto-

plasmic inclusions, for wherever they are absent the cytoplasm is finely

granular and homogeneous.
The gullet, reservoir, and contractile vacuole are shown in Fig. 3.

The reservoir is quite small, and the gullet is short. One, or often two,

small contractile vacuoles are formed beneath it. The two flagella

enter the gullet and pass into the side wall of either the gullet or the

reservoir. They do not bifurcate and each ends in a blepharoplast ad-

jacent to the wall. Studies thus far have failed to reveal any fibrils

from the blepharoplasts to any other parts of the cell. After fixations

with Gilson's fluid, one or two cytoplasmic granules (Fig. 3) are found

in 85 per cent or more of individuals studied, but may not be found

after Schaudinn's, Flemming's, or Benda's fluids. In some they are

between the nucleus and the anterior end
;

in others, posterior to the

nucleus. It is possible that these granules are comparable to the one

described by Baker (1926) as a parabasal homologue, but it has not

been possible to trace them in division. Gilson's fluid also gives a dif-

ferent idea of nuclear structure, in that it shows an additional intra-

nuclear body, smaller than the endosome, but present in about 98 per

cent of the fixed animals. The percentages given are based on counts

of one hundred individuals encountered one after the other in moving
the slide across the field of vision, and are illustrative of the thousands

on each cover glass. Multiple endosomes are common in the Euglenidse,

as reported by the writer (1929), Ratcliffe (1927), and others, but the

selective fixation evidenced here is unique, and indicates the presence

within the nucleus of two
"
endosomal

"
bodies which are of different

composition. The endosome, as revealed by Schaudinn's and Flem-

ming's fluid, is single and generally spherical or ovoid, devoid of gran-
ules or internal vesicles.

The nuclear membrane is thin, or lacking, but the nuclear vesicle is

clearly defined, because the spaces in the chromatin reticulum are devoid

of visible contents, apparently being filled with nuclear sap. Tschenzoff

(1916) believed the nucleus in Euglena viridls to be a vesicle whose

boundary did not constitute a definite wall. The chromatin is in the

form of granules, apparently forming a permanent spireme, the gran-
ules composing linear aggregates.

The length of the animal varies, but such great variations as men-

tioned by Walton and Pascher were encountered only in animals which

were elongating or contracting excessively. The average length was

80 microns.
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No evidence was found indicating other than a saprozoic mode of

existence.

Encystment was noted in some of the cultures, but was never very
common. The animals first rounded up and became quiescent while

retaining their flagella. The vacuoles functioned for some time, but

finally a thick wall was formed. At this time the cyst is round (Fig. 4),

LJ/

FIG. 4. Round stage of encystment. The cytoplasm is vacuolated, and nu-

merous small black spheres are present. The wall is thick and no pores are visible.

FIG. 6. Outline, side view of a cyst similar to that shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 8. Optical section, Astasia. The bifurcated flagellum ends in two bleph-

aroplasts. The chromatin is in the form of rods, loops, or V's which do not seem
to be connected.

FIG. 9. A similar section, with the flagellum seemingly not bifurcated. In

reality this is a side view of it. The chromatin has a striking appearance of paired
rods. It is possible to find a more reticulate appearance which is not figured.

FIG. 10. Prophase, the blepharoplasts enlarged as if dividing. The chromatin

elements are exceptionally thick.

and the staining power is retained, but shortly after, the cyst becomes

a yellow rectangular or pentagonal shape (Figs. 5 and 6) with thick

walls and pores at the corners. It contains many paramylum granules,

and the contents stain faintly or not at all. In cysts in which nuclear

structure can be made out, there is no endosome, and the chromatin

seems to be aggregated principally against the nuclear membrane. No

attempt has been made to follow the history of encysted animals. As
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far as the writer is aware, cysts of this type have not heretofore been

reported for any of the Euglenidae.

The Astasia dealt with herein was obtained from the same source

and cultured in the same manner and often with the Distitjuui. It ap-

pears to conform most closely to the description of A. daiujcardi, as

given by Walton and Lemmermann, and is placed in that species. The
animals are extremely metabolic, whether free-swimming or creeping,

and may be club-shaped one moment, a flattened oval the next. The

gullet-reservoir vacuole system is so reduced as to be all but invisible

in the living or stained animals at a magnification of 1900 diameters.

The number of paramylum granules is small, from 8 to 12 (Fig. 7), and

there is more clear cytoplasm in the animals observed than in the Dis-

tigina. There is a single flagellum almost as long as the body, which

FIG. 5. Pentagonal cyst, from above. The thick yellow wall has 5 pores.
The black spheres have disappeared, the cytoplasm has become homogeneous and
the nucleus, devoid of an endosome, has its chromatin peripherally located.

FIG. 7. Living Astasia. The shape is typical and gullet, reservoir, contractile

vacuole, and nuclear vesicle are faintly shown as well as paramylum granules,

cytoplasmic granules, and the striations of the pellicle.

FIG. 11. Prophase, the new flagella well developed. The elongate endosome
is surrounded by a thin spireme, so entangled that it is barely possible to see the

endosome.

bifurcates in the reservoir and ends in two blepharoplasts. Hall and

Jahn ( 1929) report that the flagellum does not bifurcate, but on slides

containing thousands of individuals the writer has had no difficulty in

finding plentiful evidence of bifurcation in the vegetative as well as

the division stages.

The posteriorly located nucleus seems universally to have a single

endosome and the chromatin is in the form of threads (Fig. 8), loops
or Y's, a condition usually indicative of a permanent spireme stage.

No cytoplasmic inclusions other than the one type of paramylum
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bodies have been demonstrated in this study. The animals are appar-

ently saprozoic and are facultative anaerobes. No cysts have been

identified by the writer and, contrary to the statement of Walton, divi-

sion is by longitudinal binary fission in the active state.

DIVISION OF LIVING ASTASIA

From cytological examination, it had been ascertained that the an-

terior end of a dividing Astasia was relatively square in shape. Watch-

ing a living culture at a magnification of 950 diameters, an individual

trapped in a small space was observed at 7 :20 P.M. to have this square

end. This indicated approximately the metaphase. One flagellum was

visible in the right half, which also showed a very small gullet and

reservoir. All the paramylum was crowded into the posterior end of

the body, indicating that the nucleus now occupied the anterior end.

Within five minutes, a shallow median furrow appeared and deepened

rapidly. At 8:00 P.M. the daughter individuals were three-fourths

separated. The animal moved quite a bit within its confines, but no

violent contortions occurred, as happens in Pcraneum. The new fla-

gellum of the left half was first visible at 7:50 P.M., but thereafter, it

rapidly increased in length, although it was not as apparent as the orig-

inal one when the two cells parted. The paramylum granules were

pushed back until the constriction was half through the body, then,

nuclear division evidently being complete, the granules streamed into

each daughter half. At 8:10 P.M. the two cells separated suddenly
and active swimming about began.

DIVISION IN FIXED AND STAINED ANIMALS

The above account is substantiated in stained preparations. The be-

ginning of mitosis is indicated by a thickening of the chromatin threads,

and the formation of the endosome into a rod. The anterior end be-

comes square and the nucleus migrates into it. The chromatin strands

become so thick as to almost fill the nuclear space. In this organism the

thickness and close spacing of the chromatin threads surrounding the en-

dosomes is so marked as to all but obscure it and no idea of the shape of

the spireme or chromosomes can be had even in very much destained

specimens. They do not form an orderly pattern about the endosome

(Fig. 11), as they are too long and their ends are too much entangled.

Because of these conditions no definite metaphase arrangement can be

made out. In the succeeding stage (Figs. 12, 13) the endosome is

surrounded by a cordon of long, straight, but irregularly beaded rods,

at least some of them undergoing an apparent transverse median divi-

sion. Such a chromosome configuration is shown in almost all of the
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figures of workers who have described the division of Euglenida. Dan-

geard (1901) reported this, terming the rods
"
chromospires

"
;
Belaf

(1916) has reported a similar case of Astasia; and Khawkine (1886),

FIG. 12. A metaphase in which the chromosomes have become straight rods,

which will shortly break transversely, the breaks being at the apex point of the

original V-figure.

FIG. 13. Same, but the long axis of the nucleus parallel to that of the animal.

Such figures are often found but no intermediate angles between this and that

of Fig. 12 have been found.

FIG. 14. Anaphase. There are 12 visible daughter chromosomes at one

pole, 11 at the other.

FIG. 15. Anaphase, in which the chromosomes are clumped.
FIG. 16. Telophase. Each daughter nucleus contains 12 chromosomes. No

flagellla were visible in this organism.
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Tschenzoff (1916), Baker (1926), and Ratcliffe (1927) have shown

similar conditions for species of Euglcna; Hall and Powell ( 1928) and

Brown (1930) for Pcrancnia; and the writer (1929) for Entoslphon.

The daughter groups of chromosomes move to the opposite ends of

the nucleus quickly. From the observations on the living animal, it is

judged that from the splitting apart of the chromosomes until the nuclear

reorganization takes only about an hour. These daughter chromosomes

do not become vacuolated
; they simply form a tangled mass about the

end of the endosome until individuality is lost (Fig. 15). It is only

after the V's have become practically straight, i.e. when the two daughter
chromosomes are still attached to each other at the end, that a correct

count of their number can be made, and even then a dividing nucleus

must be found in which the long axis of the endosome is vertical. Bet-

ter counts may be made from anaphase or telophase nuclei. From such

nuclei (Figs. 14, 16) it is believed that the number of chromosomes is 12.

The endosome, here as in other Euglenida, acts as the central axis

of the division figure. In the prophases it becomes a straight rod

(Figs. 11 to 16), then elongates and begins to pull apart in the middle,

coming to resemble a double-headed club, which is finally pinched in

two as the nuclear membrane separates. Its two pointed rods persist

for some time, but eventually they shorten and enter into the reorganiza-

tion of the nucleus.

The behavior of the flagellum and kinetic elements is typical. One
set is retained by one daughter cell, the other getting a new set. The

old blepharoplasts each bud off a new one, and the two pairs slowly

separate. Evidently the roots of the new flagellum growing out from

the daughter blepharoplasts unite after they have grown out a short dis-

tance. Direct evidence on this is very hard to obtain, but it is indicated

in Figs. 10 and 12. The blepharoplasts in Astasia can hardly be con-

sidered as the division centers because of their position, which is not

at the ends of the division figure, but more on the anterior face of the

persistent nuclear membrane. Additional force is lent this interpretation

by the retention of one flagellum and its activity, while the animal is

dividing.

Nuclear reorganization is also typical. The daughter chromosomes

aggregate about the end of the shortening endosome, and insensibly

change into the condition characteristic of interkinesis. Throughout the

whole process the cell has retained its elongate shape and is active.

DIVISION IN DlSTIGMA

In this animal the cell rounds up and undergoes the euglenoid move-

ments characteristic of Pcranema in division. The nucleus often pre-
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pares for division before the kinetic organelles. The endosome elon-

gates ; simultaneously the chromatin forms a thin spireme (Kig. 17) of

ever increasing thickness. It is not a smooth spireme, hut a headed one,

if

FIG. 17. Optical section transverse to the long axis of the endosome of

Distigma. The thin spireme is well shown. Four flagella are already present.
FIG. 18. The metaphase plate in Distigma. The chromosomes are longi-

tudinally split, and are U's or Vs.
FIG. 19. Metaphase plate in Distigma. The chromosomes have straightened

out to encircle the endosome as a cordon of beaded rods.

FIG. 20. Anaphase in Distigma. At least one of the chromosomes has not

yet parted at the apex of the V. The blepharoplasts are manifestly not the poles
of the division figure.

the chromosomes being of varying sizes. However, the beading is much
less pronounced than when the chromosomes are fully formed. The
threads are either more widely spaced than those of Astasia at this stage,
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or their length and number of twists and turns is less, for whereas in a

stained Astasia the nucleus is a mass of stained black threads, in Di-

stigma the individual threads can be discerned. These threads now
shorten and at the same time become thicker. Then the chromosomes

are differentiated. They are oriented about the center of the endosome

(Fig. 18) in a somewhat tangential plane at this time, but their length

prevents the formation of a well-defined metaphase plate. From studies

of this stage, it is indicated that the chromosomes are long irregular rods

and that they undergo a longitudinal split. Such a split may be ob-

served in several chromosomes in Fig. 18. When this split occurs could

not be determined in Distigma; the spireme is too tenuous and the re-

sulting nucleus (Fig. 17) gives no indication of paired strands of chro-

momeres. Tschenzoff (1916) found an anaphasic or telophasic split

for the chromosomes of Euglena viridis, which infers an interphasic per-

sistence of the chromosomes. Nothing of the sort can be seen here
;

the first appearance of a split is at the metaphase. Evidently the chro-

mosomes split longitudinally and a separation of daughter halves begins

at one end, thus forming Y's and V's which gradually open out alto-

gether, separation of the daughter chromosomes finally occurring at

the apex of the V. This would mean a terminal traction fiber attach-

ment in cells with spindles, such as some sea urchin egg cleavages. In

Distigma many of the chromosomes pass to the poles as straight rods

just as if they had such terminal attachments and they thus present a

remarkable parallel, in this anastral division, to an astral one. They do

not change in length, but about the time they have formed their cordon

about the endosome (Fig. 19), that body begins to elongate, and the

chromosomes part in the middle, simulating a transverse division. No

pairing of the chromosomes is to be found, but it would be difficult to

see, because, instead of being radially disposed to the endosome, they

are now parallel to it. At this time, and in the anaphase (Fig. 22)

16 chromosomes can be counted in optical sections.

As the endosome elongates, it acts like a heavy but pliable rod
;

if

cell constriction has begun, it may bend more and more before the

advancing depression until it becomes U-shaped. The chromosomes

remain grouped about its two ends, undergoing few changes other than

a gradual shortening. They remain separate and deeply staining after

the endosome has pinched in two. Reorganization of the daughter nu-

clei, however, lags far behind cell division
;
and often daughter cells

may be seen (Fig. 23) in which the pointed endosome, still appearing

to pierce the nuclear membrane posteriorly, and the daughter chromo-

somes may still be found, marking that cell as a young individual. No

especial significance seems to be attached to this, however, and the nu-

cleus eventually assumes a typical interkinetic appearance.
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The behavior of the kinetic elements is somewhat different from that

in Astasia. The two flagella each end in a single blepharoplast, and in

division each blepharoplast divides or buds off a new one. The new

FIG. 21. Same stage, long type.

FIG. 22. Optical section through two daughter nuclei of Distigma at ana-

phase. Sixteen chromosomes can be counted.

FIG. 23. Telophase, Distigma. The endosome is U-shaped, and the chromo-

somes are still distinguishable.

FIG. 24. A "
young

"
Distigma. Chromosomes still distinguishable, and the

endosome still drawn to a point.

flagella then grow out quickly from the new blepharoplasts. The two

pairs have assumed positions approximately at opposite poles of the

division figure at the time of separation of the chromosomes. As in

Astasia they never act as division centers, and logically it is difficult to
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conceive how one persistent pair of blepharoplasts and another pair

budded off during the process of division could act as division centers,

despite the fact that blepharoplasts generally are stated to have such a

function. No such assumption is necessary, however, for the progress

of nuclear division and development of the kinetic apparatus are

synchronous.
DISCUSSION

The method of nuclear division in the Euglenida has been of absorb-

ing interest since the early works of Khawkine (1886), and Keuten

(1895), and the later work of Dangeard (1901) in this field. Since

the Protista might reasonably be expected to offer examples of primi-

tive modes of division, as pointed out by Wilson (1930), it is not sur-

prising that chromospire formation in the Euglenida as described by

Dangeard offered a division seemingly primitive. Recent research

however, has tended to prove that the beaded chromosomes of the Eu-

glenida in reality divide by a longitudinal split and not by a transverse

break in a straight rod-like chromosome. Tschenzoff (1916) offered

evidence of this, and Baker (1926). Hall (1923), Hall and Powell

(1928), Ratcliffe (1927). the writer (1929), and others have shown

that the chromosomes are generally of such length that they usually

make up a tangled mass in the prophases and do not form an orderly,

equatorial metaphase plate. However, as they split longitudinally, they

begin to straighten out, so that the endosome comes to be surrounded by

a cordon of elongated rods. If most of the chromosomes were rods

which began to split at one end, they would eventually give a configura-

tion such as that pictured by Dangeard in his account of chromospire

formation and transverse splitting in various Euglenida, or by Belar in

Astasia lei'is. If the chromosomes were V's or if the split began in the

middle, such shapes would be formed as figured by Tschenzoff, Baker,

et al. In the present paper the writer believes he has shown with cer-

tainty that elongate chromosomes are formed just as in many other

organisms ;
that a sort of metaphase plate is formed about the endosome,

but the alignment of its chromosomes in an equatorial plane is obscured

or prevented by their tenuousness, entanglement, and lack of spindle

fibers
;
that each chromosome undergoes a transverse split which in most

of them begins at one end and results in the formation of V-shaped

structures as the split progresses ; that, as the split nears the end of the

chromosome, the chromosome becomes a straight rod
;
and that the final

separation of the two daughter halves is the apparent transverse split so

often seen. Belaf has shown this apparent transverse split very well in

his figures of the division of Astasia let-is, and thev mav be seen in theo * *

figures of other workers. If the writer's interpretation be true, how-
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ever, there is nothing particularly primitive about the partition of the

chromatin to the daughter cells in these Euglenida.

The position of the nucleus in dividing astasias is remarkably con-

stant. In the interkinetic organism it may be in the anterior, median,

or posterior part of the animal, but in division it is always in the anterior

end in close approximation to the kinetic apparatus. If it were not for

the fact that nuclear division progresses as rapidly as the division and

outgrowth of kinetic elements, it would seem as if the blepharoplasts

must indeed serve as division centers. A similar position is taken by
the nucleus of Euglcna at/ills, according to Baker, and may be correlated

in this organism with the origin of the kinetic complex from the enclo-

some of the nucleus. However, the writer does not find any connection

with, or origin from, the nucleus of the kinetic apparatus in Astasia, so

the constancy of position is thus far without significance.

One of the most striking features in mitosis in the Euglenida is the

behavior of the endosome. Spindles are present in none of the Eu-

glenida thus far described, and it is generally stated that the endosome

is the division center. In a literal sense this is true and there is little

variation in the form and behavior of the endosome among the various

Euglenidae whose division has been studied. The chief variation seems

to be that the endosome may change early or late in mitosis
;
in Astasia,

elongation begins as soon as there is any evidence of mitotic activity ;

in Distigma, elongation occurs only when the spireme is well organized
and the daughter flagella are already in evidence; and in Euglena I'iridis,

according to Tschenzoff, only after the chromosomes are well formed.

In forms with multiple endosomes, the elongation is occasionally shared

by more than one of the fragments. Hall and Powell (1928) picture

such a case in Peranema, and the writer has seen such instances in this

same organism. The peculiarity in Peranema is that, when the endo-

some consists of more than one part, the additional fragment elongates

toward one pole only, and does not divide.

In Astasia, the endosome quickly shortens and rounds up in the final

stages of division into the shape typical of interkinesis, while in Di-

stigma, the endosome retains its long-drawn-out pointed shape for some

time after separation of the daughter cells and may even pierce the

nuclear vesicle to enter the cytoplasm. The whole process of nuclear

reorganization is very slow in Distigma, and one may frequently dis-

tinguish
"
young

"
cells by their chromosomes and pointed endosomes.

If there is any significance in this, it is not apparent, but it does serve

to call attention to the support afforded the chromosomes by the endo-

somes, for they retain their individuality for a long time. The writer

is of the opinion that the endosome in the Euglenida takes the place of
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the spindle in division, and that it acts in no wise as a centriole, and does

not contain a centriole in any euglenid studied by the writer.

There seems to he no definite structure which can be called a divi-

sion
"
center

"
in the Euglenida. There are some accounts of centrioles,

but it has not been shown that they initiate mitotic phenomena. In the

Euglenida investigated by the writer, the endosome might serve as the

division center in Entosiphon, where the blepharoplasts sometimes do

not divide until metaphase, and likewise in Astasia; the blepharoplasts

might serve this function in Perancuni; while there is no distinguishable

center in Distigma. Nor is the endosome a division center in Euglcna

viridis, according to Tschenzofr. In anastral mitosis, it is perhaps gra-

tuitous to seek a division center
;
for there is hardly a cell structure

more dynamic than chromatin itself. But it does offer difficulties to

a
"
blepharoplast-centriole

"
concept, not to have blepharoplasts serving

as such centers.

In view of the admittedly unsatisfactory classification of the Eu-

glenida, the findings in this paper are offered as an aid in this field.

Hall and Jahn (1929) have recently pointed out that probably the best

basis for a satisfactory classification will be cytological, and they show-

that the Euglenidae investigated by them all have a bifurcated flagellum.

whereas the Astasiidse do not have such a bifurcation. The writer be-

lieves, however, from a critical cytological study, that the flagellum in

Astasia dangeardi does bifurcate. If this be true, their criterion for

placing colorless forms with one flagellum in the Astasiidae is no longer

valid. However, the green members Euglcna, Phacus, Trachclomo-

nas, and Lepocinclis, which the writer has investigated also show the

characteristic thickening on one of the flagellar roots (Fig. 25), familiar

to students of the group. This structure is readily shown following

fixation in Flemming's fluid and staining with iron hsematoxylin and it

is present in euglenas which have been kept either in the dark or in a

rich organic medium so that they have lost their chlorophyll- If this

condition is true of all the green members, and of these which have

merely lost their chlorophyll, it is still possible to divide the order into

families on a cytological basis. All those green members and the uni-

flagellate forms, whose flagellum bifurcates, and in which there is a

lens-like thickening on one root of it, should be placed in the family

Euglenidae. All uniflagellate forms with or without a bifurcated root

to the flagellum, but no lens-like thickening, should be placed in the

family Astasiidae, while all biflagellate and polyflagellate forms, none

of which apparently show any bifurcation of the flagellum, should be

included in the family Heteronemideae. The only present change would

be the necessity of transferring Pentiicnni to the Heteronemideae, close
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to Hctcroiicnui. which it greatly resembles. This scheme of classifica-

tion would not invalidate the suggestions of Hall and Jahn except to

make advisable the retention of the stigma-bearing astasias in the genus
Astasia pending further cvtological examination.

At present, the only colorless form with a bifurcated flagellum, aside

from Euglcna, seems to be Astasia datujcardi, and the writer differs

from Hall and Jahn in regard to this point. There is, however, cer-

tainly no lens-like thickening on the roots or root of its flagellum, so its

position is secured.

FIG. 25. Euglena sp. A specimen fixed in Flemming and stained with iron

hsematoxylin to show the nuclear structure and the bifurcated flagellum. Each
root ends in a blepharoplast adjacent to the floor of the reservoir. There is a

heavy discoid thickening on the flagellum just before it bifurcates.

Moreover, such a classification represents a phylogenetic series. The

ancestral form (Fig. 26) was probably a euglenid with chlorophyll,

and a flagellum with a single root ;
its possession of the lens-like body is

problematical, but it seems possible that the stigma is a more recently

developed structure than chloroplasts. Some euglenas, notably E. dcses,

have many granules of the same material as the stigma, which move

about in the cytoplasm by cyclosis or Brownian movement or both. If

the stigma is a recently developed structure, so, probably, is the flagellar

swelling.
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From this ancestral form, the present Euglenidae (Fig. 266) arose

when the flagellum split at its base, possibly as a result of abnormal

behavior in division, the blepharoplast dividing, and either the flagellum

attempting to divide, or the outgrowth from the new flagellum uniting

with the old one. In another place the writer will show that such be-

havior actually occurs in Entosiphon.

The third step in the series resulted when Euylcna lost its chlorophyll,

and therefore the structures necessary for orientation toward a source

of light. The resulting organism (Fig. 26r) is of the Astasia type.

Loss of chlorophyll is so common for some species of Euglena that com-

ment is unnecessary.

FIG. 26. The suggested phytogenetic history of the Euglenida. The primitive

organism, green and with an undivided flagellum is seen at a. The present green
forms generally conform to b, while the uniflagellate colorless forms such as

Asfasia dangcardi are represented by c and the bi- and polyflagellate colorless

forms, the Heteronemidese, represented by d, are derived from a form like c.

Finally, if an organism of the Astasia dangcardi type, that is, with a

bifurcated flagellum root and no flagellar thickening, should have the

flagellum completely bifurcated, either, by a split along its entire length

or by failure of the two roots to unite, the biflagellate colorless forms

(Fig. 26d) would be produced. It is not difficult to conceive that such

an evolutionary process of derivation has taken place, or even to derive

such forms as Eutreptia and Euglcnamorpha, and indeed Wenrich

(1924) asserts that evolutionary processes are evident in his studies of

the latter form, although he considers that duplication of the flagella is

occurring. Such a series, however, emphasizes the interrelationships

of the members of the order, and the rational basis of classifying them.
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SUMMARY

1. The structures of living and stained Distigma profens Ehbg. and

Astasia dangcardi Lemm. are shown and compared.

2. Formation of yellow pentagonal cysts is noted for Distu/uui.

3. Disti</nni has 16 chromosomes, Astasnt has 12. In both animals

they are elongate and somewhat headed. They form irregular mcta-

phase plates and hy a separation of halves of the longitudinal chromo-

somes, surround the endosome with a cordon of rod-like chromosomes.

4. The final parting of the two daughter chromosomes is as a rule

at one end, hut it simulates a transverse break.

5. Individual chromosomes may persist in the nuclei of daughter

cells of D. protens even after separation, but in A. dangeardi reorganiza-

tion of the nuclei is complete by the time the cells separate.

6. Mitosis is anastral in these organisms, there being no centrioles,

asters, or spindles.

7. The endosome seems to take the place of the spindle.

8. The blepharoplasts do not function as division centers, but do

divide, or bud off daughter blepharoplasts.

9. One daughter cell gets an old kinetic complex (flagella, blepharo-

plasts) and the other part gets new kinetic organelles, the one or two

flagella growing out from the blepharoplasts.

10. It is suggested that the Euylcna with a bifurcated flagellum on

which is a discoid thickening, and the AstasiicUe having a bifurcated fla-

gellum with no discoid thickening came from an ancestral form whose

flagellum did not have two roots, while the complete splitting of the

bifurcated flagellum of the Astasiidse gave rise to the Heteronemidese,

with two or more non-bifurcated flagella.
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THE EFFECT OF VERY DILUTE ETHYL ALCOHOL UPON
THE RATE OF CELL DIVISION

RESULTS OF MEASUREMENTS ON EGGS OF THE MARINE
\YORM, URECHIS

D. M. WHITAKER

(From the Department of Zooloay and flic Hopkins Marine Station,

Stanford Uniz'ersity)

Most investigations of the effect of very dilute alcohol upon the rate

of cell division have been carried out with Parameciuin, but Spirosto-

iinini, Stcntor, and Stylonychia have also been used. The narcotizing
effect of higher concentrations of alcohol which suppress cell division

has been studied on marine eggs by a number of investigators,
1 but I

do not know of any attempts before now to see if there is in these forms

a stimulating effect of more dilute subnarcotizing concentrations. The
concentrations of alcohol which inhibit cell division in the Protozoa and

in marine eggs are of the same order of magnitude, and are similar to

the concentrations which cause narcosis of a large variety of animal

cells and tissues : i.e., about 25 per cent, depending on the species and

the exposure time (see 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12).

Experiments upon Protozoa

Calkins and Lieb (2) found that the division rate of Paramccium in

l
/25 per cent to % 6 per cent ethyl alcohol was increased 30 per cent or

more compared with controls. The effect lasted at least a month and

the general vitality of the culture was improved. Estabrook (4), how-

ever, found that concentrations of 1 per cent or less had no effect what-

soever upon the growth or division rate.
2 Woodruff (14), using pure

line cultures, confirmed Calkins and Lieb in finding that }o." per cent

alcohol increased the division rate of Paramccium, but the stimulation

was temporary (e.g., 5 to 30 days) unless reestablished by doubling the

alcoholic strength to % 2 Per cent, and again to % per cent. Similar

results were obtained with Stylonychia. Summarizing a large amount

of data, Woodruff concludes that minute closes of alcohol decrease the

rate of cell division at one stage of the life cycle and increase it (tempo-

rarily) at another.

Matheny (11) found that Parainccla were retarded in 3 per cent

1 For references, see (7, 8 and 9).
2 Retardation and inhibition occurred in 2 per cent and more.
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alcohol but that in concentrations ranging from %oo Per cent to 2 per

cent there was no effect. Bills (1) found that dilute methyl, ethyl,

propyl and butyl alcohol all improved cultures of Paramecium (pure

lines of P. caudatum and P. aurclia) which were deficient in food.

Ethyl alcohol was best. When food was deficient in the medium, in

which two kinds of bacteria predominated, 1 per cent ethyl alcohol both

postponed starvation of the culture and death, and revived starving

cultures.

Daniel (3) found that a certain type of Stcntor and that Splrosto-

niiiin thrive in 1 per cent alcohol, with the division rate stimulated.

Another type of Stcntor showed ciliary stimulation but no increase in

division rate. Concentrations of 2 per cent and 3 per cent caused

death in a few hours.

These results of studies on the Protozoa are in large measure in-

consistent and contradictory. But this is perhaps to be expected in

view of the complexity of these -organisms and especially because of

the variability of the media employed. It was not possible to use

sterile, constant, reproducible media when these experiments were per-

formed. Even so, there are some points of agreement throughout :

( 1 ) Alcoholic concentrations of 2 per cent or somewhat more retard

cell division and growth. (2) Concentrations of 1 per cent to % 5 per

cent either are without effect or else stimulate cell division and growth.
3

Purpose of Experiments Here Reported

For testing the effect of sub-narcotizing concentrations of alcohol

upon the rate of cell division, a suitable marine egg has several advan-

tages compared with the Protozoa :

(1) The medium (sea water) is constant.

(2) There is no nutrition problem. Food is self-contained and in

excess. 4 There is little reason, therefore, to suppose that alcohol will

act here as a stimulant to division by compensating for food deficiency.

(3) A? [. Gray (6) has pointed out, protozoan cell division is more

immediately related to growth than is necessarily the early division of

the egg cell, which may continue as a mere subdivision of materials, not

necessarily dependent upon increase of protoplasmic mass.

3 Growth as well as division when the size of the daughter cells is not reduced

in proportion to the increased division rate.

4 That the rate of cell division is limited by factors other than the concentra-

tion of available food is suggested for the sea urchin egg by the results of Loeb and

Wasteneys (10). That the same relations hold in Urechis is an assumption which

is reasonable at present. The fact that eggs develop to the gastrula stage before

taking in food from the outside, and (Gray (6)) that successive early cleavages

proceed without diminishing cleavage rate is further evidence.
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Method

The eggs of the marine worm, Credits canpo ( Kisher and Mac-
Ginitie (5)) have heen used. One large female contains many mil-

lions of eggs which may he- removed from time to time for weeks or

months. All eggs used were taken from the same female, and were

fertilized with sperm from the same male. The adults were kept in

separate aquaria of running sea water and both yielded apparently

perfect gametes two months after experiments were terminated.

All conditions were standardized as much as possible. A large auto-

matic water bath thermostat was used which contained heating and

cooling units and which varied in temperature 0.01 C. throughout
the whole period of the experiments. Due to an error in recording,
it is not absolutely certain whether the temperature of the bath was
12.93 C. 0.01 or 13.93 C. 0.01. It was almost certainly the

latter, and in any case was the same throughout all measurements.

Moist chambers were made from Petri dishes in which a paraffin

partition, as high as the wall of the dish, divided the bottom of each

Petri vessel into two compartments. In each experiment three 1-cc.

glass dishes with flat bottoms were placed in each compartment, the

three on one side being the experimental vessels, the other three being
the controls. Sea water covered the bottom of the compartment con-

taining the controls, and an alcoholic solution of the concentration being
used experimentally covered the bottom of the experimental compart-
ment of the moist chamber. The cover of the Petri dish was sealed

on with vaseline which also sealed the top of the paraffin partition.

The moist chambers were then totally submerged and weighted down
in the stirred water bath until a few minutes before the final observa-

tion time. At first a microscope was arranged to record the cleavage
time while the eggs were still under water in the bath, but poor optical

definition caused more error in determining the end point than the

second order temperature error of removing the Petri dish and its

cover and making direct observation on the stage of the microscope
in the room. The room temperature was usually only 1 to 3 C.

above the bath temperature, and with practice it became possible to

remove the moist chamber from the thermostat only about three min-

utes before taking the final count. Since the measure sought was the

difference between the time to cleavage of the eggs in the experimental
and control vessels, and as these were treated exactly alike, the error

due to temperature rise at this time was considerably less than 1 per cent.

All glassware and solutions were brought to the temperature of the

bath before use. The solutions of alcohol were made by volume, 2 per

cent, l
l
/2 per cent, 1 per cent, % per cent, % Per cent, Ys per cent,

l/1G
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per cent, % 2 Per cent
> /tu Per cent

>
tmis covering a range of 128-fold

Stronger solutions than 2 per cent were of no use for the present pur-

pose as even 2 per cent inhibited cleavage. No correction was made

for osmotic pressure since alcohol penetrates the cells readily, probably

to greater concentration than in the sea water medium. Eggs were,

in fact, worse affected if correction was made with distilled water.

Fairly heavy insemination of a sample of eggs was carried out in

a dish at the bath temperature with immediate stirring to reduce the

time for sperm-egg contacts. Eggs were then pipetted into the three

experimental dishes, usually between 20 and 40 eggs being dispersed in

each dish to avoid crowding or proximity. This number of eggs was

found to be about as many as could be accurately counted at the end.

Another sample of the same inseminated eggs was transferred to a

Syracuse dish containing the experimental concentrations of alcohol,

but not until 5 minutes after insemination. This period in sea water

was kept to permit sperm entry to be well underway before any con-

tact with alcohol, to rule out any effect of the alcohol upon the swim-

ming or attachment of the sperm to the egg. The first alcoholic solu-

tion served as a wash bath to avoid dilution, and the eggs were at once

placed about 20-40 each in the experimental dishes containing the alco-

holic solutions. The moist chamber was then sealed and placed in the

tank within a minute. The eggs were out of the bath longer at the start

than at the finish, due to the 5-minute delay, but the temperature error

was again second order and negligible.

When the Petri dish was removed from the bath and opened it fitted

onto the stage of the microscope and all six dishes in it could be ob-

served by rotating the Petri dish. As the eggs were being observed,

counts were made of the exact number in each dish, and the time was

counted when that egg divided which represented division of half of

the eggs in the dish. This time was estimated when there were an odd

number of eggs in the dish. It was found that with a certain type of

illumination an optical property of the dividing egg could be used as

a very sharp end point. As the two advancing cleavage furrows ap-

proached, the thin ectoplasm lining the furrows yielded a white glow,

and the time at which the glowing films of the two approaching furrows

touched could be determined within 15 seconds or less in a closely

observed egg. Time was usually recorded to the nearest quarter min-

ute for a given dish of eggs. Occasionally polyspermic or unfertilized

eggs were present and these were eliminated from the count, but they

were very rare. In no case at any time did the controls fertilize less

than 99 per cent. Urechis eggs are exceedingly hardy and reliable when

the animals are in good condition.
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Results

The results are summarized in Table I. Figure 1 is a graph of the

next to last column of Table I in which the horizontal axis (alcoholic

concentration) is on a geometric progression scale to magnify space

between the points at the left which would be almost superimposed on

a linear scale.

TABLE I

Averaged results for each concentration of alcohol. The columns, left to right,

show: (1) percentage of alcohol by volume, (2) total number of experiments in that

percentage, each with a control, (3) average time from insemination until 50 per cent

of the control eggs had cleaved, (4) average time until 50 per cent of the experimental

eggs had cleaved, (5) the percentage increase in time lapse for experimental eggs, (6)

the relative cleavage rate of the experimental eggs, counting the rate of the controls as

100 per cent, and (7) the range of percentages of the individual experiments entering

into the average value given in 6.
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in a particular concentration of alcohol into the average time for the

simultaneous controls.

In 2 per cent alcohol complete cleavages did not take place. Be-

ginning usually about 170 to 175 minutes after insemination, i.e., well

after the controls had cleaved, the eggs in 2 per cent alcohol became ir-

regular with both large and small protrusions or lobes. The lobing was

probably aided by the lowering of surface tension by the alcohol. 6 An
abortive attempt at cleavage was made. The nucleus usually divided

but the cytoplasm did not. At about 195 minutes the eggs rounded up
and became quiescent, bearing two nuclei which sometimes fused or

came to lie closely together and sometimes remained well apart. At

this time the controls were in the 4-cell stage. At about 230 minutes

the eggs in 2 per cent alcohol again actively attempted cell division, with

lobes and protrusions, but again abortively, with only the nuclei dividing.

Cleavage attempts were thus both late and unsuccessful. Eggs which

remained in 2 per cent alcohol later achieved some measure of incom-

plete cellulation, and after 24 hours had developed cilia which slowly

rotated the abnormal larvae. Eggs transferred from 2 per cent alcohol

to fresh" sea water just prior to attempts at cell division largely recov-

ered. Polar body formation was normal in 2 per cent alcohol or less,

although in alcoholic solutions made isosmotic by the addition of distilled

water, the polar bodies were often very large, sometimes fused, and

sometimes resorbed. Isosmotic solutions were not used in the experi-

ments, as stated earlier, because of the ready penetration of alcohoHnto

the cells.

In l
l
/2 per cent alcohol some protrusions and irregularities accom-

panied cleavage, and the blastomeres were sometimes unequal, but a

very large majority of the eggs ended up completely cleaved, with

smooth blastomeres and normal nuclear distribution. The criterion

chosen for counting the eggs just cleaved (described in the preceding

section headed
" Method ") was considerably less sharply defined, and

in iy> per cent alcohol it was necessary to estimate cleavage time more

roughly. Cleavage was decidedly delayed in this concentration.

In 1 per cent alcohol the cleavage type was detectably altered. The

optical glow of the ectoplasm lining the furrows was less sharply de-

fined. There was a very slight tendency for the eggs to form protru-

sions. The cleavage type was very close to normal, however, in all

respects.

In % per cent to % 4 per cent alcohol the type of cleavage could not

be distinguished from that of the normal controls.

6 Pantin (13) has found that alcohol causes protrusions and pseudopods in a

marine amoeba.
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Discussion

The L'rccJiis egg, presumably with excess self-contained food, shows

no stimulation of division rate, within less than 1 per cent, in sub-

narcotizing concentrations of alcohol (Fig. 1). While it has not been

directly proved that Paraniccinin and other Protozoa can use alcohol

directly as a food, it is not improbable in view of its biochemical rela-

tions that alcohol can be utilized either directly or through the medium
of microorganisms which may in turn be used as food. It is well estab-
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FIG. 1. The average cleavage rates (reciprocals of time lapse from insemina-

tion until 50 per cent of the eggs had just completed the first cleavage) of Urcchis

eggs in percentages of ethyl alcohol by volume in sea water. The rates are ex-

pressed as percentages of control rates. The horizontal axis is on a geometric

progression scale to avoid superposition of points to the left. In 2 per cent alcohol

(off scale) cytoplasmic division was inhibited.

lished that the food supply in the medium limits the rates both of growth
and cell division in Protozoa, at least when the food supply is deficient.

When there is an excess of food, other factors may limit the rate of

cell division. If alcohol in sub-narcotizing concentrations is utilizable

as a food, directly or indirectly, the different and apparently contra-

dictory results in the protozoan studies might be due in part at least

to this effect, with different effective nutrient content of the different

media. From this point of view the lack of stimulation in the Urechis

egg is not inconsistent with the results of the protozoan studies.
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The Urechis egg in constant medium with self-contained food and

nut necessarily dependent upon growth
7 for cell division affords a

comparatively simple and direct test of the effect of dilute alcohol on

the rate of cell division.

Summary

1. Alcohol has no effect on the rate of cell division of Urechis eggs

except to retard and inhibit. In 2 per cent alcohol the first cell division

is inhibited, although the nucleus usually divides.

2. In l l
/y per cent alcohol the time lapse to first cleavage is increased

approximately 15 per cent. In 1 per cent alcohol it is increased ap-

proximately 3.5 per cent. (See Table I.)

3. A series of sub-narcotizing concentrations of alcohol covering the

range % per cent to % 4 per cent does not stimulate the rate of cell divi-

sion nor affect it within limits of 1 per cent (see Fig. 1).

4. This covers the ranges in which stimulation to the extent of 30

per cent or more has in some cases been observed in Protozoa. In other

cases, with the same and with other protozoan forms, no stimulation has

been found.

5. It is suggested that the stimulation in the Protozoa, when it oc-

curs, may be largely a nutritive phenomenon, where food supply is

acting as a limiting factor to division rate. This involves the assump-
tion that alcohol may be used as a food either directly or through the

medium of microorganisms.
6. The Urechis egg, with self-contained food supply, presumably

avoids this limiting factor. It has other points of simplicity for testing

the effect of dilute alcohol upon cleavage rate, such as constant medium,

which are discussed. The varying and apparently contradictory results

of different investigators with the Protozoa and the results with UrccJii.;

eggs can be placed tentatively in agreement if certain assumptions are

made.
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FURTHER STUDIES OF EXOGASTRULATION IN THE
SEA URCHIN

A. J. WATERMAN

(From the Department of Biology, Brooklyn College,
1 and the

Marine Biological Laboratory, H'oods Hole)

INTRODUCTION

Observation has shown (Herbst, 1893; MacArthur, 1924; Runn-

strom, 1928; Driesch, 1893) that by means of a variety of external

stimuli the processes involved in the gastrulation of the sea urchin

could be inhibited at the fertilized egg stage and that the potential

endoderm cells subsequently formed an exovation which differentiated

into a tripartite gut. In these exogastrulse the ectoderm generally dif-

ferentiated the apical plate and stomodseum while the mesenchyme fre-

quently underwent excessive proliferation to give accessory skeletal

structures and various abnormalities of the skeleton. The agents which

were found to produce these effects included LiCl, CaClo, diluted or

stale sea water, CuSO 4 , HgCl, KCN, all the lithium halides, HC1,

sodium butyrate, and carbon monoxide.

In a previous study of exogastrulation in the sea urchin, Paraccntro-

tns Ih'idus (Waterman, 1932), it was found that hypotonic sea water,

combinations of the isotonic solutions of the chlorides of Na, K, Mg
and Ca, or MgCl, alone, inhibited gastrulation in many cases, disturbed

the ecto-endoblastic determination of these embryos, and stimulated ex-

cessive mesenchyme proliferation at as late a stage of development as

the blastula. The types and degree of exogastrulation were comparable
with those secured by other methods, especially LiCl, in which the fer-

tilized egg was used (MacArthur, 1924; Runnstrom, 1928). LiCl had

the same effect upon the blastula stage as it had on the earlier develop-

mental stage except that higher concentrations of the salt had to be used

(cf. Herbst, 1893). Driesch (1893) had previously pointed out that

an elevation of temperature to 30 during gastrulation inhibited in-

vagination.

.Since these experiments demonstrated that the differential suscepti-

bility of the blastula stage differed but little from that of the fertilized

egg, it has seemed desirable to repeat the experiments with the same

1 Contribution No. 8.
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stages of another species (slrbacia pnnctitlata ) and to use different

methods. To this end various stages of hlastulation in Arbdda were

exposed to hypotonic sea water, lowering and elevation of temperature,
and to X-rays for varying lengths of time, after which samples were

transferred to fresh sea water. Thereafter daily examination of the

cultures was made.

EXPERIMENTAL

Hypotonic Sea Water

In previous experiments in which blastuke of the sea urchin Para-

ccntrotns llridus were exposed to dilutions up to 55 per cent, it was
found that 45 per cent and 50 per cent inhihited gastrulation in some
individuals and resulted in the formation of shallow exogastrulse. The
exovations never developed to any extent and in certain cases there was
ohservahle only a constriction between ectodermal and endodermal re-

gions. Dilution of sea water up to 20 per cent but slightly retarded

development while dilutions of 55 per cent resulted in death and dis-

integration within a few hours. As higher dilutions were used, more
and more of the blastulae failed to invaginate and the weaker ones died.

In the present experiments spherical non-swimming blastulae gave
a few shallow exogastruke, total inhibition of any endodermal activity,

or many apical constrictions in which the apical portion of the embryo
was more or less separated from the remainder. In 60 per cent hypo-
tonic sea water the number of exogastrute increased, while in 65 per
cent dilutions many good cases were secured. Fusions occurred at 60

per cent but did not develop. Cases of the failure of the vegetal pole

cells to do anything indicate that not only was gastrulation inhibited,

but likewise the division mechanism of the cells. Embryos of this type
are merely hollow balls of cells with the blastoccel more or less packed
with large opaque cells.

The term
"
shallow exogastrula

"
is applied to the condition in which

some endodermal outgrowth occurs but the exovate is frequently ir-

regular, never of any considerable amount, and does not differentiate

the three divisions characteristic of the gut. Subsequent development
is limited to apical plate and stomodseum. No skeleton forms and these

abnormalities do not long survive.

Early swimming blastulse gave a few good cases of exogastrulation
at 30 per cent dilution. The numbers increased up to 50 per cent and

then fell off as higher dilutions of sea water were employed. Apical
constrictions were common. As the more resistant individuals were

affected by the higher dilutions, the weaker ones were killed and disinte-

grated.
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Swimming oval blastulae gave a few very simple exovates at dilutions

of 55 to 60 per cent. Embryos which remained in 55 per cent hypotonic
sea water developed both exovates and apical constrictions, while in

60 per cent excellent fusions, apical constrictions, and a few exovates

appeared.

At a much later stage which shows the flattening of the vegetal pole,

65 per cent hypotonic sea water gave a very few cases of exogastrulation

together with apical constrictions. Dilutions of 55 to 60 per cent gave
a few typical constrictions only. Other abnormalities involved skeleton,

gut, or arm formation.

An initial stage of gastrulation was also used to determine if the

gastrulation process, once it was started, could be inhibited and this was

followed by the external development of the endoderm. In no experi-

ments with this stage were exogastrulse found. Forty-five per cent di-

lutions gave no development beyond the triangular gastrula stage. Fifty

per cent inhibited further gastrulations ;
55 per cent resulted in no fur-

ther development outside of a few apical constrictions; while 60 per
cent caused death. At a more advanced stage of gastrulation 40 to

50 per cent dilutions gave stunted and abnormal plutei and 60 per cent

gave apical constrictions but no development of arms. Retardation was

in proportion to the dilutions employed.

Elevation of Temperature

Spherical, non-swimming blastulse, exposed to a temperature of

28-29 C. for 5 hours, continued their development during this period
and when returned to normal room temperature (22.5 C.) were at the

stage of flattening of the vegetal pole or initial gastrulation. No differ-

ence could be seen between them and the controls in regard to the degree
of development. Twenty-four hours later most of the individuals of

the culture had developed to the young pluteus stage, a relatively few

had gastrulated but had remained in the globular form
;
in some gastru-

lation was abnormal, while about one per cent were definite but rather

shallow exogastrulae.

The same stage exposed to a temperature of 31-32 C. for 5 hours

developed very slowly during this period. At the end of the 5 hours

they were at the oval stage of blastulation and were swimming very

slowly. Twenty-four hours later a few had died, most were at the

triangular gastrula stage, and a few had gastrulated in an abnormal

fashion. In addition there were present in the culture samples a few

shallow exogastrulae together with individuals in which the vegetal pole

had ruptured giving a small mass of cells attached in this region. Forty-

eight hours later the triangular gastrula? had developed to the pluteus

stage while the abnormalities had all died.
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Older stages up to gastrulation were exposed to the same elevations

of temperature. At 28-29 C. for 10% hours the spherical swimming

stage gave a few shallow exogastruke. At 31-32 C. young plutei de-

veloped after 24 hours at room temperature together with a few exo-

gastruke. Many individuals had died. At 32-33 C. most of the

individuals died after 24 hours in normal sea water. Gastrulation was

entirely inhibited and only a few large opaque blastulai with large swol-

len cells remained alive. At 33-34 C. all died.

The stage of initial gastrulation (flattening of the vegetal pole) kept

at 30 C. for 1% hours gave mostly mature plutei with a few definite

undifferentiated gastrula?. At 32-33 C. for V/2 hours movement is

slowed and 24 hours later many dead individuals were found in the

cultures. The embryos either were unaffected or killed as no exo-

gastrulse were seen. A temperature of 35 C. for one hour killed all

the embryos.
The stage of initial and earliest gastrulation was for the most part

unaffected by a temperature of 30 C. for one hour. An occasional

undifferentiated exogastrula occurred. At temperatures below 27 C.

development appears to be unaffected.

For comparison eggs in the 2 to 4-cell stages were kept at a tempera-

ture of 30 C. for one hour. Most of these gave typical plutei in 24

hours and also an occasional shallow, irregular exogastrula. Eggs 30

minutes after fertilization exposed to 30 C. for 30 minutes developed

many shallow exogastrulse. At least 50 per cent of the embryos were

abnormal in one way or another. The other stages studied were un-

affected by an exposure of this strength and duration.

Lozvcring of Temperature

In another experiment samples from the same batch of eggs were

transferred to the cold room at 2 C. at different stages of development

and were kept at this temperature for varying lengths of time. Samples

taken at 15, 30, and 45 minutes after fertilization, and of 2-cell, 4-cell,

8 to 16-cell, 32-cell plus, 64-cell and oval swimming blastula, were ex-

posed to this temperature for 9 to 19 hours. Twenty-four to 48 hours

after transfer to fresh sea water, stunted or abnormal plutei, globular

embryos with gut and skeleton, gastrulae, irregular gastruke, and blas-

tulse were found. A few shallow exogastrulse occurred in the cultures

of eggs which had been placed in the cold room 15 minutes after fertili-

zation and at the 64-plus cell stage. Gastrulation was increasingly ab-

normal at the longer exposures, but in all cases development continued

during the experiment. In some the irregular swimming blastulae

showed rupture of the vegetal pole. Oval swimming blastula; were

least affected, the younger stages more.
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Swimming oval blastulae were also exposed to 2, 4, and 7 C. for

24 hours. Temperatures of 2 and 4 C. gave an occasional simple

exogastrula, but the majority were small plutei with a few blastulae and

abnormal gastrulae. Young non-swimming blastulae were exposed to

temperatures of 2, 4, and 7 C. Five hours at 2 C. gave mature

plutei together with a few globular individuals in which the gastrulation

process was entirely inhibited. Gastrulation occurred during the experi-

ment.

Similar stages kept at a temperature of 4 C. for 18 hours gave
small plutei and an occasional shallow exogastrula or abnormal gastru-

lation. During sojourn at 7 C. for 18 hours development progressed

as far as the oval, swimming blastula stage. At this time the tempera-
ture was slowly raised to 31-32 C. and maintained for 9 hours.

Twenty-four hours later most of the embryos were dead without having

gastrulatecl. A few irregular gastrulae showed lethargic movement.

Each one of these two environmental changes alone is not sufficient to

affect the process of gastrulation to any significant extent, but when

combined effectively prevent it.

From this data it seems evident that elevation or lowering of tem-

perature has little influence upon the factor or factors responsible for

gastrulation except, in the very weakest individuals, to make the process

somewhat irregular. An occasional exogastrula may develop around

24 C., or gastrulation may be entirely inhibited.

X-Ray

A few preliminary experiments were also made in which both fer-

tilized eggs (25 minutes after fertilization) and blastulse (spherical and

oval swimming embryos) were exposed to 720 revolutions per minute

at 20 cm. distance for the same lengths of time, i.e., 2 to 12 minutes.

Samples were removed at 2-minute intervals.

In agreement with the results described above, it was found that

both eggs and blastulae vary markedly in their susceptibility, but there

is little correlation between length of exposure and the amount or

degree of effect as regards gastrulation. In both cases apparently nor-

mal although somewhat smaller plutei were found even after 12 minutes'

exposure to the stimulus. With increasing length of exposure, more

of the weaker individuals were killed and fewer others reached the

pluteus stage.

Fertilized eggs exposed for 2 minutes develop blastulse to young

plutei in 48 hours. These die much earlier than the controls, indicating

that their resistance has been weakened bv the treatment, as normal
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plutei will live for days before dying of starvation. The number of

plutei appearing in the cultures steadily decreases following progres-

sively longer exposures and more individuals fail to gastrulate or never

get beyond the gastrula stage. In those cases where the gastrulation

process has been inhibited, the endoderm shows very little growth.
Some outpushing of the endodermal cells does occur but it is very slight.

Thus not only has there occurred an inhibition of the gastrulation

process but also an interference with the division rate of the cells. In

other cases where gastrulation has occurred the endoderm has been af-

fected in that it is present as large or small irregular masses of cells

near the vegetal pole. The gut is very abnormal. An occasional exo-

gastrula occurs in cultures exposed from 6 to 12 minutes but the exova-

tion is very shallow and shows no differentiation. Other abnormalities

noticed include apical constrictions and rupture of the vegetal pole simi-

lar to those described above, and development of a few giant transparent
circular blastulse lacking most of the mesoderm.

As is the case with the fertilized eggs, the effect upon the blastuke is

to retard and inhibit further development in the weaker individuals. In

cultures exposed from 2 to 12 minutes more and more of the weaker

individuals are affected depending upon their resistance. Effects vary
all the way from death, inhibition or retardation of gastrulation, to

modification of the apical portion of the body skeleton. The body rods

frequently are sharply pointed. The blastula stage seems to be as sus-

ceptible as the fertilized egg stage.

A further abnormality concerned those individuals which had failed

to escape entirely from the vitelline membrane. Such individuals are

constricted by the partially enclosing membrane into double formations

comparable to exovations, but they generally fail to gastrulate. The

possible effect of the X-rays is to harden the membrane to such an ex-

tent that the enzyme produced by the embryo is not capable of destroy-

ing it, and the embryo is unable to escape entirely from the rigid shell.

In cases where escape has been successful the empty membranes may
persist for some time.

Embryos at the stage of the flattening of the vegetal pole (initial

gastrulation) are much more resistant to X-rays than the stages just

described. Cultures of this stage exposed to similar intensities and for

the same length of time show fewer deaths, a higher percentage of nor-

mal plutei, and almost 100 per cent gastrulation. Only occasionally

was gastrulation completely inhibited and this inhibition also involved

any endodermal proliferation.

12
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DISCUSSION

The methods used in the present experiments serve not only to in-

crease the list of those stimuli which have been shown to cause inhibi-

tion of the gastrulation processes and the external development of endo-

derm, but also indicate that stimuli other than chemical ones may pro-

duce a similar effect although not to the same degree. Fewer cases of

exogastrulation were secured in these experiments than in those pre-

viously reported for Paraccntrotus livid its, and, moreover, very few of

them underwent any further differentiation. This may indicate that

either the gastrulation processes in Arbacia are less susceptible to en-

vironmental stimuli than in Paraccntrotus, or the stimuli employed af-

fected other developmental processes more adversely.

In general, the results of these and previous experiments point to a

high degree of susceptibility of the gastrulation processes to changes in

the external environment throughout early development. If a compari-

son is made of the types of exogastrulse and their subsequent differentia-

tion between those secured following exposure at the fertilized egg stage

and those at the blastula stage in Paraccntrotus alone, it is seen that

more typical differentiation of larval organs follows the exposure of the

earlier stages. In the older stages subsequent development is more ab-

normal and retarded. Thus, while more cases appear with the earliest

stage and they show more complete subordinate differentiation, with the

older stages fewer cases are secured and these are more atypical as to

ectodermal and skeletal differentiations. The gastrulation processes be-

come increasingly more difficult to disturb, while on the other hand his-

togenic processes are more easily affected.

Various ideas have been advanced for the explanation of exogastru-

lation. Some have referred to a differential growth process (Herbst,

1893; Driesch, 1893), while others have been mechanical in nature, as

for instance: (a) differences in rate of growth between ectodermal and

endodermal portions of blastula whereby a lateral pressure is exerted

on the ectodermal plate; (b) resistance of the closely pressed egg mem-

brane, so that the surface increase of the blastula is possible only inter-

nally; (c) constantly decreasing amount of fluid in the blastoccel per-

haps exerts a sucking effect on the endodermal plate; and (rf) the de-

creased ectodermal area (Lithium effect) is unable to accommodate the

enlarged archenteron in its interior (Huxley and DeBeer, 1934, p. 334).

From the available data and also from the fact that fertilized eggs, cleav-

age stages, and blastula? will give exogastrnlx, it would appear that any

mechanical explanation of this phenomenon is inadequate. All of these

are not free of criticism since the membrane is separated from the bias-
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tula by the perivitelline space filled with fluid and the fluid within the

blastoccel would have to be displaced, and further since the membrane

disappears from the blastula stage of both Paracentrotus and Arbacia

early in blastulation.

Recently Moore (1930) has found that an excess of Ca added to

sea water causes displacement of the nuclei of Strongylocentrotus pur-

pnratns blastuise to the inside, while Li-larvae of Dcndrastcr and Stron-

gylocentrotus showed nuclei in the periphery. From this he reasons

that nuclear position does not correspond to invagination or evagination.

In cell plates from fragmented larvae of Dcndrastcr the cell chains are

bent or curved
; accordingly he suggests that invagination is caused by

asymmetrically placed cell bridges. If this is true, then the placement

of these cell bridges can be affected not only at the fertilized egg stage

before any cleavage has occurred, but also during any stage of cleavage

or blastulation up to initial gastrulation when the cell bridges are already

established.

Runnstrom does not explain the failure of the endodermal cells to

invaginate while MacArthur appeals to such mechanical factors as

pressure within the cavity of the blastocoel and lack of space due to the

large amount of mesoderm produced by the inhibiting action of LiCl.

On the whole, the cause of the invagination of the cells of the vegetal

pole of the blastula is but very imperfectly understood. Consideration

of the great variety of stimuli which may inhibit gastrulation and the

fact that this inhibition may occur at different developmental stages

seems to indicate that it is a question of an action upon a specific poten-

tiality localized at the vegetal pole of the egg and blastula stages.

During cleavage this potentiality is segregated in the macromeres at

the vegetal pole, endowing these cells with the capacity to push into the

cavity of the blastoccel. Thus any agent which would act to inhibit this

property in the fertilized egg would likewise affect the cells containing

it at the blastula stage.

This idea of a specificity of the vegetal region is not a new one, as

Horstadius (1927) has been able to demonstrate by means of vital col-

oration and microdissection that one of the determining factors in the

type of segmentation in Paracentrotus is the existence of a particular

kind of autoplasm in the vegetative hemisphere of the egg (micromeres

and macromeres) which acts in the capacity of an organizer upon the

presumptive ectoderm. This author has also shown by a study of the

developmental potencies of pieces smaller than halves, that there exists

in the early embryo a distribution of potencies along the primary egg

axis. At the 64-cell stage the lower group of macromeres represents
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potential endoderm while the micromeres contain the presumptive pri-

mary mesenchyme.
The numerous stimuli which have been found to inhibit gastrulation

at the blastula stage of development act upon certain potencies of the

presumptive endodermal cells in such a manner as to prevent invagina-

tion. Accordingly, the endoderm differentiates as an exovate. The

gastrulation process is very sensitive to environmental changes at any

stage of early development but becomes increasingly more difficult to

disturb in progressively older stages. Furthermore, its susceptibility

varies in different individuals of the same culture and also with the kind

of stimulus. The micromeres are also affected since the mesenchyme

generally undergoes precocious proliferation.

SUMMARY

1. The phenomenon of exogastrulation characterized by inhibition

of the gastrulation processes, external differentiation of endoderm, and

the excessive proliferation of mesenchyme, has been produced in Arbacla

punctulata by exposure of blastula stages to hypotonic sea water, lower-

ing and elevation of temperature, and X-rays.

2. Dilutions of sea water of 45 to 65 per cent give the most nu-

merous cases of the various methods employed. A few occur at 30 to

40 per cent dilutions.

3. Development is typical at 27 C. but at higher temperatures be-

comes increasingly irregular and abnormal. A temperature of 35 C.

kills the cultures or if exposure is for a short time only, inhibits any

further differentiation. Shallow exogastrulae appear at 28 to 31 C.

4. Lowering of temperature has little effect upon gastrulation. De-

velopment is fairly typical but retarded at 7 C. At 2 to 4 C. an oc-

casional exogastrula occurs while the stronger individuals eventually

gastrulate at this temperature.

5. In the X-ray experiments, dosages of 720 revolutions per minute

at 20 cm. distance for 6 to 12 minutes give a few exogastrulse.

6. Results indicate that stimuli other than chemical ones will inhibit

gastrulation at the blastula stage of Arbacla. Great injurious effect on

subsequent development is apparent since the exogastrulse fail to dif-

ferentiate except for apical plate and stomodseum. The exovation is

usually shallow.

7. Fusions, ectodermal constrictions, and permanent blastulae are

common even where no exogastrulse appear.

8. \Yith increase in length of exposure and in strength of stimulus,

the more resistant individuals are affected while the weaker ones are

killed or fail to show any further development. Various stages of

blastulation appear equally sensitive.
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9. Examination of the long list of stimuli which will cause exo-

gastrulation would seem to show that any mechanical explanation is

unsatisfactory since this phenomenon can he provoked by exposing

fertilized eggs, cleavage and hlastula stages. It is concluded that some

potentiality present in the vegetal pole of the fertilized egg and later

segregated in the vegetal cells (presumptive endoderm) of the blastula

causes the inturning of cells during gastrulation. This is very sensitive

to environmental changes at any stage of development up to the time of

gastrulation but varies in susceptibility in different individuals. Accom-

panying phenomena of cell division and differentiation are also affected

according to the stimulus employed and length of exposure.
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THE LIFE HISTORY OF THE COPEPOD TORTANUS
DISCAUDATUS (THOMPSON AND SCOTT)
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Seattle, Washington)

INTRODUCTION

During the examination of a series of plankton samples taken at

Friday Harbor, Washington, over a period of about four years (1924,

1926-1929), an undescribed microscopic egg was encountered in rather

small numbers but with such regularity throughout the warmer months

that a record was kept of its occurrence. This record and a brief de-

scription of the egg were included in the report on the plankton investi-

gation (Johnson, 1932). Shortly before the investigation was termi-

nated, a number of these eggs were taken from the plankton and

hatched in culture dishes in the laboratory at Friday Harbor. The
hatched larva proved to be an undescribed copepod nauplius. How-
ever, it did not survive beyond the first stage and my removal to the

East Coast prevented further experimentation at that time.

The work was again resumed in early September, 1933, and as a re-

sult of the study the egg was determined to be that of the planktonic

copepod Tortanus discaudatus (Thompson and Scott). Due to the in-

creased recognition of the importance of studying the developmental

stages of animals occurring in the plankton, the successive nauplius and

copepodid stages were followed through and are here described.

Tortanus discaudatus is a common neritic copepod with a wide

distribution in boreal waters of the Pacific and Atlantic coasts of

North America. Seldom does it occur in very large numbers, but it

may assume an important role in neritic communities. Willey (1920)

reports that it composes 50-75 per cent of the summer copepod plank-

ton off Souris, Prince Edward Island, and in Passamaquoddy Bay at

St. Andrews, New Brunswick, it was found at times to constitute over

40 per cent of the total animal community of the plankton in the warm
months (Fish and Johnson, unpublished data). It is the only species

of this genus recorded from Puget Sound waters.

The author wishes to thank Dr. T. G. Thompson, Director of the

University of \Yushington Oceanographic Laboratories, for laboratory

facilities and Dr. C. B. Wilson for final criticism and suggestions.
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METHOD

Eggs were removed from fresh plankton hauls and placed in filtered

sea water for the culture of the first nauplius stage. This stage was

also hatched from eggs which had been deposited in culture dishes by

adults taken from the plankton. The eggs could not be obtained in

large numbers and were therefore usually kept in watch glasses that

could be used directly under the microscope. Adults and older larvae

were cultured in finger bowls or section jars. An even temperature was

maintained by surrounding the dishes with cold running water. All

later larval stages used in the study were obtained directly from the

plankton. Mixed diatoms were placed in the culture dishes but there

was no evidence of the larvae having fed upon them. If cultures of

tintinnids had been available for feeding, better results in rearing might

have followed, for there is evidence that these ciliates constitute a large

item in the diet of the larvae. Adults were fed copepod larvae taken

from the plankton.

All drawings were made with the aid of a camera lucida.

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The pelagic eggs removed from the plankton and cultured in the

laboratory never failed to hatch within three days. Repeated attempts

gave the same result, of which the following is typical :

September 11. Ten eggs placed in culture dish.

12. One egg hatched.

13. Five additional eggs hatched.

14. Four additional eggs hatched.

AH the larvae hatched from these eggs lived less than four days, none

surviving to pass into the second nauplius stage. The five following

nauplius stages could, however, readily be recognized and selected from

the general plankton material for there is no other copepod nauplius

with which it might easily be confused in this region.

The metamorphosis occurring at the critical moult between the sixth

nauplius and first copepodid stages results in such drastic changes in

the structure that it is not possible to bridge this gap by observations

on added spines, segmentation, etc., as is practical in the individual suc-

cessive stages of either the nauplii or copepodids. Oberg (1906) over-

came this difficulty by removing larvae from the plankton and rearing

them experimentally through the critical moult. In the present species

the general shape of the body, the color of the second antennae, and the

structure of the second maxillae of the last nauplius stage were valuable
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hints that suggested a relationship to the first copepodid stage of Tor-

tanus discaudatus which was recognized in the plankton tows. These

hints, together with the fact that the eggs and larvae of this species were

as yet unknown, led to an attempt to obtain eggs definitely known to

have been spawned by Tortanus discaudatus.

On October 18 ten female and eight male adults were taken from

the plankton and placed in culture dishes in the laboratory. At least

two of the females were obviously ripe and had spermatophores attached

when they were placed in the dish. On the following day it was found

that 73 eggs had been deposited in several groups of double rows as

shown in Plate I, Fig. 1. The greatest number in a group was 20.

Later development of the egg case showed it to be like that of the pelagic

egg taken from the plankton. Only a few of the eggs made much

progress in development. However, four embryos did develop, and two

of these hatched to normal nauplius larvae identical with the first nau-

plius resulting from the pelagic egg of the plankton. The remaining

two, although active and apparently normal, were unable to escape from

the case enclosing them. The natural opening of the case was doubtless

prevented by imperfections in its formation. This will be more fully

discussed later.

THE EGG

(Plate I, Figs. 3 and 4)

The egg proper is 0.11 mm. in diameter and is contained in a case

or capsule especially constructed for flotation by the development of a

thin, flat disc surrounding the equator of the single egg. This disc is

0.08 mm. in width, making the whole case 0.27 mm. in width as seen

from above. The egg is granular and opaque due to the large amount

of deuteroplasm, and the case is semi-transparent with very fine reticula-

tions on the disc. One side of the case is provided with a fissure which

serves as an operculum to open for the escape of the larva (Plate I,

Figs. 3 and 4, o).

When the eggs are first deposited they are spherical and the spe-

cialized flotation case so characteristic of the older eggs found in the

plankton is wanting. This disc-like case is formed some time after the

eggs have been cast into the water. Its early formation is shown in

Plate I, Figs. 1 and 2. The first indication of its development is seen

in the appearance of a number of small blister-like structures covering

the egg's surface. Finally one side (apparently predetermined, as sug-

gested by the orientation of the eggs shown in Plate I, Fig. 1) is drawn

out, forming a thin plate of double thickness. This plate spreads lat-

erally until it results in the disc surrounding the egg at the equator.
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Most of the eggs deposited in the culture dish showed some progress
in the development of the case hut none were so completely and sym-

metrically formed as were the cases enclosing eggs taken directly from

the plankton. One feasible explanation for the failure to form perfect

cases in the cultured material is found in the fact that the freshly

spawned eggs are slightly mucilaginous and therefore adhere lightly to

the bottom of the culture dish. This adherence would interfere with

the proper expansion of the cases. Interference of this kind would be

absent in the natural planktonic environment where the spawning is

directly into deep water and where the membranes have an opportunity
to shape and harden while the egg is still in suspension.

THE NAUPLIUS LARVAE

In the living condition the nauplius larvae are readily recognized by
the conspicuous orange-red pigment in the outer part of the relatively

long second antennae. This coloration is present in all the nauplius

stages but has a tendency to become somewhat darker as the older stages
are reached. The pigmentation is also present in the mandibles though
less conspicuous. The eye is dark red. Other characteristics common
to the nauplius stages are: (1) the presence of a large broad labrum

which is narrowed at the anterior end and indented on the posterior

margin which, following the first stage, is fringed with long \veak

bristles, (2) the colorless, long and slender anterior antennas, (3) the

hind part of the body being straight rather than flexed ventrally as in

the nauplius of some species, and (4) the anterior end of the body be-

ing angular in outline in all but the first stage.

Stage I (Plate I, Fig. 5)

Body 0.12-0.14 mm. long, dorsal aspect egg-shaped with broader

anterior end
; posterior end with two medium strong, slightly curved

spines of equal length.

First antenna. Three segments, the first fused with the second and

bearing one short ventral bristle, the second with one long ventral bristle,

and the third or distal with three long terminal bristles.

Second antenna. Coxopodite with one masticatory hook. Basi-

podite with one very small masticatory hook. Endopodite of one seg-

ment with one lateral and two terminal bristles. Exopodite of six seg-

ments : the first completely fused with the second and with no bristle,

2-5 with one long bristle each, and the sixth with one long and one

shorter bristle.

Mandible. Coxopodite with an inconspicuous blade-like process

bearing a very small spine. Basipodite with two small spines on the

13
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inner side. Endopodite of two fused segments discernible only by

the armature ;
the first segment with two short bristles and the second

with three longer bristles. Exopodite of four segments, 1-3 with one

bristle each, the fourth with two bristles.

Stage II (Plate I, Fig. 6)

Body 0.185-0.205 mm. long, slightly angular anteriorly, posterior

end armed with one long plumose bristle and one shorter weaker plu-

mose bristle situated at its left; the shorter (left) bristle curved ven-

trally. Laterad to each of these bristles is a series of very minute

bristles.

First antenna. As in I, but the second segment with one long and

one short ventral bristle, the distal segment with three long bristles and

one shorter weaker accessory bristle at the tip.

Second antenna. Coxopodite with one very strong masticatory

hook. Basipodite with one strong masticatory hook nearly as long as

that on the coxopodite but more slender, and one weak short bristle

on the posterior margin near the outer end. Endopodite of one seg-

ment with three long terminal and two shorter lateral bristles. Exo-

podite of six segments, the first fused with the second and bearing no

bristle, the second with one long and one short bristle, 3-5 with one

long bristle each, the sixth with one long and one short bristle.

Mandible. Coxopodite as in I, but with spine more pronounced.

Basipodite with three spines on inner side. Endopodite segments as

in I, the first with a strong hook and two bristles directed inwardly, the

second with four posteriorly directed bristles. Exopodite as in I, but

with one long and one short bristle on the first segment.

Stage III (Plate I, Fig. 7)

Body 0.23-0.26 mm. long, the posterior end bearing two long ter-

minal spines and between them two longer plumose bristles (the left

Abbreviations : a, first antenna ; b, second antenna ; c, mandible ; d, first max-

illa ; e, second maxilla; en, endopodite ; r.r, exopodite ; /, maxilliped; g, first feet;

/;, second feet; /, third feet; /, labrum
; o, fissure.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

1. Eggs as deposited.

2. Egg showing formation of case.

3. Egg and completely formed case, viewed from above.

4. Egg and case viewed from side.

5. Nauplius, stage I.

6. Nauplius, stage II.

7. Nauplius, stage III.

8. Nauplius, stag IV.
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PLATE I
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PLATE II

1. Nauplius, stage V, viewed from side.

2. Nauplius, stage V.

3. Nauplius, stage VI.
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being slightly ventral), and ventrally a pair of ventral hooks. Minute

bristles present as in II.

First antenna. As in II, but with two short dorsal marginal bristles

and one short ventral marginal bristle on the distal segment.

Second antenna. Coxopodite with one very strong masticatory hook

and one small spine situated immediately beside it. Basipodite as in II.

Endopodite as in II, but with one long and two short lateral bristles.

Exopodite as in II.

Mandible. All parts as in II, but with an additional small bristle on

the first segment of the endopodite.

First maxilla. Indicated only as a bud with a very weak bristle.

Stage IV (Plate I, Fig. 8)

Body 0.30 mm. long, the posterior end somewhat elongated, furcal

armature as in III.

First antenna. As in III, but with four short dorsal marginal
bristles and one short ventral marginal bristle on the distal segment.

Second antenna. Coxopodite and basipodite as in III. Endopodite
as in III, but with the addition of one short terminal bristle. Exopodite
as in III.

Mandible. All parts as in III, but with increased strength of spines.

First maxilla. As in III.

Second maxilla. Indicated only as a bud.

Stage V (Plate II, Figs. 1 and 2)

Body 0.32-0.34 mm. long, posterior end armed as in IV.

First antenna. As in IV, but with six short dorsal marginal and

two short ventral marginal bristles on the distal segment.
Second antenna. Coxopodite, basipodite, and endopodite as in IV.

Exopodite as in IV, but with one long and two shorter weak bristles on

the second segment.

Mandible. All parts as in IV.

First maxilla. As in IV.

Second maxilla. Indicated as a bud.

Maxilliped. Indicated as a bud.

Stage VI (Plate II, Fig. 3)

Body 0.26 mm. long, posterior end armed as in V.

First antenna. As in V, but with six short dorsal marginal and four

short ventral marginal bristles on the distal segment. Through the

successive stages the distal segment has become relatively longer so it

now about equals in length the other two combined.
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Second antenna. Coxopodite as in V. Basipodite as in V, but with

two short weak bristles placed side by side on the posterior margin near

the outer end. Endopodite and exopodite as in V.

Mandible. As in V.

First maxilla. \Yith three small unequal terminal bristles and two

inconspicuous spines at its base.

Second maxilla. Rudimentary, with seven weakly chitinized bristles.

Maxilliped. Indicated only as a bud.

First and second feet. Rudimentary.

COPEPODID STAGES

Stage I (Plate III, Figs. 1 and 2)

Body 0.55 mm. long, thorax of four segments, urosome of one deeply

constricted segment. Caudal rami symmetrical, each with three long

terminal bristles, one short dorsal bristle, and two outer lateral spines.

In life the first antennae are noticeably directed upward as well as lat-

erally and the urosome is also flexed strongly upward. The second

antennae are deep reddish-brown. This pigmentation may occur as iso-

lated patches near the base of the appendages and is also found on the

ventral side of the thorax. The coloration persists in the later stages

but is less obvious in the second antenna?.

First antenna. Eight segments.

Second antenna. Coxopodite a short segment with no hook. Basi-

podite with one posteriorly directed bristle. Endopodite of two seg-

ments, the first being fused with the basipodite and bearing one distal

bristle. The second segment bears at the tip five long bristles and on

the inner margin a series of short fine bristles. Exopodite of four or

five segments, the first short and with no bristles, the second long and

bearing two long bristles, 34 very short with a total of four long

bristles.

Mandible. Mandibular blade strong and provided with three well-

defined teeth and one or two smaller teeth. The palp consists of a short

EXPLANATION OF PLATE III

1. Copepodid, stage I, viewed from side.

2. Copepodid, stage I, dorsal outline.

3. Urosome and caudal rami, stage II.

4. Urosome and caudal rami, stage III.

5. Urosome and caudal rami, stage IV.

6. Urosome and caudal rami, stage V. [Segments of thorax and urosome as

numbered.]
7. Maxilliped, stage I.

H. Maxilliped, stage II.

9. Maxilliped, stage III.

10. Maxilliped, stage IV.

11. Maxilliped, stage V.
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PLATE III
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coxopodite, long basipodite, and two short rami, the inner having two

segments and bearing four long bristles at the end, the outer ramus bear-

ing five long bristles.

First maxilla. There is a short rounded inner lobe armed with

eight short bristles of unequal length, and a long outer segment bearing
three long, strong, coarsely plumose bristles.

Second maxilla. Uniramose, very long and strong and composed
of six or seven poorly defined wedge-shaped segments. The distal seg-
ments are armed with six long, strong coarsely plumose bristles, and one

short coarsely plumose bristle. There are also six short bristles on the

inner margin of the proximal segments. Two of these bristles are situ-

ated at the base of the first long bristle (Plate III, Fig. 1, c).

Maxilliped (Plate III, Fig. 7). First basal armed with two long,

strong coarsely plumose bristles. Inner branch with one short plumose
bristle directed anteriorly and one short smooth bristle directed pos-

teriorly.

First feet (Plate IV, Fig. 1). Coxopodite and basipodite with no

bristles. Endopodite unsegmented with seven bristles. Exopodite un-

segmented with two outer spines and four bristles.

Second feet (Plate IV, Fig. 6). Coxopodite and basipodite with no

bristles. Endopodite unsegmented with six bristles. Exopodite unseg-
mented with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and three inner bristles.

Third feet. Rudimentary.

Stage II

Body 0.74 mm. long, thorax of five segments, urosome of two seg-

ments, caudal rami symmetrical as in I (Plate III, Fig. 3).

First antenna. Eleven or twelve segments.

Second antenna. Coxopodite and basipodite as in I. Endopodite
as in I, but with one short and four long terminal bristles. Exopodite

as in I but with a total of only five bristles.

Mandible. As in I.

First and second maxilla. As in I.

Maxilliped (Plate III, Fig. 8). First basal with two long bristles

as in I, and two very short bristles. Inner branch as in I, but with

two plumose anteriorly directed bristles and one smooth posteriorly di-

rected bristle.

First feet (Plate IV, Fig. 2). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite of two segments, the first with

one inner bristle and the second with seven bristles. Exopodite of two

segments, the terminal one with two outer spines and five end and inner

bristles.
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Second feet (Plate IV, Fig. 7). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipoclite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with eight 1 iris-

ties. Exopodite of two segments, the first with one outer spine ;
the

second with two outer spines, a terminal blade, and four inner bristles.

Third feet (Plate IV, Fig. 11). Coxopodite and basipodite with

no bristles. Endopodite unsegmented, with six bristles. Exopodite un-

segmented, with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and three inner

bristles.

Fourth feet. Rudimentary.

Stage III

Body 0.96 mm. long, thorax of six segments, urosome of two seg-

ments, caudal rami symmetrical as in II (Plate III, Fig. 4).

First antenna. Fourteen segments.

Second antenna. As in II, but with a group of minute inner bristles

on the distal end of the first segment of the endopodite.

Mandible. As in II.

First maxilla. As in II.

Second maxilla. As in II, but with seven long, strong bristles and

one short bristle on the distal segments and one small claw-like bristle

on the basal segment.

Maxilliped (Plate III, Fig. 9). First basal with two long bristles

as in II and with three short bristles. Inner branch as in II, but with

three plumose anteriorly directed bristles and one smooth posteriorly

directed bristle.

First feet (Plate IV, Fig. 3). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite of two segments, the first with

one bristle and the second with eight bristles. Exopodite of two seg-

ments, the first with one small inner bristle and the second with two

outer spines and five end and inner bristles.

Second feet (Plate IV, Fig. 8). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with nine bristles.

Exopodite of twro segments, the first with one outer spine and the sec-

ond with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five inner bristles.

Third feet (Plate IV, Fig. 12). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with nine bristles.

Exopodite of two segments, the first with one outer spine ;
the second

with two outer spines, a terminal blade, and four inner bristles.

Fourth feet (Plate IV. Fig. 15). Coxopodite and basipodite with

no bristles. Endopodite unsegmented, with six bristles. Exopodite un-

segmented, with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and three inner

bristles.
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Fifth feet. Rudimentary.

Stage IV

Body 1.11 mm. long, thorax of six segments, urosome of three seg-

ments in both male and female, caudal rami asymmetrical, the right

ramus being slightly the longer (Plate III, Fig. 5).

First antenna. Sixteen segments.
Second antenna. As in III.

Mandible. As in III.

First and second maxilla. As in III.

Maxilliped (Plate II, Fig. 10). First basal with three long, strong
bristles and two short bristles. Inner branch as in III.

First feet (Plate IV, Fig. 4). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite and exopodite as in III.

Second feet (Plate IV, Fig. 9). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with ten bristles.

Exopodite of two segments, the first with one outer spine and one inner

bristle
;
the second with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five

inner bristles.

Third feet (Plate IV, Fig. 13). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with eight bris-

tles. Exopodite of two segments, the first with one outer spine ;
the

second with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five inner bristles.

Fourth feet (Plate IV, Fig. 16). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite unsegmented, with eight bris-

tles. Exopodite of two segments, the first with one outer spine; the

second with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five inner bristles.

Fifth feet female (Plate IV, Fig. 18). Uniramose, symmetrical, of

two segments, the first with one outer bristle, the second with two small

outer marginal spines and one small and one larger terminal spine.

Fifth feet male (Plate IV, Fig. 20). Uniramose, asymmetrical, of

two segments. The first segment of right foot with one short outer

bristle and an inner thumb-like process bearing two small spines, the

second segment with one small outer marginal spine and three terminal

spines. Left foot as the right but wanting the thumb-like process.

EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV

1-5. Development of first feet, stages I-V.

6-10. Development of second feet, stages I-V.

11-14. Development of third feet, stages I I-V.

15-17. Development of fourth feet, stages III-V.

18-19. Development of fifth feet, stages IV-V, female.

20-21. Development of fifth feet, stages IV-V, male.
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Stage V

Body 1.24-1.40 mm. long, thorax of six segments, urosome of three

segments in female and four in male, caudal rami asymmetrical, the

right being longer and wider than the left (Plate III, Fig. 6). Through
the successive stages there has been an increase in the length of both

rami in proportion to their width, and the posterior outer marginal spine

has assumed the character of the terminal bristles.

First antenna. Eighteen segments.

Second antenna. As in IV.

Mandible. As in IV.

First and second maxilla. As in IV.

Maxilliped (Plate III, Fig. 11). First basal with three long, strong

bristles, one medium long bristle, and one short bristle. Inner branch

as in IV.

First feet (Plate IV, Fig. 5). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite of three segments, the first with

one inner bristle, the second with two inner bristles, and the third with

six bristles. Exopodite of three segments, the first and second with one

inner bristle, the third with two outer spines and five end and inner

bristles.

Second feet (Plate IV, Fig. 10). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with no bristle. Endopodite of two segments, the first with

three inner bristles, the second with eight bristles. Exopodite of three

segments, the first and second with one outer spine and one inner bristle
;

the third with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five inner bristles.

Third feet (Plate IV, Fig. 14). As second feet in V.

Fourth feet (Plate IV, Fig. 17). Coxopodite with one inner bristle.

Basipodite with one outer bristle. Endopodite of two segments, the first

with three inner bristles, the second with seven bristles. Exopodite of

three segments, the first and second with one outer spine and one inner

bristle
;
the third with three outer spines, a terminal blade, and five inner

bristles.

Fifth feet female (Plate IV, Fig. 19). Symmetrical, similar to IV,

but the end segment more elongate and bearing four small outer mar-

ginal spines.

Fifth feet male (Plate IV, Fig. 21). Asymmetrical, similar to IV,

but with one strong and one weak outer marginal spine and two weak

terminal spines.

Stage VI. Adult

DISCUSSION

Tortaniis discaudatus is a predacious species with specialized mouth

parts for use in capturing and holding its prey, which consists largely
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of copepod larva? and other smaller copepods. This carnivorous habit

is also present in the larval stages, where the recognizable food is made

up of tintinnids, mainly Tintinnopsis and Stenosomella, two genera
abundant in this locality. Nearly 50 per cent of the larva- taken from

the plankton contained loricoe of these ciliates during the season when

they were numerous.

The long first antennae, the large masticatory hooks on the second

antennae, the heavy hook on the gnathobase of the mandible, and the

arrangement of the armature on the posterior end of the body serve to

distinguish the nauplius larva of Tortanus discaudatus from that of any
other described copepod larva. The closest resemblance appears to be

to the larva? of Acartia Ion<jircinis and Acartia bifilosa. But this is a

rather remote resemblance which is most noticeable in the shape and

bristles of the mandibles and of the first antennae. Other characteristics

common to these species are the fusion of the first and second segments
of the first antenna and the first and second segments of the exopodite
of the second antenna. The furcal armature also recalls that of Acartia.

Some resemblance was to be expected, for Tortanus and Acartia are re-

motely allied genera.

Table I gives the characters most useful in the identification of the

nauplius stages of Tortanus discaudatus.

After the first nauplius stage the mandibles show but little change
other than the strengthening of the spines and bristles and have there-

fore been omitted from the table. Size is perhaps the one most useful

character, though the variations are sufficient to cause some confusion

between two successive stages. The first, second, and sixth stages are

comparatively easy to determine, while the third, fourth, and fifth occa-

sion some difficulty.

In the fifth copepodid stage the animal has assumed practically all

the adult structural peculiarities, and the changes that follow this stage

relate mainly to sexual maturation and are mostly a matter of change
in relative proportions. The moult from the fourth to the fifth cope-

podid stage is particularly significant in the development of the swim-

ming feet. In the earlier stages each branch of each foot begins with

a single segment and in the following moult the exopodite (and also the

endopodite of the first feet) undergoes one division and remains thus

until the change to the fifth stage, when each branch of all the feet

(excepting the fifth pair) again undergoes one division, giving the total

number of segments found in the adult. The fifth feet, especially in

the male, are subject to considerable change on entering the sixth or

adult stage, but it is to be noted that the right foot in the male did not

become three-segmented, as described for the adult (Corynura bum-
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f>itsii) by Wheeler (18
(

'
l

>. p. 185, Fig. 21, /) but remains as figured by

Thompson and Scott (1897, Plate 7, Fig. 2). The sexes are first dis-

tinguishable in the fourth stage by the structure of the fifth feet.

Following the moult to the sixth stage, a fifth segment is added to

the urosome of the male, and in both sexes the urosome and caudal rami

become suddenly much more asymmetrical and the lateral spine of the

right caudal ramus becomes far more prominent. This asymmetry was

indicated in earlier stages but remained latent and in this respect is

similar to the characters accentuated by sexual maturation, with which

it is doubtless closely associated. The asymmetry is most striking in

actively spawning specimens and it has been noted that in the female the

spermatophore is attached to the right lateral spine as well as to the

genital segment. Asymmetry is first introduced with the second nau-

plius stage and persists through the following nauplius stages. Perfect

symmetry again appears in the urosome and caudal rami of the first

copepodid and persists also through the second and third copepodid

stages. Following this there is a gradual small increase in asymmetry
till the last sudden increase coming with the adult stage as mentioned

TABLE II

Identification Table for Copepodid Stages of Tortanus discaudatus
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above. Plate III, Fig. 6, is for the female, but the male also shows a

gradual change to asymmetry after the third copepodid stage and in the

fifth stage the caudal rami are about as in the female but the lateral spine

on the right caudal ramus is noticeably larger and there is a very slight

indication of the pointed process found in the right distal corner of

the first abdominal segment of the adult.

It will be noted that the appendages which change least during the

successive moults of the copepodid stages are the second antennae, the

mandibles, and the first and second maxillae. These are therefore of

little use in determining the various stages.

Table II gives briefly some of the more salient features useful in

identification of the copepodid stages.

SUMMARY

1. Identification of the pelagic eggs of Tortanus discaudatus is estab-

lished by hatching larva; from eggs occurring in the plankton and also

from eggs definitely known to have been spawned by the species in ex-

perimental cultures.

2. A description is given of the development of the specialized flota-

tion case containing the egg.

3. The nauplius stages I-VI are described and figured.

4. The copepodid stages I-V are described and figures given.

5. The nauplius larva has a remote resemblance to the nauplius

larvae of Acartla longiremis and Acartia bifilosa.
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In spite of the many and interesting papers that have been published

on the behavior of the various cell elements of the Ciliata during the

regular process of binary fission, our knowledge of the cytological de-

tails of the process is limited to a surprisingly small group. With a few-

notable exceptions, the observations have been made on the very large

forms or upon the bizarre forms infrequently encountered. Common
forms, such as Colpidimn and Glaucoma, which have been repeatedly

used for physiological experiments, have suffered neglect as far as their

divisional process is concerned. It is the purpose of this paper to report

the results of our investigations of the fission macronuclei of four spe-

cies of cosmopolitan fresh-water ciliates : Urocentrum turbo, Colpidimn

cainpvlmn, Colpidimn colpoda, and Glaucoma scintillans. While the

micronuclei of all four species were observed in all phases of mitosis,

we will treat these observations only as incidental to the main problem.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Urocentrum turbo and Colpidimn colpoda were collected from

Heneage Pond near Hanover, New Hampshire, while the Colpidimn

campylmn and Glaucoma scintillans used for this investigation were

collected from the lake in Van Cortlandt Park, New York City.

Urocentrum proved to be the least adaptable form and grew poorly

in pure culture. Enormous numbers were obtained, however, in mixed

cultures. The procedure was as follows. Wild material was brought

into the laboratory and placed in a battery jar and allowed to stand for

two or three days. A small piece of lettuce leaf was then floated on

the surface of the culture and the whole allowed to stand from two

to three weeks. Examinations were made from time to time to deter-

mine the richness of the culture, and when the Urocentrum became very

14 201
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abundant material was removed from near the surface, centrifuged for

concentration, and fixed in bulk.

Colpidium colpoda was grown in mixed cultures in great abundance,

and quantities of material from the same source as that used for Uro-

ccntnim were prepared for study. Pure cultures were easily obtained

by inoculating a single individual into a boiled rye medium, prepared

after the manner of Sonneborn (1932). Hay tea, hay-wheat, and rice

were also used and proved to be quite satisfactory for this ciliate.

Colpidium campylum and Glaucoma scintillans were grown in pure

culture by inoculating previously prepared media with isolated indi-

viduals. The rye medium of Sonneborn (1932) proved very good for

Colpidium campylum, while a boiled rice medium yielded flourishing

cultures of Glaucoma scintillans.

In all cases care was taken to prepare for cytological study only

those ciliates from new and flourishing cultures. Old cultures, in which

the conditions had ceased to be favorable for rapid division, were ex-

cluded. Because of this it seems probable that the details we are giving

represent the normal activity of healthy organisms.

Employing the centrifuge for concentration, bulk material was fixed,

stained, dehydrated, cleared, and mounted. In some cases, after stain-

ing, the material was dehydrated to 70 per cent alcohol and then dropped

on to albuminized cover-glasses, following the method outlined by Sum-

mers (1934). Either method gave uniform and excellent results.

For the bulk material the best results were obtained by fixing in

warm Schaudinn's fluid or in Perenyi's fluid. After fixation the mate-

rial was stained in Heidenhain's haematoxylin, Borax carmine, or by the

Feulgen nucleic acid reaction. The Feulgen material was counter-

stained in light green or cyanin plus picric acid.

In studying the macronuclear activity of Colpidium campylum, C.

colpoda, and Glaucoma scintillans immediately following fission, indi-

vidual fixing and staining was employed. Ciliates in some obvious

stage of binary fission were isolated and allowed to divide. At varying

intervals after the two daughters had separated they were fixed on

cover-glasses by the drop method, stained, and mounted. For perma-
nent preparations of these daughters Schaudinn's fluid followed by Hei-

denhain's heematoxylin or the Feulgen nucleic acid reaction was used.

For temporary mounts good results were obtained with aceto-carmine.

For identification of the species studied we found the silver method

of Klein (\926a, 19266) to be of great value. This method, together

with the relief staining technique of Bresslau (1922) and the standard

haematoxylin preparations, gave results that checked precisely with the
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previously recorded descriptions of the four species used (Bresslau,

1922; Klein, I926b, 1928; Kahl, 1931).

In the case of Colpidiinn citinpylitin it was found possible to watch

the whole process of macronuclear tl^ion in the living organism. Un-

der the oil immersion lens the macronuclei can he seen quite clearly and

the activity followed from the beginning of the divisional process until

the daughter ciliates are completely reorganized. Tn this manner we
have provided direct evidence for the

]
peculiar process of chromatin

elimination from the macronucleus during division which substantiates

in every detail the circumstantial evidence obtained from fixed and

stained material.

OBSERVATIONS

Uroccntnan turbo

The trophozoite of this species is too well known from the numerous

descriptive works to warrant a lengthy discussion of its general mor-

phology. The macronucleus is located in the posterior fourth of the

body. It is in the form of a C, the ends of which are club-shaped and

connected to each other by an attenuated strand. The C-shaped macro-

nucleus lies with its greatest diameter perpendicular to the long axis of

the cell (Fig. 1, A) with the open part directed toward the oral side,

somewhat posterior to the mouth (Fig. 1, B). It partially encircles the

posteriorly located contractile vacuole. The chromatin seems to be con-

centrated in the two club-shaped ends of the macronucleus and these

ends therefore stain quite intensely. The attenuated strand connecting
the two ends of the C stains very faintly and in some cases it is observed

with difficulty. The micronucleus lies just posterior to the attenuated

strand and slightly toward the aboral periphery of the cell (Fig. 1, A
and B). It is small and spherical and stains very feebly with all of

the nuclear dyes. The chromatin appears to be homogeneous. Both

the macronucleus and the micronucleus of Uroccntrum shrink somewhat

upon fixation. This shrinkage results in a clear region between the

chromatin and the cytoplasm and is quite characteristic of all stages.

The first evidence of the approach of binary fission is the swelling
of the micronucleus to approximately twice its original diameter. The
chromatin remains homogeneous and stains even more faintly than be-

fore. Concomitant with the micronuclear swelling the macronucleus

thickens and shortens, and the two club-shaped ends draw together.

The attenuated strand disappears and the macronucleus becomes ovoid

(Fig. 1, C and D). At this time the nuclei change their orientation in

relation to the cell, the division macronucleus moving into a position so

that its long axis parallels the long axis of the ciliate (Fig. 1, ). The
micronucleus proceeds to the metaphase and a large spindle is formed

R Y
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upon which are arranged numerous short chromosomes (Fig. 1, ).

Because of the faint staining quality of the micronuclear chromatin at

all times, and especially during mitosis, we have heen unable to observe

the fine details of this process. In a few favorable preparations we
were able to observe the nature of the chromosomes on the spindles

but in no case were we able to make chromosomal counts,

During the anaphase of the micronucleus the macronuclear chroma-

tin becomes differentiated into regions. A band of deeply staining

chromatin, separated from the macronuclear ends by two clear zones,

makes its appearance in the mid-region (Fig. 1, J7 ). By this time the

ciliate shows marked elongation and the two daughter cytostomes are

quite distinct. As the daughter micronuclei separate at the telophase

the macronucleus elongates and starts to constrict in the region of the

central, deeply staining band (Fig. 1, G) . The constriction continues

and the central chromatin becomes concentrated into a small mass of

intensely staining material, while the clear zones bounding the central

mass become less conspicuous. These clear zones become the two

planes of fission which finally pinch off the central mass from the

daughter macronuclei (Fig. 1, H and I). The central mass of intensely

staining chromatin is cast into the cytoplasm where it assumes a spheri-

cal form. As the daughter macronuclei move apart and prepare to

reorganize, the extruded chromatin is moved about in the cytoplasm

FIG. 1. Uroccntnnn turbo. Camera lucida drawings. < 567.

A. Side view of a resting individual, showing the position of the nuclei.

Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
B. Polar view of a resting individual. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
C. Polar view of an individual in the early stages of binary fission. The

micronucleus is swollen and the attenuated strand has thickened. Schaudinn's :

Feulgen.
D. Later stage than C. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
E. The fission nuclei have become oriented with their long axes parallel to

the long axis of the cell. The micronucleus is in full metaphase and there are

two cytostomes present. Perenyi's : Carmine.

F. Slightly later stage. The micronucleus is in the anaphase and the central,

deeply-staining chromatin has become differentiated in the macronucleus. Pere-

nyi's : Carmine.

G. The micronucleus has divided and the macronucleus has started to con-

strict. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
H. The daughter micronuclei have moved apart and the macronucleus has

further constricted. The central chromatin has contracted between the daughter
halves of the macronucleus. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.

/. The daughter macronuclei are pulling apart, leaving the central chromatin

mass at the plane of fission. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
/. The central chromatin has drifted toward the cell periphery and is starting

to disintegrate in the cytoplasm. The posterior daughter macronucleus is starting

to draw out into the C-shape of the resting stage. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
A'. The central chromatin has been completely absorbed. The daughter mac-

ronuclei are both taking on the C-shape characteristic of the resting stage. Schau-

dinn's : Feulgen.
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near the fission plane (Fig. 1, /). It becomes smaller and smaller until

it ultimately disappears from view (Fig. 1, K), usually some time prior

to the separation of the daughter ciliates. Reorganization of the nu-

clear apparatus in each daughter ciliate is far advanced before complete

separation occurs. The daughter macronucleus of the posterior ciliate

is usually a little in advance of that of the anterior. Eventually they

both elongate in a plane perpendicular to the long axis of the division

nuclei and the cell as a whole and assume the characteristic C shape

(Fig. I,*).
We have encountered a small percentage of Uroccntnnn with two

macronuclei. In the resting stage it is usually difficult to decide whether

or not these forms are really bi-macronucleate or normal forms with

an attenuated strand so thin as to escape detection. During the advance

division stages, however, they can be identified with ease. Each of the

FIG. 2. Uroccntnnn turbo. Division of individuals with a double macronu-

cleus. Camera lucida drawings. X 567.

A. Late division stage in which the daughter macronuclei are still connected

with the central chromatin masses. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
B. Later stage. The central chromatin masses have been cast into the cyto-

plasm. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.

macronuclei behaves precisely as the single macronucleus of the normal

form does. The formation and casting out of the deeply staining chro-

matin from the central region occurs in both macronuclei simultaneously.

Indeed, the activity of both macronuclei has been found to be exactly

synchronous in every respect (Fig. 2, A and B}. As to the reorganiza-

tion of the daughter macronuclei, we cannot say. Whether they remain

separate and result in a bi-macronucleate race or whether they become

joined to form a single macronucleus is an interesting question, but our

material does not afford an answer at this time. We believe it probable,

however, that the condition may be temporary and may have resulted

from the rupturing of the slender central strand of the normal macro-

nucleus sometime prior to the divisional activity.
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FIG. 3. Colpidium campylum. Camera lucida drawings from material fixed

in Schaudinn's fluid and stained with the Feulgen nucleic acid reaction. < 567.

A. Resting individual. The micronucleus is seen in a depression of the ir-

regular macronucleus.

B. The micronucleus has swollen slightly and has emerged to the periphery
of the macronucleus. The central chromatin is being differentiated in the center

of the swollen macronucleus.

C. The micronucleus is in late prophase. The macronucleus has elongated at

right angles to the long axis of the cell. The central chromatin appears to be com-

posed of a number of small spheres. The cytostome of the posterior daughter
ciliate is visible.

D. Telophase of the micronucleus. The central chromatin has enlarged.
E. Further enlargement of the central chromatin mass. In this individual the

micronucleus is in the anaphase.
F. Daughter micronuclei separating. The central chromatin mass is starting

to elongate at right angles to the long axis of the cell.

G. Anterio-posterior elongation of the macronucleus has taken place, resulting
in the diamond-shaped appearance of the macronucleus. The central chromatin

has become spread out across the middle.

Colpidium campylum

The macronucleus of Colpidium campylum, during the resting stage,

is located in the anterior half of the body. It is irregular in outline and
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usually somewhat elongate in the direction of the long axis of the cell.

The micronucleus is spherical and deeply staining and is situated in a

groove or depression in the macronucleus (Fig. 3, A). Both the chro-

niatin of the macronucleus and that of the micronucleus is very baso-

philic, the former disposed in fine granules while the latter forms a

dense reticulum.

The first indication of the divisional process is a swelling and round-

ing up of the macronucleus. The micronucleus also swells somewhat

and begins to emerge from its resting position. The prophase of mito-

sis is usually accomplished by the time the micronucleus has moved away
from the macronucleus. By the time the two nuclei have drawn com-

pletely apart the micronuclear chromosomes have formed on the meta-

phase plate. The chromosomes are fine, thready structures and do not

resemble in any way the spheres described by Ivanic (1928) for Col-

pidium colpoda. We have been unable to make chromosomal counts

due to their small size and closely packed condition. The anaphase and

telophase appear to be quite regular (Fig. 3, D and E) and the daughter
micronuclei. separate and become condensed (Fig. 3, F and G).

As the macronucleus rounds up, the chromatin begins to show evi-

dence of differentiating into regions. A small sphere of intensely stain-

ing chromatin forms in the center. The collection of chromatin is usu-

ally a single mass (Fig. 3, B) but occasionally appears to be made up
of an aggregate of smaller spheres (Fig. 3, C). Migration of the mac-

ronucleus now takes place until it comes to occupy a position in the mid-

region of the elongating cell. The central mass of chromatin increases

in size and staining capacity (Fig. 3, D). When the central mass has

reached its maximum size the macronucleus elongates at right angfles too o o

the long axis of the cell (Fig. 3, E and F), until, in some cases, it

stretches nearly the width of the body of the ciliate. After this cross

elongation the macronucleus begins to pull out in a direction parallel to

the long axis of the cell body, resulting in a diamond-shaped configura-

tion. The deeply-staining central mass becomes spread out across the

central region of the diamond-shaped macronucleus (Fig. 3, G). Fur-

ther anterio-posterior elongation results in a peculiarly shaped nucleus,

drawn out to points at each end and swollen in the mid-region. This

figure is quite characteristic for this species (Fig. 4, A).
Further macronuclear elongation is followed by constriction in two

planes, one on either side of the central mass of chromatin, but, in-

stead of this process proceeding to completion as was the case in Uro-

ccntruui turbo, a third constriction makes its appearance. This plane

divides the central mass into two, often very irregular and uneven,

masses. This third plane becomes the actual plane of fission between



FIG. 4. Colpidium campylum. Camera lucida drawings from material fixed

in Schaudinn's fluid and stained with the Feulgen nucleic acid reaction. < 567.

A. Macronucleus elongate. Constrictions are starting on either side of tin-

central chromatin mass.

B. The central chromatin mass has divided and the macronuclens has become
constricted between the two halves.

C. The chromatin of the central mass has become evacuolated and is only
slightly different in staining capacity from that of the rest of the daughter macro-
nuclei.

D. The daughter macronuclei have nearly separated. Plasmotomy is well

under way.
E. An anterior daughter ciliate after division. The central chromatin is bud-

ding off from the macronucU-us.

/". A posterior daughter ciliate in the same stage as E.

G. Fragmentation of the central chromatin bud. Tin- micronucleus is seen to

the right of the macronucleus.

H. The bud fragments have become deeply staining spheres and are drifting

in the cytoplasm.
/. The nuclei have reorganized. In the posterior endoplasm two spheres of

central chromatin are seen. These spheres represent the disintegrating products
of the buds.
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the daughter macronuclei while the previous constrictions distal to the

central chromatin remain as relatively clear bands separating the chro-

matin of the daughter macronuclei from that of the central mass (Fig.

4. /?). The cleavage of the central mass often results in two vacuolated

halves in which the chromatin appears to have undergone a process of

severe agitation (Fig. 4, C). Final separation of the daughter macro-

nuclei occurs shortly before the daughter ciliates pull apart (Fig. 4. D) ,

each daughter macronucleus retaining half of the chromatin that formed

the central mass. In a great many cases the daughter macronuclei

round up to such an extent that the identity of the central chromatin

is lost in the chromatin of the macronucleus. In others the difference

of staining capacity between the two is more marked.

In no case have we found any indication of the extrusion of chro-

matin into the cytoplasm during the actual cell fission in Colpidium

campylum. The peculiar macronuclear phenomenon that ensues after

plasmotomy must be followed in the single daughter ciliates.

In the daughter ciliates, shortly after their separation, each macro-

nucleus undergoes a second elongation and takes on the appearance of

a tear-drop, with the pointed end toward the original fission plane. The

small, pointed end swells into a bud which proceeds to pinch off. This

bud appears to be formed from the central chromatin which originally

occupied the space between the fission nuclei. In most cases the bud,

which is usually quite large (Fig. 4, E and F), is broken away from

the macronucleus in a single piece but occasionally it fragments as it is

being given off (Fig. 4, G). The fragments round up in the cytoplasm

(Fig. 4, H) and are carried to the posterior region of the cell. They
become very intensely staining and homogeneous, decrease gradually

in size, and finally disappear from view. By this time the ciliate is

growing and the nuclear apparatus is taking on the normal trophic ap-

pearance (Fig. 4, /).

The above process was followed in life from the start of the divi-

sional activity until the daughter ciliates were completely reorganized,

as was mentioned in the early pages of this account. It was found

possible to observe the casting out of the buds of chromatin, the subse-

quent rounding up of the fragments of the buds and the drifting of

these fragments to the posterior endoplasm of the cell. Here they

could be seen for some time as refractile spheres but it was impossible

to keep the daughter ciliates alive for a long enough time to observe

their complete absorption into the cytoplasm.

It is evident from the above description that the budding process

from the macronuclei of young daughter ciliates of Colpidium cam-

pylum represents a process of chromatin elimination similar to that
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found in L'rocaitntm turbo. The actual elimination is here delayed

until after plasmotomy and the amount given off is proportionately

many times greater.

Colfid in in colpoda

The general activity of the nuclei of Colpidium colpoda in all phases

of its divisional process is very similar to that of the preceding specie-.

There are. however, a few differences that will he brought out in the

following brief description.

The resting nuclei differ from those of Colpidinm campylnm in that

the macronucleus is spherical and proportionately larger and is rarely

found in contact with the micronucleus. The latter is typically situated

near the periphery of the cell in the region of the cytostome. The

macronuclear chromatin is disposed in regular, closely packed granules

or less often in larger aggregates of granules while the micronuclear

chromatin is arranged in a dense reticulum. The outlines of both nuclei

tend to be much more regular than those of C. campylum.
The mitotic phases of the micronucleus follow the type seen in Col-

pidium camp\lnm, with thready chromosomes forming on the metaphase

plate. Here again they are too fine and closely packed to permit a

count. Although we have examined countless spindles, we have never

observed the regular spherules that were described and figured by Ivanic

(1928) as the typical mitotic chromosomes of this species.

The appearance of the central ball of deeply-staining chromatin

within the macronucleus occurs during the prophase of the micro-

nucleus. It increases in size and staining capacity as the macronucleus

migrates to the center of the cell (Fig. 5, A*). The macronucleus never

elongates at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the cell to the extent

found in Colpidium campylum, but begins its anterio-posterior elonga-

tion almost as soon as the central position is attained. The central ball

of deeply-staining chromatin spreads out to form a band across the mid-

region of the elongating macronucleus, forming a characteristic bulge in

the region of the fission plane. The deeply-staining central chromatin

is marked off from the two ends of the macronucleus by two light bands,

as if the chromatin were less concentrated in these regions (Fig. 5, B).
As constriction proceeds in the central region, the deeply-staining

band contracts and becomes divided into two approximately equal

halves. There is little if any indication of the vacuolation that occurs

in Colpidium campylum, the halves remaining evenly granular and regu-

lar in outline (Fig. 5, C}. As the daughter macronuclei pull apart, the

twro halves of the central mass become somewhat rounded. They re-

tain their identity, however, and do not mix with the chromatin of the

daughter macronuclei.
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In the majority of cases the daughter ciliates separate, as in the

preceding species, before any fragmentation on the part of the central

chromatin has taken place. In a number of forms, however, we have

observed small portions of the central chromatin fragmenting into the

cytoplasm before plasmotomy was completed (Fig. 5, D}. These frag-

ments vary in size and number and are usually irregular. They appear

to disintegrate rapidly in the cytoplasm without the characteristic con-

traction of the later disintegration spheres.

As the daughter ciliates separate or shortly thereafter, the central

chromatin begins to contract and to form a bud-like projection from

the macronucleus. Figure 5, E, is a camera lucida drawing of the two

daughter organisms of a pair just at separation. The protoplasmic

connection between the two is still visible, and the buds are pinching

off from their respective daughter macronuclei. The chromatin of the

buds continues to contract and becomes more and more basophilic

(Fig. 5, F} until it finally separates from the macronucleus. It then

fragments into a varying number of spheres that are slowly swept into

the posterior endoplasm of the cell, where they are absorbed into the

cytoplasm.

The amount of chromatin eliminated varies in different individuals.

In some a relatively small bud is formed which breaks up into two or

three disintegration spheres, while in others the bud is extremely large,

resulting in the formation of from six to eight spheres. Figure 5, G,

represents an organism of the latter type. The cell has undergone
considerable growth and the nuclei appear to be completely reorganized,

but the disintegrating spheres are still very much in evidence. In a few

cases we have observed ciliates in the initial stages of fission in which a

FIG. 5. Colpidinm colpoda. Camera lucida drawings. < 567.

A. Early division stage. The micronucleus is in the late prophase and the

central chromatin is at its maximum size and concentration. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
B. Elongation and constriction of the macronucleus. The central chromatin

forms the deeply staining band in the center. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
C. Further constriction of the macronucleus. The central chromatin mass has

divided. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
D. Complete separation of the daughter macronuclei and the halves of the

central chromatin mass. In this specimen three small and irregular fragments
have broken away from the central chromatin and lie in the cytoplasm near the

fission plane. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
E. Two daughter ciliates nearly separated. The central chromatin is being

budded off into the cytoplasm. Perenyi's : Borax Carmine.

F. Daughter ciliate shortly after division. The bud of central chromatin is

very contracted. Schaudinn's : Feulgen.
G. Daughter ciliate. The chromatin of the bud has fragmented into spheres

which have rounded up and drifted away from the macronucleus. The nuclei ap-

pear to be completely reorganized. This individual was extremely large, indicating

that a considerable length of time had elapsed since division. Perenyi's : Borax
Carmine.
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D

FIG. 5

few persisting spheres of old extrusion chromatin could be seen. This

would seem to indicate that the complete reorganization of the cell was

not dependent upon the absorption of the chromatin into the cytoplasm

but rather upon the elimination of this chromatin from the new macro-

nucleus.
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It is clear that Colpidium colpoda differs but slightly from C. cam-

pvlum as to its nuclear phenomena during binary fission. In the former

the macronucleus and the central ball of chromatin are more regular and

unvarying as to shape and staining capacity. There it is also possible

to identify more definitely the central ball of the early stages with the

bud of extrusion chromatin that is cast out after plasmotomy.

Glaucoma scintiUans

The resting nuclei of Glaucoma scintillans are similar in shape and

proportions to those of Colpidiuui colpoda. The chromatin of the mi-

cronucleus is more compact, however, and the macronuclear chromatin

appears to be arranged in a rather loose reticulum (Fig. 6, A}.
As the micronucleus swells in the prophase of mitosis a small, com-

pact sphere of deeply-staining chromatin makes its appearance in the

center of the macronucleus (Fig. 6, B). This ball enlarges to a con-

siderable extent during the later prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and

telophase of the micronucleus, retaining for a long period its strong

affinity for nuclear dyes (Fig. 6, C, D, E, and F). As the two daughter
micronuclei move apart the macronucleus begins to elongate in the

direction of the long axis of the cell. At the same time the central ball

of chromatin becomes less basophilic and elongates so that it lies across

the center of the macronucleus (Fig. 6, G and H). The macronucleus

constricts on either side of the central ball and the resulting configura-

tion is very similar to that of the equivalent stage of Urocentrum turbo

(Fig. 6, 7). The two constrictions do not, however, proceed to com-

pletion. The central ball divides into two approximately equal halves

(Fig. 6, /) and this division plane becomes the plane of fission dividing

the macronucleus into two daughter halves (Fig. 6, K). The chromatin

of the central ball retains its identity, as in the case of Colpidium col-

poda, but unlike this species does not fragment until after plasmotomy.
After the daughter ciliates separate, the chromatin of the central ball

contracts and forms a distinct bud on the macronucleus (Fig. 6, L).

This bud usually fragments into a number of spheres as it is being

pinched off from the macronucleus (Fig. 6, M and A7

"). As in Col-

pidium campylum and C. colpoda, the products of the extrusion bud

round up, become homogeneous and deeply staining and are dispersed

into the cytoplasm (Fig. 6, and P). The disintegration spheres grow
smaller and smaller until they are ultimately absorbed.

DISCUSSION

The papers dealing with the divisional activities of the four species

of holotrichous ciliates used in this investigation are extremely scarce.
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FIG. 6. Glaucoma scintillans. Camera lucida drawings from material fixed in

Schaudinn's fluid and stained with the Feulgen nucleic acid reaction. < 567.

A. Resting individual.

B. Early division stage. The micronucleus is in the early prophase and a

small bead of central chromatin has appeared in the macronucleus.

C. Slightly later than B.

D. Later stage. The central chromatin is large and deeply staining and the

micronucleus is in the late prophase.
E. The micronucleus is in the anaphase and the central chromatin is at its

maximum size and concentration.

F. Telophase of the micronucleus. The cytostome of the posterior daughter
ciliate has made its appearance in its characteristic transverse position.

G. Later stage than F
'

. The macronucleus is starting to elongate.

H. Further elongation of the macronucleus. The central chromatin mass is

beginning to stretch across the center.

7. Constriction of the macronucleus. The central chromatin forms the swell-

ing in the region of constriction.

/. Division of the central chromatin mass.

K. Further constriction and separation of the daughter macronuclei and the

halves of the chromatin mass.

L. Daughter ciliate shortly after division. The central chromatin is budding

off from the macronucleus.

M. Later stage of the budding and fragmentation of the central chromatin.

N. About the same stage as .17.

O. Later stage in the reorganization of a daughter ciliate. The fragments of

the central chromatin are degenerating in the cytoplasm.

P. The nuclei have reorganized. Two small fragments of the central chroma-

tin are still in evidence.
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That fact seems strange when we consider the wide distribution and

ease of obtaining these common forms. The few studies that have been

reported in the past have either completely missed the visible macro-

nuclear reorganization involving the casting of chromatin into the cyto-

plasm or have failed to connect this phenomenon with normal binary

fission. This failure is perhaps not strange when it is noted that the

vast majority of accounts of macronuclear division include stages only

up to the actual separation of the daughter ciliates. If the daughter
macronuclei separate at a single division plane, it has been assumed that

the daughter halves will take on the trophic form without further com-

plications. This has been described repeatedly as the normal holotrich

manner. As one may see from the above account of division of Col-

pidium campyluin, C. colpoda, and Glaucoma scintillans the
"
normal

manner
"

is followed regularly by a profound series of activities before

the daughter macronuclei become reorganized.

We are aware of no work that has been reported on the cytology of

the nuclei of Urocentrum turbo, although Haas (1933) mentions the

occurrence of a
"
Zwischenkorper

"
during the division of Lo.voccphalus

and Urocentrum. The appearance of the extrusion chromatin during
the division of the macronucleus of Loxoccphalus was given by Behrend

(1916), but we can find no record of a like report for Urocentrum so

we must conclude that the note by Haas refers to his own observations.

It is quite plain that the type of chromatin extrusion exhibited by
Urocentrum turbo is the same in all respects as that shown so regularly

in a number of holotrichous commensals. These forms have been

previously summarized (Kidder, 1934) and include members of the

Conchophthiriidae and the Ancistrumidse together with Ichthyophthirius

(Haas, 1933).

Resch (1908) gave a very excellent description of the division of

Colpidium colpoda. Unfortunately we have had access to the text only,

as the figures were not included in the copy of his work that we were

able to obtain. He described the formation of the central ball of deeply

staining chromatin in the macronucleus of early division forms. This

ball he referred to as the chromatin nucleolus or karyosome. He noted

the elongation of the
"
karyosome

"
across the division nucleus but he

followed the process only to the separation of the daughter ciliates. He
therefore stated that the macronuclear division is clean. However, in

the second part of his paper he described in some detail the actual extru-

sion of the central chromatin. He interpreted this as a degenerative

process and referred to the ciliates showing macronuclear budding as
"
depression organisms." Because of their small size and the budding

of the macronucleus, he believed that these ciliates were in a degenerate
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state and that the budding was the result of the upset i>t" the karyo-

plasmic ratio. He interpreted the degenerating spheres of chromatin

as micronuclei and reported the number as variable, up to six. It seems

clear, however, that his
"
depression organisms

"
represent the normal

daughter ciliates in post-divisional reorganization, and the variable num-
bers of micronuclei are in reality the degenerating spheres of macro-

nuclear chromatin. (\Ye have found as many as eight.)

The next report of division in Colpidhtm was that of Prowazek

(1915). He devoted a single paragraph to the process and contributed

little of interest.

The only other investigation of a cytological nature on the division

of Colpidium is that of Ivanic (1928). He was mainly concerned with

the details of the micronucleus and described spherical chromosomes.

As mentioned earlier, we have failed entirely to confirm his findings.

He treated the macronucleus only cursorily, describing it as dividing

cleanly.

Very little has been written on the division of the genus Glaucoma a-

regards its cytological details. The only reference that we were able to

find on Glaucoma scintillans pertaining to its division was that of Pro-

wazek (1908). He noted the similarity between Glaucoma and 'Col-

pidiuin as to division but his report is very incomplete. He was espe-

cially interested in the division of the cytostome and the reorganization
of that region in the daughter ciliates. He described the transverse ap-

pearance of the mouth in the posterior daughter before plasmotomy, ar

observation that we have been able to confirm (see Fig. 6). No details

of the action of the nuclei were given.

Just how widespread among the holotrichous ciliates is this phenome-
non of post-divisional chromatin elimination can only be determined by
careful examination of many other types, particular attention being paid
to the daughter ciliates immediately after plasmotomy. If the elim-

inated chromatin represents worn-out material, as was suggested by
Kidcler (1933a, 1933fr, 1934), then the more profound the cleaning out

of this material the nearer the cell will be to perfect reorganization.

Such perfect reorganization may be at least a partial explanation for

both the ease of culturing and the high division rate of Colpidiion and

Glaucoma. Also we would like to point out that in the three species

that exhibit post-divisional chromatin elimination we have, as yet, ob-

served no signs of conjugation. We know from previous accounts that

conjugation does take place, at least in some strains, but these specie-'

certainly do not conjugate as freely or as often as the great majority
of forms. It seems possible that the profound macronuclear reorgan-

ization that takes place at each division may, to a certain extent, restore
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the cell to its fundamental condition and decrease the necessity for

conjugation.

It is quite feasihle that post-divisional chromatin elimination may
take place in Boveria. According to Stevens (1903), a central ball

forms between the daughter macronuclei at the plane of fission. This

ball divides and one-half fuses with each daughter macronucleus. Ste-

vens did not observe the daughter ciliates after plasmotomy, so it is not

known whether the fusion is permanent or whether the chromatm of

the central ball later emerges.

SUMMARY

1. Urocentrum turbo, Colpidium campylum, Colpidium colpoda, and

Glaucoma scintillans all exhibit the phenomenon of macronuclear chro-

matin elimination during the process of binary fission.

2. In Urocentrum a ball of chromatin is differentiated from the

elongating macronucleus. This ball contracts in the region of the plane

of fission. As the daughter macronuclei separate, the ball is left be-

tween the two as a residuum. The residual ball is absorbed into the

cytoplasm usually before the daughter ciliates separate.

3. Colpidium campylum, C. colpoda, and Glaucoma scintillans ex-

hibit a peculiar type of chromatin elimination, practically identical in

all three species.

4. A ball of deeply-staining chromatin forms in the center of the

macronucleus during the prophase of the micronucleus. This ball in-

creases in size, and comes to occupy the region of the division plane.

Instead of remaining intact, as the macronucleus divides the ball also

divides, one-half going to each daughter macronucleus. After the

daughter ciliates separate, the chromatin of the central ball is budded

off and cast into the cytoplasm, where it degenerates.

5. This type of post-divisional chromatin elimination is the first

reported for holotrichous ciliates.

6. It is suggested that the profound reorganization of the macro-

nuclei of Colpidium and Glaucoma may account for their high division

rates and also for the infrequency of the appearance of conjugation.
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THE RELATION BETWEEN THE POSITION OF THE
FEMALE PRONUCLEUS AND THE POLAR BODIES

IN THE UNFERTILIZED EGG OF ARBACIA
PUNCTULATA

LEIGH HOADLEY

(From the Department of Zoology, Harvard University, and the Marine

Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.)

Investigators working with the egg of the sea urchin, Arbac'm, have

known for some time that the position of the female pronucleus cannot

be depended upon in determining the polar axis of the egg. The loca-

tion of this cell organ varies greatly in relation to that of the transient

micropyle and to that of the polar bodies which occasionally are to be

found attached to the surface of the egg. Insofar as I am aware, no

record has as yet been made of the relative frequency with which the

egg nucleus is found in one part of the cytoplasm as opposed to another.

The jelly of the egg swells in sea water so that the micropyle is not

easily located in eggs which have been in that medium for any length

of time. Moreover, the polar bodies have generally been lost by the

time the eggs are recovered from the female. During the summer of

1933, while examining eggs by means of the cardioid dark-field con-

denser, one batch was found which showed polar bodies still attached

to nearly all of the eggs. Under these conditions the relation between

the female pronucleus and the polar bodies was easily seen and recorded.

Three sets of records were made of the eggs which, when taken

together, prove that the nucleus may be found with nearly equal fre-

quency in any part of the egg cytoplasm. This statement must be

qualified, however, for it was consistently noted that the pronucleus

was not to be found in the exact center of the egg but was always be-

tween the center and the cortex. It should also be understood that the

figures on distribution to be given below apply to a stage which must

follow the formation of the second polocyte by but a short interval. It

is conceivable, though not probable, that the pronuclei tend to assume

a more constant location in relation to the polar region of the egg as

this interval increases. It would seem more reasonable to expect their

distribution to be even more diverse if that were possible.

The first count of the eggs was made to determine the number of

times the pronucleus is found in the polar hemisphere of the egg as con-

trasted with the apolar hemisphere. The results are to be found in

220
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Diagram 1. From this diagram it might seem that there was a -light

advantage of the polar over the apolar hemisphere, hut the difference

is so slight that its significance is at least questionable.

In making the second count, the egg was divided into three /one-,

one the third nearest the polar end. a second the middle equatorial hand,

and a third the lower apolar region. More of the egg cytoplasm i> to

he found in the middle equatorial third than in either of the polar thirds,

which may well account for the fact that, as may he seen in Diagram
2, the pronucleus is more often found in the middle third of the egg than

in either of the other zones. At the same time it is evident from the

figures that the nucleus is found in the polar hand more frequently

than in the apolar. As in the case of the count for the two hemispheres,

DIAGRAMS 1 (left) and 2 (right). Showing the relative frequency in which
the female pronucleus appears in different parts of the egg cytoplasm in relation to

the position of the polar bodies ; 100 eggs.

this difference may not be significant. On the other hand, the interval

between the second meiotic division and the time of the observations

may have been so short that the majority of the nuclei still remain

slightly nearer the pole.

In addition to the counts made above, twelve eggs, chosen at random,

were sketched to show the relations of polar bodies and nuclei. These

are shown in text figure 1. It will be noted that of these twelve, seven

show the nucleus in the polar hemisphere. When the egg is divided

into the three zones it will be seen that the nuclei are equally distributed

between the three. There is no indication in the sketches as to whether

the pronuclei are located nearer the upper surface of the egg or the

lower. At first, owing to the fact that they were consistently in the

region between the center and the cortex, it was thought that some

difference in density might have been influential in localizing them and

that this orientation might have been lost when the eggs were trans-

15
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ferred to the slide. Differences in density have been demonstrated for

similar egg pronuclei in numerous experiments by E. B. Harvey and

have been reported by her in a number of places. In order to test

this, a mass of eggs was placed on a slide on the stage of the micro-

scope and allowed to remain in place without being disturbed for one

hour. At the end of that period there was no indication of any reori-

entation nor was there any constancy in position. ,A degree of force

TEXT FIG. 1. Relative positions of the polar bodies and the female pronucleus
in twelve eggs selected at random from those showing the polar bodies at the

periphery of the egg as seen in surface view.

sufficient to influence the position of the nucleus apparently is attained

only by the use of the centrifuge.

The results of these observations demonstrate that at that stage in

the unfertilized ovum of Arbacia punctulata which follows closely the

second meiotic division, the female pronucleus is located in the more

superficial region of the endoplasmic cytoplasm and may be in any
relation to the attached polar bodies. There is some indication that

the nucleus is to be found nearer the polar end of the egg than the

apolar end in the majority of the cases but the difference in the numbers

of the eggs falling in each group is so small as to make this conclusion

questionable.



REUNITION OF PIECES IN HYDRA, WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO THE ROLE OF THE THREE
LAYERS, AND TO THE FATE OF DIFFHk

ENTIATED PARTS 1

EMMA JOHNSTONE PAPENFUSS

(From the Zoological Laboratory of The Johns Hopkins University)

The work of H. V. Wilson and his associates (1907 and later)

showed that dissociated cells in sponges and hydroids may reunite to

form masses which may regenerate into complete normal individuals.

The present paper is a study of related phenomena in the fresh-water

hydra.

Reunition of small cut pieces of hydra was first studied by Issajew

(1926). The present author published in 1932 an abstract giving cer-

tain results of the work here presented. Weimer (1934) has recently

published a further study of this matter.

The purposes of the present work are somewhat different from those

of Issajew and Weimer. Issajew was interested primarily in the forms

of the individuals reconstituted from union of the mixed fragments of

several individuals, and in the factors determining the forms taken.

WT

eimer is interested mainly in the relation of the reconstitution proc-

esses to axial gradients, and in reformation of new polarities and axes.

In making the present study, the main questions under consideration

were the following :

1. May isolated cells thus reunite to form a complete individual, or

must there be small masses of tissue containing representatives of the

three layers of which hydra is composed?
2. Just what is the role of the three tissue-layers ectoderm, meso-

glea, and entoderm in the process of fusion of parts in hydra?
3. What is the fate of differentiated tissue cells in the production of

the regenerated individuals? This is a question which has been much
studied in the work on sponges and hydroids. Three possibilities have

been discussed : Is the regenerated organism produced exclusively from

undifferentiated cells present in the original individual all the differ-

entiated cells being destroyed during regeneration? Or do the diverse

types of tissue cells persist, reappearing as cells of the same type in the

1 This work was aided by a grant from the Brooks Fund of The Johns Hop-
kins University.
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regenerate? If this is the case, do they retain their typical features

throughout the process of regeneration, or do they become temporarily

de-differentiated, each later resuming its typical features? Or finally

do the diverse types of cells become de-differentiated into some general-

ized type, from which the differentiated cells of the regenerate are later

produced anew, irrespective of the source of the generalized cells?

The fresh-water hydra possesses marked advantages for the study
of these questions, owing to its simple structure. It possesses but two

layers of cells, the ectoderm and entoderm, united by the non-cellular

mesoglea. The undifferentiated cells are limited to the so-called inter-

stitial cells, located between the bases of the ectodermal cells. The
structure is thus favorable for determining the role of the different

types of cells.

FIG. 1. Drawings of the four types of nematocysts found on the brown hydra

employed in the experiments: a. penetrant; b, streptoline glutinant ; c, stereoline

glutinant ; d, volvent.

Both the green and the brown hydra were employed in the present

work. The green hydra is the common species, Chlorohydra viridis-

shna. The brown hydra used does not agree with any of the species

described in the monographic paper of Schulze (1917) nor with any of

the species described in the taxonomic papers of Hyman (1929, 1930,

1931a, 1931fr). Since Schulze uses the nematocysts as the basis of

classification, it will be well to give a brief description, with figures, of

the four types of nematocysts of the brown hydra here employed.
Penetrant (Fig. 1, o) : 18-20 micra long, 15 micra wide. Cnidocil,

5-6 micra long. Apex of capsule slightly convex and characteristically

slanted. The coil is easily distorted and hence it is difficult to determine

its characteristic shape. In some specimens it is concave, in some con-

vex, while in others it does not appear to be curved. Three large spines,
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one superimposed, and two short spines are evident. When the capsule
is lying- so that the three large spines can be seen it is characteristic to

see a diagonal thread, which is a continuation of the coiled thread, across

the capsule. The diagonal thread bends on itself and descends, appar-

ently connecting on the other side of the capsule. The exact connection

of the thread could not be determined.

Streptoline glutinant (Fig. 1, b): 12 micra long, 6 micra wide.

Cnidocil, 10 micra long, very slender. Capsule oval in shape. Thread
makes 3 or 4 transverse, usually slightly oblique coils. Below these

coils the thread is wound in a tangled mass.

Stereoline glutinant (Fig. 1, r) : 10 micra long. 5 micra wide.

Thread wound irregularly.

Volvent (Fig. 1, d) : 10 micra long, 8 micra wide. Cnidocil, 10

micra long. Characteristic to have thread halfway cross itself again as

shown in Fig. 1, d. Capsule pyriform.
Tn the present paper this form will be designated simply as

"
the

brown hydra."

ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN REGENERATES FROM EXPRESSED TISSUE

The method of obtaining dissociated cells introduced by Wilson for

sponges and hydroids consists in enclosing pieces of tissue in bolting
cloth and forcing the cells through the interstices. This method is diffi-

cult to apply to hydra, owing to its small size. A method used by Dr.

Florence Peebles for hydroids was more applicable to hydra. This con-

sists in forcing the tissues through a small cloth sieve. The method

was employed as follows : Bolting cloth was placed over the end of a

small glass tube 7% mm. in diameter. This tube was fitted into an

outer tube 9 mm. in diameter. The hydras were expressed through the

cloth by the use of a glass rod rounded at one end. For each experi-

ment 30 to 40 hydras were used.

The perforations of the bolting cloth used by Wilson measured

about 300 micra. When cloth with such perforations was employed for

hydra (examples with perforations of 400 micra and of about 265 micra

were tried), large pieces of hydras, whole tentacles, and entire buds

came through. Therefore cloth of a finer mesh was used. Silk cloth

with the perforations measuring about 40 micra ga\e a much finer pre-

cipitate. Under the microscope the precipitate was found to consist of

free entodermal cells, free ectodermal cells, and groups of ectodermal or

entodermal cells. Free algal bodies and nematocysts showed that many
of the cells had been broken. The amount of entodermal tissue that

comes through is much greater than that of ectodermal tissue, possibly

because the ectodermal cells adhere to one another more firmly and

hence do not pass readily through the perforations.
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Such expressed tissue was cultured in spring water in a Stender dish,

half filled with a firm agar jelly. The tissue was brought together in a

small hole in the agar, produced by pressing into it the rounded end of a

warmed glass rod ;
in this way it was insured that the bits of tissue

would be in contact.

However in no case were observable fusion masses formed. The

cells did not unite and no regeneration of individuals occurred. Tt ap-

pears probable that the failure to form fusion masses was due to special

conditions resulting from dissociation of the cells. It was noticeable

that the small pieces found in the expressed tissue contained groups of

either ectodermal or entodermal cells, but rarely contained both kinds of

cells attached together. It appears possible that in order to form fusion

masses there must be pieces that had both ectodermal and entodermal

cells held together by the mesogleal layer, in the usual way. Neither

Issajew (1926) nor Weimer (1934) produced individuals from tissue

thus expressed through fine perforations, although Issajew (p. 44) al-

ludes to a report that an unnamed Russian student had succeeded in

doing this. In order to determine whether pieces carrying all three

layers can by union form a normal hydra, the experiments set forth in

the following sections were performed. (It may be noted that at this

time the author was unfamiliar with the work of Issajew, and Weimer's

paper had not appeared.)

REUNITION OF SMALL CUT FRAGMENTS TO FORM AN INDIVIDUAL

In these experiments the hydras were cut with sharpened needles

into many small fragments. Such fragments contain ectoderm and

entoderm, united by the mesogleal layer, as usual. In practice, for these

experiments, the anterior end, with its mouth, hypostome, and tentacles,

was removed, so that the fragments consisted only of parts of the body
and foot. The fragments were transferred with a fine pipette to an

agar bed made in one of the cavities of a depression slide. Only a little

water was transferred with the fragments, so that they lie close together

in relations favorable to fusion. As the fragments are somewhat scat-

tered when expelled from the pipette, they are brought closer together

with a fine pointed glass needle. In some cases the fragments were

carefully oriented with entodermal faces upward, so that the three layers

would be in the same relations in all the fragments. In other cases the

fragments were left as they came from the pipette, with varying orienta-

tion of the different layers. The number of fragments was as a rule

about 25 to 30 but, in some cases, the hydra was cut into 60 fragments or

more. The slide bearing the fragments in close contact was placed in a

moist chamber and observed at intervals. A small drop of spring water

was gently added every few minutes.
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In such slides containing small cut fragments, fusion of the frag-

ments occurred, and eventually entire hydras were regenerated from

them. Complete fusion commonly occurred in one to two hours.

These results were obtained in many experiments with both the green

and the brown hydra. The exact processes in fusion and regeneration
are taken up in later pages.

According to Peebles (1897), the smallest portion of a hydra that

is capable of independent regeneration is a sphere whose diameter is

I
/Q mm. It was not practicable to measure each fragment in all the ex-

periments, but in a few cases in which the fragments were measured and

all kept under this minimum size the usual regenerate was formed.

Thus it is possible for an individual to form from fused fragments
which alone are not capable of regeneration.

Here we are confronted by the question: Why do fusion and regen-

eration occur among small fragments that are cut apart, while with frag-

ments obtained by pressing hydras through fine-meshed cloth they do

not occur? As we saw earlier, in the cut fragments the three bodv

layers retain their usual relations, while in the expressed tissue they do

not. The difference in the results in the two cases calls for a study of

the role played by the three body layers and their relations to each other,

in fusion of tissues in hydra. Such a study is presented in the next

section.

ROLE OF ENTODERM, MESOGLEA, AND ECTODERM IN-

FUSION AND GRAFTING IN HYDRA

In order to determine the role of the three body layers in fusion of

parts, the process was studied by other methods than those employed in

following the regeneration of new individuals from separate fragments.

At first grafts were made, and an attempt made to follow in fixed and

stained sections the role of the different layers. Grafts involving two

green hydras, and in other cases grafts between a green and a brown

hydra, were thus studied, under fixation with osmic acid and stainmg in

safranine A and fast green. But such sections revealed nothing of the

processes by which the respective layers became united in the grafts.

Success was reached by methods which separated in the living con-

dition the three layers, and allowed the capacity for fusion in each to be

tested with precision. The method employed was based partly on the

ancient discovery by Trembley (1744) that hydras can be turned inside

out, so that the entoderm is on the exterior. By placing in contact two

such everted hydras, it becomes possible to determine whether two ento-

dermal layers in contact will fuse. The mesogleal layer may be tested

in a similar way by scraping the entoderm from two everted hydras and
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bringing them into contact. By placing these free mesogleal and ento-

dermal layers in contact in different cases with other free layers, six

combinations can be tested: (1) entoderm with entoderm
; (2) ento-

derm with ectoderm; (3) entoderm with mesoglea; (4) mesoglea with

mesoglea; (5) mesoglea with ectoderm; (6) ectoderm with ectoderm.

The results for each combination are given in later paragraphs.
For obtaining the free surfaces of entoderm and mesoglea. the fol-

lowing procedure was employed. To evert a hydra, it was placed head

downward in a hole made in an agar bed in the hollow of a depression

slide. The foot was then pushed downward through the mouth with a

glass needle until the hydra was everted. If the free surface of the

mesogleal layer was desired, the everted hydra was taken from the hol-

low and allowed to extend. Then the entoderm was carefully removed

with a very fine glass needle. In this way a body wall was obtained con-

sisting only of the ectoderm and mesoglea. Sections of hydras so

treated show the mesoglea adhering to the ectoderm, and without ento-

derm.

For the fusion experiments such specimens were transferred to an-

other agar bed, in contact with another specimen. Close contact was

insured by withdrawing most of the water. The slide bearing the speci-

mens was placed in a moist chamber and observed at intervals during
fusion ; a little water being added every few minutes to prevent drying.

Entoderm wltJi Entoderm

When two everted hydras are placed side by side with entoderms in

contact, fusion occurs immediately. Xo irritation of the tissues is re-

quired and the fusion occurs more quickly than in ordinary grafting.

In great numbers of such experiments fusion has in no case failed to

occur. Fusion of the two entodermal layers is so complete that in sec-

tions there is no line of demarcation between the two original layers.

Fusion may thus occur between the entoderms of the green and brown

hydras, but such fusion occurs less readily than that between members

of the same species.

Entoderm witJt Ectoderm

In these experiments a specimen was everted and brought, with its

entoderm external, in contact with a hydra that was not everted. Ento-

derm and ectoderm were thus in contact. The specimens were left in

contact 20 to 70 minutes. In no case did fusion of entoderm and ecto-

derm occur, though such experiments were tried in great number.
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Entoderm willi Mesoglea

When an everted
"
entodermal hydra

"
is placed in contact with a

"mesogleal hydra" (mesoglea on its outer surface), union always oc-

curs. The affinity between these layers (which of course are normally

closely united) is striking. There seems to be a direct adherence, a-

compared with the comparatively slow union of entoderms. which is a

process occurring in several stages. (In my abstract of 1932 it was

erroneously stated that entoderm and mesoglea do not unite).

Mesoglea with Mesoglea

In a large number of experiments the mesogleal layers were brought
in contact, in two everted hydras from which the entoderm had been re-

moved. In no case was there a firm or lasting adherence. Sometimes

there was a slight tendency to hold together at definite points or over

small areas. This usually occurred about the mouth, a region from

which it is difficult to completely remove the entodermal cells. It is clear

that no functional adherence such as will lead to a lasting union occurs

between two mesogleal layers.

Mesoglca with Ectoderm

A hydra is everted, the entoderm removed, and the exposed mesoglea

brought in contact with the uninjured ectoderm of another individual,

remaining thus for 20 to 70 minutes. In no case does fusion occur.

Ectoderm wiUi Ectoderm

\Yhen two hydras are placed with the respective ectodermal surfaces

in contact, fusion does not occur, even though they are kept in close con-

tact 30 to 60 minutes.

Thus entoderm fuses readily with entoderm and with mesoglea, but

not with ectoderm. Mesoglea does not fuse with mesoglea nor with

ectoderm. Ectoderm does not fuse with ectoderm nor with either of the

other two layers.

The Process of Fusion of the Entodermal Cells

The experiments just described have shown that the entoderm is the

layer which is mainly active in fusion (the uniting of entoderm to meso-

glea can obviously play little part in the union of fragments into a rc-

unition mass). The process of union of the entodermal cells \\.i~

studied in detail in tissue cultures.

For this purpose a hydra was everted, several fragments of entoderm
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cut off with a fine glass needle, and these again into a number of smaller

pieces. These pieces were placed close together on a cover-glass in a

small drop of water, and the cover-glass was inverted over a depression

slide. Water was allowed to run in under the cover-slide in order to

seal it. In this way the processes occurring in fusion could he observed

under the microscope.

Fusion occurred so rapidly that it was not possible to make camera

drawings or photographs from the living cultures. Therefore cultures

were killed and fixed at different stages ;
for this purpose methyl acetic

green was found useful. It stops the process of union instantly and

fixes the tissues beautifully, in the condition they have reached.

The striking characteristic of small fragments of entoderm is their

amoeboid movement. Clear hyaline processes are sent out from each

fragment and shortly afterward the granular protoplasm with its con-

tained green algal bodies flows out into them. The fragments at times

also undergo a revolving movement ; this happens both in large and small

fragments (ten to thirty micra in diameter). This movement is like

that resulting from cilia or flagella : it may be due to the cilia known to

occur on the entodermal cells (Schneider. 1890, and others).

When fragments of entoderm come in contact they usually fuse

rapidly, though rarely they separate again without fusion. The cells

are apparently not brought together by an attraction between them, since

fragments that are very close together may wander apart again. They

apparently come in contact only accidentally as a result of their irregular

movements.

Though the process of fusion is readily observed, it is at first difficult

to determine just how it occurs. Camera drawings of different stages of

the process were made, and by the study of these light was thrown on

the method. When two fragments come in contact, a process from one

piece slides over a process from the other. Other processes are sent out.

and the same thing happens, so that the processes become interlaced. In

time they are so woven together that it would be difficult for them to lie

disentangled. In this way the fragments are brought into union. Fig-

ure 2 shows two entodermal fragments in the process of fusing. After

a few minutes fusion is complete and the two fragments are united into

one. The cellular membranes of the two fragments do not break and

allow the interior protoplasm of the cells to mingle ; on the contrary, the

cells retain their integrity and are united at first only by their interlaced

processes, possibly supplemented later by a physical adherence of the

cell surfaces.

The relations just brought out appear to explain the fact that fusion

and regeneration did not occur in hydra (issue expressed through cloth.
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while it did occur in the case of small fragments cut with a sharpen^!
needle. The expressed material is composed largely of entodermal

tissue that has become separated from the ectodermal tissue. Fusion

thus occurs only between adjacent masses of isolated entodermal tissue;

this was observed in the cultures made. But such masses, composed ex-

clusively of entoderm, are not capable of regenerating an entire hvdra ;

they soon die. Even though there might be present in the tissue ex-

pressed through cloth some fragments containing the three layers in

their normal relations, their fusion would usually be prevented by the

intervening masses of ectodermal cells, and dying or dead entodermal

cells. Hence it would be difficult to obtain a fusion mass capable of

regenerating a normal hydra from tissues dissociated by forcing them

through fine cloth; in none of the experiments here tried did this occur.

FIG. 2. Camera lucida drawing showing two fragments of entoderm in the

process of fusing. From a fixed preparation stained with methyl acetic green.
X 300.

Examination of the accounts of wound healing and of grafting in

the work of other investigators shows them to be consistent with this

conclusion that it is the entoderm that plays the active role in fusion of

parts. Thus in the work of Ischikawa (1890), it was found that when

an everted hydra is placed within a normal hydra and the two are pierced

with bristles a permanent union occurs
;
but when an uneverted hydra is

placed within another hydra and the two pierced with bristles, union is

obtained only where the bristles pierce the two hydras: that is, where

the entoderms of transplant and host can come in contact (pp. 445-446,

and Figs. 61-65, Taf. 19). It has often been noted that in order to ob-

tain union between two hydras, it is necessary to
"

irritate
"

the tissue:
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that is, to wound the surface
;
such wounding doubtless exposes the

entoderms, which then unite. Rand (1900) observes that if the surface

of but one of the individuals is wounded, union does not occur; also that

if after wounding the surfaces of both, they are allowed to heal and so

become covered with ectoderm before being brought in contact, union

does not occur. He remarks that
"
In most of the experiments the two

pieces were at first united by the adhesion of fragments of entoderm "

(p. 203). The work of Mattes (1925&) on wound healing in hydra
shows similar relations. In the healing of a wound "

usually the ento-

dermal layers first come in contact and unite
"

(p. 33). Then the ecto-

dermal cells gradually grow or creep over the entoderm till they come
in contact. In Mattes' Fig. 8 is shown a section in which the ento-

dermal edges of the wound have united, but are not yet covered by
ectoderm.

It appears probable that the ectoderm plays, in the union of frag-

ments to form a hydra, a role similar to that in wound healing, as de-

scribed by Mattes. The ectoderm has no capacity for active fusion,

such as is shown by the entoderm. However, after the entodermal parts

have fused, the ectoderm in regenerating grow
r s over these entodermal

surfaces.

Summary on the Role of the Different Tissues in Reunition

Our evidence up to this point makes it possible to answer a number
of the questions proposed at the beginning:

( 1 ) In hydra, isolated cells do not reunite to form a complete indi-

vidual. For such reunion and regeneration there must be small masses

of tissues containing representatives of the three layers of which hydra
is composed. (2) In fusion the active role is played by the entodermal

cells, which unite by sending out processes which interweave, the ecto-

derm being later regenerated from the preexisting ectoderm and thus

gradually covering the entodermal masses. (3) The diversity of ento-

dermal and ectodermal cells persists through the process of fusion and

regeneration. Whether there may be in addition some new production

of either or both types from the interstitial cells, remains uncertain.

There remain certain questions as to the processes by which the heap
of fragments unites and gradually transforms into a hydra, and as to

the fate of differentiated structures in this process.

THE PROCESSES OF UNION, REGENERATION, AND REGULATION BY

WHICH THE FRAGMENTS FORM AN INDIVIDUAL

To obtain successful fusion and regeneration, the following methods

were employed. After the head had been removed, the body was cut

into fragments by the use of two finely ground No. 12 sewing needles.
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The fragments were then transferred to the agar bed on depression

slides, with a pipette having an opening about 1 mm. in diameter. >o as

to convey little water and leave the fragments close together (see the

photograph, Fig. 3). For successful fusion it was best to orient the

fragments all with the same surface (ectoderm or entoderm) upward,
and to fit them as closely together as possible with a needle increasing

or decreasing the small amount of water as needed. Fusion will often

occur successfully even when the fragments lie at random, not all hav-

ing the same surface upward : but results are more certain when they

have like orientation. The slides are kept in a moist chamber until

fusion occurs. This usually takes from one half to two hours. In

early stages the)' must be examined every few minutes to prevent dry-

ing. In some of the fragments, by a curving of the edges, ectodermal

cells come to lie at the region of contact with other fragments ;
in conse-

quence fusion will not occur. In such cases the ectodermal edge may
be trimmed away or pushed back into place so as to leave a free edge.

To keep irregular fragments in good contact, small pieces of agar may be

placed around them. Where there are gaps between the fragments,

areas which fail to fuse may occur : these presumably give rise to the

abnormalities later described.

These methods are successful with both the green and the brown

hydra. The brown hydra was used for most of the experiments. In a

number of cases attempts were made to obtain regenerates from a mix-

ture of fragments from the two species, but in all such cases the frag-

ments degenerated.

The further process will be described by the aid of a series of typical

figures, shown in the photographic plate (Plate I, Figs. 4 to 8).

Fusion begins among the fragments lying on the agar bed (Fig. 3) ;

after about two hours they have formed a flat plate, one side being

ectoderm, the other entoderm (Fig. 4). Usually there are a number of

regions in which fusion is not complete.

When the plate stage is reached, the tissue is taken from the agar bed

and placed in a Stender dish filled with spring w-ater. As soon as it is

free in the water, there occurs a movement by which the edges are rolled

inward toward the entodermal surface as shown in Fig. 5. (This is

best seen if placed with entoderm above). In this way in a half hour a

half-open hemispherical structure is produced. Sections at about this

stage or a little later show that the apparent gap in the cylinder is covered

with entodermal cells, over which there may be a thin layer of ectoderm.

The resemblance is close to the sections figured by Mattes (1925) in his

study of wound healing in hydra. Mattes' studies show clearly that the

opening is first closed by entoderm. which later is covered by regenerat-

ing ectoderm growing over it from the sides.
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Changes continue, and about three hours after the formation of the

plate, the hydra is a flattened sac-like body, hollow within (Fig. 6).

An indication of a point at one end shows the position of the foot.

Three days later the foot is serving as an organ of attachment, and

one tentacle has appeared. This and slightly later stages are shown in

Figs. 7 and 8. The tentacle elongates and the hypostome appears.

Other tentacles are developed. As will be set forth later, there are fre-

quently irregularities and abnormalities at this time, probably the result

of incomplete fusion.

At this stage the hydras begin to feed. They were fed once a day
the soft parts dissected from a daphnia. If they are fed regularly and

the water is changed every one or two days, they now live indefinitely,

regulate their abnormalities, and reproduce by budding. The processes

by which the hydra finally reaches its normal form may best be taken up
in connection with an account of the fate of differentiated structures.

It may be noted that green hydras usually give more complete fusion

and fewer later abnormalities than the brown hydra.j

REGULATION AND THE FATE OF DIFFERENTIATED STRUCTURES, IN THE
FORMATION OF A NEW HYDRA FROM FRAGMENTS OF AN

OLD INDIVIDUAL

What becomes of the differentiated parts that are present in the

individual cut into fragments? Do the fragments from a given part of

the body form anew that part? Or are the differentiations lost and

formed anew, without relation to the source from which the fragments
come ?

A beginning on the study of this question was made by tracing the

EXPLANATION OF PLATE I

Photomicrographs of representative stages in the formation of a green hydra
from fragments. Figures 5 and 9 are photomicrographs from another experiment
in which a brown hydra was used.

3. Green hydra fragments, prior to fusion. X 80.

4. Well-advanced fusion of fragments. X 200.

5. Reunition mass (formed from brown hydra fragments), after it has been

placed in water, showing the rolling-in of the edges. X 320.

6. Later appearance of reunition mass after structure has become sac-like.

X200.
7. The appearance of the regenerate after three days. The foot is attached.

Note the developing tentacle at the broad end. X 80.

8. The appearance of the 4-day regenerate. The hypostome has formed and

the tentacle has elongated. X 80.

9. A brown hydra regenerate which has been formed from fragments, with two
attached feet. X 26.
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fate of the original foot. This study throws much light on the nature

of the regulations that occur.

An attempt was first made to follow the fate of foot fragments of

the green hydra when the rest of the mass came from the brown hydra;

and in the reverse combination. In such cases the green foot unites with

the brown fragments, and is still present in the plate stage. Thereupon,

however, the green foot is invariably sloughed off. and the same thing

happens in the reverse combination.

Recourse was then had to the method of vital staining. For this the

brown hydra is best, since here the stained tissue is more readily seen.

The foot is removed as a small fragment, and is stained in a deep solu-

tion of methylene blue. The remainder of the body is cut into frag-

ments without staining. The foot fragment is repeatedly washed, then

placed with the other fragments in the usual way. It enters into union

with them, and its fate may be followed, since it is stained blue.

It should be remarked that in following the development, the blue

Main gradually fades. After six or seven days the faintly blue foot area

may be restained. The regenerating mass is placed in the agar bed. a

minute crystal of methylene blue is taken on the end of a fine steel

needle and placed exactly on the stained area, where it is allowed to re-

main for a few seconds. The blue color is thus restored. The regen-

erating mass is then plunged into spring water to remove excess stain.

The original foot area may thus be restained repeatedly.

All the experiments in which the staining allowed the foot to be

traced throughout showed that the original foot retains its identity

through the fragmentation, fusion, and regeneration. It is not absorbed

nor transformed into some other tissue. It becomes the foot of the re-

generated individual, functioning in the usual way. In some cases the

foot retained its adhesive function throughout the entire process ;
in

young spherical masses the stained foot could be seen to adhere to the

substratum.

Sometimes an additional foot, or more than one. was formed from

tissue which did not come from the original foot. This shows, of

course, that a change of function may occur in other cells of the body.

But such a change did not occur in the foot tissue in any of the nu-

merous experiments in which the stained material could be followed

from beginning to end.

The presence of a stained area representing a differentiated portion

of the original hydra aids greatly in tracing the regulative processes by

which a new individual is produced from the heap of fragments. Prob-

ably in consequence of failure of complete fusion, abnormalities are

commonly present in the young regenerate. These are less common in
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the green hydra: here frequently only a single hydranth (mouth and

hypostome with the circle of tentacles) and hut one foe it are produced.
But in the brown hydra usually two or three hydranths and one or

more accessory feet are present in the early stages. The regulative proc-

esses affecting the foot are hound up with those in other parts of the

body.
In some cases the original foot forms at the beginning the basal end

of the long axis. In this case it preserves its position through the often

complex regulative processes that occur, and becomes the foot of the re-

generated hydra. Thus, in Experiment 1(>. made upon a brown hydra,

the original foot I- was from the first at one end of the long axis (Plate

II. Fig. 10). Four hydranths. ./. B, C, D appeared, all upborne by the

foot, but none of them opposite it (Fig. 11). One of the hydranths

migrated till it was opposite the original foot (Fig. 12). and the other

three coalesced. A splitting then occurred through the middle of the

one hydranth which had been formed by coalescence (Fig. 13), separat-

ing the hydra into two parts, X and Y. As a result the original foot

functioned as the permanent foot of the hydranth, X, which was closest

to it (Fig. 14). The other part formed a new foot (AF, Fig. 13).

In another case (Experiment 22), in which the original foot F was
from the beginning at the basal end of the long axis (Fig. 15), three

hydranths developed : two, B and C, opposite the original foot, and one,

A, at right angles to it (Fig. 16). Two accessory feet also developed
from material that did not belong to the original foot, one AF lf opposite
the anterior hydranth and adjacent to the original foot, the other, AF n ,

at the anterior end of the long axis (Fig. 16). Later coalescence set in

between the two anterior hydranths B and C, and also between the two

posterior feet, one of which was the original foot. The third hydranth
A migrated toward the anterior end and coalesced with B and C. The

accessory foot, AF^, migrated downward and united with the foot that

had formed by the coalescence of the accessory foot AF
}
and the origi-

nal foot F, so that the final foot was formed by the union of three origi-

nally separate feet, two of which were newly formed (see the conditions

shown in Figs. 17 and 18).

In many cases the original foot is not at first at one end of the long
axis, but located somewhere on the body wall. In such cases appropriate

regulatory changes occur, bringing the foot to the basal end of the axis ;

these may be of varied character. In some cases regulation is by migra-
tion of the foot. Thus, in Experiment 25, the original foot formed an

appendage in the posterior part of the body wall (Fig. 19) while a new
foot AF wras formed at the opposite end from the regenerating hvdranth.

A bud, b, later appeared posterior to the original foot, near the in \\ foot,

16
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE II

Figures 10-14. Camera lucida drawings of representative stages in the forma-
tion of regenerate 12.

10. One-day regenerate. F, original foot ; N, non-fusion area. X 20.

11. Three-day regenerate. F, original foot; N, non-fusion area; A, B, C, D,
developing hydranths. X 22.

12. Fifteen-day regenerate. Hydranths A and B are coalescing. F, original
foot. X 22.

13. Twenty-seven-day regenerate. Hydranths A, B, and D have coalesced. A
split has occurred, separating into two parts the hydranth formed by the coalescence

of A, B, and D. An accessory foot AF has developed. A', }', polyps formed by
the splitting of A, B, and D. X 10.

14. Thirty-day regenerated individual, A', with the original foot serving as a

permanent foot. F, original foot. X 10.

Figures 15-18. Camera lucida drawings of representative stages in the forma-
tion of regenerate 22.

15. One-day regenerate. F, original foot. X 22.

16. Five-day regenerate. Three hydranths A, B, and C and two accessory feet

AFi and AFU have developed. F, original foot. X 22.

17. Nine-day regenerate. The original foot F and the accessory foot AFt are

beginning a coalescence. The accessory foot AFn is migrating toward the pos-
terior end of the regenerate. The hydranth A is migrating toward the anterior

end. F, original foot. X 22.

18. Twenty-nine-day regenerate. The accessory foot AF,. has coalesced with
the original foot F. And foot AF^ is beginning a coalescence with AFl plus F.
On the fortieth day AFH coalesced with AFt plus F so that the newly-formed foot
was composed of the original foot F and the accessory feet AF\ plus AFU ; b, de-

veloping bud. X 10.

Figures 19-22. Camera lucida drawings of representative stages in the forma-
tion of regenerate 25.

19. Six-day regenerate. The original foot F is an appendage-like structure on
the polyp. An accessory foot AF has been formed. X 22.

20. Eight-day regenerate. A bud b has developed posterior to the original
foot F. X 10.

21. Eleven-day regenerate. The bud b has constricted off. The original foot

F is migrating toward the basal end. X 10.

22. Twenty-day regenerate. The original foot F has coalesced with the ac-

cessory foot AF. The newly-formed foot of the polyp is composed of the ac-

cessory foot AF and the original foot F. X 10.

Figures 23-30. Camera lucida drawings of representative stages in the forma-
tion of regenerate 17.

23. Three-day regenerate. Two hydranths, A and B, have developed. The
tentacles of A are not drawn. F, original foot ;

N , non-fusion area. X 10.

24. Six-day regenerate. The foot is no longer an appendage-like structure

but has become incorporated. F, original foot
; A, B, hydranths ; b, developing

bud. X 10.

25. Ten-day regenerate. The short axis has now become the long axis and
the foot is toward one end of the long axis. The regenerate is not yet attached.

Hydranths A and B are beginning a coalescence. The bud b has constricted off.

F
, original foot. X 10.

26. Twenty-five-day regenerate. The two heads, A and B, have practically

coalesced. A constriction is appearing just posterior to the original foot. An
accessory foot AF has developed. F, original foot. X 10.

27. The posterior end of the 26-day regenerate. The constriction posterior to

the original foot is increasing. F, original foot. X, part that is constricting off.

X22.
28. The posterior end of the 28-day regenerate. X constricted off and lived

for several days. F
'

, original foot. X 22.

29. The posterior end of the 31 -day regenerate. The extreme posterior end

which is not original foot tissue is gradually rounding off. F
'

, original foot. X 22.

30. The re-formed foot of the 33-day regenerate. The original foot tissue

forms part of the new foot. F, original foot. X 22.
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in a region much below the usual budding zone (Fig. 20). After this

bud had constricted off, the original foot migrated downward and finally

coalesced with the new foot (Figs. 21, 22).

In one remarkable case the original foot F was attached on the short

axis of the very irregular reunition mass, and two hydranths, A and B,

appeared opposite the foot, thus likewise on the short axis (Fig. 23).
The foot, at first an appendage, became incorporated in the body wall

(Fig. 24). After 8 days the body in this region became narrow: the

entire region anterior to the foot elongated, and the two heads ap-

proached one another, so that the regenerate showed more resemblance

to a normal hydra, with the foot toward the posterior end of what was
now the long axis (Fig. 25). Thus the axis had changed, and was now
at right angles to the original longitudinal axis

;
this seems to have oc-

curred under the influence of the differentiated foot. The foot was,

however, still not at the end of the long axis, a part of the former body
wall region forming the basal end. Sometime later a constriction ap-

peared posterior to the foot (Fig. 26), and in a few days the part of the

body behind the foot was constricted off, leaving the original foot in the

normal position at the basal end of the long axis (Figs. 27, 28, 29, 30).
In attaining the final normal form a very great variety of regulatory

processes occur. The types of regulator}- processes in hydra have been

fully described by Rand (1899, 1900). Issajew (1926). Tripp (1928),
and others, so that it is not necessary to present details here. By way
of summary, the following may be said. The regulatory processes may
be classified in three types : separation or splitting of parts ; absorption
of parts, and migration with coalescence of parts. Splitting or separa-

tion of parts is relatively infrequent ;
two examples have been given in

the descriptions just presented. Absorption and separation of parts has

been found of common occurrence by other investigators (e.g. Rand,

1899; Tripp, 1928), but it was rare in these experiments.

Migration and coalescence of parts was by far the most frequent

method of regulation. These two processes always occurred together ;

before coalescence can occur there must be migration of certain parts.

Separate hydranths coalesced, separate feet coalesced, separate tentacles

coalesced. Careful study revealed that this was the usual method of

getting rid of supernumerary parts : it occurred in practically all the ex-

periments. Coalescence occurred only between like parts. Parts at a

distance from each other (two feet or two hydranths) migrate together

as if they were attracted one to the other, and finally coalesce. When
the number of tentacles is doubled by the coalescence of two heads, the

number is reduced to normal by the further coalescence of the tentacles.
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SUMMARY

1. When tissues of hydra are expressed through bolting cloth having

meshes as large as those used for sponges and hydroids, large masses of

tissue, entire tentacles, entire buds and the like, come through so that

this method is not adequate for hydra.

2. When hydras are expressed through cloth of fine mesh (40

micra), detached and fragmented cells, and masses in which entoderm

is separated from ectoderm, are produced. Such cells or fragments do

not reunite to form a new individual.

3. However, small cut fragments (25 to 60 from the body of an

individual) under favorable conditions reunite to form a new hydra.

Such fragments carry both entoderm and ectoderm united in the usual

way.
4. To determine the role of the body layers in the reunition of parts,

methods were devised for exposing each of the three layers separately

and bringing them each in contact with one another. This gave the fol-

lowing results : Entoderm unites readily with entoderm and also with

mesoglea, but does not unite with ectoderm. Mesoglea adheres occa-

sionally to mesoglea, but does not unite with ectoderm. Ectoderm does

not fuse with either of the other layers, nor with another layer of ecto-

derm.

5. In the union of fragments to form a new individual, the initiative

is taken by the entodermal cells, which send out protoplasmic processes

which interweave with one another. The gaps in the ectodermal layer

are seemingly covered by regenerative growth of ectoderm, spreading

over the united entodermal masses. This explains why reunition does

not occur when entoderm and ectoderm are separated into different

fragments.

6. Thus the diversity of ectoderm and entoderm persists through the

process of fusion and regeneration. Whether additional production of

either or both types from the interstitial cells occurs was not determined.

7. A reunition mass formed by uniting fragments of the green and

brown hydra disintegrates. Or if a small amount of tissue from one

species is united with a large amount from the other, fusion occurs, but

the kind of tissue that is present in small amount later sloughs off.

8. The fragments first unite to form a plate with ectoderm on one

side, entoderm on the other. The edges then roll together to form a

cylinder, with entoderm within. Head and foot are then produced.

9. To determine the fate of differentiated parts, the foot of the origi-

nal hydra was stained with methylene blue, so that the fate of the frag-

ment which it constitutes could be followed. The original foot retains

its identity and function, later becoming the foot of the individual re-
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generated from the fragments. But accessory feet may also be pro-

duced from other tissues.

10. Many irregularities and abnormalities are produced in the early

stages of regeneration, probably as a result of incomplete fusion in some

regions. Supernumerary heads, feet, and tentacles are common, and

form and structure are frequently abnormal.

11. These abnormalities are later regulated by: splitting of parts,

absorption of parts, and migration and coalescence of parts. The two

former methods are unusual, as most regulation involves migration and

coalescence. Only like organs coalesce.
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THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE AMPHIBIAN
ORGANIZER

I. THE USE OF THE CEPHALIN FRACTION OF MAMMALIAN BRAIN

AS AN INDUCING AGENT

L. G. EARTH

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

A number of recent papers have thrown some light upon the chemi-

cal nature of the substances which induce a neural plate in the amphib-
ian embryo. The work of Holtfreter (1933) has shown that the dead

organizer functions after treatment with xylol or 100 per cent alcohol

but loses its ability to induce a secondary neural plate in Triton after

treatment with ether. Further, Spemann, Fischer and Wehmeier

(1933) showed that the organizer is not destroyed by acetone. Finally

Needham, Waddington, and Needham (1934) were able to obtain in-

duction in Triton with an ethereal extract of neurulae. These re-

searches indicate that some substance or substances soluble in ether

but probably insoluble in alcohol, xylol, or acetone are responsible

for the early embryonic induction of the neural plate.

Since the chemistry of amphibian neurulse is not well known, it was

thought that extracts of the mammalian brain, a structure which Holt-

freter (1933) has shown to have powers of induction, would give more

information about the chemical nature of the organizer. The chemistry
of the mammalian brain has been extensively studied, and the cephalins

have been analysed by Levene and Rolf (1922) and Page and Biilow

(1931).

Ether extraction of the brain gives chiefly sterols, lecithins, and

cephalins. The sterols are soluble in acetone, which leaves the lecithin

and cephalin. The lecithin may be separated from the cephalin since

it is soluble in alcohol, which precipitates cephalin. Bearing in mind

that the organizer is an ether-soluble substance and probably insoluble

in alcohol and acetone, we might expect that the cephalin fraction of the

ether-soluble substances would act as an organizer. This was shown

to be the case by the following procedure.

244
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METHODS

One-half of a freshly killed calf's brain was chopped fine and ex-

tracted for twenty-four hours at 5 C. with 500 cc. of ether. The

suspension was centrifuged and the clear ether extract evaporated to

about 25 cc. at room temperature. Then 250 cc. of 100 per cent alcohol

were added with the formation of a precipitate, and the flask was placed

at 5 C. for 24 hours. The precipitate was separated from the solution

containing lecithin by centrifuging and was redissolved in ether. Not

all of the precipitate dissolved, and the residue after 24 hours in ether

at 5 C. was discarded. The cephalin was reprecipitated from the ether

by addition of acetone to remove cholesterol. The precipitate, consist-

ing chiefly of cephalin, was redissolved in ether and once more precipi-

tated with 100 per cent alcohol to remove lecithin and cholesterol. The

precipitate was again dissolved in ether and reprecipitated with acetone

to remove cholesterol. Finally the precipitate was redissolved in ether

and allowed to evaporate to dryness at room temperature. The sub-

stance obtained was a white flaky compound which readily formed an

emulsion with water. The cephalin obtained is obviously impure and

further experiments are planned with better preparations. In the ex-

periments described here, the cephalin was used 30-40 days after prepa-

ration, and during this time must have taken up oxygen.

The work was started in 1933 with Ainbystoma opacitin, which lays

its eggs in September and October
;
but the animals stopped laying be-

fore extracts could be tried, so the experiments were continued with

the black Mexican axolotl (Ambystoma inc.ricanum). Ainbystoma

opacinn is an excellent form for induction experiments as it is very

easy to operate upon in the early gastrula stage. There is very little

mortality (see Table I). On the other hand, the Mexican axolotl is

much more difficult to work with, as the early gastrula tends to flatten

out over the wax or celophane-covered bottom of the dish, and the

mortality is higher. However, by operating in Holtfreter's solution,

about 50 per cent of the early gastrulae survived through the formation

of the neural plate.

Preliminary experiments on these forms showed that the living

dorsal lip and the dead dorsal lip induced neural plates (Table I and

Plate I, Fig. 4, I). In Ambystouia opacmn eight clear cases of induc-

tion were obtained with the transplant of the living dorsal lip and in

axolotl two cases are recorded.

The dead dorsal lip was prepared by desiccating early gastrula and

implanting small pieces of the dorsal lip area into the blastoccel of a

living gastrula. In all 23 implants of dried dorsal lip were made, re-

sulting in 5 clear cases of induction and one doubtful case.

17
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PLATE I

FIG. 1. Cross-section showing induced neural plate (I) in Ambystoma mc.ri-

canum (Mexican axolotl) by means of cephalin. Fragments of the implant may
be seen under the induced neural plate.

FIG. 2. A detail of the induced neural plate of Fig. 1, showing the typical

arrangement of cells and elongate nuclei.

FIG. 3. Induced neural plate (I) in Ambystoma mc.vicannm, using an ether

extract of mammalian brain. Note especially the implant of the ether extract -f-

kaolin just beneath the induced neural plate.

FIG. 4. Induced neural plate (I) in Ambystoma opacum with the living dorsal

lip of the blastopore.
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In all cases the implants were placed in the blastoccel of an early

gastrula, according to the well-known technique in Triton. 1 Since the

substances used formed emulsions with water, it was difficult to transfer

them to the blastoccel under water. For this reason the extracts in most

cases were mixed with an equal amount of kaolin to form a paste in

water which, when dried, could be cut into small pieces and these pieces

inserted into the blastoccel by means of sharp forceps. The extracts

used were the cephalin preparation and also the entire ethereal extract

which was evaporated to dryness.

RESULTS

Table I summarizes the results and Plate I, Figs. \^, shows photo-

graphs of the inductions. Figure 1 shows the primary neural tube and

an induced neural plate in axolotl. The scattered fragments of the im-

plant of cephalin and kaolin can be seen underneath the induced neural

plate. In Fig. 2 the typical arrangement of the cells and the elongated

nuclei of the induced neural plate are shown. Most of the eight clearly

defined inductions obtained by cephalin were of this character. The

four cases labelled as doubtful were ones in which a thickening of the

ectoderm was obtained, but no typical neural plate resulted.

TABLE I

Induction of a neural plate in Ambystoma opacum and in the Mexican axolotl

(Ambystoma tigrinum or mexicanum) . Clear induction = Figs. 1 and 3 in Plate I.

Doubtful induction = large masses of cells which could not be distinguished from

epidermis.

Form used
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neural plate (I) with the implant just below it. The implant consisted

of 50 per cent ether extract and 50 per cent kaolin, which formed a

solid mass that could be placed in the blastoccel. The ethereal extract

was a portion of that from which cephalin was isolated. It was merely
allowed to evaporate to a gummy, reddish mass and was then mixed with

kaolin.

DISCUSSION

The experiments show that cephalin, or some impurity in it, will

induce a neural plate in axolotl. It is possible that lecithin or choles-

terol is present along with the cephalin. and these substances have not

been tested on axolotl. However, Xeedham, Waddington, and Need-

ham (1934) have implanted cholesterol in Triton and obtained no signs

of induction. 2 In regard to lecithin, Spemann. Fischer, and Wehmeier

(1933) have implanted the yolk of the hen's egg with negative results.

These results, of course, do not conclusively rule out the action of spe-

cific brain sterols or lecithins.

According to Page and Biilow (1931), cerebrosides and sphingo-

myelin may be present in cephalin if the alcohol is not carefully removed

from the cephalin precipitate. Since these substances are described as

insoluble in ether, they could be present in only small amounts. How-
ever, the possibility should not be discarded that these compounds may
be the organizer, especially since Fischer and Wehmeier (1933) re-

ported induction of neural plates with glycogen. Here, according to

Needham, Waddington, and Needham (1934) and Holtfreter (1933),
the induction was probably due to an impurity in the glycogen. This

is evidence that the organizer can function in very low concentrations.

Considering cephalin itself, it is found to possess many of the prop-
erties of the amphibian organizers as indicated in the following sum-

mar}- :

Property Cephalin Organizer

Occurrence Brain and most of Brain and most of

tissues of mammals tissues of mammals

Solubility in

Ether Soluble Soluble

Alcohol Insoluble Insoluble

Acetone Insoluble Insoluble

Xylol Soluble Insoluble

HC1 Insoluble Insoluble

H2O Fine emulsion Probably diffuses

which diffuses

2 In a more recent communication, Waddington. C. \V., J. Needham, \Y. W.
Nowinski, D. M. Needham and R. Lemberg (1934) found that the unsaponinable
fraction of crude ether extracts from adult newts or calves' liver would induce.

The active principle could be precipitated with digitonin. (See Nature, vol. 134,

p. 103.)
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The properties of the organizer are obtained from the papers of

Bautzmann. Holtfreter. Spemann, and Mangold (1932), Holtfreter

(1933). Spemann, Fischer, and \Yehmeier (1933) and Needham, Wad-

dington, and Needham (1934). It should be pointed out that
"
insolu-

bility
"

in any solvent means merely that the organizer will induce a

neural plate after it has been treated with the solvent. This does not

necessarily mean that the organizer is insoluble in the solvent used, but

may mean that the organizer is in combination with some substance

within the cell.

On the whole it is not possible at present to distinguish between

cephalin and possible impurities in it as causing the induction in axo-

lotl. I merely wish to point out here that cephalin possesses many
of the properties of the amphibian organizer.

There are a few analyses of the phospholipins of amphibian eggs,

and the work is summarized by Xeedham (1931). Plimmer and Kaya
(1909) found that the lipoidal phosphorus in the developing egg of

Rana temporaria declined from 26.2 per cent of the total phosphorus
content to 20.2 per cent. Faure-Fremiet and Dragoui (1923) reported
a phospholipin content of 5.98 per cent dry weight of the entire egg of

the frog. Parnas and Krasinska (1921) found that 23 per cent of the

phospholipins was lost between fertilization and hatching.

Unfortunately the nature of the phospholipins has not been deter-

mined. However, since cephalin has a wide distribution and even ap-

pears in some plant phospholipins (Levene and Rolf, 1925), it prob-

ably is present in the axolotl egg. It will be extremely interesting if

it turns out that a compound (a cephalin ), which is found in large

amounts in the adult nervous system, acts as an inducing agent forming
the embryonic nervous system.
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THE GROWTH-PROMOTING ACTION OF CRUSTACEAN
EYE-STALK EXTRACT

A. E. NAVEZ AND B. KROPP

(From the Laboratory of General Physiology, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts)

From the eye-stalks of such crustaceans as Palcemonetes, Callinectes,

Cancer, etc., there can be obtained by water extraction a substance (or

mixture of substances), which, distributed by the blood stream, will

lead to contraction of the chromatophores of crustaceans (Perkins,

1928; Roller, 1928), contraction of the chromatophores of fishes (Rol-

ler and Meyer, 1930; Rropp and Perkins, 1933&), and expansion of the

melanophores of tadpoles (Perkins and Rropp, 1932). These and

other reactions are suggestive of the action of pituitary secretions. But

despite its pituitrin-like properties in its action on chromatophores, the

crustacean eye-stalk extract does not act in any detectable way on the

gonads of either male or female rats (Rropp, 1932).

From human pregnancy urine a substance,
"
auxin," is extractable

which, with proper technique, produces reactions in decapitated coleop-

tiles of oats, and roots of Lupinus, identical to the ones obtained with
"
growth-substance

"
extracted from vegetal tissues (Kogl and Haagen-

Smit, 1931; Navez, 1933). In some of its properties it is very similar

to the "Rhizopin" described by Nielsen (1930).

The so-called "growth-substance" (Cholodny, 1924; Went, 1928)

extractable from the tips of coleoptiles of Avena, Zca, etc., or from the

root-tips of Lupinus (Navez, 1933), produces characteristic, non-spe-

cific effects upon the elongation of decapitated coleoptiles or roots (also

Keeble, Nelson, and Snow, 1931) identical to the one brought about by
"
auxin.'

The fact that eye-stalk extract has pituitrin-like effects and that the

same pituitrin reactions can be obtained by means of extracts of preg-

nancy urine led us to investigate the possible action of eye-stalk extract

on elongation of plant tissues. Also, as a preliminary step in the proc-

ess of separation of the different components of a water extract of eye-

stalks, it was decided to test its action on the elongation of coleoptile and

root tissues with the usual procedure used in studies of growth-sub-

stance. If a definite, positive result could be obtained, it might provide

a basis for assaying such extracts. It is evident that a method of assay

is necessary if we are to decide such important problems as the concli-

250
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tions of formation and liberation of the eye-stalk hormone
;
and whether

the substance is formed under the action of light or merely released

from the eye-stalk on illumination. In addition, it would be of primary

importance to follow quantitatively the changes in activity of this sub-

stance in solution and to study the possible action of light upon the sub-

stance itself.

The technique usually followed in studies of growth-substance, in-

volving the use of agar blocks
"
loaded

"
with the substance under study,

is not free of objections. It was thought preferable, nevertheless, to

try out such a method, rather than to place the decapitated roots directly

in the solutions of known concentration. However, in order to make

this assay directly comparable with experiments on growth-substance,

preliminary trials showed the possibility of obtaining a response by

placing decapitated roots in solutions of known "
concentration

"
of

eye-stalk hormone as expressed in terms of number of eyes per ml. of

extract (cf. Kropp and Perkins, 1933a).
In comparing the mode of action of eye-stalk extract and growth-

substance, two contrasting responses of plant tissues are available: (1)

The rate of elongation of the decapitated coleoptile of Avena is mark-

edly increased by placing on the decapitated surface a tiny block of agar
imbibed with growth-substance. (2) The rate of elongation of the root

of Lupinus whose tip has been removed and replaced by a block of

growth-substance-imbibed agar, is decreased. Both effects are mark-

edly affected by either concentration or total amount of the substance

made available to the tissues.

Two hundred eye-stalks of Palceinonctcs vulgaris which had been

thoroughly light-adapted were macerated in 1 ml. of distilled water,

with the addition of a small amount of NaCl, boiled, centrifuged, and the

clear or nearly clear extract decanted
;
there is usually slight turbidity

due to incomplete salting out. The extract was then diluted to 4 ml. A
volume of 0.02 ml. of the extract thus corresponded to one eye-stalk.

The solution was sterilized. Volumes of 0.01 ml. were tested by injec-

tion in Pal&monetes adapted to a black background and each sample

produced the characteristic maximal contraction of chromatophores.
The sterilized vials, rubber-capped, were kept in the refrigerator at 2

to 3 C. until needed.

The action of this extract upon the growth of coleoptiles of Avena,

and upon the elongation of the roots of Lupinus, was tested by a gen-

eral technique used in many other experiments in this Laboratory

(Navez and Robinson, 1932). Small cubic blocks of agar, 0.8 to 0.9

mm. on edge, were cut from a sheet of agar 8 mm. square, which had

been in contact with 0.05 ml. of extract for 3 to 4 hours in a moist
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chamber at 2.5 C. The cutting is done with the aid of a double razor

blade device, previously wiped through a block of paraffin. Coleoptiles

of Avena, of an average length of 30 to 35 mm., were decapitated by
means of a small knife with a sharp V-shaped notch (also paraffined).

Portions of tips 1.5 to 2 mm. long were removed. The root tips of

Lupinus were removed to a similar length. The coleoptiles used were

of seeds grown in sawdust in small glass vessels. The coleoptiles passed

through a glass collar fixed in a sheet of hard rubber which was attached

to the glass vessel
;
this avoids accidental bending or displacement of the

coleoptiles during manipulation. Measurement of the coleoptiles is car-

ried on while they are in a glass trough lined with filter paper ; one side

c/o
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FIG. 1. Elongation of decapitated Avena coleoptiles under the influence of

Palccmonetes eye-stalk extract. In this and subsequent figures arrow indicates

point at which the extract-imbibed agar block was applied.

of the glass trough is hinged, which permits removal of water of gutta-

tion. The roots, of an average length of 25 to 30 mm. when used, were

grown in vials 100 X 25 mm., lined with moist filter paper except for a

vertical
; ' window "

;
the seeds were held in paraffined paper funnels

attached to the vials by paraffin blocks.

Decapitation and subsequent manipulation of the seedlings were car-

ried out in dim red light. The agar blocks were placed at one side of

the decapitated coleoptile, beside the projecting first leaf, with the help

of a glass needle. The drop of water of guttation which appears on the

uncovered half of the end of the coleoptile when the block is in place

was removed at intervals by means of filter-paper strips ;
this prevented

the displacement of the agar block.
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For a preliminary trial young seedlings of Lupin us from which the

root tip had been removed were
"
seated

"
on the smooth edge of small

vials containing 2 ml. of extract. The decapitated root was immersed

hv about 5 mm. in the extract. Reactions were of the same order as
J

with the agar blocks.

In Fig. 1 curves ./ and /-> show the elongation of two decapitated

Arena coleoptiles which had been capped with blocks of agar imbibed

with freshly prepared eye-stalk extract. The increase in rate becomes

apparent within 15 minutes of the time the block is placed on the cut

surface, and bears every similarity to the response of the decapitated

coleoptile to the growth hormone itself.

It is important to consider that the extract from the eye-stalk con-

tains NaCl and probably numerous other substances. Control observa-

tions were made with agar blocks imbibed with salt solution of the same

X
h-
o
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TIME (I UNIT = 60MIN.)
FIG. 2. Curves A and B show effect of Palcemonetcs abdominal muscle ex-

tract upon elongation of Avena coleoptiles. Curves C and D show the effect of

blocks of thoroughly leached agar without eye-stalk extract upon the elongation

of Arena coleoptiles.

concentration as that used in preparing the experimental extracts, and

with extract of the abdominal musculature of light-adapted Palcemo-

tietcs. The extract of abdominal muscle was made by first washing in

distilled water 100 abdomens, then macerating them without the addi-

tion of fluid. One milliliter of distilled water was then added to it with

a few crystals of salt, the mass boiled and centrifuged, the supernatant

liquid decanted and made up to 2 ml. Each 0.02 ml. of the extract thus

corresponded to one abdomen. Injections of 0.02 ml. of the extract of

abdominal muscle were made into both white-adapted and black-adapted

Palccmonetcs, and were found to be wholly without effect upon the chro-

matophores. It is apparent in Fig. 2, curves A and B, that the abdom-

inal muscle extract has no action upon the elongation of the coleoptiles.

A definite reserve has, nevertheless, to be made here. In the experi-
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ments here reported all agar had been purified either by repeated distilled

water extraction in the cold before gelation or by keeping aseptically the

millimeter-thick layer of agar gel in contact with sterile distilled water,

replaced every 24 or 48 hours for at least a week. As will be described

by one of us in a paper in preparation, different batches of commercial

agar either shredded, or U.S.P. powder, may yield different results

under seemingly identical conditions. This might lead, of course, to

strong doubt of the precision of the whole procedure, but it is possible,

as shown by curves C and D in Fig. 2 (pure agar blocks), to prepare
the agar gel in such a manner that no acceleration or deceleration effects

are vitiating the reaction determined by the substance under study. Ap-
parently commercial agars often contain traces of substances (salts, re-

ducing substances, etc.) which sometimes have a slight effect on the

elongation of the coleoptile. With some agars very low concentrations

X
o
z
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TIME (I UNIT=60 MIN.)
FIG. 3. Effect of aging of eye-stalk extract, not in contact with agar, upon

rate of elongation of Avena coleoptiles. See text for details.

of NaCl will definitely exert a slight accelerating effect on the rate of

elongation of the coleoptile, unless the agar samples are thoroughly

repurified before gelation.

In order, therefore, to eliminate the possible accelerating effect of

NaCl on coleoptile elongation, extracts were made from animals that

had been washed free of sea water and the extracts made up without the

use of NaCl. This gave a liquid which was usually slightly turbid al-

though the chromatophore-activating and growth-accelerating qualities

were not affected. Furthermore, all agar used was purified as described

before. We conclude, therefore, that the acceleration effect produced

by eye-stalk extracts prepared without the aid of NaCl and imbibed in
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thoroughly leached agar cannot be ascribed to NaCl nor to impurities

in the agar.

All the experiments described previously were made with eye-stalk

extract generally less than 12 hours old. On keeping vials containing

aseptic extracts in the ice box at 2 to 3 C. for different lengths of time,

one notes the deposit of a light gray flocculent precipitation. When

kept at room temperature in the laboratory, this precipitate appears

after 2 to 3 days, and is darker in color than the one obtained in the

ice box.

That this precipitate is not of a proteinaceous nature is shown by

the negative results obtained with Millon's reagent and with the xantho-

proteic reaction. That it may be a denaturation product of some active

substance is indicated by its very low solubility in water, even around

50 to 60. Such aqueous extracts of the precipitate do not seem on

evaporation to have dissolved any visible amounts of substance. The

i i i i i i i

TIME (J UNIT = 60 MIN.)

FIG. 4. Effect of aging of eye-stalk extract for various lengths of time in con-

tact with agar blocks at 2 to 3 on the rate of elongation of coleoptiles with in-

duced change in rate on removal of agar block. See text for details.

idea of a gradual breaking-down of the chromatophore activator of the

eye-stalk extract is substantiated further by the following observations.

Figure 3 gives the results of a series of experiments all made under

similar conditions, the only variable being the age of the extract, that

is to say, the time elapsed between the completion of preparation of the

extract and the moment when agar blocks are placed in contact with the

solution. The time during which the sterile solutions are kept in the

refrigerator increases gradually from 12 hours (Curve A), to 3 days

(Curve B), 7 days (Curve C), 14 days (Curve D), and 25 days (Curve

). It is noticeable that up to about 14 days at least, there is very little

difference in the reactions of coleoptiles. On the other hand, the ac-

tivity of 25-days-old extract is definitely lowered. It may be noted in

Curve D that the agar block was accidentally displaced with the conse-

quence that a rate close to the rate prevalent before stimulation was

resumed. As shown in Fig. 4, a totally different result is obtained if
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the solutions are in contact with the agar and kept in the refrigerator.

Instead of an acceleration effect we get a deceleration, which is slightly

more marked the longer the extract is in contact with the agar. Tenta-

tively it may be assumed that in the presence of air and of some sub-

stance contained in the agar, the extract breaks down, yielding products

strongly inhibitory.

These products must be of the same order of size as the accelerator

product because the lag period one can observe from the moment of re-

moval of the block is of the same duration as the one observed on appli-

cation of the active block. Furthermore, the rate of formation of this

inhibitor is indicated by the after effect exhibited upon removal of the

agar block. For agar blocks in contact with the extract for 24 hours,

Fig. 4 (Curve A), the initial rate is resumed after 1% hours; agar and

I
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TIME (I UNIT =60 MIN.)
FIG. 5. Effect of concentration of eye-stalk extract upon elongation of coleop-

tiles. See text for details.

extract aged together 36 hours (Curve B) and 48 hours (Curve C) do

not return to the initial rate within the duration of observation.

At present we are unable to say if light has an effect on the forma-

tion of this inhibitor, but we can point out that in the case of the experi-

ments depicted in Fig. 1, where we find at the end of each curve a

noticeable decrease of the accelerating effect, the whole process had

been carried out under very dim red light during the periods of observa-

tion each lasting 3 to 4 minutes, followed by periods of total darkness

(26 to 27 minutes). We are inclined on this basis to think that the

gradual change in effect observed in long duration experiments is of the

same nature as the one found by keeping imbibed agar blocks in the

refrigerator. That the change in slope in Fig. 4 is to be ascribed di-

rectly to change in the concentration of the active material is demon-

strated by the experiments shown in Fig. 5. Portions of a freshly

prepared extract were diluted to such volumes as to have the series of
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concentrations 0.02 nil. (A). 0.04 ml. (/?), 0.16 ml. (C), 0.64 ml. (>),

and 1.28 ml. (E) per eye. The slope of each curve is markedly af-

fected by the concentration of the solution under experiment.

It is of interest to note that the concentration of an extract of one

eye-stalk in 1.28 ml. of fluid is well within the limits of crustacean chro-

matophore activation, although it shows no apparent coleoptile elonga-

tion effect. Despite the fact that the decapitated coleoptile tip of Arena

is less sensitive to the eye-stalk hormone of Palccmonctcs than the chro-

matophores of Palcnnoiictcs, we have in the reaction of a plant to thi.>

hormone a precise and ready method of assay which has heretofore been

lacking. Under the conditions described, the results are readily repro-

ducible for any given lot of Palccmonctes. There remains, of course,

the desirability of devising a method of assay which will also take into

account the total mass of eye-stalk material used, since presumably the

o
z
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TIME UNIT= 60MIN.)
FIG. 6. Effect of eye-stalk extract upon elongation of roots of

amount of active extract is dependent upon the mass of glandular or

other tissue of the eye-stalk producing it.

Experiments to determine the effect of growth-accelerating material

from the growing coleoptiles of Arena upon Palccmonetes chromato-

phores have thus far been wholly negative. The concentrations used

represented 0.8 tip to 17 tips per milliliter of fluid extract, and no

chromatophore effects were discernible with some thirty animals. Preg-

nancy urine was found to be without effect on Pahcmonetcs chromato-

phores. However, our tests were but preliminary and were carried out

only with crudely refined material, injection of 0.3 ml. of which invari-

ably caused death of the crustacean.

The action of eye-stalk extract upon the elongation of the root of

Lupinus is illustrated in Fig. 6. The characteristic action of the plant

growth hormone, at least in concentrations producing an effect upon the

elongation of the Arena coleoptile such as we have described, is to re-

duce the rate of elongation of the root. This is also true of extracts of

18
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the root tip, when the agar block technique is employed. It is obvious

in Fig. 6 that the effect of the eye-stalk substance is completely analo-

gous in this respect. Evidence at hand indicates that younger roots (15

to 20 mm. long) exhibit more pronounced reactions than the older roots

used for our experiments.

The authors acknowledge with pleasure the kind cooperation pro-

vided by Mr. O. E. Sette, in charge. North Atlantic Fishery Investi-

gations, and the help of Mr. R. O. Goffin, Biological Collector, U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries, in supplying us with living material.

SUMMARY

The chromatophore activator of the crustacean Palcewionetes, ex-

tractable from the eye-stalks, increases the rate of elongation of decapi-

tated coleoptiles of Avena. The analogy of this effect with that due to

the growth hormone normal to the plant is extended by the fact that the

eye-stalk substance, like the substance of coleoptile tip or root tip, de-

presses the rate of elongation of the decapitated root of Lupinus.
Data are presented on the rate of inactivation of the eye-stalk sub-

stance by aging, and on the concentration effect.

The plant growth hormone will not activate chromatophores of

crustaceans as the eye-stalk extract of crustaceans does. Nor have we
been able to extend the analogy between the pituitrin-like qualities of

the eye-stalk hormone and the plant growth substance by rinding a

chromatophore-activating factor in pregnancy urine.

It is pointed out that measurements permitted by the conditions of

these experiments open the way to the assay of the eye-stalk chromato-

phore activator, and thus to the quantitative investigation of its origin

and properties. They also raise interesting possibilities for the analysis

of the growth-hormone effect in plants.
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THE EFFECT OF RADIATION UPON CELL RESPIRATION

LEON C. CHESLEY

(From the Biophysical Laboratory, Manorial Hospital. AYiV York City, a>ui

the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole}

It has long been known that exposure of young organisms to suffi-

ciently large doses of short wave length radiation inhibits subsequent

growth and development. It is the purpose of this paper to consider

a possible seat of attack by radiation.

Since the primary effect of radiation is to ionize indiscriminately the

atoms and molecules in the permeated medium, it is not a necessary-
nor even probable assumption that any one cell process is affected

specifically to give the end result. However, it is profitable to investi-

gate separately the reactions of different physiological processes in an

attempt to find how organisms are affected by radiation. For the pres-

ent study, cell respiration has been chosen. Since growth and develop-
ment are so markedly affected by radiation, it is but reasonable to expect
that the energy-releasing mechanism might be a seat of attack; certainly

if respiration were profoundly altered, there would be a pronounced
effect upon growth and development.

Gottschalk and Nonnenbruch (1923), Adler (1930), and Crabtree

(1932) have reported that respiration in a variety of plant and animal

organisms is impeded by X-rays and gamma rays. Usually there is a

latent period of several hours before the effect is noticed.

\Yels (1924) found no effect of X-rays upon respiration in blood

cells, chopped muscle and yeast. Hubert (1929) found no effect upon
glycolysis in chick embryos and rat retinae

;
he considers glycolysis the

most sensitive of the energy-releasing mechanisms.

Redfield and Bright (1922) irradiated dry radish seeds with emana-

tion, and after 2 days moistened them and measured the CO., produc-
tion. Growth in the irradiated seedlings was inhibited while CO., pro-
duction was increased.

Francis (1934) found that there are parallel decreases in fresh

weight and CO 2 production in the irradiated wheat seedling.

From the literature cited, it is clear that there is no consistent agree-

ment as to whether radiation affects cell respiration directly. The work
of Adler (1930) and Crabtree (1932), showing a latent period of sev-

eral hours before respiration is decreased, suggests that the effect upon
259
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respiration is secondary. From the parallel decreases in growth and

respiration which Francis (1934) demonstrated, it may he surmised that

respiration simply follows growth which is primarily reduced. How-

ever, positive evidence for this hypothesis is lacking, and the converse

may obtain.

In the present paper, the questions considered are: (a) whether res-

piration, per unit mass of protoplasm, in the- wheat seedling is affected

by radiation in doses sufficient to retard growth markedly, i.e., whether

growth and respiration are inhibited in parallel amounts; (&) whether

the respiration of certain marine eggs is impeded when marked develop-

mental anomalies are produced, and (c) whether the effects on growth
and development are dependent upon a primary reduction in respira-

tion, or whether the depressed respiration depends upon a reduction in

growth.

WHEAT SEEDLINGS

Methods

Wheat seeds were soaked for an hour and sprouted in a moist cham-

ber kept in a dark incubator at 26 C. At the end of 18 hours, when

the embryo seedlings had just broken through the seed coat, the or-

ganisms were selected for uniformity, placed upon a wet filter paper

in a celluloid tray, and irradiated.

The source of gamma rays was a four-gram radium pack which

has been fully described by Failla (1928). The seedlings were ex-

posed for different periods up to 3 hours at a distance of 5.8 cm. from

the radiation source. The radiation was filtered by a minimum of

0.35 mm. of platinum, 1.5 mm. of brass, and 6 mm. of bakelite. Hence

the primary radiation consisted almost entirely of gamma rays.

The source of X-rays was a Coolidge tube with a tungsten water-

cooled target. The machine was operated at 200 kv. and 32 ma. The

seedlings were placed 35 cm. from the target, and covered with the

filter; the X-rays passed through 0.15 mm. of copper, 0.5 mm. of alu-

minum, and 2.5 mm. of celluloid, in order. The intensity of radiation

reaching the seedlings, under these conditions, was 226 r. per minute.

Exposures of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 minutes were made.

As soon as treated, the seedlings were placed in moist chambers and

put either into the incubator at 26 C. or into an ice-box at 6 C. At

this latter temperature, the seedlings did not grow to any appreciable

extent
;
when removed to a higher temperature, growth proceeded with-

out any ill effect resulting from the exposure to 6 (see also Henshaw

and Francis, 1933).
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Respiration was determined 1
/ {>. 4, o, 24, 48, and 72 hours after

irradiation, in several series of experiments totaling about 70 measure-

ments for each dose of X-rays used, and conducted during every sea-

son of the year.

The oxygen consumption was determined by placing from 5 to 10

seedlings, depending upon size, in \Yarburg respiration vessels of

capacities of about 14 cc. All respiration experiments were made at

26 C.. usually over a period of an hour with readings taken at 10-

minute intervals. At the end of this time, the seedlings were carefully

removed from the grains, blotted, and weighed at once. Oxygen con-

sumption was calculated on the basis of fresh weight and per seedling.

Results

In Table I are shown the data for a typical experiment, in which

fresh weight and oxygen consumption were determined 24 hours after

irradiation. Column 6 shows that the reduction in growth, caused by

irradiation, is almost exactly paralleled by the reduction in respiration

per seedling. Under all conditions investigated, except when the oxy-

gen consumption was measured 1
/> 6 hours after irradiation, the results

were the same : irradiation sufficient to impede growth considerably has

no effect upon the respiration of the organism -i^hcn account is taken of

the mass of groining tissue. The deviations of all the experiments, ex-

cept those of the % to 6-hour period, are summarized in Table II. The

oxygen consumption per gram of fresh weight per hour was calculated

for each set of seedlings ;
this respiratory index of the control was

taken as 100 per cent, and the indices of the irradiated seedlings were

expressed as percentages of the control. The table shows the distribu-

tion of the data about the modal 100 per cent. In other words, the

oxygen consumption per unit mass of tissue is the same in control and

irradiated seedlings, whatever the conditions of the experiment, with

the exception noted above when the respiratory index is greater in the

irradiated seedlings.

A direct attack of radiation upon the respiratory mechanism is pre-

cluded by the fact that measurements of oxygen consumption made

during the first 6 hours after irradiation showed little change in the

rate of O 2 consumption of the treated seedlings as compared to the

controls
;
this is based upon the respiratory rate per seedling. Yet at

the end of 6 hours, there is a detectable difference in the growth of the

control and irradiated seedlings, as shown in Table III. (/>o<v/// has
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been impeded before respiration, and this growth inhibition, therefore,

can not depend upon a primary reduction in the respiratory rate. If

the radiation were to inactivate or destroy the respiration catalysts

within 6 hours after exposure, the method could not fail to detect a

decrease in the respiratory rate of the irradiated seedlings. Such a

decrease was not observed. The results of a typical series of experi-

ments are shown in Table III.

TABLE I

The effect of radiation upon respiration and fresh weight of wheat seedlings. Meas-
ured 24 hours after irradiation. Kept at 26 C.

Dose
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TABLE I Continued

Dose
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neither a direct nor an indirect attack by radiation upon the respiratory

mechanism. When the seedlings were subsequently put into an incu-

bator at 26 C., the amounts of growth and respiratory inhibition ob-

tained after 24 hours were identical with those obtained when the

seedlings were put directly into the incubator (the latter are shown in

Table I). In other words, there had been neither recovery nor aggra-

vation of radiation effect during the period in the ice-box.

TABLE II

The effect of X- and gamma radiations upon respiration of wheat seedlings. Oxy-
gen consumption per gram fresh weight per hour in control is 100 per cent.

Two and one-half minutes exposure (565 r.)
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the first cleavage to twice its normal time (Henshaw, 1932), and re-

sulted in 100 per cent deaths within 48 hours.

Eggs were fertilized both before and after irradiation. Unfer-

tilized irradiated eggs were fertilized at different times after irradiation.

In the fertilized series, irradiation began 15 minutes after fertilization,

since the eggs are more radiosensitive at 15 minutes than at 10 or 20,

as judged by subsequent development (Miss Rusch, unpublished).

A Coolidge tungsten target air-cooled tube was operated at 120 kv.

and 5 ma. ; the only filter used was a heavy paper which served to pro-

tect the eggs from the heat of the tube. The distance from the target

to the eggs was 20 cm. Under these conditions, ionization measure-

TABLE III

The effect of X-rays upon the oxygen consumption of wheat seedlings. Measured

during the first 6 hours after irradiation. 26 C. Dose of X-rays 1130 r.

Experiment
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The volume of eggs was determined by placing the washings of

the respiration vessels in vaccine tubes and centrifuging until the egg
mass had attained a constant volume

;
5 minutes at a given high speed

seemed to suffice. The method gives volumes which are too high, and

consequently the respiration per unit mass, as calculated from these

data, will be less than the true absolute values (Rubinstein and Gerard,

1933). However, since control and irradiated eggs were centrifuged

opposite to each other, the figures obtained are comparable among
themselves.

TABLE IV

The effect of X-rays upon respiration of Arbacia eggs. Oxygen consumption per
hour per ten cubic millimeters of eggs. Egg concentration ca. 1 : 40. 25 C. Dose

21,600 roentgens.

Exp.
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Many unequal blastomeres were seen; three-cell stages were fre-

quent; the first cleavage was delayed to twice its normal time in the

series receiving the smallest dose; the largest dose (64,800 r.) pre-

vented cleavage entirely, and yet the respiration was uninfluenced.

All measurements of respiration were made within 6 hours of

irradiation. This should detect any direct effect that irradiation might

have upon cell respiration.

TABLE V
The effect of X-rays upon normal and methylene blue catalyzed oxygen consumption

of Arbacia eggs. Oxygen consumption per hour per 10 cubic millimeters of eggs.

Egg concentration ca. 1 : 40. Temperature, 25 C. Mb. 0.005 per cent. X-ray
dose 21,600r.

Control
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TABLE VI

The effect of X-rays upon normal, and methylene blue catalyzed oxygen consumption

of Chcetopterus eggs. Oxygen consumption per hour per 10 cu. mm. of egg volume.

Egg concentration ca. 1 : 40. Temperature, 25 C. Mb. 0.005 per cent. Dose

32,400 roentgens.

Control
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conclusion drawn, but it seems probable that radiation does not pre-

vent the normal rate of increase in (X consumption.

^^1 DISCUSSION

It is the purpose of this paper to consider respiration as a possible

seat of radiation attack in growth inhibition. Since both growth and

respiration are cut clown in the same degree by exposure to radiation,

the answer is to be had by determining which of these inhibitions is

dependent upon the other by separating cause and effect.

If growth inhibition be caused by respiratory inhibition, then the

effect of radiation upon respiration must be caused by inactivation of

catalysts already present or by a decreased production of new catalysts

which would prevent an increasing rate of O 2 consumption, and there-

fore further growth. A definite basal rate of respiration must be

necessary for growth, and if the respiration be retarded by a depletion

of catalysts, this basal rate could not be maintained, and growth would

be hindered. This possibility of a primary reduction in respiration is

ruled out by the following facts, established experimentally: (a) growth
in the wheat seedling is impeded before the respiratory rate is altered,

(&) when growth is arrested by low temperature, no respiratory

changes, per seedling, appear, (r) in the marine eggs, developmental
anomalies appear in spite of the fact that the respiratory rate increases

equally in irradiated and control eggs.

The interpretation of the ice-box experiment is precarious because

of the fact that the cell processes are slowed down to the point at which

no growth occurs. There is the possibility that there is some reaction

from irradiation involving the respiratory catalysts which does not

proceed at 6 C., while at higher temperatures it does go on and impede

respiration. This seems rather improbable since seedlings are equally

radio-sensitive whether irradiated and grown at 19 or 26 C., which

would mean that the postulated reaction has a temperature coefficient

of 1.

The possibility that the seat of radiation attack is the mechanism

synthesizing new respiration catalysts must be considered. Appar-

ently the production of new catalysts is in abeyance during the early

stages of seedling growth with which we are dealing. This is shown

by the rapid decrease in respiratory index with time, and by the direct

determinations which show that the respiratory rate per seedling is

nearly constant during the first 6 hours after irradiation, although there

is a demonstrable difference in the growth of control and irradiated

seedlings. This consideration, together with the unaltered increase in
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O 2 uptake of irradiated eggs, all but rules out the synthetic mechanism

a> the seat of radiation attack.

Since Miss Francis found that radiation did not influence the C(X

production per unit mass in the wheat seedling (with the exception

noted), and I have shown that the index of O 2 consumption is un-

altered (with the same exception), it follows that radiation does not

change the R. O., i.e., the type of metabolism is unchanged.
Xemenow (1925) and Isaacs (1932) have set forth arguments for

the hypothesis that radiation ages the cell. From the present results

an objection may be raised. The respiratory index is a function of

age, and shows a progressive decrease as the organism grows older.

Radiation does not alter this index (with the exception noted), and

therefore does not age the cell as judged by this criterion.

From the work reported in this paper, it seems probable that the

respiratory changes are dependent upon the morphological changes
observed. In the case of the \vheat seedling the amount of oxygen
consumed by the irradiated seedling is less simply because there is less

tissue to respire, not because of any impairment in the respiratory mech-

anism itself. In the marine eggs, there are profound alterations in

morphology without any change in respiration. In the eggs, the mor-

phological changes observed are in cell division, subsequent monster

formation and death; in the seedling the change is in growth.
These experiments do not, of course, prove that growth and develop-

ment are independent of respiration. Development must depend upon
several factors, one or some of which are radio-sensitive to a degree that

development is interfered with by doses of radiation which have no

effect upon respiration.

I \vish to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. G. Failla and Dr. P. S. Hen-
shavv. of Memorial Hospital, for criticisms. Dr. R. W. Gerard, of the Univer-

sity of Chicago, also offered valuable advice.

SUMMARY

Wheat seedlings were irradiated with X-rays and gamma rays in

such doses as to impede growth by 40 per cent, as measured 24 hours

after treatment. Various experimental conditions were maintained.

The oxygen consumptions of the control and irradiated seedlings

were determined at different intervals after irradiation, using the

Barcroft-Warburg manometric method.

Under all conditions investigated, except when the respiration was
determined within 6 hours after irradiation, the results were the same-

oxygen consumption per gram of growing tissue is not affected by doses

of radiation sufficient to inhibit growth by as much as 40 per cent.
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Growth is inhibited lit- fore the respiratory rate 1

changes. This is

shown by the measurements made during the first 6 hours after irradia-

tion, when the respiratory index is higher in the irradiated than in the

control seedlings. This precludes a direct attack of radiation upon the

respiratory mechanism.

When growth is stopped by exposure of seedlings to 6 C., then-

is no observable difference in the respiratory rates of the control and

irradiated seedlings, per seedling, even after 48 hours. This makes

improbable any attack of radiation upon the respiratory mechanism

itself.

There is no observable change in the respiratory rate, per seedling,

until the growth of the irradiated seedling lags behind that of the con-

trol
;
then the respiration per unit mass becomes the same in both.

The eggs of Arbacia and Chcctoptcnis were given large doses of

X-rays sufficient to hamper their early development, produce abnormal

cleavages, and cause early death.

The respiration of the irradiated eggs, measured by the Barcroft-

Warburg method, was not affected by the doses of X-rays given. The

increase in oxygen uptake under the influence of methylene blue was

also unchanged by X-rays.

The rate of increase in respiration of control and irradiated eggs,

with time, is similar. Developmental anomalies appear before the

respiratory rate is altered, and do not. therefore, depend upon respira-

tory impairment.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE EXPERIMENTAL ADAPTATION
OF CERTAIN FRESH-WATER CILIATES TO

SEA WATER 1

HARRY B. YOCOM

DEPARTMENT OF ZOOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON

The taxonomic literature of protozoology includes many references

to species of Protozoa which are said to be found in both salt and

fresh water. Especially is this true for the Ciliata. Kudo (1931) lists

numerous species of this class as found in both habitats. Among them

are two species of Euplotcs, E. patella and E. charon. Having made

considerable study of Euplotcs, both fresh-water and marine forms,

and having failed to find either of these two species in sea water, it

occurred to me that a worthwhile experiment might be carried out to

determine whether or not Euplotes patella, a common fresh-water form,

might be gradually adapted to live in sea water. I have not been able

to find the record of any such experiment with ciliates. The most out-

standing experiment of this sort with any protozoan is that made by
Zuelzer (1907) with Amoeba.

The results recorded below represent the findings of experiments

extending over about nine months.

Two problems are involved in such a study. First, will the or-

ganisms survive in sea water; and secondly, if they will survive, what

effects have the changed conditions had on the normal metabolic and

reproductive functions ?

The materials used were mixed cultures of many Protozoa, the most

numerous being Euplotcs patella, Paramo?ciimi caudatum, and Spirosto-

inuin ambiguum, with lesser numbers of other forms, developed accord-

ing to the culture methods of Turner (1930). While numerous dif-

ferent experiments were attempted with varying degrees of success,

those in which the animals were carried into the highest concentrations

of sea water were conducted as follows : To 9 cc. of the culture fluid

containing large numbers of the different animals was added 1 cc. of

filtered sea water. To this were added two or three grains of boiled

wheat. Each day there was added 1 cc. of sea water until a 50 per cent

1 The sea water used was obtained at Cape Foulweather, Oregon, six miles

north of the mouth of the Yaquina River, the nearest stream of any importance.

The water was filtered through filter paper and stored in a large carboy until used.

The total salt content was approximately 31.8 parts per thousand.
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concentration of sea water was reached. While this gradually increased

the actual concentration, it is readily seen that the daily rate of increase

gradually decreased. Experience proved that after the cultures reached

a sea water concentration of 50 per cent, it was better to increase the

interval to two days between additions of more sea water.

In some preliminary experiments it was found that introduction into

10 per cent sea water had little if any effect on the general activities of

the three Protozoa mentioned, while a sudden change from the original

culture to one of 20 per cent sea water had very pronounced effects.

All of the Protozoa were more or less paralyzed at once and settled to

the bottom of the container. In a short time five minutes all but

Euplotes were dead. Euplotes apparently were able to withstand the

sudden change in salt content of the medium better than the others.

While partially paralyzed at first, within an hour nearly all had recov-

ered and appeared to move about in normal fashion. Within a few

hours they had collected about the grains of wheat and a day or so later

fission was noticed and the colony flourished.

In the regular experimental cultures where the sea water content

was increased by the daily addition of 1 cc. of sea water, all three kinds

of the Protozoa lived in concentrations higher than 20 per cent. With

the gradual increase above 20 per cent there was a coincident decrease

in the number of Param&ciuin and Spirostomum, until in cultures of

60 per cent or more few if any survived. Those that could be found

appeared small and resembled starved individuals. The Euplotes were

able to survive further additions of sea water and in fact dividing indi-

viduals were found in cultures of 66 per cent sea water. In many of

the experiments it was possible to carry numerous Euplotes up into con-

centrations of 80 per cent to 85 per cent sea water, in which they would

live for several days. In these concentrations no divisions were ob-

served and the number of individuals gradually decreased until all had

died. In one experiment one individual was kept in 100 per cent sea

water for several days. I have not been able to repeat this result in

more than a dozen attempts.

The adaptation to these higher concentrations of sea water could be

accomplished only by very gradual changes. Three weeks were in-

volved in bringing some of the cultures up to 80 per cent sea water in

which the animals lived for a few days and then died.

Interesting observations were made on the effects of the different

amounts of sea water on the contractile vacuole both of Euplotes and

Paramoscium. While there were no visible effects on the general be-

havior of the two forms, when introduced into 10 per cent sea water,

closer observations on the activitv of the contractile vacuole disclosed
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that the function of this organelle had been modified. By using the

method descrihed by Taylor (1923) for holding Euplotcs under a sur-

face tension film of water in a moist chamber the rate of pulsation of

the vacuoles could be carefully studied. In fact the pulsations nearly

if not entirely ceased. Specimens have been kept under observation

for more than an hour without any discharge of the vacuoles which

remained in the various diastolic phases at which they had been caugln

when introduced into the 10 per cent sea water.

If Euplotcs were brought into the higher concentrations of sea water

rapidly with the increases above 50 per cent taking place at intervals of

less than two days, it was found that when a concentration of 65 per

cent sea water was reached there appeared in the animals a large vacu-

ole in the usual location of the contractile vacuole. This did not dis-

charge but on the contrary increased in size and became so large as to

make the whole individual spheroidal, with a thin layer of protoplasm

surrounding the relatively enormous vacuole. This condition appeared
almost as an epidemic and within a few hours after its onset all of the

animals in that culture died. These results have been repeated many
times with the same results although there might be some variation in

the relation of its appearance to the sea water concentration of the

culture. Sometimes the enlarged vacuole did not appear until the cul-

ture had become as much as 75 per cent sea water. It would seem that

the increased concentration of the sea water caused a change in the

ectoplasm of the organisms which prevented the discharge of the con-

tractile vacuole. Just what this change is and to just what it is due

have not been determined.

While it has not been possible to draw any definite, conclusions re-

garding the question as to whether or not the species of Euplotes con-

sidered is found both in fresh water and the sea, some facts have been

brought out. In the first place it has not been possible in the experi-

ments attempted to develop a flourishing culture of 'Euplotcs patella in

concentrations of sea water higher than 66 per cent.

It has been possible to get a few individuals to live in sea water of

almost 100 per cent for a short time, but in no case were divisions

observed in concentrations above 66 per cent and in that only rarely.

It is possible to conceive of the change from fresh to salt water as being
so slowr in the mouths of streams and in brackish swamps that Euplotcs

might become adapted and flourish, but so far we have no direct evi-

dence for that taking place. The older works of Kent (1881) and

others describe Euplotes patella as living under both conditions, but

their illustrations resemble much more the appearance of some of the

species of Euplotcs that are known to live in salt water. (Cf. E. saliini
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and /:. mitmta, Yocom, 1930.) Like these marine species the forms

pictured lack the wide triangular cytostome of the common fresh-water

Ettplotcs patella. Those of us who have recently studied the salt water

representatives of the genus have not seen Euplotes patella either in the

Atlantic or Pacific. If they were at all common in that environment as

they are in fresh water it seems doubtful that they would have been

completely overlooked.

In answer to the question as to whether or not Euplotes will survive

and become adapted in sea water, we will have to say that on the infor-

mation gained from these experiments it seems doubtful. The experi-

ments ha\re brought out the fact that very marked and detrimental

changes in metabolism are caused by the increasing concentration of

sea water in the cultures. While Euplotes is better able to withstand

the changes toward a sea-water habitat than either Paranicecium or

Spirostomum, few were able to survive concentrations greater than 75

per cent.

An interesting study will be to attempt the reciprocal experiment of

bringing marine Euplotes into fresh water. This will be taken up when
the opportunity is afforded.
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INTRODUCTION'

The parasitic wasp Habrobracon juglandis (Ashmead), in common
with the majority of insects of the order Hymenoptera, regularly pro-

duces females from fertilized eggs, males from unfertilized eggs. P.

\V. Whiting (1924) has reported the occurrence of several exceptional

females coming from virgin mothers. Occasional production of fe-

males from unfertilized eggs (thelytoky) had previously been recorded

in other Hymenoptera which normally produce males from unfertilized

eggs (arrhenotoky). It was not observed again in Habrobracon until

the summer of 1930. At that time a virgin female homozygous for the

recessive gene tapering, ta (antennae), was crossed to a male that was

spread, sp (wings), for the purpose of testing possible linkage between

the two mutant characters. Seven F l
females from the cross were iso-

lated prior to their eclosion and bred as virgins. They produced 12

female offspring and 307 males. Impaternate females (females from

unfertilized eggs) have occurred in the F2 generation from all subse-

quent crosses where tapering females have been mated to males of

other stocks.

An attempt has been made to determine (a) the types of crosses

which produce impaternate females in the F
2 ; (b) the various ratios

in which these impaternate females occur; (c) the chromosome com-

position of impaternate females as indicated by their mutant characters

and those of their offspring.

A stock of Habrobracon homozygous for the dominant trait Minne-

sota-yellow, My (base of antenna;), was derived by P. W. Whiting
from wasps sent from Minneapolis by Royal N. Chapman in 1929.

The stock has been inbred since its derivation. Lysbeth H. Benkert

discovered in it several mutations including the two recessives, tapering
and shot-veins, si 1

(wing veins). These and other mutant characters

used in this work have been described by P. W. Whiting (1932o,

1 The research here reported has been carried on at the University of Pitts-

burgh and at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massachusetts. It

has been aided by grants from the Committee on Effects of Radiation on Living
Organisms (National Research Council) to Dr. P. W. Whiting who has sug-

gested the problem and directed the work.
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19346). Both tapering and shot-veins stocks have been inbred since

their derivation.

The mutant character tapering affects the number and shape of the

antennal segments. Normally there are from 14 to 16 of these in the

female and from 21 to 24 in the male. In tapering individuals they

are reduced in number and show considerable fusion and distortion,

especially toward the distal end of the antenna. Male antennae are

likely to be more abnormal than female, so that antennal length is often

approximately the same in the two sexes.

The factor tapering is unique in Habrobracon for the frequency with

which it reverts to type. A stock known as reverted tapering, reia,

which has the same residual heredity as tapering but lacks the mutant

character, has been derived and used in certain of the experiments. It

has the following advantages over tapering, (a) The facility with

which the sexes can be distinguished is increased in wasps with normal

antennas, (b) There is a possibility of observing the segregation of

other mutant traits affecting antennae which would be obscured by the

presence of tapering, (c) Any decrease in viability due to the factor

tapering either when it occurs alone or in combination with other reces-

sives is avoided.

Shot-veins females used in crosses have been peculiarly productive
of F2 mosaic males, as shown in extensive experiments by Raymond J.

Greb (1933a, 1933&), but have rarely produced impaternate females in

F2 . On the contrary, tapering and reverted tapering females, while

regularly producing impaternate F2 females, only rarely give rise to

mosaic males. Fifty-eight impaternate females and only one mosaic

male were included among 8083 F2 individuals from crosses of tapering

and reverted tapering females to orange, o (eyes), males from stock

ll-o, or to crescent, cr (eyes), males.

OCCURRENCE OF IMPATERNATE FEMALES

Crosses Producing F2 Impaternate Females

Outcrossing Tapering and Reverted Tapering Females. Impater-
nate females occur in the F.2 generation, as daughters of virgin F

1 fe-

males. In the majority of cases the latter were isolated from crosses

of tapering females by males carrying various mutant traits. Ratios

of F2 females to total F 2 population were calculated for each type of

male used. These ratios differed significantly as tested by the x~

method (P=.0002), indicating that the ratio of impaternate females

produced in the F
2

is influenced by the constitution of the male used

in the original cross as well as that of the female. Two crosses were

made of tapering females to type males from two different wild stocks.
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The ratio of F.
2
females to total F

2 population from both these crosses

was significantly higher than the average ratio from crosses of tapering

females to mutant males (P=.037, P = =.054). The percentage of Pu

females in total 1\
2 population from all crosses of tapering females to

mutant and to wild-type males averaged .724.

In two experiments tapering females were crossed to the same males

as r.everted tapering females. In the first both types of females were

crossed to orange males from stock ll-o; in the second both types of

females were crossed to crescent males. In neither case was there any

significant difference between the ratios of impaternate females pro-

TABLE I

Ffrom Outcrosses of Tapering (ta) and Reverted Tapering (reta) Females

Crosses made
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crescent males, and only .522 from crosses made to orange males. The

probability that these two percentages are not significantly different is

only .0009 as tested by xz
.

Data from crosses of tapering females to mutant males, tapering
females to wild-type males, and reverted tapering females to mutant

males are given in Table I, and the three series of experiments are con-

sidered together in the treatment that follows.

Of the 927 F
1 virgins that produced offspring, only 141 produced

daughters. The average size of F2 fraternities not including females

was 36.6 individuals, that of fraternities including females was 52.9.

The difference seems to indicate simply that all F
1 virgins have the

potentiality for thelytokous reproduction but, as expected, those pro-

ducing the most offspring are the ones most likely to produce one or

more daughters.

TABLE II

Influence of Age of FI Females on Ratio of F* Impaternate Females

Vials
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Inbreeding Tapering and Reverted Tapering 1'cmales. F
l daugh-

ters of sibling crosses in both tapering and reverted tapering stocks were

isolated and bred as virgins in order to determine whether outcrossing

is necessary to the production of / ;
., impaternate females. Fifty-nine

tapering virgins produced a total of 4641 male offspring and one female.

Seventy-nine reverted tapering virgins produced 2415 male offspring

and three females, two of the latter appearing in the same fraternity.

Females constituted .006 per cent of the F.
2 population from these stock

crosses. Since this percentage is significantly lower than the .702 per

cent obtained from crossing tapering and reverted tapering females to

males from other stocks (by .v
2

,
P is less than .0000001), it appears that

outcrossing greatly increases the ratio of impaternate females although

it is not essential to their production.

TABLE III

Influence of X-raying F\ females, from tapering (to) or reverted tapering (reta)

females crossed with crescent (cr) males, on number of progeny and ratio of F% im-

paternate females.

Fi 9 9
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This result had not been anticipated. It is known from the data of

other investigators that not only the ratio of mosaic males but also the

ratio of other irregular types in Habrobracon, biparental males (Stan-

cati, unpublished), visible mutations, and lethals, is increased by X-radia-

tion. On the contrary, in this case females treated with X-ray produced
less of an irregular type of offspring than their untreated sisters.

Crosses Not Producing F2 Impaternate Females

Tapering Males by Wild-type Females. Tapering males were

crossed to females from two different wild-type stocks in order to

determine whether the thelytokous tendency can be transmitted by them

to their daughters. Thirty-eight F 1 virgins were bred and produced
1464 Fz males and no females.

Shot-veins and Minnesota-yellow Females by Mutant Males. Since

tapering, shot-veins, and Minnesota-yellow stocks are so closely related,

it was thought probable that the thelytokous tendency might be present

in all. In the course of various linkage tests where shot-veins or Min-

nesota-yellow females were crossed with mutant males, Lysbeth H.

Benkert did discover a number of impaternate females among the F 2

offspring. Accordingly one cross was made of a shot-veins female by
a mutant male. Forty-six F l virgins were bred and produced 1660 F 2

males and no females. Eight series of crosses were made of Minnesota-

yellow females by as many types of mutant males. One hundred and

sixty-two FI virgins were bred and produced 4929 males and no females.

Fz Impaternate Females by Brothers. An effort was made early in

the work to determine whether the tendency to thelytoky might be in-

creased by selection. Isolation of virgins is accomplished by placing

single pupa cases in gelatin capsules. Since the sexes cannot be distin-

guished in the larval stage and the pupse cannot be seen because of the

cocoons in the pupal stage, it is necessary to isolate males as well as

females. This increases the work involved and makes it impracticable

to isolate F2 impaternate females which constitute less than one per cent

of that generation. Such females, therefore, eclose with their brothers

and usually have mated before they are taken from the culture. They
would then be expected to produce daughters normally from fertilized

eggs. Several of them have been found that apparently had not mated

since subsequently they produced only sons. None were bred that pro-

duced a large number of sons and so few daughters as to suggest thely-

tokous reproduction. Impaternate females among the offspring of

mated impaternates could be detected only if the genetic constitution of

parents and offspring were particularly favorable, and no such case was

found.
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Attempts al M-hrtion, therefore, had to be made among the offspring
of normal daughters of mated impaternate females. Eighty-one such

daughters in the 1''.. from tapering females by spread or orange spread
males were isolated before eclosion and bred as virgins. They produced
3679 male offspring and no females.

In each of the experiments just described the number of male off-

spring counted was large enough to show that there was a highly signifi-

cant difference between these crosses and crosses producing impaternate
females. Probabilities that results obtained in these cases were not dif-

ferent from those obtained by outcrossing tapering and reverted taper-

ing females were .001 for crosses of tapering males to type females,

.0006 for crosses of shot-veins females by mutant males, less than

.0000001 for crosses of Minnesota-yellow females by various mutant

males, .0000004 for crosses of F2 impaternate females by their brothers.

Probabilities were calculated by x2
.

CHROMOSOME COMPOSITION OF IMPATERNATE FEMALES

Analysis of Data for Single Loci

Breeding tests show that impaternate females are normal diploids.

P. W. \\~hiting (1924) has explained their production from unfer-

tilized eggs by the assumption that the second maturation division of

the oocyte is suppressed. If this assumption be true and the impater-
nate females occur among the F2 from a cross involving mutant char-

acters, their genotypes, as indicated by their appearance and that of

their offspring, are of interest in ascertaining whether the first division

of the oocyte from which they were formed was equational or reduc-

tional for the locus or loci involved.

If the F-L female producing an impaternate daughter is heterozygous
for a recessive factor and the first oocyte division is reductional for the

locus of that factor, the impaternate daughter will be homozygous for

either the recessive or its type allelomorph. If the first oocyte division

is equational, the impaternate daughter will be phenotypically wild-type.

Breeding tests are necessary to distinguish impaternate females resulting
from an equational division from those receiving the type allelomorph
from a reductional division.

An effort was made to secure offspring from all females phenotypi-

cally wild-type. Seven type sons from a female should reduce the

chance that she was heterozygous to one in one hundred and twenty-

eight (2
7

), and such a test was considered sufficiently conclusive. Ac-

cording to the results of breeding, all impaternate females which are

phenotypically wild-type may be grouped in three classes : ( 1 ) those

which had no sons or less than seven type sons; (2) those which were
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proved heterozygous by the production of one or more recessive sons
;

(3) those which were proved homozygous by the production of seven

or more type sons. The first class must be disregarded. The second

and third cannot be compared directly since one is more easily tested

than the other. If those individuals which produced less than seven

sons are subtracted from the second class, it is then comparable to the

third.

TABLE IV

Genetic Analysis of Fi Impaternate Females

Locus
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given in Table IV. The talik- includes three groups of recessive fac-

tors. Kemales bred to secure the data presented in the third group oc-

curred incidentally in linkage tests made by various workers and hence

were obtained in small numbers. The impaternate females included in

the second group were all procured from one series of crosses of taper-

ing females by males carrying linked genes on the second chromosome,

but occurred in such small numbers that they are scarcely sufficient for

establishing ratios. The first group includes the five loci best tested :

tapering; orange; white, tcli (eyes); stumpy, st (legs); and crescent.

The two percentages described above, as they were derived for these

loci, are given in Table V.

TABLE V
Ratios of Homozygous Impaternate Females

Locus
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males from ll-o stock; and in the third reverted tapering females were

crossed to the same males used in the second. From these three types

of crosses percentages of orange among totals were respectively 12, 12.5,

and 23.8; percentages of homozygous type among total were respec-

tively 31.9, 34.2, and 35.8; and the probabilities that the two percentages

were not statistically different were respectively .157, .031, and .329.

Although the probability is not significantly low except in the second

type of cross, still it is to be noted that in all cases the difference in per-

centages is in the same direction
; homozygous orange individuals being

deficient, homozygous type individuals being in excess. The numbers

suggest a factor or factors for increased viability present in the females

used in the crosses and closely linked with the type allelomorph to

orange.

For the four loci tapering, white, stumpy, and crescent the per-

centage of recessives among total approximates 25. If in the produc-

tion of impaternate females the second oocyte division is suppressed,

and the first may be equational or reductional with equal chance for any

given locus, the number of recessives should be 25 per cent of the total,

and the number of homozygous type individuals should be 33.3 per cent

of all the wild-type sufficiently tested and 25 per cent of the total. Per-

centages for the factors given in Table V were tested by the x 2 method

for the probability of their concurrence with these theoretical values.

If the orange locus be excepted, the probability that the percentages of

recessives to totals were not significantly different from 25 was .399 or

more, and the probability that the percentages of homozygous type to

totals were not significantly different from 25 was .145 or more (see

Table V). The case of the orange locus has been discussed previously.

For it homozygous recessive individuals make up 25 --8. 5 per cent and

homozygous type individuals make up 25 -f- 9.3 per cent of the total.

Thus the deficiency of homozygosis in one case is approximately equal

to the excess in the other.

It seems clear from study of the data on single loci that random

assortment of strands from a tetrad to the poles of the spindle in the

first division does not occur. If any strand might pass to the pole with

any other, then it would have one chance in six of entering the func-

tional secondary oocyte with its sister. Homozygosis of any recessive

or its type allelomorph would then occur in only 16.6 per cent of the

impaternate females, and all factors tested gave percentages of homo-

zygosis well above that figure (allowance being made for the orange

recessive). It seems probable, therefore, that each strand may pass to

the pole only with a strand that is lateral to it in the tetrad and that

sister strands are never diagonal.
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The data at hand give ratios approximating one homozygous reces-

sive to two heterozygotes to one homozygous dominant, or homozygosis

of one factor in 25 per cent of the cases. The theory that the first

division may be equational or reductional with equal chance would fit

the data without further assumptions if crossing-over were between di-

agonal strands only. If this were the case and reductional and equa-

tional divisions occur equally frequently at the spindle fiber, each factor

would show homozygosis in 25 per cent of the impaternate females.

If crossing-over may be lateral or diagonal with equal chance
;
that

is, if one strand may cross over equally frequently with either of its

homologues, as appears to be the case in attached-X chromosomes of

Drosophila (Anderson, 1925; Emerson and Beadle, 1933), the hypothe-

sis that the first division is as often equational as reductional no longer

fits the data
;
for homozygosis of a factor will then occur in less than

25 per cent of the impaternate females as crossing-over takes place be-

tween the marked locus and the spindle fiber, and the frequency of

homozygosis will be only 12.5 per cent if the locus is so far away from

the attachment that all the tetrads will contain one crossing-over between

the two points.

If enough loci had been tested to insure their being scattered at

varying genetical distances from the spindle fiber, and all factors had

shown a frequency of homozygosis approximating 25 per cent, then

the hypothesis that crossing-over occurs only between diagonals, and

that the first division may be reductional or equational with equal chance

would be well substantiated. However, with only five loci tested, al-

ternative hypotheses may be proposed to fit the data if assumptions are

made concerning the distance of the five loci from the spindle fiber. If

crossing-over is as frequent between lateral homologous strands as be-

tween diagonal ones, the frequency of homozygosis of a factor would

be 25 per cent with the first division always reductional at the spindle

fiber if the locus of the gene were at such a distance from the attachment

point that approximately half the tetrads would contain one crossing-

over between the two points (multiple crossing-over in some of the

tetrads would increase homozygosis) ;
or again with the first division

always equational, if the locus in question were at such a distance from

the spindle fiber that all tetrads would contain one crossing-over between

the two points (multiple crossing-over would decrease homozygosis).
More definite conclusions must await the testing of other loci.

Analysis of Data for Linked Genes

Two series of crosses were made with linked genes. The first con-

sisted of crosses of tapering females by males carrying the two reces-
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sives white and stump}-. The genes are situated in the sixth linkage

group and show approximately ten per cent recombination. Ninety

impaternate females were found in the F2 . A remutation to the reces-

sive ivory, o' (eyes), which is phenotypically white but is not linked to

stumpy, occurred in the experiment. Impaternate females in which

there was any doubt as to whether the eye color was due to white or

ivory had to be discarded
; sixty-four remained which gave data showing

that the white eye color was due to the gene linked with stumpy. These

were phenotypically 54 type, 2 white, and 8 white stumpy.

Attempts were made to breed all except those homozygous for both

recessives. Those sufficiently tested to show their genotypes were as

follows :

wh si'
*

H |-

'

ii'h st" + st' wh +
'

wh +
'

Such a tetrad as would produce the last class listed should also give rise

to individuals homozygous for stumpy and heterozygous for white.

The character stumpy fuses the tarsal segments into a mass at the distal

end of the tibia so that stumpy females cannot hold on to the host cater-

pillars well enough to sting them. Even on caterpillars previously stung

by other wasps they have difficulty in ovipositing so that they seldom

produce large numbers of offspring. Two impaternate females with

stumpy legs and black eyes were found and both produced a few prog-

eny some of which had eyes phenotypically white. Unfortunately both

occurred in fraternities where the remutation to ivory was segregating
and counts of their progeny were not sufficiently large to test linkage

with stumpy. No individuals of the type ivh st/-}- st, therefore, can be

reported with certainty, although it is to be expected as an alternative

to the -| \-/wh -\- type which was found.

The six individuals containing one non-cross-over strand and one

cross-over strand prove that crossing-over occurs in the four-strand

stage.

Three other possible types of females, wh -{-/wh -f-, -(- st -\- st, and

?.7/, -(-/-(- st, were not found. The first two would be produced only
from tetrads in which there had been two occurrences of crossing-over
in the region between white and stumpy. If crossing-over takes place

only between diagonal strands, two cases of crossing-over between

white and stumpy would also be necessary for the production of

wJi -f-/-f- st females since it has been shown from the data on single

loci that only laterals may pass to the poles together. If crossing-over

between lateral homologues may occur as frequently as between diag-

onals, wh +/+ st females would result only from two occurrences of
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crossing-over between white and stumpy if the first division were always
reductional at the spindle liber, but they would constitute 25 per cent of

all females from tetrads containing one crossing-over between white

and stumpy if the lirM division were always equational at the spindle

fiber, and 12.5 per cent if the first division were equational or reduc-

tional with equal frequency.

Xumbers in this experiment were too limited to justify choice be-

tween the hypotheses. Further data involving two genes showing a

higher percentage of recombination would give more individuals from

tetrads containing one crossing-over between the marked loci and

might afford critical evidence as to the ratio of the type analogous to

// -f + st.

TABLE VI

Genetic analysis of Ft impaternate females from crosses of tapering females by
males recessive for second chromosome factors.
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yellow seemed too uncertain to add anything and it was finally com-

pletely disregarded. Cantaloup, long, and narrow are phenotypically

good characters, easily recognized and showing no overlaps with type.

They occur on the chromosome in the order named. Long shows about

1 1 per cent recombination with cantaloup, and narrow about two per

cent recombination with long. Possibilities for breeding tests are

limited, however, since homozygous narrow females are sterile, and

homozygous long females have reduced fertility and must be provided
with caterpillars previously stung. The character defective is con-

trolled by one second linkage group factor, which overlaps with type,

and several modifying factors. Without breeding tests it is impossible

to say what is the constitution of any female, at the locus of the main

factor for defective. Numerous linkage tests with defective, made by
various workers, indicate that its location on the chromosome is beyond
narrow on the same side of cantaloup. Recombination values vary

widely from different experiments, approximating 20 per cent with

cantaloup in one experiment and a slightly higher percentage with nar-

row in another (Whiting and Benkert, 1934).

Such analysis of the 19 impaternate females as it was possible to

make is given in Table VI. Question marks are used where there were

too few progeny to determine whether or not a recessive was present,

and where counts of defective were uncertain. Wherever phenotypes
or breeding tests showed howr the factors present were arranged on the

two second chromosome strands, diagonal lines are used to separate

factors on one from those on the other. Where it was uncertain on

which strand the factors occurred, the locus is set off by a period. The
seven individuals listed first in the table must have resulted from four-

strand crossing-over.

POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF THE FORMATION OF IMPATERNATE

FEMALES

The preceding material has been presented on the assumption that

impaternate females are formed by the suppression of the second matu-

ration division. If the second division takes place but the second polar

nucleus reunites with the reduced egg nucleus, the same result would,

of course, be produced.

Other possible hypotheses for the formation of impaternate females

have been suggested by P. W. Whiting, and may be tested against the

experimental data as follows. If both maturation divisions occurred,

the diploid chromosome number might be reestablished by splitting of

the chromosomes, in which case impaternate females would always be

homozygous for all loci
;
or any two of the four nuclei resulting from
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the maturation divisions might combine, in which case the frequency of

homozygosis of any factor would be 16.6 per cent. Obviously the data

will fit neither of these theories, homozygosis of the factors tested being

too low for the one and too high for the other.

If both maturation divisions occurred and the embryo developed

from union of one of the products of division of the first polar nucleus

with the second polar nucleus (Richtungskopulationskern, suggested by

Golclschmidt and Katsuki for Boiuhy.r, 1928) or with the reduced egg

nucleus, impaternate females would be heterozygous for all loci which

had undergone reduction at the first division, and would have equal

chance of being heterozygous or homozygous for loci which had under-

gone an equational first division. Frequencies of homozygosis approxi-

mating 25 per cent, which were found for factors at the five loci tested,

would be obtained under this hypothesis if the first division of the tetrad

were reductional at the spindle fiber, and at least one crossing-over oc-

curred in every tetrad, and the locus under observation was so placed

that the crossing-over took place between it and the point of attachment
;

or homozygosis would result in 25 per cent of the cases if the first divi-

sion were equational at the spindle fiber and the locus were so placed

that no crossing-over would have occurred between it and the point of

attachment.

It is also possible to fit the data to various hypotheses involving

derivatives from more than one oocyte nucleus inclosed in the same egg.

IMPATERNATE GYNANDROMORPHS

Two gynandromorphs produced by virgin mothers were found in

the F2 generation from crosses of tapering or reverted tapering females

to mutant males. The first was produced by a female heterozygous
for tapering and white

;
it had a female abdomen, female ocelli, one

female antenna with 14 segments, and one male antenna with 21 seg-

ments. The second was produced by a female heterozygous for cres-

cent and had a female abdomen and a male head. Neither showed the

recessives for which the mother was heterozygous, and since it was im-

possible to breed them the chromosome constitution could not be

analyzed.

Linkage tests in Habrobracon are regularly made by counting the

male offspring from virgin F^ females so that there has been ample

opportunity for observing impaternate gynandromorphs if they occur.

However, these are the only two cases that have ever been found. Mo-
saic males are produced not infrequently from unfertilized eggs. Their

phenotypes show that they have developed from two nuclei formed by
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the maturation divisions
; they are males from binucleate eggs (Whiting

1924, 1932&). A few mosaic males have shown such recombination of

genetic characters as to prove that they originate from three haploid

nuclei (ootids) derived from one oocyte (Whiting, 1934a). It seems

likely that the two impaternate gynandromorphs correspond with tri-

nucleate males from other types of females. Since they are produced

by virgins with the thelytokous tendency, the second maturation divi-

sion may have been suppressed, resulting in a diploid nucleus that gives

rise to female regions of the gynandromorph, while one ootid gives

rise to the male regions.

SUMMARY

1. Impaternate females, produced by virgin mothers, constitute on

the average .702 per cent of the F
2 from outcrosses of tapering and

reverted tapering females.

2. The constitution of the parental male, as well as the female, af-

fects the ratio of F 2 females.

3. When F^ virgins from outcrosses of tapering or reverted taper-

ing females were X-rayed, the percentage of F2 females fell to .164.

4. When tapering and reverted tapering females were inbred, the

percentage of impaternate females in the F2 was only .006.

5. The ratio of impaternate daughters decreases with increasing age
of the mothers.

6. No impaternate females occurred in the F
2
from tapering males

by type females, from shot-veins or Minnesota-yellow females by vari-

ous mutant males, or from impaternate females by their brothers.

7. Enough impaternate females were produced by virgins hetero-

zygous for one or more of five different recessive factors to indicate

how frequently those loci undergo reductional or equational first divi-

sions in the formation of the secondary oocytes from which the impater-

nate females are assumed to arise.

8. For four of the five loci best tested the percentage of females

homozygous for the recessive factor did not differ significantly from

that of females homozygous for the dominant allelomorph, nor did

either of these differ significantly from 25 per cent of the total. These

results would be expected if crossing-over were always between diagonal

strands and equational and reductional divisions occurred with equal

frequency for any locus.

9. For the fifth locus, orange, homozygosis for the recessive was

16.5 per cent (25 --8. 5); homozygosis for the dominant allelomorph
was 34.3 per cent (25 + 9.3).
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10. The fact that homo/ygosis \vas well over If)/) per cent except

in the case of the orange receive indicates that random assortment of

the strands of a tetrad does not take place.

11. Impaternate females in the /'"., from tapering females by males

carrying linked factors show that crossing-over occurs in the four-

strand stage.

12. Two gynandromorphs were obtained from virgin mothers.

Presumably they involved three haploid sets of chromosomes, two in

one nucleus giving rise to female regions and a third in another nucleus

forming male regions.
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SHELL REPAIR BY THE SNAIL PLEURODONTE
ROSTRATA PER.

E. A. ANDREWS

(From the Department of Zoology, The Johns Hopkins University)

By his important study of the shell of snails, Levetzow (1932) has

added to the evidence that some of his predecessors recorded, to show
that there are differences between repairs as effected at the edge of the

shell and elsewhere. Such differences he correlated with special func-

tions of the mantle border and thus distinguished as
"
typical

"
and

"
atypical

'

growth. Since previous experiments have been chiefly

upon snails of Europe, the objects of the observations summarized here

were to find whether differences such as those described by Levetzow

held good for the tropical land snails of the West Indies and also to

determine the mode of joining new shell-formations to old shell.

The snails were brought to Baltimore, Md., from Cuba and bred,

so that various ages were available. Pieces of the shells were removed,

by breaking with forceps, by sawing, or by grinding on a wheel
;
and

the processes of repairing were followed through various stages.

In immature shells, when a piece was removed from the thin edge

of the aperture, the mantle border reached back locally and filled the

breach with perfect shell having cuticle, ostracum, and hypostracum, to

take the place of what was removed; and only then did the mantle bor-

der resume activity to advance the whole edge. The new shell, Fig. 2,

shows continuation of the color band, but always a faint scar line where

the old and the new join, caused by the failure of the new to quite come

up to the level of the old. Sections show also that internally there is a

confusion of structure where the new material is applied to the old.

The case seen in Fig. 13 shows the old layers abruptly ending and new

ones beginning after a short period in which the shell material was not

normally organized. The color band is here represented by the dotted

area ending abruptly in the old, and faintly starting in the new. In

this section the drop in level was unusually great. The photograph

(Fig. 2) shows four months repair after removal of part of the under

surface and the outer edge of the shell. There resulted a permanent
notch on the edge of the shell since the mantle border did not at first

form the normal angle.

294
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When, however, pieces were removed, not from the aperture edge,

but from the apex (Fig. 5), from one or more whorls (Figs. 1 and 3),

from the outer edge (Fig. 7), or from close to the aperture (Figs. 9

and 10), repair was made by a superficial layer of spherulites beneath

which normal lower layers were then added. Such new parts have no

color bands, no cuticle, no ostracum.

When the piece was taken out of the shell far from the aperture, the

entire area of mantle exposed to the air secreted spherulitic material

over its surface to bridge the gap in the shell. Also, in some cases the

mantle shrank away from the shell around the exposure and then se-

creted in under the shell. In an extreme case the spherulitic layer ran

in under the old shell 30 mm. before it rose up to solder to the old shell,

but usually, as in Figs. 11 and 12, this layer fused to the shell near its

broken edge, and was then underlaid by shell layers to complete the

inner patch. These two sectional views are enlarged but fifty diameters

and the spherulitic layers merely suggested ;
in reality some of the

spherulites have a diameter of 60 m//, and some of their radii extend

down into the lower layers. Figure 11 represents a cross-section of a

kerf such as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 12 represents the edge of such

repair as shown in Figs. 3, 5, 7.

When removal was close to the aperture, the mantle laid down the

spherulitic layer progressively toward the aperture as shown in Fig. 9.

Figures 9 and 10 show repairs on lower and upper surfaces near the

aperture edge of Pleurodontc (coracohts) arangiana Poey. In adoles-

cent snails that were making the peristome, as in Fig. 9, the mantle

border no longer made outer layers even when the injury was at the

edge of the aperture but made only spherulitic and lower shell layers.

At maturity, removal of part of the peristome led to secretion of

peristome material in proper form and place to fill the gap (Figs. 4,

6, 8), but even after four months this repair lacked normal thickness,

as seen in Fig. 6 in which a saw-cut is partly filled from the inside out.

Sections of such repair work reveal that the mantle had forced the

secreted material into the kerf in curved concentric layers.

Sections reveal the peristome as only inner layers rolled back over

the ends of the cuticle and ostracum with concentric circles cut by long

radii that represent such shorter lamella; of other regions of the shell,

as shown in Figs. 11, 12, 13.

When shell removal concerns several whorls, as in Figs. 1 and 3, the

mantle of each whorl acts to make its own cover and a series of inde-

pendent patches thus results
;

it is only the mantle border which can fuse

whorls together under a continuous common cover. It is to be empha-
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sized that shell repair is the result not only of secretory, but also of

muscular activities of the mantle. In immature shells the mantle border

can inhibit its general activities, when a local part turns back to reform a

lost shell area. The form and movements of the mantle border give

shape to the shell and at maturity a change in secretions and in posture

FIGS. 9-10 show stages in repair of holes made near the aperture.

FIG. 11. A saw kerf, such as seen in Fig. 1, has been repaired by addition of

new material across the breach and beneath the old shell seen to right and to left.

The spherulitic layer against the air is represented as a dark line.

leads to the moulding of the peristome. The specific ability to make

cuticle and ostracum is given up at maturity when the mantle border

makes only inner layers. On the other hand, the general mantle sur-

face makes only inner layers until as a reaction to exposure it produces

a secretion of material crystallizing as spherulites.

PLATE I

All illustrations represent Pleurodontc rostrata, except Figs. 9 and 10, which

are of Plcurodonte arangiana. Photographs are life size : but the three camera

lucida sketches of ground sections are enlarged fifty diameters.

FIGS. 1-8 show repairs after removal of various parts of the shells.
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The general mantle surface has some slight form-giving function in

case of removal of shell parts, since it may then either contract or ex-

pand and thus form either a shrunken or a protuherant substitute for

the normal shell originally made by the mantle border.

FIG. 12. Part of the edge of a hole in the shell repaired by new material con-

tinued in under the old shell. The new material is covered by a layer of spherulites

where not soldered to the under face of the old shell.

FIG. 13. The old shell above was the broken edge of the lip. The new shell

lies on a lower level and extends under the old. Each has complete normal layers.

There is no spherulitic layer. The junction lacks normal organization.

To conclude: as the methods of repair of the shell of a Cuban land

snail taken at random agree with those of certain land, fresh-water, and

marine snails of Europe, we may generalize that the methods of shell

repair in gastropods may be either by
"
atypical

"
growth, where no

cuticle is formed, and lime secreted as a sort of cement crystallizes as

a covering of spherulites beneath which lower shell layers may be

added
;
or by

"
typical

"
growth where a cuticle is secreted and repair is
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by repetition of former growth in which lime secreted beneath the cuti-

cle takes on the complex organization <if normal shell. Hut in the latter

case there is, at least in this Cuban snail, a region where new joins to old

in which perfect shell organization may be lacking.
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THE EGG-LAYING ACTIVITIES OF THE SEA HARE,
TETHYS CALIFORNICUS (COOPER)

G. E. MACGINITIE

(From the H'illiain G. Kcrckhoff Marine Laboratory of the California
Institute of Technology, Corona Del Mar, California)

The lavish way in which certain marine invertebrates spend sexual

products to insure perpetuation of their species has long been a source

of great interest to biologists. Early estimates were usually based on

single spawnings without knowledge of seasonal production, and in

many instances fell far short of the actual number of eggs laid in a

season. Galtsoff (1930) has shown that the number of eggs laid by a

Virginia oyster in a season may approximate one-half billion, which

greatly exceeds 60 million, the highest previous figure.

The following account of the egg-laying of the sea hare, Tethys

californicus (Cooper), in which the computations are correct to 5

per cent, adds more information as to what actually may be accom-

plished in one season by a marine animal. Table I gives a summary
of the egg-laying activity of a sea hare weighing 5 pounds, 12 ounces,

which laid 478 million eggs between October 29, 1933 and March 6,

1934, inclusive, or within four months and one week.

After each laying (27 in all) the eggs were drained of surplus

moisture and then weighed. By measuring and weighing lengths of

string from several layings it was found that one gram of egg string

averaged 21.55 cm. in length. By multiplying the wr

eight of the mass

laid by 21.55, the total length of the egg string was obtained. In the

27 layings the sea hare laid a total of 60,565 cm. of egg string, 17,520

cm. of which were laid in the first laying. Also after each laying ten

or more samples of the egg string were taken at different places through-
out its length. From these samples the average number of capsules per

centimeter was counted, the average for the entire lot being thirty-nine.

The number of capsules per centimeter showed less variation than any
other factor, the number of eggs contained in a capsule having no effect

on its size. In fact, sometimes at the end of a laying several centimeters

of string would be laid which would contain no eggs, or perhaps only a

few, yet even in this portion of the string there would be about 39 cap-

sules per centimeter. The number of eggs was counted from several

capsules in each of the representative samples and the average computed.

300
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These averages are given in column three of Table I. The average
number of capsules per centimeter times the average number of eg.L^

per capsule gave the number of eggs per centimeter. Ily multiplying
the average number of eggs per centimeter in each laving by the length

in centimeters, the total number of eggs for that laying was obtained, as

given in column four of Table I.

TABLE I

Date of

laying
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tire egg mass, which is usually cemented to eel grass or seaweed, re-

sembles nothing so much as a tangled hunch of yellow yarn. \Yithin

the string the eggs are segregated in capsules and these capsules are

spirally arranged along the string, four capsules to each spiral turn.

While laying, the sea hare takes the issuing string of eggs in a

fold of the upper lip, and moving the head hack and forth with no

regularity as to distance, sticks the string together here and there. As

the egg string passes from the lips it is covered with a sticky mucus and

wherever the animal presses the issuing string against the mass it ad-

heres to the portion already laid. This results in the apparent tangled

mass. \Yithin five or ten minutes after laying a mass of eggs, the

animal resumes feeding and will continue until apparently it has re-

plenished its fuel supply for another laying.

\\~hen one considers the complicated way in which the eggs are

arranged in the string, the rate at which they can be laid is astounding.

The sea hare lays its string of eggs at the average rate of 5.9 cm., or

230 capsules, or 41,000 eggs per minute.

The conditions under which the above layings took place could not

have been optimum. The sea hare was kept with various other animals

in an aquarium 5 feet long, 3 feet wide, and 2.5 feet deep. Ocean wa-

ter was supplied to the aquarium at the rate of about 400 gallons every

24 hours from a gravity tank which was filled daily from the bay. The

seaweed fed the animal was obtained from that which floated in with the

tide
; hence, feeding was irregular. The aquarium received no direct

sunlight, it was crowded with other animals, and there was less aeration

than under natural conditions. The supply of sperm ran out at the

fifteenth laying, and from then on the eggs were infertile. The sea

hare died two days after the last laying. It seems not unfair, there-

fore, to assume that under normal conditions the number of eggs laid

would have exceeded the number laid and counted under aquarium
conditions.

An individual egg measures 77 microns in diameter. Polar bodies

are given off after seven hours, and the first division occurs at eleven

hours. Practically all of the eggs become veliger larva? which escape

after twelve days.

You no doubt wonder what becomes of the millions of eggs and

larvae. Starfishes, if hungry, will eat the egg masses
;
and many larvae

are used as food by plankton feeders
;
but the greatest mortality occurs

at and just after the time of settling. In the first place, since Tctliys

is limited to a diet of seaweed, only those larva? which settle alongshore

could be expected to survive. Secondly, those which settle alongshore

have small chance of landing where they will be safe from being eaten
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by other alongshore animals. As the larva.- settle from the plankton,
the small coiled shell measures about a half millimeter in its greatest

dimension. Those that escape landing within the feeding range of the

feet of barnacles, the tentacles of anemones and hydroids, the feeding

gills of tube worms, or the siphons of the larger bivalves, are eagerly
searched for by the lesser predacious animals, such as flatworms, nemer-

teans. annelids, and such Crustacea as small crabs, hermit crabs, and

isopods, and by small fish, particularly gobies and cottoids (Mac-
Ginitie, 1934). After Tethys larvse fully metamorphose and reach a

size of three or four millimeters they seem to become distasteful to

other animals, and in this respect may be classed with the nudibranchs

in general. The time of settling is perhaps the time of highest mor-

tality for all alongshore or mud-dwelling marine animals which have

free-swimming larva;.
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THE EFFECTS OF X-RADIATION ON THE RECONSTITU-
TION OF STENOSTOMUM TENUICAUDA AND SOME

OTHER WORMS

C. D. VAN CLEAVE

LABORATORY OF ANATOMY, UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Several papers (e.g., Curtis and Hickman, 1926; Stone, 1932; But-

ler, 1933; Gianferrari, 1929; Turner, 1933), have reported the use of

X-radiation as a means of studying reconstitution and regeneration in

those forms exhibiting these phenomena. If parts of the organism are

removed following exposure to dosages of X-rays, the reconstitutional

processes that normally lead to replacement of the missing parts are

either retarded or stopped entirely, depending on the dosage used.

This result has been attributed by Curtis to the selective action of the

X-radiation upon certain cells of the organism essential to reconstitu-

tion. The present paper reports an attempt to influence the reconsti-

tutional behavior of a rhabdoccel, Stcnostonniin tcuuicauda, by means

of X-radiation and, for comparative purposes, the effects of some simi-

lar dosages on two more highly organized worms, Dero limosa and

Pristina longiseta.

Stenostomum tenuicauda, a minute rhabdoccel turbellarian commonly
found in fresh-water ponds, ordinarily consists of a chain of zooids

separated by fission planes. Two types of head reconstitution are pres-

ent in this species: (1) transverse sections of the worm containing one

or more fission planes in the absence of the head of the chain show

resorption of anterior partial zooids and of younger zooids by an older

posterior head region which becomes the head of the reconstituted

worm; and (2) a headless individual zooid, containing no fission plane

at the time of section, reconstitutes a completely new head at the anterior

end of the piece (Van Cleave, 1929). Only the latter type, in which the

structures of the new head are formed dc novo, concerns us here.

Worms consisting of two zooids separated by an immature fission

plane were selected for testing reconstitutional behavior following ir-

radiation. From each zooid of such a worm could be obtained a piece,

freed of preformed head-structures by transverse cuts, which in control

worms reconstituted new heads in about 90 per cent of the cases.

Failure of new heads to form can usually be ascribed to improperly

placed cuts which leave the piece too short. The usual length of the

304
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whole worm was 1.5-2.0 mm.; both the anterior and posterior headless

pieces comprised one-half or more of its original zooid. Kach zooid

sectioned for reconstitutional capacity was isolated and record kept of

its size, its position in the parent worm, the amount removed and, from

day to day, the evidence of reconstitution. All the work was done

under the binocular dissecting microscope.

Two-zooid worms were preferred throughout the experiments ;
a

cut through the base of the pharynx removed the head and all anterior

parts and two more cuts removed the fission plane and head region of

the posterior zooid. Since the tail was left intact, the anterior piece

presented two cut surfaces, the posterior only one. The cut surfaces

contract at once to close the wound
;
the first evidences of new head

formation usually are seen within 24 hours and appear as a small depres-

sion on either side of the cut anterior end. These are the ciliated pits,

connected with the cerebral ganglia, and the head rapidly takes morpho-

logical form after their appearance. Within two or three days after

sectioning, the piece has entirely reconstituted itself, having formed a

new head, mouth, pharynx, and tail where the tail has been removed.

In many cases after reconstitution has been accomplished a fission plane

arises and a second zooid appears ; presumably the actual growth of the

worm, if it occurs, is based on foodstuffs present in the gut at the time

of sectioning, since all cut pieces were kept in boiled and filtered tap-

water.

The irradiation was done with equipment of the mechanically recti-

fying type, energizing a broad- focus Coolidge tube. The Roentgen ma-

chine was calibrated with a Wulf ionometer, the latter in turn calibrated

in Germany with the proposed R unit. The operating factors, unless

otherwise stated, were as follows :

127 kilovolts (peak).

5 milliamperes.

30 centimeters, target distance.

No filters.

At this distance one minute of unfiltered radiation comprised approxi-

mately 140 R units of intensity.
1

In some experiments the exposure time was reduced by halving the

target distance
;
the heat factor introduced by this procedure was mini-

mized by the use of ice-packs around the dishes containing the worms
and by an electric fan. Similarly cooled control worms showed no ill

effects nor did the irradiated worms with such protective treatment react

1 1 am indebted to Dr. J. L. Weatherwax, physicist of the Philadelphia Gen-
eral Hospital, for his kindness in calibrating the Roentgen machine.
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as did worms when the temperature of their surrounding medium was

deliberately raised. After experimenting with the use of individual iso-

lation slides and with boxes of heavy lead, it was thought best to irradi-

ate all worms in mass cultures in Syracuse dishes 2.5 cm. in diameter

which contained about one cubic centimeter of water and which could

be covered with a round cover slip. The effects of secondary and

scattered radiation were disregarded.

Immediately after irradiation the worms were washed by transfer-

ring them through several changes of boiled and filtered tap-water and

some sectioned at once with the purpose of studying the immediate

effect of the irradiation upon their reconstitutional capacity. Other

worms were individually isolated in Syracuse dishes, in order to follow

from day to day any gross effect of the irradiation that might appear in

the unoperated worms. The remainder of the irradiated set of worms
was kept as a mass culture from which worms wrere taken after varying
intervals of 2-14 days to be sectioned with the purpose of studying the

possibly delayed effect of irradiation upon their reconstitutional capacity.

The days intervening between irradiation and sectioning constituted a

period of latency in which such an effect might develop.

For comparison with the effects of irradiation on Stenostomum, two

species of microdrilous oligochretes, Pristina longiseta and Dero Ihnosa,

were also irradiated and later sectioned for reconstitutional capacity.

These worms were, like Stenostomum, grown in laboratory cultures.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preliminary exposures of the worms to filtered radiation made it

evident that if any gross disturbances in either structure or reconstitu-

tion were to be detected, the doses must be of a high order of magnitude.
With the apparatus used, 180 milliampere-minutes of exposure with a

filter of 6 mm. aluminum gave approximately 800 R units. One thou-

sand R units left the worms apparently unaffected, as shown by mass

and isolated cultures and by normal reconstitutional behavior. One set

of 20 S. tcnuicauda received a dose of 2,000 R units, had their heads

removed immediately after irradiation, and reconstituted normally in

48 hours. Four days after the initial irradiation the same reconstituted

worms received a dosage of 1,000 R and were sectioned and again re-

constituted new heads in 48 hours. Eight days later the set was appar-

ently normal and unaffected. To obtain greater intensity, the use of

filters was hereafter discontinued.

Successive dosages were next tried in the quest of a lethal dose. A
dosage of 1,680 R units, applied daily for six consecutive days to massed

groups of Stenostomum, Pristina,, and Dero, left the rhabdoccels undis-
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turbecl. Dcro likewise was unaffected both bead and gill regions re-

generating by 4 days and the cultures of irradiated worms thriving 30

days after the raying. Irradiated specimens of Pristina, however, gave

evidence of al (normality in two slowly and incompletely reconstituted

heads among an otherwise normal set of 20. Kecause of the daily

handling involved, successive dosages were abandoned to try the effect

of a single, continuous dose of great magnitude.

Mass cultures of Stcnostoinuin, Pristina. and Dcro were exposed to

a dosage of approximately 20,160 R units. The operating factors were

as follows :

127 P. K. V.

5 Ma.

30 cm. target distance.

144 min. exposure.

No filters.

The dosage was applied over a period of 41
/o hours

; the tube was

allowed to cool 5 minutes and 30 minutes alternately at the end of 18-

minute periods. A thermometer placed next the dishes containing the

worms registered no increase in temperature from heat radiation from

the tube. All the worms seemed normal in appearance and behavior at

the end of the irradiation. The subsequent procedure will be described

separately for each species.

Pristina longiscta

Xo difference between the irradiated and control sets was noticeable

during the first two days after irradiating ; at three days, however, the

worms of the former set were surrounded by mucus, with consequent

clumping, but were apparently structurally sound. Later the mucus

disappeared and during the remainder of the 26 days the worms were

kept under observation the irradiated worms were individually indis-

tinguishable from normal control worms. There were noticeably more
worms in the control set although fission planes were not absent in the

irradiated stock. Since no signs of cytolysis or disintegration were
observed in the culture during this period the disparity in numbers was
attributed to a relative decrease in formation of new fission planes in

the irradiated worms.

For the effect of the irradiation on regeneration the five head seg-
ments were removed from a group of treated and untreated worms.
The head in Pristina is made up of the five anterior segments, each

marked by a pair of bristles, plus the proboscis. Following the loss of
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from one to five of these anterior segments the worm regenerates only

the loss. If six or more anterior segments are removed, only five are

regenerated (Hempelmann, 1923). Five days after the removal of the

anterior segments the irradiated worms presented a typical picture in

which a short conical outgrowth, free of bristles and setae, appeared at

the cut anterior surface. By the same time the cut untreated worms

had regenerated a new head of five segments, complete with bristles,

setae, and proboscis. Where a fission plane was present in the irradi-

ated worm, separation occurred and the anterior piece died in about a

week, showing no further change at the anterior end.

Dcro Ihnosa

For the first five days after irradiation Dcro seemed unaffected, but

on the sixth day the anterior part of the intestine was often found to

be opaquely black and both posterior and anterior ends of the worm
were swollen with large blister-like structures on the surface. Cytolysis

set in shortly, producing many short headless pieces. The black metal-

lic color persisted in the remaining long worms which were clumped

together in contrast to the scattering of worms in the untreated culture.

These latter were numerous and large, with fission planes. All the ir-

radiated worms eventually disintegrated, none living more than 18 days.

The controls remained in excellent condition. Pieces cut for regenera-

tion cytolyzed before definite results could be obtained.

S. teniiicauda

The mass cultures of irradiated worms were kept under observation

for 26 days, during which period no abnormalities were noted. At no

time was there any observable difference between the irradiated worms

and untreated control cultures. After remaining without food for three

weeks both cultures were fed and fission planes soon appeared in great

profusion.

Worms were sectioned, with the purpose of studying reconstitutional

capacity, immediately after irradiation, and also, in order to allow pe-

riods of latency, 3, 5, 6, and 14 days after irradiation. The worms

used were the two-zooid type with only one fission plane ;
the anterior

head was removed by a cut across the pharynx and care was taken that

all the head region of the posterior zooid was removed. The reconsti-

tutional results are shown in Table I.

The effects of allowing a period of latency between irradiation and

cutting were clear with this dosage. Those worms cut within the hour

following irradiation closely approximated the reconstitutional behavior

of control worms and although at the end of nine days a few more ir-
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radiated worms were missing than in the controls, the observations made

on the fourth day show plainly that the missing worms had reconstituted

new heads before their death. However, when several days were al-

lowed to lapse between irradiation and cutting, a difference between

control and irradiated worms was apparent. Approximately half the

irradiated worms in each set died during the 24 hours following section.

Disintegration began about four or five hours after cutting and nothing

remained of the piece on the following day. The greatest mortality oc-

curred in worms cut four and five days after irradiation. Of those sur-

viving the cutting, either the head was reconstituted or the headless piece

disintegrated, none of the latter surviving more than a week.

This susceptibility of apparently normal irradiated worms to cutting,

following a period of latency, lasted for at least six days but eventually

disappeared, for irradiated worms cut 14 days after irradiation showed

no sign of it. This might be due to the death of those worms which

were affected by the radiation, the ones surviving and cut being unaf-

fected. Individual isolation of irradiated worms was not made with

the sets shown in Table I, but with subsequent dosages of the same

intensity this procedure was carefully followed and deaths of isolated

worms within periods corresponding with the above latencies were never

observed. Moreover, mortalities of 50 per cent would presumably be

apparent even in mass cultures yet no difference in numbers of worms
in mass cultures of the above sets and controls was observed.

A comparison of the differential mortality of cut pieces of anterior

and posterior zooids of the same worm indicates that the explanation for

the mortality of worms cut following latency lies in the differential sus-

ceptibility of their anterior and posterior zooids. The fate of the paired

pieces of the same worm in a representative group of 34 two-zooid

worms can be summarized as follows :

Both anterior and posterior pieces normal 8

Both anterior and posterior pieces missing 10

Anterior piece normal posterior missing 3

Anterior piece missing posterior normal 13

In a genetic study of S. nicandatian. Sonneborn (1930) found a real

difference to exist between lines derived from anterior and posterior

zooids as indicated by rate of reproduction and susceptibility to lead

acetate. Posterior individuals were
"
potentially immortal

"
;
anteriors

weakened and died as well as being more susceptible to the toxic agent.

It is suggested that S. tcnuicauda likewise exhibits this differential be-

tween anterior and posterior zooids as shown by the greater suscepti-

bility of anterior pieces to disturbances introduced by sectioning after

a period of latency following irradiation. No data are available as to
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the possible anterior origin of individuals in which both anterior and

posterior piece failed to survive.

A larger dosage, of approximately 30,240 R units, was given the

three species of worms under conditions identical with those last de-

scribed. The irradiation was applied in 18-minute exposures over a

period of nine hours. The mass culture of irradiated Dcro showed

cytolysis and blackening of the gut within 48 hours and all the worms
were completely disintegrated by seven days. Neither Pristina nor

Stenostomum gave any evidence of abnormality during the 11 days they
were kept under observation. Of 20 Stenostomum cut after 4 days

latency, 15 had reconstituted new heads by 72 hours while 2 were

missing and 3 still headless. Two days later one of these was miss-

ing while the other two were normal worms. This enormous amount
of irradiation had no effect on the reconstitutional capacity of Stcnosto-

initin, irrespective of the possibility of its lethal effect at some later date.

A detectable effect on the reconstitutional behavior of Stenostomum

might be obtained if the irradiation could be concentrated in point of

time. Since the apparatus was being run at capacity, such concentra-

tion could only be obtained by appreciably decreasing the worm target
distance. Accordingly, in order to quadruple the intensity, the dish

containing the worms was moved 15 cm. from the target and provisions

(described above) made to avoid temperature effects. Some results

with a relatively low dosage of approximately 7,000 R units are shown
in Table II. Reconstitution has proceeded normally and no clear effect

from delay in cutting the pieces after irradiation is noticeable. When
worms are missing three or more days after cutting, always presumably
from disintegration, reconstitution has preceded the disappearance.
Similar results were obtained with a dosage of 13,900 R units. Single
intact Stenostomum, isolated immediately after irradiation, gave no

indications of abnormality during the 16 days under observation. Of a

set of 20 isolated worms, all had formed new fission planes upon being
fed and, as a result of asexual division, increased in numbers.

The largest concentrated dosage given during this series was one of

approximately 20,160 R units given Stenostomum in 36 minutes. Both

experimental and control worms were kept at a temperature of 50 C.

for 20 hours preceding the exposure and the ice surrounding the worm
container was renewed during the irradiation, as was necessary because

of the heat radiated by the tube. Reconstitution occurred normally
within 48 hours after irradiation in worms cut immediately followingo
the raying. But all were completely disintegrated by 96 hours after

irradiation, as were also the isolated whole worms. The control worms
in each instance were entirely unaffected.
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CONCLUSION

The manifest resistance of Stciios/oiiiiini to huge doses of X-radia-

tion is a phenomenon the counterpart of which is seen in other of the

lower organisms, particularly the Protozoa. Crowther (1926), for ex-

ample, had to give Colpidiiun the enormous dose of 80,000 R units in

less than 20 minutes if he wished to kill the cells. Stenostoinnin sur-

vived 30,000 R units with the exposure extended over a period of 9

hours but succumbed to a concentration of 20,000 R units delivered in

36 minutes.

The lethal effect of the irradiation is subordinate, however, to the

fact that normal reconstitutional processes are apparently uninfluenced

by the irradiation. Because of the rapidity with which a partial head-

less zooid is transformed into a morphologically complete worm, it is

possible to observe complete reconstitution in irradiated worms which

subsequently undergo complete cytolysis. The mortality among those

worms in which a number of days has intervened between the irradia-

tion and the cutting may represent a latent effect of the irradiation.

But it would seem as if this effect lay more in the direction of inducing

a lethal susceptibility to factors involved in cutting away parts of the

zooid rather than in the retardation of the normal processes of reconsti-

tution, for instead of resulting in the usual headless pieces which per-

sist after wound closure for as long as six days, these irradiated pieces

start to disintegrate in four or five hours after cutting. In this se-

quence of events I see nothing comparable to the situation in irradiated

Pristina where a short amorphous outgrowth following the removal of

the head segments indicates the loss of anterior regeneration.

SUMMARY

1. Laboratory-grown specimens of Stcnostonniin tcnuicauda were

subjected to large dosages of unfiltered X-radiation and the effect upon
their reconstitutional behavior following operation noted. For com-

parison, similar observations were made on Dcro liniosa and Pristina

longiseta.

2. Maximum dosages of approximately 30,000 R units, applied over

an interval of nine hours, and of approximately 20,000 R units applied

in 36 minutes had no apparent effect on normal reconstitution in Steno-

stoniiiin. The lethality of the latter dosage was indicated by the dis-

integration of the completely reconstituted worms and of isolated un-

operated worms four days after the irradiation.

3. Anterior head regeneration in Pristina was inhibited following
an apparently non-lethal dosage of 20,000 R units applied over a period
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of four and a half hours. Specimens of Dcro were cytolyzed by the

same dosage.
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THE STERILIZATION OF PROTOZOA

ALFORD HETHERINGTON

(From the Zoology Department, Johns Hopkins University, and

the Marine Biological Laboratory, ll'ooih Hole)

Introduction

The recent development of techniques for the culture of Protozoa in

solutions containing known bacteria and in sterile solutions (pure cul-

ture), demands a method for the complete removal of the bacteria nor-

mally found in their environment.

Several methods have been used, namely, migration through tubes

of sterile medium (Purely and Butterfield, 1918; Glaser and Coria.

1930). migration over an agar surface (Oehler, 1919), chemical treat-

ment of cysts (Luck and Sheets, 1931), irradiation (Taylor, et al.,

1933). and washing in successive dishes of sterile water (Hargitt and

Fray, 1917; Parpart, 1928). Of these the last is the most generally

applicable and dependable.

As developed by Parpart for Paramccium, the technique of wr

ashing

overcomes the difficulties caused by the presence of ordinary bacteria

and spores which may be defecated in a viable condition, but it does not

overcome the difficulties caused by the presence of extraordinary bac-

teria (Hetherington, 1933, 1934a. 1934fr). Moreover, a rather elabo-

rate hood was used by Parpart.

In the present paper a simple technique is described which over-

comes these difficulties. It combines washing with migration, reduces

the number of washings from 10 to 7. increases the efficiency so that

a considerable number of animals can be sterilized simultaneously, and

greatly simplifies the apparatus required.

Briefly, the technique consists in inducing the Protozoa to migrate

for some distance in order to separate them from surrounding bacteria,

then allowing them to swim about for a period to permit the shedding
of attached bacteria.

Apparatus

The apparatus used for the experiments was as follows :

Dissecting binocular with 55-mm. objective and side rests for hands
;

12 Columbia dishes;
1 12 Petri dishes; 10-cc. graduated pipettes; large

1 Watch glass No. 9851, Arthur H. Thomas Co., Philadelphia.
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test tubes; transfer pipettes (medicine droppers) drawn out to internal

capillary diameters 1 mm. and 200-300
/JL ;

cotton and a wooden rack,

i.e., a board about 6 cm. wide by 60 cm. long elevated to the level of

binocular stage.

Sterilization of Apparatus

The Columbia dishes are enclosed in the Petri dishes which are then

wrapped in paper. The graduated pipettes are cotton-stoppered at

the larger end, and individually wrapped in paper. After removal of

the rubber bulbs, the transfer pipettes are put into the large test tubes,

which are cotton-stoppered. They are sterilized along with the dishes

and pipettes in hot air, 160-170 C. for one hour. It is an advantage

to work in a room in which the air is relatively quiet.

Medium

Bacto Yeast Extract 1 gram
Peters' Medium 500 cc.

Dispense into Pyrex tubes or flasks, cotton-stopper, and autoclave, 15

pounds for 5 minutes.

Preparation of Peters' Medium. Put about 10 grams of Ca(OH) 2

(powdered Kahlbaum, pro analysi) into about a liter of doubly distilled

water; cork and shake. Allow to stand for two days, shaking a few

times in the interim. Pass CO 2 through this solution (at 23 C.), using

either commercial tank C(X or a generator, for one hour. Cork and

allow to stand for 24 hours. Pour off the slightly cloudy supernatant

fluid into two 500-cc. good quality ground glass-stoppered bottles.

Pass CO., through each for a minute, stopper, and label: Ca(HCO,)o,
0.1 M., 55 cc./l.

Prepare 0.015 M MgSO,, K
2HPO 4 ,

and 0.0075 M Na2HPO 4
in

doubly distilled water, and add
"
10 cc./l." to the label of each. A liter

of Peters' medium is prepared by diluting 55 cc. of the calcium bicar-

bonate and 10 cc. of each of the others to one liter. Do not shake into

equilibrium with air.

Procedure

The organisms to be washed should be very vigorous and well

nourished. If a large number in poor condition is available it is often

possible to prepare them for washing as follows. Put a small mass of

favorable bacteria removed from a nutrient agar plate into a dish of

medium. Transfer 0.5 cc. of concentrated Protozoa to this dish, and

leave 3 or 4 hours. Many kinds of bacteria are favorable for this

purpose (Hetherington, 1934o) ;
Acliroinobacter inunctmn is probably

as generally useful as any. The method of washing follows.
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Arrange five of the Pctri dishe.s enclosing Columbia dishes on the

rack. \Yith a 10-cc. pipette, put 1 cc. of sterile medium -
into each,

raising the Petri cover just enough to permit introduction from the side.

U'asli 7, migration. Place the first dish on the binocular stage.

"\Yith the large bore transfer pipette, put a drop of concentrated Proto-

zoa to be washed into the left margin of the first dish so the inoculum

is as sharply demarked from the medium as possible. Some of the

Protozoa will migrate to the opposite side in a few seconds. The cover

of the Petri dish may be left off.

U'asli 2, migration. Transfer 15-25 of those which migrated to

the right side, using a small bore pipette, to the left margin of the

second dish.

Wash 3, 3 hours. Transfer those which migrate across the dish to

the third dish, without entirely removing the Petri cover, and leave

them for three hours.

U'asli 4, migration. Remove the cover, transfer all the Protozoa

to the left margin of the next dish and leave them until some have

migrated to the opposite margin.

Wash 5, 3 hours. Transfer those which migrate to the fifth dish

and leave them three hours.

Wash 6 and 7, final migration. Place the sixth and seventh dishes

on the rack and fill with medium. Put all the organisms into the left

margin of the sixth dish and proceed with two more migrations ;
from

this dish introduce them directly into the culture medium. Complete

migration to the opposite side of the dish is not essential. Care should

be taken to keep the last Petri dish cover over the dish as much as pos-
sible.

Experimental Basis for ihc Method Described

Variety of bacteria which must be removed. The empiric steriliza-

tion of a number of different Protozoa from a variety of sources brings
out a point of basic importance. The characteristics of bacteria which

infect Protozoa from different sources may be diverse in the extreme.

The number of strains the investigator may need to remove in order

to sterilize Protozoa derived from natural waters is practically infinite.

This explains why Parpart found a delay of 5 hours necessary for the

defecation of viable spores, while Glaser and Coria (1933) obtained

hundreds of paramecia free from such bacteria after one migration

through a tube of sterile medium.

- The manipulation of sterile solutions is carried out using the flame technique.
It is much more effectively demonstrated by a good bacteriologist than described.

The rigid practice of this technique is absolutely necessary for success.
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A table showing the number of washings required to sterilize a par-

ticular species derived from one pond would therefore have a very
limited value. However, sterilizations from cultures on a single known
strain of bacteria (zweigliedrige Kultur) give reproducible results

which throw light upon the way in which bacteria are displaced. Ta-

ble I gives results with Colpidium colpoda grown on Acrobactcr aero-

genes in 0.2 per cent yeast extract-dextrose.

The entire content of each dish was put into a tube of nutrient broth

in order to make the test for bacteria. The results presented in Table I

demonstrate that were it not for adhering bacteria, the second wash
would be sterile in each experiment, since the first involves migration

through sterile medium. This is proved in the experiment with a single

TABLE I

The sterilization of different numbers of Colpidium growing on Aerobacter aero-

genes. "Cloudy," Colpidium from thriving culture containing great numbers of

bacteria; "clear," from a similar culture in which a majority of bacteria had been
eaten. M, migration; III, 3-hour bath; +, infected; ,

sterile.
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sult> we- re verified on other Proto/oa, including Parameciwm caudalnin.

To apply to the latter animal, the number of infected dishes (-)-) re-

corded in the table must be increased by one or two for each row. The
success with 100 ciliates suggests a method for obtaining large numbers.

Unfortunately this does not apply to Proto/oa from clear natural wa-

ters, which may indeed harbor the most tenacious and deceiving bacteria.

.Idhcrcnt bacteria. Peters (1921) and Glaser and Coria (1933)
described pure cultures of Colpidium and of Paraineciuin. Hethering-
ton (1933. 1934</) presented evidence that the rod-like bodies which

they described and interpreted as discarded cilia were actually slow-

growing bacteria. These bacteria are apparently harmless, and permit
the growth of ciliates after they have increased to sufficient numbers.

When colpidia contaminated with this bacterium were put in a dilute

solution of ammonium glycerophosphate, growth occurred only after a

lag of 10 days. Microscopic examination of this medium revealed small

adherent rods apparently quite similar to those which were mistaken

by Peters for discarded cilia. When these contaminated ciliates were

inoculated into a medium capable of supporting their growth in pure
culture. 1 per cent yeast extract, the}- started to grow immediately and

grew vigorously, but the bacteria remained. Attempts to remove them,

using sterile tap-water as the washing fluid, failed. Replacing the

sterile tap-water with yeast extract yielded sterile ciliates. The height-

ened activity of the bacteria and possibly also of the locomotor organs
of the ciliates may explain the difference. In testing for them the cul-

ture should be subjected to careful microscopic examination. Plates

of the medium should be incubated for a week at 25 C.

Another series of results shows that a complex medium is preferable
to water as a washing medium. These have to do, first, with certain

acid-forming bacteria of rather tenacious nature; second, with spore-

forming bacteria. The first-named are not understood (Hetherington.

1934/)), but the unfavorable reaction of contaminated cultures of Col-

pidium colpoda is very well defined. In some respects they resemble

anaerobes. It was found that when very vigorous animals were washed

through two baths of three hours each, separated by a migration, as

many as five could be obtained sterile.

Spore-forming bacteria. Speaking in general, spore-forming bac-

teria are infrequent contaminants and when present are easily removed.

Bacillus niycr was more easily removed than Acr. ccrocjcncs (Hethering-
ton. 1934&). Probably culture in air-contaminated shallow vessels of

0.7 per cent hay, the source of Parpart's paramecia, enriched spore-
formers. However, under certain conditions the removal of ingested

spores is difficult, and these are related to the level of vitality of the

Protozoa.

22
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Importance of vigorous metabolism. If the Protozoa are not very

vigorous at the outset, and if a non-nutrient medium is used, no amount
of washing can be depended upon to yield sterile animals. Micro-

scopic examination of ciliates in this condition usually reveals a few

food vacuoles in the posterior portion of the body where they remain

until death or the resumption of vigorous metabolism.

Thus the speed with which retained bacteria and spores are dis-

carded is profoundly affected by the physiological state of the organism
at the time it is washed. Ciliates which actually multiply during the

process (Glaucoma pyriformis} are very easily sterilized. On the other

hand, larger forms appear to be increasingly less well adjusted to small

volumes of medium in shallow dishes, and are inclined to retain spores
and viable bacteria for long periods.

Of an extensive series of media tested, the yeast extract was found

to maintain vigorous metabolism more uniformly than any other par-

ticle-free system. Ciliate Protozoa in particle-containing media fre-

quently fail to migrate.

Finally, a nutrient washing medium is desirable because the culture

medium into which they are to be finally inoculated is generally a

nutrient medium, and all possible stresses of adjustment are to be elim-

inated during the wearing process of washing.

Difficulty in sterilisation, a function of size. The difficulty of

sterilizing Protozoa varies roughly as the size. Thus Colpidium col-

poda, twice as large as C. campylum, is uniformly more difficult to steri-

lize. Paramccium- caudatum is always more difficult than C. colpoda.

Other factors, of course, enter in to alter any precise relation. Thus

Chilomonas, a small saprophytic cryptomonad, and Euplotes are more

easily sterilized because of the lack of cilia, while Glaucoma pyriformis,

about as large as C. campylum, is easier to sterilize because of the very

vigorous growth engendered by the yeast extract medium. On the

other hand, the large ciliates Stentor and Bursaria have never been ob-

tained free of bacteria. The technique presented is dependable only

for those Protozoa which can be grown in pure culture or in zweig-

liedrige Kultur.

Air contamination. External contamination from the air during the

washing process must be avoided. The presence of Petri dish covers

over the wash dishes effectively precludes trouble from this source.

The effect of leaving off the covers was tested. Protozoa were steri-

lized with all the dishes open to air. Success was achieved under these

conditions only when the sterile medium was put into the last dish just

before use, and migration consummated promptly.
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Summary

1. A method of sterilization combining the technique of migration

with that of washing is presented.

2. The method permits the sterilization of large numbers of Proto-

zoa at once when the infecting bacteria are known and favorable.

3. It permits the sterilization of Protozoa which are contaminated

with very adherent bacteria which cause particular difficulty.

The author wishes to thank Professor S. O. Mast for critical reading of this

manuscript.
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NOTES ON THE BEHAVIOR OF ASTERS. Henry J. Fry.

An examination of cytological literature describing normal bipolar aiitotic fig-

ures ( temporarily ignoring sperm-asters, cytasters, and other unusual config-

urations ) shows that, with rare exceptions, asters occur only when two condi-

tions are satisfied : first, when the spindle becomes organized its ends must be

more or less sharply focalized; second, these focalized spindle-ends must lie in

cytoplasmic areas of appreciable size. If spindle-ends arise as blunt structures,

asters are absent even when the surrounding cytoplasmic areas are large ;
if

spindle-ends are sharply focalized but lie near the cell wall or nuclear mem-
brane, asters are again absent.

This may explain the puzzling fact that in cells of the same type, carrying on

similar activities, asters may be present in those of one species but absent in

those of another.

Re-investigations of a number of supposed cases of astral division show that

while these asters may elongate, they do not divide
;
instead they disintegrate

at their place of organization the spindle-end.

Considering all types of animal cells, asters are found to be present only in a

few, usually large ones. Current hypotheses concerning asters are largely

shaped by the fact that most such studies concern eggs and large blastomeres,

which are atypical owing to their relatively large size. Actually the majority
of animal cells carry on all activities without asters.

In cases where asters are present, various facts suggest that they usually do
not play a role in such activities as cell division or the localization of organ-

forming materials. Space prevents any discussion of these points here.

It is therefore tentatively suggested, as a working hypothesis, that in normal

bipolar mitotic figures, asters usually represent a secondary effect of the forces

involved in forming the spindle, and probably play no role in cellular activities.

July 31, 1934

PERMEABILITY OF AMOSBA PROTEUS TO WATER. Coleen Fowler.

THE TENSION AT THE SURFACE OF MACKEREL OIL. J. F. Danielli.

INJURY POTENTIALS IN SCALLOP MUSCLES. H. Burr Steinbach.

THE RELATIVE EFFECTS OF INCREASED CARBON DIOXIDE AND DIMIN-
ISHED OXYGEN UPON THE HEART RATE OF YOUNG TROUT. Char-

lotte Haywood, Thelma O. Stevens, Helen TeWinkel, and Margaret
Schott.

The effects of varied tensions of carbon dioxide and of oxygen upon the heart

frequency of the fry of brown trout, Loch Leven trout, and brook trout, within

2 months after hatching, were determined. Both increased carbon dioxide ten-

sions and diminished oxygen tensions were found to slow the ventricular beat.

The time required for the heart rate to fall to one-half its original rate was
taken as a measure for comparing the effectiveness of the gas mixtures used.

Carbon dioxide tensions of 75 mm., 100 mm., and 150 mm. Hg slowed the

ventricle to half rate in about 1 to 2 hours, 30 to 40 minutes, and 10 to 20 min-
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utes respectively. With an oxygen tension of 80 mm. Hg, the half rate was

usually not reached in 8 hours of exposure ; with 25 mm. oxygen it was reached

in 2 to 3 hours
;
and with pure nitrogen it was reached in 42 minutes of ex-

posure.

Recovery of the heart frequency was studied following equal decrements in

approximately 157 mm. carbon dioxide and in pure nitrogen. Recovery fol-

lowing carbon dioxide occurred gradually, but was complete between 50 and
100 minutes. Of the 17 fish subjected to pure nitrogen, 3 died; the surviving
fish began recovery with a quick rebound at first, but this was usually not well

sustained, and ultimate recovery did not occur until an average time of 164

minutes. These differences in recovery suggest that the mode of action of

increased carbon dioxide and of diminished oxygen upon the heart frequency of

the young trout is not the same.

THE HYALINE PLASMA MEMBRANE OF THE ECHINODERM EGG. Rob-

ert Chambers.

August 7, 1934

EFFECT OF CENTRIFUGING ON POLARITY IN THE ALGA, GRIFFITHSIA.

Victor Schechter.

Prolonged centrifugation results in the production of a significant percentage
of shoots at the centrifugal pole regardless of whether the apex or base of the

cell is so oriented. If the base is centrifugally oriented the apex of the same
cell may also produce shoots, but the reverse is not true. It is curious to note

that the centrifuge here seems to act opposite to the force of gravity, as in na-

ture the shoots grow upward. This fact indicates for the centrifuge a higher

specificity in fractionation of materials than could occur under the influence of

gravity.

PLASMODESMA IN PLANT TISSUE. L. G. Livingston.

CONCERNING THE DISAPPEARANCE OF THE EEL GRASS (ZOSTERA MA-

RINA). Charles E. Renn.

ORIGIN AND CHEMICAL NATURE OF ORGANIC MATTER IN THE SEA

WATER AND SEA BOTTOM. Selman A. Waksman and Cornelia L.

Carey.

August 14, 1934

THE DIFFERENTIATION OF RAT GONAD PRIMORDIA IN NORMAL ADULT
AND GONADECTOMIZED RAT HOSTS. Adrian Buyse.

THE ACCELERATION OF METAMORPHOSIS OF ASCIDIAN LARVAE. Cas-

well Grave.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE FORMATION OF ARTERIO-VENOUS ANASTOMOSES.

E. R. and E. L. Clark.
i

EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF STRIATED MUSCLE IN Vivo. C. C. Speidel.

Striated muscle has been studied in minute detail in living frog tadpoles. In

many cases the same individual fibers have been successfully kept under ob-

servation from day to day for prolonged periods of a month or more.
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Groivth and regeneration. In regions of rapid regeneration after tail section

the entire process of histogenesis of striated muscle has been watched. This

includes (a) the migration, proliferation, and internal movements of individual

myoblasts, (/>) anastomosis, elongation, and formation of plasmodia, (c) the

transformation of plasmodia into young muscle fibers with characteristic cross

striations (Q, J, and Z), (d) the growth in length and diameter of the young
fiber and its orientation. A number of complete case histories has been ob-

tained.

Injury and recovery. Muscle injuries have been brought about by scalding,

bruising or cutting, or by treatment with alcohol, hypertonic salt solution, or

other reagents. In the transition zone between normal tissue and severely in-

jured tissue, striated muscle fibers may exhibit various grades of injury fol-

lowed by recovery. Case histories are presented of the following: (a) re-

covery of a slightly injured fiber with zig-zag cross striae; (/;) recovery of

a vacuolated fiber; (c) recovery of a fiber which has suffered partial loss of

its cross stria?; (d) recovery of a fiber which has suffered total loss of its

striae without undergoing marked retraction; (c) recovery of a retracted fiber

which has suffered total loss of its cross striae; (/) recovery of a fiber after

degeneration of everything except one or more muscle nuclei and some sarco-

plasm.
Contraction, relaxation, and retraction. Direct observations of experimentally-
induced contraction reveal the following varieties: (a) simple twitch without

contraction band formation; (b) tetanic contraction with, or without, contrac-

tion band formation; (r) localized peristaltic-like wave of contraction, wr
ith,

or without, contraction band formation (an abnormal type of contraction bear-

ing some resemblance to that of smooth muscle) ; (d) retraction with contrac-

tion band formation (an irreversible contraction following detachment of a

fiber at one, or both, of its ends).

Young, faintly striated muscle fibers, plasmodia without cross striae, and even

myoblasts are capable of contraction, though this is less rapid and powerful
than the contraction of mature fibers.

These observations reveal for the first time in a living vertebrate animal the

entire process of histogenesis of individual striated muscle fibers, and the steps
of irritation, recovery, and repair of individual fibers following various degrees
of injury. Illustrative motion pictures have been obtained.

August 21, 1934

THE TEMPERATURE-EFFECTIVE PERIODS AND " GROWTH CURVES "
OF

THE VESTIGIAL WINGS OF DROSOPHILA MELANOGASTER. Morris H.

Harnley.

SELECTIVE FERTILIZATION IN HABROBRACON. P. W. Whiting.

MATURATION, FERTILIZATION AND CLEAVAGE OF HABROBRACON EGGS
AS REVEALED BY THE FEULGEN REACTION. B. R. Speicher.

MUTATIONS AND MODIFICATIONS IN DROSOPHILA INDUCED BY SUB-

LETHAL HIGH TEMPERATURE. H. H. Plough and P. I. Ives.

August 24, 1934

THE INFLUENCE OF MINUTE TRACES OF COPPER ON CERTAIN HEMO-
LYTIC PROCESSES. M. H. Jacobs and Samuel A. Corson.

Previous studies by the senior author have shown characteristic and striking

specific differences in the time of hemolysis in isosmotic glycerol solutions of
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the erythrocytes of different vertebrates. In extending these studies to a large
number of samples of human blood, the junior author consistently obtained

times of hemolysis in 0.3 M glycerol several thousand per cent greater than
those previously recorded. This striking retardation was found to be due to

traces of copper in the distilled water used; it could be completely removed
by redistillation from glass or by treatment of the water with Norite char-

coal, and could be imitated by heating with pure distilled water a few grams
of copper shavings. Copper salts in very low concentrations were likewise
found to be effective. Salts of Au, Ag, Fe, Pb, Hg and Cd, on the other hand,
either failed completely to inhibit glycerol hemolysis or ceased to do so at rela-

tively high concentrations. The copper effect is a specific one, being strikingly
shown with the erythrocytes of man and the rat and only slightly or not at all

with those of the cat, dog, rabbit and ox. Even with human and rat erythro-
cytes, comparatively little effect can be obtained with other penetrating solutes

such as urea and ethylene glycol. The lowest effective concentration of cop-
per, which in some cases was found to be as low as 10~

8

M, bears a fixed rela-

tion to the number of cells used. The reversibility of the effect may be shown
by placing a very small amount of blood in a copper-containing glycerol solu-
tion and then at any desired time adding more blood. Under these conditions

hemolysis not only of the added but of the originally
"
protected

"
erythrocytes

promptly occurs. The same effect can also be obtained by treating a suspen-
sion of

"
protected

"
cells with Norite charcoal.

THE KERATINOID PROTEINS AND ENZYME DIGESTION. David R. God-
dard.

THE THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TALBOT'S LAW ON PHOTORECEP-
TION. C. P. Winsor.

CAROTINOIDS AND THE VITAMIN A CYCLE IN VISION. George Wald.
Published in Nature, 134: 65, July 14, 1934.

August 31, 1934

THE CHROMOSOMAL COMPLEX OF THE MEXICAN GRASSHOPPER, MA-
CH^ROCERA SUMICHRASTI. E. Eleanor Carotliers.

REGENERATION IN BRACHIAL NERVES OF AMBLYSTOMA. R. L. Car-

penter.

POLARISCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF STRIATED MUSCLE OF VERTEBRATES
AND ARTHROPODS. Carl Caskey Speidel.

As a result of extensive studies of striated muscle, Diamare and, more recently,

Bruno have concluded that striated muscle of vertebrates differs fundamentally
in optical characteristics from that of arthropods. They believe that the dark
disc Q, which is anisotropic in arthropods, is isotropic in vertebrates, and that

the clear disc /, which is isotropic in arthropods, is anisotropic in vertebrates.

Examination of ordinary tadpole tail muscle by the writer seemed at first to

confirm the claim of Diamare and Bruno. It soon became apparent, however,
that a true polariscopic picture was not being obtained. The thickness of the
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muscle fiber, the obliquity of the Q and / discs, and their imperfect alignment
caused such di>turticm of light with diffraction and refraction effects that the

resulting image was the result of illumination by polarized light, oblique light.

and (for the more superficial structures) transmitted light. Curious varia-

tions were noticeable in the exact polariscopic appearance of muscle fibers in

different portions of the tadpole's tail.

Very accurate observations, however, were possible in the newly regenerating
zones following partial tail amputation. In such regions, thin single isolated

fibers consisting of only a few myofibrils afforded almost perfect material for

polariscopic study. Distortion of light was reduced to a minimum. On such

fibers examined with uncrossed and crossed nicol prisms, it could be seen

clearly that the Q discs are anisotropic and the / discs are isotropic. (Deli-
cate Z discs, showing no anisotropy, were also visible.) Illustrative motion

pictures have been obtained.

The conclusions of Diamare and Bruno, therefore, are not upheld. On the

contrary, clear-cut evidence from the living frog tadpole indicates tint the Q
and / discs of vertebrate muscle are essentially like those of arthropod muscle,

Q being anisotropic and / isotropic.

A PRELIMINARY STUDY OF HEAT DEATH IN MARINE ORGANISMS.

Paul R. Or.

FURTHER ANALYSIS OF THE PROTECTIVE VALUE OF BIOLOGICALLY CON-
DITIONED FRESH WATER FOR THE MARINE TURBKLLARIAN, PROCE-

REDES. Ralph Oesting and W. C. Alice.

INDUCED SEXUAL REACTIONS IN ANURA OF THE WOODS HOLE REGION.

Roberts Rtigh.

EFFECT OF NUMBERS ON RATE OF CLEAVAGE AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT
OF ARBACIA. W. C. Alice and Gertrude Evans.

THE NATURE OF A SPECIFIC EGG-AGGLUTININ EXTRACTED FROM THE
SPERM OF ARBACIA PUNCTULATA. John A. Frank.

The filtrate from^sperm suspensions of Arbacia contains a substance which
causes a firm, irreversible agglutination of the egg jelly of Arbacia. The ag-
glutinin is contained only in living spermatozoa and is not secreted into the

sea water. Sperm extracts also cause agglutination of eggs from which the

jelly has been removed, dead eggs, and fertilized eggs. The agglutinin is

colorless, heat resistant, is preserved on cooling to 0, and does not give the

usual protein tests. The substance is not found in any other tissues of the

sea urchin. The fertilizing power of a sperm suspension ceases before the

agglutinating power is lost. Time of agglutination varies inversely with con-

centration of the sperm extract. All attempts at artificial parthenogenesis by
means of sperm extracts were negative.

ISOLATION OF CRYSTALLINE ECHINOCHROME. Eric G. Ball.

The tests and the eggs of Arbacia pituctitlata have been used as a source of

material. Each has been worked up separately. Eggs obtained by removal
of the ovaries were extracted at room temperature with acidulated 95 per cent

alcohol. The pigment was precipitated from the alcoholic solution by NH^OH,
redissolved in acid alcohol, and the process repeated. The alcohol was evap-
orated off at room temperature and the residue extracted repeatedly with cold
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water to remove inorganic salts ; some pigment also dissolved and was recov-

ered by extraction with ether. The main residue was then washed with petro-

leum ether, in which the pigment is insoluble, to remove fats. The yield of

crude pigment from 1,000 grams of eggs was 3.4 grams. Direct treatment of

the shells with solvents was found to be unsatisfactory. The tests were there-

fore completely digested with HC1 which yielded a highly colored aqueous
solution and a black residue which also contained pigment. The aqueous solu-

tion wasjextracted with ether, the ether evaporated, and the pigment washed

with petroleum ether. The black residue was treated with acidulated alcohol

in the same manner as described for the eggs. The yield of crude pigment
from 5,000 grams of tests was 1.1 grams.

Crystalline echinochrome was obtained by extracting an aqueous solution of

crude pigment with chloroform ; concentration or evaporation of the resulting

solution at room temperature invariably yielded crystals. Other solvents

proved less satisfactory for the production of crystals. Echinochrome obtained

from tests or eggs crystallized as reddish needles or rosettes. No ash was
obtained on ignition and tests for N and S were negative. Melting points

could not be obtained since the material starts to sublime between 170-180 C.

Crystals formed by sublimation were of the same appearance as those obtained

from chloroform. The presence of a hydroxyl group in the molecule is sug-

gested by the color reaction with ferric chloride.

RAPID DRYING OF WET MARINE TISSUES BY Two LIQUID PHASES AND
A GAS PHASE. Catherine E. Goffin and Samuel E. Pond.

NEW STEPS IN THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF MAGNESIUM.

Samuel E. Pond.

THE MYOGRAM OF THE SINGLE MUSCLE FIBER. Dugald E. S. Brown

and Ferdinand J. M. Sichel.

THE CONTRACTION OF SINGLE MUSCLE FIBERS IN RELATION TO THE

INTENSITY AND DURATION OF ELECTRICAL STIMULI. Ferdinand J.

M. Sichel and Dugald E. S. Brown.

THE ACTION OF HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE ON Two COMPONENTS IN A

STRIATED MUSCLE RESPONSE. Dayton J. Edwards.

THE TENSION OUTPUT OF CAFFEINIZED MUSCLES. G. Saslow and

E. C. Webster.

The technique of published experiments showing increases in muscular work

produced by small, and decreases by larger, doses of caffeine (all below con-

tracture level) is, for various reasons, unsatisfactory. The experiments here

reported were performed upon isolated symmetrical frog gastrocnemii by a

method which has been found more reliable. After an initial period of 10

isometric contractions (direct stimulation), the muscles were immersed in

Ringer or caffeine-Ringer, or these solutions dripped onto the muscles, for

30 minutes ; they then contracted to complete fatigue. The total tensions

developed per gram muscle were computed from the record. (Those experi-

ments were discarded in which the tensions developed in the initial period dif-

fered by more than 10 p.c.). The stimuli consisted of 0.05 second tetani at

48/minute. The muscles used (from winter R. pipicas and R. palustris and

summer R. pipicns) weighed from 0.54-1.30 grams. The lengths varied from
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3.2-4.1 cm. The caffeine concentrations ranged from 0.07 to 0.003 p.c. in

Ringer. The total tensions developed in Ringer-treated muscles varied be-

tween 35 and 67 kgm. per grain muscle; in control experiments, the total ten-

sions of symmetrical gastrocnemii in Ringer differed by only 3 p.c.

Over the entire range of concentrations tested, the caffeine either reduced the

total tension developed or had no effect. The output of the caffeinized muscles

varied between 65 (in 0.07 p.c. caffeine) and 104 p.c. (in 0.003 p.c. caffeine)

of that of the symmetrical muscles in Ringer. The depressant effect was not

noticeable in the first few contractions but became more and more pronounced
as the stimulation continued. At and below 0.05 p.c. caffeine, the effect was
reversed completely by subsequent washing in Ringer. Above this concentra-

tion, washing restored the muscles incompletely.

THE RESPIRATORY METABOLISM OF DOGFISH NERVE WITH SPECIAL

REFERENCE TO POST-MORTEM CHANGE. Walter S. Root.

DETERMINATION OF BLOOD VOLUME IN THE LOWER VERTEBRATES BY

THE DIRECT METHOD. Mary B. Derrickson and William R. Am-
berson.

The material for this study has consisted of dogfish, tautogs, bull-frogs, and
eastern painted turtles.

The dogfish and tautogs were perfused with oxygenated hemoglobin Ringer
solution made up with the same salt concentration as found in their blood.

Using hemoglobin Ringer it is possible to keep the animals alive for some time

after the experiment.
We found that oxygenated Ringer solution without hemoglobin kept the frogs
and turtles alive for several hours after the blood was removed.
A normal sample of blood was drawn, after which a perfusion flow was estab-

lished through a vein. The perfusion was continued until the fluid washed out

clear and only a mere trace of cells appeared in the centrifuged samples.
From our experiments we found the average percentage of blood weight to

body weight to be 3.71 per cent in Sqitalus acanthias (7), 1.5 per cent in Taii-

tof/a onitis (3), 6.42 per cent in Rana catcsbiana (8), and 7.56 per cent in

Chryscmys picta (6).

" LEAKAGE "
AS A FACTOR IN THE ANOMALOUS OSMOTIC BEHAVIOR OF

THE ERYTHROCYTE. M. H. Jacobs and H. N. Classman.

It has long been known that the swelling of erythrocytes in hypotonic solu-

tions, and under appropriate conditions the degree of hemolysis obtained in

such solutions, is less at high than at low temperatures. An explanation re-

cently proposed to account for this phenomenon is that at high temperatures a

more rapid leakage of osmotically active materials from the erythrocyte occurs,
with a consequent diminution of osmotic swelling. This explanation may read-

ily be shown to be unsatisfactory by experiments of the following type, many
of which have been made with entirely consistent results. Erythrocytes (ox,

man, cat) are placed at 40 C. in an appropriate hypotonic solution of NaCl
either with or without a slight trace of phosphate buffer which has been
found in advance to produce at this temperature only a slight amount of hemol-

ysis. After being kept at 40 C. for from 30 minutes to several hours, por-
tions of the suspension are rapidly cooled to 20 C. and C. Further hemol-

ysis invariably occurs on lowering the temperature, the degree finally reached
in each case being approximately the same as if the preliminary exposure to

40 C. had been omitted. The lowering of the temperature to C. may also

be carried out in two stages with essentially the same end result. If the pro-
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tcctive action of the higher temperatures against osmotic hemolysis were due
to a leakage of salts etc. from the cell it is difficult to see how after such

materials had once been lost their effects could be restored by a mere change
of temperature. Experiments of this type, therefore, by removing a possible
alternative explanation, give support to the theory of Jacobs and Parpart that

the effect of temperature on osmotic hemolysis and osmotic swelling of the

erythrocyte is due chiefly to a changed distribution of base between hemoglobin
and carbonic acid.

EFFECTS OF HIGH HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE ox AMOZBOID MOVEMENT.
THE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT OF VISCOSITY IN AMCEBA PROTOPLASM.
D. E. S. Brown and Douglas Marsland.

AMOZBOID MOVEMENT UNDER HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE. Douglas Mars-

land and D. E. S. Brown.

SOLVENT WATER IN THE UNFERTILIZED EGG OF ARBACIA. A. K. Par-

part and E. R. Parpart.

EFFECT OF THE ALTERNATING CURRENT ON THE PERMEABILITY OF SEA
URCHIN EGGS TO WATER. Coleen Fowler.

The results herewith presented were obtained in a preliminary series of experi-
ments made under the direction of Dr. Lucke on the effect of alternating cur-

rent on the permeability of Arbacia eggs to water.

The set-up used was a variable lamp bank in series with the 110-volt current.

At first platinum and later non-polarizable silver electrodes covered with a coat

of silver chloride were used. Permeability was calculated from the changes in

volume of the egg obtained from measurements of the diameter with a filar

micrometer.

Some experiments were made to ascertain the effect of the current on eggs in

100 per cent sea water. In these, the current was passed through the sea wa-
ter containing the eggs and the diameter of the eggs measured at one-minute
intervals for ten minutes. These experiments show that the current has no
effect on the volume of the eggs until it becomes strong enough to produce
cytolysis. It was found that with exposure for ten seconds to 0.75 ampere
current, cytolysis occurs 3 minutes thereafter accompanied by a rapid increase

in volume.

The next experiments were made to find out whether these shocks have any
effect on permeability to water of eggs subsequently transferred to 50 per cent

sea water. In these experiments 0.7 ampere was passed through 100 per cent

sea water containing the eggs in 5 closely succeeding instantaneous shocks.

The eggs were then transferred to 50 per cent sea water and the volume of

the eggs calculated at one-minute intervals for ten minutes. Permeability to

water at the end of the third minute was calculated according to the method
used by Dr. Lucke and the results obtained from measurements of 50 eggs
show that permeability decreases on the average from 0.126 to 0.144. These
results indicate that the effect of alternating current is to decrease permeability
to water.

However, since it was thought that a more significant decrease may have been
masked by the large amount of calcium present in sea water, another series of

experiments was tried in which eggs were shocked in a solution of 0.9 M dex-
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trose containing small amounts of CaCL. XaCl, and KC1, which had been

shown to he isosmotic with sea water. The eggs were then immediately trans-

ferred to 50 per cent sea water and the swelling curve ascertained. The results

obtained from measurements of 75 eggs show that permeability decreases from

0.121 to 0.107. It is thought that this effect will become more evident if the

eggs are swollen in 0.45 M dextrose solution in the absence of large amounts of

calcium and experiments to this end are being undertaken.

FURTHER STUDIES ON THE PERMEABILITY OF THE ARBACIA EGG TO

WATER AND TO ETHYLENE GLYCOL. Dorothy R. Stewart and M.

H. Jacobs.

PENETRATION OF ACIDS INTO SAND DOLLAR EGGS AND YEAST CELLS.

L. V. Beck and R. Chambers.

CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OF CALCIUM IN THE ARBACIA EGG IN

FERTILIZATION AND XACL CYTOLYSIS. Daniel Mazia.

THE EFFECT OF SODIUM AND CALCIUM IONS ON THE SURFACE CHARGE
OF ARBACIA EGGS. Katsuma Dan.

CELL HORMONES AND X-RAY EFFECTS ON ARBACIA EGGS. L. V. Heil-

brunn and R. A. Young.

THE ACTION OF AMMONIUM SALTS ON THE FATTY CONSTITUENTS OF

THE ARBACIA EGG. L. V. Heilbrunn.

CONTRASTING CURVES OF RESISTANCE EXHIBITED BY ARBACIA EGGS
EXPOSED TO VARIOUS CHEMICAL AGENTS DURING THE CLEAVAGE
CYCLE. Anna K. Keltch, Lucille W. Wade and G. H. A. Clowes.

At last year's meeting we reported that Arbacia sperm was relatively highly
resistant to acetic, propionic, butyric and valeric acids and sensitive to ammo-
nia, whilst Arbacia eggs were relatively resistant to ammonia and sensitive to

the penetrating acids. Organic bases such as ethyl amine, ethylene diamine
and mono-ethanol amine show a similar effect to ammonia, being more destruc-

tive for sperm than eggs. Mineral acids, oxalic, and other strong organic
acids exert an intermediary effect.

A similar differential in behavior is noted when eggs which have already been
fertilized are subjected at various intervals of time after fertilization to various

concentrations of each of the above-mentioned chemical agents for varying
periods of time.

While previous workers have apparently concluded that all destructive agents
brought to bear on the dividing egg exerted their maximum effect at approxi-
mately the same stage in relation to division, our observations indicate that this

is by no means the case and that there is a definite correlation between the

relative sensitivity of sperm and eggs to a given reagent and the stage at which
that reagent exerts its most destructive effect on the dividing egg.
Acetic, propionic, butyric and valeric acids exert their maximum destructive

effect near the peak of anaphase and just prior to commencement of telophase
and a minimum effect during the resting stage or just prior to commencement
of prophase. Ammonia and the organic amines exert a maximum destructive

effect at or near the commencement of prophase and a minimum in telophase
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or early resting stage. Mineral acids like HC1, also oxalic and other non-

penetrating organic acids exert a maximum destructive effect during the

resting period and a minimum in anaphase or just prior to telophase; Hypo-
tonic sea water exerts its maximum destructive effect in anaphase or the

beginning of telophase and a minimum in prophase, whilst saponin exerts its

maximum effect in prophase and minimum in telophase.

An additional point worthy of note is that penetrating acids exert an increas-

ingly destructive effect and penetrating bases a decreasingly destructive effect

in each successive division cycle.

ACTION OF DINITRO-CRESOL ON RESPIRATION AND CELL DIVISION IN

ARBACIA EGGS. M. E. Krahl and G. H. A. Clowes.

Experiments in our laboratory and elsewhere have shown that dinitro-cresol

(DNC) can raise the respiratory rate of mammalian' tissues in vitro to 150

per cent of the normal value. We have extended these measurements, using
the Warburg method, to the eggs of Arbacia. The results are summarized :

1. At 21 C, at 8 X KT M DNC in sea water pH 8.2, the oxygen consump-
tion per hour per unit amount of eggs (QoJ is raised, for unfertilized, to

600 per cent of its normal
;
for fertilized to 400 per cent of its normal at this

temperature. At concentrations above and below 8 X 10" M, less stimulation

occurs. At 29 C., Qo 2 is higher for both treated and untreated eggs. The
stimulation with DNC is 400 and 300 per cent for fertilized and unfertilized,

respectively. This stimulation of respiratory rate by temperature and DNC
... i^ . On-, fertilized

is, to a very large extent, reversible. For the ratio 7
-
r rrr

- the values
yo 2 unfertilized

are approximately: at 21: untreated, 4; treated, 2.9. At 29 C. they are:

untreated, 2.2; treated, 1.9.

2. At 21 C. the ratio Qco 2/Qo2 for both the normal and DNC-treated fer-

tilized egg is 0.93 .03.

3. After several hours' exposure at 21 C. to 8 X lO^
5 M DNC, unfertilized

eggs may be returned to sea water and fertilized, subsequently developing to

90 per cent or more top swimmers. With optimum respiratory stimulation,
in fertilized eggs, division can be suppressed almost entirely during the several

hours of exposure to the reagent. On return to sea water these resume de-

velopment at the point of interruption and develop to normal swimmers.
4. From analysis of our data on animal tissues, yeast, and marine eggs, we
believe that DNC acts to promote the reduction of cytochrome or an analogous
oxygen-carrier in other tissues. It does not act as an oxygen activator like

methylene blue, and is dependent for effectiveness as a stimulant on the pres-
ence of activated oxygen and activated substrate. DNC does not enhance the

oxidation of cysteine, even in the presence of cytolysed tissue containing traces

of catalytically active metals.

EFFECT ON RESPIRATION AND CELL DIVISION OF DINITRO-CRESOL AND
CYANIDE USED IN COMBINATION. G. H. A. Clowes and M. E.

Krahl.

Since DNC at optimum concentration raises the respiration of fertilized sea

urchin eggs to a value 400 per cent of normal and at the same time tends to

suppress cell division, it appeared desirable to determine to what extent cya-
nide, sulfides, etc., could antagonize one or both of these effects.

A concentration of M/40,000 to M/50,000 KCN when added to the eggs before,
at the same time as, or after the addition of the optimum concentration of the

DNC reduced the respiration to a normal level. However, the combined effect

of DNC and cyanide on cell division was not antagonistic but additive.
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Since DNC and cyanide exert an antagonistic effect on respiration and an

additive block to cell division, it appears probable that cell division is dependent
on an oxidative process involving at least two steps. One of these may well

be comparable to the dehydrase catalysed reduction of cytochrome which, as

stated above, is greatly accelerated by DNC. The other may be comparable
to the indo-phenol oxidase action which is known to be markedly inhibited by

cyanide. The resulting disturbance of balance should not interfere with the

maintenance of respiration at a normal level but might well block a sensitive

mechanism like cell division which probably depends on an accurately timed

series of interlocking reactions.

A cytological analysis of eggs treated with DNC or cyanide or a combination

of both indicates that in the great majority of the eggs development has ceased

in the prophase of the division occurring immediately after exposure to the

chemical agents, or in some subsequent prophase. When returned to sea wa-
ter the eggs which have been exposed for a period of 2 or 3 hours to inhibiting

concentrations of either of these reagents or a mixture of the two show 95 per
cent swimming forms the next day.

An oxidative process occurring in the prophase of division may lead to the

formation of acid groups which in their turn may play a significant role in

mitosis.

The above results, considered in conjunction with the data reported above re-

garding the action of penetrating acids and bases on different phases of cell

division, lend support to the conception of alternating active acidic and resting

basic phases in cell division.
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OX DETERMINATIVE CLEAVAGE AND YOLK FORMA-
TION IN THE HARPACTID COPEPOD TISBE

FURCATA (BAIRD)

EMIL WITSCHI

(From the Zoological Laboratory. State I'nircrsity of Iowa, and

the Marine Biological Laboratory, ll'oods Hole. Mass.)

The paper by Grobben, in 1879, on the development of the crusta-

cean Moina rcctirostris initiated that long series of investigations on cell

lineage and on formative substances which culminated in the experi-

mental work of Boveri, F. R. Lillie, E. B. Wilson, Conklin, and many
other distinguished embryologists. The crustacean egg itself, while too

delicate for most experimental purposes, has been found interesting and

favorable for cytological observation. Thus Kuhn (1913) was able to

trace the origin of the germ cells in the cladoceran Polyphemus from the

very first cleavage division, the
" Keimbahn "

being marked by a cell

inclusion that forms from nurse-cells during the later stages of ovo-

genesis. Hacker (1897) and his student Amma (1911) observed in the

normal development of several species of copepods the presence of a

special type of granules which collect at one end of the mitotic spindle

during the early cleavage divisions. Consequently, after the fifth divi-

sion the granules are transmitted to only one of the 32 blastomeres.

This stem cell next divides into a primordial endoderm and a primordial

germ cell, of which the latter receives most or all of the characteristic

granules. These
"
ectosomes

"
of Hacker, in the present writer's opin-

ion, may well be classed as mitochondria if the latter term is not given

a too narrow and specialized definition.

Some years ago I found in one of my aquaria, among algse collected

along the shore of the harbor of Woods Hole, numbers of a large har-

pactid which were mostly females with egg sacs. I am indebted to

Charles B. Wilson (1932) for his assistance in the identification of the

species as Tisbe furcoia (Baird). The embryological study revealed

some peculiarities which seem to justify the publication of this short

account.

The adult female of Tisbc fnrcata has paired ovaries which fuse

335
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with their anterior ends, dorsally above the intestine of the thoracic

region (similar condition reported by Heberer (1930) for Eucalanus).

Yolk formation in the ovocytes starts quite early (Fig. 1), and during

Camera lucida drawings. Fig. 8, X 1,000 ;
all others X 500.

FIGS. 1 and 2. Ovarial ovocytes.
FIG. 3. Newly deposited and fertilized egg from the brood sac. Note the yolk

granules (black) which have attained the maximal size for the egg yolk.

FIG. 4. Second cleavage division. Yolk not represented. In this and the two

following figures note the flakes of mitochondria in the dividing cells.

FIG. 5. Fifth cleavage division. Yolk not represented.
FIG. 6. Blastula of 63 cells. The stem cell near the vegetative pole just com-

pleting the sixth cleavage division. Yolk not represented.
FIG. 7. Early gastrula. Polar ingrowth of mesoderm cells carrying along the

two stem cells. Yolk granules small
;
few in the stem cells, numerous in all other

cells.

FIG. 8. Simultaneous differential division of the two stem cells. Spindles at-

tached to the inner cell walls. Mitochondrial rings around the inner spindle cones.

FIG. 9. Gastrula. Ectodermal and mesodermal regions indicated by different

stippling. Each stem cell has divided into an endodermal cell (with small yolk

granules) and a primordial germ cell (with mitochondria, and vesicular nuclei).

The four cells form an axial row.
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the later growth of the eggs the platelets increase only in number but

not in size (Fig. 2). After fertilization the characteristic double nuclei

form (Fig. 3) and the first cleavage divisions are distinguished by the

formation of double spindles and the maintenance of separate paternal

and maternal groups of chromosomes (Fig. 4). During the mitotic

12 13

15

FIGS. 10, 11. Completion of gastrulation and rearrangement of the endoderm

and germ cells. Yolk begins to accumulate in the endoderm cells. Ectoderm and

mesoderm indicated as in Fig. 9.

FIG. 12. Frontal section through embryonic nauplius. Large yolk granules

(black) in the endoderm. Two germ cells with vesicular nuclei and mitochondrial

shell.

FIG. 13. Sagittal section through slightly older embryo. Extremely large

yolk bodies in anterior part of the endoderm, smaller ones in the posterior section.

Body cavity and ganglia are formed. Only one germ cell visible.

FIG. 14. Cross-section through nauplius near hatching stage. Yolk bodies in

the walls of the gut become smaller.

FIG. 15. Frontal section through nauplius at time of hatching. Endodermal

yolk nearly resorbed. The two gonocytes left and right of the body cavities.
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process flakes of mitochondria appear (Figs. 4 and 5) which, however,

are evenly distributed within the blastomeres. Toward the end of the

sixth cleavage division one cell becomes conspicuous by its round shape

and retarded division. Figure 6 shows this 63-cell stage with the round
'''

stem cell
"

still in the metaphase of the sixth division. The mito-

chondria are evenly distributed and two equipotent daughter cells result,

which have the value of left and right
"
stem cells." While the embryo

passes through the seventh and eighth cleavage divisions gastrulation by

polar immigration takes place (Figs. 7, 9, 10, 11). The "stem cells"

are carried to the center of the embryo by the ingrowth of the mesoderm.

Temporarily, they change from the bilateral to an axial orientation

(Fig. 7). At that time the resorption of the yolk has made considerable

progress. Only small granules remain in the protoplasmic meshwork.

They are especially scarce in the two
"
stem cells

"
(Fig. 7). The next

division is of great interest since it is qualitatively unequal, giving rise

to a pair of primordial endoderm and a pair of primordial germ cells

(Fig. 9). Figure 8 shows how the mitochondria, which had remained

visible during the previous interkinetic phase (Fig. 7), become con-

densed and form rings around the inner halves of the spindles of the
'

stem cells." These rings are attached to the inner spindle poles by
fine fibers. The subsequent unequal cell division results in the forma-

tion of two small inner cells which contain the mitochondria, and two

large outer cells which contain most of the yolk granules (Fig. 9). The

former are the primordial germ cells, the latter the first endoderm cells.

During the later phase of gastrulation the four cells resume a bi-

lateral arrangement (Figs. 10, 11), the enclodermal cells occupying a

position antero-dorsal to the germ cells. The germ cells remain without

further divisions up to the time when the nauplius larva hatches from

the egg sac (Fig. 15). They are easily identified by their large size,

large nuclear vesicle with compact chromosomes, and by the dense shell

of mitochondria around the nucleus.

Of great interest is the behavior of the endoderm cells, which multi-

ply by mitotic division and give rise to the midgut, as indicated in Figs.

12 to 15. During the early phase of nauplius differentiation they ex-

hibit a peculiar process of yolk formation (Figs. 11-13). The rapidly

growing yolk platelets soon begin to coalesce, resulting in the formation

of about eight large and many small grains. Some of the endodermal

cells become greatly inflated, assuming the function of a dorsal yolk sac

in the embryonic nauplius (Fig. 13). Recent students of yolk differen-

tiation have concentrated their attention on the synthesis which takes

place during ovogenesis. Although given little attention, endodermal

yolk formation as observed in Tisbe is widespread among crustaceans.
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It is closely related to the-
"
vitellophage

"
process by which the endo-

derm of the crayfish I'otauwb'nts absorbs the uncleaved yolk mass of the

egg (Keichenbach. 1SS6). The only difference is that in the former

species the attj \olk during cleavage is evenly distributed in all blasto-

meres. As in the craylish this primary yolk becomes liquified and when

redeposited as cmlotlcrnml yolk it forms grains of strikingly different

size. It may be added that the endodermal yolk gives the same reactions

with eosin. acid fnchsin, iron hematoxylin, and other dyes as the yolk

of the ovarial egg and the early blastomeres.

If compared with cladocerans the development of the copepods

shows many striking similarities. However, the
"
stem cell

"
appears

at the close of the third cleavage division (Grobben, 1879; Kuhn, 1913)

and divides during the fourth into one endodcrm and one germ cell.

According to McClendon's (1907) description of the development of

parasitic copepods. it seems that the
"
stem cell

"
is formed at the close

of the fourth cleavage. In non-parasitic copepods, however, the
"
stem

cell
"

is formed only by the fifth cleavage. In Cyclops fnscits, Diaf>to-

iinis cccntlcus, and other species investigated by Amma (1911) the sixth

division has been found to be segregational, while in Tisbe furcata it

produces a pair of equal left and right
"
stem cells." The seventh divi-

sion consequently is equal in Cyclops and Diafyfounts, but segregational

in Tisbc, thus producing in all genera one pair each of endoderm and

germ cells. The postponement of the segregational division in Tisbc

coincides with the practically equal distribution of mitochondria in the

early cleavage stages of this species. We do not intend to reopen the

discussion about the significance of the mitochondria or
"
ectosomes."

However, it is evident that mitochondria by their peculiar distribution,

if not responsible directly for the segregation of endoderm and germ

plasm, indicate at least a polar differentiation within the cytoplasm of

the stem cells, even before the beginning of the differentiating division.

^B SUMMARY

In the development of Tisbc furcata, a harpactid copepod of the

Woods Hole region, there occur two periods of yolk formation. Egg
yolk is accumulated in the usual way during ovogenesis. After gastru-

lation and during the differentiation of the nauplius, yolk is deposited

again in the endoderm, which partly assumes the character of a yolk sac.

As in other non-parasitic copepods, endoderm and germ cells origi-

nate from a common "
stem cell

"
of the 32-blastomere stage. Tisbe

furcata is peculiar in that an equational division precedes the one that

separates the endodermal from the germinal line. In the stem cells the
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segregational division is prepared by a polar differentiation of the cyto-

plasm which is most clearly indicated by the asymmetrical distribution

of the mitochondria.
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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS OX THE POLARITY OF THE
EGGS OF URECHIS CAUPO

VESTA HOLT

i /><);/; the Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University)

The eggs of Urcchis canpo, an echiuroid worm recently described

by Fisher and MacGinitie (1928), are found in abundance at several

readily accessible points along the coast of California. Owing to their

abundance, size, and transparency, and to their unusual viability under

ordinary laboratory conditions, they are proving to be valuable material,

especially for the experimental embryologist. It is therefore essential

that their normal embryology be known, and of first importance that

a definite mark of polarity in the immature eggs, if present, be recog-
nized.

The results of a series of checks upon the polarity of normal and

centrifuged eggs of Urcchis, with the conclusion that the immature egg
bears no visible mark of polarity, were published by Taylor in 1931.

Earlier in the same year, Tyler (1931) presented evidence that the

indentation, which is characteristic of these eggs, marks the animal pole.

Later, this author (Tyler, 1932) published further data and concluded

that
" The main question involved in this work is whether or not the

polarity of the Urcchis egg is determined before fertilization, as appears
to be the case for most animal eggs. For the type first discussed the

results clearly show that polarity is already established in the unferti-

lized egg, and the pole is marked by the position of the indentation.

For the type in which a second indentation appears after fertilization

there is no reason to doubt that polarity is established before fertiliza-

tion although the position of the pole is not so clearly marked by the

first indentation as by the one appearing after fertilization."

According to this author, then, there are two types of eggs in Urechis

as regards the point of extrusion of polar bodies : (1) those wherein this

extrusion coincides with an indentation before fertilization, and (2)
those in which, after fertilization, a second indentation forms and cor-

responds with the point of extrusion of polar bodies. Just what rela-

tion this second indentation has to the one in immature eggs is not made
clear so that immature eggs of this second type apparently have no

mark of polarity.

Because of the discrepancies between our findings of 1931 and those

341
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of Tyler (1931, 1932). we undertook to recheck our former results and

to make further studies on the polarity of this egg for comparison with

Tyler's data.

For this purpose, eggs were used from fourteen females. Three of

these, viz., 1, 2, and 3 (see Tahle I), which were used during July and

August, 1931, were dug at Morro Bay on July 18, then taken directly to

Pacific Grove in a glass jar of sea water which was kept cool in a bath

of ice water, and placed in aquaria of running sea water. The studies

on the eggs of these females were made from July 20 to August 10.

The eleven females, A to K inclusive, and the male A were dug
within an area of one square yard at Elkhorn Slough on December 18,

1931. These were taken to the laboratory in jars containing water from

the slough and transferred within two hours to aquaria with running sea

water. The ME female was one of the three from Morro Bay which

had been used the previous summer and left in the aquarium of running
sea water until December, when further studies were made on the eggs,

as indicated in Table I.

The vaseline slide method recommended by Tyler (1931) was used.

For recording the location of polar bodies, the surface of the egg was

roughly divided into three regions. Region I is the 90 containing the

indentation and corresponding approximately to its size
; Region II is

the equatorial band; and Region III comprises the 90 of area opposite

the indentation. Also a check was made of the eggs which developed

polar bodies within 10 of the center of the indentation.

Many eggs show two or more indentations. It may be that many of

those considered above have another indentation up or down, but none

was recorded which showed more than one. In the following tabula-

tion, polar body formation in eggs showing two indentations is recorded.

These eggs were taken from various females and the check made along

with the previous checks.

In the smaller indentation 25 eggs 38%
In the larger indentation 10

"
15%

In neither indentation 31
"

47%

Total 66 eggs 100%

Microphotographs which were made of many of these eggs definitely

show the same points listed in these tables.

In June, 1934, a more carefully controlled study was made on a small

number of eggs. Each egg was rolled over by means of a fine jet of

water from a micropipette and the entire surface examined. Only those

eggs were chosen which showed one indentation. Each egg was kept

under constant observation for the first 15 minutes after insemination
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and in several cases until polar body formation. The slides were never

removed from the microscope until after maturation.

Two groups of females were used. The first group had been dug at

Elkhorn Slough May 10 and had been used during the interim to supply

eggs for other experiments. The females of the second group wen

also from the slough but were freshly dug at the time of the study,

June 17. The results are given in Table II.

TABLE I

Fe-
males
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2 and 4 minutes, the membrane appears in approximately 5 minutes, and

secondary indentations appear from 6 to 9 minutes. There may be one

or inaiiv of these secondary indentations. They may appear within the

TABLE II

Old Worms Fresh Worms
Polar body forms in original indentation 10 2

Polar body forms in a secondary indentation within area of

original 2 3

Polar body not in area of original indentation but

1. Where there has been no indentation at any time .... 1 1

2. Where a secondary indentation was observed to form
after insemination 5 8

3. On the upper or lower surface of the egg where there

was no original indentation but where a secondary
may or may not have formed 3 7

area of the original or at any point on the surface of the egg. They
usually remain from 4 to 9 minutes. Fifteen out of forty eggs formed

polar bodies at the location of a secondary indentation, but thirty-eight

such indentations (in twenty eggs) were observed which bore no rela-

tion to the point of extrusion of polar bodies.

From these observations it appears that the behavior of the indenta-

tions in Urechis eggs may be a purely physical phenomenon, related to

permeability and viscosity changes following fertilization. Centrifug-

ing results show a marked fall in viscosity at fertilization. This is no

doubt due to the absorption of water which causes the indentations to

fill out. Then there is a reversed process. Measurements of eggs show

that at fertilization there is only a slight membrane elevation but that

the perivitelline space results primarily from a shrinkage of the egg

away from the membrane. Accompanying this shrinkage are numerous

buddings and the formation of temporary, secondary indentations over

the surface of the egg.

\Yhatever the explanation for these various changes on the egg sur-

face may be, two points are evident from the results published by Taylor
in 1931, those of Tyler in 1932, and those given above:

1. That polar bodies do not always appear at an indentation found in

the immature egg. Hence this cannot be used as a mark of

polarity.

2. That polar bodies do not appear at all secondary indentations of the

fertilized egg. Hence a specific, secondary indentation cannot

be used as a reliable mark of polarity, even after fertilization.

Therefore we maintain our original thesis, viz., that there is no reliable

mark of polarity on the immature egg of Urechis caupo and until such
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a mark can l>e located with certainty, it cannot he said that the polarity
of this ej^ is, or is not, established prior to fertilization.
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ACCESSORY HEARTS IN THE OYSTER, OSTREA GIGAS 1

A. E. HOPKINS

U. S. BUREAU OF FISHERIES

It is well known that in some invertebrates certain peripheral blood

vessels are specialized to pulsate and pump blood to organs which other-

wise would receive very little circulation. The pulsating ampullae at

the bases of the antennae of some insects are frequently referred to as

examples of peripheral accessory hearts. (See von Buddenbrock, 1928.)

More widely recognized are the
"

gill hearts
"

of cephalopods, though
it appears that similar structures have not been identified in other mol-

lusks.

During a study of the mechanism by which the Japanese oyster

(Ostrea gigas) pumps wrater, a number of specimens were prepared for

observation by sawing away portions of the right, or upper, valve.

Generally the free edge of the mantle folded back over the cut surfaces,

where it started to secrete new shell. In such cases the mantle chamber,

in which the gills hang, and the cloacal chamber, from which exhalant

water is discharged, were exposed. In these oysters a pair of well-

defined, actively pulsating vessels was observed. It appears that, due

to failure to observe these organs, some authors have not understood

the circulatorv system of the ovster entirely correctly.j j j * ~

In the expanded condition the accessory hearts appear as prominent
vessels along the inner surfaces of the mantle folds which form the

lateral walls of the cloacal chamber (Fig. 1). Distally they end near

the margin of the mantle, slightly forward of the septum which connects

the two mantle lobes and to which the posterior ends of the gills are at-

tached. Centrally they disappear into the excretory organs (organ of

Bojanus) adjacent to the ventro-lateral borders of the adductor muscle.

In this manner they cross the cloacal chamber in a diagonal direction.

Dissections after injection showed that apparently a thin septum sep-

arates the blood spaces of the excretory organ from veins entering the

auricles. If, as appears from these observations, the spaces of the kid-

ney do not open directly into the auricles but are forced to dispose of

the blood collecting in them from the viscera in some other manner, it

is necessary to modify our concept of the mode of circulation. The

gills are apparently supplied only with venous blood from the organ of

Rojanus while such blood enters the mantle along with arterial blood.

1 Published by permission of the Commissioner of Fisheries.
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It was stated by Leenhardt concerning the Portuguese oyster.

(i~r\'plica (Ostrca) aiKjulata (1926. p. 82) that:
"
Les branchies ne

recnivent que du sang provenant de 1'organe bojanien, mais les lacum>

de cet organe communiquent avec une grosse veine afferente du coeur

qui pent ramener directenient le sang a I'oreillette sans passer par la

branchie." He considered that the circulatory system of the gills is

"
adrift

"
on the lacunae of the excretory organ which has a much larger

vessel leading into the heart, so that there would be little pressure to

force blood through the gills. However, he did not observe the accessory

hearts.

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic view of oyster from left side with part of mantle re-

moved along double line (X). A, adductor muscle; AH, accessory heart (which
is actually on inner face of mantle) ;

AV , afferent vein; B, organ of Bojanus; G,
outline of underlying gill; H, heart; J\I, marginal artery of mantle; P, labial palp;
]' , medial vein forming insertion of the two medial demibranchs.

Although not previously recognized as active organs, Kellogg (1890,

Fig. 9) shows them in a figure of a cross-section through the cloaca,

but refers to them only as ridges
"
running backward on inner wall of

mantle, continuous with line of concrescence of gill to mantle." He
failed to identify them as vessels since they were probably fixed in a

state of contraction.

It proved difficult to inject the accessory hearts of a living specimen
because of their marked sensitivity to mechanical stimulation. Even in

an oyster anaesthetized with magnesium sulphate the slightest stimula-

tion of the vessels caused them to contract. By leaving oysters in a
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dilute solution of ammonium bromide in sea water for 24 hours, after

which they were wide open and the adductor muscle completely relaxed,

and then adding alcohol up to between 5 and 10 per cent, specimens were

obtained in which all blood vessels, including both the heart and the

accessory hearts, were completely expanded and insensitive to irritation.

These, were removed from the shell by cutting the adductor muscle close

to its attachment without damaging the mantle. Injections of three

kinds were made with suspensions of carmine or ink in sea water : into

the ventricle ;
into the auricles, with the ventricle tied off

; or into either

of the accessory hearts. A fine cannula was used to inject the acces-

sories so that the fluid could flow in both directions.

THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM

Complete description of the anatomy of the circulatory system is not

necessary here, for various investigators (Leenhardt, 1926; Kellogg,

1890) have published such studies on O. virginica and 0. angulata.

However, it is necessary to describe the circulatory system in general
in order to arrive at an understanding of the function of the accessory
hearts.

When the ventricle is injected, the fluid enters the adductor muscle

through the posterior aorta, and the viscera, labial palps, and mantle

through the anterior aorta. The anterior aorta runs forward near the

dorsal surface of the visceral mass, giving off along its course several

large arteries to the visceral organs. At the anterior end it opens into

a large vessel running dorso-ventrally adjacent to the hinge ligament of

the valves. From this vessel there are five main branches, the first of

which goes to the palps. At both dorsal and ventral extremities it di-

vides into a pair of pallial arteries which run around the margin of the

mantle. The ventral pallial artery of each lobe is continuous with the

dorsal pallial artery of the same side through the marginal artery, which

makes a complete circuit of the mantle lobe. The marginal artery sends

small branches distally to the border of the mantle and tentacles, and

large ones proximally into the tissues of the mantle proper.

Blood is collected in the lacunae of the mantle and carried directly

into the auricles. When either the ventricle or the auricles are in-

jected, the fluid enters neither the kidneys nor the accessory hearts.

Because of the fact that the venous system consists of blood spaces

which generally lack definite walls it is most difficult to trace the course

of blood returning from the tissues. Apparently blood from the vis-

cera, palps, gills and adductor muscle enters a large vein which forms

the line of union of the two medial demibranchs. This vein is enclosed

within the ventral wall of the visceral mass from the anterior end of
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the gills to a ]>nint be-low tin- adductor muscle, posterior to which the

gills hang free. Veins from the lateral demihranchs enter the medial

vein by way of the septa which separate the gill lamellae into canals.

On either side, about halfway between the adductor muscle and the

anterior end, a vein runs from the corresponding gill into the lacunae

of the excretory organ.

By injecting into one of the accessory hearts so that the fluid could

proceed in both directions it was found that it entered not only the

kidney but also the gills and the marginal arteries of both lobes of the

mantle, as well as the other accessory. This was most surprising since

the marginal arteries had been shown to receive direct arterial blood

from the anterior aorta. It appeared to mean that the accessorv hearts,

by pumping blood from the kidneys into the marginal arteries, are forced

to work against the arterial pressure already in the arteries.

That this is the case was shown by injecting carmine suspension

into the ventricle until both marginal arteries, and branches from them

into the mantle, were well penetrated. Then a suspension of blue ink

was injected into one of the accessory hearts. Traveling distally the

blue fluid entered the marginal arteries of both mantle lobes, crossing

from one to the other through the connecting septum, and forced the

red fluid back anteriorly. The blue replaced the red suspension in

the arteries, and the branches from them into the mantle showed red

in the finer subdivisions with blue in the trunks. Along its course each

accessory heart gives off numerous small branches directly into the

adjacent portions of the mantle.

Centrally the accessory hearts are continuous with the excretory

organs, from which they receive blood. The organ of Bojanus is a

rather indefinite structure within the mantle, extending laterally from

the posterior surface of the adductor muscle around the ventral side

of the muscle to a point below the pericardium. It consists of finely

divided blood spaces in which the excretory tubules are suspended. A
colored fluid forced anteriorly from the accessory heart passes with diffi-

culty through this organ and into the veins or lacunae which collect blood

from the viscera and adductor muscle. Some confusion was caused

by the fact that in certain cases the fluid also penetrated the auricles

when this injection was made, but it was found that this occurred only

when the fluid was injected with considerable force.

It would appear that the accessory hearts play a very important role

in completing the blood circulation through the excretory and respira-

tory organs. The mantle of lamellibranchs, with its rich supply of

superficial blood spaces, is considered to be the primary organ of respi-

ration, while the gills function chiefly to pump water from which they
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extract food particles and transmit them to the mouth (Galtsoff, 1928;

Nelson, 1923; Hopkins, 1933). The gills receive all of their blood,

and the mantle at least a part of its supply from the excretory organ,

and the blood from the latter is returned directly to the auricles.

ACTIVITY OF THE ACCESSORY HEARTS

In a large specimen the activity of the accessory hearts is most con-

veniently observed. Japanese oysters from 15 to 20 cm. long were

found to have large, well-developed accessory hearts which could be

readily studied. In such a specimen they may be observed as a pair of

long vessels on the inner surface of the mantle, within the cloacal

chamber, which when contracted are not more than 1 mm. in diameter,

but which expand, as they fill with blood, to a diameter as great as 5

mm. They may be visible for a length of 2 to 4 cm. so that waves of

contraction are easily seen. When a specimen is opened, by cutting the

adductor muscle, the accessory hearts, like the heart itself, do not func-

tion normally but waves of contraction run in all directions. If the

specimen be placed in running sea water for a few hours they begin

to pulsate in an orderly manner.

In order to observe with certainty the normal activity of these or-

gans, however, a method was employed whereby it was not necessary to

cut the adductor muscle or otherwise injure the specimen. Portions of

the right, or upper, valve were carefully sawed away in such a manner

as to avoid injuring any underlying tissue. The free parts of the right

mantle lobe characteristically would fold back over the cut edge of the

shell, exposing the mantle chamber and cloaca. Through the latter

chamber the pericardium could be seen and the rate of pulsation of the

heart observed while at the same time the accessory hearts were exposed
to view. Studies on such an oyster should result in an understanding
of the normal activity of the organs, for the circulatory system was

completely intact.

It was not feasible to record the pulsations of the accessory hearts

by the kymograph method, for they are extremely sensitive. A pulsa-

tion begins, when the organ is fully expanded, as a constriction at the

central end, next to the kidney, and extends slowly outward. The di-

rection of the wave is very distinct. If the distal end be stimulated

mechanically at the time a wave of contraction is starting at the proxi-

mal end the result, for several minutes, is a confusion of ineffective

waves of contraction passing in both directions. An unsuccessful at-

tempt was made to observe blood cells within the accessory hearts so as

to be sure that the blood flow is from the kidnev to the mantle.
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In order to determine' whether a definite relationship exists between

the rate of heart-heat and the rates of pulsation of the accessory hearts,

counts were made consecutively of the time required for a given num-

ber of pulsations by each. In Table I a typical series of such measure-

ments is given, showing that the three organs need not beat at the same

rate. The accessories pulsate at a rate only one-third to one-fourth

that of the heart, and the two accessories do not act either in unison or

at the same rate.

TABLE I

Comparative rates of pulsation of the heart and the two accessory hearts
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muscle, labial palps, and viscera, from the lacunae of which it is col-

lected and carried to the excretory organs. The heart also pumps blood

directly into the marginal arteries of the mantle lobes. From the ex-

cretory organs the accessory hearts force the blood into the gills and

into the marginal arteries, which therefore receive both arterial and

venous blood. It is remarkable that such large vessels as the marginal
arteries should receive both types of blood and, since the lacunae of

the mantle carry blood directly back to the auricles, the heart receives

a mixture of blood only a part of which has passed through the excre-

tory organs. A marginal artery is a complete loop, into one side of

which the heart pumps arterial blood, while the accessory hearts pump
venous blood into it at the opposite side. The loop, then, is subjected,

along its course through the mantle, to arterial pressure from both di-

rections as well as to venous pressure from the accessory hearts. This

pressure presumably forces the mixed arterial and venous, purified and

unpurified, blood through the smaller vessels of the mantle, assuring

aeration by means of the current of water produced by the gills.

AURICLE VENTRICLE H

KIDNEY Ml/ /I

FIG. 2. Diagram of the course of circulation in the oyster showing part played

by accessory hearts.

A schematic diagram of the apparent course of circulation is pre-

sented in Fig. 2. Because of the difficulty of tracing the veins in the

vicinity of the excretory organs it is uncertain whether or not the blood

spaces of these organs are actually continuous with the auricles. On
the other hand, the veins from the mantle may be traced directly into

the auricles.

This interpretation differs in some respects from the description of

Gryphea (Ostrea) angulata given by Leenhardt (1926, p. 82):
" Le
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sang pmvcnant de la masse viscerale passe tout entier par 1'organe

excreteur. II n'en est pas de meme du sang revcnant des palpes labiaux

qui se deverse directement dans les vaisseaux ramenant le sang a

Foreillette
;

tie meme le sang revenant du manteau est en grande partie

deverse directement dans les veines afferentes du cceur." Kdln^
(1890, p. 408) described the lamellibranch venous circulation as follows :

"From the irregular sinuses into which the arteries empty, the blond

is collected in larger vessels and conveyed to a vessel beneath the peri-

cardium, called the sinus venosus. Thence it passes to the gills, tra-

versing on the way the walls of the nephridia, where waste products are

excreted. The circulation is completed by the return of the blood from

the gills to the auricles of the heart."

Apparently veins from the visceral mass, palps, and muscle open
into the large medial sinus (Fig. 1, V) which forms the insertion of

the two medial demibranchs. By injecting a colored fluid into this

sinus the small vessels of the gill filaments are penetrated, showing that

the efferent blood from the gills is not kept apart from* the rest of the

venous blood. This vein communicates with the longitudinal vein of

each gill through the connectives separating the gill into canals. From
each longitudinal vein (Fig. 1, A.V.) a large vein runs to the venous

sinus which communicates directly with the excretory organ. The sinus

may also open into the auricles, though it is difficult to be sure. On the

other hand, the veins returning blood from the mantle to the auricles

are well defined and may readily be traced.

The marginal vessels of the oyster appear to be entirely different

from those of the mussel, as described by Field (1922) and others, and

the course of the circulation in the two cases is decidedly different.

According to Field, the aorta of the mussel runs anteriorly along the

dorsal surface of the viscera, giving off branches to the mantle lobes.

Around the border of the mantle runs the marginal sinus, which col-

lects blood from the mantle and carries it through a large vein to the

kidney, from which it passes directly into the heart. The mantle then

receives only arterial blood. With the blood spaces of the kidneys

communicating directly with the auricles by a large vessel, it may be

considered that accessory hearts are not necessary, that without such

assistance the circulation of the blood is completed.
It may be that with respect to the accessory hearts oysters represent

an exception among lamellibranchs, though it would be of interest to

determine definitely whether this is the case. Grave's (1909) descrip-

tion of the wing-shell, Atrina, suggests that accessory hearts may be

found in this species also. He stated (p. 427), "After bathing the

glandular cells of the kidney the blood is collected into a large vein
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which transports it to the gills to be aerated." He apparently did not

observe pulsations of this vein, though such an observation would be of

interest.

Among mollusks it would seem that the only structures known which

have a function comparable to the accessory hearts of the oyster are the

gill hearts of cephalopods. These organs have long been known as re-

markable examples of pulsating blood vessels. Their function is to

pump blood from the excretory organ, where it is collected after passing

through the viscera, to the gills, from which it returns to the heart. The

accessory hearts of the oyster appear to be homologous to the cephaloped

gill hearts in that they take origin in the vessels of the kidneys and

pump blood to the respiratory organs, in this case primarily the mantle

and secondarily the gills. In both groups the function is the same;

namely, to return venous blood from the excretory organ to the auricles

by way of the organs of respiration. The term, gill hearts, might also

be used to refer to these structures in oysters.

Although all of the observations described above were made on

Ostrca gigas, it was determined that both O. t'irginica and 0. lurida

possess similar pulsating accessory hearts. The structures appear to be

characteristic of the genus.

SUMMARY

In three species of Ostrca a pair of actively pulsating accessory hearts

was observed in the lateral walls of the cloacal chamber. They appear
to pump blood from the lacunae of the excretory organs into the large

marginal arteries of the mantle lobes and into the gills.

Counts of the rate of pulsation of heart and accessory hearts in 0.

gigas show that they act independently, the rate of pulsation of the ac-

cessories probably being determined by the rate at which they fill with

blood. Only in this respect is their rate dependent upon the heart rate.

The accessory hearts appear to be homologous to the gill hearts of

cephalopods.

The course of circulation, as influenced by the accessory hearts, is

apparently as follows : blood from the ventricle passes through large

arteries to the viscera, adductor muscle, and palps ;
the anterior aorta is

directly continuous with the marginal arteries of the mantle ;
venous

blood from viscera, palps, gills, and muscle passes to the excretory or-

gans from which it is pumped by the accessory hearts into the marginal

arteries of the mantle and to the gills ;
blood collected from the mantle

returns directly to the auricles.

Heart and accessories both pump blood into the marginal arteries,

which therefore receive both venous and arterial, purified and unpurified

blood.
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MODIFICATION OF BEHAVIOR IN XEREIS VIRENS

MANTOX COPELAND AND FRANK A. BROWN, JR.

(From the Scarlcs Biological Laboratory, Boicdoin Collci/c, Rnins-^'ick. Me.)

In a recent paper (Copeland, 1930) the senior writer described an

experiment on Nereis t'irens which indicated that the worm formed a

conditioned response to both increased and decreased illumination. The
results were made possible through the fact that Nereis will remain in

a glass tube placed in sea water, and there behave essentially as it does

in its natural burrow in the sand.

Under laboratory conditions one of its most interesting reactions is

that to food (Copeland and Wieman, 1924). If, for example, a frag-

ment of clam is dropped or held at the end of a tube occupied by a worm

carrying on its characteristic undulatory movements of the body (Fig.

I, A), juices from the clam are drawn into the tube which stimulate the

animal. Its response is a forward movement through the tube contin-

ued, often rapidly, until it arrives at the end (Fig. 1, B and C), when
the food is seized. If the observer desires he may feed the worm by

holding the piece of clam in forceps as illustrated in Fig. 1, H, I , and /.

When, however, the food is removed after stimulation occurs the worm,
on coming to the end of the tube, in most instances extends the anterior

portion of the body outward, swinging it to the right or left or to the

surface of the water in an attempt to find the clam. If the animal is

particularly positive to the food stimulus it may stretch far outward and

carry on active swaying and turning movements for a period of several

minutes before withdrawing into the tube. These searching movements,

as we shall designate them, are extremely characteristic of Nereis under

food stimulation, and are readily recognized in various degrees of in-

tensity by one who is at all familiar with the behavior of the species.

Some of the positions assumed by a worm at this time are shown in

Fig. 1, D, E, F, and G. It is this remarkably active and definite reaction

of Nereis to food substances that gives the experimenter a favorable op-

portunity to test its ability to form a conditioned response. Having
studied the worm's behavior when a suddenly modified illumination was

used to signify the presence of food, it appeared of interest to try in a

similar way a tactile stimulus to which the animal usually is more nega-
tive than positive.

Three worms, collected October 14, which will be designated A, B,
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FIG. 1.

A. Nereis I'ircns in a glass tube carrying on undulatory movements of the body
which draw the sea water through the tube.

B. Worm moving forward after being stimulated by materials emanating from

a fragment of clam held for a few moments at the end of the tube.

C. Worm starting to advance beyond the mouth of the tube.

D. E, F , G. The anterior end of the body, extended several centimeters out of

the tube, is moved in various directions as the worm attempts to find the food which

has been taken away. The animal is now exhibiting typical searching movements.

H, I. A piece of clam, held in forceps, is being offered t<> the worm.
/. Worm taking the clam from the forceps.
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and C. were selected for the experiment. On being brought into the

laboratory they occupied glass tubes which were placed in shallow square
dishes of Pyrex glass, measuring about 21 cm. across the bottom and

3 cm. in height, containing sea water to the depth of about 2.25 cm.

The tubes, approximately 10 cm. in length, with inside diameters of

slightly over 5 mm., were large enough to allow the worms to carry on

undulatory movements of the body and to turn around without difficulty.

The dishes, arranged in a row 8 cm. apart, were placed on a support

painted white so that they paralleled the base of an east wrindow 88 cm.

distant. The buff-colored shades of this window, and another on the

same side of the room, usually were pulled down to within 12 cm. of

the bottom to protect the worms from the direct rays of the morning
sun. Since there were no other windows in the room, the experimenter
could carry on his work without shading the animals.

A small stone resting on each tube held it in position 6 cm. from the

side of the dish nearer the window and parallel to it.

Beneath the dishes and tubes centimeter scales were marked off, and

at both ends of the tubes three concentric circles were traced with radii

of 1, 2, and 3 cm. By this method of graduation it was possible to

record at any time the position of the worm in the tube, or its progress

outward.

In order to keep the physiological state of the animals as near normal

as possible, the sea water was changed about every four days and the

dishes carefully cleaned in tap water. At no time was a worm tested

within four hours after the water had been renewed.

The room temperature during the experiment varied between 14 C.

and 28 C., but no resultant modification in the behavior of the animals

was noted.

On October 24 ten preliminary tests were begun to determine the

reactions of the worms to a tactile stimulus. To effect this stimulation

a delicate, blunt-ended glass rod was used. It was bent at a right angle

about 2.5 cm. from the end in order that it might easily be inserted into

the tube containing the worm. Great care was taken to keep the rod

perfectly clean. The end with which the worm was touched was not

handled, and before and after each test it was washed in distilled water

and dried with filter paper. If the worm was completely inside the tube

the rod was carefully inserted and the animal's tentacular cirri, or other

portions of the head region, were lightly touched. Immediately after-

ward the rod was withdrawn and the behavior of the worm recorded

over a period of two minutes.

In order to avoid the possibility of the worms forming an association

between touch and food in the preliminary trials, they were fed and
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given tactile stimulation on alternate days. At every feeding they re-

ceived four pieces of clam 2 or 3 mm. in diameter. These were alwav-

placed at that opening of the tube toward which the animal's posterior

end was directed. After the worm turned about it usually began wave-

like movements of the body drawing sea water and juices from the clam

into the tube. By this method, therefore, the worm was stimulated

chemically in most, if not in all, cases before there was any contact with

the clam whatsoever.

On the days when the worms were touched with the glass rod they
were tested usually twice, once in the morning and again in the after-

noon. Occasionally, however, there was but one trial during the day.
The reactions to the rod were all graded from 10, the most positive,

to 0, the most negative. These eleven types of response may be briefly

described as follows :

10. Worm moves forward at once, extending its anterior end out of

the tube. The head is moved about in various directions, just as it is

when the animal is chemically stimulated by the juices of clam and is

searching for food, a striking type of response already described. It

continues for two minutes, and during the period the head is 2 cm. or

more out of the tube.

9. Worm advances immediately and exhibits searching movements
as in the preceding case. At some time it extends out of the tube 2 cm.

or more, but at another time drains back into the tube, or to the end of it.

8. Worm moves forward beyond the mouth of the tube at once and

shows searching movements as in 10 and 9. At all times during the

2-minute period, however, it is less than 2 cm. out of the tube, and it

may during the time withdraw to the end of the tube, or into it.

7. Worm withdraws farther into tube. Before 2 minutes have

passed, nevertheless, it moves forward to the end of the tube, or be-

yond the opening.

6. Worm attempts to grasp the end of the glass rod, or it may stretch

forward several millimeters toward it, but afterwards it is motionless to

the end of the period. No searching movements occur.

5. There is no visible reaction, positive nor negative.

4. Worm withdraws, but in less than 2 minutes moves forward. It

does not progress, however, so far as the end of the tube.

3. Worm withdraws, but starts undulatory movements of the body

(Fig. 1. A). By this activity not only is respiration aided but the ani-

mal's chemical environment is tested. If these movements are going
on when the worm is touched they are continued.

2. Worm withdraws less than one centimeter and then remains ijnlct.

Undulatory movements are not started.
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1. \Yorm withdraws more than one centimeter, but less than two,

and remains quiet.

0. Worm withdraws more than two centimeters and shows no fur-

ther movement.

Although the difference between any two successive grades of re-

action as outlined above is not great, forms of response which vary by
two or three points are decidedly distinct, particularly to one familiar

with the feeding behavior of Nereis.

On the completion of ten preliminary tests the results recorded for

each worm were averaged and the first points of the three curves deter-

mined (Fig. 2, points I). The animal with the lowest average, or the

one most negative to touch, was selected for immediate training. This

proved to be worm A.

Period before Training Period of Training

Period I Period II

Discont. Discont.
Training Training

o
IO

Q

V
3
a

FIG. 2. Curves showing the changes in the reactions of worms to tactile stim-

uli alone (points I-V) and when followed by feeding (period of training). Their

responses after two periods of interrupted training are indicated on the right. Each

point on the curves represents an average of ten successive trials, and the dotted

line shows the average of the three curves.

The procedure noted above was continued with worms B and C, the

former for twenty more tests (determining points II and III of Fig. 2),

and the latter for forty more (determining points II, III, IV, and V of

Fig. 2), before their training periods were begun. During this time,

therefore, these two worms served as controls. The same method of

grading responses to tactile stimulation was used in the experiments to

be described.
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PERIOD OF TRAIN ixc

The training of worm A began on November 10, or two days after

the completion of the first ten trials. During the period the same glass

rod was employed in touching the worm and its care and manner of use

were in no way modified. Again the behavior of the animal was noted

for 2 minutes following tactile stimulation. At the end of that time,

however, the worm teas fed. This was accomplished by placing a small

fragment of clam on the tip of another glass rod of approximately the

same size and shape as the first. When the food was presented to the

worm it was quickly seized and removed. If it happened that the head

of the animal was inside the tube the end of the rod holding the clam

was slowly inserted into the tube, when almost invariably juices ema-

nating from the food stimulated the worm to move forward and take

it. After using the rod it was washed in tap water and dried.

The worm was touched at least once a day, and usually twice, and

was fed one piece of clam after each test. Thus the amount of food

given it was about equal to that received before the training began and

approximately the same as that taken by the controls. At the end of

every ten trials an average grade of response was obtained which deter-

mined the points on the curve shown in Fig. 2.

After the completion of thirty
J

preliminary tests the training of

worm B was started, worm C still being used as a control. It was not

until December 26, when it had been given fifty tests with the glass rod

unaccompanied by feeding that the training of worm C began. The
same rods were used and the technique was unmodified.

The training periods of worms A, B, and C were closed November

30, December 23, and January 23 respectively, after each worm had

been tested forty times.

The modification of the response to contact stimuli is shown by the

curves in Fig. 2. From the beginning to the end of the training period
there is a rise in the grades of the three worms varying from 3.0 in the

case of worm C to 7.1 for worm B. On the other hand, before this

period began the average of the last ten trials on worm C (Fig. 2,

point V) shows a rise of only 0.5 when compared with the average of

the first ten (Fig. 2, point I), whereas in the case of worm B, which was

given thirty trials before training started, the third point on the curve

(Fig. 2, point III) indicates a drop of 3.4.

Attention may be called to individual differences in the responses of

the three worms to tactile stimulation. The averages of the first ten

tests (Fig. 2, points I) led to the conclusion that worm C was least nega-
tive and worm A most so, and this order was still maintained at the close

1 Through error thirty-one tests were made. The last one was disregarded.
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of the training periods. During this time, however, the three learning

curves gradually converged until the range of variation in response was

reduced from 3.3 grades to 0.5. It appears, therefore, that the differ-

ences in the reactions to touch existing at the start of the experiment
were caused nearly, though not quite, to disappear.

FIRST PERIOD OF DISCONTINUED TRAINING

Having definitely modified the behavior of the three worms, it be-

came of interest to determine how far the induced changes would be

sustained over a period during which stimulation with the glass rod

was discontinued. Accordingly, between the dates which marked the

close of the preceding period and February 14, the worms were given
four pieces of clam on alternate days. No independent tactile stimula-

tion preceded the offering of food which was taken from the end of a

glass rod. Contact occurred, therefore, only when the clam gently

touched the head or mouth parts, in all probability about simultaneously

with chemical stimulation. By February 14 worm A had been treated

in this way for 75, worm B for 52, and worm C for 21 days.

TABLE I

Table showing grades of response of the three worms to tactile stimulation in successive

trials at the beginning and end of the experiment
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It will he noted that the curves of two of the worms dropped only

slightly; that of worm B 0.6 grades after 52 days without training, and

worm A 0.4 grades after 75 days. On the other hand, the curve of

worm C, after only 21 days without training, rose 0.2. An examination

of Table I shows that in the case of worm C the average of the first

five of the ten trials gave a response grade of 9.2 which is not above

that (9.4) recorded at the close of the long period of training. The

average of the last five tests, however, was 10. It appears, therefore,

that this worm modified its behavior in the short series of ten trials, in

truth, after the first, more than enough to offset any loss from 21 days
lack of experience.

SECOND PERIOD OF DISCONTINUED TRAIN IN<;

After the trials reported above were completed the w-orms were not

given further training for 35 days, although again they were fed four

pieces of clam on alternate days. The manner of feeding, however,

was modified in order to eliminate as far as possible any tactile stimula-

tion. Instead of offering the clam from the end of a glass rod, by which

method possibly the worm was occasionally touched by the food before

it was recognized as such, the fragments were placed in the dish 2 or

3 cm. from that end of the tube toward which the posterior extremity

of the animal was directed. Later, after turning about in the tube, and

in most instances carrying on undulatory movements of the body, the

worm received at first only chemical stimulation from the clam. It then

advanced and seized the fragments.

The change in the worms' behavior at the close of this period was

determined as before by giving them ten tests in which tactile stimulation

by means of the glass rod was followed by feeding. The trials were be-

gun March 26 and completed April 3, and the averaged reaction grades

for each worm are indicated by the last points on the graph (Fig. 2).

As a result of this modification in the manner of feeding a sharper

decline in the curves perhaps was to be expected, and the one repre-

senting the average of the three individuals does show this. Worm A,

however, proved to be slightly more positive to tactile stimulation than

it was before the training was discontinued for 35 days. It should be

noted, nevertheless, that the curve of this worm is at no time higher

than it was at the close of the training period.

A study of the table showing the results of individual tests on the

three worms at the beginning and end of the experiment reveals not

only a marked change from more negative to more positive reactions

to tactile stimuli when associated with food, but also the persistence of

this modified behavior. Xone of the forms of response below type
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seven involves food-searching movements (Fig. 1, D, E, F, and G), and

twenty-five of the first thirty tests (ten on each individual) show an

absence of such movements. At the end of the training period, how-

ever, only one test in thirty is graded below seven
;
in fact, only two

below eight. At the close of the first period of interrupted training two

tests of the thirty grade below seven, and at the end of the second period

none at all. In view of the fact that the worms experienced no contact

with the rod for over a month before the final thirty tests were made,

the results indicate a decided retention of modified behavior.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Nereis rircns when touched at the anterior end with a glass rod

usually showed a reaction which was more negative than positive in

character, whereas the response to chemical stimulation by materials

derived from clams was decidedly positive.

2. When the tactile stimulus was followed by the presentation of

fragments of clam three worms soon appeared to associate the two and

learned to respond to touch in a more positive way. Finally after forty

trials (for the most part given twice a day) the behavior of the worms

following tactile stimulation alone could not be distinguished from that

of worms which had been chemically stimulated by clam juices and

were searching for food.

3. After periods of discontinued training the average of the three

learning curves dropped slightly.

4. The results of this experiment are in accord with those of a

previous one to which reference has been made (Copeland, 1930),

where change in illumination was used as a sign for food, and indicate

that Nereis readily forms a conditioned response.
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THE CHEMICAL XAT I* RE OF THE PIGMENTS AXD THE
TRAXSFORMATIOXS RESPOXSIBLE FOR COLOR

CHANGES IN PALJEMONETES

F. A. BROWN, JR.

(From the Biological Laboratories, Harvard University, and the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Mass.1
)

I. THE CHEMICAL NATURE OF THE PIGMENTS

The most prevalent pigment of Palccnwnctes vidgaris is a reddish

one which in the living shrimp varies in tint from a clear red to a

brownish black, and in consistency from a homogeneous, viscous liquid

to a granular gel. The yellow pigment, like the red, is always located

within definite chromatophores. This pigment is a transparent, homo-

geneous liquid less viscous than the red. The yellow and red pigments,

though most commonly present in the same chromatophore center, al-

ways retain their individuality as two distinct masses of pigment.

Lonnberg and Hellstrom (1932) studied spectroscopically the two

pigments that they found in the lobster. In distribution between petro-

leum ether and methyl alcohol a yellow pigment remained in the petro-

leum ether (absorption bands in petroleum ether, 490 and 457 m/t) and

a reddish pigment went into the alcohol layer (absorption band in ether,

494 m/jL). Kuhn and Lederer (1933) have worked upon the brownish

black pigment of the Norwegian lobster, Astacus gammarus, and have

determined it to have the chemical formula Co 7H 32O 3 and to this they

gave the name astacin. The absorption band of astacin in pyridin was

found to be very broad and to have a maximum at 500 m/x. These men
also found in their extracts a small amount of a substance which they
admitted was probably carotin. Later, Fabre and Lederer (1934)
showed that astacin was present in a number of other crustaceans.

Very recently Karrer and Loewe (1934) have concluded that astacin

was a derivative of /? carotin.

A study has been made of the absorption spectra of the pigments of

Palcpinonctcs. Shrimps wrere boiled to convert the blue pigment to red,

then dried and extracted with chloroform. The resulting extract was

orange-red in color. It was quite photosensitive, bleaching to a pale

yellow during a few hours exposure to sunlight. Figure 1 shows the

absorption spectrum of the pigment freshly extracted in chloroform.

There is a single asymmetrical band with a maximum at about 480 m/x.

1 Contribution No. 55.
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This band is roughly the same shape as that determined by Redfield

(1930), who examined a chloroform extract of the blood of the lobster,

Hoinarus. The absorption spectrum of the lobster blood extract is also

shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1. The unbroken curve shows absorption spectrum of shrimp yellow pig-

ment; - - shows absorption band of extract of lobster blood (Redfield, 1930) ;

shows absorption spectrum of extract of shrimps which have little red pig-

ment in chromatophores ;
and shows the absorption band of extract of

shrimp which have much red. All measurements are made of pigments in chloro-

form solution.

Kuhn and Lederer have found that when a petroleum ether solution

of astacin is shaken with a solution of sodium hydroxide in 90 per cent
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methyl alcohol the astacin enters the methyl alcohol layer as a sodium

salt of astacin. When this layer is acidified the astacin comes out of

solution as violet crystals. It has been found that if the pigment ob-

tained by extraction of the whole Palccuwnctcs with chloroform was
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FIG. 2. The unbroken line represents the absorption bands of shrimp yellow

pigment in chloroform
;

- - shows the absorption bands of plant carotin in alco-

hol and ether as measured by McNicholas (1931).

dissolved in petroleum ether and then shaken with a solution of potas-

sium hydroxide in 90 per cent methyl alcohol, a reddish pigment en-

tered the methyl alcohol layer and a yellow pigment remained in the

petroleum ether. Figure 2 shows the absorption spectrum of the petro-
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leum ether component after it had been redissolved in chloroform.

Plotted upon the same coordinates is the absorption spectrum of a

solution of plant carotin in alcohol and ether as it was measured by
McXicholas (1931). The shrimp pigment strikingly resembles plant

carotin. Living Pal&monetes contain a greater proportion of yellow

pigment than do lobsters and correspondingly a greater percentage of

this fraction was obtained than was found by Kuhn and Lederer.

Samples of shrimp differing from one another in the relative pro-

portions of red and yellow pigments visible in their chromatophores
showed absorption spectra differing from one another in the extent to

which the band was shifted in one direction or the other. The limits

of this shift were defined by the absorption spectrum of carotin on the

one hand and that of the lobster red pigment on the other. Figure 1

shows the absorption spectra of the whole pigment from two lots of

shrimp. In one lot much red pigment was present in the chromato-

phores. and in the other there was considerably less. It thus seems

probable that these differences are explained by the varying percentages
of astacin and carotin in the extracts.

These results strongly suggest that the pigment of the yellow chro-

matophores of Palceinonctcs znilgaris is carotin, C40H 36 ,
and that the

pigment of the red chromatophores is one or another compound of

astacin.

II. CHEMICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATIONS RESPONSIBLE

FOR COLOR CHANGES

Thus far, nearly all the work upon color changes in crustaceans has

been done upon the rapid responses of the chromatophore as indicated

by the migration of pigment within the pigment cells. In reality, the

well-adapted shrimps and prawns in nature owe their adaptations at

least as much to the differential formation and destruction of pigments
within the chromatophores as to the more rapid migration of the al-

ready formed pigments. Although this fact has been noted by the

majority of workers in the field, little actual research has been devoted

to it.

The following experiments were carried out upon adult Palcemonetes

I'nlgaris, and were designed primarily to show the rate at which the

pigmentation of the shrimps could be changed as a result of light, dark-

ness, and black and white backgrounds.

Observations on Destruction of Red and Yellow Pigments

A shrimp was taken from a black background and placed upon
white. In 20 minutes the red and yellow pigments had concentrated
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considerably. A blue network was left behind in the region that was

formerly covered by the red and yellow pigments. The concentrated

yellow was a clear and homogeneous pigment but the red contained much
of the blue pigment mixed with it, making it purplish red and chocolate

in color.

In about six hours the blue network had gradually faded and the

yellow and brownish pigments had completely concentrated.

For the following six or eight days there were faint bluish processes

extending from the brownish pigment. The blue pigment seemed to be

diffusing away from this chromatophore and at the same time the chro-

matophore was becoming more and more reddish.

At the end of eleven days there was practically no blue pigment left

in the red, but clustered around the red were many small blue triangular

crystals.

After fifteen days the red pigment had become homogeneous and

had decreased to only a small fraction of its original amount. Globules

of red pigment had left the chromatophore and were in the tissues

around it.

At the end of three weeks nothing was left of the red pigment ex-

cept small droplets scattered about. The yellow chromatophore was
still intact and functional but had lost a large quantity of its pigment.
Observations were continued for two more weeks. The yellow pig-

ment continued to decrease in amount but was still present at the end

of this time.

Plate I, Fig. 7, shows a red, yellow, and blue chromatophore after

two days upon a white background, and Fig. 8 shows the same region
of the same shrimp after sixteen days upon the same background.
Notice the small droplets of red pigment that still persist. The time

required for the complete disappearance of the red and blue pigments
is a function of the quantities present at the beginning of the experiment.

Observations on Formation of Red and Yelloiv Pigments

An experiment upon formation of pigment was begun by selecting

a shrimp which had been kept upon a white background for five weeks

and then seeking a chromatophore region where only yellow pigment re-

mained. A photomicrograph (Fig. 9) was taken of the region and

then the shrimp was placed in a salt water circulating apparatus upon a

black background. At the end of five days the region was again ex-

amined. The yellow pigment was broadly dispersed and had assumed

a pale orange tint. Some new red pigment had commenced to form.

This last was surrounded by the characteristic blue network. The

shrimp was placed upon a white background and after an hour the
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FIG. 7. Red and yellow chromatophores of a shrimp which has been two days

upon a white background.
FIG. 8. Same area as in the preceding figure but photographed after two

weeks upon a white background.
FIG. 9. Some chromatophores in a shrimp that has been five weeks upon a

white background. Only yellow pigment is present.
FIG. 10. Same area as in Fig. 9, and showing the formation of red pigment

after five days upon a black background.
FIG. 11. Same area as in Fig. 10, but photographed after two weeks upon a

black background. Much red pigment has formed and a blue network is visible.

FIG. 12. Same area as in Fig. 11, but the animal has been one day upon a white

background.
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region was again photographed (Fig. 10). After two weeks upon a

black background the shrimp was becoming quite dark in color. Much
red had formed and the blue network was heavy. After an hour upon
white the chromatophores of the experimental region were photographed

(Fig. 11). This was repeated after 24 hours upon white (Fig. 12) in

order to determine definitely whether new chromatophore centers had

actually been formed. It was unquestionable that new red and blue

pigments had formed where there was not a visible trace of a chromato-

phore at the beginning. Thus it is reasonable to suppose that red and

blue pigments may arise quite independently of the yellow. The orig-

inal yellow pigment now had a reddish tint instead of its former lemon

yellow.

The blue network which gradually faded out during the 24 hours

upon the white background reappeared during the next three days upon
a white background, but now, instead of being a continuous network

the blue pigment appeared in clumps around the red masses of pigment.
This blue remained for two weeks in spite of the white background.

In this experiment the red appeared before the blue and the latter

seemed always associated with the former pigment rather than with the

yellow.

Formation and Destruction of }]
T

hitc Pigment

A shrimp that was kept upon a white background for nearly two

months had such a quantity of white pigment in its chromatophores that

when this was dispersed it covered a considerable portion of the body.
Due to the transparency of Palamonctcs white shrimps were ordinarily

quite well concealed even upon a black background. However, when
the white pigment had increased in quantity to the extent that it had in

this instance, the shrimp stood out in sharp contrast when placed in a

black dish. The stomach, due to the mass of white chromatophores

upon it and its muscular contractions, fairly sparkled. Even after this

shrimp had been upon a black background long enough for the white

pigment to concentrate, the shrimp was still studded with clearly visible

white spots. This was not altogether due to the quantity of white pig-

ment present, but also to the absence of the red and blue pigments which

would ordinarily assist in concealing it in such circumstances. It is

such an example as this that makes me disagree with those workers in

the past who have asserted that the white chromatophores play no part

in color adaptation.

I have made no record of changes within an individual shrimp, but

the general tendency of more and larger white chromatophores when a

shrimp was long upon a white background, and fewer and smaller white
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chromatophores in shrimps long upon a black background was striking

enough to warrant this note of the fact.

Destruction of Bine Pigment

Although the origin of diffused blue pigment of Pahnnonctes seemed

to be the red pigment and the manner of its arrival in the tissues around

the chromatophores and throughout the body seemed to be one of simple

spreading, yet the disappearance of the pigment from the tissues ap-

peared to be a question of destruction in situ. There has been no evi-

dence that once the blue pigment was outside of the red pigment, there

was any controlled migration back into it. An experiment was carried

out to determine the effects of a white background and darkness upon
the rate of destruction of the blue pigment.

Twenty- four deep blue shrimps were taken from a blue background
and divided into two lots of twelve shrimps each. One of these lots

was placed upon white background in the full light of a north window.

The other lot was placed in total darkness. At the end of six hours the

shrimps kept in the light had lost their blue coloration completely. In

general appearance they were a yellowish white. The shrimps in dark-

ness were promptly examined in a white light and found to be just as

blue as at the moment when they were placed in the dark, but during the

following six days there was a gradual disappearance of the blue net-

work and the blue tint of all the tissues of the shrimps. Although blue

was destroyed both in darkness and upon a white background in the

light, the white background called forth a much more rapid destruction

than did darkness.

A Quantitative Study of the Chemical Transformations
in the Pigments

Hitherto no attempt has been made, as far as I am aware, to work

out quantitatively the rates of pigment formation and destruction in

crustaceans. A method is here set forth whereby quantitative deter-

minations of the relative amounts of pigment in lots of shrimp subjected

to various conditions can be made. The method is subject to some error

due to the instability of the pigment itself, but since the results are

relative and the technic uniform, it yields on the whole quite serviceable

data. It gives one value which is the sum of the red, yellow, and blue

pigments. The first step in the process is to convert the blue pigment
to red by immersing the shrimps for a minute in boiling water. The

work of Newbigin (1897) indicates that the red pigment that results

from the heating of the blue is probably the same as the red that is

present in the living shrimp.
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The following is the technic that has heeu used in these experiments.

Shrimps to be tested were dipped into boiling water for one to two min-

utes and then removed, cut into small pieces, and placed in a vacuum

desiccator in darkness. At the end of 48 hours drying was completed
and the dried shrimps were carefully weighed and then extracted with

chloroform in the proportions of 30 cc. of chloroform to 1 gram dry

weight of shrimps. The extraction was allowed to proceed for 24

hours, during which time the mixture was kept in a tightly stoppered

test-tube in a refrigerator. After this interval of time the material was

so well extracted that the remainder could be neglected. What would

have been gained by a longer time of extraction would have been lost

by the bleaching of the pigment. In the presence of light and air the

bleaching occurred quite rapidly. Another source of error lay in the

fact that the solvent was very volatile and thus the solution tended to

concentrate in the course of the manipulations. Because of the vola-

tility and photochemical activity of the material, the precautions taken

during the drying and extracting were important ones.

At the end of 24 hours of extraction the solution was rapidly filtered

and then the concentration of the pigment compared with that of a

standard solution by the use of a colorimeter. Beer's law states that the

amount of light transmitted by a solution varies inversely with the con-

centration of the absorbing substance. Hence a value for the concentra-

tion of the pigment in terms of the standard could be readily calculated.

The standard solution was made by adding 1 cc. of methyl orange (.02

per cent in aqueous solution) to 16 cc. of an acetic acid sodium acetate

buffer solution having a pH of 4.

One difficulty experienced in this method of obtaining values for the

concentration was that different lots of shrimps contained different pro-

portions of red and yellow pigments. This caused the solutions of

pigment to differ from one another in tint. Considering that the

colorimeter required the solutions compared to be the same color, some

inaccuracy was introduced on this score. In order to determine the

extent of this error several of the experiments were made and both the

colorimeter and a spectrophotometer were used to measure the relative

absorption of light by the solutions. The latter instrument was not

affected by the color of the solution for here the light of only a definite

wave-length was measured. The wave-length selected was 480 m/t, the

peak of the absorption spectrum of the pigment of these crustaceans.

The results obtained by the two instruments checked each other very
well. For most of the experiments the colorimeter was used alone

because of the rapidity of operation.
AYhen the effect of a given set of conditions upon the amount of
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pigment in the shrimp was to be determined, a large number of shrimps
were placed in the desired situation. At the beginning of the experi-

ment and at three- or four-da}- intervals thereafter about twenty shrimps
were taken from the lot as a sample to test for the concentration of the

pigments. The value obtained was taken as a criterion of the con-

centration of pigment in the whole lot of shrimps at that particular

moment. As this method rested to a great extent upon a statistical

5 15 2010

Time (in Days)

FIG. 3. Decrease in concentration of pigment in shrimps which were kept

upon a white background in light. Concentration is stated in terms of a methyl
orange standard solution.

basis, much of the irregularity of the results was attributed to the

fact that so few shrimps were taken in each sample. There is little

doubt that had the samples consisted of as many as fifty shrimps, the

data exhibiting the effects of the environment upon the pigment content

of the shrimps would have more closely fit a smooth curve when plotted.
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Pigment Destruction upon a H'liite Background

Approximately 250 shrimps were placed in a large white enamelled

tub through which sea water was flowing. The tub was located in the

center of a small room lighted by large north windows. During tin

course of the experiment the animals were fed upon finely chopped
Modiolus and ftlytilns. This experiment was repeated five times during
the summer of 1932 with strikingly similar results. Figure 3 is typical

of these experiments.
An experiment carried on in a similar manner except that the

shrimps were starved over the period of twenty- four days yielded re-

sults showing the same rate of destruction of the pigments.
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FIG. 4. Change in concentration of pigment in shrimps which were kept in

darkness. Concentration is stated in terms of a methyl orange standard solution.

Effect of Darkness upon Pigment Quantity

In a second type of experiment shrimps were placed in large con-

tainers and allowed to remain in total darkness except for the brief

moments when samples were being taken and the animals were being
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fed. At these times a weak red light was turned on. This experiment
was repeated six times during the summer. Sometimes the shrimps
were fed and at other times starved during the course of the experiment.

Again there was no difference bet\veen the results obtained when the

shrimps were fed and when they were starved. This can be explained

by the cannibalistic nature of the shrimps. Figure 4 is typical of the

results.

The change from pigment decrease to pigment increase at the end

of about fourteen days was constant in all the experiments and was

quite curious. It does not agree with the observations of Brooks and

Herrick (1891). These men found that Paltriuonctcs vulgarls was

bleached nearly white after eighteen days in darkness. Their animals

n-ere sealed up during the entire period whereas mine were subjected to

the occasional stimulation of the red light. This question will bear

further investigation as it perhaps holds an explanation as to why
deep sea crustaceans are generally heavily pigmented with red. In the

deep sea it is known that the conditions are those of nearly total dark-

ness. On the other hand, crustaceans which inhabit underground caves

where there is an absence of light are usually conspicuous by their lack

of pigment.

Pigment Formation upon a Black Background

In a third experiment a batch of partially bleached shrimps was put

into large crystallizing dishes the outsides of which were painted with

flat black paint. The dishes were left in the daylight of the laboratory.

Figure 5 gives an example of the type of result that was obtained in

four different experiments.

Control Experiment

As a control experiment for the preceding ones, a large glass aqua-
rium was filled with sea water and in the aquarium was placed an

abundance of the alga, Fucns, from which these shrimps were taken in

nature. As nearly as could be judged, this situation very closely simu-

lated the normal habitat of the shrimps both in color of the environment

and in light intensity. The results taken from shrimps kept in this

aquarium are seen in Fig. 6.

Discussion of Results

From the graphs of the experiments just described the following

facts are evident. Upon a wrhite background in the light there is a

very rapid destruction of pigment within the shrimps. This destruc-

tion- is continued over the twenty-day period of the experiment. In
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another trial of tin- same nature the pigment was continuing to disappear

even after thirty clays. In this recorded case the pigment concentration

decreased 65 per cent in the twenty days.

In darkness the rate of bleaching of the animal was considerably

less than that seen upon a white background. This destruction of pig-

10

Time (in Days)

15 20

FIG. 5. Increase in concentration of pigment in shrimps which were kept upon
a black background in light. Concentration is stated in terms of a methyl orange
standard solution.

ment continued at approximately the same rate for sixteen days and

then there was a reversal to pigment formation. In various experiments
the time of this reversal varied from eleven to sixteen days after the

animals were placed in darkness.

In the case of the partially bleached shrimps that were placed upon
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a black background there was at first only a slow formation of pigment
and then an increase in rate. The rate continued to increase over the

eighteen-day period of the experiment. During this time there was a

40 per cent increase in the amount of pigment in the shrimps.
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FIG. 6. Condition of concentration of pigment in shrimps which were kept
in an environment which closely simulated the normal habitat. Concentration is

in terms of a methyl orange standard solution.

The validity of this experimental technic was again checked in ob-

serving the behavior of the concentration of pigment of shrimps that

were kept in apparently normal conditions. Here, over a period of

twenty- four clays, an interval of time as great as that of the longest

experiment, there was neither an increase nor a decrease in the con-

centration of pigment.
It was shown by separating the extracted pigment of the animals

into its two components by shaking a petroleum ether solution of the

pigment with a strong solution of potassium hydroxide in 90 per cent

methyl alcohol, that the shapes of these curves illustrating the rates of
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formation and destruction of pigment were almost wholly effected bv

the increase and decrease in the amounts of the red and blue. The rate

of change of the quantity of the yellow pigment was relatively insig-

nificant.

Controlling Mechanism of Pitjment Formation and Destruction

Keeble and Gamble (1904), who were at the time working upon the

prawn, Hippol\te rarians. put forth an hypothesis to account for pig-

ment formation and destruction. Since that time this hypothesis has

been restated by other investigators such as Babak (1913), and Odiorne

(1933). In substance it states that a dispersed pigment is increasing in

amount while a concentrated one is decreasing.

The observations in this report confirm the hypothesis originated by

Keeble and Gamble. For example, on a white background there is a

strong concentration of the red and yellow pigments, an absence of dif-

fusing blue, and a strong dispersion of the reflecting white pigment.

Correspondingly there is an increase in the amount of white pigment

and a decrease in the amounts of the other three pigments. A black

background, just as the hypothesis calls for, brings about an increase in

the quantities of the red, yellow, and blue pigments and at the same time

a decrease in the amount of white pigment within the chromatophores.

Darkness causes a destruction of red pigment at about half the rate seen

in an animal upon a white background in the light and here the red pig-

ment is slightly dispersed.

On the basis of these facts it is possible that pigment formation and

destruction in adaptation to colored backgrounds may be controlled by
the same humoral agents that are responsible for the control of migra-

tion of the pigments within the chromatophores.

I take this opportunity to acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. G. H.

Parker and Dr. A. C. Redrield for their invaluable criticisms and sug-

gestions.

SUMMARY

The red pigment of Palccmouetes vulgaris appears to be astacin,

while the yellow seems to be identical with plant carotin.

A method is set forth to measure the rate of formation and destruc-

tion of pigment within the shrimps. It is observed that the red and

blue pigments are most rapidly formed and destroyed, while the yellow

and white pigments are much more slowly changed.

Upon a white background in the light the red and blue pigments are

destroyed very rapidly. Yellow disappears slowly.
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Upon a black background in the light the red and blue pigments are

formed.

Shrimps kept in darkness at first lose through destruction their red

and blue pigment but after about two weeks there occurs a reversal of

this process (pigment formation).
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HISTOLYSIS AX I) REGENERATION OF ANURAX
TAIL SKIN 1

F. W. DUNIHUE
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, XK\V YORK UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

Atrophy of the larval tail is perhaps the most readily observed phe-
nomenon occurring during anuran metamorphosis. Descriptions of the

progressive disappearance of this organ are usually limited, however, to

the brief statement that the dorsal and ventral finny portions of the tail

are the first to be resorbed, followed closely by the median region. Such

a conception is entirely in accord with the atrophic changes in the tail of

the salamander, for during the metamorphosis of this amphibian the dor-

sal and ventral tail-fins disappear while the median portion persists.

The process, however, aside from its antero-posterior progression in the

anurans, has received little if any critical study, with the result that the

current view is based upon more or less cursory macroscopic observa-

tions.

The factors inducing the resorption of the larval anuran's tail, on

the other hand, have received much more attention. Barfurth (1887)
believed the atrophic changes to be due to a cutting off of the vascular

supply to the tail, brought about by pressure of the growing urostyle

upon the dorsal aorta. This idea was challenged by Bataillon (1891)
and Mercier (1906). The former attributed the histolytic changes to

a rearrangement of the capillary system in the tail, while the latter held

that occlusion of the aorta by the urostyle was only partial. Morse

(1918) and Bradley (1922), however, accepted Barfurth's suggestion

as quite logical, and stated that such an occlusion, whether complete or

partial, would result in the accumulation of CO., and various acid me-

tabolites, causing an activation of the autolytic enzymes. Helff (1930)
has recently demonstrated that removal of the urostyle anlage in larval

forms does not alter in any particular the typical atrophy of the tail

during metamorphosis. He pointed out that, such being the case, the

urostyle could no longer be considered the fundamental factor inducing
tail atrophy, and that the initiatory agent is probably of a more general

nature. The investigations of Helff (1926), Lindeman (1929), Helff

1 This paper, together with Part II of this series of studies, was submitted to

the Graduate School of New York University in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, April 1, 1934.
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and Clausen (1929), and Clausen (1930, 1932) on the histolysis and

regeneration of anuran skin and muscle transplantations all indicate that

the initiation and maintenance of tail histolysis may be due to specific

substances in the blood stream, or to a general lowering of the blood pH.
Evidence in support of this latter factor has been advanced by the work
of Helff (1932fl) in which he found a definite drop in blood pH during
larval involution.

In the course of his studies on skin transplantation, Lindeman

(1929) observed that tail-skin grafts, placed near the antero-posterior

center of the larval tail, underwent an apparent migration anteriad

during metamorphosis. Schubert (1926) noted the same phenomenon
in the case of hind-limb buds transplanted to the tail. Such observa-

tions suggested that the anterior levels of the tail are more susceptible

to the histolytic influence than the more posterior levels or, in other

words, that the proximal regions of the tail are resorbed before the more
distal. This possibility was investigated by Clausen (1930) and found

to be the case. An antero-posterior gradient of susceptibility to histoly-

sis was shown to hold for both tail-skin and muscle. In addition to

supporting the contention that the histolytic factor is present in the

blood, the findings of Clausen indicate that tail tissues possess a thresh-

old value for the stimulus inducing atrophy which is specific for any

given antero-posterior level.

Spallanzani, as early as 1769, reported that the amount of tissue re-

generated after amputation of the tadpole tail at different levels varies

with the amount removed. Many later workers (Barfurth (1894),

Morgan (1906). Ellis (1909), Durbin (1909), and Zeleny (1916))
have verified this observation, and. in more detailed analyses, found that

the more anterior, or cephalic the level of injury, within certain limits,

the greater the rate of regeneration. These writers seem to be in agree-
ment that the differences in regenerative rate of tail tissue in situ, at

different levels, are not due to specific qualities resident in the cells.

Morgan (1906) proposed that a change in the pressure relationships of

the part concerned is the stimulus for regeneration ;
division proceeding

until intracellular and extracellular tensions come to equilibrium. Ellis

(1908, 1909) accepted the above explanation as being consistent with

experimental data, while Zeleny (1916) suggested that regeneration
''

must be under some central control, probably connected with general
functional activity." More recently, Clausen (1930), in studying the

regeneration of transplanted partially histolyzed skin from four levels

of the antero-posterior axis of the tadpole tail, has approached this prob-
lem from another angle. His results established an antero-posterior

gradient in regenerative rate for integument following partial histolysis,
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and indicated that this gradient in regenerative rate is due to factors

inherent in the skin.

The purpose of the present investigation was threefold
; first, to see

whether or not a gradient of susceptibility to histolysis is present in

integument from the dorso-ventral axis of the tadpole tail
; second, to

ascertain whether or not partially histolyzed skin, from different regions

of the same axis, possesses a specific regenerative rate typical of integu-

ment for the level in question ; and third, to determine the bearing of the

results obtained on the mechanism of tail atrophy.

The writer is indebted to Professor O. M. Helff of this laboratory

for suggesting the problem and for his direction during the course of

the investigation.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The stock used for all operations was large Raua catcsbiana tadpoles

measuring 105-115 mm. in length, with hind legs 48 mm. in length.

The tadpoles were obtained from ponds in southern New Jersey and

Long Island during 1932-33. They were kept in large aerated aquaria
for a wreek or more in order to eliminate the less hardy specimens. All

individuals selected for use were, insofar as could be determined by
external indications, normal larvse which remained unchanged under

laboratorv conditions.

TEXT FIG. A

The technique used in making the autotransplantations was as fol-

lows: After anesthetization in a 0.05 per cent aqueous solution of chlore-

tone, the animal was placed on the stage of a dissecting- microscope and

rectangular pieces of integument, 3 by 5 mm. in size, accurately cut

from the dorsal, median, and ventral regions of the tail at the level of

its greatest dorso-ventral width (D, M, and V \ text figure A). They
were then carefully transplanted to areas on the back from which the

skin had previously been removed (text figure A). The linear sequence
of the grafts on the back was varied to obviate any possible effects due
to the site of transplantation. Each animal was placed in an individual

bowl immediately after the operation and allowed to remain 15 to 30
minutes without water. This tended to facilitate wound healing and

prevent washing off of the transplant. At the end of this period the
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jar was filled with water and the specimen maintained under constant

laboratory conditions for subsequent observations.

Following a healing period of seven days the grafts wrere measured

under the dissecting microscope and the dimensions recorded. The
areas computed from these measurements were considered as original

areas of the grafts from which percentage reductions were later calcu-

lated. This procedure was necessary because the dimensions of the

transplants changed slightly during the time allotted for healing. Those
individuals in which one or more grafts failed to heal properly were dis-

carded. The number of such cases, however, was quite small. Larval

metamorphosis was induced at this time by feeding desiccated thyroid.

Daily observations were made and the water changed as often as needed

to keep it fresh. The grafts were measured, under the dissecting micro-

scope, once each week during the early stages of involution and every
third day in the later stages. At the arbitrary periods of 20, 50, and

80 per cent reduction in surface area, several of the transplants of each

tail region were fixed in Bouin's fluid for sectioning. They were sub-

sequently stained with Ehrlich's hematoxylin and counter-stained with

eosin.

RESULTS

Normal Tail Integument

The normal tail integument of Rana catesbiana does not differ mate-

rially from that of other larval anurans, and for this reason a detailed

account of its structure is unnecessary. As an aid to the interpretation

of the degenerative and regenerative processes, however, the main struc-

tural features will be reviewed briefly. Macroscopically, the tail-skin is

translucent and of a very fine texture in contrast with the opaque, coarse

nature of back-skin. With respect to pigmentation, the tail-skin con-

tains more xantholeucophores and fewer melanophores than back-skin

(Fig. 1).

Histologically, the integument can be resolved into three strata
;
the

epidermis, the dermis, and the subcutis (E, SC, and CT
; Fig. 5). The

epidermis is composed of two or three layers of cells and an outer cuticu-

lar border. The cells of the outermost layer are low columnar to cu-

boidal in shape. The basal cells range in form from medium to tall

columnar, and have within the cytoplasm fibrous, brush-like structures

which are attached to the basement membrane ( see FS ; Fig. 5 ) . Occa-

sional mitotic figures as well as a few melanophores are present in this

layer. One of the most striking histological differences between tail-

skin and back-skin is found in the structure of the dermis. In tail-skin

this consists of a single layer, the stratum compactum, but in back-skin
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there is in addition the stratum spongiosum, a region of loose connecti\<

tissue lying between the stratum compactum and epidermis. The
stratum compactum of tail-skin is relatively thin and structurally quite

homogeneous, whereas that of hack-skin is formed by an upper layrr

of loosely arranged fibers and a denser more compact lower layer. Im-

mediately beneath the dermis is the subcutis, consisting of loose con-

nective tissue fibers and cells, lymphocytes, capillaries, and chromato-

phores.

The Degenerative Process

The sequence of degenerative changes in the integument is quite

regular. Consequently, regardless of the source of the transplants, their

histolytic changes are identical when the degree of resorption, as meas-

ured by the reduction in surface area, is the same. Therefore, the fol-

lowing description of the histolytic process is applicable to transplants

from any one of the three regional sources used. The macroscopic

changes, aside from a reduction in surface area, are confined to the pig-

mentation of the graft. When reduced 20 per cent the transplants are

only slightly darker than normal skin (Fig. 2). They are considerably
darker at 50 per cent reduction, with only a few or no xantholeucophores

present (Fig. 3). When histolyzed 80 per cent they are of a uniform

shade and very dark. In this later stage definite pigmentation spots

may entirely disappear (Fig. 4). With continued degeneration the

graft becomes smaller and darker in color, until finally it is completely
resorbed and nothing remains but a dark scar indicating the line of

fusion of the surrounding back-skin. To summarize: the depth of

coloration is directly proportional to the degree of histolysis.

A detailed study of the progressive steps in the histological dis-

integration has not been attempted, but rather three arbitrary stages

have been selected for microscopic examination, namely : when the

transplants were 20, 50, and 80 per cent reduced in surface area. In

the first stage the major changes are centered in the epidermis. This

layer is thicker due to an increase of one or two cell layers, coupled with

hypertrophy of the basal cells. The latter factor is in itself sufficient

to account for the increased thickness in some cases (Fig. 6). The

height of the outermost stratum of cells, as well as the cuticular border,

is reduced about one-half as compared with the normal condition.

Other signs of histolysis are seen in the fading of the fibrous, brush-like

structures of the basal cells, and the invasion of lymphocytes into the

epidermis. The dermis (stratum compactum) undergoes a slight re-

duction in thickness, exhibiting a few lymphocytes imbedded among the

fibers. There is an increase in the cellular elements of the subcutaneous

tissue
; mainly lymphocytes but also a few eosinophilic leucocytes.
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\Yith the surface area reduced 50 per cent the histological structures

have undergone extensive changes. The epidermis, while still consisting

>jf two or three cell layers, is very greatly reduced (compare Figs. 6 and

7 i . The cuticular border of the now very much flattened cuticle cells

has entirely disappeared. The fibrous, brush-like structures of the basal

cells are no longer visible. In short, the epidermis has come to resemble,

except for an occasional lymphocyte, the surrounding back-skin. Per-

haps the most remarkable change is the almost complete resorption of

the stratum compactum, which is represented by a very thin, loose,

fibrous layer (SC, Fig. 7). The underlying layer of connective tissue

contains a considerable number of blood cells, especially lymphocytes,

but fewer than were present in the preceding stage.

When the transplant is reduced 80 per cent in surface area profound

histological changes have occurred. It is very difficult to determine the

structure of the epidermis in this stage, owing to the large number of

melanophores aggregated in this layer (ML, Fig. 8). Furthermore,

cellular boundaries are indistinct, and the nuclei vary widely in shape,

size, and distribution. The cuticular stratum of cells is much thicker

than in the foregoing stages, due to the inclusion of underlying cells

from the intermediate layer. It contains one or two layers of flattened,

ellipsoidal nuclei. Briefly, the epidermis presents a picture of great

disorganization (E, Fig. 8). The original stratum compactum has dis-

appeared, as well as much of the subcutis. The partial loss of the sub-

cutaneous layer, it seems, results from the formation, underneath, of a

thick stratum compactum derived from the stratum compactum of back-

PLATE I

FIGS. 1^4. Sketches illustrating changes in the macroscopic appearance of

autotransplanted tail-skin during metamorphosis. X 7.

FIG. 1. Autoplastic tail-skin graft seven days after transplantation to the back
of a non-metamorphosing larva. No apparent histolysis.

FIG. 2. Macroscopic appearance of autotransplanted tail-skin, on the back of a

metamorphosing larva, when reduced 20 per cent in surface area.

FIG. 3. Macroscopic appearance of autotransplanted tail-skin, on the back of a

metamorphosing larva, when reduced 50 per cent in surface area. Note darkening
of graft.

FIG. 4. Macroscopic appearance of autotransplanted tail-skin, on the back of a

metamorphosing larva, when reduced 80 per cent in surface area. Uniformly very
dark.

FIGS. 5-6. CB, cuticular border; CL, cuticle cell layer; E, epidermis; FS,
fibrous brush-like structure

; SC, stratum compactum ; CT, subcutis ; ML, melano-

phore; FB, fibroblast; LM, lymphocyte; EL, eosinophilic leucocyte; ER, erythro-

cyte.

FIG. 5. Section through normal tail-skin. X 510.

FIG. 6. Section through autoplastic tail-skin graft when reduced 20 per cent in

surface area. The thickened epidermis, reduced cuticular border and cells are

characteristic of this histolytic stage. An increase in number of lymphocytes and
invasion by a few eosinophilic leucocytes are the principal changes in the subcutis.

There is a slight reduction in thickness of the stratum compactum. X 510.
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skin. This newly formed stratum compactum is separated from the

epidermis near the borders of the transplant by remnants of the subcutis,

but in the central regions it is contiguous with the epidermis. It should

be emphasized that this secondary stratum compactum does not possess

the typical structure of that found in back integument. Although it is

fulhr as thick as in the latter case, it is approximately of the same density

at all levels, while back-skin compactum is composed of an upper loosely

knit region and a lower more dense portion. Moreover, it is in intimate

contact with the epidermis at some points, without the intervening

stratum spongiosum so typical of back-skin.

Median-Ventral-Dorsal Sequence of Susceptibility to Histol\sis

The basis for determining possible susceptibility gradients to histoly-

sis in integument from the dorso-ventral axis of the tail was a compari-
son of the percentage reductions in the surface areas of the transplants.

Supplemental histological examinations were also made. The case his-

tory of the grafts on one individual, from the time of transplantation

until death of the animal, will illustrate the progression of histolysis on

this basis (Table I). The letters D, M, and V of the table designate

the regional source of the transplants, referring to dorsal, median, and

ventral portions of the tail, respectively (see text fig. A). This table

shows that histolysis is first evident in the median graft, next in the

ventral, and finally in the dorsal. Furthermore, when this particular

host animal died, M was completely histolyzed, V SO per cent, and D
only 56 per cent. It seems quite probable that the grafts would have

disappeared, had the animal lived, in the order MVD, especially since

that was the order of histolysis throughout the previous stages. The

results do not warrant a definite conclusion on this matter, however,

since in only one case did an animal live long enough for the complete

histolysis of more than one graft. In this individual the ventral graft

was the second one to disappear. Observations on the changing colora-

tion of the transplants also corroborate the sequence of histolysis,

MVD. The M graft was the first to become darkened, followed in

order by V and D.

For a comparative study of histolysis in the various transplants the

percentage reductions in surface areas were tabulated at four arbitrary

periods ; namely, when M was 20 per cent reduced, when V was reduced

20 per cent, when D was 20 per cent reduced, and when M was com-

pletely histolyzed or almost so. The results for each particular period

were found to be quite uniform with only slight variations from the

average. A summary of this extended tabulation is given in Table II

and it will be noted that the histolytic sequence of the grafts at each of
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TABLE I

Histolysis of tail-skin transplants. Case history DMY^. Transplanted January 16,

1933.

Date of
Measurements
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tare of 1~ at this stage is shown in Fig. 6; .17 which is 50 per cent re-

duced is illustrated in Fig. 7
;
and D, having undergone only very slight

reduction, shows little or no variation from normal integument (Fig. 5).

Regenerative Sequence of Partially Histolysed Integument

In studying the rate or incidence of regeneration of partially histo-

lyzed skin from the dorso-ventral axis of the tail, grafts reduced 20 and

50 per cent in surface area were secured according to the method de-

scribed in the foregoing section of this paper. They were then trans-

planted homoioplastically to the backs of normal larvae which would

remain as such, under laboratory conditions, for at least six months.

Approximately one hundred and eighty transplantations of this type
were made. Beginning sixteen days after the second (homoioplastic)

transplantation, four grafts of each of the three types (D, M. and V \

12 in all) were fixed at each successive three-day interval for histo-

logical examination. Although the degree of histological degeneration

in grafts reduced 20 and 50 per cent in surface area had been determined

in the previous experiments, additional cases were sectioned for controls

at the time of homoioplastic transplantation.

The progression of regeneration, as with histolysis, is very regular,

and, regardless of the source of the integument, the regenerative changes
of any two grafts will be the same at any specific degree of regeneration.

It will be necessary, then, to describe the process in integument from

only one of the three source levels. Since regeneration is more ex-

tensive in skin histolyzed 50 per cent, in consequence of the greater

histolytic disintegration, it has been selected as the type example (Fig.

7). It must be borne in mind that the chief aim of this investigation

PLATE II

FIGS. 7-10. CB, cuticular border; CL, cuticle cell layer; E, epidermis; FS,
fibrous brush-like structure

; SC, stratum compactum ; CT , subcutis
; ML, melano-

phore; FB, fibroblast; LM, lymphocyte; EL, eosinophilic leucocyte; ER, erythro-

cyte.

FIG. 7. Section through autoplastic tail-skin graft when reduced 50 per cent in

surface area. The cuticular border and fibrous, brush-like structures have disap-

peared. The cuticular cells and stratum compactum are greatly reduced. X 423.

FIG. 8. Section through autoplastic tail-skin graft when reduced 80 per cent in

surface area. The epidermal layer is considerably disorganized and contains many
melanophores. The stratum compactum is obliterated. X 510.

FIG. 9. Section through homioplastic graft 28 days after transplantation. Re-

generation is manifest in the reestablishment of the cuticular border, cuticle cells,

and fibrous brush-like structures. The stratum compactum is being reformed.

X510.
FIG. 10. Section through homioplastic graft 37 days after transplantation.

The cuticular border, cuticle cells, and epidermis in general are almost normal.

Complete regeneration of the subcutis and stratum compactum requires about six

more days. X 510.
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\vas to determine the time necessary for complete reconstruction to oc-

cur, rather than to make a comprehensive study of the regenerative

process.

The regenerative process hegins a few days following homoiotrans-

plantation. This is first indicated by an increased thickness of the epi-

dermal layer. The exact mechanism of this increase has not been ascer-

tained because the condition was well established prior to the first

fixation period (16 days). However, since the area of the transplant

is not appreciably reduced at this time, it seems unlikely that the epi-

dermal thickening is due to a crowding or pressure effect of the sur-

rounding back integument. After a regenerative period of 28 days the

epidermal layer is several times thicker than it was at the time of trans-

plantation, and has been invaded rather sparingly by lymphocytes (Fig.

9). A reestablished cuticular border, although somewhat reduced, and

the restored columnar form of the cuticular cells are characteristic of the

epidermis at this stage. In the basal cells the fibrous, brush-like struc-

tures are being reformed. The stratum compactum has become promi-
nent once more, containing lymphocytes and fibroblasts imbedded among
its fibers. The subcutis contains several lymphocytes and a few eosino-

philic leucocytes. Other blood elements are quite probably present but

the staining technique used was inadequate for a critical determination

of these cells. With continued regeneration the component parts of the

epidermis gradually return to normal ; first the cuticular border and

cuticle cells, then the intermediate and basal layer of cells, and finally

the fibrous, brush-like structures of the basal cells. Meanwhile, the

fibers of the stratum compactum become more firmly bound together,

with very few cells among them. The cellular elements of the sub-

cutaneous tissue decrease in number so that, except for a few more

lymphocytes and an occasional eosinophil, it closely resembles the nor-

mal subcutis. Figure 10 shows such an intermediate stage in which the

epidermal layer is almost normal, with the stratum compactum and sub-

cutis rapidly nearing complete reconstitution. Further growth of the

stratum compactum and diminution in the number of lymphocytes in

the subcutis, accompanied by the disappearance of the leucocytes, re-

stores the original normal structure of the integument (Fig. 5).

The appearance of the homoiotransplants undergoes very little altera-

tion during the greater part of the regenerative period. Usually within

six to nine days before complete regeneration, however, the normal col-

oration returns', although the grafts may sometimes become lighter in

color at an earlier stage. This rather sudden change in depth of colora-

tion near the close of the regenerative process is probably correlated

with the withdrawal of cellular elements (lymphocytes and leucocytes)
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from the subcutis and a decrease in the number of cell layers in the

epidermis. A re-arrangement of the melanophores is also a contribu-

ting factor. Another point of considerable interest is that at no time

after a transplant had properly healed was it replaced by the surround-

ing back-skin.

TABLK III

Regeneration of Tail-Skin Transplants

Regional
Source *
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the sequence median-ventral-dorsal. The cause of this histolytic se-

quence is not entirely clear ;
it may be due to a time or rate differential,

or a combination of these two factors. In the initial stages, however,

it is unquestionably the former, since signs of histolysis are first evident

in the median graft, next the ventral, and finally the dorsal. This order

of histolytic incipience was true for all but nine of the 183 cases studied.

In these exceptions the only change was a reversal in the order of ap-

pearance of histolysis in the ventral and dorsal grafts. It may be that

in the later stages- of histolysis a rate differential becomes a factor in

the maintenance of this sequence. Since the histolytic rate of each graft

is characterized by alternating periods of acceleration and deceleration,

it is difficult to ascertain possible rate differences. In fact, rate changes
in any one graft appear to be roughly equal to those occurring in other

regional grafts. For this reason the writer is inclined to believe that

the described sequence is largely the result of a difference in the time of

histolytic incipience and not due to differential rates.

Since grafts from different dorso-ventral regions of the tail com-

plete histological regeneration in the order median-ventral-dorsal, it is

obvious that tail-skin possesses a regenerative as well as an histolytic

sequence. The relative time required for each regional graft to restore

its normal histological structure was the basis used in determining this

sequence. An exceptionally large number of homoiotransplantations

were necessary in making this determination because of the compara-

tively long regenerative period of partially histolyzed integument. In

fact, sixty 50 per cent histolyzed grafts, each involving two transplanta-

tion procedures, were required to determine the time necessary for com-

plete histological reconstitution of the median transplant alone. Conse-

quently, the grafts were not fixed, for sectioning and subsequent exam-

ination, in the earlier regenerative stages. The first fixation period, for

the most part, was sixteen days after the second (homoioplastic) trans-

plantation, at which time regeneration had begun in all three regional

grafts. For this reason the question of whether or not the sequence is

due to a difference in the time of regenerative incipience, rate, or a com-

bination of these factors cannot be answered without a more detailed

study. The histological sections of such early stages as were made,

however, indicate that the time of regenerative incipience is not the same

for each regional graft. In view of this it may not be entirely out of

place to suggest that further work may show the regenerative differential

to be dependent largely, if not entirely, upon differences in the time of

regenerative incipience.

In the regenerative series of experiments no incompatibility between

homoiotransplants and host could be detected after the grafts had healed.
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There were a few cases in which the grafts failed to
"
take," but in most

cases this was probably due to errors in transplantation technique. The

pigmentation and general appearance of the homoioplastic transplants

were at all times characteristically those of tail-skin. Herrick (1932),
on the other hand, reported that homoiotransplants of side and belly-skin

acquire typical back-skin pigmentation, and hence concluded that homoi-

oplastic grafts are replaced by host tissues. He failed to find any evi-

dence, however, for an overgrowth or undergrowth of the transplant by
host epidermis as suggested by Cole (1922). In the present work there

were no indications of an invasion of the graft by host epidermis. Fur-

thermore, the stratum compactum seems to be restored by new formation

in and under the old graft layer, a condition previously noted by Helff

(1926). Moreover, the regenerated stratum compactum is of the typical

tail-skin type even though surrounded by the distinctly different back-

skin compactum. It is concluded, therefore, that in the present experi-

ments an actual regeneration of the transplanted integument occurred,

which did not involve replacement by host tissues.

The fibrous, brush-like structures of the epidermal cells agree in

their morphology, and in their reactions to degenerative and regenerative

stimuli, with the
"
coarse mitochondrial threads

"
described by Speidel

(1926). Since the technique used did not permit of a critical cyto-

logical study of these elements, there is no evidence either for or against

Saguchi's (1913) theory that they are fused mitochondria. Their prin-

cipal interest in the present investigation lies in their characteristic be-

havior during the regeneration and degeneration of the integument.

Granting that histolytic and regenerative sequences do exist in tail

integument, it is interesting to inquire as to their physiological basis.

Since tail-skin after transplantation to the back histolyzes during meta-

morphosis, the stimulus inducing atrophy must be present in the general

circulation, a condition long advocated by Helff et al. The histolytic

sequence of grafts from different dorso-ventral levels in the order

median-ventral-dorsal, then, can only be due to inherent differences in

the skin, for each graft is subjected to the same atrophic stimuli. Like-

wise, the restitutional phenomena occurring in partially histolyzed tail-

skin grafts must also be dependent upon inherent qualities of the integu-

ment. Such grafts, when removed from metamorphosing larvae and

transplanted to the backs of non-metamorphosing tadpoles, complete

regeneration in the sequence median-ventral-dorsal. This sequence of

regeneration cannot be due to differences in environmental conditions

for all grafts were acted upon by the same external forces, the result of

a common transplantation site. The logical interpretation is that tail

integument possesses regenerative potentialities which differ for each
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dorso-vcntral level. Any statement as to the basis for these inherent

potentialities is certain to be somewhat speculative, but Helff's (1932^)
recent demonstration that the anterior levels of the tadpole tail are

electro-negative to the more posterior regions suggests a possible ex-

planation. Although it is generally agreed that potential differences

arise as a result of differential metabolic rates, there is considerable

disagreement as to whether the region of higher rate is electro-negative

or electro-positive to the region of lower rate. However this may be,

the important point is that there is a difference in potential between the

cephalic and caudal regions of the tadpole tail which, according to the

above interpretation, in turn indicates the existence of a metabolic gradi-

ent. On this basis the writer suggests, tentatively, that the inherent

histolytic and regenerative potentialities of tail integument, as evidenced

by the present work, are determined or conditioned by differences in

metabolic rate characteristic of the three dorso-ventral tail regions
studied.

SUMMARY

1. Uniform-sized tail-skin grafts were secured from extreme dorsal,

ventral, and one intermediate region of the tail and transplanted, auto-

plastically, to the backs of non-metamorphosing Rana catcsbiaua tad-

poles. Artificial metamorphosis was then induced and the histolysis

or reduction of the grafts studied. The median-source graft was in-

variably the first to undergo reduction followed in order by the ventral

and dorsal, regardless of their antero-posterior transplantation sequence
on the back.

2. Similar grafts of tail-skin were transplanted, autoplastically, to

the backs of non-metamorphosing larvae, and artificial metamorphosis

subsequently induced. At arbitrary stages of reduction the grafts were

retransplanted, homoioplastically, to the backs of non-metamorphosing
larva? and allowed to regenerate. The median graft was the first to

complete regeneration, as determined by histological reconstitution ; the

ventral being the second and the dorsal third.

3. The histolysis and regeneration of tail-skin always involves an

orderly sequence of cellular changes. For both of these processes the

sequence was determined as epidermis-dermis-subcutis.

4. It is concluded that the histolytic sequence is clue largely to a time

differential in the onset of histolysis. The regenerative sequence is

probably the result of a time differential in regenerative incipience.

5. The physiological basis of these sequences is inherent in the tis-

sues, and it is inferred that they may be determined or conditioned In-

different metabolic rates typical of each particular level.
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THK MOVKMEXT AND REGULATION OF CILIA ON THE
PARAPODIA ()F XFIMITHVS BUCERA, KIILERS 1

B. R. COONFIELD

(From the Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, and the

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Mass.)

The mechanism concerned with ciliary control has been studied ex-

tensively, from both the morphological and physiological features of

this effector system. Included in the physiological aspects of these

studies are such phases as ciliary movement and ciliary coordination.

Even though numerous publications concerned with cilia have ap-

peared, we are still uncertain as to the exact mechanism responsible for

ciliary movement and of the principle involved in ciliary coordination.

Perhaps the smallness of cilia and the fact that they break up so readily

during either chemical or mechanical treatment are problems prevent-

ing a thorough understanding of this type of effector system.

The cilia on the body wall and on the branchiae of Nephthys bucera

have been used in the experiments reported here because their size is

unusually large and they appear on structures in convenient locations

for study. Since Nephtliys bucera has not been studied in detail, even

by Ehlers (1868), who described the type specimen and who made no

mention of any ciliary organs, a part of this report deals with the struc-

ture of these cilia-bearing regions. Consideration also is given here to

the problem of ciliary coordination.

The distribution and function of cilia on the parapodia of Nephthys
bucera, together with the direction of their effective and metachronal

waves, have been described by Coonfield (1931). These cilia are lo-

cated on the branchia of each notopodium and they continue in a single

line on the body wall to the base of the neuropodium. They are defi-

nitely grouped into small tufts, each of which is limited to a single cell

(Figs. 5, 7, and 8). There are 18 or more of these tufts on the outer

and on the inner margin of each branchia and 20 or more on the body
wall between the two parts of a parapodium. Each ciliary tuft is made

up of 40 to 50 large compound cilia that vary in length, the shorter

ones being at the margins of each tuft. Also the tufts decrease in

length gradually from the longest ones at the base of the branchia to

the shortest one on its tip. The cilia on the body wall are slightly longer
3 Contribution No. 14 from the Department of Biology, Brooklyn College.

This work was begun at the Zoological Laboratories, Harvard University.
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than those on the branchiae. The longest cilia measured were about

62
/j.

while the shortest ones were 5.6 p.. Gray (1928) has stated that

cilia vary from O.l/A-0.3//, in diameter and are often 15 /A in length.

This author is obviously including only the simple type of cilia, for

Carter (1924) and Bhatia (1926) have given 30 /A for the length of

the complex latero-frontal cilia of Mytilns. That these large cilia of

Nephthys are of the compound type is shown definitely by their breaking

up into smaller units when treated with fixing reagents and when a

ciliated cell is disintegrating after having been punctured. This break-

ing up into smaller units begins at the tip of the cilium and progresses

to its base. In that these cilia are compound, they are similar to those

of the nudibranch veliger (Carter, 1926) and to the latero-frontal cilia

of Mytilns (Carter, 1924). Although the ciliary units could be seen,

it was not possible to determine their exact form.

According to Gray (1928), there are three types of ciliary move-

ment : the pendular type which includes only those cilia that vibrate

backwards and forwards by flexure at their bases
;
the flexural type

composed only of cilia that move by a flexure beginning at their tips and

passing down to their bases, thereby bending the cilia into hook-like

structures ; and the undulatory type which is characterized by a series

of waves passing from the base of the cilium to its tip. The cilia of

Nephthys bucera move according to the flexural type and thus resemble

those of the gills of Mytilns. The cilia of Mytilns (Gray, 1920) are

stiff in their effective beat and are limp in their return stroke. The
cilia of Nephthys are not quite as flexible in their recovery beat as are

those of Mytilns and they come to rest at the end of the effective beat

rather than at its beginning.

The metachronal wave of the cilia of Nephthys as it moves from the

base of the outer edge of the branchia on around the tip and along the

body wall shows clearly a rhythmic movement. The metachronism is

produced by simultaneous beating of the cilia at corresponding edges

of each tuft, and thus moves along the line of these tufts in a perfectly

synchronized pattern. This wave moves in a clockwise direction, pass-

ing towards the neuropodium on the right side and away from the

neuropodium on the left side* of the animal (Coonfield, 1931). It is

interesting to note that this direction of ciliary movement corresponds

to that of the prototrochal cilia of Spirobranchus tricornis and Eunice

fucata as reported by Mayer (1910). Since the direction of the effec-

tive stroke and that of the metachronal wave of cilia on animals are in

most cases either the same or directly opposite to each other, it is of

further interest to note that these directions of movement in Nephthys
are at right angles to each other. The cilia of this worm at correspond-
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ini; regions 011 the opposite margins of a branchiu reach the opposing

phases of their movement at the same time. Thus when a cilium on

one side of the branchia reaches the end of its effective stroke, the cor-

responding one opposite is at the end of the recovery stroke (Fig. 1).

This form of beating produces a current which carries suspended par-

tirle> in a circular fashion around an isolated branchia. The effect of

ciliarv movement on the body wall, however, o>mhiiu> with that of the

H

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic cross-section of a branchia, showing the location of its

cilia with the relationship of their phases of movement. A, anterior; D, posterior;
G, inner margin ; H, outer margin ; a, end of effective beat

; b, end of recovery
stroke.

FIG. 2. Diagrammatic view of a branchia, showing the cut made in testing for

the ciliary coordinating system.

branchial cilia to carry liquids and other materials posteriorly along the

body of the worm. This movement of water over the branchiae of

NephtJiys is a definite aid to respiration. This is of significance since

this animal usually lives in about six inches of sand and does not possess

any other accessory respiratory organs.
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STRUCTURES IN THE CILIATED REGION AS SHOWN BY STAINS

Iron hematoxylin, with or without a counter stain, showed a tuft

of cilia to be limited to a single cell. Each of these cells possesses a

single nucleus. This condition is quite unlike the syncytial form as

reported for the latero-frental epithelium of Lampstfis by Grave and

Schmitt (1925). These ciliated cells of XepJitliys are distinctly sepa-

rate. Small intracellular fibrils which pass from the base of each cell

to its cilia could be seen (Figs. 7 and 8). There was no evidence of a

cone-shaped fibrous structure as found by Grave and Schmitt (1925)
in the latero-frontal epithelium of the gill of Lampsilis nor was there

any degree of association between these fibers and the cell nucleus.

Iron hematoxylin did not show any basal corpuscles associated with the

cilia, as reported by Saguchi (1917) for ciliated epithelium of Anodonta.

Many fibers were shown by this stain within the basal membrane be-

neath these ciliated cells. There was no definite morphological associa-

FIGS. 3 and 4. Camera-lucida drawings of ciliary regions to show the effect

of methylene blue on ciliated cells. The drawings are of the cross-section and

sagittal section respectively, a, branchial wall
; b, intracellular stained materials ;

c, branchial cavity. (Methylene blue 1% hours, 7 M, X 440.)

tion, however, between these fibers and those of the cilia even though
these fibers were near each other. Vom Rath's stain showed these cells

as having a granular cytoplasm rather than a fibrous one as was shown

by iron hematoxylin (Fig. 9). Immersion of pieces of a branchia or

even whole segments of Nephthys in very dilute solutions of methylene
blue from 1 to 8 hours produced effects on the cytoplasm of the ciliated

cells similar to that of Vom Rath's stain, except that in methylene blue

the cytoplasm stained more deeply in the central part of the cell near

the nucleus and showed the root-like substance converging toward the

nucleus (Figs. 3, 4 and 6). If, however, the tissue remained in methy-
lene blue 8 hours or longer the stained substance was shown broken up
near the basal membrane (Fig. 6). Neither basal corpuscles nor ciliary

rootlets were shown by methylene blue.
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FIG. 5. Camera-lucida drawing of a parapodium of the right side of Nephthys.

A, setae
; B, branchia

; C, ventral cirrus
; D, notopodium ; E, neuropodium.

FIG. 6. Camera-lucida drawing of a ciliated cell of Nephthys to show the ef-

fect of staining with methylene blue at 8 hours. C, cuticula
; CE, cell structure

;

D, basal membrane. (/M, X 900.)
FIGS. 7 and 8. Camera-lucida drawings of ciliary regions to show intracellular

materials stained in iron hematoxylin, just to one side of the nucleus and through
the nucleus respectively. D, intercellular space; E, cilia; F, cuticula; G, nucleus;

H, basal membrane. (10M, X 440.)

FIG. 9. Camera-lucida drawing of a cross-section of a branchia, showing the

structure of this organ; A, branchial cavity; B, blood vessel; C, cilia broken into

their units
; CC, ccelomic corpuscle ; D, peritoneum ; and H, branchial muscles.

(Vom Rath, 6 M, X 900.)
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REACTIONS OF CILIA TO PHYSIOLOGICAL TI:STS

The ciliated regions of Nephthys are in convenient locations for

employing physiological methods in testing for the ciliary regulatory

>ystem. Either pieces of a branchia or a whole branchia isolated from

an animal's bod}' will live for several hours without either the rhythm
or the amplitude of their cilia being changed from the normal. A single

isolated branchia was slit from end to end on one side between the oppo-

site rows of cilia (Fig. 2). The beating of its cilia with their meta-

chronal wave continued in the regular manner after this cut was made.

Within a few hours, however, this tissue disintegrated, but the ciliary

beating was normal until the beginning of disintegration.

Pieces of branchiae were impaled on a cover slip by means of a

micro-needle and the ciliated cells were treated in the following ways :

1. A single ciliated cell was punctured with a micro-needle and it broke

up immediately. Its cilia stopped beating as soon as this dissipation

reached them and thus confirmed the views of Chambers (1924). 2. A
cell bearing active cilia, intact with other similar cells, was pressed near

its base. Its cilia became quiescent as this pressure was applied, but

the cilia of the adjoining cells continued their regular beating. The

quiescent cilia regained their beating and rhythm upon the release of

this pressure. 3. A single active ciliary cell between two other similar

ones was destroyed by the puncture method. The cilia on this cell

ceased beating while those on the other cells did not change their rate

or their metachronal movement. 4. Pressure was applied on non-

ciliated cells adjoining active ciliated ones without affecting these active

cilia. 5. One ciliated cell was pressed at the bases of its cilia near

the center of the tuft. The cilia in the pressed region stopped beating.

Those on either side of the quiescent cilia continued to beat, but with

a slower rate. As soon as the pressure was released, however, all of

the cilia resumed their normal beating. 6. A group of ciliated cells

was stretched by a pull with microneedles. Their cilia became quies-

cent, but resumed normal movement as soon as the stretching was dis-

continued. 7. A few cilia in a single tuft were held for a few seconds.

The other cilia in this tuft continued to beat without changing either

their rate or their metachronism.

DISCUSSION

The beating of cilia serves the animals on which they are located in

one of two specific ways. In the one, they beat continuously in an auto-

matic manner and move substances along a surface. Though the ac-

tivity of these cilia is thought by some to be independent of other tissues
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and therefore not controlled by the nervous system, evidence lias hem

presented by Agersborg (1923), Albertoni (1S<>1), McDonald (l'L'7),

Merton (1923), Meyer (1882), Seo (1931), and Setna (1930) which

shows that certain of these non-locomoter type of cilia are nervously

controlled. That such cilia on some animals are nervously independent,

however, is strongly indicated by the continued beating of cilia for

several hours on small isolated pieces of ctenophores, mollusks, and

annelids. The other function of cilia is to serve as locomotor struc-

tures. These cilia may serve as the entire locomotor system or they

may act only as an aid to another type of effector system during loco-

motion. Since the cilia in this category must change either their rate

ur direction of beating as the animal changes its rate or direction of

movement or must cease beating entirely, it has been assumed that they

are under the control of nerves. Certain data of experimental and

structural origin have been given to demonstrate the view of nervous

control (Copeland, 1922; Carter, 1926). It has been suggested that

these nerves are of the inhibitory type. If this be true, then it is natural

to assume that the state of ciliary activity is the normal condition of

ciliary protoplasm. This view is supported by Chambers (1924) who,

in referring to observations made on the ciliated cells of the ovaries of

sea urchins, stated (p. 258),
" An active cell can be impaled on the end

of a needle without interfering with the movements of the cilia. If.

however, the surface of the cell at its base be pricked and ever so slightly

torn, a breakdown travels rapidly over the cell. As the injury reaches

the ciliated border the peripheral cilia stop beating and the further

advance of this injury can be followed by the successive cessation of

more and more cilia until all ciliary activity has ceased. The cytoplasm
then becomes dissipated in the sea water and the cilia fall apart as mo-

tionless filaments."

That certain stains show nerves and fibers within ciliated cells in

various animals is clearly stated in reports of several investigators.

Meyer (1882) found nerve fibers ending in a layer of ganglion cells

below the epithelium of Palyophthcdmus. Agersborg (1923) noted

neural fibers in Mclibc extending from the pedal ganglion to the bases

of ciliated, epithelial cells where these fibers joined the intracellular

fibers that were connected to the ciliary basal bodies. Carter (1926)
found nerve fibers passing up between the bases of the ciliated cells of

the nudibranch veliger, and later (1928) he showed nerve fibrils pass-

ing from the cerebral ganglion and terminating in the ciliated cells of

this veliger. He found also intracellular fillers passing from these

nerve fibrils to the basal granules within the ciliated cells. Setna

(1930), however, could not find definite nervous connections in the
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ciliated cells of Pecten, and Bhatia (1926), even though he found inter-

cellular fibrils in ciliated epithelium of Mytilits connecting to the sub-

epithelium, concluded that coordination of movement is effected by cell

contact rather than by any specialized fibrillar mechanism. Although
fibrils within the ciliated cells and fibers within the basal membrane

were seen in the stained tissues of Nephthys (Figs. 7 and 8), there was

no evidence of connection between these two sets of fibers. Even if

these stained materials represent nervous elements, physiological evi-

dence must support this view before we can be certain that the nervous

system really regulates ciliary activity. That stained fibers may not

be true nervous elements has been shown by Carter (1924), who con-

cluded that the fibers of the lateral cells of Alytilns brought out by
stains do not represent the nature of true fibers in the living cell.

Certain physiological experiments on ciliated tissue do support the

view of ciliary coordination by nerves. Copeland (1922), by cutting

ciliated epithelium of the foot of Polinlccs, demonstrated that impulses
were carried from the subepithelial tissue to these ciliated cells. Mer-

ton (1923) produced activation of quiescent cilia on the epithelium of

the snail by stimulating electrically the nerves leading to this tissue.

McDonald (1927) found that the pharyngeal cilia of the frog beat more

rapidly when their sympathetic nerve supply was stimulated and they
beat less rapidly when their parasympathetic nerves were stimulated.

Seo (1931) reported that ciliary movement in the palate of the frog
and the toad were reflexly accelerated by the stimulation of the tongue
or the glossopharyngeal nerves. Although these experiments do show

certain facts which indicate the nervous regulation of ciliary beating,

the continued rhythmic movement of cilia on isolated pieces of tissues

shows automatic activity which is indicative of nervous independence.
This lack of nervous regulation was demonstrated on Nephthys when
the destruction of a ciliated cell between two other similar cells failed

to interfere with the beating of their cilia. It might be said that the

regulating impulses lie in the basal membrane, where definite fibers were

found, and therefore the destruction of a single ciliated cell does not

affect this transmitting system. Since the application of pressure,

however, to the adjoining basal membrane cells failed to interrupt

ciliary movement, whereas the application of the same amount of pres-

sure to the ciliated cells did stop their activity, it is assumed that the

basal membrane is not concerned in the regulation of these cilia. The

results of experiments on the ciliated cells of Nephthys show them to

be independent of any nervous control. This is in agreement with the

results of Lucas (1931a), who stated that the ciliated epithelium of

Mytilus is not regulated by a nervous system. Lucas (1931fr) also
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cut between two active latero-frontal ciliated cells of a lamellibranch gill

without producing any effect on the movement of their cilia. Further-

more, Gray (1922) came to the conclusion that the cilia of My/ Hits are

entirely independent of any nervous control.

Lucas (1932.) concluded from results of experiments on the latero-

frontal cell of Modiolns that an impulse sufficient to stimulate other

quiescent cilia to activity is transmissible through cells hearing quiescent

cilia. This cannot he the entire activating mechanism in Ncplithys

since a cell between two active ciliated cells was destroyed and yet the

cilia of these two cells continued to beat normally. Not only is the

ciliary movement of Nephthys independent of the nervous system but

the coordination of the metachronal wave is independent of this system

also. Since the evidence shows the movement and the metachronal

wave of cilia of XcpJithys to be independent of the nervous system and

since these cilia continue to beat in a normal manner on an isolated

cell, then each cell must possess its own regulating mechanism. This

view has been expressed by Worley (1933), who believes that the indi-

vidual cell governs its own metachronism. Possibly a neuroid mech-

anism is concerned with the regulation of cilia when they are in their

normal location on the animal, but this type of system cannot account

for the entire coordination. The type of apparent independence of the

cilia of Ncphtliys is not unusual since Gray (1924) has drawn a parallel

to this in the contraction of cardiac muscle.

From the data given by others in regard to the control of various

ciliated tissues and from the results of experiments on the ciliary sys-

tem of NcpJithys, it is apparent that no general statement in regard to

ciliary control can be made with any degree of exactness. This con-

trolling system is most likely different for different ciliated materials.

SUMMARY

1. The cilia of Ncphthys are grouped into small tufts on the branchia

and on the body wall of each parapodium. Each tuft is limited to a

single cell and consists of 40 to 50 large compound cilia. Each com-

pound cilium is made up of smaller units.

2. The longest cilia measured were 62
fj.

while the shortest ones were

5.6 /x.

3. The cilia of Ncphthys in their effective and recovery strokes move

according to the flexural type.

4. The corresponding cilia of each tuft along the branchia move

synchronously while those exactly across the branchia are opposite in

their phases of movement.
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5. The effective stroke of the cilia is at right angles to the meta-

chmnal wave.

6. Iron hematoxylin, with or without a counter stain, showed intra-

ccllular fihrils passing from the base of each ciliated cell to the cilia.

This stain showed also many fibers within the basal membrane beneath

the ciliated cells. There was no connection between the fibers within

the basal membrane and the intracellular fibrils of the ciliated cells.

7. Both Vom Rath's stain and methylene blue showed the cytoplasm
of the ciliated cells to be granular.

8. Physiological tests indicate each ciliated cell to be independent
and that it regulates its own activity.

9. Stains and the results of physiological experiments indicate the

ciliary system of NcplitJiys to be independent of the nervous system.

Possibly a neuroid mechanism is responsible for the ciliary coordina-

tion of these cells when they are in their natural location.
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FACTORS CONTROLLING LONGEVITY IN PROTOZOAN
PROTOPLASM

GARY N. CALKIXS

(From the Department of Zoology, Columbia University, A'rrc r York City)

I well remember the thrill I got when I first saw a living dincvba

proteus under the microscope ; its glairy substance, evidently liquid but

not mixing with the surrounding water, its enigmatic movements and

method of feeding were all fascinating. Nor was the thrill lessened in

any degree when I realized that this bit of living protoplasm, in all prob-

ability, had been continuously living since the beginnings of life and.

barring accidents, had the possibility of an indefinitely continued exist-

ence in the future.

What is true of Amceba is equally true of the many thousands of

species of other Protozoa, some of which are vastly more complicated.

The protoplasm composing each of them and each with its specific make-

up or organization has been continuously living in the past and has the

possibility of living continuously in the future.

What are the factors underlying this remarkable longevity, and what

are the observable processes by which this marvellous continuity is main-

tained ? In the following pages I shall attempt to answer these ques-

tions.

Weismann, more than fifty years ago in his classical essays on
"
Life

and Death," dealt with this problem in his characteristically suggestive

way. Protozoa, he argued, are simple bits of protoplasm which in a

proper medium have within themselves all that is necessary for an in-

definitely continued life. They receive stimuli and food from the en-

vironment, react to the stimuli, ingest and digest the food and grow.

When they reach the limit of growth typical of the species, they divide.

A fully grown bit of protoplasm does not die but its living substance is

parcelled out to two daughter cells each of which repeats the cycle of

feeding, growth, and division. Natural death, therefore, in Protozoa, is

unknown there is no corpse.

Protozoa, he continued, are equivalent to the germ cells of Metazoa

which are, likewise, potentially immortal. But germ cells upon develop-

ment give rise to specialized cells, tissues, and organs which have a

limited potential of vitality and these ultimately die. Natural death,

said Weismann, is the penalty which Metazoa pay for the privilege of

specialization.

410
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Weismann, in common with his contemporaries, recognized what we

regard as the first or primary group of factors underlying longevity, viz.

a proper medium, and the fundamental metabolic activities of the organ-

ism; life without these is unthinkable. His other conclusions, with our

knowledge today of Protozoa, are not acceptable. Metazoa and Proto-

zoa are not fundamentally different but are fundamentally alike, with

differences only in degree.

FUNDAMENTAL AND DKRIVKD ORGANIZATION

The egg cell of a metazoon is a small, apparently homogeneous sphere
of protoplasm which will develop into exactly one type of organism. It

has a specific make-up or fundamental organization which differs from

the fundamental organization of every other type of egg cell. Upon
stimulation it develops by continued cell division into organs and struc-

tures of a specific type of adult with a characteristic derived organiza-
tion which is the basis of classification. The derived structures consti-

tute the soma and together the}- protect and nourish the germ plasm with

FIG. 1. Stylonycliia pitshilata. Encysted organism with its fundamental or-

ganization, and the adult organism with its derived organization.

its fundamental organization within. Upon exhaustion of the potential

of vitality of the derived organization the individual dies a natural death

and its germ plasm, without protection and nourishment, is killed. The
derived organization in the vast majority of Metazoa is not turned back

or resolved again into the germ plasm with its fundamental organization.

Let us now look at a protozoon, preferably a ciliate with its fairly

complex organization. Like most ciliates, it may be found in an active

vegetative, or in an encysted, quiescent condition. The cyst of any spe-
cies of the genus Stylonycliia is a small spherical structure with a char-

acteristic corrugated external surface (Fig. 1). Within it is a ball of
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apparently homogeneous and structureless protoplasm. Like an egg cell.

it has a specific fundamental organization which will develop into one

specific type of adult and into nothing else. Place such a cyst in a suit-

able nutrient medium
;
soon the cyst wall softens and becomes permeable

to water and oxygen and the fundamental organization develops quickly
into an active organism with its characteristic adult derived organization

(Fig. 1). Unlike a metazoon, the derived structures are not formed by
cell division but are differentiated parts of the living fundamental or-

ganization itself, just as an egg cell might bud out derived structures

continuous with its own protoplasmic make-up. Like the soma of a

metazoon, these derived structures are vitally important to the organism
in its metabolic activities. In Stylonychia they consist of macronuclei,
mouth gullet and gastric vacuoles, peristome, anal opening, undulating
membranes, membranelles and various types of cirri, contractile vacuole

and canals. They are formed from and are continuous with the funda-

mental organization.

In different types of Protozoa derived organizations have a widely
varied significance both as to origin and as to function. \Yith Doflein

we may group them in two categories the euplasmatic and the alloplas-

matic. The former are differentiations of the living protoplasm such as

we find in pseudopodia of the Sarcodina, epimerites of the Gregarinida,
or in the various motile and cortical organs of the Infusoria. The latter

are usually products of secretion or of precipitation by the living proto-

plasm and are lifeless matter as in shells, tests and skeletons of Fcrami-

nifera, Radiolaria, etc., or as in gelatinous secretions (pseudochitin or

tectin of Bresslau) forming houses, cups, stalks, etc. of flagellates and

Infusoria. Such alloplasmatic structures of Protozoa are equivalent to

the skeletal elements of the Metazoa soma and, like them, when once

formed, are irreversible. \Yith them we have justification for challeng-

ing Weismann's denial of a corpse in Protozoa. Forming an important

part of the soma, a shell of a foraminiferan or a skeleton of a radiolarian

is left behind with a small bit of residual protoplasm when the funda-

mental organization breaks up into a multitude of germ cells which leave

the old cell behind as a relic of the old generation. The sea bottom is

covered fathoms deep with such corpses of previously living individuals.

The euplasmatic structures of the derived organization, on the other

hand, have no such fate. Formed bv and from the fundamental or-

ganization, they have a limited potential of functional activity, then are

withdrawn or absorbed into the fundamental organization and new

structures are formed to replace them. This phenomenon of absorption

and replacement termed reorganisation occurs at critical periods in the

life history and, with its different manifestations, constitutes the second
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and in some ways the most important group of factors underlying

longevity.

The fundamental organization of a ciliate is undoubtedly found in its

purest form in the permanent cyst. Prior to encystment the motile or-

gans and other cortical differentiations are absorbed; the macronucleus

fragments and the fragments are absorbed; water and waste matters in

the endoplasm are discarded and an impervious covering membrane, the

cyst wall, is secreted from the peripheral zone of protoplasm. The

micronucleus divides and one of the products will form a new macro-

nucleus. The fundamental organization, reduced to its lowest terms.

devoid of water and protected by its cyst, may be dried and kept in the

dried state for months or even years and without impairment of its

potential vitality. The specific organization, presumably made up of

nucleoproteins, proteins, carbohydrates, fats, and salts, in a definite com-

bination, remains intact.

Ultimately, in a favorable environment, water and oxygen are intro-

duced through the now permeable cyst wall and metabolic activities

begin. Through these, structures are developed which were not present
before. These are formed mainly in the cortex but the new macro-

nucleus develops rapidly in the endoplasm. The young organism, after

whirling around in its cyst, finally emerges and begins a new life cycle

with high vitality. With its full complement of cell organs the physio-

logical activities of the young organism begin at once. Reactions to

stimuli, movement, ingestion of food, secretion of digestive fluids, di-

gestion and assimilation of food, defecation of undigested remains, ex-

cretion of metabolic waste, and a multitude of other internal reactions, all

go on in full swing. The organism grows.
The varied activities do not leave the protoplasm as it was when it

left the cyst. Chemical processes of metabolism result in substances not

present before and, transient or stable, they play their part in further

activities. Physically, changes in phase in the polyphasic system are

probable although not demonstrated. In short, the fundamental or-

ganization is constantly changing and is never twice the same in an ac-

tive organism. Furthermore, the changes are cumulative and finally a

condition is set up when some drastic reaction is essential for continued

life. Reorganization, or a return of the protoplasm to the fundamental

organization, now occurs and is consummated by the phenomena of cell

division.

REORGANIZATION BY DIVISION

The changing make-up of the protoplasmic organization as a result

of continued metabolism from the end of one division to the advent of

the next is difficult to demonstrate on any morphological basis. Physio-
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logically, however, it is possible t<> show that the organization is not

equally responsive at all stages hetween divisions and the implication is

that changes do take place. A simple merotomy experiment illustrates

this (Calkins. 1911). A marine ciliate, Uronychia transfuga, is cut

transversely through the center so that half of the macronucleus and the

micronucleus are in one fragment, the other half of the macronucleus

and no micronucleus in the other fragment. If the operation is made on

an individual three to five hours after its last division, the fragment with

a micronucleus regenerates perfectly but the fragment without a micro-

nucleus, while it may live for four or five days, never regenerates the

missing structures. The same result is obtained if the organism to be

cut is from ten to fifteen hours old, but if the individuals cut are older

than this we get an increasing percentage of perfect regenerations of the

amicronucleate fragments. If the individual is cut at the age of twenty
to twenty-two hours, the complete regeneration of this fragment, al-

though without a micronucleus. is invariable. This indicates a progres-
sive differentiation in respect at least to the power of regeneration and

to that extent a change in organization. Furthermore, if one individual

is similarly cut while the two daughter cells at division are still connected,

or shortly afterwards, the amicronucleate fragment will not regenerate
the missing parts. This indicates that the condition which underlies the

power to regenerate is lost with the processes of division and is not re-

gained until the young cell has undergone a considerable period of normal

metabolism.

It is evident that the period of full inter-divisional maturity is one of

high catalytic activity shown by all parts of the organism and manifested

by division of cellular elements and by other significant processes. In

regeneration it is shown by the division of the basal bodies which under-

lie the formation of the regenerated cirri. In normal division it is

manifested by remarkable reorganization processes in the macronucleus

and by absorption of structures of the euplasmatic derived organization
which are replaced by new ones.

Division of the cell thus is by no means a simple process but a vital

phenomenon of the utmost importance and is accompanied by far-reach-

ing changes in organization. These changes begin with the macro-

nucleus, which is probably the most important of all the derived struc-

tures. The macronucleus arises from a product of an early division of

the micronucleus at encystment or endomixis. or from the amphinucleus
after conjugation. In an ex-conjugant it is not stained at first with

the usual nuclear dyes but nucleic acid (chromatin) is manufactured in

it and when it is ready for the first division it is filled with intensely

staining, uniform granules of chromatin exactly like the macronucleus
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after encystment. \Yith the ensuing metabolic activities the

geneous structure changes. In Urolef>tits. where the history has been

carefully followed, a different type of granule soon appears the so-

called X -granules. These do not stain with basic dyes and are hydro-

lyzed out with the Feulgen reaction. ( )n the approach of division these

become more numerous in each of the eight or more macronuclei. They

apparently act as catalysts, for a characteristic nuclear cleft (Kernspalt)

appears in each nucleus, associated with one large granule or with a

group of two or more. Separated by the cleft, the larger portion of the

nucleus now contains large-sized, uniform, and deeply-staining chromatin

granules while the smaller portion, distal to the cleft, contains smaller

and less deeply-staining granules (Fig. 2). The latter portion is cast

..!. S

FIG. 2. Macronuclei of Uroleptus halscyi. X-granules in the eight macro-
nuclei which act as catalysts whereby approximately one-third of each macro-
nucleus with modified chromatin is cast off into the cytoplasm. The other parts,

with re-organized chromatin, unite to form the single division nucleus (see Cal-

kins, 1930).

off in the cytoplasm together with the nuclear cleft and any remaining

X-granules. These cast-off parts disappear, evidently by absorption in

the cytoplasm, while the remaining portions now unite to form at first an

irregular fused mass which condenses to form the single ellipsoidal

macronucleus, with deeply-staining chromatin granules, ready for di-

vision.
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Analogous processes of macronuclear chromatin elimination, which I

have elsewhere referred to as evidence of
"
nuclear purification," occur

in different ways in other ciliates. Kidder (1933) described a core of

modified chromatin in the center of the macronucleus of Conchaphthirius

(Kiddcria) mytill. This core condenses into a small deeply-staining

ball which, upon division of the macronucleus, remains for a time in the

connecting strand between the daughter nuclei but ultimately disappears

by absorption in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3). A similar extrusion, referred

FIG. 3. ConcJwphtliirius anodontcc (upper row) to show segregation and emis-

sion of the extrusion chromatin. Kidderia (Raahe) my till (lower row) in same

stages. From preparations presented by Dr. G. W. Kidder (see Kidder, 1933).

to only incidentally by Rossolimo and Jakimowitsch (1929), occurs in

Conchophthirius steenstrupii. Here it is in the form of a finely granular

substance which comes from the macronucleus and remains for a time

between the nuclear halves after division but ultimately disappears in

the cytoplasm.

There is reason to believe that this phenomenon has something to do

with re-establishing full metabolic power of the macronuclear chromatin,

possibly by the elimination of waste products of chromatin activity.
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Another process of macronuclear reorganization which does not in-

volve the actual elimination of unclear snhstance occurs in the families

Aspidiscidai and Euplotida.- of the hypotrichous ciliates. At the ap-

proach of division in J.v/>/V/.sv</, according to Summers (1935), a gran-

ule appears at ahont the center of the convex side of the C-shaped

macronucleus. The suhstance of the granule stretches across the macro-

nucleus in two hands which form a V with the remains of the granule

at the apex. The two arms of the V now move in opposite directions,

traversing the entire macronucleus and disappearing at the two ends

(Fig. 4). The increasing zone between the two arms is filled with

FIG. 4. Aspidisca Iynee us. (Top row.) Macronucleus with origin of the re-

organization bands in center, and two phases in their migration towards the ends.

From preparations presented by Mr. F. M. Summers (see Summers, 1935).

Euplotcs patella (lower row) ; the reorganization bands originate at the two
ends of the macronucleus and pass through the nucleus until they meet in the cen-

ter. Chromatin between the bands is in the form of a reticulum. This is changed
into discrete granules with passage of the bands (see Turner, 1930).

deeply-staining chromatin granules which are quite different in appear-

ance and in staining capacity from the chromatin in parts of the nucleus

which have not been traversed by the bands. After disappearance of

the bands at the ends, the nucleus condenses to form the typical divi-

sion macronucleus of Aspidisca. Here again, therefore, there has been

a change in the physical condition of the chromatin and a change that
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is brought about through the activity of nuclear cleft substances acting
as catalysts.

A similar macronuclear reorganization is brought about in Euplotcs.

Here, as a division period approaches, a nuclear cleft develops at each

end of the long C-form macronucleus (Fig. 4). These two clefts now
move towards each other, traversing the entire nucleus until they meet

in the center where they disappear. The middle portion between the

two clefts contains chromatin in the form of a reticulum, but the ends,

after the clefts have passed, contain large, independent and deeply-

staining chromatin granules indicating that the chromatin undergoes
some kind of physical change with the passing of the bands. After the

bands disappear, the nucleus shortens into a rod-shaped structure now

ready for division.

This remarkable phenomenon has been described by numerous ob-

servers. Although previously observed, the clefts, or
"
reorganization

bands" so-called by Yocom (1918), were first adequately described by
Griffin (1910) in Enplotcs worcesteri. He called them "

reconstruction

bands
"
and described them as made up of two parts, one of which, a

proximal part turned towards the center of the nucleus, is deeply and

uniformly stained. Griffin regarded this as a
"
solution plane

"
in

which the chromatin is completely dissolved. The second portion,

which he called the
"
reconstruction plane

"
is in close contact with the

solution plane and in most cases appears uniformly clear and unstained

and with no trace of structure. In some cases he found what appeared
to be linin fibrils on the distal ends of which minute chromatin granules
were seen

;
these enlarge rapidly into intensely staining discrete granules

characteristic of the distal ends of the nucleus. Griffin believed that the

old chromatin is completely dissolved in the solution plane and is re-

formed without the impurities of the old chromatin a process of nu-

clear rejuvenescence.

Yocom (1918) gives a somewhat different interpretation of these

enigmatic structures which he calls
"
reorganization bands

"
in the re-

lated species Euplotcs patella. The two parts of each band are present

as in the description above, but Yocom holds that the chromatin does

not go into solution in what Griffin calls a solution plane, but
"
appears

there as closely packed granules from which they pass over the recon-

struction plane not as precipitated chromatin but as granules which have

undergone some sort of physical and possibly chemical reorganization."

Turner (1930), also working on Euplotcs patella, agrees with Grif-

fin regarding the absence of granules in the solution plane and considers

the substance in it to be in the physical state of a colloidal solution.

The chromatin reticulum in the center of the nucleus he interprets as
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in the continuous phase while the nuclear karyolymph is dispersed.

After action in the reorganization bands this condition is reversed, the

chromatin granules being in the dispersed phase and the karyolymph in

the continuous.

These phenomena indicate that, at division, a peculiar type of cataly-

sis occurs in the macronucleus whereby the chromatin undergoes some
kind of reorganization which leaves it in the condition of a young or-

ganism ready to divide. They arc, moreover, expressions of a general

wave of reorganization which passes over the entire organism, resulting

in a more or less complete new set of derived structures for both an-

terior and posterior daughter cells. The underlying cause of this peri-

odic and cataclysmic phenomenon is unknown but the facts are unmis-

takable.

The first careful observations on the happenings to the cortical

structures of the derived organization were made by Wallengren ( 1900,

1901, 1902). Prior to this. Stein (1859), Sterki (1878), and others

had observed and maintained that all of the motile organs and oral parts

are renewed at division in a number of ciliates (HolosticJia, Stylonvchid,

Gastrostyla, Uronychia, etc.). Wallengren carefully described the proc-

ess for each of the cirri of Stylonychia and other ciliates and, with

minor variations, fully confirmed the earlier observations. The latest

observer, Turner (1930), finds that not only are all cirri of Eitplotcs

patella absorbed and renewed, but that the coordinating fibers from the

anal cirri are also included in the loss and regeneration of the elements

of the neuromotor system. Contrary to previous observers, he finds

that in Euplotes the original cell mouth is not renewed during division

but continues to function throughout the process. Whether or not it

is renewed shortly after division is not yet satisfactorily determined.

The phenomena described above as occurring in the relatively few

types of ciliates that are cited probably occur in the same or in modified

form in all types of Infusoria. Metabolic activities during inter-

divisional periods result in a changed organization in which a general
wave of catalysis sweeps over the organism and ends in division of the

cell as a whole. One effect of this wave is a restoration of the old

macronucleus to its original post-cystic condition
;
another effect is the

withdrawal of the structures of the old euplasmatic organization back

into the fundamental organization and their replacement by new de-

rived structures. Here, as with de-differentiation described by Child.

the reorganization processes result in an increased rate of metabolism.

Flagellates, Sarcodina, and Sporozoa are less spectacular than the

ciliates in phenomena of reorganization by division. Nevertheless there

are some striking cases of reduction, absorption, and re-formation of
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derived structures. In flagellates division of the cell is longitudinal sc

that differential regeneration, characteristic of ciliates, is ahsent.

"While there are many cases on record where the old flagellum is re-

tained by one of the daughter cells at division and a new flagellum grows
out from the divided blepharoplast in the other daughter cell, there are

many cases on record of absorption of the old flagellum or flagella. and

re-formation of flagella from centrioles or blepharoplasts. The latter

usually arise by division of the endobasal body of the nucleus as in

Spongomonas, TricJwinonas, etc.

One of the best-supported cases in the latter category is the genus

Lophonionas, an intestinal parasite of the cockroach. Here the spheri-

cal (L. blattannn} or elongate (L. striata) cell has a prominent brush

of flagella at the anterior end. Each flagellum comes from a basal body
and each basal body from a short rod-form blepharoplast. The group
of blepharoplasts form a collar at the anterior end of the cell. Each

blepharoplast gives rise posteriorly to a fibril (rhizoplast) and the group
of fibrils form a basket or calyx in which the nucleus lies. Posterior to

the nucleus the fibrils come together to form an axial strand which runs

to the posterior end of the cell.

When ready for division, the nucleus emerges from its basket, centri-

oles derived by division of the endobasal body appear on the outside of

the nuclear membrane, and a spindle is formed between them. The nu-

clear complex now migrates to the posterior end of the cell and a minute

group of blepharoplasts arises from each centriole. The nucleus divides

and the two daughter nuclei, each with its newly-formed group of ble-

pharoplasts, migrate towards the anterior end of the old organism, one

on each side of the division plane. The old aggregate of flagella, basal

bodies, and blepharoplasts disappears by absorption in the protoplasm of

one of the daughter cells, each of which has a newly-formed group of

flagella, collar, calyx, and axial strand. In principle this is the same

type of phenomenon as in ciliates and recalls the loss of the old mouth

and oral basket of trichites, and the formation of two new mouths and

baskets during the division of Chilodon iincinatus as described by Mac-

Dougall (1925).
In the majority of the Sarcodina and Sporozoa binary division is not

the usual mode of reproduction. Where it does occur, as in Amcebidae,

noticeable derived structures are absent and reorganization, if it occurs,

is confined to the cytoplasmic make-up of which we have little evidence.

In Testacea there is a modified type of division, so-called budding divi-

sion, during which water is absorbed by the protoplasm of the old cell.

This is accompanied by lively cyclosis and protrusion of a protoplasmic
bud from the shell mouth. This bud grows, assumes the shape of the
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parent shell, and secretes its own chitinous membrane on which foreign

particles (Arcellidae) or plates manufactured by the parent protoplasm

(Euglyphidae) are Allied. Apart from the withdrawal of old pseudo-

podia there is no visible evidence of reorganization. In Heliozoa at

division, pseudopodia with their axial filaments are drawn in and new

ones are formed by the daughter cells.

In the vast majority of Sarcodina (Radiolaria, Foraminifera, and

Mycetozoa) and in most Sporozoa, binary division is replaced by multi-

ple division. Nuclei divide repeatedly and a portion of the cytoplasm
is ultimately parcelled out to each of the daughter nuclei. The minute

cells thus formed leave the parent organism as swarm spores. Meta-

bolic products, waste matters, and structures of the derived organization

are abandoned and the shells and skeletons alone record the existence

of the previously living cells. Each spore has only the fundamental

organization together with a new potential of vitality ; it is equivalent

to the reorganized daughter cell of a divided ciliate.

INADEQUACY OF REORGANIZATION BY DIVISION

It might seem that the method of restoring protoplasm to its funda-

mental organization by division would suffice to explain the indefinite

longevity of Protozoa. This, however, is not the case. It is true that

in animal flagellates this is the only method known, but it is not true of

other groups. In ciliates the power to divide, if other methods of re-

organization are prevented, gradually weakens ; the inter-divisional pe-

riods are progressively lengthened ; degeneration of the derived struc-

tures finally results. The micronucleus hypertrophies (Calkins, 1904)

or disappears (Maupas, 1888) and the motile organs are lost (Maupas,

1888). In UrolcptHs inobilis the chromatin of the macronucleus ulti-

mately disappears and only a few large X granules remain. The proto-

plasm dies from what appears to be old age.

The effects of continued division in ciliates, with the exclusion of

other methods of reorganization, are clearly shown by the method of

isolation cultures. A single individual, preferably an ex-conjugant, is

isolated in a suitable medium in a culture dish. The next day such an

individual, for example a Uroleptus inobilis, is represented by four or

eight daughter individuals, the number depending upon two or three

divisions of the original one isolated. Five of these individuals are

separately isolated in culture dishes, thus starting five lines all of which

represent the protoplasm of the original ex-conjugant. A single indi-

vidual is isolated daily from each line and the daily record of divisions

is kept for all lines. The total number of divisions in all lines is aver-

aged for 10-day periods. The division rate is taken as a measure of
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vitality and the history of vitality is obtained by plotting the consecutive

10-day averages on a graph where the ordinates represent the number

of divisions, the abscissas the consecutive 10-day periods. Such a graph
for Urolcptus mobilis is shown in Fig. 5. There is a high initial vitality

which gradually wanes through some 360 divisions during 300

days. In these isolation experiments the individuals do not encyst nor

do they conjugate, hence division is the only means of reorganization.

That division is not effective in checking the waning vitality is shown

by the fact that, without exception, all such cultures die.

There is no doubt that the macronucleus is the most important of

all derived structures of the ciliate organization. With each division

19

10

I fO 20

FIG. 5. Vitality graph of Urolcptus mob His. A composite graph of twenty-
three series averaged for successive 10-day periods.

of the cell, as shown above, it undergoes a process of reorganization

whereby the chromatin is restored to a virile condition. With Urolep-
tus mobilis, in isolation cultures, this is repeated upwards of 350 times

until reorganization, if it occurs, is ineffective and the protoplasm dies.

It is probable that the macronucleus, like all derived euplasmatic struc-

tures, has a limited potential of activity. Other derived structures are

periodically renewed from the fundamental organization. So too, un-

der favorable conditions, is the macronucleus, the renewal taking place

during the processes of endomixis and of conjugation.

In isolation cultures, if the extra individuals which remain over after

the daily isolation is made on any day are placed in a larger container

with abundant food, a so-called
"
encystment test' or "conjugation
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test" is started. Here the individuals multiply by division until there

may be thousands in the container. In the early stages of the life cycle

of Urolcptus inobilis all such individuals ultimately die of starvation,

but after approximately a month or six weeks after conjugation such

tests result in an increasing number of encystments. A type of cataly-

sis which is not seen in the division phenomena is now manifested. The

macronucleus is broken down by fragmentation and the fragments are

absorbed in the protoplasm while a new macronucleus is formed from a

product of micronuclear division. Other structures of the derived or-

FIG. 6. Glaucoma (Dallasia) frontata. History of a normal vegetative indi-

vidual with successive divisions resulting in copulating gametes and encysted

zygotes (see Calkins and Bowling, 1929).

ganization are absorbed, waste matters and water are voided to the out-

side, and a cyst membrane is formed within which the organism may
remain in a desiccated condition for months. When it is brought out

of the cyst and established in isolation culture, it has an optimum vitality

and passes through a complete life cycle exactly like that of an ex-con-

jugant. This phenomenon of endomixis, except for encystment, is the

same as endomixis in Paraincciitin aitrclia originally described by Wood-
ruff and Erdmann (1914). Endomixis thus brings about a more far-

reaching and a more complete reorganization than does division, and

the important derived structure, the macronucleus, is renewed.
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An interesting and illuminating variation, which I regard as equiva-
lent to endomixis, is shown by the ciliate Glaucoma (Dallasia) frontata.

At one stage in its life history, a stage corresponding to the period of

encystment in Uroleptus, Glaucoma frontata loses its normal form and

its normal movement and becomes elongate and cylindrical, darting

about in the medium with unusual speed (Fig. 6). Soon its mouth and

complicated oral membranes are absorbed and it divides into two ellip-

soidal individuals. These divide into four, the four into eight, and the

eight into sixteen individuals without any intervening growth. These

sixteen have no resemblance to the earlier parent form but each has a

macronucleus and a micronucleus which has undergone reduction divi-

sions and is haploid as to chromosomes. The sixteen are associated in

pairs which become surrounded by a cyst membrane within which they
fuse (Calkins and Bowling, 1929). This series of divisions is com-

parable with the process of endomixis in Paramcciiiin with the exception

that in the latter the micronuclei divide without division of the cell body.
It further indicates that in ciliates generally, endomixis is a reminiscence

of a gamete brood.

REORGANIZATION BY CONJUGATION

The longevity of a ciliate's protoplasm in the past is evidenced by
the fact that it is before us today and has the possibility of indefinite

longevity in the future. We know very little about the ultimate secrets

of protoplasmic organization which underlie continued life, but we can

analyze and control some of the conditions under which it keeps going.

A proper environment and adequate food are essential factors. These

lead to growth and to reproduction by division. We have seen above

that the processes of division involve reorganization and the return of

the protoplasm to a labile condition with a higher potential of metabolic

activity. The periodic recurrence of these processes might well be ade-

quate to ensure the longevity of the protoplasm, as seems to be the case

with animal flagellates. It may well be the case, also, with some ciliates,

but it must be remembered that the central organoid of metabolic ac-

tivity the macronucleus is itself a derived structure and, presumably
like other derived structures, is subject to absorption and replacement

by a new macronucleus derived from the fundamental organization.

This replacement does not occur at division, but, as shown above, it

undergoes its own reorganization which we have likened to a nuclear

purification. At endomixis, however, it follows the fate of other parts

of the derived organization ;
a new one is formed from the fundamental

organization and the result, again, is an increased vitality of the proto-

plasm. This phenomenon, recurring every thirty days, ensured the
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longevity of Paraincchun aitrclia in Woodruff's hands for many years

and through some thousands of generations by division. This phe-

nomenon, indeed, as Woodruff states, may be adequate to ensure indefi-

nitely continued life in the future, as division alone is adequate for

flagellates.

In a conjugation test made with Uroleptus when the series is sixty

or more days old the individuals multiply by division until there may
be thousands in the container. After four or five days the bacterial

food is diminished or even exhausted, and, if the race is
"
mature

"
an

epidemic of conjugation occurs. Two individuals fuse at the anterior

ends and remain united for about twenty-four hours (Fig. 7). They

FIG. 7. Uroleptus inobilis, conjugating. The wandering pronuclei are passing
each other at the anterior end. The line indicates the plane of cutting in merotomy
experiments (see Calkins, 1921).

then separate and each of the two begins a process of reorganization
which lasts for four or five days. If such an ex-conjugant is isolated,

it will give rise to a new series and its progeny will pass through all the

stages of vitality that the parent series passed through. At the outset

its vitality will be the same as the original vitality of the parent series,

but it will be greater than that of the parent series at the time of con-

jugation. It passes through the same history of waning vitality and its

protoplasm finally dies, although this may be months after death of the

parent protoplasm. This latter fact led Woodruff and Spencer (1924)
to conclude that the effect of conjugation is to impart a certain

"
sur-
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vival value" to each of the ex-conjugants. Vitality, however, means

more than survival or life continued beyond that of the parent proto-

plasm. There are at least two factors involved intensity of vitality

and endurance (Calkins, 1920). A series living 100 days and dividing

150 times has an intensity of vitality represented by an average of 1.5

divisions per day. Another series living 300 days and dividing 450

times has the same average intensity of 1.5 divisions per day, but no

one would say that the two series have the same vitality. Endurance

(survival value) and intensity must be taken together in order to meas-

ure vitality, and both are increased as a result of conjugation.

These experiments with Uroleptus, continued for more than ten

years and with 146 different series, invariably gave the same result.

Each series lived for a period of from three months to a year or more

and all were descendants of a single bit of protoplasm making up the

body of one Uroleptus cell.

There is little reason to doubt that some change in the protoplasmic

make-up occurs with continued metabolism through many successive

generations by division. In isolation cultures it is manifested by an

increasing time interval between divisions, i.e., a decreasing division

rate, and by a change in the physical properties of the protoplasm

whereby fusion of cells, total or partial, is possible. A type of catalysis

not manifested earlier in the life history is set up. The cortex is liqui-

fied, usually in the region of the peristome, and two individuals fuse in

conjugation at this region. In some cases the entire cortex is similarly

liquified and individuals will fuse at any point on the periphery. I have

seen no less than nine Paratnecium caudatum thus fused into one amor-

phous mass.

The stimulus of normal fusion results in activities not manifested

before. The micronuclei divide as they do in endomixis and their divi-

sions involve reduction in number of chromosomes and a mutual inter-

change of pronuclei which meet and fuse. This activity of the micro-

nuclei is generally interpreted as a reminiscence of an ancestral gamete
brood which is realized in Glaucoma frontata and in gregarines. In the

latter each individual of a syzygy forms a brood of gametes which copu-

late with similar gametes from the other individual of the pair.

Coming at the end of a vegetative period during which single or

multiple divisions may have occurred, such gamete broods indicate a

change in organization which, if copulation does not occur, results in

death of the gametes. In other words, gametes are so specialized that

they require a complemental combination to ensure normal metabolism.

In some, differentiation has been in the direction of greater constructive

activity resulting in a food-stored macrogamete or egg cell
;
in others,
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in the direction of more catabolic activity resulting in a brood of micro-

gametes or sperm cells as in Coccidiomorpha.
The happenings at conjugation in ciliates need only be recapitulated,

for the phenomena are so well known that detailed description is un-

necessary. Shortly after fusion of the anterior ends the micronuclei

in both individuals begin a series of maturation divisions. The third

division gives rise to the gametic nuclei. One of a pair of these remains

in situ, the other migrates through the protoplasmic bridge, unites and

forms an amphinucleus with the quiescent gametic nucleus of the other

organism. A mutual fertilization results, the two wandering pronuclei

in Vrolcptns passing each other at one stage at the apex of the united

pair. After union of the wandering and the quiescent pronuclei the

two individuals separate, the amphinucleus divides twice, and one of

the products forms a new macronucleus which, after four or five days,

is ready to divide. Another product forms a new micronucleus. In the

meantime the old macronucleus begins to degenerate and it ultimately

fades away in the cytoplasm. The other structures of the derived or-

ganization of the old organism are absorbed and replaced by new ones.

\Yith this new make-up the young organism starts a new life cycle with

an optimum of vitality.

Through these phenomena of conjugation an old protoplasm with

low vitality is made over out of its own contained substances into a new

protoplasm with high vitality. What explanation of this remarkable

change in vitality can be given ? The only apparent differences between

the happenings at division and those at conjugation are: (1) fertiliza-

tion, and (2) loss and replacement of the old macronucleus. Renewed

vitality after conjugation may be due to one or the other or to both of

these phenomena. Conjugation differs from endomixis only in catalysis

of the cortex and in amphimixis. Fertilization, with its sequelae of

hereditary possibilities, is assumed to be the raison d'etre for all sorts

of subsequent peculiarities, but for the phenomenon of increased vitality

under consideration a very simple experiment with Uroleptus mobilis

shows that fertilization, writh amphimixis, has nothing to do with the

problem. A conjugating pair is cut across the apex with a scalpel. One
individual of the two thus separated is fixed and stained to show the

stage in conjugation when cut
;
the other individual is cultivated in an

isolation culture dish. The experiment is particularly significant when
the two wandering nuclei are cut off with the apical piece (Fig. 7).

The cultivated individual goes through exactly the same processes as

though conjugation had been completed in a normal manner; the old

derived structures, including the macronucleus, are absorbed and re-

placed ;
the same characteristic renewal of vitality, and the same normal
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life cycle occur, but amphimixis had been prevented conjugation had

been turned into endomixis (Calkins, 1921).

The second alternative, viz., the loss and replacement of the old

macronucleus together with that of the old derived structures generally,

remains as a possible explanation. This phenomenon is common to

endomixis, conjugation, and conjugation merotomy, and in all cases a

renewed vitality results. It does not happen in division although, as

shown above, characteristic changes occur in the macronucleus. With
its disintegration and absorption in the cytoplasm a new supply of

nucleo-proteins is distributed in the cell and this may be a potent factor

in the new vitality. Added to this is the fact that an entirely new and

powerful organ of the cell the macronucleus has been supplied from

the fundamental organization. The majority of the derived structures

of the organism have a relatively short life, being absorbed and renewed

at division (cirri and other motile organs) ; others, such as membranelles

and oral structures, apparently have a longer life (especially anterior

cells at division; posterior daughter cells always have newly-formed oral

structures where the mouth is anterior). Of all derived structures the

macronucleus has the longest life; it divides at cell division and may re-

main functional through entire life cycles including many hundreds of

generations by division. It is the chief metabolic agent of the cell,

while, in amicronucleate races, it is the only nucleus present. Yet it

apparently lacks the possibility of continued life which the micronucleus

possesses. It is essentially somatic in character and, like the soma of

Metazoa, it ultimately wears out; if not replaced, the rest of the cell,

including the micronucleus, dependent upon it, dies with it. It is quite

possible, indeed I regard it as probable, that the gradual deterioration of

this important organ of the ciliate cell is the underlying cause of waning

vitality and ultimate death of protoplasm in isolation cultures.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The factors controlling longevity in protozoan protoplasm may be

summarized and enumerated as follows :

1. A suitable environment with an adequate food supply.

2. The metabolic activities of the individual producing a constantly

changing organization.

3. The catalytic processes of cell division whereby a changed or-

ganization is restored, in part, to the fundamental organization from

which newr derived structures are formed.

4. The catalytic processes of endomixis whereby a changed organ-

ization is more completely restored to the fundamental organization

from which new derived structures, including the macronucleus, are

formed.
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5. The catalytic processes of conjugation, affecting the entire or-

ganization but beginning with the cortex, whereby a changed organiza-

tion is fully restored to the fundamental organization from which a

complete new set of derived structures, including the macronucleus, is

formed. Here, also, is the opportunity for a change, through amphi-

mixis, in the fundamental organization, and with it the possibility of

variations.

6. Encystment, associated in most cases with endomixis, whereby the

fundamental organization, in a dried state, may withstand unfavorable

environmental conditions for long periods.

The line of thought developed above brings us back rather closely to

Weismann's interpretation of Protozoa as having within themselves all

that is necessary for an indefinitely continued existence. He was un-

doubtedly right, but when we consider the complexity of the processes

involved in this continuity we are forced to the conclusion that the gen-

eralization should not be limited to the Protozoa but is equally true, with

different degrees of complexity, in Metazoa and, indeed, in all other liv-

ing things. His further assertion that Protozoa are equivalent to the

germ plasm in Metazoa is true only in part. Had he limited it to the

fundamental organization as we find it in the encysted organism, or

periodically during the life history, we would find no objection to the

generalization. Such an organism, like the egg cell, undergoes develop-

ment, and new structures, often highly specialized and complex, are

formed. Such structures constitute the soma which is analogous to the

soma of Metazoa. Unlike the latter, however, the protozoan soma is

reversible in greater or less degree and may be periodically renewed.

When the conditions necessary for such reversion are inaccessible, as

in isolation cultures with ciliates, the protoplasm dies a natural death, as

in the case of the Metazoa, through waning of the potential vitality of

the derived organization.

We cannot agree with Maupas' conclusion expressed in the title of

his great work,
"
Snr Ic rejeunissement karyogamique chcz Ics ciliees"

(1889), for the old macronucleus is not rejuvenated in most cases at

least in conjugation but is replaced by an entirely new one. It focusses

attention, however, upon the micronucleus as the last stronghold of the

fundamental organization in the struggle for continued existence.

Woodruff was right in the conclusion in his and Erdmann's paper of

1914, "A Normal Periodic Reorganization Process without Cell Fu-

sion in Paramecium." It is probable that endomixis, with cell division,

is adequate for continued existence of some ciliates, as division alone is

adequate for continued life of animal flagellates. It is not, however, a
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specific phenomenon of Protozoa, for its counterpart, parthenogenesis,

is characteristic of many Metazoa.

Fertilization in Protozoa is an expression of an almost universal

phenomenon of life. In all cases it involves the fusion of two minute

bits of the protoplasmic fundamental organization. These may be in

the form of isogametes or anisogametes, according to the type of spe-

cialization, or in the form of minute parts only of the fundamental

organization, as in pronuclei of ciliates in conjugation, or pronuclei in

Cnidosporidia. In Metazoa, and in Coccidiomorpha amongst the Pro-

tozoa, fertilization involves a stimulation to development which is in-

hibited through specialization of the gametes. Its significance in proto-

plasmic longevity is problematical. For the majority of Aletazoa and

for Coccidia, it is, indeed, obligatory, but for many Protozoa, e.g., ani-

mal flagellates and after merotomy of conjugants in ciliates, it is quite

unnecessary for continued vitality. In general its effect seems to be the

restoration of the fundamental organization to a balanced condition

through the union of diversely specialized gametes, together with the

formation of new combinations which may result in different types of

derived organizations.

Little more can be said about the fundamental organization. In the

thousands of species of Protozoa each one has its own specific type of

organization and no one knows what this specificity is. Through the

ages each such specificity has been retained and maintained. Each bit

of the fundamental organization goes through the same series of ac-

tivities response to stimuli, food ingestion and digestion, growth.

Hundreds of activities go on unseen in its substance and the organiza-

tion changes with every one such activity ;
structures of the derived

organization are formed as a result of metabolic activities and all of

them, except the alloplasmatic, are periodically reversed and restored

to the fundamental organization. In appearance the derived organiza-

tion changes from time to time either as enduring modifications (Jollos,

1913) or as mutations. In short, the history of the fundamental or-

ganization is a history of ceaseless change, but
'

Hits ca change plus ca

reste la meme chose."
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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE DIURNAL MIGRA-
TION OF COPEPODS IN THE GULF OF MAINE

GEORGE L. CLARKE

(From the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution J and the

Laboratory of General Physiology, Harvard University)

The following observations were undertaken to obtain further in-

formation on the diurnal migration of plankton in relation to environ-

mental conditions. It was felt that the influence of temperature should

be more carefully tested, particularly at the thermocline. The possi-

bility that diurnal migration might be caused or controlled by reactions

to food organisms required investigation. More precise and more ex-

tensive observations were desired on the effect of the changes in sub-

marine irradiation with depth and with time of day. The observations

were made at two stations in the Gulf of Maine, the first (Station 1722)

occupied for 54 hours on July 14-16, 1933, in the deep central part of

the Gulf but farther off shore than the stations of the previous year

(Clarke, 1933), and the second (Station 1723) occupied for 24 hours

on July 17-18, 1933, on the eastern edge of Georges Bank. By com-

paring the behavior of the copepods at these different localities, it was

believed that the importance of differences both in environmental fac-

tors and in physiological condition of the animals would be revealed.

METHODS

The same methods were used for studying the migration as be-

fore with the following modifications. The nets were provided with

new brass buckets in which the monel metal netting was coarser (18

strands/cm.), thus allowing faster drainage and minimizing clogging.

The strap (15, Fig. \A, Clarke, 1933) used to hold the tail of each

net at the edge of its frame preliminary to lowering was replaced by a

light brass chain through an appropriate link in which the pin ( 14) was

inserted. The pursing rope (P) and the cord (18) were provided with

spring clips for fastening them to the upper clamp (2) and the hand-

line (19) respectively, thus saving the time formerly consumed in tying

knots. To aid in keeping the ship in the same body of water through-

out the whole period of observation, a buoy was constructed consisting

of a keg with a pole thrust through it at right angles to its long axis.

Since our intention was to study the plankton in the upper 50 meters

1 Contribution No. 48.
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of water particularly, a sea anchor was attached below the keg at a

depth of 25 meters. The buoy therefore tended to stay with the body
of water at that average depth, and since the keg floated three-quarter^

submerged, it had very little windage. The buoy was equipped with a

flag during the day and with two hurricane lanterns at night and could

be seen easily for several miles. The depth of the hauls is indicated in

the tables. At the deep station the copepods migrated to such a depth
that three series of hauls were sometimes necessary. The qualitative

and quantitative analysis of the catch and the length measurements were

very kindly carried out for me by Mr. Charles Wheeler assisted by Mr.

David Lillie.

GENERAL VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

The catches were composed almost entirely of Calanus fininarchicns

(Gunner). A small number of Metridia lucens (Boeck) mostly adult

females was taken also in some cases (Tables I and II). At the deep
station Calanus copepodid stage V was the most numerous group pres-
ent. This group, together with copepodid stage IV and the adults of

both sexes, were represented at some time of the day at every depth
down to 174 meters. Very few individuals in copepodid stage III

occurred at this locality. Metridia was generally confined to the deeper

levels, although at night the range of the adult females and the im-

mature did extend upwards to 6 meters. Since the water was 260

meters deep at this station, there was a considerable depth below the

lowest haul which was not sampled at all. At the Bank station the

adult females and copepodid stage V of Calanus were the most nu-

merous group, but the adult males and stages IV and III were also

well represented. All the Calanus groups were found at all levels.

Metridia occurred chiefly at the deeper levels. Since bottom was at

65 to 75 meters at this station, the whole depth of water was sampled
in this case.

To aid in distinguishing seasonal broods the cephalothorax length

of copepods in the various sex and age groups were measured from

representative hauls made at different depths and at different hours

during the two stations (Table III). From Table IV it is seen that the

ratio of the total length to the cephalothorax length of Calanus is extra-

ordinarily constant. This means that relative shape remains the same

in spite of differences in size.

The cephalothorax length of Calanus adult male changes very little

with depth or with time of day. In the case of the adult females con-

siderable constancy of length exists for all the hauls within each station,

but at the deep station the averages range from 2.654 mm. to 2.722 mm.,
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whereas at the Bank station the range is from 2.536 mm. to 2.674 mm.
If this difference be regarded as significant, it may indicate that we are

dealing with two different broods (cf. Russell, 1928, 1934; Marshall,

1933). Xone of the averages for the adult females is as low as that

found for the 6-meter level previously, namely, 2.445 mm. (Clarke,

1933, Table VI). Furthermore, in the present case the range is not

as great and there is not a distinct increase in length with depth. The

average lengths of Calonus copepodid stage V show a little more varia-

tion at each station, but there is no consistent change with depth and no

clear-cut difference between day and night hauls. The range of lengths

is about the same at the two stations, and the average size is slightly

greater than that found the previous year. Average lengths for cope-

podid stage IV range from 1.853 mm. to 1.903 mm. at the deep station

and from 1.743 mm. to 1.867 mm. at the Bank station. The animals

taken this season were generally larger than those of the same stage

taken previously. The lengths of 25 specimens of Calamis copepodid

stage III (Haul 420) ranged from 1.275 to 1.488 mm. and the average,

1.403 mm., is greater than that found the year before. For Metridia

litccns the range for 27 specimens of the adult females from Haul 342

is 1.828 to 2.253 mm. and the average, 2.014 mm., falls within the range

reported previously. In general the length measurements of all the

copepods vary much less than was the case the year before and there

are no regular changes within each group.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

The intensity of light present at different depths and its changes

during the course of the day were measured at both the stations

(Clarke and Oster, 1934). For the sections of the spectrum consid-

ered, red light had very nearly the same intensity as blue at the surface

of the water but its intensity diminished very much more rapidly with

depth. The intensity of red light was reduced to 1 per cent of its

value at the surface at a depth of 11 to 12 meters whereas blue light did

not suffer a corresponding reduction until a depth of 26 to 40 meters

was reached. Since the copepods appear to have migrated downwards

more than 100 meters at the deep station, it seems probable that in so

far as their movement is a response to light, it is the blue component
rather than the red which is chiefly concerned. Lines of equal intensity

for blue light only have been represented in all the figures of diurnal

migration.

At the deep station the temperature of the water was measured every

5 meters to a depth of 50 meters and the series was repeated 19 times
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during the 54-hour period
2

(see Fig. 1). The isotherms show two

sharp peaks : one at 5 o'clock, July 15, and the other at 6 o'clock, July 16.

There are three less prominent peaks alternating with these. 3 The di-

urnal heating effect of the sun can be seen in the variation of the tem-

perature at 1 meter. The difference between the highest and lowest

temperatures at this depth was only 0.9 C. At a depth of 28 meters a

change of 5 C. occurred in the 3 hours between 5 and 8 o'clock on

July 15. Since it would be impossible for a large body of water to

change its temperature so quickly, the effect must have been produced

by a vertical movement of whole strata of water. This is substantiated

by the fact that the thermocline is seen to have been periodically dis-

placed. For example, during the 3 hours following 5 o'clock on July 15

it is moved downwards 25 meters. The temperatures below 50 meters

at the deep station (Table I) were measured at three different times and

found to vary on the average by about half a degree. For the one tem-

perature observation taken at the Bank station the thermocline occurred

between 15 and 20 meters. Data showing variation with depth of oxy-

gen, phosphate, nitrate, and salinity for these stations are given by
Braarud (1934, Tables I and II).

The vertical distribution of the phytoplankton at both stations has

been reported by Braarud (1934). The phytoplankton was generally

poor in both localities, but coccolithophorides, peridinians and ciliates

were found above the thermocline and diatoms existed below it. At

the deep station Pontosphara Huxleyi was the dominant form and oc-

curred in maximum numbers at 18 meters. Although this species was

also the most numerous at the Bank station (maximum abundance at

15 meters), the dominant form in respect to bulk was the much larger

Gulnardia flaccida with a level of maximum abundance at 30 meters.

DIURNAL MIGRATION

The sex and age groups of Calaints finmarchicus all exhibited much

the same type of diurnal migration at the deep station as may be seen

from Figs. 2 and 3. The copepods of all groups were distributed

chiefly below 80 meters at 1730 (Local sun time) on July 14. At 1930

there was an indication of an upward movement, but at 2130 maximum
numbers occurred at the bottom of the series. Probably a rapid up-

ward migration took place during the interval between these two series,

- In connection with meteorological investigations of Prof. C. G. Rossby and

Mr. R. T. Montgomery.
''

Similar fluctuations in temperature were observed by Prof. C. G. Rossby and

Prof. A. C. Redfield on June 1, 1934 from the "Atlantis" while anchored at Sta-

tion 2212 (not yet reporter
1
'
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with the result that at 2130 the major part of the migrating population
was present above 70 meters where no hauls were made. Support for

this suggestion is furnished by the fact that copepods occurred in num-

bers in the upper strata at 20 o'clock on the following two evenings.

Furthermore, since a large population existed near the surface at dawn
on July 15, an upward migration must have taken place at some time

during the night. The descent the following morning was very rapid,

for at 0530 the maximum occurred at 66 meters or below and at 9

o'clock the entire population had sunk below 100 meters. At 1630 the

upward movement had begun and proceeded rapidly until about 20

o'clock. Not much change in distribution took place during the re-

mainder of the night, but in every case except that of the adult females,

the population occurred at a slightly lower level before dawn the next

morning (cf. Worthington, 1931; Nicholls, 1933). The migration on

July 16 followed very closely the course run on the previous day. The
indication of a concentration of adult males at the 6-meter level at

0430 on July 16 is probably due to a sampling error, the great majority
of animals undoubtedly being below 54 meters at that time (cf. Table

T). The general nature of the migration of Calaims at this station is

similar to that observed by Nicholls (1933) for the adult females in

the Clyde Sea-Area.

The slight differences in the behavior of the sex and age groups are

chiefly matters of the distance through which the population moved.

Thus, although all groups migrated to a depth of 120 meters or more

during the day time, the adults descended farther than the immature on

July 15. At night, the range of every group extended up to 6 meters

but the level of maximum abundance was never higher than 42 meters

for the males and never higher than 30 meters for copepodid stages V
and IV, whereas for the females it occurred at 6 meters in the first

series on July 16. Generally throughout the day the males were distrib-

uted deeper than the other groups.
A consistent though rough correlation between the vertical distribu-

tion of the copepods and the intensity of the submarine irradiation is

apparent from the figures. Practically no individuals were taken from

zones where the light intensity was 100 /JAV or greater. Early in the

morning the center of the population coincides fairly closely with the

1.0 /JL\V line, but in the next few hours the copepods descend more rapidly

than the lines of equal intensity do, until at 9 o'clock maximum numbers

occur at depths where the irradiation is less than 0.01 /xw. It appears
that insofar as the animals are reacting to light a higher intensity is

required to initiate the migration than is required to cause it to continue.

At 16 o'clock and thereafter the copepods were found in strata where
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the irradiation \vas more than 0.01 /nv and in some cases even more than

1.0 n\v. This tolerance of higher irradiation in the latter half of the

day can be explained as the result of decreased sensitivity following

light adaptation (cf. Worthington, 1931; Russell, 1931). Calanus

copepodid stage III was almost entirely absent at the deep station.

Males, females, and immature of Metridia lucens occurred in the

deep hauls and in the shallower hauls made at night. Toward the end

of the afternoon on July 15 Metridia was encountered from 138 to

174 meters, and on July 16 from 90 to 138 meters. Females and im-

mature reached the 6-meter level and males reached the 42-meter level

at 2138 on July 15, but these strata were deserted early in the morning.
The observations made on the succeeding days at the Bank station

revealed an entirely different vertical distribution and diurnal migration
of Calanus, the major portion of the population being confined to the

upper strata at all times (cf. Nicholls, 1933, p. 155; Russell, 1934).

This station was about 100 miles south of the preceding and located in

a physiographically distinct part of the Gulf, but as described above, the

environmental conditions were not profoundly different. The sex and

age groups of Calanus all exhibited the same general behavior (Table
II and Figs. 4 to 6). At 16 o'clock on July 17 maximum numbers oc-

curred at depths of from 5 meters to 25 meters, and as night came on

there was a slight movement upwards. At 3 o'clock the next morning
most groups were rather evenly distributed in the upper 30 meters but

an hour later there was indication of a concentration toward the surface

again (cf. Russell, 1926). Soon after 6 o'clock the main downward

migration began. The upper strata were progressively deserted during

the remainder of the morning until at 14 o'clock maximum abundance

occurred at a depth of 25 meters. By 1530 the copepods had started

to move toward the surface again.

The adult males (Fig. 4, upper) did not migrate toward the surface

as strongly as did the other groups of Calanus. The males were rather

evenly distributed throughout the clay and the maximum was usually

to be found at 12 to 15 meters. The adult females (Fig. 4, lower) not

only were much more abundant in the uppermost water layer but also

were taken in even smaller numbers below 30 meters. This group ex-

hibited little tendency toward uniform distribution during the night and

did not leave the surface as early in the morning as did the males. The

copepodid stage V population (Fig. 5, upper) was not highly concen-

trated, being well represented at all depths even down to 65 meters, but

its vertical movement was slightly more extensive than that of the adults.

Copepodid stage IV (Fig. 5, lower) migrated more strongly toward the
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surface at night than stage V and did not descend as far during the day.
The tendency toward uniform distribution early in the morning is clearly

marked. The distribution of copepodid stage III (Fig. 6, upper) was
much the same as stage IV except that the level of maximum abundance

never occurred below 22 meters and extremely few individuals were

taken below 25 meters at any time.

While the Calanus groups were carrying out these very limited mi-

grations at this station, the Metridia population showed a considerable

vertical movement. During the first afternoon and evening the level of

maximum abundance of the adult females (Fig. 6, lower) moved up-
wards from 35 meters to 12 meters. The animals did not continue mi-

grating toward the surface during the night as previously (Clarke,

1933), for early the next morning the maximum occurred at 22 meters.

A rapid downward movement followed until at 0830 the population was
found chiefly below 35 meters. The adult males and immature of

Mctridia, which were taken in small numbers, appear to have migrated
in much the same manner as the adult females, although not as ex-

tensively.

Since all the groups of Calanus remained in the upper water layers

throughout the day at this station the animals must have been able to

withstand strong irradiation. It can be seen from the figures that the

copepods sometimes occurred in large numbers at levels where the light

intensity was 1000 ^w or more. However, the maximum abundance

for all the groups of Calanus was usually found between the 1000 //.w

and the 100 /uv lines. In most cases it is evident that the animals are

inhabiting zones of higher light intensity in the afternoon than early in

the morning, indicating that light-adaptation has taken place. The adult

females of Mctridia were confined to zones of lower irradiation. In

the morning they appear to have avoided light intensities higher than

10 jtiw, but later in the day they were taken at levels where the irradia-

tion was between 100 /uv and 10

DISCUSSION

The present observations illustrate the fact frequently pointed out

by other investigators that the diurnal migration of plankton is a highly

variable affair (Russell, 1932; Southern and Gardiner, 1932). The

fact that the sex and age groups of Calanus fininarchicus all exhibited

much the same type of behavior in the present case is in sharp contrast

with the observations of Nicholls (1933) on this species made during
his excellent investigations in the Clyde Sea-Area. At our deep station

Calanus was found to be carrying out an extensive migration but at our
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Bank station the same species exhibited a very slight diurnal movement.

At the deep station the temperature was generally lower than at the-

Bank station, there being about 2 C. difference at the surface. Since

Calanns is a cold-water species one would have expected a movement

away from the surface in the warmer locality rather than in the colder.

At the deep station the copepods carried out their migration in spite of

the vertical oscillations of the water strata. The fact that the animals

moved across the thermocline shows that in this case, at least, tempera-
ture is of minor importance in controlling vertical distribution (cf.

Clarke, 1934ft; Russell, 1927, p. 241). At the Bank station the cope-

pods remained in large measure above the thermocline.

The salinity of the upper strata was slightly lower at the deep station

than at the Bank station, but below 30 meters it was much the same at

both localities. There was very little difference in other hydrographic
conditions at the two stations (Braarud, 1934) and the differences in the

phytoplankton do not appear to be significant although we do not know

precisely which forms are important as food organisms (cf. Clarke,

1934a). The dominant form, Pontosphcera, was abundant above the

thermocline in both cases, and the diatom population below the thermo-

cline at the Bank station can be of no importance since the majority of

the animals did not visit the lower strata. In view of this situation not

only does it appear that the differences in the behavior at the two sta-

tions are not clue to differences in the phytoplankton, but also it is diffi-

cult to understand how food could be an important factor in causing or

controlling the diurnal migration which did occur at the deep station

(cf. Worthington, 1931; Nicholls, 1933). In their upward movement

the animals passed right through the zone of abundance of phyto-

plankton.

The year before in the Gulf of Maine at Stations 1285 and 1286

(Clarke. 1933) the adult females of Calanns exhibited no regular move-

ment and copepodid stages V and IV migrated over a very limited range

only. At Station 1287 the adult female population tended to rise and

fall between 16 and 30 meters, but the copepodid stages showed very
little tendency to migrate. In general in both cases the females and

stages V and IV occurred in nearly equal numbers at all depths. The
environmental conditions at the time when these observations were made
were not strikingly dissimilar from those at Stations 1722 and 1723.

Mctridia carried out distinct migrations at both Stations 1722 and

1723, although in the former case the vertical movement was more

extensive. The species particularly the adult females is evidently

more sensitive to light than Calanns since it was confined to zones of

less intense irradiation. Furthermore Metridia arrived at the surface
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later than Calanus and left the surface earlier at both stations. The

migration of the adult females of Mctridia was generally similar to that

observed for this group the year before at Station 1287 but differed in

certain details. At Stations 1722 and 1723 the copepods did not show a

tendency to continue swimming toward the surface after complete dark-

ness as they did on the previous occasion. Moreover, in the present case

the downward migration was begun more than an hour before sunrise,

and the animals descended during the day to much greater depths at

Station 1722 than they did at Station 1287 where the water was corre-

spondingly deep.

These differences in behavior must represent differences in the

physiological condition of the organisms. In the case of the wide dis-

parity in the distribution and migration of Calainis at the deep station

and the Bank station, the conclusion seems inevitable that a funda-

mental difference in the reaction of the animals to light existed. It may
be that we are dealing with two distinct broods, which differed in their

physiological states (cf. Russell, 1928, 1934), although no clear indica-

tion of this appears from the length measurements. On the other hand,

dissimilarities in the response to light might have been caused within

comparable broods by the differences in the environmental conditions

even though these are apparently slight. It is significant to note, how-

ever, that nothing in the environment at the Bank station prevented
Mctridia from carrying out a considerable migration. Although it is

well known that differences in the environment often affect the reactions

of different organisms in diverse ways, the present state of our knowl-

edge of the specific action of external factors on copepods is insufficient

to explain the variations in these observations on diurnal migration.

However, we do know that phototropic reactions are sometimes under

a very delicate control (Clarke, 1932).

We may conclude that in the control of the diurnal migration of

copepods the environmental conditions are important from two points

of view. First, they have a direct action in providing the stimuli by
which the animals' swimming reactions may be evoked. Secondly, an

indirect action is involved by which the factors of the environment influ-

ence the physiological condition of the organism. The environment is

responsible for the physiological differences which may exist not only
between seasonal broods but also between individuals of the same brood.

Of the factors which directly affect the vertical movement of the cope-

pods, light is the most important, but the migration may be indirectly

influenced by the environment if conditions are such that the animals'

reactions to light and to the other factors are changed.
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SUMMARY

1. Observations were made on the diurnal migration of copepods in

relation to submarine irradiation and other external factors at a 54-hour

and a 24-hour station in the Gulf of Maine using the same methods as

previously. The zooplankton consisted almost entirely of Colaints fin-

iiiurcliicus with a small number of Mctridia litccns. The length of the

copepods varied much less than was the case previously.

2. The variation with depth of the light intensity, the temperature,

chemical constituents, and the phytoplankton was observed. During the

first station the temperature was found to fluctuate widely.

3. At the station in the deep part of the Gulf all groups of Calanus

and Mctridia migrated to a depth of 120 meters or more during the

daytime and moved upwards to levels of from 6 meters to 42 meters at

night. At the station on Georges Bank Calanus was confined to the

surface strata, undergoing only a very limited migration, but Mctridia

carried out an extensive migration.

4. The migration of the copepods was found to be more closely cor-

related with the changes in the submarine irradiation than with changes

in the hydrographic conditions or in the phytoplankton. However,

great variability in the behavior was observed. This appears to be

due to differences in the physiological condition of the animals and

represents the indirect action of the environment.
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TABLE I

Station 1722, Lat. 42 50' N.. Long. 67 05' W.
Hauls .4301-.4320: July 14, 1933; sea: slight; sky: overcast; sunset: 1927.

Hauls .4322-.43GO : July 15, 1933; sea: slight; sky: tV\v clouds, fog; sunrise:

0433; sunset: 192<>.

Hauls .4361-.4403 : July 16, 1933; sea: slight becoming smooth; sky: overcast;

sunrise: 0434; sunset: 1926.

Temperature: (See also Fig. 1) 54 meters, 6.50 C. ; 72 meters, 6.25 C. ; 90

meters, 5.57 C. ; 113 meters, 5.74 C. ; 136 meters, 6.01 C. ; 158 meters, 6.53 C. ;

1S1 meters, 6.90 C. ; 202 meters, 7.06 C. ; 227 meters, 7.02 C.

Numbers of copepods in hundreds; .r= less than 50.

Tlu- data for each haul are given in the following order : haul number, depth
(meters), local sun time: irradiation at surface (Mw/cm.

2

), irradiation at haul

depth (Mw/crn.
2

), irradiation 30 minutes before (%) : Calainis finmarchicus adult

male, adult female, cop. V, cop. IV, cop. Ill; Mctridia Inccns adult male, adult fe-

male, immature.

.4301, 6, 1706; 4000, 1900, 140 : x, x, x, x, 0; 0, 0,

. 1302. 18, 1706
; 4000, 390, 140 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4303, 30, 1706; 4000, 110, 140: x, x, x, x, 0; 0, 0,

. /304, 42, 1706
; 4000, 34, 140 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4305, 54, 1706; 4000. 8.4, 140 : x, x, x, x, 0; 0, 0,

.4306, (>(), 1759; 1700, 1.0, 170: x, x, 3, 2. 0; 0, 0,

.4307, 78, 1759; 1700, 170: 1, 5, 17, 3, ; 0, 0,

,4308, 90, 1759 ; 1700, , 170 : 2, 15, 46. 5, ; 0, 0,

.4309, 102, 1759; 1700, 170: 3, 22, 90, 6, 0; 0, 0,

.4310, 114, 1759; 1700, , 170: 6, 39, 141, 6, ; 0. 0,

A311, 66, 1936
; 44, , 770 : 3, 2, 3, 2, ; 3, 15, 6

,4312, 78, 1936; 44,, 770: 3, 1, 2, 2, x; 3. 11, 10

,4314. 102, 1936 ; 44, , 770 : 5, 1, 4, 2, ; 7, 29, 3

.4315, 114, 1936; 44, , 770: 3, 3, 12, 3, x; 2, 10, 19

.4316, 66, 2139 ; 0, 0, no light : x, x, x, x, ; x, x. x
,4317, 78, 2139; 0, 0, no light: 1, x, 6, 1, 0; 1, 1, 2

.4318, 90, 2139; 0, 0, no light; 1, 1, 3, 1, 0; 1, 5, 2

A3\9, 102, 2139; 0, 0, no light: x. 1, 3, 1. 0: x, x. 1

.4320, 114, 2139; 0, 0, no light: 5, 14, 50, 3, ; 3, 8, 9

.4322, 18, 0429; 140, 14, 6 : x, x, x, 0, 0; 0, x,

,4323, 30, 0429; 140, 3.8, 6 : 1, 1, 7, 1, ; 0, 0,

A 324, 42, 0429
; 140, 0.9, 6 : 7, 66, 697, 24, ; 0, 0,

.4325, 54, 0429; 140, 0.3, 6: 3, 79, 366, 17, ; 0, 0,

.4326, 18, 0531 ; 1300, 130. 46: x, x, 1, x, 0; 0, 0.

.4327, 30, 0531 ; 1300, 35, 46: x, x, 1, x. 0; 0, 0,

.4328, 42, 0531 ; 1300, 11, 46 : 0, 0, 0, 0, ; 0, 0,

. 1129, 54, 0531 ; 1300, 2.7, 46 : 1, 2, 24, 1, ; 0, 0,

,4330, 66, 0531 ; 1300, 0.7, 46 : 2, 10, 137, 6, ; 0, 0,

,4331, 66, 0859 ; 7100, 4.0, 86 : 0, 0, x, x, ; 0, 0,

,4332, 78, 0859 ; 7100, 1.1, 86 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

A333, 90, 0859 ; 7100, , 86 : 0, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4334, 102, 0859; 7100, , 86: 0, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

A335, 114, 0859
; 7100, , 86 : x. x, 3, 1, ; 0, 0.

,4336, 66, 1558; 6200, 3.5, 130: 0, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

A337, 78, 1558; 6200, 0.9, 130: 0, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

,4338, 90, 1558; 6200. 0.2, 130: x, 4, 24, x, 0; 0, 0,

,4339, 102, 1558; 6200, , 130: 0, 53, 263, 3, ; 0, 0,

.4340, 114. 1558; 6200, , 130: 3, 121, 283, 7, ; 0, 0,

,4341, 126, 1652 ; 4700, , 140 : 3, 24, 56, 6, ; 0, 0,

A342, 138, 1652; 4700, , 140: 2, 10, 44, 3. 0; 1, 7, 10
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TABLE I Continued

.4343. 150, 1652 ; 4700. , 140 : 3, 22. 47. 3, ; 2. 7, 5

. /344, 162, 1652; 4700, 140 : 7, 10, 41, 6, 0; 4, 7, 4

. I.U5, 174, 1652; 4700, , 140: 3, 14, 93, 7, 0; 5, 3, 10

.4340, 00, 1858; 810, 0.5. 150: x, 117. 1079, 23, 0; 0, 0,

./347. 78, 1858; 810, 150: 4, 57, 486, 23, ; 0, 0, 4

.4348. 90. 1858; 810, 150: 3, 41, 251, 14. ; 0, 0,

. J349, 102, 1858; 810, , 150: 3, 17, 283, 14, 0; 0. 0, 3

.4350, 114, 1858; 810, , 150: 7, 83, 258, 10, ; 3. 3, 17

.4351, 6, 2009; 3.9, 1.8, 610 : 2, 23, 76, 2, 0; 0, 0,

.4353, 30, 2009
; 3.9, 0.1, 610 : x, 375, 2580, 42. ; 0. 0,

,4354, 42, 2009; 3.9, 610: 10, 104, 262, 41, 0; 0, 35, 10

.4355, 54, 2009; 3.9, . 610: 7, 104. 217, 10, 0; 3, 210, 35

.4356, 6, 2138; 0, 0, no light: 4, 164, 312, 11, 0; 0, 8, 4

.4357, 18, 2138
; 0, 0, no light : 0, 61, 410, 27, ; 0. 4,

,4358, 30. 2138; 0, 0, no light: x, 150, 1855, 60. ; 0. 0,

.4359, 42, 2138; 0, 0, no light : 8, 163, 627, 15, 0; 4, 76, 53

.4360, 54, 2138; 0, 0. no light: 8, 68, 213, 8, : 4. 125, 38

.4361, 6, 0342; 0, 0, no light : x, 126, 14, 0, ; 0, 2.

.4362, 18. 0342; 0, 0, no light: 2, 111. 109, 0. ; 0, 0,

.4364, 42, 0342; 0, 0, no light: 11, 110, 567, 8, 0; 0, 4, 4

.4365, 54, 0342 ; 0. 0, no light : x, 6, 32, x, ; 0. 0,

.4366, 6, 0434
; 78, 39, 3 : 1, 12, 25, 0, ; 0, 0,

.4367, 18, 0434
; 78, 7.8, 3 : x, 7, 3, x, ; 0, 0.

.4368, 30, 0434; 78, 1.2, 3 : x, 28. 25, x, 0; 0, 0,

.4369, 42, 0434; 78, 0.3, 3 : x, 19, 5, 0, 0; 0, 0,

.4370, 54, 0434; 78, ,
3 : x, 21, 9, x, ; 0, 0,

.4372, 66, 0539; 1300, 0.7, 26 : 0, x, x, x, 0; 0, 0,

.4373, 78, 0539
; 1300, ,

26 : x, 2, 6, x, ; 0, 0,

.4374, 90, 0539; 1300, ,
26: x, 5, 17, 1, 0; 0, 0,

.4375, 102, 0539 ; 1300, ,
26 : 1, 19, 39, 3, ; 0, 0,

.4376, 66, 0702; 2800, 1.6, 61 : 0, x, 1, x, 0; 0, 0.

.4377, 90, 0702
; 2800, 0.1, 61 : x, ,1, 4, 1, ; 0, 0,

.4378, 114,0702; 2800,, 61: 1, 17, 83. 11, ; 0, 0,

,4379, 138, 0702; 2800, ,
61 : 15, 72, 349, 11, 0; 0, 4, 15

.4380, 66, 0902
; 7500, 4.3, 87 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4381, 90, 0902
; 7500, 0.3, 87 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4382, 114, 0902; 7500, ,
87 : 0, x, x, x, 0; x, 0, x

.4383, 138, 0902 ; 7500, , 87 : 4, 4, 95, 23, ; 6, 2, 21

.4384, 6, 1547 ; 3900, 2000, 110 : x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4385, 18, 1547; 3900, 390. 110: x, 2, 1, x, 0; 0, 0,

.4386, 30, 1547; 3900, 59, 110 : x, x, x, x, 0; 0, 0,

.4387, 42, 1547; 3900, 15, 110: x, x, x, x, x; 0, 0,

.4388, 66, 1628; 2800. 1.6, 130; 0, 48, 149, 4, ; 0, 0,

.4389, 90, 1628; 2800, 0.1, 130: 8, 144, 353, 4, ; 0, 4, 8

.4390, 114, 1628
; 2800, ,

130 : 4, 171, 281, 4, ; 4, 4, 4

.4391, 138, 1628; 2800, ,
130: 2, 14, 73, 3, 0; 2, 7, 12

.4392, 18, 1743; 1200, 120, 200: x, 2, 5, 1, x; 0, 1, x

.4393, 42, 1743; 1200, 4.6, 200: 3, 14, 47, 4, 0; 0, x, 1

.4394, 66, 1743 ; 1200, 0.7, 200 : 15, 80, 433, 11, ; 0, 0,

.4395, 90, 1743 ; 1200, ,
200 : 36, 320, 515, 18, ; 0, 0,

.4396. 18. 1844; 910, 91. 130: 3, 57, 85, 2, 0; 0, 0,

.4397, 42, 1844; 910, 3.5, 130: 7, 148, 248, 7, 0; 0. 0,

.4398, 66, 1844; 910, 0.5, 130: 19, 281, 247, 4. 0; 0, 4, 11

.4399, 92, 1844; 910, ,
130: 10, 30, 36, 6, ; 3, 23, 17

.-/400, 18, 1948; 18, 1.8. 1300: 7. 221, 186, 7, 0; 0, 0.

.4401, 30, 1948; 18, 0.3, 1300: 15, 426, 643, 19, 4; 0, 0,

.4402, 42, 1948 ; 18, ,
1300 : 24, 345, 322, x, ; 0, x, 12

.4403, 54, 1948; 18, ,
1300: 15, 274, 293, 11, 0; 0, 42, 19
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TABLE II

Station 1723, Lat. 41 20' N., Long. 66 40' W.
Hauls .4404-.4431, July 17, 1933, Sea: smooth, heavy swell; sky: clear, fog;

sunset: 1920.

Hauls .4432 . /4(>7, July 18, 1933; sea: smooth, becoming slight, moderate

swell; sky: few clouds, fog; sunrise: 0440; sunset: 1919.

Temperature: 1 meter, 15.45 C. ; 5 meters, 15.47 C. ; 10 meters, 15.39 C. ;

15 meters, 13.92 C. ; 20 meters, 10.34 C. ; 25 meters, 8.67 C. ; 30 meters, 8.47

C. ; 40 meters, 8.44 C. ; 50 meters, 8.21 C. ; 60 meters, 8.07 C. ;
70 meters,

7.98 C.

Numbers of copepods in hundreds
;
x= less than 50.

The data for each haul are given in the following order: Haul number, depth

(meters), local suntime ; irradiation at surface (Mw/cm.
2

), irradiation at haul

depth (Mw/cm.
2

), irradiation 30 minutes before (%) : Calanus finmarchicus, adult

male, adult female, cop. V, cop. IV, cop. Ill
;
Mctridia luccns. adult male, adult fe-

male, immature.

.4404, 5, 1558; 3200, 1400, : 10, 76, 31, 10, 2; 0, 0,

.4405, 15. 1558; 3200, 190, : 20, 55, 30, 20, 11 ; 0, 0,

.4406, 25, 1558; 3200, 35, : 8, 13, 65, 2, 1
; 0, 0,

,-1407, 35, 1558; 3200, 7.0, : 8, 4, 47, 0, 0; 4, 35, 5

.4408, 30, 1632
; 3700, 22, 87 : x, x, x, x, ; 0, x,

.4409, 40, 1632; 3700, 4.8, 87 : x, x, x, x, x; x, x, x

.4410, 50, 1632; 3700, 1.0, 87 : x, x, x, x, x ; 0, 0,

.4411, 60, 1632; 3700, 0.2, 87: x, x, x, x, ; 0, 0,

.4412, 5, 1759; 1400, 600, 120: 11, 34, 32, 8, 3 ; 0, 0,

.4413, 15, 1759; 1400, 83, 120 : 23, 42, 69, 5, 3 ; 0, 0.

.4414, 25, 1759; 1400, 15, 120: 3, 4, 58, 1, 0; 0, 14, 1

.4415, 35, 1759; 1400, 3.1, 120: 4, 2, 31, 1, 0; 0, 10, x

.4416, 32, 1847; 650, 2.3, 170: 6, 4, 33, 1, 0; 0, 8,

.4417, 42, 1847; 650, 0.7, 170: 4, 2, 14, 1, x; 8, 4, 1

.4418, 52, 1847; 650, 0.1, 170: 6, 6. 19, 1. 0; 10, 5, x

.4419, 62, 1847; 650, , 170: 1, 2, 20, x, ; 3, 3, 1

.4420, 2, 1921 ; 99, 56, 530 : 14. 86, 24, 77, 24; 0, 0,

.4421, 12, 1921; 99, 13, 530: 25, 192, 143, 12, 3 ; 0, 0,

.4422, 22, 1921 ; 99, 1.7, 530 : 22, 61, 58, 1, ; 0, 0,

.4423, 32, 1921
; 99, 0.3, 530 : 8, 10, 33, 1, ; 0, 12,

.4424, 5, 2024; 0, 0, (5.2 MW) : 14, 183, 121, 66, 14; 0, 7,

.4425, 15, 2024; 0, 0, (5.2 /*w) : 10, 47, 99, 0, 2; 0, 12,

,4426, 25, 2024; 0, 0, (5.2 MW) : 9, 13, 47, 2, 0; 0, 7, 1

.4427, 35, 2024; 0, 0. (5.2 MW) : 5, 2, 15, x, 0; x, 1, 1

.4428, 2, 2126; 0, 0, no light: 7, 87, 125, 34, 12; 2, 2,

.4429, 12, 2126
; 0, 0, no light : 14, 88, 85, 12, 5 ; 0, 9,

.4430, 22, 2126
; 0, 0, no light : 7, 10, 21, 1, x ; 1, 4,

.4431, 32. 2126 ; 0, 0, no light : 6, 3. 15, x, ; x, 2,

.4432, 2, 0315 ; 0, 0, no light : 3, 245, 52, 7, 3 ; 0, 3,

.4433, 12, 0315; 0, 0, no light: 11, 23, 55. 15, 5 ; 0, 5,

.4434, 22, 0315 ; 0, 0, no light : 11, 36. 91, 10, 3 ; 0, 10,

.4435, 32, 0315 ; 0, 0, no light : 8, 6, 29, 1, ; 1, 1,

.4436, 2, 0406; 2.6, 1.5, no light: 3, 32, 7, 7, 5; 0, 1,

.4437, 12, 0406; 2.6, 0.3, no light: 6, 27. 19, 11, 8; 0, 0,

.4438, 22, 0406; 2.6, ,
no light : x, 1, 1, x, 0; 0, x,

.4439, 32, 0406; 2.6, , no light : 5, 12, 20, 1, 0; 1. 3. 1

.4440, 2, 0501 ; 380, 210, 16 : 4, 75, 13, 31, 20
; 0, 0,
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TABLE II Continued

,4441. 12. 0501 : 380. 49. 16: 4, 30. 22, 31, 26; 0, 0,

. M42. 22, 0501 ; 380, 6.5, 16 : 3, 10, 15, 5, 1 ; 0, 0,

. 1443, 32, 0501 ; 380, 1.3, 16 : 3, 4. 7, 1, x; x, 1, x

.-1444, 2, 0626; 1600, 900, 81 : 1, 26, 8, 3. 1 ; 0, 0,

.4445. 12, 0626; 1600, 210, 81 : 8, 40, 36, 25, 13; 0, 0,

.4446, 22, 0626; 1600, 28, 81 : 6, 20, 28, 3, 1
; 0, 0,

,4447, 32, 0626; 1600, 5.6, 81 : 2, 2, 6, x, x; 0, 0,

,4448, 2, 0802 ; 4900, 2800, 76 : 0, 7, x, x, ; 0, 0,

A449, 12, 0802; 4900, 640, 76 : 13, 53, 30, 18, 6
; 0, 0,

,4450, 22, 0802; 4900, 85, 76: 3, 13, 31, 2, 0; 0, 0,

.4451, 32, 0802; 4900, 17, 76: 1, 1, 5, 0, 0; 0, 0,

,4452, 35, 0836; 6200, 14, 79: 1, x, 6, x, x; 1, 1, x
,4453, 45, 0836

; 6200. 4.0, 79 : 2. 1, 5. x, ; 1, 1, 1

.4454, 55, 0836; 6200, 0.7, 79: 1, 1, 23, 1, x; 1, 3, 2

,4455, 65, 0836; 6200. 0.1. 79: x, x, 22, 1, 0; 2, 3, 1

,4456, 5, 1126; 11,500. 4900, 88: 0, x. x, x, ; 0, 0,

,4457, 10, 1126; 11.500, 2300, 88: 0, 1, 1, x, 0; 0, 0,

,4458, 15, 1126; 11,500, 680, 88: 25, 60, 130, 15, 12; 0, 0,

,4459, 19, 1126; 11,500, 320, 88: 22, 69, 259, 6, 0; 0, 0,

,4460, 5, 1357; 10,800, 4600, 120: x, x, 0, 0, 0; 0, 0,

,4461, 15, 1357
; 10,800, 640, 120 : 6, 30, 46, 6, 1

; 0, 0,

,4462, 25, 1357 ; 10.800, 120, 120 : 14, 58, 84, 8, 1 ; 0, 0,

.4463, 35, 1357; 10,800, 24. 120: 8, 11, 30, 2, 0; 0, 1,

,4464, 5, 1535; 9000, 3800, 110: 1, 7, 12, 1, x; 0, 0,

,4465, 15, 1535; 9000, 530, 110: 28, 91, 97, 28, 8; 0, 0.

.4466, 25, 1535
; 9000, 100, 110 : 6, 28, 44, 3, 1 ; 0, 0,

,4467, 35, 1535; 9000, 20, 110: 4, 3, 11, 1, x; 0, 1, x
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TABLE IV

Comparison of Cephalothorax length and total length in Calanus finmarchicus



THE DIURXAL MIGRATION OF COPEPODS IN
ST. GEORGES HARBOR, BERMUDA

GEORGE L. CLARKE

(From the }l'oods Hole Oceanographic Institution l and the Laboratory of
General Physiology, Harvard L'nirersity)

The variable nature of the diurnal migration of plankton has ren-

dered difficult the task of discovering the importance of different en-

vironmental conditions in causing and controlling the phenomenon.

Progress may be made, however, by comparing the behavior of the

animals under different circumstances. In view of the data already

obtained on the diurnal migration of copepods in the Gulf of Maine

(Clarke, 1933^, 1934), it appeared worthwhile to make similar observa-

tions in Bermuda waters, where different species of copepods and en-

tirely different environmental conditions existed. The observations,

made in St. Georges Harbor on January 23-24, 1934, must be regarded
as approximations since only one (non-closing) net was used. The

migration is of such magnitude, however, that there can be no doubt as

to its general nature.

The net, kindly loaned to me by Dr. William Beebe, was of the inter-

national type. It was 50 cm. in diameter at the mouth and 3 m. long
with very coarse netting at the upper end and silk bolting cloth at the

middle (12 strands/cm.) and at the bottom (23 strands/cm.). A
standard run of a little less than half a mile was laid out between two

landmarks in St. Georges Harbor. The tows were made from the

Laboratory launch run over this standard course at as nearly the same* j

>]>eed as possible, and always in the same direction, from west to east.

Each plankton haul, therefore, was made through the same amount of

water. The times required for the run ranged between 10 and 19 min-

utes, the variability being caused by changing wind conditions. In each

set of observations, a haul was made at the surface first and this was fol-

lowed as quickly as possible by a haul near the bottom. (In one case a

third haul was made at a depth halfway to the bottom.) The depth of

water was between 12.5 and 14 meters in this part of St. Georges har-

bor. For the deep haul the net was lowered until the weight, 2 meters

below the net, struck the bottom. Then the launch was started and

2 meters more line was payed out. About 20 minutes elapsed between

1 Contribution No. 54.
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the surface and the deep hauls. The time stated in the table for each

set is the midpoint between the times for the two hauls.

No attempt was made to study the hydrographic conditions in

St. Georges Harbor in detail. The surface temperature was about

20 C. and since a tidal current flowed through the harbor, it is prob-

able that the water was fairly well mixed and hence uniform. A sur-

face haul and a deep haul were taken over the standard run with a

diatom net (1 meter long, 30 cm. in diameter, netting 76 strands /cm.).

The catches, very kindly analyzed for me by Dr. J. F. G. Wheeler,

contained the following total numbers of organisms :

Surface Deep
Detritus Most abundant Most abundant

but less than at surface

( 'litcttn-cras (chains) 19,000 27,000

Khicosolcnia 93,000 90,000

Flagellate A. (peridinian?) 79,000 131,000

14 other small forms 24,000 22,000

The analysis of the zooplankton hauls carried out by counting and

identifying under the microscope either the whole catch or a sample of

it showed the presence of only two species of copepods : Calanopia
aincricana (Dahl) and Acariia spinata (Esterly). These were divided

into adult males and females. Immature specimens were encountered

in some of the hauls but were too few to be treated quantitatively.

Calanopia was found to be the dominant copepod in the bays and harbors

of Bermuda at this time (cf. Esterly, 1911). It is true that this species

was taken in the outside waters but in rapidly diminishing numbers with

increasing distance from the mouths of the inland waterways. Acariia,

on the other hand, was more numerous in the offshore waters and ap-

peared to have been swept into the harbors by the tide.

In the diurnal migration of Calanopia and of Acartia (Table I) the

males and females behaved in the same way. At mid-day the Calanopia

population could not be found at any depth in the harbor. The animals

were undoubtedly so close to the bottom at this time that they could not

be caught by the plankton net. In fact, the copepods probably actually

burrowed into the soft mud bottom, as is discussed below. At 1944

(local sun time) Calanopia was taken in large numbers in the surface

hauls and in still larger numbers in the deep hauls. Early the next

morning, while it was still dark, the relative distribution of the popula-
tion was unchanged although all the catches were slightly smaller. Just

before sunrise, the numbers of Calanopia at both levels were greatly re-

duced. Although no hauls were taken at noon on the second day, the

water was undoubtedly entirely deserted just as before, and at 1707, a
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quarter of an hour before sunset, the beginnings of the upward migra-

tion are apparent. Less than an hour later the numbers of Calanopia

taken in the surface hauls had increased 10- fold and the numbers taken

in the deep hauls had increased 100-fold.

TABLE I

Diurnal migration in St. Georges Harbor, Bermuda. Total numbers of copepods.

Wind Sky Sunrise Sunset

Jan. 23, 1934 SE. moderate Many clouds 1724

Jan. 24, 1934 \Y. slight to strong Clear 0700 1725
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may have been more of this oceanic species present in the harbor than

normal, and that during the second day these copepods were being car-

ried back to the outside waters.

Unfortunately it was not possible to make light intensity measure-

ments, but it is clear that the diurnal migration of both Calanopia and

Acartia shows a close correspondence with the rising and setting of the

sun. The rapidity of the vertical movements of these copepods is in

accord with the shortness of the duration of twilight in low latitudes.

The clearness of the water in this part of the ocean (cf. Clarke, 1933a),

coupled with the brilliance of the sun, must have resulted in an intensity

of irradiation at all depths in St. Georges Harbor far greater than exists

in the surface layers of the Gulf of Maine. It would not be surprising

then to find that Calanopia had become adapted actually to burrow into

the mud during the middle of the day. In fact, during culturing ex-

periments in the laboratory it was found that when individuals of this

species were introduced into small glass dishes of sea water with a layer

of harbor mud on the bottom, the}- buried themselves almost imme-

diately. Other species of calanoid copepods did not exhibit this be-

havior. The animals undoubtedly leave the mud at night for the pur-

pose of feeding (cf. Worthington. 1931
; Xicholls, 1933). This upward

movement might appear superficially similar to the diurnal migrations of

certain bottom-living animals (cf. Fage. 1933), but Dr. C. B. Wilson

informs me that there is every indication that Calanopia is a truly pelagic

form. As we have seen above, food organisms were present in the

water of the harbor, although here as in other warm regions phyto-

plankton was generally scarce.

To sum up, the copepods Calanopia americana and Acartia spinata

were found to exist in St. Georges Harbor in large numbers near the

surface and in the deeper strata at night and to migrate to the bottom

at sunrise, the former species apparently burrowing into the mud. As
in the Gulf of Maine, the diurnal migration appears to be correlated

primarily with changes in light intensity during the course of the day,

although it may be partly under the control of other environmental fac-

tors as well. The fact that the copepods descend to the bottom is con-

sistent with the great intensity of the submarine irradiation in the

Bermuda region.

I am indebted to the Bermuda Biological Station for the use of the

facilities of the laboratory and I wish to thank the Director, Dr. J. F. G.

"Wheeler, for his helpful cooperation during the course of this investi-

gation.
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DIGESTIVE ENZYMES OF THE PELAGIC COPEPOD,
CALANUS FINMARCHICUS

R. M. BOND

(From the U'oods Hole Occanographic Institution,
1 Woods Hole, Mass.)

Yonge (1931), in his review of the
"
Digestive Processes in Marine

Invertebrates and Fishes
"

states that
"

Little is known of the digestive

enzymes of the Entomostraca. . . ." The somewhat incomplete obser-

vations here presented are sufficiently illuminating (I believe) to merit

publication at this time, particularly since circumstances force me to

postpone, for an indefinite period, carrying the work any further.

The feeding mechanism of the calanoid copepods has been described

by Storch and Pfisterer (1925), and, perhaps more correctly, by Cannon

(1928). They are filter feeders, and their mechanism is so efficient,

according to Naumann (1923), that they can remove particles as small

as 1 p.
in diameter from the water. They can also ingest much larger

particles, breaking up and swallowing large diatoms and crustacean

nauplii, etc. (Cf. Dakin (1908), Esterly (1916), Lebour (1922), and

Marshall (1924) for material observed in the gut.)

Calanus is so small (2.5-6.5 mm.) that it proved impractical to ex-

tract the guts alone. Large numbers of the live copepods (copepodid

III to adult stages mostly copepodid IV and V) were separated from

other organisms taken in the tows, strained off on bolting silk, and

placed in a calibrated test-tube. To each rubic centimeter of copepods

was added 0.6 cc. of sea water, 0.4 cc. of 95 per cent alcohol, 1 cc. of

toluene, and some glass beads or well washed sand. The tube was stop-

pered with a rubber stopper (previously boiled in a solution of NaOH
and well washed) and shaken violently in a mechanical shaker for an

hour or more, until the copepods were reduced to a pink emulsoid.

The extraction was then allowed to continue for about 36 hours, and

the extract filtered off through filter paper. More toluene was added,

and the extract kept at 5-6 C. till used (1 to 7 days). Before use

the extract was mixed with an equal volume of buffer. The buffers

were made according to the directions given in Clark (1928). Those

of pH 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 were HC1-KC1 buffers. For pH 2.4, 2.8, 3.2,

2.6, 4.0, 4.4, 4.8, 5.2, 5.6, and 6.0 the phthalate series was used. For

pH 6.4, 6.8, 7.0, 7.2, 7.6, and 8.0 the phosphate series was employed;

and for pH 8.49, 8.84, 9.61, 10.96, 11.45, and 12.54 the glycine series.

1 Contribution No. 56.
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These butters were used in preference to others because it was known

that they have no toxic effect on enzymes.

Since the extract itself was at pH 7.0-7.6, and since it is fairly well

buffered, it is probable that the pH of the extract-buffer mixtures in

the acid range was actually somewhat higher, and those in the alkaline

range somewhat lower than the figures given.

No method was devised for accurately determining the pH of the gut

of the living copepods. Neutral red colors the lumen so slightly and the

gut is so narrow, that it is impossible, without adequate standards, to be

certain that the color observed in the mid-gut was actually (as it ap-

peared) the yellowish red of a somewhat alkaline solution, rather than

very dilute brick or rose red of neutral or acid conditions. In the deca-

pods (according to the data summarized by Yonge), for which the

stomach pH is known, the normal conditions are acid (5.1-5.6), but it

would be unsafe to generalize about other Crustacea from this. It may
be said that there is nothing known about gut conditions in general, nor

about the enzymes of Calanus (as will be seen below) to indicate that

the gut pH might not theoretically lie anywhere in a range of from at

least as low as 6.0 to at least as high as 8.0.

In the following experiments controls, using buffer alone, and buffer

with extract kept 10 minutes in a tube in a boiling water bath, were used

except where otherwise noted. The four lots of extract used were

checked against each other and found to vary somewhat in strength,

but were otherwise similar. Each observation given is based on at

least two independent experiments usually three to six.

Protcinase

The method used was that of Pickford and Dorris (1934). Diges-

tion was found to occur from pH 2.4 to 12.54. Above pH 10.96 there

was some alkaline hydrolysis of the substrate, so that it is difficult to

assign a value to the action of the extract. Below 2.4 there was acid

hydrolysis, but the effect on the gelatin was enough unlike that of the

enzyme to make a clear differentiation. The speed of digestion at the

various pH values is shown in Fig. 1. It will be noted that there is a

peak at pH 3.6-4.0 and a much greater one at 8.0-8.49. The "
speed

of digestion
"

as shown in the figure is the reciprocal of the logarithm

of the time for complete digestion by the most active lot of extract. As

this is only comparative, no numerical scale is given.

Amylase

The method of Pickford and Dorris was used for this enzyme also,

cornstarch being the substrate. The complete range of pH values was

not tested, but an optimum was found at about 7.2, with a very rapid

falling off of activity at 6.0 and a less rapid falling off at 8.0.
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Lipase

The ethyl Inityrate method previously used hy me (1933) was

adopted, but without the addition of water. Under the conditions of

the experiment, the litmus turned pink only after a few days, but by

the end of a week, the difference between the experimental and control

tubes was extremely striking.

Alginase

Dr. Selman A. Waksman and his associates have become interested

in the polymannuronic anhydride known as alginic acid. This (princi-

pally in the form of Ca and Mg salts) may make up 20-30 per cent of

the air-dried weight of various marine algae, such as Fitcus, Sargassum,

.2
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FIG. 1. Graph showing the action of the proteinase of Calanus on gelatin.

etc., and it unquestionably is a very important fraction of the total pro-

duction of marine plants, corresponding to the stored carbohydrates of

terrestrial plants. Of course these larger algse are not ingested by
Calanus (except perhaps in the form of fine detritus), but their com-

position may possibly give some indication of the makeup of the uni-

cellular forms. In any case, it was considered desirable to attempt to

discover an alginase in Calanus. Dr. Waksman kindly provided me a

supply of alginic acid, and also a strain of alginic-acid-digesting bacteria,

Bacterium alg'movorum [Cf. Waksman, Carey, and Allen (1934)].

Agar plate methods were found quite unsuited for the purpose, be-

cause neither calcium alginate nor alginic acid remains unchanged by the

buffers alone near the neutral point. In dry plates, moreover, the acid

becomes practically invisible, and no specific stain is known to me for

alginic acid, or its breakdown products.
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A set-up was made, however, of 2 cc. of 3 per cent faintly alkaline

sodium alginate solution, 1 cc. of buffer at pH 8.0, and 1 cc. of Calanus

extract. A control with hoiled extract was used. Two cc. of the liquid

was allowed to drop from a pipette with a finely drawn-out tip, and the

meniscus timed between marks with a stop-watch. There was not the

slightest detectable change in viscosity during a period of 18 days.
The relative strengths of the enzymes investigated cannot be surely

told, because the methods used are not comparable. However, a very
dilute extract prepared in a preliminary experiment gave good starch

digestion in 20-30 minutes at pH 7.0, whereas no digestion of gelatin

occurred at any pH during 16 hours. From this it would certainly ap-

pear that the carbohydrate-splitting enzyme is much more vigorous than

the proteinase at least in the latter's action on gelatin.

Digestion of Whole Organisms

Suspensions of living NitsscJu'a clostcnnui (Plymouth strain), Du-
naliclla salina, and Bacteria in alginoronnn were placed in drops of en-

zyme extract at pH 8.0 in depression culture dishes of soft glass, and

the liquid covered by a layer of toluene (which, of course, killed the

organisms). The culture dishes were kept at room temperature in

Petri dishes containing water and toluene, and the toluene over the

extract and in the Petri dishes was renewed from time to time. The
controls were in the buffer without extract.

Some of the observations cited above show that Calanus guts often

contain large numbers of diatoms. Nitsschia may be taken as a repre-

sentative of this group of algae (though not in itself an important con-

stituent of Calanus food). In 36 hours the diatoms in the buffer alone

appeared almost normal and stained well practically like living or-

ganisms. In the enzyme, however, the tests appeared empty except

for a minute refractive body in the center which took methylene blue

extremely lightly the rest of the diatoms remaining unstained.

The green flagellates after 36 hours were badly broken down both

in the enzyme and the control, though those in the enzyme appeared

slightly more disintegrated. But, after only 20-24 hours, there was a

distinct difference : most of those in the control appearing approximately

normal, whereas in the extract, although the chloroplast and other cell

inclusions were not noticeably changed, they were crowded more or less

into one end of the cell, leaving large clear areas in which no cytoplasm

could be made out either without or with methylene blue staining.

The bacteria in the buffer control had settled in 36 hours to the bot-

tom of the drop, and formed a slimy mass, much as they do when alive.

In the enzyme the bacteria were perceptibly reduced in numbers (by
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inspection, to about one- fourth of the control) and were perfectly sepa-

rate and non-slimy. The individuals remaining, however, took methy-
lene blue very much as the controls did.

Conclusions

Calanns fininarcliicits contains enzymes which digest protein, starch,

and fat. It has not been shown that these enzymes occur in the lumen

of the gut, but that they do is certainly not improbable. Proteolytic di-

gestion is performed by the extracted enzymes from pH 2.4 to above

pH 11.0; there is a peak of activity at pH 3.6-4.0, and a still greater

peak at pH 8.0-3.49.

Digestion of starch is performed by the extract from slightly below

pH 6.0 to above pH 8.0, with an optimum at about 7.2. There is no

digestion of alginic acid at pH 8.0, and no evidence was obtained that it

is digested at any other pH.
The copepod extract will digest diatoms, bacteria, and at least a part

of the cell contents of a green flagellate.

I wish to tender my thanks to the staff of the Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institution for the grant of a summer fellowship, and for much
invaluable advice and assistance in this work.
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THE DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE COPEPOD
EPILABIDOCERA AMPHITRITES McMURRICH

MARTIN W. JOHNSON

(From the University of Washington Oceanographic Laboratories,

Seattle, Washington)

INTRODUCTION

Considerable importance is attached to the study of the larval stages

of copepods for two reasons: (1) from a taxonomic standpoint the type
of larva may throw light on the natural relationship of the adult ani-

mals; (2) for the most effective study of the importance of copepods
in the economy of the sea it is necessary to take into consideration not

only the adult animals but also to distinguish the developmental stages

and ascertain the habits and requirements of each.

Epilabidocera amphitrites is a Pacific species occurring on the west

coast of North America from whence it was first described by Mc-

Murrich (1916) from submature specimens (fifth copepodid) taken

off Amphitrite Point, Vancouver Island. The original description was

given under the generic name Paralabidocera, but Wilson (1932) has

pointed out that this name was preoccupied and has therefore proposed
the generic name here employed. Adult descriptions are given by Wil-

ley (1920) and Esterly (1924).
This species has been reported by Willey (1920) from the northwest

coast of Alaska and the Gulf of Alaska, and by Esterly (1924) from

San Francisco Bay. As a rule it has not been taken in large numbers

but Esterly found it in swarms in San Francisco Bay. Spring swarms

also occur at Friday Harbor, Washington.
The writer wishes to thank Dr. T. G. Thompson, Director of the

University of Washington Oceanographic Laboratories, for laboratory

facilities.

PROCEDURE

In studying the successive nauplius stages, the specimens were taken

directly from the plankton at Friday Harbor, and identification of the

species was accomplished by selecting specimens of the sixth nauplius

stage from fresh plankton hauls and rearing them in section jars

through the critical moult to the first copepodid stage. This stage is

easily linked to the second copepodid stage, and the following stages are

even more readily referable to the adult. Aside from size and pig-
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mentation, the presence of dorsal cuticular lenses and, following the

first copepodid stage, the rostral processes and cephalic hooks serve as

unmistakable characters identifying the stages with Epilabidocera aiu-

pli it rites which is the only typical species of Pontellidae that has been

found in this immediate region.

All drawings were made with the aid of a camera lucida.

THE NAUPLIUS STAGES

After the first nauplius stage, the long, slender and straight body
with its long caudal spine and the long slender first antennae make the

larvae of Epilabidocera anipJiitritcs conspicuous among the many nauplii

occurring in this area. In the living condition, the first antennae are di-

rected straight forward, and when at rest are in contact practically their

whole length. The end segment of these appendages is orange-brown in

color and this pigment is also found in the posterior end of the body and

to a lesser degree on the ventral side in front of the mouth. The ante-

rior end of the carapace is bent sharply downward forming a curved

margin which is slightly constricted on each side of the head. The eye
is dark brown and the labrum is long and of medium width. The long
bristles occurring on the appendages are plumose but often the fine

processes can be discerned only with difficulty. These fine processes
have been omitted in the figures except in a few instances where it

appeared significant that they be included.

Only a few specimens of Stage I were found and these were all taken

from preserved material, hence it is not possible to state with certainty

that the pigmentation, etc., described from the living condition for the

older specimens applies equally to the first stage.

Staffel (Fig. 1)

Body. 0.182-0.192 mm. (average 0.188 mm.) long, oval with the

anterior end slightly the broader, posterior end armed with two straight

spines of equal length.

First Antenna. Three segments, the first short and with one short

ventral bristle; the second short and bearing ventrally one very short

and one long bristle
;
the third or distal segment bearing three long ter-

minal bristles and ventrally near the tip a short blunt bristle; dorsally

there are two very fine smooth bristles and on the inner margin posterior

to the middle there is situated a transverse series of very minute spines.

Second Antenna. First basipod with one masticatory hook. Sec-

ond basipod with one masticatory hook, an adjacent small outwardly di-

rected spine and one small spine near the distal end. Endopod of one

segment with two long terminal bristles and one long lateral bristle.
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Exopocl of six segments, the first short with no bristle, 2-5 with one

bristle each, and the sixth with two bristles.

Mandible. First basipod with a small chewing process bearing a

small spine. Second basipod with two spines on the inner side. Endo-

pod of two completely fused segments, the first with two weak spines

and the second with one short and two long bristles. Exopod of four

segments, 13 with one bristle each, the fourth with two bristles.

Stage II (Fig. 2)

Body. 0.253-0.274 mm. (average 0.264 mm.) in length, slender,

evenly tapered posteriorly and terminating in one long heavy setose

spine and, to the right of it, one shorter dorsally directed plumose bristle.

At the base of each of these there are a number of very short spines.

Two series of similar short spines also appear on each side of the body
in the posterior lateral region (Fig. 2, Is).

First Antenna. The first and second segments as in Stage I; the

distal segment bears at the tip three long bristles and one shorter acces-

sory bristle, and near the tip there are two fine bristles on the dorsal

and two on the ventral margin. Each margin also bears a separate row

of fine hair-like bristles. The inner transverse series of minute spines

as in I.

Second Antenna. First basipod with one masticatory hook and a

small outwardly directed spine near the base of the hook. Second basi-

pod as in I. Endopod with two long terminal bristles, and on the lateral

margin, the one long bristle of Stage I is replaced by one short and two

long hair-like bristles and an adjacent series of minute bristles. Exo-

pod as in I but with two bristles on the second segment.

Mandible. First and second basipods as in I. Endopod as in I

but with three strong hooked spines on the first segment and two long

PLATE I

Epilabidocera amphitritcs

FIG. 1. Nauplius Stage I.

FIG. 2. Nauplius Stage II.

FIG. 3. Nauplius Stage III.

FIG. 4. Nauplius Stage IV.

Abbreviations : a first antenna.

a2 second antenna.

en endopod.
ex exopod.

/ labrum.

Is series lateral spines.

m mandible.

mx first maxilla.

mx2 second maxilla.

vh ventral hooks.
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and three shorter bristles on the second segment. Exopod as in I but

with two bristles on the first segment.

Stage III (Fig. 3)

Body. 0.312-0.361 mm. (average 0.337 mm.) long, posterior end

armed with one long and one short terminal setose spine and between

these two plumose bristles, and just anterior to them one pair of ventral

hooks. Only one series of minute spines occurs on each side of the

body in the posterior lateral region.

First Antenna. Segments one and two as in II; the distal segment
with four terminal bristles as in II, two long dorsal marginal bristles,

one long ventral marginal bristle and an inner transverse series of mi-

nute spines. The fine hair-like bristles found on the distal segment in

stage II are wanting.

Second Antenna. First basipod with one strong masticatory hook,

a short hook placed upon its base and a small outwardly directed spine

near its base. Second basipod as in II. Endopod as in II but with

one medium and three long terminal bristles. Exopod as in II.

Mandible. First basipod with the chewing process somewhat en-

larged and bearing a spine. Second basipod with three inner spines.

Endopod and exopod as in II.

First Maxilla. Bud (?).

Stage IV (Fig. 4)

Body. 0.380-0.412 mm. (average 0.402 mm.) long, posterior end

armed as in III but with two series of minute spines on each side of the

body in the posterior lateral region.

First Antenna. The first and second segments as in III
;
the distal

segment with four terminal bristles, one short and three long dorsal

marginal bristles and a transverse series of minute spines on the inner

side.

Second Antenna. First basipod as in III. Second basipod as in

III but with an additional short spine. Endopod as in III. Exopod
as in III but with three bristles on the second segment.

Mandible. First basipod with a long, strong chewing process or

blade toothed at the end and bearing a spine near the base. Second

basipod with one weak and three stronger spines. Endopod with three

strong hooked spines and two weak bristles on the first segment and

four long and two short very weak bristles on the second segment. Ex-

opod as in III.

First Maxilla. Rudimentary with two lobes, the outer lobe with

three long weak bristles and the inner lobe with two very short weak

bristles.
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Second Maxilla. Bud.

Stage V (Fig. 5)

Body. 0.421-0.500 mm. (average 0.481 mm.) long, posterior end

armed as in IV but with the addition of a pair of lateral hooks similar

to the ventral pair. Just anterior to the lateral hooks there remains hut

one series of minute spines on each side of the body.

First Antenna. Segments 1 and 2 as in IV; the distal segment with

four terminal bristles, four long and two short dorsal marginal bristle-.

one long and two short ventral marginal bristles and a transverse series

of minute spines on the inner side.

Second Antenna. As in IV but with five terminal bristles on the

endopod.
Mandible. As in IV but with the addition of one very weak bristle

on the second basipod.

First Maxilla. Rudimentary, the outer and inner lobe with five and

two long bristles respectively.

Second Maxilla. Bud.

Maxillipcd. Bud .

Stage VI (Fig. 6)

Body. 0.540-0.575 mm. (average 0.564 mm.) long, posterior end

armed as in V.

First Antenna. The first and second segments as in V ; the distal

segment with four terminal bristles, five long and three short (alter-

nating with the long) dorsal marginal bristles, one long and four short

ventral marginal bristles and a transverse series of minute bristles on

the inner side.

Second Antenna. As in V but the endopod with four hair-like

bristles and a group of very fine short bristles on the lateral margin.
Mandible. As in V.

First Maxilla. Rudimentary, the outer and inner lobe with seven

and four bristles respectively.

Second Maxilla. Bud.

Maxillipcd. Bud.

First and Second Feet. Rudimentary.j

THE COPEPODID STAGES

The sixth nauplius stage terminates in the critical moult from which

the first copepodid emerges in the form of the adult but lacking in cer-

tain characters relating to the number of appendages, segmentation, etc.

There is a total of six copepodid stages, the last of which is the adult
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animal. Throughout these stages the animal remains relatively slender

and tapered at the anterior end. In the living condition the urosome

and caudal rami are orange-brown in color, the pigment usually ex-

tending into the caudal bristles. It is also present in the distal segment
of the first antenna in the younger stages (and in the right antenna of

the adult male) and in the anterior part of the head, extending in in-

creasing intensity from behind the cuticular lenses towards the rostrum.

Stage I (Figs. 7 and 8)

Body Length. To end of caudal rami 0.76-0.82 mm., thorax l of

four segments, abdomen of one segment, dorsal cuticular lenses present

but the rostral processes and lateral cephalic hooks which are typical of

the later stages are wanting. The anterior end of the head is flexed

downward forming a blunt rounded knob-like rostrum. The urosome

and caudal rami are symmetrical.

First Antenna. Ten segments.

Second Antenna. First basipod with one bristle. Second basipod

with two bristles. Endopod of two segments, the first with two bristles ;

the second forming two lobes, the inner lobe with three long and one

shorter bristle, the outer lobe with five long and one shorter bristle.

Exopod of five segments, the first short and bearing one bristle, the

second long and with two lateral and two distal bristles, the third and

fourth with two bristles each and the fifth with two terminal bristles.

Mandible. Mandibular blade with five teeth
; palp with a short first

basipod, long second basipod and two short rami, the inner ramus with

a terminal group of four bristles and a lateral group of four bristles,

the outer ramus with six bristles.

1 The thorax of the adult copepod is considered to consist of six segments.
In my previous paper (Johnson, 1934) the term

'

urosome
'

is applied to that

portion of the body posterior to the last thoracic segment bearing visible feet. The
term 'thorax' used in explanation of Figs. 2-6. Plate III, should read

'

metasome.'

PLATE II

FIG. 5. Nauplius Stage V.

FIG. 6. Nauplius Stage VI.

FIG. 7. Copepodid Stage I, lateral.

FIG. 8. Copepodid Stage I, dorsal.

Abbreviations : / first feet.

/2 second feet.

//; lateral hooks.

mf maxilliped.
mx first maxilla.

mx2 second maxilla.
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First Manilla. All lobes formed as in the adult but each with fewer

bristles except the inner lobe of segment two and segment three, each of

which bears three bristles as in the adult.

Second Maxilla. As in the adult with fifteen long, strong bristles.

Maxilliped (Fig. 10). Uniramose with a total of four segments;
the first lobe of the first basal with one short setose bristle, the second

lobe of the first basal with one short and one long setose bristle, the third

lobe of the first basal with one long setose bristle and a very small

bristle at its base ; the second basal with one distal plumose bristle ; the

third segment with one distal plumose bristle; the distal segment with

three terminal smooth bristles.

First Feet. First and second basipods with no bristles. Endopod
of one segment with six bristles. Exopod of one segment with four

outer spines, a terminal blade, and three bristles.

Second Feet. First and second basipods with no bristles. Endo-

pod of one segment with six bristles. Exopod of one segment with

three outer spines, a terminal blade, and three bristles.

Third Feet. Rudimentary.

Stage II

Body. 1.01-1.16 mm. long, thorax of five segments, abdomen of

one segment ;
dorsal cuticular lenses, rostral processes and lateral

cephalic hooks present (Fig. 9). Urosome and caudal rami symmetri-
cal.

First Antenna. Fourteen segments.

Second Antenna. As in I but with three long and two shorter bris-

tles on the inner lobe of the distal segment of the endopod.
Mandible. As in I but the inner branch of the palp with five long

and two short bristles in the terminal group.

Maxilliped. A. total of five segments ;
the first basal as in I but with

two short setose bristles on the first lobe; the second basal with a ser-

rated margin and one distal plumose bristle ; the third and fourth seg-

ments each with one distal plumose bristle and the fifth with three

smooth terminal bristles.

First Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with one inner

bristle, the second with seven bristles. Exopod of two segments, the

first with one outer thorn, the second with three outer thorns, a terminal

blade and four bristles.

Second Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basi-

pod with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with seven bristles. Ex-

opod of two segments, the first with one outer thorn, the second with

two outer thorns, a terminal blade and four bristles.
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Third Feet. First and second basipods with no bristles. Endopod
of one segment with six bristles. Exopod of one segment with three

outer thorns, a terminal blade, and three bristles.

Fourth Feet. Rudimentary.

Stage III

Body. 1.43-1.50 mm. long, thorax of six segments, abdomen of

one segment. Cuticular lenses, rostral processes and cephalic hooks

present. Posterior end of body symmetrical.

First Antenna. Sixteen segments.

Second Antenna. As in II.

Mandible. As in II.

MaxilUped. A total of six segments, otherwise as in II.

First Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with one inner

bristle, the second with eight bristles. Exopod of two segments, the

first with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the second with three

outer thorns, a terminal blade and four bristles.

Second Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basi-

pod with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with nine bristles. Exo-

pod of two segments, the first with one outer thorn and one inner

bristle, the second with three outer thorns, a terminal blade and five

bristles.

Tliird Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with seven bristles. Exopod
of two segments, the first with one outer thorn, the second with two

outer thorns, a terminal blade and four bristles.

Fourth Feet. First and second basipods with no bristles. Endo-

pod of one segment with six bristles. Exopod of one segment with

three outer thorns, a terminal blade, and three bristles.

Fifth Feet. Rudimentary.

Stage IV

Body. 2.23-2.35 mm. long, thorax of six segments (the fifth

thoracic segment symmetrical with slightly pointed corners'), abdomen
of two segments in both sexes.

First Antenna. Twenty-three to twenty-four segments.
Second Antenna. As in III but with an additional bristle in each

of the two lobes of the terminal segment of the endopod.
Mandible. As in III.

Ma.\-lUif<ed (Fig. 11). As in III but with one very small bristle at

the base of the long bristle on the second lobe of the first basal and two
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very small bristles at the base of the long bristle on lobe three; basal

two has three distal plumose bristles and segment three has two distal

plumose bristles.

First Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod

with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with one inner

bristle, the second with eight bristles. Exopod of two segments, the

first with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the second with three

outer thorns, a terminal blade and four bristles.

Second Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod

PLATE III

FIG. 9. Head copepodid Stages II-VI, lateral.

FIG. 10. Maxilliped copepodid Stage I.

FIG. 11. Maxilliped copepodid Stage IV.

FIG. 12. Fifth feet copepodid Stage IV, female.

FIG. 13. Fifth feet copepodid Stage V, female.

FIG. 14. Fifth feet copepodid Stage IV, male.

FIG. 15. Fifth feet copepodid Stage V, male.

with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with ten bristles. Exopod
of two segments, the first with one outer thorn and one inner bristle,

the second with three outer thorns, a terminal blade, and five bristles.

Third Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod

with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with nine bristles. Exopod
of two segments, the first with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the

second with three outer thorns, a terminal blade and five bristles.

Fourth Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod

with no bristle. Endopod of one segment with eight bristles. Exopod
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of two segments, the first with one outer thorn, the second with three

outer thorns, a terminal blade and five bristles.

FiftJi Feet, Female (Fig. 12). Symmetrical, biramose, the inner

ramus being short and rounded at the tip, the outer ramus of one seg-

ment with one outer thorn and one small and two large spines at the tip,

and on the inner margin a number of fine hairs. The posterior surface

of the second basipod bears one long and one very short bristle.

Fifth Feet. Male (Fig. 14). Symmetrical, biramose, the inner ra-

mus short and rounded as in the female, the outer ramus as in female

but with two large and two very small spines at the tip ;
second basipod

with bristles as in the female.

Stage V

Body. 2.73-3.30 mm. long, thorax of six segments, the fifth

thoracic segment asymmetrical in the male due to increased length of

the right corner forming a conspicuous point ; abdomen symmetrical and

of two segments in the female and three in the male.

First Antenna. Twenty-four segments.
Second Antenna. As in IV but with seven and eight bristles re-

spectively in the inner and outer lobes of the distal segment of the

endopod.
Mandible.- As in IV.

Maxllliped. As in IV.

First Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of three segments, the first with one inner

bristle, the second with two inner bristles, the third with six bristles.

Exopod of three segments, the first and second each with one outer

thorn and one inner bristle, the third with two outer thorns, a terminal

blade and five bristles.

Second Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with three inner

bristles, the second with eight bristles. Exopod of three segments, the

first and second each with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the

third with three outer thorns, a terminal blade and five bristles.

Third Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with three inner

bristles, the second with eight bristles. Exopod of three segments, the

first and second each with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the third

with three outer thorns, a terminal blade and five bristles.

Fourth Feet. First basipod with one inner bristle. Second basipod
with no bristle. Endopod of two segments, the first with three inner

bristles, the second with seven bristles. Exopod of three segments, the
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first and second each with one outer thorn and one inner bristle, the third

with three outer thorns, a terminal blade and five bristles.

Fifth Feet, Female (Fig. 13). Symmetrical, biramose, the inner

ramus short and with two short points, the outer ramus of one long seg-

ment with one outer spine near its middle and one inner and one outer

spine near the one terminal spine ; second basipod with bristles as in IV.

Fifth Feet, Male (Fig. 15). Asymmetrical, uniramose, each foot

consisting of first and second basipods with bristles as in the female, and

two firmly fused segments of the exopod. Distally the first segment has

an outer spine, the second segment bears one outer lateral spine, two
terminal spines, and one very small inner spine near the tip.

Stage VI, Adult

DISCUSSION

Epilabidocera amphitrites possesses a typical calanoid nauplius larva.

The body shape resembles most closely the larvae of Pontella meditcr-

ranca, Ccntropages hamatus, Acartia longiremis and Tortanus discan-

datus in having a straight hind body which is not sharply marked off

from the fore body as occurs in Calamis finmarchicus and Temora longi-

cornis. A comparison with the incomplete figures of Claus ( 1893,

Plate I) indicates a striking similarity to the late nauplius of P. meditcr-

ranea. In both species the body is unusually slender and the caudal

armature is apparently of the same type. The caudal armature also

recalls that of C. hamatus and T. longicornis in the presence of a long

heavy left terminal spine. In Stage II this likeness to the correspond-

ing stage is greater in the former species, whereas the following stages

recall more nearly the larva of the latter. In the latter species, how-

ever, the short right spine partakes less of the character of a
"
hook

"

and there is a maximum of three pairs of lateral hooks and two pairs

of ventral hooks as contrasted with one pair each in E. amphitrites. An-

other similarity is seen in the sixth stage when both species bear eight

dorsal marginal bristles and five ventral marginal bristles on the distal

segment of the first antenna, but E. amphitrites is unique in having an

alternation of long and short bristles on the dorsal margin.

The likeness of the caudal armature to that of C. hainatns may be

said to diminish after the second stage, and yet this dissimilarity is not

so great if the end spines (" Endborsten ") which appear in the third

stage of C. hamatus (Oberg, 1906, Plate II, Fig. 3) can be considered

distally placed lateral hooks, as they appear to be.

Table I gives a brief summary of the characters useful in identifica-

tion of the successive nauplius stages of E. amphitrites.
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The copepodid stages follow the regular order of development. In

the development of the feet, it will be noted that upon first appearance

(after the rudimentary stage) each ramus of each pair of feet possesses
hut one segment. With the next moult the exopod (and also the endo-

pod in the first pair) divides once and remains thus through the sub-

sequent moults to the fifth stage, when each branch of all the feet

(excepting the fifth pair) add one more segment, giving the total num-
ber found in the adult. This was also the method of development of

the first four pairs of feet in Tortanits discandatus (Johnson, 1934).
In Calanus finmarchicits the development is similar to this except that

the moult immediately following the appearance of the feet gives rise

to two segments in both rami of each pair of feet. After this they re-

main unchanged until the fifth stage when the adult condition is acquired

by the addition of one more segment to each branch (Lebour, 1916,

Plate V). Centropagcs evidently also follows this routine (Oberg.
1906, Plate VII, Fig. 7, A-F).

In the sixth stage of E. ainphitrites the fifth feet of the male undergo
drastic modification upon reaching maturity. It is of interest to note

that in the fourth copepodid stage the fifth feet are practically identical

in the sexes, both possessing a short inner ramus. There is a slight dif-

ference relative to the terminal spines of the exopod. In this stage the

sexes can be distinguished best by the slightly swollen right antenna of

the male. In the fifth stage the male has completely lost the inner ra-

mus, whereas in the female it has developed somewhat but still remains

rudimentary. The appearance and subsequent disappearance of the

inner ramus in the male suggests a stronger tendency in the female to

retain the primitive character in this respect.

Up to the adult stage the urosome is symmetrical in both sexes.

The only obvious asymmetry in the body in the fifth stage is found in

the fifth thoracic segment of the male, which is drawn out to a longer

point on the posterior margin of the right side. In the adult the uro-

some is very asymmetrical, particularly in the female.

The amount of asymmetry found in the nauplius stages of some

copepods may not be especially significant in indicating the extent of

asymmetry present in the adult. Adult asymmetry comes mainly in the

sixth or adult stage and appears to be closely associated with sexual

maturity. It must be said, however, that where marked asymmetry
occurs in the nauplius stages, some type of body asymmetry can be

expected in the adult animal or in one or more species within the family
or genus to which it belongs, but not necessarily to the same species.

For example, the nauplius stages of Tcmora longicornis, Ccntropagcs

hamatus, and Epilabidoccra cnnphltritcs are strikingly asymmetrical, and
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of the adults T. lougicornis is usually symmetrical (but in T. titrbinata

the anal segment is somewhat asymmetrical in the female) ;
C. hainatits

is slightly asymmetrical in the genital segment and in the posterior

corners of the last thoracic segment of the female; and E. amphitrites is

very asymmetrical. Tortanus discaudatus and Acartia longircinis pos-

sess relatively little asymmetry in the larvae, while the urosome and

caudal rami of the former are very distorted in both sexes in the adult,

and only a little tendency to distortion is seen in the caudal rami of the

female in the latter.

Calanus finmarchicus and Pscudocalanits iniinitiis (syn. elongatus}

represent the calanoid group with symmetrical bodies when mature and

little or no asymmetry in the nauplius stages (Oberg, 1906; Lebour,

1916).

The typical harpacticid nauplius (Gurney, 1930, Longipedia, Fig.

10) and adult are symmetrical, and the same is true of the Cyclopoida

(Gibbons and Ogilvie, 1933, Oithona helgolandica and 0. spinirostris,

Plates I and II).

From the above few comparisons it is seen that, in so far as the life

histories of marine copepods have been investigated, there appears to be

some tendency to larval asymmetry in the calanoid group in which some

adults are asymmetrical. Whether or not there is a period in the early

copepodid stages in which the asymmetry remains latent, only additional

investigation on life histories will show. It must be borne in mind that

the asymmetrical calanoids (for example, the Pontellidse) usually also

possess striking modification in secondary sex characteristics relative

to the feet and antenna which are not indicated in the larva;, and that

the body asymmetry may develop in the adult due to the same more

recently acquired trend.

Table II gives briefly the most useful characteristics for identifica-

tion of the copepodid stages of Epilabidocera amphitrites,
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PULSATIONS IN THE NEREIS EGG

LEIGH HOADLEY 1

(From the Biological Laboratories, Harrard University, and tJie

Marine Biological Laboratory, IVoods Hole)

It is a well-known fact that the eggs of many forms change their

shape markedly in the period between the time of fertilization and first

cleavage. This is more noticeable in the eggs of some animals than in

those of others. It is especially evident in such an egg as that of Chce-

topterus, where a polar lobe is formed just prior to the first cleavage.

In the eggs of annelids and mollusks it is quite usual for the formation

of the polocytes to be accompanied by changes in the gross shape of the

egg, which becomes somewhat flattened just before the appearance of

the polar elevation.

Movements of the cytoplasm of the central and more peripheral re-

gions have been described in a large number of eggs. Many of these

are mass movements which result in the isolation of specific regions.

This is well illustrated by the processes which lead to the formation of

the yellow crescent of the egg of Stycla and of the grey crescent of eggs

of certain amphibia. Similarly, mass movements and migration of re-

gions have been noted in the developing egg of 'Chcetopterus (Lillie,

1906) and the ctenophore (Spek, 1926). Such mass movements are

slightly different from those characteristic of the telolecithal eggs of

certain fishes and the squid, where the first visible evidence of activa-

tion and development comes with the streaming of the cytoplasm and

its subsequent accumulation in the blastodisc.

Changes in the gross shape of the egg or of parts of the developing

germ may or may not be related to the isolation of specific regions. In

the coelenterates, constant movement is not uncommon, the most exten-

sive being found in Hydra, which is
"
amoeboid

"
during its early de-

velopment. The deformation of the egg during polar body elevation

and that accompanying the formation of the polar lobe are essentially

the same, though the former is not immediately related to any develop-

mental restriction. There is still another group of movements involving

altered relationships between parts of the cytoplasm. They appear at

the time of cell division and are definitely related to cleavage. Such

flowing movements are probably of general occurrence and have been

1 This investigation was aided by grant from the Milton Fund.
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described and discussed by so many workers that no specific examples

need be cited here.

The present paper is a report of changes in the gross shape of

the egg of Xcrcis which take place in the interval between sperm at-

tachment and the second cleavage. Though this activity is not apparent

on casual observation, it proves to be very extensive when camera lucida

drawings of the egg are made at short intervals and compared. The

search for indications of activity was prompted by the observation of

certain phenomena associated with the division of the cell in the Canti

Tissue Culture Film and with the development of the egg of the rabbit

as seen in the film by Professor \Yarren Lewis and Dr. Paul \Y.

Gregory.
The egg of Xcrcis was selected for use in making these observations

for two reasons. This egg is inseminated while the germinal vesicle is

intact, and hence the period of observation includes not only the time

of first and second cleavage but also of maturation. As will be seen

below, these periods are of great interest. Moreover, the egg of Nereis

is enclosed within an easily determined membrane and contains many oil

droplets which are constant in their position. Both supply reference

points on which one may depend in determining, first, the extent of the

deformation of the egg and, second, its constant orientation in the field

of the microscope.

The eggs \vere prepared for observation in the following way. A
large female collected the previous night was placed in a finger bowl

with an active male. Both were immediately excited and shedding
commenced. A stop watch was used for timing observations. Ap-

proximately a minute after the first appearance of the eggs, a very few

were placed on a slide in a considerable amount of sea water. The

cover glass was supported and sealed on three sides with vaseline. Eggs
treated in this way complete the first cleavage at the same time as the

controls. The first batch of eggs tested was placed on a slide without

the precaution of the vaseline seal. Very interesting information was

obtained from this and similar experiments which will be considered

below.

Inasmuch as but a few of the eggs were placed under the cover glass,

not more than two or three at most wrere included in one field of the

microscope and then, often only by the use of the low power. The

manipulation and selection of the eggs to be observed required some

five minutes so that observations usually began at about that time.

\Yhile watching the eggs, it is relatively simple to tell in just what

regions changes are taking place, for, aside from the oil droplets, the

edge of the fertilization membrane gives a reference line to which
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changes in shape may be referred. Both oil droplets and membrane

were used in continuous observation but their use in making records

had to be abandoned. It was soon found that the time required to

draw two sets of lines was too great to be practical. Speed was re-

quired and hence eggs were drawn in the same orientation without refer-

ence lines. Unfortunately, alterations in contour which appear great

on observation of the egg within the membrane are not as evident when
the outline of the egg alone is examined. In order to minimize any error

which might arise from haste and slight inaccuracies in tracing, an ini-

tial magnification of 200 diameters was employed and the sketches made

by means of a camera lucida. Subsequent photographic reduction has

led to more accuracy than could have been hoped for at the magnification

given in the text figure. An effort was made to draw the egg at 20 to

30-second intervals up to the time of first cleavage. The number given
in each of the accompanying sketches represents the time in minutes

and seconds which elapsed between the initiation of shedding by the

female and the completion of the sketch. Complete pictorial histories

of individual eggs, while a part of the records, are not included here for

obvious reasons.

In making observations of this kind it is well to bear in mind several

possible sources of error. If the orientation of the egg changes during
the course of the observation, no positive information is obtained inas-

much as the turning of the egg may lead to changes in shape which are

apparent rather than real. In like manner it is wise to be very cautious

in recording swelling and shrinking of the eggs, for these may be the

result of modifications in the shape which would be evident if viewed

from the side, but which may readily be misinterpreted when seen from

above. Both of these effects have been controlled in the present ob-

servations.

OBSERVATIONS

The observations described below were made at the Marine Bio-

logical Laboratory during two successive summers. The results are

similar and so consistent that part of but one series of observations need

be considered in any detail. A general statement of the findings will

be presented first.

The development of the egg of Nereis is so well known that but an

outline need be presented here. If the cultures are maintained at a

temperature of from 18 to 19 C., the main events which serve for

the identification of the various stages occur approximately as seen in

Table I. All of the events recorded in the table are separated by appre-

ciable intervals of time save for the final engulfment of the sperm head
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and first polar body formation. For this reason the 100-minute period
has been subdivided for convenience into three shorter intervals indicated

in the table as 'A,'
'

B,' and
'

C.' The first ('A') covers the time

elapsing between the insemination of the eggs and the final incorporation
of the sperm head within the cortex of the egg. This includes the

breakdown of the germinal vesicle. The second period (' B ') begins

with the isolation of the first polar body as a discrete unit and ends with

the elevation of the second polar protuberance. In reality the period

stops just before the elevation of the cytoplasm but the egg must be fol-

lowed to that stage before the exact degree of development can be deter-

mined. The third interval ('C') covers the period from the complete
isolation of the second polar body up to the time of the deformation of

the egg prior to the first cleavage. We shall now consider in a general

way the events in each of the three intervals.

TABLE I

Interval
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continues changing its shape by pulsating without pause throughout the

remainder of the period which ends at about the time of the disappear-

ance of the sperm head within the egg. At no time are the movements

as great following the
'

rest period
'

as during the breakdown of the

vesicle. There is some difference between the general appearance of

the pulsations which appear prior to the
'

rest period
'

and after. These

will be considered below.

The second interval (interval
' B ') covers the period between the

complete separation of the first polar body and the initiation of the

elevation of the second. During this period, as during the first, the

activities of the zygote may be seen to center around the female nucleus,

the sperm head, and the cytoplasm of the egg. The egg nucleus, now
that of the secondary oocyte, forms the second maturation spindle. The

sperm head swells and becomes reoriented within the outer layers of

the cytoplasm near the site of penetration. In addition, the interval

is characterized by a succession of pulsations of the same sort as those

noted during the first interval. The pulsations are probably even less

extensive than those following the
'

rest period
'

of interval
' A '

though
the difference is slight. There is no doubt, however, but that the in-

terval represents a period of increased activity so far as egg movement
is concerned.

Interval
' C '

extends from the completion of second polar body
formation to the beginning of the first cleavage. It is characterized

within the nuclear elements of the zygote by the formation of the female

pronucleus, the establishment of the male pronucleus, the migration of

both to a central position in the egg with the development of the asters,

and the breakdown of the united nuclei in the formation of the first

cleavage spindle. The time required for this series of events varies

somewhat as indicated above. In general the period is one of activity

on the part of the egg. The gross form is altered constantly by pulsa-

tions though these are not as extensive as in interval
'

A.' They do

compare well with those of the second interval. \Vhen the whole in-

terval is examined in detail, it is evident that there is not an immediate

resumption of activity after the formation of the second polar body as

after the formation of the first. Only after a considerable lag does

one find the pulsations of the egg at all extensive. The peak is reached

about halfway between the elimination of the polar body and the time

of the appearance of the first cleavage plane. This is probably very

significant, as will be shown below. Just prior to the extensive gross

deformation of the egg which precedes the first cleavage, the presence

of pulsations is masked by the elongation of the egg and the flattening

of the poles which accompany the formation of the spindle and the
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appearance of the furrow. The cessation of the pulsations prior to and

during cleavage is not as difficult to understand as that occurring during

the formation of the polar bodies, for the former involves the entire egg

while the latter involves only the polar region immediately adjacent to

the maturation spindles and hence hut a relatively small portion of tin-

entire surface.

In the above descriptions onlv the periods designated by the in-

tervals have been considered. Nothing has been said about the period

of sperm head incorporation, polar body formation, or cleavage save that

the pulsations of the egg are interrupted. The interruption is not ab-

rupt but gradual. As the egg nears each of these stages, the outer

region becomes more regular as the extent of the movements decreases.

It also appears more rigid than either before or after. It has much the

same appearance during the
'

lag period
'

which follows the isolation

of the second polar body. At the time of the first cleavage, not only

does the surface of the egg appear more regular but the entire egg
becomes elongated in the equatorial plane in such a way as possibly to

dominate or mask secondary activity. This is also true just before the

appearance of the second cleavage plane.

The extent of the deformations which have been described in gen-
eral above may be better appreciated upon examination of the text figure

which represents tracings of a single egg during interval
'

A.' It is

a part of a complete record of the egg but only this period will be con-

sidered in detail inasmuch as two general types of activity are found

during this period and inasmuch as the deformities at this time are of

such magnitude that they are easily recognized by comparing the trac-

ings. The period prior to and during the breakdown of the germinal
vesicle is represented by nineteen tracings taken between 11 minutes

and 10 seconds and 19 minutes and 40 seconds after the insemination

of the batch of eggs to which this example belonged. Careful examina-

tion will show that the pulsations of the egg are of two sorts, one of

which is quite extensive and results in general distortion of the sphere,
and the other of which results in surface irregularities which appear
more or less localized. After the

'

rest period
'

which ended at about

27 minutes, the egg resumed its pulsations, which may be seen to be

quite extensive. These pulsations are of the more general type with

no evidence of the more localized irregularities. By 37 minutes and 50

seconds and 38 minutes and 15 seconds the egg is rounding out ando <~ o

appears rigid as the time for the inclusion of the sperm is neared. The
deformations of the intervals described above as

'

P>
'

and
' C are

similar to those of the second portion of interval
'

A,' but in this ex-
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ample are not as extensive and are more difficult to follow in tracings.

They are not included here.

The period between the completion of the first cleavage plane and

the initiation of the formation of the second is similar to that of interval

(

12.50 1 \ 13.15

V 31 oo If 31 io )\ 31 oo If 31 io )

/-^
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3450 )/ 35.IO
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3$ 10
J

Deformations of the egg during interval
'

A.' For explanation see text.

'

C.' Slow labored deformations occur which, however, are not as ex-

tensive as those noted in any of the intervals described above. They are

retarded and finally cease as the blastomeres elongate prior to the

second cleavage. In this connection two sets of observations may be

of interest. In early experiments, the drop of sea water was not as

well protected on the slides as in later ones. The evaporation of the
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medium resulted in a marked hypertonicity of the solution. In such

cases the eggs often did not successfully complete the first cleavage.

\Yhere no cleavage took place, the pulsations were somewhat decreased

in extent even before the time of division in the controls. In addition,

they ceased entirely during the cleavage period, only to reappear, though

they were of lesser amplitude, after the cleavage was completed. They

ceased a second time at approximately the time at which the second

cleavage might have been expected. The fact that just after the cessa-

tion of the movements the eggs collapsed seems to indicate that they were

approaching that stage, for it has been shown by several workers that

permeability is increased at the time' of cleavage. The general observa-

tions have been confirmed on eggs placed in slightly hypertonic sea

water just before the first cleavage. None of the eggs were followed

beyond this stage.

DISCUSSION

Inasmuch as the above observations were made upon the relatively

rigid egg of Nereis, it must be assumed that pulsations of this sort,

found to occur in the eggs of some of the ccelenterates and described

there as amoeboid, are also characteristic of the eggs of many other in-

vertebrates and probably of the eggs of some vertebrates as well. In

some groups these are extensive
;
in others less so. In some they are

evident only in the earliest developmental stages ;
in others they may

be observed over a much longer interval. Those who are familiar with

the moving picture films of fertilization and the early development of

the eggs of several marine invertebrates taken by Professor Robert

Chambers will recall the occurrence of movement there. The phe-

nomenon must be much more general than might at first be thought.

In considering the portion of the egg cytoplasm responsible for the

pulsations, account must be taken of both the cortical region and the

deeper, more central endoplasmic mass. The localized irregularities in

the surface which appear during the earlier part of interval
' A '

would

seem to be the result of activities in the cortical layer. It is more dif-

ficult to localize the centers responsible for the more extensive move-

ments.

While the events described above must be significant in the develop-

ment of the zygote, they apparently do not result in any immediately

recognizable change in its intimate constitution. The continuous oc-

currence of the deformations of the egg (see below) indicates strongly

that they are, to a large extent, independent of immediate nuclear control

being initiated and accomplished within the cytoplasm during all phases

of nuclear activity. Similar independence of nuclear and cytoplasmic
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phenomena has been demonstrated in a number of places, more notably

by Lillie (1902, 1906) and Wilson (1904). On the other hand, the

importance of a certain minimal amount of chromosomal material to the

completion of cleavage has been emphasized by Dalcq and Simon

(1932).

Perhaps the most interesting relationship is that existing between

the magnitude of the change in shape and the varying physical state of

the egg protoplasm as it has been described for numerous other forms

by Heilbrunn. This worker (1928) states that the egg of Xereis has a

relatively high viscosity when shed into sea water. This decreases

greatly with the breakdown of the germinal vesicle, temporarily to in-

crease again three times. These increases Heilbrunn associates with

the formation of the meiotic spindles and of the spindle of the first

cleavage. There is no mention of a fourth increase immediately after

the breakdown of the germinal vesicle during what has been called the
'

rest period
'

above, but the description is given only for comparison

with the egg of Cumingia which has been very carefully studied.

Pantin (1924), working with the unripe eggs of Nereis diversicolor,

obtained results on the effect of temperature on viscosity which differs

slightly from those of Heilbrunn for Arbacla and Cumingia.- It is

probable, however, that the egg of the heteronereis form of Xereis and

that of Cumingia are comparable. If the graph made by Heilbrunn

(1921) to express the relative viscosity of the Cumingia egg during

the pre-cleavage period be inverted, the minutes be taken as 10 minutes

in Nereis, and the time of the maturation divisions and the first cleavage

fitted, the curve represents the extent of the deformations very closely

with one exception. That exception is in the
'

rest period
'

described

for Nereis during which the pulsations cease. It is probable that the

pulsations which are evident during certain phases of the development

of the egg are really characteristic of all stages but are masked at certain

times by the gelation of the cytoplasm of the egg as a whole. It is of

interest to note that even the lag after the formation of the second polar

body may be explained by reference to Heilbrunn's diagram.

It was noted above that when the eggs were developing in a medium

which was hypertonic, the activity was not as extensive as in normal sea

water. Similar results were obtained by Pantin (1923), who has ob-

served that the activity of the marine amceba (Lima.v type) was reduced

in hypotonic and hypertonic media.

In conclusion, the results of the observations may be summarized

2 Costello (1934), working in Heilbrunn's laboratory, has found that the ef-

fects of temperature on the viscosity of the egg of Arbacia follow closely those

described bv Pantin for Nereis.
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briefly as follows. After insemination the egg of Nereis >ho\vs a series

of deformations which are continuous and which decrease in extent up
to the time of the second cleavage. These are masked periodically by

more general changes in the physical state of the entire cytoplasm of

the egg, as described by Heilbrunn, so that they appear to occur in waves.

It is possible that these activities on the part of the cortex culminate in

the formation of the cleavage planes but at the present time the evidence

does not warrant such a statement.
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AUTOTOMY IN THE AXOMURAN, PORCELLANA
PLATYCHELES (PENNANT)

LEIGH HOADLEY

(From the Department of Biology, Harvard Unircrsity,
1

Cambridge)

The autotomy of parts of the individual has been observed and

studied during some stage of the life history of representatives of

many of the phyla of the animal kingdom. Generally speaking, ani-

mals showing this phenomenon may be subdivided into two groups,

those in which the autotomy is followed by a regeneration of the lost

part, and those which do not replace the missing structures. Among
the latter are to be found many animals such as the echinoderms and

various parasites whose adult form differs greatly from that of the

larva. The first group, while not restricted to the Arthropoda, is prob-

ably best represented by that group, many of which rid themselves

readily of appendages by autotomy, autospasy, or autotilly
2 for a variety

of reasons. For the most part, the numerous investigators who have

studied autotomy have been interested primarily in the mechanics of

the process itself or in the events of the subsequent regeneration. The

present observations are concerned with the extent to which an animal

will cast off its appendages in response to mild stimulation, and with

some apparent correlations between the sex of the individual and the

amount of autotomization. Attention was first called to this aspect of

the phenomenon while numbers of the small anomuran, Porcellana

platychdes, were being examined for developing eggs.

MATERIAL

Porcellana platychdes
"

is an anomuran closely related to Galathe-

inca. The carapace of the animals used in the experiments measured

approximately 8 mm. in length and 7 mm. in breadth. P. platychdes is

1 This investigation was aided by a grant from the Milton Fund. I wish here

to express my gratitude to the College de France for the use of space in the Lab-

oratoire Maretime at Concarneau and to the Director, M. Rene Legendre, and to

M. E. Faure-Fremiet, who combined to make my stay in the laboratory a pleasant

and profitable one.
2 Definitions of the methods of self-mutilation and their occurrence in Crus-

tacea have been treated very completely by Wood and Wood (1932).
3 I wish to thank Dr. F. C. Chace for the identification of the anomuran. An

illustration of this form may be found in the Challenger Reports for 1873-76, Ano-
mura (J. R. Henderson), Plate XI, Fig. 7. Porcellana platychdes and its distri-

bution are described by Milne Edwards in
"
Histoire Naturelle des Crustaces,"

T. II, p. 255, Paris 1837.
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a squat form with chilipeds which arc broad and flattened and arc drawn

close to the head parts as it clings to the rocks on the lower side of

which it is found. The three anterior walking legs are well developed

while the fourth is slender and inflexed. The pleon is slender and is

utilized in locomotion. Females bearing eggs are quite thick and have

some difficulty in holding themselves to the rocks when disturbed.

The animals are very common on the coast of France, especially in

the region south of the Manche along the shores of the Bay of Biscay.

All of the animals used in the present report were collected on several

small rocky islands which are located in the entrance to the outer harbor

of Concarneau in Finistere. Stones and rocks in the region between

the high and low tide levels were turned over and the animals found

clinging closely to the roughened lower sides. They were touched and

immediately dropped into a bucket in which they were transferred to

the laboratory. The collection was made the last week of June, 1930,

when all of the females collected save one were bearing eggs.

The appendages of Porccllana platychcles are autotomized upon the

slightest provocation. Repeated attempts were made to preserve the

animals intact for further study only to find that as soon as the animal

was put into fixing fluid most of the legs were cast off. Of those

which were collected and brought to the laboratory, some had lost

appendages in transit. Many of the animals, however, retained all of

the legs up to the time of the experiment.

METHODS

The experiments were of two kinds, both of which were very simple.

Isolated animals with all of the appendages intact or with but one of

the chilipeds or walking legs missing were placed in dishes in a small

amount of fresh sea water and allowed to remain unmolested until they

began to move freely about the container. Without moving the dish,

one of the appendages was gently seized with a pair of blunt forceps
and the occurrence or non-occurrence of autotomy recorded. The proc-
ess was repeated with another leg and continued until each one of the

appendages had been tested once. Only the chiliped and the three an-

terior walking legs of each side were tested inasmuch as the fourth pair
is short and slender and not easily grasped without touching the owner.

The chiliped of the right side was designated as 1, and the walking legs

as 2, 3, and 4; those of the left side correspondingly as A, B, C, and D.

Each experiment therefore involved eight separate tests.

The above experiment was varied slightly with ten of the animals.

Legs were stimulated one after the other, continuing until all had been

dropped. In some cases each leg was stimulated as above while in three
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there were repetitions before all of the legs had been tested. It was

soon found that the last remaining appendages did not autotomize after

TABLE I

Autotomy by males. The letters and figures in Roman type indicate appendages
autotomized; those in italics represent appendages retained. The two cases omitted
in the averages are considered in the text.

Animal
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were treated in the same way as those in the experiments described in

the preceding paragraph will be considered in both connections.

EXPERIMENTS

\Ye will consider first the results of the experiments in which each

leg was stimulated but once, a total of eight successive trials. The data

are presented in tabular form in Tables I and II. After a consideration

of the more general aspects of the results, each of the cases which is dis-

tinguished by some qualification in the column headed
" Remarks "

will

receive separate attention.

It is apparent after but a brief examination of the results of the

experiments as they are presented in Tables I and II that there is a

TABLE II

Autotomy by females. The letters*and figures are used as in Table II. Case
VIII is considered in detail in the text.

Animal
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Unfortunately the number of females on which records were made

is relatively small. This in itself was a result of a difference in the be-

havior of the two sexes. As may be seen from Table II, the females

do not autotomize as readily as do the males, at least while they are

bearing eggs. Inasmuch as man}- of those with developing eggs were

preserved before the experiments were begun, fewer remained for the

actual tests. Those preserved did not drop more than one or two of

the appendages until placed in the fixing fluid. Even then they gen-

erally retained some of their members. Disregarding for the moment
the results obtained with Animal VIII, the only female examined which

did not bear eggs, it will be seen that the females as a group cast from

to 3 legs on the first four trials and from to 2 on the second four.

The average for the first four is 1.5 and for the second four is 0.50.

The average for the eight is 2. Only one of the females autotomized

any appendage in the second period of the experiment and there the

number cast was two. These averages, which are to be found in Table

II, should be compared with those for the males in Table I. The dif-

ference in the behavior of animals of opposite sexes must be significant.

AYe will now consider those cases which have been qualified in the

table.

Nothing need be said of Animal XI save that the third walking leg

of the left side was missing when the experiment was begun. The total

number of legs cast before the animal ceased to react was therefore 6

instead of 5, as would appear from the record. Number XIX lacked

3 of its legs but was tested because it was an unusually large animal.

During the trials three more of the legs were dropped, which brings the

total in that case up to 6 in place of the 3 which appear in the table.

Inasmuch as so many of the legs were missing when the experiment was

begun, it was considered legitimate to omit this case from the averages

made and presented above. Female XXIV was laying eggs at the time

the experiment was performed. This animal autotomized but one leg

and that on the first trial.

One male (IX) was tested from which one of the second antenna

was missing. As has been mentioned above, the flagellum of the an-

tenna is very long and hence is easily injured. The animal cast 7 of its

legs in eight trials, failing on the seventh. The next animal experi-

mented upon was also a male, so that the left second antenna was re-

moved by scissors before the legs were touched. That animal (X) also

dropped 7 of its legs, failing only on the eighth trial. Inasmuch as

Animal VII also dropped 7 of its legs and a number dropped 6, no other

experiments of this sort were made.

Of all of the females collected and examined only one (VIII) had
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no eggs attached. Not only did this animal hear no eggs, hut its be-

havior in autotomy was similar to that of the males. It is possible that

an error was made in scxing the animal, which, unfortunately, was not

] (reserved, but that seems highly improbable. It is possible that there

was some functional disorder present which resulted in the absence of

the ova. It is also possible that the animal had already laid its eggs and

that all of the young were hatched prior to the time of collection. In-

asmuch as the rest of the females bore eggs which were far enough

along in their development to show eye spots and yet not old enough to

be hatched, this does not seem probable. The animal was not included

in computing the averages.

Male XVII is another case in which an animal showed an autotomy

reflex which was characteristic of the opposite sex. The left chiliped

was missing when the experiment was begun. No appendages were cast

during the seven trials which were made on the remaining members.

The behavior, therefore, was characterized by more inhibition to autot-

omization than is generally found in the female. It is probable that

the absence of the autotomy reflex should be explained on some of the

grounds to be discussed below. If the animal had recently molted, for
o

example, autotomy would not be expected. In that case, however, the

absence of the left chiliped must be attributed to autospasy or combat,

and not to true autotomy. Inasmuch as the reactions of the animal were

so evidently atypical, it is not considered in connection with the averages

above.

The second type of experiment involved the successive stimulation

of appendages, one after another, until all or all but one had been autot-

omized. So far as possible, the data are summarized in Table III.

Three sorts of information will be found embodied in the figures. They
indicate the number of trials made on any specific leg and the number

'of the trial (in the total number) at which the leg autotomized. They
also indicate whether the leg was dropped in response to the mild stimu-

lation employed throughout in the experiment above or in response to

injury either by cutting or by crushing. Occasionally a leg is retained

even after injury and later released, apparently in response to mild stim-

ulation (I, II). On the other hand, in three of the cases (VI, IX, X)

injured members were held to the end of the experiment. Seven of the

cases reported here are also to be found reported in a slightly different

way among the experiments of Tables I and II.

It is immediately apparent on examination of the table that the

females tend to retain the legs longer than do the males. This is evi-

dent not only in the larger number of attempts required to cause all of

the legs to be released but also in the number of legs which have to be

injured before they are autotomized. It is also evident, both in the
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TABLE III

Antotomy on repeated stimulation. In the columns headed "Trial on which the

leg was cast," the subscripts indicate the number of trials with that leg. Where no

subscript is present it is understood that the leg was cast on the first trial. In the

column headed "Injury," the subscripts indicate the number of the trials at which
that particular leg was injured.
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ject should consult their paper. The- observations of these 1

investiga-

tors cover a wide variety of forms found both on these shores and at

Roscoff. Unfortunately they were unable to obtain Porcclluna but they

state concerning (ialathca squamifera, a closely related anomuran, that

it
"
autotomizes on less stimulation than any other form used." While

they were interested primarily in the mechanics of autotomy. a number

of their observations are of importance to the present discussion.

Porcclhma casts its appendages by the method described by Wood
and Wood as true autotomy. They distinguish between three types of

self-mutilation, all of which are dependent upon the physiological state

of the animal for their realization. The following observations are

mentioned specifically here as they may have some bearing on the re-

sults obtained above. Animals kept in the laboratory for some length

of time, even though apparently in good condition, may fail to show

the typical autotomy reflex (Cainbants var. sp.). Loss of blood may
so weaken an animal that in spite of a vigorous pinching response by
the chilipeds, no typical autotomy can be induced. Experiments on

Carcinides inocnas, the green crab, have shown that newly molted ani-

mals are not able to autotomize their appendages. Carcinides infected

with Sacculiua autotomized as readily as did uninfected animals. No
sex differences in autotomy were observed.

Turning now to the information obtained in the experiments reported

above, it is quite apparent from Table I that animals with all of the ap-

pendages present autotomize much more readily than do animals which

have already cast some of their legs. The act of autotomy in itself appears,

therefore, to have a very definite influence on the reflex. There are

two possible explanations for this fact which immediately come to mind.

The animal may be in a poorer condition after the shedding of some

of its legs so that it resembles in its reactions individuals which have

been bled or have been held in the laboratory. On the other hand, the

autotomy itself may alter the typical reaction of the animal by freeing

some substance or substances which act as inhibitors to the process.

This possibility should be tested. It is of interest to note that while

the first legs to be cast are released after mild stimulation, extensive

injury is often insufficient to cause the last legs to be dropped. The

inhibitory influence must be a potent one.

The order in which the appendages are stimulated and dropped has

little or no effect upon the total number which will be cast by an indi-

vidual. When the experiment is begun with the anterior appendages,
the two posterior walking legs will usually remain, while if the pos-

terior walking legs are the first to be tested, the two chilipeds are re-

tained. One complete experiment of the first type required much less
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than five minutes, so that the factor or factors responsible for the change
in the reflex must act very quickly. Inasmuch as the legs are freed

by true autotomy it may be assumed that the act is accompanied by very
little loss of blood. The evidence does not favor a control by inhibition

due to the lowered
"
vitality

"
of the animal.

A single test was made with an animal which had previously lost

more than one of its appendages. This was a large male with both of

the chilipeds and the first walking leg of the left side missing. Each of

the five remaining members was tested once with the result that three

of them were autotomized. The total number of legs cast by the animal

was therefore six, which compares very favorably with the total num-
ber dropped in eight trials by intact animals. If the cause for the re-

tention of the last legs is to be found in the production of some sub-

stance which modifies the reactions of the individual, either this animal

must have lost the three members just before the beginning of the

experiment or the effects of the autotomy of the limb must persist for

some time. The results obtained with those animals from which one

(IX and X) or both (IV) of the second antennae were missing when
the experiment was begun have a distinct bearing on this question.
Mutilation of one antenna apparently has no effect on the behavior

in autotomy though mutilation of two may have such an effect. Were
the change in the reflex the result of loss of blood, it might be expected
that injury to the antennae would be as potent as injury to a leg in this

connection. The evidence in the experiments does not confirm this

hypothesis. The effect appears to be intimately associated with the loss

of the legs themselves.

Both of the tables prepared in connection with the experiments con-

tain definite evidence that the behavior of animals of the two sexes

differs in respect to autotomy.
4 Males cast more of the legs than do

females carrying eggs and in addition they cast the legs more readily

than the females. It is unfortunate that the number of the females

examined was so small but, as stated above, the primary interest in the

females carrying eggs led to the preservation of many before the ex-

periments were commenced. There is such a high degree of consistency
in the results obtained that the relatively small number may be taken

as representative of the group. The difference in the behavior of the

two sexes might be attributed to a structural difference which would

make the reflex mechanically difficult. Wood and Wood ( loc. cit.)

have stated that animals with heavy exoskeletons do not easily accom-

plish true autotomy. Xo difference in the nature of the carapaces was

4 M. R. Legendre has informed me that he has noted similar sexual differences

in Porcellana platychclcs.
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noted here. The 1

pre.-enre of eg.^s produces changes in the gross rela-

tions between the parts of the body which might be thought to lie si^niti-

cant. Wood and Wood have shown, however, that Carcinidcs infected

with Sacciiliiut can autotomize its appendages. The relationships in that

case would be similar to those in animals bearing eggs. The parasite is

found on the males but as the same workers have shown, there is im

difference in the mechanics of the process in the two sexes. Moreover,
the very fact that animals of both sexes will drop some of their legs by
true autotomy shows that the rellex may be accomplished by both.

The difference in the behavior of the males and the females carry-

ing eggs is more satisfactorily explained nn the assumption that there is

some fundamental difference in their functional status which modifies

the reflex. It is well known that the sexes differ as to their metabo-

lism. Moreover, in some Crustacea, animals of opposite sexes have

dissimilar pigmentation during the breeding season (shrimps). In

the Insecta sex differences in behavior are found in the termites and the

ants where the female autotomizes the wings at the conclusion of the

nuptial flight. Similarly, some of the parasitic flies lose their wings
when they reach the host on which they take up their permanent abode.

The alteration or differentiation of the behavior pattern according to

the mode of life or the sex of the individual is a very common occur-

rence. The evidence in the present case points to a similar fundamental

difference in the reactions of the two sexes in Porccllaua. It would be

very interesting to know the behavior of females at other seasons of

the year. Some indication might be inferred from female VIII. but

this is an isolated case and should not be taken as representative of the

group without further experimentation.

The discussion would not be complete without some brief reference

to the data obtained in relation to adaptation. Autotomy itself has been

considered from this standpoint so often that nothing further need be

said here. The behavior of the females in relation to the males is of

interest for during the breeding season the female is less active than the

male and hence less liable to injury. Moreover, the gravid female is

continually dependent upon her appendages both in the care of the eggs
and in defense, while the mode of life of the more active male changes
but little. Fortunately the male, which is more subject to injury, autot-

omizes more readily than the female, which makes constant use of its

legs.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES IX A STUDY OF THE
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HOST CELL OF THE VIRUS OF TOBACCO
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It has long been felt by many investigators that the active agent in

anv tvpical mosaic disease of plants mav be intimately associated with^ - i i J j

the protoplasm of the affected host. This view is no doubt due in part

to the mass of evidence indicating rapid multiplication and migration of

the virus in the living tissues of the host, and the lack of convincing evi-

dence that such virus agents may be propagated in ritro. It is quite

conceivable that the virus agents of many animal diseases reach body
fluids and secretions, and ultimately find ready means of transfer to

other host individuals. Since in plants there are no such general fluids,

with the exception of that of the
"
transpiration stream," it seemed

particularly desirable and important to direct efforts toward the deter-

mination of the location and concentration of the virus agent in the

various parts of the living cell, including, of course, the various proto-

plasmic components and the vacuole. It appears that no such study has

previously been attempted. The "
typical

"
mosaic of tobacco offered

many advantages and was selected as the main object for the preliminary

studies here reported.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
t

Micro-methods

A Chamber's micro-manipulation apparatus, consisting of two

manipulation units and a Leuer syringe attachment for extraction, was

used in this work. The operations were carried out under a Spencer

microscope equipped with a mechanical stage, using a 4 mm. objective

and a 6 X ocular, giving an approximate magnification of 260 X-
The micro-pipettes were made from hand-drawn capillary Pyrex

tubing with an approximate inside diameter of 0.5 mm. and a wall thick-

ness of approximately 0.1 mm. The tips of the pipettes were drawn out

to a fine point with a fairly abrupt taper, ending in a tip with an opening
of from 0.5 /A to I.//, in diameter. It was found necessary to have

1 This work was made possible, in part, through a grant from the Research

Committee, Graduate School, University of Wisconsin
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the taper fairly abrupt and uniform to the very tip in order to prevent

clogging and to facilitate withdrawal of the cell contents. Inasmuch as

the type of pipette suited for this work was very difficult to make by

hand, a mechanical device was designed which produced very uniform

pipettes of the type required. This device, which embodies certain

modifications of the principle utilized in an earlier machine designed by
Du Bois,

2 will be described in a subsequent paper ( Livingston, 1934. in

press). The tips of the pipettes were bent upward at an angle of 15

to 20, sealed into the special adapters with DeKhotinsky cement, and

attached to the tube leading from the svringe. which was mounted on

one of the manipulator units. In those cases in which a larger open-

ing in the tip of the pipette was desired for some of the work, the tip

was broken off under the microscope with a needle attached to the other

manipulator, leaving a jagged opening with a diameter of 2 or 3
//,.

After considerable experimentation, 20 per cent gelatin was used as

a mounting medium. This was used because of the following advan-

tages it possessed over the usual liquid mounting media: (1) It holds

the tissue firmly in place, so that it is easy to puncture and to enter the

cell to be operated upon at any point desired, this firmness being un-

attainable in liquid media with the tissue used in these investigations.

(2) Since the gelatin is solid, there is no danger of the mounting me-

dium entering the pipette and diluting the extracted material. (3) The
low solidification point of the gelatin, which is slightly above room tem-

perature, makes it possible to apply it in a liquid state without danger of

injuring the tissue by excess heat.

Because the hair cells of the tobacco plant are readily accessible and

are sufficiently large to be easily operated upon, and are known to con-

tain a high concentration of the agency causing the mosaic disease, these

cells were used in this study. Freshly diseased shoots from young,

rapidly growing plants were used, and thin cross-sections were cut with

a sharp razor from the base of the midrib of a diseased leaf or from the

first internode of the stem above the lowest leaf showing definite mosaic

symptoms. These sections were mounted on a 24x30 mm. cover slip

in a drop of gelatin as described above. Several sections were cut at

one time, and the mounted material was kept in a closed Petri dish on

moist filter paper until operated upon. Except where specified below,

no material was used in these studies which had been mounted more than

6 hours. Over this period of time, the cells remained fully turgid and

exhibited active streaming.

For operation upon the cells, the cover-slip with the mounted mate-

rial was inverted over a moist-chamber and was held in place by a

coating of Lubriseal. It was found that codling the tissue markedly
2 Science (N. S.), 73: 344-345, 1931.
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increased the viscosity of the protoplasm, which greatly facilitated cer-

tain operations. When this was desired, the material was thoroughly
chilled on ice directly before inverting the cover-slip over the moist-

chamber, and the moist-chamber was kept surrounded by a stream of

brine from an ice-salt mixture throughout the operations.

As it was impossible to measure directly the quantity of material

withdrawn, the portion of the pipette which was filled in the operation
was carefully measured with a micrometer ocular, and the cubical con-

tents computed. For each run, from 0.15 to 1 cu. mm. of material was

collected, and this was diluted with distilled water to the concentration

desired for inoculation. As it was impossible to expel all of the mate-

rial from the pipettes, and the possibilities for adsorption were very

great with such minute quantities, the tips of the pipettes were broken

off and ground in a micro-mortar in the water used for dilution in order

to free as much material as possible.

All inoculations were carried out by a standardized needle-prick and

scratch method, using healthy potted plants grown in the greenhouse.
As a control, thoroughly macerated hair cells, from the same diseased

plant used for the micro-manipulation work were diluted to a concentra-

tion of 1/1,000 and inoculated in the same manner.

Macro-methods

It seemed probable that an application of Chibnall's 3

technique for

securing separately samples of vacuolar sap and of protoplasmic extract

might be made useful in the present study, and although recognizing the

limitations of such macro-methods, this procedure was modified to suit

our requirements.

The tobacco shoots infected with the virus of typical tobacco mosaic

were grossly washed of any adhering dust or soil, dried of surface water

under an electric fan, dipped and held in ether 3 minutes, and then im-

mediately placed in an hydraulic press and subjected to a pressure of

about 2,000 Ibs. per square inch of plunger area. It is recognized that,

while some of the cells are ruptured by this process and doubtless some

unfiltered sap is thus obtained, it is also true that some sap is obtained

which is filtered through protoplasm and cell wall under pressure. In

the experiment referred to a volume of 30 cc. of juice, designated vacu-

olar sap, was obtained. This was later diluted (sample A) for the

inoculations, as indicated in Table I. The remaining tissue residue was

ground finely twice in a food grinder, 70 gm. were recovered, and this

was diluted with 250 cc. distilled water, in order better to extract the

virus. The residue was then pressed at 4500 Ibs., and the
"
infective

"

juice collected was brought up to a volume that would yield a concentra-

3 Jonr. Biol. Chan., 55: 333-342, 1923.
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tion of approximately 1/10. From a part of this juice (sample B) the

other required dilutions were prepared. Another part of this 1/10 juice

(sample C) was also treated with diatomaceous earth 4 and then diluted

fur inoculation as in the case of sample D.

Shoots of young tobacco plants infected with the virus of yellow

mosaic were treated in precisely the same manner, as in the case of the

t \pical mosaic, for the preparation of corresponding samples of this

virus. All inoculations were carried out by a standardized needle-prick

and scratch method, using potted plants grown in the greenhouse.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some Phvsienl Properties of the Cell Inclusions and the Relation of

These Inelnsions to the Concentration of the I'/nis A;/ent

in the Cell

Although numerous cytological investigations have been made on

the cell inclusions accompanying various virus diseases, micro-manipu-

lative technique offers not only a new approach to the problem of

sampling, but also in the present studies has made possible certain in-

teresting observations on the physical properties of these cell inclusions.

There are two recognized types of intracellular bodies or inclusions

which normally accompany the typical mosaic disease of tobacco, viz.,

the vacuolate type, sometimes designated as amoeboid or X bodies, and

the
"
crystalline

"
type or

"
striated

"
bodies. Both types are usually

definitely associated with the cytoplasm of the cell. Tn certain of the

hair cells, both types may be found ; in others, they may occur sepa-

rately. In the material used in the present studies, the
"
crystalline

"

bodies appeared to be much more numerous than the vacuolate type,

and if the vacuolate type were present, they were usually accompanied

by one or more of the crystalline type. As the
"
crystalline

"
bodies are

often profoundly altered in appearance by the action of cytological

fixatives, they are frequently overlooked in studies made on fixed and

stained material.

The presence of either type of inclusion in the cell seems to bring

about a rather marked decrease in the viscosity of the cytoplasm. It

was noted that the cytoplasm of hair cells from a diseased plant which

had no inclusions present, and which appeared to be normal in every

respect, was sufficiently viscous so that on cooling to slightly above

C. it would not readily enter a pipette with an opening in the tip of

slightly more than 1 /i in diameter. This was particularly true of the

outer region, or the so-called ectoplasm. In contrast, the cytoplasm of

cells with abundant inclusions would readily enter a pipette with a

*Duggar, B. M.. Proc. Soc. Exper. Bwl. and Mcd.. 30: 1104-1109, 1933.
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similar opening, and there seemed to be no noticeable differences in the

viscosity of the various regions of the cytoplasm, regardless of cooling

or of any other treatment resorted to. The phenomenon of semi-lique-

faction of the cytoplasm would perhaps be expected in cells in an ab-

normal or pathological condition, such as that attending the presence of

the virus agent and the formation of the inclusions.

The vacuolate inclusions appear to be surrounded by a more or less

definite membrane or surface film which, for the time at least, maintains

them in a definite form and preserves their identity. Ordinarily they
will withstand considerable disturbance in the cytoplasm in their imme-

diate vicinity, but if touched by a micro-needle or by the tip of a micro-

pipette they break down immediately into a kind of granular mass, which

readily enters a pipette with an opening of 1 /x in diameter. This ob-

servation seems significant.

The so-called crystalline bodies normally appear as flat, irregular,

plate-like crystals, which, when seen on edge, often show a striated or

palisade-like structure. Although in the living cell they often appear
to be definitely crystalline in nature, they break down into a granular
mass immediately on being touched or disturbed by the tip of a micro-

pipette, and they readily enter the opening of the smallest pipette used.

This behavior indicates that they are not truly crystalline.

Inasmuch as certain investigators have hypothecated that the inclu-

sion bodies are actually concentrates, or at least an indication of high

concentrations, of the virus within the cells in which they occur, it was

deemed desirable to investigate the comparative concentration of the

virus agency in hair cells from diseased plants which possessed abundant

inclusions, in contrast with those cells, either from the same plant or

from comparable plants, which possessed no visible inclusions of any
kind. Accordingly, a young plant which had been inoculated 15 days

previously, and which had shown definite mosaic symptoms for approxi-

mately one week, "was selected, and sections were cut from the stem

above the lowest leaf showing definite symptoms. These sections pos-

sessed abundant inclusions (both crystalline and vacuolate types) in the

hairs in certain regions, while on other regions of the same section no

inclusions were present (the former may correspond to the paler areas

of leaves, the latter possibly to the greener areas). The sections were

mounted as previously described, and were operated upon at ordinary
room temperature, using pipettes with an opening of 2-5

/j.
in diameter.

Under these conditions it was possible to extract the entire cell contents,

and material was collected from hair cells with abundant inclusions, as

well as from hair cells on the same plant which possessed no visible in-

clusions. As a control, an inoculum was prepared from hair cells
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clipped from the same diseased plant. All inoculations were made at

a dilution of 1/1,000 on young, rapidly growing plants, using 10 plants

for each series.

As may be noted on reference to Table I, A, the material from cells

possessing abundant inclusions induced 80 per cent disease at the dilu-

tion used, while the material with no inclusions induced no disease. The

controls were all diseased, as is usually the case in experiments carried

out at a dilution of 1/1,000 with the technique used in these experi-

ments. The slight diminution of the incident disease in the material

collected from cells with abundant inclusions over the control is ascribed

to adsorption and other difficulties involved in the micromanipulation

technique.

TABLE I

Indications of the relation of inclusion bodies to the concentration of the virus agency
within the cell.
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inoculated developed the disease. From the cells with inclusions absent,

1.064 mg. was collected, which, on dilution, was sufficient to inoculate

5 plants at a dilution of 1/100 and 10 plants at 1/1,000. Of these, one

plant inoculated at 1/100 developed the disease, while the 1/1,000 series

was entirely disease-free. The control, which consisted of hair cells

collected from the same plant used for the material without inclusions,

but which possessed abundant inclusions in various areas, induced 100

per cent disease.

The results of these experiments might indicate either that the inclu-

sions are actual concentrates of the virus agency, or, as seems more

reasonable, that they represent products accompanying the development
of the agency in high concentrations. Inasmuch as these structures are

intimately associated with the protoplasm of the cell, the suggestion

may be offered that the protoplasm itself is the place of origin and

development of the agency causing the mosaic disease of tobacco.

Preliminary Indications on the Location and Concentration of the

Virus Agent within the Cell

Indications from Macro-incilwds. As previously indicated, a modi-

fication of the Chibnall technique was used in these studies which were

made on both typical tobacco mosaic and on the yellow mosaic of

tobacco.

The results shown in Table II seem clearly to indicate that the sap

pressed from the tissues with as little disintegration of the protoplasm

as is possible with this technique contained the virus only in relatively

low concentration. It should be remembered that ordinarily the inci-

dence of disease at a dilution of 1/1,000, with the inoculation technique

employed, averages around 90-100 per cent. On the contrary, the virus

is found in the residue at full strength. Admitting the filtration possi-

bilities of both protoplasm and cell walls, the results are nevertheless

suggestive, and it was the more important to seek evidence from micro-

manipulation (the micro-pipette method).

Indications from Micro-uietJwds. In these studies an attempt was

made to remove the cell sap from diseased cells in as pure a state as

possible and to contrast the infectivity of the cell sap with that of the

entire cell contents from similar cells. In this way it was hoped to

determine whether the virus agency was localized in the protoplasm or

if it was present in high concentrations throughout the cell.

It must be recognized at the outset that any dissection or disturbance

within the cell may bring about profound changes in its organization and

condition, resulting in disturbances in adsorption and similar phenomena
which might tend to seriously alter the results obtained. However, by
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exercising care in the operation, and by working as rapidly as possible,

these tendencies were no doubt greatly minimized, and while the results

may not be strictly quantitative, they at least will serve as indications of

the relative concentration of the virus agency within the various regions

of the cell.

For the removal of the cell sap, only freshly mounted, thoroughly

chilled hair cells from plants affected with
"
typical

"
tobacco mosaic

were used. It was found, as indicated above, that it was important that

the material used be in good physiological condition in order to effect

fairly accurate fractionation. Accordingly, shoots from plants which

were just beginning to show definite mosaic symptoms, having been

TABLE II

Indications from macro-methods as to the location of tltc virus agency within hair cells of

tobacco plants affected with ''mosaics."

Sample
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hv the capillary attraction of the pipette, supplemented occasionally by

very mild suction applied to the syringe, and then quickly withdrawn.

If any appreciable amount of cytoplasm entered the pipette under these

conditions, it would be readily detected by the difference in refractive

index and the behavior in the pipette, and the entire pipette would be

discarded. Several pipettes were used in the extraction of the material,

because the pipettes quickly lost their capillary action as the tips became

filled, and often a small bit of cytoplasm would adhere to the tip and clog

the opening.

The entire cell contents were removed from cells of similar plants

with essentially the same technique described in the previous section,

that is, operation on the cells at room temperature, and using pipettes

with a larger opening. Hair cells were clipped from the plant used in

the removal of the cell sap, macerated, and diluted 1/1,000 as a control.

TABLE III

Indications from micro-methods as to the relative concentration of the virus agency in the

cell sap and in the cytoplasm of fiair cells from diseased tobacco plants



FURTHER STUDIES ON THE LONGEVITY AND
SWIMMIXG ABILITY OF SPERMATOZOA

BENJAMIN H. GRAVE

(From DcPaim' Unircrsitv mid the Marine Biological Laboratory,

Woods Hole)

A series of experiments designed to measure the total distance which

spermatozoa of Cnniinyia tcllinoides and Arbacia punctulata are capable

of swimming, the rate at which they progress, the period of their great-

est activity, and their longevity, are described in this paper. They were

carried out at the Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Massa-

chusetts, during the summers of 1931 and 1932.

My indebtedness to Dr. M. H. Jacobs, Director of the Laboratory,

for the use of a room and for many conveniences, is gratefully acknowl-

edged.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

Following the publication of a preliminary paper on this subject in

1928 (Jour. Exper. Zool., vol. 51), work was continued with refinements

in methods and apparatus used. The construction of the sperm tube as

finally perfected is shown in Fig. 1 . It may be noted that a slender feed

tube (FT), inserted at each end, makes it possible to introduce sperm at

one end of the tube and eggs at the other and that this method of intro-

ducing the sperm reduces to a minimum any disturbance of the water.

The elevation () in the floor of the tube at either end is designed to

prevent eggs and sperm from drifting. The two open tubes (FT) in

the top are intended for ventilation but are probably unnecessary.

In setting up an experiment, the sperm tubes are first filled with sea

water which has stood in jars upon the laboratory table over night and

which therefore has assumed the temperature of the room and is free

from any gases it may have acquired while under pressure in the pipes

of the laboratory water system. The sperm tube is then immersed in

water of the same temperature with only the feed tubes and ventilating

tubes projecting above the surface. For this purpose rectangular aqua-

ria filled with sea water which had also stood on the table over night

were used. This undoubtedly insures a uniform environment and

avoids convection currents or other disturbing movements of the water

as far as possible.

After the sperm tubes, so filled and immersed, had stood undisturbed

not less than two hours, one or two drops of eggs were introduced in the

feed tube at one end of each sperm tube and two or three drops of a 1 or
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2 per cent suspension of sperm at the other. 1 Both eggs and sperm
were seen to settle quietly in the feed tubes and to drop vertically from

their inner ends, each into the appropriate pocket. It is evident, there-

fore, that if any of the eggs in the tubes ultimately undergo cleavage

they must have been fertilized by spermatozoa that have traversed the

full length of the tube. By using tubes of different lengths it was pos-

sible to determine not only how far the spermatozoa are able to swim but

also the rate of their locomotion.

A possible fault of the former experiments, as reported in 1928, may
be found in the fact that the tubes then used were exposed to air and

that convection currents might thus be set up within the sperm tubes

during the course of the experiment which might therefore have carried

the spermatozoa farther than they normally swim of their own effort.

However, by carefully shielding the tubes from environmental changes,

FIG. 1. Type of sperm tube used. FT , feed tube
;
VT

, ventilating tube
; E,

elevation in the floor of the sperm tube.

including air currents, almost the same results are obtainable by either

method. By employing an improved piece of apparatus, and by im-

mersing the tubes in water, this source of error has been eliminated.

METHOD OF CALCULATING THE RATE OF SWIMMING
OF SPERMATOZOA

The average normal rate of cleavage of Arbacia and Cumingia eggs

at temperatures of 23 or 24 C. is approximately as follows : first cleav-

age, 45 to 50 minutes ; second cleavage, 70 to 75 minutes ; third cleavage.

95 to 100 minutes. By deducting cleavage time from the total elapsed

time of the experiment the swimming time of individual spermatozoa
for traversing each sperm tube is closely approximated.

1 Although the initial concentration of the sperm suspensions used in these ex-

periments was relatively high, it became diluted as soon as the spermatozoa began
to spread into the water in the body of the sperm tube. The generally recognized
influence of the concentration factor on the longevity of sperm may be considered

negligible here.
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RESULTS

During the summers of 1931 and 1932 numerous experiments of the

type just described were made in which approximately constant water

temperatures in the sperm tubes were maintained at 22, 23, 24 and

25 C. The time required for spermatozoa to traverse the tubes was

repeatedly tested. The results, after the method was perfected, were

entirely consistent both in rate of swimming and distance attained. .Al-

though spermatozoa were shown to swim for periods of 9 or 10 hours,

an unexpected aspect of their activity became evident in that their rate

of progress after about 2 or 2% hours slows down suddenly. A further

gradual slowing continues from this point to the end of the life of the

sperm. During the latter and greater part of the swimming period the

spermatozoa are probably quiescent most of the time, swimming only

intermittently. Such intermittent activity, alternating with periods of

inactivity, satisfactorily accounts for the observed slowing down in the

swimming rate at about the 2-hour interval. These observations on

the most active period of spermatozoa are in substantial agreement with

other data on the longevity of gametes. Former experiments made to

test the longevity of spermatozoa of Cnin'uiyia and Hydroidcs (Blol.

Bull., vols. 54 and 59) have shown that almost 100 per cent fertilization

of eggs may be obtained from dilute suspensions of spermatozoa 3 hours

old; a small percentage live and are capable of fertilizing eggs 9 to 12

hours after emission, and very few live and function for longer periods.

A comparison of experiments on the gametes of Cmningia and Ar-

hacia shows that the spermatozoa of the former are somewhat more

vigorous than the latter. The spermatozoa of Arbacia, with one excep-

tion, were observed to swim but 15 to 16 cm. while those of Cumingia
usually swam 15 to 18 cm.

Results published in a former paper gave the swimming ability of

sperm of both species as 28 or 30 cm. It now appears that the extreme

limit for even the most vigorous Cum ingia sperm is 20 cm. Experi-

ments, when performed in tubes exposed to air, frequently give the

results originally published. The unexpected difference in the distance

covered by spermatozoa in tubes immersed in water and those sur-

rounded by air must be accounted for as the effect of convection cur-

rents set up in the water by the more variable temperature environment

afforded by air.

Differences in the rate of swimming, as computed from data of re-

cent experiments, show that the spermatozoa of each species are variable

in their activity, probably due to differences in vigor. Table I gives the

composite results of a series of experiments on the rate of swimming of

spermatozoa of Cum ingia at the temperatures indicated.
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The rate at which spermatozoa of Arbacia swim these distances are

not greatly different from that given in the tahle. They slow down

more quickly than the sperm of Citiningia and may require 8 or 9 hours

to swim 16 cm. and 4 or 5 hours to swim 15 cm. The rate at which the

first 12 cm. is covered is ahout the same for sperm of the two species.

There is a perceptible but not great difference in the rate of swimming
of sperm of both species at temperatures of 22 and 25 C. The rate is

somewhat slower at the lower temperature and a reduced total swimming
distance is also observed. No experiments were made at temperatures

lower than 22 C. because of lack of adequate constant temperature

apparatus, experience having shown that any considerable change of

temperature during the course of an experiment vitiates the results.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

From the twenty-one experiments made during the summer of 1932,

one (No. 18) is selected for description as typical. None of these ex-

TABLE I

Rate of SK'hinninf) and distance attained by spermatozoa of Cumingia at

temperatures of 23 to 25 C.

Length of Sperm Tube Time Required to Swim the Distance
cm.

7 ................................. 40 to 50 minutes

9 ................................. 50 to 65 minutes

12 ................................. H4 to 1% hours

15 ................................. 1% to 2% hours

16 ................... ............... 214 to 5 hours

18 ................................. 5V4 to 9 hours

periments included less than five sperm tubes and some involved as

many as twenty, the tubes varying in length from 7 to 18 cm. Each

experiment required from 5 to 9 hours for completion. All of the tubes

of an experiment were stocked with sperm from a single individual and

with eggs of a single lot. Controls of unfertilized eggs were kept to

make sure that they did not cleave because of chance fertilizations. All

experiments showed consistent results although the final ones were the

most successful because of improvement in technique with experience.

Detailed descriptions of additional experiments would show nothing

essentially significant or different from those selected.

Experiment 18. July 27, 1932

Sixteen sperm tubes of various lengths were set at 12 :00 M. Two

drops of sperm and two drops of eggs of Arbacia were added to each

tube. The records of six of these tubes are given as follows :

Tube No. 1. Length, 7 cm.
; temperature, 24.5 C. Eggs examined

at 1:40 P.M. Result: Five eggs just cleaving into two cells. Total
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time of experiment, 100 minutes
;

less cleavage time of 45 minutes,

swimming time 55 minutes. Sperm swam 7 cm. in 55 minutes.

Tube Xo. 2. Length, 12 cm.; temperature, 24.5 C. Examined at

3:10 P.M. Result: two eggs in 2-cell stage and one in 8-cell stage.

Total time, 190 minutes: cleavage time required to reach 8-cell stage.

94 minutes: sxvimming time, 95 minutes. (Sperm therefore swam 12

cm. in 1 hour and 35 minutes.)

Tubes Xo. 3 and 4 were also 12 cm. in length but were kept at a

temperature of 22.5 C. (Aquarium placed on a cool water table.)

Sperm traversed them in 130 and 135 minutes respectively.

Tube XT
o. 5. Length, 15 cm. Temperature, 24.5 C. Examined

at 4:30 P.M. Result: One egg in 4-cell stage, three in 8-cell, and

three in 16-cell stage. Total time, 4l/2 hours. Time required to reach

the 16-cell stage, 120 minutes; swimming time, 150 minutes. (Sperm
therefore swam 16 cm. in 150 minutes.)

Tube XTo. 6. Length, 18 cm. Temperature, 24.5 C. Examined

at 8:40 P.M. Result: Four eggs in the two-cell stage. Total time 8%
hours. Swimming time 8 hours.

Comment : This experiment shows that the rate of swimming of the

sperm slowed down promptly after 2% or 3 hours and this was ap-

parent in the whole series of experiments. It also shows that they

swam somewhat more rapidly at a temperature of 24.5 C. than at one

of 22.5.

This is the only experiment of the series in which sperm of Arbacia

swam more than 16 cm. It is probably not exceptional.

Experience has shown that spermatozoa may swim from 2 to 3 cm.

after the fifth hour or between the fifth and tenth hours. They make

little or no progress after 9 hours.

DISCUSSION

A repetition and reexamination of the former work extends the data

to include the rate of swimming as well as the total distance spermatozoa
are capable of swimming and shows that their vigor is rapidly reduced

after a relatively brief period of active swimming.
The sharply marked reduction in rate after 2 hours of swimming,

as shown by Table I, is significant. It probably means that although

spermatozoa live and function for much longer periods, their vitality

and energy are practically spent within 2 l
/> hours. There seems also

to be a great difference in the vitality of the sperm of different indi-

viduals of the same species.

The first spermatozoa to arrive at the opposite end of the sperm
tubes and therefore the first to fertilize eggs have been considered as
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giving the rate of swimming. As a matter of fact, larger numbers of

spermatozoa arrive later, and others continue to arrive for several hours,

as shown by the fact that certain 12 cm. tubes which were allowed to

remain undisturbed for 10 hours contained every stage of cleaving eggs
from two cells to the blastula. This also shows that spermatozoa con-

tinue to swim more or less for a period of 9 or 10 hours.

Spermatozoa which have been stimulated to great activity and weak-

ened by hours of swimming may become quiescent and lie almost mo-

tionless. If these spent spermatozoa are now brought into the presence
of eggs, or of sea water which has contained eggs for some time, they
often revive and again swim actively. It is possible that spermatozoa
are attracted by emanations from the eggs and that they are directed in

their swimming by chemotaxis. The conditions of our experiments
make it unlikely that stimuli act through any considerable distance, and

it may be assumed that we are measuring only the activity of spermato-
zoa as stimulated by normal sea water. If, therefore, the direction of

swimming of the spermatozoa is at random and without orientation it

is probable that a spermatozoon which crosses from one end of a sperm
tube to the other in the course of several hours may actually have trav-

elled a greater distance than the length of the tube, especially if it re-

versed the direction of its locomotion several times in the process.

There is no way to ascertain or measure this sinuous path. Hence the

length of the tube is taken as the distance attained. Ignoring these

complications, it is concluded that vigorous spermatozoa of certain ma-

rine invertebrates may swim 20 cm. in sea water and that they attain

three-fourths or four-fifths of this distance during the first 3 hours

after extrusion into sea water.
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It is a striking fact that our knowledge of chromosome structure and

behavior is far in advance of what we know about the rest of the mitotic

figure. In spite of the interest of earlier workers in the mitotic spindle,

we- have very little definite information about it and as proof of this

may be mentioned the fact that there is still disagreement on such a

basic point as to whether the so-called spindle fibers have a morpho-

logical reality in the living spindle. It is this latter question with which

I am here concerned.

For the sake of clarity it may be well to indicate the structures that

are involved. They were recognized by some of the earliest cytologists

and though their exact nature may not be clear, it is nevertheless patent

that on a topographical basis alone one may distinguish three types of

fibers in the fixed anaphase spindle : ( 1 )
The primary or continuous

fibers that usually extend from pole to pole and do not establish any

contact with the chromosomes; (2) the half-spindle components each

of which is connected with a chromosome on the one hand and one of

the poles on the other; (3) the interzonal connections, which stretch

between the separating daughter chromosomes (text fig. 1 ) .

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE QUESTION

That the spindle as a whole is morphologically differentiated from

the general cytoplasm has been amply demonstrated by such work as

that of Chambers and Sands (1923) and is indeed quite evident from

an examination of the living cell. The question at issue is whether the

fibrous structures seen in fixed preparations have some morphological

representation in the living spindle, or whether the latter is quite

homogeneous.

Naively expressed, it is evident that something must be responsible

for the structures seen in fixed spindles. So far as I can see, only

two alternative explanations are possible. One is that spindle fibers

represent lines of force which, although invisible in the living spindle,

bring about a differential coagulation when the latter is fixed. Such

a coagulation results in the longitudinal streaks or lines that we call

fibers. In other words, the proponents of this view maintain that in

the unfixed spindle there is no morphological basis for such fibers. In

contradistinction, the alternative view is that the living spindle is not
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homogeneous and that the fibers seen in fixed cells are present in some

morphological form also when the cell is alive.

However, the issue is complicated by the fact that some early and

much recent evidence indicates that the spindle is not to be regarded as

a unit and that, as I have argued in an earlier publication (1932), the

three spindle elements are not necessarily related to each ^ther in any
basic way. Since the material used in the present investigation is not

favorable for work on the primary or continuous fibers, I will venture

no conclusion concerning them. On the other hand, the interzonal con-

nections can hardly be regarded any longer as a subject of the question
here involved, since their actuality now seems sufficiently well estab-

lished. In substantiation I need mention only the work of Nemec

(1929 and earlier), who was able to separate the phragmoplast from

primary or

con tinuoai fibre

TEXT FIG. 1

the nuclei by centrifuging and other means and still found the orthodox

fibers appearing in it on subsequent fixation; the report of Ellenhorn

(1933) that interzonal connections (which, like me, he interprets as

tubes) are visible in certain living anaphases ; and finally, the persistence

of interzonal fibers to the metaphase and anaphase of the succeeding
division (Schrader, 1932).

But no such definite evidence is available for the half-spindles and

it is to them that my main attention is directed. Speaking generally,

the case for a homogeneous structure of the half-spindle is based on

the three following arguments :

1. In the normal, living cell the half-spindle shows no fibrous struc-

ture and appears perfectly homogeneous.
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2. Chain] UTS ( 1924) reports that when a microdissection needle is

inserted into the half-spindle region of a living cell and moved to

and fro, no corresponding movements occur among the chromosomes.

Again, if a chromosome is pulled out of the metaphase plate it shows

no fiber adhering to it. He argues that this must indicate the absence

of any morphological connection between chromosome and pole.

3. Some cytologists. especially certain members of the school of

Gregoire, believe that after good fixation spindle fibers appear in the

stained preparation no more than they do in the living spindle.

The first of these arguments may well be admitted as a weighty one.

So far as I know no one has ever demonstrated conclusively that fibers

may be seen in the living spindle. I can only suggest, as many have

done before me, that the indices of refraction of fibers and ground sub-

stance may be so close to each other that an optical distinction becomes

impossible under ordinary conditions.

The evidence brought forward by Chambers and so frequently re-

ferred to, can hardly be considered as decisive. As Belaf (1929a) has

already pointed out, we know almost nothing about the resistance that

might be offered to the needle by the fibers. Nor do we have any

grounds to believe that a fiber pulled out into the cytoplasm is a con-

spicuous object. At best, Chambers neglected to take the obvious step
of fixing and staining the cells thus operated upon. Their appearance
then would, of course, be of great importance.

The claim that in perfectly fixed cells, and especially those at the

periphery of the tissue, no spindle fibers appear, may well be taken

seriously when it is advanced by such careful workers as Robyns (1929
and earlier) and Bleier (1930 and 1931). But the claim is not easily

put to a test. It must be remembered, however, that good fixation does

not necessarily imply favorable staining properties. That peripherally-

located cells are fixed more perfectly than more deeply lying ones is

almost universally accepted, but I would like to point out that such cells

frequently stain imperfectly. Thus the cells at the periphery of the

heteropteran testis are frequently more rapidly destained than those

nearer the center; and in the case of such Amphibia as Aniphhnna,

Batrachoscps, and Plcthodon, these peripheral cells very often never

accept such stains as saffranin and lisematoxylin at all. That applies

especially to chromosomes in the prophase stages as well as the spindle

elements, and of the morphological reality of the former there can, of

course, be no doubt. In short, a good fixation does not in itself guaran-
tee the appearance of all cell organs after staining, the latter depending
on additional factors, chief of which appears to be the hydrogen ion

concentration (Seki, 1933).
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sum up. the evidence against a structural reality of half-spindle

fibers is not complete. But a similar criticism has been made of the

case for the other side of the question. The evidence there, usually

indirect, is exemplified by such investigations as those of Belaf (1929a
and b} and Schaede (1930). These workers produced, the one by im-

mersion in hypertonic media, the other by centrifuging, splits in the

spindle. These splits always occur in or parallel to the long axis and

both investigators concluded that, conservatively speaking, there must

be a structural differentiation, longitudinally oriented, in the living

spindle. To this Bleier (1931) has objected that if through such ex-

ternal agencies splits arise in a homogeneous body under bipolar tension,

they must of necessity take the general direction of such tension and

do not indicate a preexisting longitudinal structure per se. He makes
similar criticisms of some others of Belar's ingenious arguments and

though I do not concede that he completely disposes of the latter, it is

evident that the case is still open.
In view of this rather unsatisfactory status of the question, it is

strange that so little attention has been paid to a type of evidence that

has been in the literature for some time. This evidence pivots on the

simple argument that if spindle fibers can be bent in the living cell, they
can not be interpreted simply as lines of force. Such bending has been

described as resulting from natural or at least unknown causes by
Bonnevie (1906) and others; it has been observed as resulting from the

cell distortions involved in the effects of hypertonic media (Belaf) ;
and

most frequently of all it has been reported as consequent on the centri-

fuging of dividing cells (among others, Andrews (1915), Lillie (1909),

Morgan (1910), Spooner (1911), and Schaede (1930)).
It will be recognized at once that the bending of the half-spindle

fibers becomes significant only if it can be established that the experi-

mental treatment had not already induced coagulation when the bending
occurred. This implies that controls similarly treated must show that

such cells continue to live and divide. Such controls are manifestly

impossible in naturally occurring distortions.
'

The effects of hyper-

tonicity are not conclusive because Belaf states that, whereas anaphases

may recover, metaphases so treated almost never do. Unfortunately,
it is the latter in which we are certainly concerned with half-spindle

fillers, and therewith the objection becomes possible that the fibrous

structure reported by Belaf was first produced by the hypertonic me-

dium and then bent and distorted by continued action of the latter.

The evidence from centrifuging suffers because none of the workers

distinguish sharply between half-spindle fibers and interzonal connec-

tions and, indeed, most of their figures deal with the latter. However,
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Lillie speaks of serious disarrangement of fibers and shows in Fig. 7

of his paper a metaphase which is not very striking, and Morgan re-

marks on and shows in Fig. 32 of his paper a slight bending of tin- half-

spindles in a metaphase. The best evidence is contained in the paper

by Spooner, who reports that spindle fibers may be bent without perma-

nent injury to the cell and illustrates this effect especially in Fig. 3 of

her paper, where two metaphases show bending of the half -spindles.

I can conceive of only one loophole in the argument. If the surface

of the spindle body is, let us say, negatively charged, and the hypotheti-

cal lines of force are under its influence, then a bending of the spindle

surface might possibly result in a corresponding deflection of the in-

terior lines of force. The consequent fixation would then form fibrous

coagulations which, in conformation to the lines of force, would be

bent. If. however, the centrifuged spindle shows fibers that are not

only curved but in addition show some displacement with respect to each

other, this last objection would fall to the ground. Miss Spooner's

figures are too sketchy to allow of a judgment on the point and I there-

fore undertook the rather thankless task of once more covering the

ground.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

An Emerson centrifuge with 10,000 revolutions per minute and an

8 cm. radius was used throughout. The centrifuge has the advantage

of reaching full velocity within 3 or 4 seconds and coming to a full stop

within the same length of time.

The following material was used :

Heteroptera: testes of A!yd us cnriniis, BrocJiyniciui arborca, and

Euschistus fissilis. Fixation: strong Flemming.

Mollusca: eggs of Planorbis ghibratus in first and second cleavage.

Fixation : Bauin.

Crustacea: testes of Houiants aincricaiius. Fixation: strong Flem-

ming. Eggs of several species of Cyclops in early cleavage stages.

Fixation : Carnoy or Carothers.

Heidenhain's hsematoxylin method was used in staining and all prep-

arations were mounted in Euparol.

HETEROPTERA

Testes of Alydus were centrifuged
l/2 , %, 1, 2

>
and 3 minutes;

testes of Brochyjncna and EuscJiistiis for 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 minutes.

One testis of each specimen was fixed immediately after centrifuging

while the other was retained as a control in modified Ringer's solution.

The remarkable result was that none of the metaphases even when
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centrifuged for 9 minutes showed a significant distortion. The inter-

zonal fibers of the anaphases, on the other hand, already showed bend-

ing and twisting effects at 3 minutes. This fact, of course, can only

emphasize that a distinct difference must exist between the two spindle

regions. It was found, however, that whereas uncentrifuged testes re-

main normal in the Ringer's fluid for 7 or 8 hours, testes centrifuged

for 5 minutes or longer already show evidence of degeneration after

about four hours. Such cells show a characteristic granular deposit in

the cytoplasm and frequently small vacuoles make their appearance.

Deleterious effects are thus produced in material centrifuged for such

periods, even though in material fixed immediately no detrimental re-

sults are to be observed.

MOLLUSCA

After centrifuging (from 1 to 3 minutes), the egg masses of Planor-

bls were divided into two portions, one to be fixed at once and the other

to be kept as control in ordinary pond water. In spite of the stratifica-

tion of the egg materials, development occurred normally in all the

centrifuged controls, as Morgan and Conklin have already reported in

other mollusks. However, metaphase spindles were only sporadically

affected by centrifuging, the cases of bent half-spindles occurring with

about equal frequency for all the periods used. Apparently such bend-

ing results only when a mass of yolk globules becomes accidentally-

lodged on one side of the spindle and it is therefore not the direct result

of centrifuging. In no such instance was the effect very striking

(Fig. 4).

CRUSTACEA

Homarus

From testes with spermatocyte divisions portions approximately half

a centimeter long were cut out, the controls being derived from the topo-

graphically corresponding region of the other branch of the testis. The

material was centrifuged for %, 1, \ l/2 , 2, and 2% minutes. Controls

PLATE I

1. Homarus. Normal metaphase of spermatocyte division.

2. Homarus. Spermatocyte metaphase centrifuged for 1% minutes, showing
two broken components in the "lower half-spindle and a chromosome with its com-

ponents dislodged on the right side.

3. Homarus. Spermatocyte metaphase or early anaphase showing extreme

distortion after being centrifuged for l^ minutes.

4. Planorbis. Metaphase of first cleavage in the egg, centrifuged for 2 }4 min-

utes. Note yolk globules on left side of spindle.

5. Cyclops amcricanns. Telophase of third cleavage in egg centrifuged for one

minute, showing distorted interzonal connections.
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3.

PLATE I

5.
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were kept in Ringer's fluid or in sea water sterilized with heat. I found

it impossible, however, to avoid bacterial action which generally set in

after 5 or 6 hours.

[Mention must be made of the fact that spindle fibers of uncentri-

fuged spermatocyte cells show- a certain amount of crinkling, the direct

effect of fixation shrinkage. But this effect is readily distinguished

from the more extreme distortion resulting from centrifuging.

Centrifuging for l
1
/^ minutes produces effects such as are shown

in Figs. 2 and 3. It will be seen that not only are the fibers distorted,

but they are shifted with respect to each other and not infrequently torn

out of the main body of the spindle. The case of Hoinants would thus

be decisive in establishing an actuality of half-spindle fibers if. the cells

involved would through recovery attest that coagulation had not oc-

curred. Unfortunately this can not be definitely established. Controls

examined three hours after centrifuging, indeed, show that in many re-

gions the cells appear normal, but in other, rather sharply restricted re-

gions of the same tissues a definite degeneration is evident. The dis-

tortion effects already described are found in similarly restricted regions
and I can only suggest that we are dealing here with the results of a

crumpling and folding within the narrow^ confines of the centrifuge tube.

It is very likely the pressure incident to such folding that is to be held

responsible for such effects and of course also for the later degeneration.
But in view of the likelihood that degeneration occurs in cells with bent

spindles, the material becomes useless for our purpose and was reluc-

tantly abandoned.

Copepoda

The two egg masses carried by females Of various species of Cyclops
are almost ideal for the purposes of the experiment. In the two species

used, each mass contains about a dozen eggs and these, at least during

early cleavage, are all in practically the same phase of mitosis. The

egg masses easily can be detached from the mother's body and continue

to develop normally in ordinary pond water.

In centrifuging, both egg masses of a female were used, one being
fixed immediately afterward while the other was kept in pond water for

various lengths of time before fixation. All the drawings were made
from Cyclops anicricanus, which was readily obtained in the spring.

But with the beginning of June this species became scarce and for pur-

poses of studying the effect of centrifuging on the time of mitosis, Cy-

clops signatus was used.

It should be remarked that here, as in Houiarus and Planorbis, the

effect of centrifuging seems to be an indirect one. If the spindle, as

sometimes happens, lies parallel to the stratification of yolk and other
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materials, it appears to he affected very little. But usually it has a di-

agonal position so that one pole becomes pushed into or against the

stratified yolk while the other is under pressure from the peripheral

portion of the egg. It is chiefly in such cases, which comprise the great

majority, that the effects to he described are encountered.

The normal, uncentrifuged metaphase of C. unicricuiius is shown in

Fig. 6. The distance between the poles of the early cleavage figures is

unusually great. The half-spindle fibers are sharply marked and stain

rather heavily for a part of the distance between the chromosomes and

the pole, but then they suddenly become fainter and can hardly be traced

near the tip of the spindle. The astral center appears to be at some

distance from this tip. The fully formed half-spindle as a whole is

plainly demarked from the cytoplasm and though it is difficult to show
in drawing, there appears to be a matrix or ground substance which

occupies the spaces between the fibers or components.

Centrifuging for one minute frequently produces distortion of the

metaphase spindle, but the effect is more or less spoi'adic. The inter-

zonal connections of the anaphase are, however, nearly always dis-

torted in such eggs, the result depending on the position of the mitotic

figure at the time of centrifuging. Thus the group of interzonal fibers

may be bent as a whole if the two groups of chromosomes are shifted

with respect to each other, or else they may be kinked and separated

if the centrifugal force coincides with the long axis of the spindle in

its direction (Fig. 5). Centrifuging for 1% and l
l/2 minutes causes

similar if not greater effects on interzonal fibers, but it also is more

constant in its effects on the half-spindles. Since centrifuging for 1%
minutes did not markedly increase such changes, nearly all the observa-

tions were made on eggs centrifuged for 1% or 1% minutes.

It will be remembered that in the early divisions of the copepod egg
there is a striking gonomery. This side by side association of maternal

and paternal nuclei in a double spindle is easily disturbed by centrifug-

ing, one spindle often being shifted on the other. But generally this

is done through bending of the poleward or distal region of the half-

spindle without severing connection with the asters. This region seems

to offer little resistance, whereas the more sharply outlined parts of the

half-spindle components proximal to the chromosomes are evidently

stiifer (Figs. 7 and 10). Occasionally, however, the two spindles be-

come completely separated at one pole, although in my experience in

every such case the connections with the opposite pole were maintained.

In two or three instances the spindles show a splitting or separation

of the components without any marked bending. Such a phenomenon
has already been described by Belaf (1929) and more particularly
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Schaecle (1930). and will not be especially mentioned in the present

work (Fig. 10).

It is with the more common cases of distortion that I am particularly

concerned. That the half-spindle fibers are relatively stiff has already

been remarked, but bending nevertheless occurs even in the proximal

region. It is to be emphasized that the components of a half-spindle

are not only bent as a group, but that bending occurs unequally so that

even adjacent ones may show varying degrees of distortion and dis-

placement (Figs. 7, 8. and 9). However, it is rarely that a fiber or

component is so dislodged as actually to protrude from the general

spindle body, a result which is so common in Hoinants. It must be

obvious that no system of lines of force would show reactions of the

type just described.

The possible criticisms of such a demonstration of the actuality of

spindle fibers have already been referred to. To check the possibility

that centrifuging first coagulates a homogeneous spindle substance in

fiber-like streaks and then, being continued, produces the bending here

described, centrifuged metaphases were studied in vivo. If the visi-

bility of fibers depends on coagulation in a homogeneous substance, and

if such coagulation can be induced by centrifuging, then fibers should

be seen in freshly centrifuged, unfixed metaphases. The spindles are

found without much difficulty, but though they are studied more readily

than uncentrifuged figures (because centrifuging removes the obscuring

yolk spheres), it is not often that an exact side view is encountered. In

none of the four instances where this was done could any definite fibrous

structure be identified and except for the absence of yolk the appearance

did not seem to differ from that of uncentrifuged spindles. Evidently,

a coagulation of the ordinary sort is not involved.

A more extensive study was made of the effects of centrifuging on

subsequent activity of the egg. In normal and uncentrifuged eggs of

Cvclops siyuatus it takes very close to three-quarters of an hour to com-

PLATE II

(All figures of Cyclops aincricanus. In Figs. 6, 8, and 9 only one member
of the double spindle appears)

6. First cleavage metaphase in normal, uncentrifuged egg.

7. Second cleavage metaphase, centrifuged for l^A minutes. Showing a shift-

ing of the two gonomeric spindles on each other, with compensating bends in the

half-spindles near the poles.

8. First cleavage metaphase, centrifuged for P/4 minutes. Showing that half-

spindle components can be bent independently of each other.

9. First cleavage metaphase, centrifuged for 1 % minutes. Showing that half-

spindle fibers can be bent independently of each other.

10. Second cleavage metaphase centrifuged for P/4 minutes. Showing splitting

in one of the gonomeric spindles and bending of the polar end of the half-spindle.
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plete an early cell cycle, i.e., from metaphase to metaphase. Eggs

centrifuged when in the first or second metaphase and fixed one-half

hour afterward had reached the middle prophase of the succeeding divi-

sion (12 eggs) ;
after three-quarters of an hour the eggs had reached

an early metaphase (with a formed spindle but some trace of the dis-

integrating nuclear membrane) of the division following (11 eggs) ;

after one hour an early prophase of the second following division had

been reached (6 eggs) ; after 2 hours the succeeding two divisions had

been completed and the prophase of the third had been initiated (about
20 eggs) ; and after 5 hours eggs centrifuged when in the first meta-

phase had attained the stage in which blastula formation is begun (about
30 eggs). ,

It will be seen that the duration of a cell cycle in eggs centrifuged

during first or second metaphases is thus not markedly different from

that in uncentrifuged eggs, that is, about three-quarters of an hour.

The possibility of some slowing nevertheless remains, not only because

it is difficult definitely to limit the various phases but also because the

metaphase appears to be of some duration and it is not possible to recog-
nize whether one is dealing with one that has just been established or

one that is about to be terminated for the anaphase. But this period
does not exceed 10 minutes at best and is more likely to be in the neigh-
borhood of 5 minutes. A lag due to centrifuging thus cannot be greater

than a few minutes.

In short, the centrifuging either brought about no delay in the mito-

tic activities or else the latter were caused to lag for only a negligible

space of time. This again must mean that no coagulation is involved,

and this in turn implies that the fibrous or at least longitudinal struc-

tures were present in the living half-spindle.

CONCLUSION

Throughout the preceding pages the word "
fiber

"
has frequently

been used. It must be understood that it is employed for convenience

only since there is every indication that so far as the half-spindle is

concerned the structures involved have a greater complexity than the

term
"

fiber
"
would indicate. Indeed, the same may be said for the

interzonal connection although, as I have tried to show in a previous

paper, the half-spindle and interzonal elements show some very definite

differences from each other. The case for such a difference certainly

becomes stronger in the light of Ellenhorn's recent observations and

finds still further support in the present investigation, where the relative

ease with which the interzonal connections are distorted in the Heterop-
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ter.i and Copepoda stands in distinct contrast to the behavior of the half-

spindle components under identical experimental conditions.

However, so far as the present work is concerned, the detailed struc-

ture of these elements is not involved. To repeat, the question here is

simply whether the living spindle is homogeneous or whether there is a

morphological basis for the half-spindle components, as they appear in

fixed preparations. I consider that the evidence can point only to the

last-named of these alternatives.
1

I must concede, however, that I have not been able to overcome an

objection that has been expressed in connection with the argument of

Belaf and Schaede, that longitudinal splits in the treated spindle pre-

suppose a corresponding structure in the normal spindle. This objec-

tion is voiced by Bleier (1931) as follows (freely translated) :

" From
such splits one could more logically deduce that the main spindle is

composed of smaller spindles (Teilspindeln)." It so happens that the

spindles of copepod eggs are particularly open to this objection, if such

it be. I adduce this not only from direct observation (especially of the

maturation figures) but also from the readiness with which the chromo-

somes are separated from each other experimentally, each accompanied

by a tiny spindle (Schiller, 1909). The close relationship of such spin-

dle structure to that seen in Acroschisnins (Hughes-Schrader, 1924),

where the compound nature is evident in normal, untreated spindles, is

too obvious to merit further comment.

But whether these small, component spindles are called Teilspindeln

or whether they are called half-spindle components as I have done,

seems to me of little import. That they are more firmly linked together

in some forms than in others, is clear, but even in such a closely knit

spindle as that of the Heteroptera the similarity of half-spindle com-

ponents to tiny individual spindles is so striking as to raise the question
whether all spindles are not basically composed of Teilspindeln. It is

true that in many, perhaps most, cases the finished metaphase spindle

seems to present still another and homogeneous substance which occu-

pies the spaces between the half-spindle components, but if this is pres-

ent in such cases as AcroscJiisinus and TLlaveia, it must arise quite sec-

ondarily.

Indeed, if Bleier could commit himself more definitely to the impli-

cation in the statement quoted, he and I might well find ourselves on

1 It is of interest to note that Belling apparently was also convinced of the real-

ity of the half-spindle components, for referring to some unpublished work he wrote

(1933, p. 80) :"...' Traction
'

fibers of the spindle are real, I consider, in Liliuin.

I have, by starving, got them to show in a vacuole."

Unfortunately nothing beyond this short statement is given. It is hoped that

tlu- manuscript pertaining to the work in question is in condition to he published.
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common ground to wit, that the half-spindle is primarily composed of

smaller elements which have hitherto been called fibers but which I

have termed more noncommittally
"
components."

SUMMARY

1. By centrifuging, the fibers or components of the half-spindle are

bent and distorted, not only as a group but also independently of each

other.

2. Metaphases so treated continue their mitotic activities and it is

concluded that the half-spindle components as seen in fixed preparations
are not coagulation artefacts but have a morphological basis in the

living spindle.

3. The experiments lend further support to the claim that half-

spindle components and interzonal connections differ from each other

in structure and certain other physical properties.
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OBSERVATIOXS OX THE GENUS STERRHURUS LOOSS,
WITH A DESCRIPTION OF STERRHURUS BRANCHI-

ALIS SP. NOV. (TREMATODA, HEMIURID.E)

H. W. STUXKARD AND R. F. NIGRELLI

(From the Department of Biology, New York University, and

the Neiv York Aquarium)

The genus Sterrhnrns was erected by Looss (1907) with S. mus-

culus as the type species. In the genus he included also .S\ imocavus

Looss, S. grandiporus (Rudolphi, 1819) [= - Dist. grandiporum Rucl.,

= Lecithochirium grandiporum (Rud.) Liihe, 1901], and S. fiisifonnis

(Liihe, 1901) [= ; Lecithochirium fusiformc Liihe]. Looss included

the genera StcrrJuints, LecithocJiirium Liihe, 1901, Synaptobothrinm

von Linstow, 1904, Plcnims Looss, 1907, and Brachyphallus Odhner,

1905 in the subfamily Sterrhurinae. Fuhrmann (1928) listed Synapto-

bothrium as a synonym of Lecithochirium and transferred Brachyphallus

to the subfamily Hemiurinae. Recently, Manter (1934) added the new

genera Dinosoma and Parasterrhurus to the subfamily Sterrhurinae.

In a more extended paper, Looss (1907&) discussed the morphology
of the hemiurid trematodes and their taxonomic relations. He gave a

detailed account of the characteristic features of the genus Sterrhnrns,

and brief specific diagnoses of the four species listed above. Subse-

quently seven other species have been added to the genus. Two of

them, 5". monticellii and S. Iccvis, had been described by Linton (1898)

and assigned to the genus Distomum. D. monticellii was described

from the stomach and gills of Rcmora rcmora and later Linton (1901)

also reported the parasite from the intestine of Pomatomus saltatrix and

Paralichthvs dcntatits. Linton (1905) reported both immature and

gravid worms, all of which were listed tentatively as D. monticellii, from

nineteen different species of fish at Beaufort, North Carolina. Often

only a single specimen, and in other cases only a few of them were

found in each host. The species was recorded in his (1907) studies

on the parasites of Bermuda fishes, and, in his account of the trematodes

of the Dry Tortugas, Linton (1910) placed it in the genus Sterrhunis.

Linton (1898) also described Distomum hei'c from Macrourus bairdi.

Looss (1899) classified this worm as Hcmiurus Icrvis (Linton) and

Manter (1931) transferred it to the genus Sterrhnnts. Another spe-

cies, Sterrhunis brcricirnts, was described by Nicoll (1915) from the

intestine of Pomadasis hasta. Manter (1934) redescribed S. Iavis

(Linton) and added the new species, 6\ floridensis, S. prceclarus, S. ro-

534
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bitstus and S. profitmlus. Nigrelli and Stunkard (1933) reported a

species of Stcrrhurus from the gills of the cutlass fish, Tricluunts Icp-

tiirus Linn. Further study of this material shows the specimens to be

specifically distinct from all previously described forms and for them

the name Sterrlutnts brancJiialis is proposed.

SterrJiiints brancliialis sp. nov.

More than three hundred sexually mature worms were taken from

the gills and seven others were found in the intestine of a single indi-

vidual of Trichhtnts leptnrus. The fish was taken near Long Island,

New York, although the natural habitat of the species is the deep water

of the warm Atlantic, extending north to Virginia and occasionally as

far as Massachusetts.

Fixed and stained specimens are 0.76-2.5 mm. long and 0.34-0.57

mm. wide. The body is only slightly flattened, wall strongly developed,

smooth when the specimen is fully extended but thrown into numerous

fine annulations when the worm is contracted. The cuticula in the an-

terior part of body is 0.003-0.009 mm. in thickness. The "
tail

' !

is

much narrower than the body proper, when fully extended about one-

third the body length. It is filled with homogeneous, chromophile glob-

ules (presumably excretory products) which in living worms were ob-

served to pass to the exterior through the pore at the tip of the
"

tail."

The acetabulum is 0.2-0.4 mm. in diameter, situated 0.26 to 0.72 mm.

from the anterior end, depending on the degree of contraction in this

portion of the body. The dorsal lip is present and may show two or

three weakly-muscular lobes or papillae.

Digestive Svstcin. The oral sucker is 0.11-0.16 mm. in diameter.

The pharynx is immediately behind and about three-fifths as large as

the oral sucker. The esophagus is short
;
intestinal rami extend to the

posterior third of the body and enter the
"

tail
"

only when the animal

is strongly contracted. The distal ends of the ceca are slightly dilated.

Male Reproductive System. The testes are somewhat lobed, spheri-

cal to oval, the long axis lateral in contracted specimens, 0.11-0.235 mm.

in diameter. They are postacetabular, usually oblique, sometimes sym-

metrical (especially in immature, small, and contracted individuals).

Ducts from the testes unite dorsal to the acetabulum to form the

S-shaped seminal vesicle. The initial portion of the vesicle is large,

saccate, followed by the anterior curved portions. The anterior part

is dorsal to the sinus sac and a short recurved duct, the pars prostatica.

connects the seminal and prostatic vesicles. The terminal half of this

duct is widened and opens at an angle into the prostate vesicle.
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FIG. 1. S. branchialis, ventral view, specimen 1.8 mm. long.
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Throughout its length the duct is surrounded by the cells of the prostate

gland. The copulatory organs and sinus sac agree in structure with

those of S. iinisculns as described by Looss.

Female Reproductive System. The ovary is globular, somewhat

ventral and to the right of the midline, usually some distance behind

the testes but may be pushed forward on retraction of the
"

tail." It

is slightly broader than long, about the same size as one of the testes.

The vitellaria are lobular, posterior and adjacent to the ovary; arranged
in two groups united by a short slender bridge, four lobes on the right

and three on the left. The lobes are sometimes indistinct, spherical to

oval, and ma}- be three times as long as wide with thickened ends. The
oviduct arises at the posterior end of the ovary and turns ventrad to join

the ootype where a short vitelline duct is received. Mehlis' gland is

present, the seminal receptacle and Laurer's canal absent. The initial

portion of the uterus is rilled with spermatozoa. The uterus is much
coiled

;
it passes at first posteriad for a short distance and then forward

to join the metraterm. The eggs are very numerous, 0.016-0.021 mm.
in length by 0.01-0.013 mm. in width; average of 100 eggs, 0.019 by
0.012 mm.

Copulatory Organs. The genital pore is median, immediately be-

hind the oral sucker. The sinus sac is pyriform, directed obliquely to

the dorsal and anterior face of the acetabulum, between the intestinal

rami. It is filled with loose, vacuolated parenchyma and contains the

hermaphroditic duct, prostate vesicle, and terminal part of the metra-

term. The arrangement of the fibers in the wrall was described by
Looss, who compared this structure with the closed cirrus sac of other

digenetic trematodes. The hermaphroditic duct extends two-thirds to

three-fourths of the length of the sinus sac, is almost straight, and

usually contains eggs. It is undoubtedly formed by the fusion of the

distal portions of the metraterm and ejaculatory duct. From the inner

end of the hermaphroditic duct the metraterm extends caudad as a

strong, straight tube. Dorsally, the short ejaculatory duct opens into

the prostate vesicle, a spherical organ situated at the base of the sinus

sac. The vesicle may contain spermatozoa, although usually it is either

empty or partially filled with droplets of secretion from the prostate

cells.

Excretory System. The excretory vesicle divides behind the ace-

tabulum, and the crura unite dorsal to the pharynx. Further details

of the system could not be observed.

Comparisons

As pointed out by Looss (1907^), the ability of the hemiurid trema-

todes to retract the posterior part of the body and telescope it into the
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major portion makes it exceedingly difficult to compare different species,

and the criteria usually applied to other distomes can be utilized only
with reservations. Very great changes in the shape and spatial relations

of the internal organs are produced as the
"
caudal appendage

"
is pro-

truded and retracted. These changes make it necessary to compare
worms with similar degrees of contraction and frequently the limits of

protrusion and retraction and corresponding internal changes can not

be determined from fixed material alone. Only when an abundance

of material is available can the observer distinguish with certainty be-

tween individual variations and specific distinctions. Comparison of

specimens at different developmental stages is also helpful. Although

specific determination is based primarily on morphological features, it

is often facilitated by the biological characteristics of the specimens in

question. Among parasitic species, the host-parasite relations have re-

ceived much attention in recent years.

Sterrhurus branchialis differs in certain respects from each of the

previously described species. Although other species have been found

infrequently on the gills of their hosts, the chief seat of infestation is

the stomach or adjacent portions of the digestive tract. In S. branclii-

olis, conversely, the parasites occur primarily on the gills and were found

in enormous numbers. Morphologically, S. branchialis is very similar

to S. musculus, but the worms attain a larger size and the vitellaria are

better developed. In Looss' figure of S. inusculus, the vitelline glands
are small, about twice as long as wide, the lobes are short, and their

number was not stated.

S. branchialis is intermediate in size between S. musculus and S. inw-

caz'ns. S. imocavus is slightly larger, more elongate, with larger suck-

ers, smaller eggs, and less distinctly lobed vitellaria. Although the lim-

its of body size overlap, 5". branchialis differs from S. grandiporus in

several respects. In S. grandiporus the suckers are relatively larger, the

vitelline lobes are larger and longer, the
"

tail
"

is relatively smaller, and

concomitant perhaps with the smaller
"

tail," more of the uterine coils

are post-ovarian in position. 5". fusifonnis may be distinguished from

Abbreviations in Fig. 2

ac acetabulum pr prostate gland
ca caudal appendage pi' prostate vesicle

gp genital pore sc sinus sac

hd hermaphroditic duct sv seminal vesicle

in intestine ts testis

os oral sucker ut uterus
ov ovary rt vitellaria

ph pharynx



sv

FIG. 2. S. branchialis, from right side, specimen 2.15 mm. long.
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S. brancJiialis since in the former species the worms are larger and the

vitelline lobes are much longer and thinner. More than one species has

undoubtedly been described as S. inonticeUii and the name should be

restricted to the form originally described by Linton (1898) from R.

rcntora. These specimens are almost twice the size of S. brancJiialis

and show corresponding differences in size of internal organs. Other-

wise the two species are very similar. Certain of the small specimens
referred by Linton to S. inonticcllii were assigned by Manter (1934) to

the species which he described as 5". floridcnsis. This species, according
to the author, differs from S. miiscnlus only in size of eggs. S. l<zi f

is,

as redescribed by Manter (1934), differs from S. branchialis in form of

vitellaria, seminal vesicle, and sinus sac. 5". praclarus differs from S.

branchialis in form of copulatory organs and vitellaria, location of testes,

and size of caudal appendage. 6\ robustus differs from 5\ brancJiialis

in the absence of a sinus sac and in the location and form of the seminal

vesicle. v$\ branchialis may be distinguished from 5\ profnndus by dif-

ferences in the position of the anterior limits of the
"

tail," and in the

form of the copulatory organs and vitellaria.

Discussion

As noted by Oclhner (1911), the Hemiuridse are very similar and

probably closely related to the Azygiidae. In all of these treniatodes

the musculature is well developed and specimens assume varied forms

on contraction. According to Ward (1917), "This (Azygia} is a

powerfully muscular distome and may be greatly distorted in the process
of preservation. Specimens taken from a single host at the same time

and preserved in the same way often present marked external differ-

ences in size and form. The genera Megadistoimun of Leidy and Staf-

ford, Mimodistomwm of Leidy, and Hassalius of Goldberger are in-

stances of such extreme specimens that really belong to the single genus

Azygia." Indeed, the same condition was encountered in S. brancliialis.

Such great differences were found in the large number of worms stud-

ied that for a time it appeared that more than one species was repre-

sented. Different specimens, however, showed intermediate conditions

and made it possible to assign all the material to a single species. This

enormous variation among individuals of a single species makes it ex-

ceedingly difficult to distinguish between different species. Although

they may be distinct and valid, we have attempted without success to

formulate a satisfactory key to the several species of Sterrhurus.

In his diagnosis of the genus Sterrhurus, Looss (1907[>) placed spe-

cial emphasis on the form of the copulatory organs. He stated,
" Der

den Cirrusbeutel ersetzende Muskelsack umschliesst ausser dem Ductus
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hermaphroditus auch den Anfangsteil des Metraterms und den kurzen

Ductus ejaculatorius, der seinerseits in den blasenartigen, das Hinter-

ende des Cirrussacks einnehmenden Hohlraum iibergeht. In diesen tritt

von hinten die ausserhalb des Sacks gelegene Pars prostatica ein, wobei

ihr innerer Belag muttermundartig in die Blase vorspringt."

The species S. robnstus, S. prccclarus, and 6". profundus of Manter

have copulatory organs which do not conform t<? the generic diagnosis

and S. profnndiis, according to Manter,
"
differs from all others in the

genus in the extreme development of the tail, the undivided seminal

vesicle, the far forward position of the genital pore, the lack of prostate

gland, the straight ascending limb of the uterus and the apparently un-

united branches of the excretory vesicle. Its unlobed vitellaria are

unusual as is also the extreme posterior extent of the uterus and ceca."

The inclusion of these species in the genus Sterrhurus was made with

the following explanation,
' ;

There arises a question as to whether the

genus should be limited to species with sinus sac and terminal genital

ducts as in SterrJiurus niusculus Looss (the type species) and SterrJiu-

rus floridcnsis (figs. 69, 70) or whether it should include also such forms

as SterrJiurus robnstus, Sterrhurus prcedarus, and Sterrhurus profun-

dus. During the early development of any genus, it is difficult to arrive

at a logical generic limitation. As more species of Sterrhurus are

named, the genus will undoubtedly be divided. At present it seems best

to allow the genus to grow, based on the fundamental characters of

smooth body provided with a tail appendage rather than to erect several

genera of single species."

In our opinion the form of the copulatory organs is a feature of

generic rank, and a group based only on a
"
smooth body provided with

a tail appendage
"

is not a genus but deserves subfamily rank. Accord-

ingly, since the species in question have copulatory organs which differ

so fundamentally from those of 5". inusculus, we would not include these

species in the genus Sterrhurus.

Since we have not examined material of other species of Sterrhurus,

opinion concerning their validity can be based only on the published ac-

counts in the literature. Many of the descriptions are brief and authors

do not always agree on the dimensions given for a single species. A
discussion of this subject may be found in the recent paper by Manter

(1934). For example, the great variation in the dimensions recorded

by Linton for the several forms described by him at various times as

Distoinum inonticcUii and the lack of complete descriptions make it diffi-

cult to characterize that species. Linton's (1898) measurements and

figure differ considerably from those given in (1910) when he re-

described the parasite and placed it in the genus Sterrhurus. The speci-
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mens reported in 1898 are about four times as large as those described

as 5\ monticclHi in 1910. In his (1905) paper Linton described the

parasite from a large number of hosts. His Fig. 154 was sketched from

life with details added from fixed and stained specimens. The worm
was taken from Rachycentron canadits at Beaufort, North Carolina. It

was about the same size as the specimens described in 1898. The vitel-

line lobes as shown in* this figure differ slightly from those of another

specimen shown in Fig. 155 which had been taken from the sand pike,

Svnodus fastens. It appears certain that more than one species must

be represented in the material reported by Linton.

According to Manter (1934) the worms described as D. monticcllii

by Linton (1907) are probably specifically identical with 5". floridensis

Manter, 1934. But this species according to the author differs from

5". inusatlus only in size of eggs. Looss gave the egg measurements of

S. musciilns as 0.019-0.021 mm. by 0.011-0.013 mm. The maximum

egg length in 5\ floridensis is 0.017 and the greatest width about 0.01

mm. Most of the eggs measure from 0.013-0.015 mm. in length. The

importance of egg measurements in determining specificity has been dis-

cussed by many authors. Cort (1915) noted the variation in egg size

that may occur in a given species. In .S. brancJu'alis the egg measure-

ments show variations that are close to the limits of all the described

species. Size of eggs, in the absence of other morphological differences,

is a very inadequate criterion by which to characterize a new species.

This is true especially in cases where the life cycle is unknown. In the

same species, e.g., Fasciola hepatica and Clonorchis sinensis, it has been

demonstrated repeatedly that worms which have completed their de-

velopment in different host species may show marked differences in size

and in size of eggs. There is a further complicating possibility. It has

been observed (see Stunkard, 1931) that trematode parasites of fishes

may persist for a time in the digestive tract of piscivorous hosts and may
become adapted to the new environment. Since the hosts of Sterrhunis

feed in part at least on other fishes, such a method of disseminating the

infestation can not be overlooked. In fact it is indicated by the fifty-

five different species of fish which are listed by Manter as hosts of S.

floridensis. An observation by Looss (1907^),
"
dass man bei jungen

Sterrhurinen, die sich oft in Mengen encystiert im Peritoneum und an-

deren Organen verschiedener Fische finden," is of much significance in

this connection. It indicates clearly that either different fishes normally

serve as second intermediate hosts or that if ingested while young the

parasites may encyst in these fishes awaiting a chance introduction into

the proper host where they may complete their development. In the
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absence of knowledge concerning the life cycle and larval stages of these

trematodes, specific identification must be largely tentative.
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